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Thursday/, 8th February 1872.

Ordered, That a Select Committee be appointed to consider the best Plan for the

Control and Management of Habitual Drunkards.

Thursday/, 22nd February 1 872.

Committee nominated of

—

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Birley.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Mr. Wharton.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Lord Claud John Hamilton.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Downing.
Major Walker.
Mr. Winterbotham.
Mr. Clare Read.

Colonel Brise.

Mr. Donald Dalrymple.

Ordered, That the Committee have power to send for Persons, Papers, and Records.

Ordered, That Five be the Quorum of the Committee.

Friday, 8th March 1872.

Ordered, That Mr. PVinterbotham be discharged from further attendance on the Com
mittee.

Ordered, That Mr. William Henry Gladstone be added to the Committee.

Thursday, I3th June 1872.

Ordered, 1 hat the Committee have power to report their Observations, together with
the Minutes of Evidence taken before them, to The House.
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R E P O R T.

I'HE SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to inquire into the best Plan for the

Control and Manag-ement of Habitual Drunkards ;— Have considered

the Matters to tliera referred, and have agreed to the following- REPORT :

—

That there is entire concurrence of all the witnesses in the absolute
inadequacy of existing laws to check drunkenness, whether casual or constant

;

rendering it desirable that fresh legislation on the subject shoidd take place, and
that the laws should be made more simple, uniform, and stringent.

This is the more requisite, as there is much evidence to show that in large

towns and papulous districts, the great evil of drunkenness is on the increase,

attributed in some measure to the liigher wages and shortened hours of labour.

This does not appear to be equally true ot agricultural districts and populations.

That small fines and sliort imprisonuients are proved to be useless, as well

by the testiiTiony of competent witnesses, as by tlie fact that the same individual

is convicted over and over again, to even more than 100 times.

That drunkenness is the prolific parent of crime, disease, and poverty, has

received much additional confirmation. It is in evidence that a large proportion

of the criminals passing through our gaols attributed their fall to drink, one

witness having stated the amount as equal to 75 per cent, in a particular gaol

;

about 20 per cent, of the insanity recorded in Great Britain, and about 14 per

cent, in the United States of America, are placed to the same cause; and nearly

one-half of the idiots in the latter country are stated to be the ofi'spring of

intemperate parents.

That occasional drunkenness may, and very frequently does, become con-

firmed and habitual, and soon passes into the condition of a disease uncontrollable

by the individual, unless indeed some extraneous influence, either punitive or

curative, is brought into play.

That self-control is suspended or annihilated ; moral obligations are disre-

garded ; the decencies of private and the duties of public life are alike set at

nought; and individuals obey only an overwhelming craving for stimulant to

which everything is sacrificed.

That this is confined to no class, condition, or sex, and hardly to any age.

That the moderate use of alcoholic liquors is unattended by any bad effects,

while there is much to prove that excess in ardent spirits is far more deleterious

than similar excess in wine or beer. There are also strong reasons for believing

that some considerable amount of helpless drunkenness and frenzied intoxication

is due to adulteration, or to the use of new spirits containing substances of tlie

nature of ethers.

That it is in evidence that there is a very large amount of drunkenness among

all classes and both sexes, which never becomes public, or is dealt with by the

authorities, but which is probably even a more fertile source of misery, poverty,

and degradation tlian that which comes before the police courts ;
for this no

legal remedy exists, and without further legislaiion it must go on unchecked.

Legislation in such cases was strongly advocated by all the witnesses before the

Committee.

2^2. a 1 10. That
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That tlie absence of all power to check the downward course of a drunkard,

and the urgent necessity of providing it, has been dwelt upon by nearly every

witness ; and the legal control of an habitual inebriate, either in a reformatory or

in a private dwelling, is recommended, in the belief that many cases of death

resulting from intoxication, including suicides and homicides, may thus be

prevented.

That this power is obtained easily, at moderate cost, and free from the

danger of abuse and undue infringement of personal liberty, has been stated in

evidence, by quotations from American and Canadian Statutes (Question 2620)

as well as by the uitnesses from America.

That though the habit of frequent or prolonged intoxication leads in the end

to insanity, yet there is a difference between the paroxysm of intoxication and

insanity nroper, so distinct as to forbid the plea, in bar of punishment, that an

offence ivas committed while drunk ; still placing inebriates in lunatic asylums

(except for a very brief period, <?.y., during a paroxysm of delirium tremens) is

improper, and should not be allowed. The presence of recovering inebriates in

an ordinary hospital for the insane is prejudicial to the other inmates in various

important particulars, while the discipline and diet needed for the insane is

unsuitable for the convalescing inebriate.

That the question of providing more efficient laws against initial or casual

drunkenness arises so naturally out of this inquiry that suggestions to remedy the

avowed inadequacy of the law are here offered.

That the fine of 5 s. imposed by the 4th and 21st of James I. was a much'
heavier fine at the time it was enacted than it is now, and it might be expedient to

raise it to a sum not exceeding 40 The fine should be recorded ai^ainst the

individual in a Drunkards Register, and be made progressive ; and to the fine

should be added the costs often incurred by the police or the public in conveying

the offender to the station. This should apply to cases of common street

drunkenness usually classed as " drunk and incapable."

That after three convictions within twelve months, the magistrates should

be empowered to require the ofiender to tinci a surety or sureties for sobriety

and goi;d conduct for a fixed period, and in default of the same, or in case the

surety is forfeited by a fresh offence, then to sentence the offender to a consider-

able period of detention in an industrial reforuiatory for inebriates as hereafter

recommended. The system of sureties has been applied with excellent results

in Sheffield; and though it appears practicable under the common law, it would
be well to repeal the old statutes and enact new.

There is good reason for believing that such a measure would not only

have much restrictive influence on the ilrunkard, but would bring the efforts of

relatives and friends, and especially of the surety, into active exercise.

That all fines and convictions should be registered and recorded in the

Drunkards Register, and the Court of Petty Sessions should have the power
of estreating the recognisances when forfeited, without being obliged to resort to

the present slow and expensive mode of recovery.

That when an offender has been called upon to find sureties, and has been
unable to do so, or when by a fresh offence he has forfeited them, or when he has been
called upon a second time to find sureties, he should be deemed and registered as

an " Habitual Drunkard," and as such may be sent to an industrial inebriate

reformatory by magistrate's order for a term of not less than three nor more than

twelve months, the time to be governed by the frequency of the offence.

That v.hen acts of violence or other offences are superadded to the <irunken-

ness the oixlinary punishment awarded by law to those offences should be carried

out, and if the offender comes under the definition of an habitual drunkard, a
committal to a reformatory may form part of the sentence, or it may be left to

the discretion of the magistrate to send him at once to an inebriate reformatory.

That it is in evidence as well from those who have conducted and are still

conducting reformatories for inebriates in Great Britain, as by those who are
managers of similar institutions in America, that sanatoria, or inebriate reform-

atories
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atories are producing considenible good in efTecting amendment and cures in

those who have been treated in them.

The average number of cures is stated to be from 33 to 40 per cent, of the

admissions, this per-centage being based upon subsequent inquiry, from which
the cures appear to be as com])lete and permanent as in any other form of disease,

mental or physicaL The average time occupied in effecting these cures is stated

at from 12 to 16 weeks in America. For the English institutions the period has
been longer.

That the proportion of cures is not larger is attributed bv all the wit-

nesses to a lack of power to induce or to compel the patient to submit to treat-

ment for a longer period, and that power is asked for by every one who lias had,

or still has, charge of these institutions. Without such a power it appears that

tlie results must be imperfect, disappointing, and inadequate to the efforts made.

Recommendations.

The Recommendations of the Committee are :

1. Definition.—That sanataria or reformatories for tho^e who, "not-
withstanding the plainest considerations of health, interest, and duty are given

over to habits of intemperance so as to render them un;ible to control them-
selves, and incapable of managing their own affaii's, or such as to render

them in. any way dangerous to tliemselves or others," should be provided.

2. These should be divided into Classes A. and B,

A. For those who are able out of their own resources, or out of those

of their relations, to pay for the cost of their residence therein. These,

whether promoted !iy private enterprise or by associations, can be pro-

fitably and successfully conducted.

B. For those who are unable to contribute or only partially. These
must be established by State or local authorities, ancl at first at their

cost, though there is good reason to believe that they can be made
wholly or partially self-supporting.

The admission to these institutions should be either voluntary or by com-
mittal. In either case the persons entering should not be alloMcd to leave except

under conditions to be laid down, and the ])Ower to ])revent their leaving should

be by law conferred on the manager. Tliough practically this power would be

seldom put in force, it will be useless to establish these institutions without it.

The patients under Class A. should be admitted either bv their own act?

or, on the ai)plication of their friends or relatives, under proper legal restrictions^

or by the decision of a local court of inquiry, established under proper safeguards,

before which, on the application of a near relative or guardian, or a parish or

otliei' local authority, or other authorised persons, proof shall be given that the

party cited is unable to control himself, and incapable of managing his affairs, or

that his habits are suclt as to render him dangerous to himself or others ; that

this arises from the abuse of alcoholic drinks or sedatives; and he is therefore

to be deemed an habitual drunkard.

If that proof be deemed sufficient by the court of inquiry it shall make
an order for commitment to an inebriate institution for such a term as it shall

think proper, not exceeding twelve montlis, and shall also have power, with or

without such commitment, to make an order for the appointment of a guardian

or trustee of the cited party, person, and estate. The party cited sliall have the

right to be present, both in person and by counsel, and all the evidence shall be

taken on oath. The property of the party shall be liable for maintenance ; tiie

trustee or guardian shall be liable as in committees of the person and estate of

lunatics, Act 25 & 26 Vict. c. 86.

Persons convicted as habitual drunkards accoiding to the definition laid

down in the 18th paragraph of this Report, whose means are inadequate, may be

sent by magistrates by commitment to the B. class of reformatories.

The period of detention should be fixed by the court of inquiry, or by

the magistrates, but may be curtailed upon sufficient proof being given that a

04-. a 3 cure
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cure of the patient has taken place. No manager of a reformatory, or guardian,

or trustee or committee, shall be liable to action for damages for acting under the

orders of the court of inquiry, or of the magistrates.

These reformatories, whether of Class A or B, should be inspected from

time to time by a committee appointed by magistrates at quarter sessions, of

not less than five persons, of whom one at least shall be a medical man, and the

inspection of these institutions, whether of a private or public character, should

be of a very stringent nature.

Reformatories on the industrial system should be established, either as

separate institutions or as part of a prison, but distinct from the ordinary penal

portion thereof, or as part of a union workhouse, to which persons committed as

habitual drunkards should be sent.

The proceeds of their labour should be applied to the payment of the entire

cost of maintenance while in the reformatory ; if any excess remain, it should be

applied to the maintenance of the wife and family, or if they be in receipt of

parochial relief, then to reimburse the union fund, or if there be no wife or

family or parochial charge, then to the uses of the individual on leaving the

reformatory.

Your Committee, after considering the whole question as to the best mode
of dealing with drunkards, including not only the management of inebriate

asylums, but also the control and prevention of the habit of drunkenness, have

arrived at the following additional conclusions and recommendations:—
That the fine for drunkenness for the first or second offence [vvhen it is

most desirable to prevent the formation of the habit] should not exceed 40^^.,

or in default thereof, imprisonment for a period not exceediuii 30 daj^s

[being for the same term as that imposed in the United States] ; the precise

amount of both fine and imprisonment being left to the discretion of the

sitting magistrate; and that, after the third conviction within 12 months, the

magistrate should have the power of insisting upon sureties, not exceeding

10/., as under the statute of James I.

That there be a ready mode of estreating sureties at petty sessions, and

that courts of petty sessions be courts of record, at least for cases of drunken-

ness or offences against the licensing laws.

The Committee have good grounds for recommending the application

of the same provisions concerning habitual drunkards to the sellers of liquor, under

the Habitual Criminals Act, and they recommend that the provisions contained

in the lOlh clause of that Act with reference to thieves or reputed thieves, shall

in future be applied to habitual drunkards.

This will be facilitated by the keeping of a Drunkards Register, and the

preparation of a police notice, to be obtained at the police station, and served on
the liquor-seller by the relatives of the drunkard, or by order of the magistrate,

will facilitate this.

That watchful inspection over the purity of the article sold is required.

That in order accurately to test the increase or decrease of drunkenness, on
which legislation nmst greatly depend, a uniformity of dealing with, and recording

every case of drunkenness that comes into the hands of the police, should be

adopted.

In pursuing the investigation of this subject of national importance, your

Committee desire to acknowledge the valuable aid afforded by their Chairman.

After withdrawing his Bill of last Session for dealing with Habitual Drun-
kards, and after moving at a later period for the appointment of a Select Com-
mittee, he personally undertook during the recess a special voyage to the United
Stales for the purpose of inquiring practically into the conduct of inebriate

asylums there, and of acquainting himself with their beneficial effects. He has
volunteered his evidence to the Committee, giving the result of his examination
and experience.

From
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From his evidence it appears that he visited eight institutions of this

character in the United States, leaving only one unvisited at St. Francisco ; he
also visited one in Canada. All of these are regulated by Charter, or by some
act of incorporation, and are managed by committees- They comprise all that

exist as wholly public or as partly private inebriate asylums on the American
continent ; and all except two received contributions and support from the State.

Nevertheless, they originated either with societies or individuals actuated by

philanthropic motives, and are partly maintained by them.

13 June 1872.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

Thursday, 29th February 18/2.

MEMBEES PRESENT:

Mr. Donald Dalrymple.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Downing.
Colonel Brise.

Major Walker.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Birley.

Mr. Akroyd.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Mr. Henry Samiielson.

Mr. Donald Dalrymple was called to the Chair.

The Commitfee deliberated.

[Adjourned till Friday the Sth of March, at One o'clock.

Friday, mh March 1872.

MEMBERS present:

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Mr. Downing.
Major Walker.
Lord Claud John Hamilton.
Colonel Brise.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Akroyd.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.
Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. William Smith, Mr. Henry Webster, Mr. William Smith, and Dr. Boyd, were
severally examined.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at One o'clock.

Tuesday, ]2th March 1872.

MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Read".

Major Walker.
Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Colonel Brise.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Wharton.
Lord Claud John Hamilton.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. William White, Dr. John Crichton Brcicne, and Di-. Francis Edmund Anstie, were
severally examined.

[Adjourned till Friday next, at One o'clock.
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Friday/, lotli 3fa/rh 18/2.

Mr,

MEMBERS P R ES ENT :

Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Miiler.

Mr. Clare Read.
Colonel Biise.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Major Walker.
Dr. Lyon Plavfair.

Ml-. VYilliani Henrv Gkidstoiie.

Ml'. Henry Samuelson.
Lord Claud John Hamilton.
IMr. Birley.

Mr. David S. Rae, Mr. George W. Mould, and Dr. Charles Robert Brce, were severally

examined.

[Adjoiirned till Tuesday next, at One o'clock.

Tuesday, 19th March 1872.

MEMBERS present:

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Miller.

Colonel Brise.

Major Walker.
Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr, Wliarton.

Dr. Lyon 1^ lay fair.

Mr. Clare Read.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Dr. Alexander Peddlt and Dr. John Nugent were severally examined,

[Adjourned till Friday, Apiil l-2th, at One o'clock.

Friday, 12(h April 1872.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Major Walker.
Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Mr, Miller,

Mr, Akroyd,
Mr. Mitchell Henry.
Mr. VVilliam Henry Gladstone,

Mr. Biiley.

Dr. Artlmr Mitchell, Dr. Forbes Winslow, and Mr. Baljour Browne were severally

examined.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at One o'clock.

Tuesday, IGth Ajnil 1872.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Dr. Lyon Playfair in the Chair.

Mr. Donald Dalrymple.

Dr. Lyon Plavfair.

Major Walker.
Colonel Brise.

Mr. Birlev.

Mr. Akioyd.

Mr. Donald Dalrymple, Chairman of the Committee, examined.

[Adjourned till Fi-iday next, at OiiC o'cioci<

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Mitchell Henry,
Mr. Downing.
Mr. Clare Kead.

Lord Claud John Hamilt-n.
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Friday, I9th April 1872.

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Downing.
Mr. Akroyd.

Mr. James Edioard Davis, Captain Duncan M'Neill, and Mr. John Jackson, were

severally examined.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at One o'clock.

M r. Clare Eead.
Colonel Brise.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.
Major Walker.
Mr. Birley.

Tuesday, 23rd April 1872. ,

MEMBERS PRESENT :

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Major Walker. . Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Miller. Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Clare Read. Mr. Henry Samuelson.
Mr. Mitchell Henry. Lord Claud John Hamilton.

Dr. M'GiU, Dr, Christie, and Mr. Henry Dixon were severally examined.

[Adjourned till Friday next, at One o'clock.

Friday, 2Qth April 1872.

MEMBERS present:

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Colonel Brise.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Mitchell Henrv.

Mr. Birley.

Mr. Claie Read.
Dr, Lyon Playfair.

Major Grdg and Mr. Lamplugh Favjceit were severally examined.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at One o'clock.

Tuesday, SOth April 1872.

members present :

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Major Walker.
Mr. Miller.

Mr. Mitchell Henrv.
Mr. Clare Read.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Mr. Akroyd.
Colonel Brise.

Mr. Wiliam Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Thomas P. Nelson, Mr. James Welherill, and Mr. John Harman were severally'

examined.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at One o'clock.
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Friday, 3rd May 18/2.

MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Cliair.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.
Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Downing.
Sir Harcourt Jolinstone.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Dr, Josejdi Parrish examined.

Major Walker.
Mr. Birley.

Lord Claud John Hamilton.
Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Clare Read.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at One o'clock.

Tuesday, 7th May 18/2.

MEMBERS present:

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Major Walker,
Mr. Akrovd.
Mr. Miller.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Dr. Joseph Parrish further examined.

Dr. Daniel George Dodge examined.

Colonel Brise.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.
Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Birley.

Mr. Clare Read.

[Adjourned till Friday next, at Twelve o'clock.

Friday, lOth May 1872.

MEMBERS present:

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Major Walker.
Mr. Miller.

Mr. Akroyd.

Dr. Daniel Dodge and Dr. Joseph Parrish were furtiier exainined.

Dr. Robert Druitt examined.
[Adjourned till Friday 7th June, at One o'clock.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Downing.

Friday, 7th June 1872.

members present :

Mr. Donald Dalrymple in the Chair.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.
Mr. Birley.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. William Henry Gladstone,

Colonel Brise.
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Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Mr. Wharton,
Major Walker.
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DRAFT REPORT proposed by the Chairman, read the first time, as follows:

—

" I. That there is entire concurrence of all the witnesses in the absolute inadequacy of

existing laws to check drunkenness, whether casual or constant; renderino- it dt-sirable that

fresh legislation on the subject should take place, and that the laws should be made more

simple, uniform, and stringent.

" 2. Thif, is the more requisite, as there is much evidence to show that in large towns and

populous districts, the great evil of drunkenness is on the increase, attributed to the higher

wages and shortened hours of labour, wliile neither the educational or moral improvement

of ihe people, nor the amelioration in the character of their dwellings, has borne any pro-

portion to these apparent advantages. This does not ap|)ear to be equally true of agricul-

tural districts and populations.

" 3. That small fines and short imprisonments are proved to be useless, as well by the

testimony of competent witnesses, as by the fact that the same [individual is convicted over

and over ao-ain, to even more than 100 times.

" 4. That drunkenness is the prolific parent of crime, disease, and poverty, has received

much additional confirmation. It is in evidence that 79 per cent, of the criminals passing

through our gaols iittributed their fall to drink ; 20 per cent, of the insanity recorded in

Great Britain, and about 14 per cent, in America, are placed to the sam^ causes ; and
nearly one-half of the idiots are stated to be the oftVpring of intemperate parents.

5. That drunkenness, casual or accidental, may, and very frequently does, become con-

firmed and habitual, and soon passes into the condition of a disease, uncontrollable by the

individual, unless, indeed, some extraneous influence, either punitive or curative is brought

into play.

"6. The volition is suspended or annihilated; moral obligations are disregarded ; the

decencies of private and the duties of public life are alike set at nought; and individuals

obey only an overwhelming craving for stimulus to which everythin^ is sacrificed; a

craving for that which to them is a poison, and which, by many who imbibe it is recognised

as such.

" 7. That this condition is confined to no class, condition, or sex, and hardly to any
age.

" 8. That the moderate use of alcoholic liquors is unattended by any bad effects, while

there is much to prove that excess in ardent spirits is far more deleterious than similar excess

in wine or beer. There are also strong reasons for believing that some considerable amount
of helpless drunkenness and frenzied intoxicationjs due to adulteration, or to the use of

new spirits containing substances of the nature of ethers.

" 9. That it is in evidence that there is a very large amount of drunkenness among all

classes and both sexes, which never becomes public, or calls for the intervention of the

authorities, but which is prohably even a more fertile source of misery, poverty, and
degradation than that which comes before the police courts ; for this no legal remedy
exists, and without further legislation must go on unchecked. Legislation in this direction

was strongly advocated by all the witnesses before the Committee.

" 10. That the absence of all power to check the downward course of a drunkard, and
the urgent necessity of providing it, has been dwelt upon by nearly every witness; and the

legal control of an habitual inebriate, either in a reformatory or in a private dwelling, is

recommended, in the belief that many cases of death from absolute intoxication (suicides

and homicides) may thus be prevented.

" 11. Th-it this power may be obtained easily, at moderate cost, and free from the

danger of abuse and undue infi inoement of personal liberty, has been shown in evidence, by
quotations from American ami Canadian Statutes (Question 2620) as well as by witnesses

from America.

"12. That though the habit of frequent or prolonged intoxication lead in the end to

insanity, and though during the paroxysm of intoxication the individual is in fact insane,

yet there is a difference between it and insanity proper, so distinct as to forbid the plea, in

bar of punishment, that the offence was committed while drunk ; while placing inebriates

in lunatic asylums (except for a very brief period, e. g., during a paroxysm of delirium

tremens) is improper, and sliould be forbidden. The presence of recovering inebriates in

an ordinary hospital for the insane is prejudicial to the other inmates in various important
particulars, wliile the discipline and diet needed for the insane is unsuitable for the con-
valescing inebriate.

" 13. That the question cf providi ig more efficient laws against initial or casual drunken-
ness was not directly included in the instructions to the Committee, but it grew so
consequentially out of the inquiry that suggestions to improve the avowed inadequacy are
offered here, though falling rather within the scope of licensing and police regulations.

14. That
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" 14. That the fine of 5 s. imposed by the 4th and 2181 of James I. was a much heavier
fine at the time it was enacted tlian now, anH it might be quite right to raise it to 10 s. or
15 5. The fine should be recMxlecl agaiii>t ihe individual in a drunkards register and made
progressive; and to the fine should be added the costs incurred (as is often the case) by
the police or public in conveying the offender lo the station. This to apply to common
street drunkennes-, " Drunk and incapable."

" 15. That after three convietions, the maoistrates siiould be empowered to require a
surety or suretit s from otliers for the sobriety and ijood conduct of the pai ty for a fixed
period, and in deftiult of ihe same, or in case the surety is forfeited by a frcsh ofience, then
to sentence the party to a considerable period of detention in an industrial reforniatoi-y for

inebriates. Th;s has been done witli excellent results in Sheffield
; and though it appears

that this can be done under the common law, it would be well to repeal the antiquated
statutes and enact new.

" IG. Tlieie is good reason for l)elieving that such a measure would not only have much
restrictive influence on the drunkard, but brini,' the efforts of relatives and friends, especially
of the surety, into active exercise.

" 17. That all fines and convictions should be reoistered and recorded in the Drunkards
Calendar, and the Court of Petty Session should have the power of estreatino- the
recognisances when forfeited, without being obliged to resort to the present slow and
expensive mode of recovery.

" 18. That when a party has been called upon io find surety, and has been unable to

find it, or when by a fresh offence he has forfeited it, or when he has been called upon a
second time to find surety, he should be deemed and registered as an " Habitual Drunkard,"
and as such may be sent to an industrial inebriate reformatory by magistrate's order for a

term of not less than three nor more than twelve months, the time to be governed by the

frequency of the offence.

" 19. That when acts of violence or other ofi(:,'nces are superadded to the drunkenness,

the ordinary punishment awaided by law to those offences should be canied out, and at the

end of the sentence, if the offender c >mes under the definition of an habitual drunkard, a

committal to a reformatory may form part of the sentence, or it may be left to the discretion

of the magistrate to send iiim at once to the inebriate reformatory.

" 20. That it is in evidence, as well from those who have conducted and are still con-

ducting reformatories for inebriates in Great Britain, as l)y those \^ho are inauaLiers of

similar institutions in America, that sanatoria, or inebriate reformatories are producing

considerable good in efi. cting cures and amendment in those who have been treated in

thern.
" The avera'j;e number of cures is from 33 to 40 |)er cent, of the admissions; this per-

centage may be relied on, the cures beini; ascertained by <ubsequent inquiry to be as com-
plete and permanent as in any other form of disease, mental or physical. The time occu-

pied in effecting' these cases is slated at from 12 to 16 weeks. For the English institutions

the period has been longer.

" 21, That the proporti;)n of cures is not larger arises (by an entire agreement of all the

witnesses) from lack of power to induce or to compel the patient to submit to treatment for

a longer period, and tliat po^\er is asked for by every one who has had, or still has, chari2;e

of tliese institutions. Without sucli a |3ower the results are and will be imperfect, disap-

pointing", and inadequate to the etioits made.

" IvECOMMENDATlONS.

" 22. The recommendations of the Committee are :

—

" 1. Definition.—That sanataria or i eformatories for those who, ' notwithstanding

the plainest considerations of health, inrerest, and duty are given over to habits of in-

temperance so as to render them unable to control themselves, and incapable of

managing their own affairs, or such as to render them in any way dangerous to them-

selves or others,' should be provided.

" 2. These should be divided into Classes A. and B.

" A. For those who are able out of their own resources, or out of those of

their relations, to pay for the cost of their residence therein. Those promoted

either by private enterprise or by associations can be profitably and successfully

conducted.

" B. For those who being unable to contribute, or only partially. These

must be established by State or local authorities, and at first ;«t their cost,

though there is good reason to believe that they can be made wholly or partially

self-supporting.

" 23. The admission to these sliould be either voluntary or by committal. In both cases

the party entering should not be allowed to leave except under coiulitioas to be laid down

and the power to prevent their leaving should be by law conferred on the manager. Tliou^h.

242. b 3 practically,
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practically, this power will be seldom put in Ibrce, it will be useless to establish these insti"

tutioiis without it.

" 24. The Class A. patients should be admitted either by their own act (signing a paper),

or, what will more often happen, at the urgent solicitation of their friends and relatives, or

by the decision of a Council of Interdiction, to be formed as follows :

"25. On the application by a near relative, father or mother, husband or wife, brother

or sister, uncle or aunt, nephew or niece, or, in certain cases, a creditor or a parish auiho-

rity, to a magistrate, or magistrates in petty session, he may call to his aid three or five per-

sons, of whom one at least shall be a medical practitioner and one a lawyer, who shall

constitute a court of inquiry. Before this council, which may carry on proceedin:;s with

open or closed doors as iliey deem best, proof shall be given tliat the party cited is unable

to control himself, and incapable of managing his affairs, or that his habits are such as to

render him dangerous to hmiself or others; that this arises from the abuse of alcoholic

drinks or sedatives; and he is therefore to be deemed an habitual drunkard.
•' If that proof be deemed sufficient to the majority of that council, the magistrate pre-

siding shall make an order for the appointment of a tutor or trustee of the cued party's

person and estate, or may commit him to an inebriate institution lor such a term as he may
deem proper, not exceeding The party cited shall have the right

to be present, both in person and by comisel, and all the evidence shall be taken on oath.

The property of the party to be liable for maintenance; the trustee or tutor to be liable as

in committees of the person and estate of lunatics, Act 25 & 26 Vict. c. 86.

" 26. B. To the class of reformatories persons whose means are inadequate wholly or in

part may be sent by magistrates making inquiry that they come under ihe definition of an
habitual drunkard, or thai they have become so according to the rule laid down in

Section 18.

" 37. The period of detention should be fixed by the magistrate, but may be enlarged or

curtailed upon sufficient proof rendered that it is desirable. Power of appeal to quarter

sessions, or to sue out a writ of Habeas Cor[/Us. No manager or committee to be liable to

action for damages for acting under the orders of Council ot Interdiction.

"28. These reformatories, whether of Class A or B, should be inspected from time to

time by a committee appointed by magistrates at quarter sessions, of not less than

persons, of wliom one at least shall be a medical man.

"29. Reformatories on the industrial system should be esiablished either as separate

institutions, or as part of a prison, or as part of a union workhouse, to which persons re-

gistered as habitual drunkards should be sent.

"The proceeds of their labour should be applied to the payment of the entire cost of
maintenance while in the reformatory ; if any excess remain, it should be applied lo the

maintenance of the wife and family, or if they be in receipt of parochial relief, then to re-

imburse the union fund, or if there be no wife or family or parochial charge, then to the

uses of the individual on leaving the reformatory.

"30. The inspection of institutions destined to receive inebriates, whether of a private or

public character, should be of a very stringent nature. Whether this had better be carried

out by special inspectors appointed by magistrates, and varying from time to time, or whether
it should be effected by the Lunacy Commissioners, is a debatable question, but the

balance of testimony is in favour of disconnecting these institutions entirely from lunacy,

and it is undesirable to lay fresh burdens on the existing inspectors.

" Collateral Recommendations.

"31. The Committee have good grounds for recommending the application to the sellers

of liquor the same, provisions concerning habitual drunkards as now exists under the

Habitual Criminals Act.

"32. The keeping of a drunkard's register, and the preparation of a police notice, to be
obtained at the police station, and served on the liquor-seller by the relatives of the drunkard,
or by order of the magistrate, will facilitate this.

"33. That watchful inspection over the purity of the article sold is required.

" 34. That in order accurately to test the rise or fall of drunkenness, on which legislation

must greatly depend, a uniformity of dealing with, and recording every case of drunkenness
that comes inta the hands of the police, should be adopted."

DRAFT REPORT proposed by Mr. Akroyd, read the first time, as follows :

—

" 1. In pursuing the investigation of this subject of national importance, your Committee
desire to acknowledge the valuable aid afforded by the Chairman.

"2. After
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" 2. After withdrawino; his Bill of last Session for dealina: with Habitual Drnnkards and
after moving- at a later period for t!)e appointment of a Select Committee, he personallv
undertook durino; the recess a special voyage to the United States for the purpose of in-
quiring practically into the conduct of inebriate asylums there, and of Jicquaintin"- himself
with tiieir beneficial efi'ects. He has volunteered his evidence to tht." Committee, <nvino- the
result of his examination and experience.

"3. From his evidence it appears that he visited eiuht institutions of tliis ciiaracter in
the United States, leaving only one vinvisited at St. Francisco

; he also visited one in
Canada. All of these are legulated by Charter, or by some act of incorporation, and are
managed by committees. They comprise all that exist as wholly public or as partly
private inebriate asylums on the American continent; and all except two received contri-
butions and support from the State. Nevei tiieless, they originated either with societies or
individuals actuuved by philantliro|;ic motives, and are partly maintained by them.

"4. In several respects the visit of Mr. Dalrymple was well timed. Public attention in

the United States had been directed to the subject by a recently formed ' American Asso-
ciation for the cure of Inebiiaies,' of which the medical presidents and superintendents of
most of the existing asylums are members ; and the second annual meeting of the society
was held in iNew York, in November last, when he had hoped to be present. Althouoii
obliged to leave before the meeting of the association, he addressed a communication to the
president, whici) was duly read, and enteierl on the minute'?. In this letter Mr. Dalrymple
presented thiee question for the consideration of the .issociation and invited definite replies.

" 5. As these questions and answers are of considerable importance in their bearing upon
future legislation upon this subject, your Committee consider it desirable to state them at
length :

—

" ' 1st. It is desirable to give legal power to detain those wlio have entered an inebriate
' institution longer than they are willing to stay, sua sponte V

" ' Answer conveyed in a lesolution of the As>ociation, ' That it is desiiable to alve leo-al
' power to institutions for inebri-ites to retain their patients until, in the judoment of the
' proper officers of these establishments, such patients are restoi'ed to health.'

" ' 2nd. Whether it is desirable that those who enter »n institution voluntarily, oi- by the
* advice and persuasion of relatives and friends, should be placed in the same place as those
' who are sent there by legal enactment or judicial authoi ity ?'

" ' Answer. ' Resolved, That it is desirable that patients who enter such institutions volun-
' tarily, or by the advice or persuasion of friends, should be treated in the same manner as
' those wlio are admitted by legal enactment or jndicial authority.'

" ' 3rd. Whether inebriates should ever be admitted inio a lunatic asylunij or hospital
* properly so called, (^r if admitted while in a maniacal condition, should be allowed to remain
' when that stage is over?'

" 'Answer. ' Resolved, '\!\\dii inebriates should not be received into lunatic asylums tor
' treatment, but if admitted temporarily in a st itt' of mania, they should be immediately
' discharged alter this condition has subsided, and removed to ;in inebriate asylum.'

" 6. It may be here observed in reference to the second question, that it refers rather' to

classification of patients than fo their treatment, and the purport was to ascertain whether
voluntary and committed patients were placed in the s^ur.e category. The answer merely
recommends ihat the treatment should be the same in both cases. Fuller information on
this point was afterwards obiained from the Superintendent of New York State Iriebriate

Asylum at Binghampton, Dr. Dodge. He states that at Bin^hampton they are seldom
without committed patients, and thai in 1871 they had three or four out of the total number
of 71, but that ' this fact is kept from the knowledge of the other patients,' which may
account for the circumstance that no complaint has ever been made by the voluntary

inmates. Evidence to the same effect is given by Dr. Parrish. The committed patients

would probably be of a similar class to the inmates ot our Comity Luiiaiic Asylums, who
do not naturally assimilate to those in private retreats, supported from private means.

" 7. In the concluding part of Mr. Dalrymple's letter he made the earnest request, that a
' delegation of at least two of the most competent and best infcrnud of those who are con-
* versant with those institutions should come to England and give tlieir evidence before the
' Committee of the House of Commons that will meet early in the ^•esMon of next year.'

This request he strengthened by an appeal to the president and members of the association,

alleging ' that such an act would be of the greatest service to the cau>e,' and that he could
' liaully imagine anything outside the debateable land of j)oiit,ics which would moie tend to
' promote harmony among earnest thinking men of both nations than such a proceeding.'

" 8. On the request of the association, the then President, Dr. Parker, nominated Joseph
Parrish, m.d., and D. G. Dodge, M.D., as delegates to give evidence berore the Select Com-
mittee of the British House of Commons, and their nomination was duly ratified and con-

firmed. As a proof of the practical skill and experience of these gentlemen in the treatment

of inebriates, and of the estimation in which they are held by the association, it will suffice

to state that Dr. Parrish is President of Pennsylvania Sanitorium, Media, near Philadelphia,

and that at the last annual meeting he was appointed president of the association in the

place of the retiring president. Dr. Parker; whilst his colleague. Dr. Dodge, President of

the New York State Asylum, was at the saiwe lime appointed secretary to the association.

242. b 4 The
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The clearness and ability with which these gentlemen gave their most important evidence

before your Committee, fully justify their appointment as delegates. They were not only

able to speak from their own knowledge of the treatment of inebriates in asylums, an^i the

tiltimate results, but they also furnished trustworthy information of the different State laws

for dealing with drunkards, and suppressing drunkenness.

" 9. I may be desirable here to summarise the information received from these various

sources respecting the American institutions. Of the nine visited by Mr. Dalryin[)le, ' the

' grand total of admissions since their opening was 5,959 ; of whom 1,305, or nearly 23 per

' cent., were re-admitted once; 227, or nearly 4 per cent., were re-admitted twice; and 97,

' or nearly 2 per cent., were re-admitted thrice. Of such admissions, 5,515, or aliout 94 per

' cent., were voluntary; 144, or between 2 and .3 per cent., were ad'nitted l)y the uiterven-

' lion of frienrls; and 214, or nearly 4 per cent., were committed by justices; the results

' beino- that of the 5,959 who have been or were so under treatment, 2,018, <>r nearly

'
4: per cent., "ere cured and discliarged

; 318, or over 5 per cent., received benefit; 11, or
' considerably less than a quartsr per cent., died; 3 became insane, and 378, or beivveen

'
(5 and 7 percent., were returned as incurable. The aver-.ige numl)er of years that those

' institutions have been in operation is five y.^ars and 20 days, the longest period being that

' of the Washino-ion House at Boston, which hns been at work 14 years ; and the shortest

' period that of Baltimore Asylum in Maryland, having been at work oidy four months.'

" 10. In speaking of the uuniber of patients wdio weie dischaiged, amounting in this

summary to 34 per cent., or fully one-third of che whole, it seems not easy to determine

what constitutes a cure. Tlie difficulty is so clearly stated by Dr. Pairish, that your Com-
mittee quote his words. ' I supj^ose that in the treatment of an ordinary disease, a cure is

' considered to be accom|dished when the disease for which a man i^ treated lias been so
' far removed that he can go out and attend to bis business. He may iiave a recurrence
' of the attack and again be cured, but in that sense the popular mind has not been dis|josed

' to look upon this disease: and though I believe it would be |)erfectly legitimate to call a
' man cured of drunkenness when he has got over his attack, I have thought it belter to

' accommodate to sonie extent the popular opinion, and not consider a man cured until we
' think him perma/ieiitli/ cured, though tliere is no such thing as a permanent cure of any-
* thing. We have only called those men cured who have been followed up for a considerable
' time after their removal, and have still maintained their sobriety and integrity.' The
total number of cases returned cured from the Sanitoriuin of Media under the charge of

Dr. Parrish is 82 out of 235 patients admitted. In the same return of cases at Media, 63

are pronounced incurable, and v/ith regard to this class of incurables the same witness

remarks, 'I beliive that many of these men could be thoroughly cured if there was power
' to retain them for a sufficient length of time.'

"11. On careful consideration of the evidence respecting the propsr period for detention

of inebriates in asylums, your Committee confirms the answer conveyed by the American
association to the question of their Chairman, that it is desirable to retain the patients until,

in the judgment of the proper officers of these establishments, such patients are restored to

healiii, orin other words, cwrecf. It must not be forgotten that the period of detention

includes, or should include, a prohationanj period, during which the patient is allowed u
degree of expeiimental liberty, which is gradually increased or promptly withdrawn, as he
shows himself fit or unfit to be trusted. Not until he has regained the poaer of self-control

under temptation, and that self-control has been fairly tested, shoald the patient be consi-

dered cured, and allowed to go at ]ari;e. The necessary term of detention may vary with

each case. Except in special and rare cases it need not exceed twelve months.

" 12. There is a striking unanimity of sentiment on the part of those concerned in the

management of inebriate asylums in America against the reception of inebriates into lunatic

asylums, save under a temporary state of mania. Your Committee are of opinion that this

objection is well founded, and that if admitted temporarily under an access of delirium

tremens, they should be iunnediately discharged after this coiidition has subsided.

"13. Religious services form part of the'managenient of all these institutions. In all visited

by Mr. Dalrymple there were prayers both morning and evening. In Binghampton there

is a chapel, and a chaplain who reads the service according to the Presbyterian form of
worship; as also a choir, and organ conducted by tlie patients.

" 14. The internal management and economy of the asylums is usually under the charge

and responsibility of one chief superintending physician, aided by an assistant physician.

He appoints all the subordinates, regulates their compensaiion, inaugurates the disci|)line,

and controls the members of the family, be they whom they may. The assistant in his

absence is his representative, and has full power to conduct the affairs in tlie s-imo way.
The patients, as they come, are received as members of the family \ the chief officer of the

house, however, having his own separate apartments. The assistant physician takes his

meals with them, and exercises deputed authority. There is also a lady liou>ekeeper or

matron.

" 15. The treatment of Uie inmates Is, in the first instance, meclind, and afterwards
reformntory, in its character. Stimulants are used in some cases medicinally, and to ' let

' the patient down easily,' although they form no part of the dietetic treatment. Besides
stimulants, which are the exception, sedative and narcotic remedies are administered at the

outset
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outset; after which such tonics are given as are calculated to add tone and strength to the
system. In some instances of insatiate craving for alcoholic drinks, this mad thirst seems
to be caused by disease of the brain. Such cases are difficult of treatment, and require a
long period for recovery, [n ordinary cases 'the diseased portion of the mind is chiefly that of
* the will, not of the intellect;' and it is to strengthen and reinvi^orate theu-iZ/of tiie patient tliat

theettorts of the principal and his assistant are directed. For those who have once allowed
their self-control to be utterly biok^-n down bv confirmed drunkenness, the only safety for

the future seems to lie in total abstinence. ' We endeavour to teach the patients, bv argu-
' ment, precept, and example,' says Dr. Dod^e, ' that total abstinence is the only safe and
'sure road to lecovery;' that 'self-restraint is a remedial aoeni from the moment the
' patieni enters the insliiution, growing stronger and more effective day bv day, until finally

' iif finds total abstinence not only possdjle but permanently succe^sttd. ' These same
' truths apply equally to the trt atnient ..f the Opium habit,'' which is even ' more deplorable
' in its consequences than the excessive use of alcoholic stimulants." Dr. Parri>h remarks,
' the principle upon wliich the institution (at Media) is based, i> thai a man must have his

'self-respect sustained and cultivated.' ' Very frequently the patients ask to go to Phi-
' ladelphia, a distance of 12 <:v 14 miles, which they must do by train. When a man has
* beensufhcicntiy long, and has given sufficient evidence ol'his desire and his ability to do right
' he is allowed to go to Philadelphia, peihaps to a concert or a imblic meetiuir, or for mere
* change. If he returns all right, and has nut violated the confidi nee that has been placed
* in him, he is alluwed to go a^ain in tiie course of time ; in that way his strenejth is tested;
' if he lail«, he is not allowed to go a<;ain for a long period.'

"16. With regard to the proper size of these asylums, and the convenient numbtr of

inmates under one roof, most available for reibrmatoiy influences; there is some difference

of opinion betwixt Dr. Parrish and Dr. Dodge on this point. At Media there is accom-
modation for 20 or 25 patients, and there is no wish to extend the number beyon i 50.

Dr. Parrish considers it easier to cariv on a system ofreformation in family giouping than

with a lar-er immber, and adds that, as inebriates are men who <:eiierally abandon their

familit s, thev want family arrangements. Dr. Dodge, on the other hand, who is the head
of the New York State Asylum, where there is now room for 80 patients, and where, when
completed, tliere will be accommodation for 200 inmates, naturally prefers a lander insti-

tution, and considers that there is greater economy in the management than fir a smalierinsti-

tution. There seems, in fact, to be the same diversity of opinion in the United States

on this question as that which prevailed in this country on the first introduction

of reformatory schools. The active promoter of these schools, Mr. Barwick Baker, of

Gloucester, recommended them to be small, not exceeding about 50 boys, whereas many
county mai^istrates were desirous of foiming them on a larL;e scale, like county juvenile

piisdns. Fortunately the opinion of Mr. Baker prevailed; and he proved a true prophet

when he urged that this class of reformatories would strike at the very root of juvenile

crime, by getting hold of the ringleaders, mid that in a few years there would be a difficulty

in filling them. So it proves ! Dr. Parrish ' thinks that the advantage of inebriate asylums
' is much wider and greater than in the mere restoration of individuals who are committed, or

' who go voluntarily to them. My own impression is, that if they viere very numerous and not
' very large, scattered all through the country, the deterrent influence upon inebriaies who are

' outside would be very strong.' ' I ihiuk that institutions of this class, properly conducted,
' witli suitable men at the head of them, would be ( cntres of a great deal of information and
' light. That would £0 very much to the formation of a proper public sentiment, and
* modiiy the estimate which people have of drunkards themselves. As we now are, a drun-
' kard has more to contend with, in his efforts to I '^cover, than any other class of men. He
* is ostracised by society, he is an offence in his own domestic circle, and to ihe better

' social circles he is not admitted. The Church ignores him, the tem|)erance society keeps
' him only so long as he keeps sober, and he has the entire weight of public odium from all

* quarters to resist him in Ins eftbrts to recover. In-titutioiis that have to deal ivitli these

' men personally, and to learn their interior life, with all i heir strui; gles and temptations,

' have an < pportunity of awakenini: an interest in the popular mind that will lead to a

* better sense, and a hitj,her and truer appreciation of the condition of the drunkard, and
' what he needs.' These remarks are so true and forcible, that your Committee have

thouyht it advisable to embody them in their Report.
" 17. The financial position of these institutions is satisfactory; and the usual charge of

20 dollars weekly to voluntary inmates renders them self-supj)orting. Binghampton was

originally founded by an Englishman, w ho raised about 40,000 dollars by voluntary jsub-

scnption; but finding himself unable to complete the edifice, he translerre'd it to the State

Legislature of New York, on condition that they would make annual appi opriations to

finish the undertaking. The necessary funds were raised out of the excise duties. Two
years ago the State took possession, and placed it under the same control and management

as oiher charitable institution? ; but has made no subsequent giant for its maintenance.

The annual report of the New York Siate Asylum gives the following scale of weekly

payments

:

30 per cent, are at the rate of - - - 20 dollars weekly.

25 „ „ . - - 15

25 „ „ _ - 5 to 10

20 „ are free.

100

94^9 c " Committed
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" Committed patients sent by the State earn their own living, as a rule.

" On Long Island there is State institution, occupied chiefly by committed patients, who
more than pay their cost. Indeed, there is a profit on their labour, and so well does it

work, that the State has purchased a tract of land for a nt-w asylum, on a large scale. Of
a similar institution, the physician superintendent reports, ' We cure some, impiove many,
' make them useful, industiious people while with us, and teach them how to earn a living

' when they leave us. The gaol merely makes bad worse.'

" 18. There seems to be a growing opinion in the United States against the infliction of

fine and imprisonment upon confirmed drunkards. Such a punishment is considered cruel,

and worse than useless. The question has been raised whether, apart from other con-

siderations, it is wise to commit drunkards to gaols and prisons, where young inebriates

consorting with other prisoners may be trained in the high school of crime. It appears

that the usual fine for drunkenness is five dollars, of which the committing magistrate

retains a portion as his fee, and thus it becomes the pecuniary interest of the magistrate

that a fine be inflicted. A movement has been set on foot in Piiiladelphia to establish, in

the different police districts, an inebriate home, instead of the ordinary lock-up; and it is

proposed that the fine should be paid to tlie home for its support, instead of to the police

mao'istrate.

19. It is riglit to state that the inmates of the inebriate asylums in sea-jioit towns on
the Atlantic are partly supplied from the old country. Thus in the return from the Rev.

J. Willett, Superintendent of the Inebriates' Home, King's Couniy, Long Island, it is

stated, as to the place of nativity of the patients, that ' Ireland supplies 62, United States
' 52, England 19, Scotiand 7, British Provinces 4, Germany 1, elsewhere 4 ;

total, 149.'

" 20. The state of New York passed an Act on the 31st March 1865, intituled, ' An Act
* for the better Regulation and Discipline of the New York State Inebriate Asylum,' which
provides as follows :

" ' Sect. 4. Any justice of the Supreme Court, or the county judge of ihe county in which
' any inebriate may reside, shall have power to commit such inebriate to the New York
' State Inebriate Asylum, upon the production and filing of an affidavit or affidavits, by two
' respectable practisiui; physicians, and two respectable citizens, freeholders of such county,
' to the effect that such inebriate is h.'st to self-control, unable from such inebriation to
' attend to business, or is thereby dangerous to remain at large ; but such commitment
' shall be only until the examinatinn now provided by law shall have been held, and in no
' case for a longer period than one year.'

" ' The Courts have decided that in order to make such commitments legal, the party
" proceeded against must have notice of the application for such warrant of commitment."

" 21. This Act applies only to committed patients, but respecting the other non-committed
inmate-, who are divided into two classes, viz., fiee patients and paying patients, the

following rules and regulations have been passed by the trustees of the asylum:

—

' All persons, in becoming inmates of the institution, bind themselves to observe and
' obey the bye-laws and rules governing the internal affairs of the asylum. Any deliberate
' violation of them will be considered good cause for removal frmn the institution.'

* No putient will be received for a less period than three months, nor in the first instance
' for a longer term than one year. In order tliat the benefit to the patient may be per-
' maneni, the superintendent and physician will, upon a full examination of each case,
' determine the length of time for which the patient will be received. Females are not
' admitted.'

' Free Paiients.—Any inebriate having a permanent home within the State, whose cir-

' cumstances render it necessary, may be admitted to a free bed, at the discretion of the
' committee on management and discipline. If a free bed is applied for, the applicant or
' his friends must ojve satisfactory proof of the inability of the applicant or his family to
' remunerate the institution for his support during his stay therein. And, in addition to
' such proof, ilie applicant must furnish the certificate of the county judge of the county
' where he resides, and if a resident of the City of New York, of the mayor of the, said city,

* that he is a proper person to be leceived into the said institution as a free patient.'

' Paying Patients.—All other persons will be charged according to the rooms, attendance,
' and accommodations furnished them, taking into consideration their ability to pay. In all

' cases payment in advance tor three months will be required. No money will be refunded
' should the patient leave before tht- expiration of the three months, without the consent of
' tlie committee on management and discipline.

' I he paying (latient, upon entering the institution, or some fiiend on his behalf, will be
' required to execute a bond or obligation, to be signed by himself and one responsible
' surety, residing within the State, in tlie following form :

—

' In consideration of being admitted as a patient to the New York State
' Inebriate Asylum, the undei signed promise the Corporation of the said asylum to pay to
' the superintendent thereof at said asylum, quarterly in advance, on the first day of each
' successive three months, the sum of dollars per week for each week and fractional
' parts of a week, of sucii succeeding three months, for which such |)atient lias been, or
may be admitted, for the medical treatment or board of such patient; also lo pay for

' extraordinary medical and other extra attendance, should such attendance be necessary;
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'to provide or pay for such requisite clothing and other articles as the superintendent may
deem necessary for the health and comfort of said patient; to remove said patient when

* discharged ; to reimburse such necessary expense as may have been incurred in case ot
' his death, and to pay all damages which may be committed by said patient upon ' the pro-
' perty of said asylum.'

' Witness our hands day of 187 .

Principal.

Surety.'

" Besides these general rules and regulations there are special rules for the patients, re-

quiring prompt attendance at meals and upon the religious exercises; retirement at 10 o'clock,

in the evening, and lights to be extinguished at half-past 10; no spirituous or fermented
liquors to be used, and the indulgence in tobacco disapproved

;
and, moreover, ' every

' patient on admission to the institution is required tn sign the followinii: pledge: 1 promise
' faithfully to conform myself to the above rules so long as I am an imnate of this

' asylum.'
"

" By order of the Trustees."
" Supplemental rules have also been adopted by order of the superintendent, Ur. Dodge,

to the following effect:—By permission of the superintendent, patients who have observed
all the rules of the asylum for eight successive weeks can visit the city of Binghampton
twice a week without an attendant. Any alnise of this privilege will involve its withdrawal.

Bringing alcoholic driidcs into the asylum will be considered the greatest crime, and dis-

obedience of the rules renders the patient liable to expulsion. It will be the duty of the

secretary to inform the friends ot all patients who visit the to^vn of Binghampton without

permission, or disregard any other important rule of the institution.

" 22. Your Committee have thus given a summarv of the law and practice as regards

inebriate asylums in the State of New York ; but as the laws vary in each State, it remains

to give an outline of the laws for and management of asylums in the State of Pennsylvania,

as explained by Dr. Parrish. The features of h gi-lation on this important subject in two
of the leading States of the Union will in this manner be fully de-cribed.

" 23. In Pennsylvania there is a general State law, entitled

—

* All Act relating to Lunatics and Habitual Drunkards. That law provides, that anv
' relative of an habitual drunkard may present the case of a drunkaid to a president juflge

' of the Comnion Pleas or Quarter Ses>ion>. The jud^e appoints a c ommissioner,
' generally a legal genllenian of ability, in whom both parties have confidence. This

'commissioner calls a jury in his own office, so as to prevent any public exposure of

'the case, the jury usually consisting of six individuals; both parties, the drunkard

'himself and his friends, are notified that on a certain day the case will be heard; eviilence

' is then brought forward to show that the man is an habitual drunkard, and incompetent
' to attend to his own affairs ; if the evidence is satisfactory, the jury return-; a verdict to

'that effect, and makes a report to the judge. The judge under these circumstance>

'appoints a committee for the man's person and e^tate ; or two committees, one for his

' person and the other f ;r his estate, as the parties, themselves may determine to be best.

'The committee has full power to take the inebriate and put him in prison if lefiactory,

'or in a lunatic asylum if there be evidence of partial or entire lunacy, or in an inebriate

' asylum if he prefers it. Power of atiorney can be transfer'ed to the superintendent of
' the asylum, giving the entire control, so that the asylum authorities have as niui h power
' over him as a warder over a convict in a penitentiary.' Tne law runs as follows, set forth

in an Act passed three years since, purposely to cover tiie institution at Media: 'Any
' person addicted to the intemperate use of narcotics or stimulants may, at the discretion

'of the proper officers of the institution, be leceived for custody or treatment, either upon
' voluntary presentation, or if a declared habitual drunkard, upon presentation by such
' person's legally constituted committee ; or if having no committee, upon presentation of

' such person's guartlian or next friend, who |)roduces a certiHcate of two physicians,

' settinii forth that they have examined the person so presented, and the rcjult of thtir

' examination ; which certificate must be verified by the oath or affirmation of its signeis

'taken before a judicial officer having authority to administer oaths, and have the written

' attestation of such judicial officer that the physicians named are of good repute, and

'that the signatures are genuine.' 'Justices have no ri^iit whatever to commit to

' any other institution than the gaol. The police upon the .-treet liave a right to arrest

' a man f"V drunkenness and to put him in the lock-up; in the morning lie is biouglit

' betore the magistrates, v\here he pays his fine of five dollars and is released, or in default

'is commitied "tor 30 days. The fine in Philadelphia is five dollars; in the country

' it is smallf^r.'

'' 24. Besides the legislation respecting the inebriate asylums wdiich h is been explained

at some length, laws have also Oeen passed in various States of the Union tending to pro-

hibit or restrain the sale of mtoxicating drinks, and in some instances to lodge this pouer

with the inhabitants of certain localities. Although this extended inquiry does not tali

within the strict letter of the instructions referred to your Committee, yet inasmuch as

attempts at prohibition have special public interest at the present moment, it seemed ad-

visable to elicit from the able witnesses who have rendered such valuable information

respecting the management of inebriate asylums, the results of their observations and ex-
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perience lespecting ilie operation of prohibitory or restrictive State laws. In reply to a

question on this subject Dr. Parrish remark', :

—

' We have a law that is very commonly di«cussefl at this time in the several States,

' somewhat similar, I suppose, to your Permissive Bill ; it is called the Local Option Law.
' I have a copy of it with me; 1 have here the laws of a number of our Sates. Before
' comiiif: here I wrote to the governors of the different States and territorie>, asking tliem

* for the laws regulating the sale of intoxicating liquors, and telling them the reason why
' I desired it. I have the laws of Iowa, 'I'exas, Massachusett's, and Rhode Island. The
' laws of the State of Massachusetts are positively prohibitory. The Local Option Law
' of Pennsylvania provides that in each county and Staie on the day of the municipal
' election in March, the voti^r shall have a right to vote whether licenses shall he granted
' or not. One tic ket is marked " L'cense," and the other " No License." And in voting
' for city or county you drop in the paper with the ballot. The papers are counted by tiie

'judges of election; and if the people of the city or county vote determining that there •

' shall be no iit cuses granted for the sale of intoxicating liquors, the couris have no power
' to srant tliem. If thev vote the other way the courts do grant them.

' Before the general law was passed, one of the wards in our State, the 22nd, applied
' to the Legislature for a law for that ward alone, and, of course, as the people asked for

' it the Legislature granted it, as the people are supposed to be the rulers. A gentleman
' residing in the ward applied to the court ^or a license, and on the 18th of last month,
* the day after I left home, the matter was to come before the court to lie decided ; what
' the result has been I do not know. The decision of the Supreme Courts some years
' ago upon the same principle, declared such legislaiion to be unconstitutional ; and I

* suppose that would be the result of this law, from the concurrent sentiment of the press
•' upon the subject, and the siener^d opinion wo h^ar expressed. Supposing the law not
' to be unconstitutional, but lo be legitimate in all respects, it is the opinion of some of
* us that it works injudiciously, for this rt ason, that ni countries or cities where the
' temperance sentiment prevails, and where y^u have a sober and industrial people, you
' would smiply get the voices of the pe^'ple in fVivour of continuing their temperance

'and industry; but in the localities where the temperance sentiment does n'lt prevail,

' and where you want the effect of the law the most, you would not get it, so that it would
' seem to be unwise legislation. We have also a law calle'l the Ohio Law, passed some
' time since in the State of Ohio, and also in the State of Indiana, which is in the nature
' of a restrictive law. It provides that licenses shall be granted

_^
but a woman havinii" a

' drunken husband has a right to go to the keeper of a public-house, and give him
' notice not to sell her husband liquor. If he does sell him liquor he becomes respimsible
' for what we may term here " consequential damages.'^ If the husband goes home and
' burns a neighb Ji-.r's house or barn, tlie man who sold him the liquors is obliged to pay
' for it.

' I (111 not know that prohibitory laios have been enforced anyu^here. There is a law
' that was

i
assed 21 years ago in Maine, called the Maine Liquor Law, and the same

' thin^r has been done lo a large extent in Massachusetts. Our |>eople are restless, as you
' know, and somewhat credulous, and ice pass lavjs under the impression that they loill exe-

' cute themselves, hut we are beginninii lo find out that they will not, that it requires a com-
' plaint, a suit, and a trial. A prohibitory law, in order to be effective, must find persons
' who complain of its violation, and there are very few persons who like to put themselves
' in that po-ition.

' 1 wrote to a distinguished temperance man at Boston, asking the question, " What do
' " vou know about prohibitory laws and the punishment of drunkards." The gentleman
' is Mr. Otis Clapp. He is Assessor of the United States Fourth District of Massachusetts,
' and one of the Vice Presidents of the American Association for cure of Inebriates ; he is

' a man of very well known reputation, both for integrity and ability in every way. I was
' anxious to what his ideas were as a moderate and sensible man. He writes thus:— " You
' " wish to learn about prohibitory laws and the punishment of drunkards, and their effect

' " upon the habits of the people in iMassachuseits and other place-;. It is no easy matter
' " to do this, because the whole question is in a sort of muddle. The prohibitory law was
' " on the statute book many vears, hut as it was left to city officials to enfoi-ce them, they
' " were not enforced. Ardent spirits were freely sold in Boston up to within a few years.
' " This gave dissatisfaction to the country, and they tr ied to' give Boston a metropolitan or
' " State police. This Governor Andrew vetoed, or threatened to do so; and a friend, at
* " his suugestion, offered in the Legislature a Bill for a State police. This the temperance
' " men caught at, and helped to establish. They pr-osecuted the hotel bai's and rich liquor
' " sellers. The consequence was they formed a secret order (P. L. L.) all over the State,
' " who entered into the election, and thus gained votes enoirgh to repeal the law. After a
' " year or two it was re-enacted, and then again alteied. So we go; within a day or two,
' " after a long and earnest debate, they come within one or two votes of another change.
' " I mention tliis to show that we have nothing to settle on this matter of prohibition but
' " what is unsettled. The law now is against the selling of distilled spn iis, but towns may
' " vote to authorise the sale of ale or laj^er beer. Cider is fr-eed. Some towns and cities

' " vole to authorise the sale of these liquors, other's against. The consequence is that
' regular drinkers can purchase what they want. In the raral districts, at a distance from
' " the cities or large towns, it is o:eiieially difficult for drinkers to pi-ocure intoxicating
' " liquors; but iu the cities we have hundi'eds of poor men and women who keep no i)ars,

' " but
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' " bui who retail spirits by the iilass to customers whom they know, and never have on
' " hand at one time more than one quart or gallon of spirits. They purchase as they need.
' " Indeed, it is peddled from wasgons like milk. In short, prohibition nuiy have its
' " jidvantages, but it is not here more than a partial success. 1 wish I could present you
* " a more pleasing picture, but I cannot. The rum interest can raise unfold thousands in
' " men or money to form regiments of drinkers and inebriates to buttle in aid of their own
' " destruction. The measuies resorted to for evading the law are very curious, and it has
' " ahcaijs been a question icith me whether the demoralisatio7i of society in creating a sense
' " of disrespect of the law, and all sorts of manoeuvres to escape it, is not as great an evil
* " as the drinking of the liquor.'"

" In answer to a question how tar the prohibitory laws, where most stringently adminis-
tered, would interfere with private drinking, Dr. Parrish further remarks, ' Even in the
' States where prohil)itoiy l;iv\s are enacted, and are nominally enforced, nobody can
' interfere with the trade in imported liquors if they are sold in the original package. A
' judge who goes to a wine merchant and gets a basket or package of wine, and drinks at
' his own table, and then sits upon the bench to try a man for selling intoxicating liquors,
' of course feels a degree of inconsistency in attempting to deal with a man under such cir-

* cumstances.'
" Speaking of the diflerent modes of evading the proliibitorv law. Dr. Parrish adds, ' The

' law in Masi-achiisetts is tliat no liquor shall be sold over a bar. You on that side of the
' bar cannot sell it to me on this side, but you can go into another room and put it upon
' a table, and / may sit down and drink it, and no law can touch me. Or you can go into
' a town and iegi.>«t( r your name on the hotel books as John Smith. You want to get a
' drink

;
you cauiiot see any bar. The piopiietor comes and sees what you w;int, and

' says, '•' While you are here in ihe town you can become a member of tlie commercial club
* " by paying a dollar, and that will entitle you to a certain luunber of tickets, and each
' "ticket will entitle you to a drink, wiiich you can get in a private room." '

" The evidence of Dr. Dodge is to the same effect; that the law, where prohibitory, is

constantly evaded. He is of opinion, however, that the [irohibition does dimiiiisli the con-
sumption of spirits in certain localities to the extent of one-h;ilf; but he off'trs this remark
' simply as a matter of opinion.'

" 25. Mr. Dalrymple observed that at Boston the inebriate asylum was next door to a

beerhouse, although, according to the theory of prohibitory laws, there should be no such

thing a^ a beerhouse in all Boston. He also repeats a statement made to him by a law
officer in Canada, who said, ' Take care what you are about, and whatever you do in

' shuttinu up your public-houses, take care you do not drive your people to spirits. If we
' had no crime resulting from drunkenness to deal with, except that which comes out of
* beer drunkenness, we should have ccnip^iratively very little to do.'

" 26. Your Committee have dwelt at considerable length upon the information received

from the United States, because legislation in ihat vast and rising country runs in a different

groove from that wbiich has been observed in Gieai Biitain and Ireland, and because it is

desirable to record the result of diverging law s and institutes which may almost be considered

in the light of leaal exjit rimenis, amongst a free people >pefiking our language, and inhabit-

ing manv of the fiirms and usages oi our couits of law. Bt'lore closing this review ol tiie

whole evidence addu( < d, it may be well to touch shortly upon that received from witnesses

resident in the United Kingdom.

" 27. Of the witnesses examined respe cting the United Kingdotn, numb ring 26 out of a

total of 29, a laige proportion were members of the medical profession; pliysicians and

surgeons in general piactice, medical inspectois or superintendents of lunaiic asylums, and

directors or managers of private asylums. Connected with the adininisiration of the law

were examined the intelligent stipendiaiy magistrate of Sheffield, several governors of

prisons, and chief consiables of counties and boroughs.

" 28, The medical evidence pioved clcitily that the mariia for drink often proceeds from

cerebral disease. Tlie medical superintendent oi tiie large lunatic asylum at Wakefield lUis

known, within his own exi)eiience, cases of dipsomania caused by injuiit-s to the head, in

perfectly sober and sedate mev, and has also observed the same eliect resulting from a sun-

stroke. This evidence is confirmed by the medical superintendent of the insane <if the

Indian Army; but whilst cerebral disease may, in some instances, be the cause of habitual

diunkenness, it is usually the effect laiher than the cause. In the Wakefiekl Asylum, out

of oUO ca'es t f lunacy, no fewer than 79, or 15 per cent., were tlirectly due to drunkeiniess,

irrespective ot a larue number iiioirectly due to the same cau^e. A like pro|)ortion also

obtains in Lancashire. In the South ef England, the proportion is considerably less, and

in Somersetshire has been estimated at about 7 per cent. ;
whilst in Scotland the medical

inspector of lunacy considers thai not less than 19 per cent, is attributable to this cause.

The physician at t'l e Royal Edinbu'uh Asylum estimates that out of the total number of

males admitted to the asylum, 16 per cent, ol the cases have been brought on by drink, and

of the female> 7 per cent.
;
making an average lor both sexes of 1 1 ^ per cent. In all cases

of ceiebral disease, v\ hether the cause or the effect of hahiiual drunkenness, your Committee

are uf opiniein thai any penal oiscij. line would be unwise, cruel, and worse than useles--.

"What is needed is, medicid treatment m the first instance, followed by caretul refui inatory

discipline, and extended for a period suthcientiv lona to effect a cure, where possible.

242. c 3 ' ^ " 29. In
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" 29. In the management of private asylums or retreats, there is the same difficulty a»

that referred to in the evidence from the United States, viz., the absence of tlie power of

detention for a curative period of sufficient length. In one special instance, the manager

of a retreat of this character took the law into his own hands, and illegally detained one

patient for the space of 18 months; taking care, however, to have a bond of indemnity in

each instance from the relatives of the persons thus illegally detained. Perhaps no stronger

proof could be adduced of his conviction of the necessity of a long period, in order to give

the patients a chance of cure. It may be added that during the latter portion of the stay

of the patients, they were permitted a certain degree of liberty on t\\e'n parole or word of

honour to abstain from intoxicating drinks. The superintendent was careful only to grant

this liberty where he was satisfied that the patient had considerable power of self-control

;

and occasionally the liberty was accompanied by some degree of surveillance. It may,,

moreover, be said, to the credit of the patients, that very few of the cases [probably not

more than 10 per cent.] broke their parole. The same gratifying testimony as regards

their sense of honour, and their care not to break their parole, was mentioned by the

assistant manager of the ' Christian Home for Inebriates,' at Bakewell, Derbyshire.

" 30. The Inspector of Lunacy for Scotland remarks that there is a provision in the

Scotch law, not to be found in any other law ; and in 1866, an amended clause was intro-

duced, by which it was rendered possible for a man to enter an asylum oji his own written

application, and with the sanction of the Commissioners of Lunacy. The effect has been

that during the last five years 184 have thus entered voluntarily ; and this is a considerable

number for a small country like Scotland.

" 31. With regard to the administration of the law, the stipendiary magistrate of Shef-

field gave valuable evidence, and pointed out clearly ihe defects in the existing law respecting

drunkards. Under the old statutes of James I., viz., the 4th and 21st, the well-known

penalty of 5 s., for the offence of drunkenness simply, is imposed ; but no power is given

to enforce payment. It is true that in default of payment the prisoner may be placed in

the stocks for six hours, a mode ol punishment suited to the time when it was enacted,

but totally unsuited to the present day. The same remark will apply to the penalty of 5s.,

which, from the increased value of money, would at the present time be nearly 40 s.

Again, under the same statutes, a party may be required to enter into recognisances ibr the

sum of 10 Z.; but as there can be no formal proof of the first conviction at the petty ses-

sions, where no record is kept of former convictions, these statutes are inoperative.

jN'evertheless, the stipendiary magistrate has been in the habit of calling upon habitual

drunkards to find sureties for ffood behaviour for six months; doing so under no genera

Act, but under what he belives to be common law. He cannot, however, both fine the

parlies and require them to find sureties ;—a defect in the present law to which he called

the attention of your Committee. His chief object in insisting upon sureties is to bring

the moral influence of relatives to bear upon drunkards, and thereby prevent the repetition

of the offence. With res;aid to the estreating or lorfeitino- of sureties, the mode of doing so

by appeals to quarter sessions is so cumbrous as to be out of the question. Practically,

therefore, sureties are not estreated. Mr. Davis, the stipendiary, thinks ' that power should
' be given lo the same court of petty sessions which calls upon the parties toJind sureties,

' to enforce them.' In order to afford facilities for proof of previous conviction, he recom-
mends that the courts of petty sessions in England should be courts of record, as they are

in Ireland, and as the county courts are at the present time.

" 32. From all administrators of the law, there is the same unanimous opinion as to the
utter uselessnebs, or worse than uselessness, of the penalties ol fine and imprisonment for

habitual drunkards. The Governor of the Hull Prison reports that ' piisoners under short
' sentences for drunkenness are unfit (or work, noisy, bad to manage in everyway; and
' when they go out, the craving for drink has been newly created, so that they go direct to

' the public-house.' He ifcommends a separate receptacle tor drunkards, totally discon-

nected from prison discipline, and where they may be kept until the drink is out of them.

An extreme case may here be mentioned of a female habitual drunkard, lately incarcerated

in the Ripon prison, who, from i847 to 1872, or for a space of 25 years, spent five years,

nine mouths, and twenty days in prison; that is, one day out of every five during that

period.

" 33. The chief constables speak generally of the beneficial effects of the Wine and
Beer Acts of 1869 and 1870. They also state that there is a considerable amount of
adulteration in beer and spirits, and that the deleterious character of the spirits often arises

from iheir being new and raw. In Glasgow, cases have been noted, even to the extent of
20 on a Saturday night 'in a state of narcotism, being dead drunk, and quite unconscious;
' the result of imbibing to excess new and raw whisky.' The chief constables of the West
Riding of Yorkshire and of Leeds are strongly in favour of applying the 10th clause of the
Habitual Criminals Act to habitual drunkards, and conceive that there would be no more
difficulty in acquainting publicans with known habitual drunkards than there is as regards
habitual criminals.

"34. In comparing the returns of drunkenness received from chief constables, showing
also the number of public-houses, it appears that the proportion of drunkenness is by no

means
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means in ratio to the number of houses; or, in other words, that drunkenness is not propoi-
tionate to the facilities for intoxication.

" 35. Your Committee, after considering the whole question as to the best mode of deal-

ing with drunkards, including not only the raanageu^ent of inebriate asylums, but also the
control and prevention of the habit of drunkenness, arrive at the following conclusions and
recommendations :

—
" Firstly. That the statutes of James I. be repealed.

"Secondly. That the fine for drunkenness for the first or second offence [when it is

most desirable to prevent the formation of the habifj should not exceed 40 s., cr in de-
fault thereof, imprisonment for a |)erio(l not exceeding 30 days [bein^ fur the same term
as that imposed in the United States] ; the precise amount of both fine and imprison-

ment being left to the discretion of the sitting magistrate; and that, after a second
offence, the magistrate should have the power of insisting upon sureties, not exceeding
10/., as under the statute of James I.

" Thirdly. That there be a ready mode of estreating sureties at petty sessions, and
that courts of petty sessions be courts of record, at least for cases of drunkenness or

offences against the licensing laws.

"Four:hly. That in any propcised Bill or special legislation for habitual drunkards,

the loth clause of the Habitual Criminals Act should apply : and that the same con-
ditions and penalties imposed under that clause up.m beersellers, publicans, and others,

for knowingly harbourins thieves or habitual criminals, should also apply to those who
haibour habitual drunkards.

" Filthly. That stringent ])recautions should be introduced into the same Bill, or in

any general measure, lor preventing the adulteiation of beer and alcoholic liquors;

and that for this purpose there be recognised official analysts appointed iii convenient

centres.
" Sixthly. That it is desirable to form inebriate asylums in populous localities or

centres, to be afterwards extended as occasion may require ; that such asylums should

be divided into two classes, viz., |)rivate asylums supported by voluntary contributions,

and public asylums for the reception of committed patients, the support of which,

beyond the earmn^s of the inmates themselves, should be raised from imperial and

county funds; that for the erection of these reformatories for habitual inebriates, the

same provisions might apply as were originally introduced for ihe erection of juvenile

reform.itories ; that special legislation for the conduct and management of these

asylums is desirable; and that the terms of admission to, and detention in, private

asylums should be clearly defined and carefully guarded, like those adopted by the

New York State Inebriate Asylum ; and that an Act should be passed similar to that
' for the better regulation and discipline " of the said asylum

; that under the same
oeneral laws for the conduct and management of inebriate asylums, and for the terms

of admission, a provision might be inserted like that introduced under the amended
clause of the Scotch law, whereby an individual may enter an asylum upon his own
written application, and with the sanction of the proper authorities.

" Seventhly. That after the third conviction for drunkermess within twelve months,

the person convict'id should be liable to be sent, at the discretion of the committing

maiiistrate, to an asylum f.jr inebriaies. This recommendation is confinned by a

Return of Habitual Drunkenness, from 1st July 1B70 to 1st July 1871, presented to

the House of Commons, f om which it appears that out of a total of 238,274 con-

victions for being drunk and disorderly, 23,175 were second convictions, 12,005 were

thiid convictions, and 21,848 were cases of more than three convictions, proving that

after the third conviction parties become reckles-, and ordinaiy imprisonment loses its

eflect.

"Eighthly. That inasmuch as all laws in the United States for the prohibition of

the sale of alcoholic liquors, including the Local Option Law of Pennsylvania, have

proved ineffectual to suppress habitual drunkenness, prohibitive legislation should not

be introduced mto this country."

Motion made, and Question, " That the Draft Repoit proposed by the Chairman be now

read the second time, paragraph by paragraph "—put, and agreed to.

Paragraph 1, agreed to.

Paiagraph 2.—Amendment proposed, in line 2, after the word "attributed," to insert the

words •' among other causes"— (Mr. MitcJiell i/t'?*/-?/).— Question put. That those words

•be there inserted.—The Committee divided :

Ayes, 2. ^oes, 7.

Mr. Birley. Mr. Akroyd.

Mr. Mitchell Henry. Colonel Brise.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Mdler.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.
Major Walker.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

542. c 4 Another
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Another Amendment proposed, after the word " attributed," to insert the words " in

some measure"—(Major Walker).—Question put. That those words be there inserted.—The
Committee divided :

Ayes, 8.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Birley.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Henry Sarauelson.

Major Walker.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Noe, 1.

Colonel Biise.

i*aragraph further amended.—Another Amendment proposed, in lin

•ds " This does iicjt appear to be equally true of agricultural distri

P
words " This does not appear „ , „. „_ v.,ou.,^.o a,..^ i^^^jjuianuus

—(Mr. Mitchell Henry).—Question put,^ That the words proposed to be left out stand part
of the proposed piragraph.—The Committee divided :

e 5, to leave out the
lets and populations"

Ayes, 9.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Birley.

Colonel Brise.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Miller.

Dr. Lvon Playfair.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Major Walker.
Mr. Wharton.

Noes, 2.

Mr. Mitchell Henry,
Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.

Paragraph 3, agreed to.

Paragraph 4.—Amendments made.—Another Amendment proposed, in line 3, after the

word drink " to insert the words " one witness having stated the amount as equal to

79 per cent, in a particular gaol "—(Mr. Wharton).—Question put, That those words be
there inserted.— The Committee divided :

Aves, 6. Noes, 5.

Mr. Biiley. Mr. Akroyd.
Colonel Brise. Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Mitchell Henry. Mr. Henry Samuelson.
Mr. iVIiller. '. Major Walker.
Dr. Lyon Playfair. Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Wharton.

Paragraph further amended, and agreed to.

Paragraph 5, amended, and agreed to.

Paragraph 6.—Amendments marie.—Another Amendment proposed, in line 3, after the

word sacrificed " to leave out all the words to the end of the paragraph.—Question put,

That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the proposed paragraph.—The
Committee divided :

Ayes, 4.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Mitchell Henry.
M r. Miller.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.

Paragraph 7, amended, and agreed to.

Noes, 7.

Mr. Birley.

Colonel Brise.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Dr. Lyon Playfaii'.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.
Major Walker.

Mr. Wharton.

Paragraph 8.—Amendment proposed in line 1, after the word " That," to insert the word,
" though
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« though"—(Mr. Birlet/).—Question put, That the word "though " be there inseited.—
The Committee divided :

Ayes, 5.

Mr. Birley.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Mr. William Henry Glad.stone.

Noes, 6.

Mr. Akroyd.
Colonel Brise.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Major Walker.
Mr. Wharton.

Another Amendment proposed, after the word " That," to leave out all the words to the
word " tliere " in line 2—(Mr. Mitchell Henry).—Question put. That the words proposed to

be left out stand part of the proposed paragraph.—The Committee divided :

Noes, 5.

Birley.

Ayes, 6.

Mr. Akroyd.

Colonel Brise.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Major Walker.
Mr. Wharton.

Mr,
Mr. Mitchell Henry.
Mr. Miller.

Mr. Henry Samuelson.
Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Another Amendment proposed, in line 3, to leave out the words " wine or "^(Colonel
Brise).—Question put, That the words " wine or " stand part of proposed paragraph.

—

The Committee divided :

Ayes, 6.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone,

Mr. Miller.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Major Walker.

Noes, 5.

Mr. Birley.

Colonel Brise. .

Mr. Henry Samuelson.
Mr. Wharton.
Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Paragraph agreed to.

Paragraphs 9—21, amended, and agreed to,

[Adjourned till Thursday next, at Twelve o'clock.

Thursday, JZth June, 1872.

MEMBERS present:

Mr. Donald Dalrymple m the Chair.

Mr. Miller,

Mr. Akroyd.
Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Paragraphs 22—24, amended, and agreed to.

Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Birley.

Mr. Clare Read.
Mr. Henry Sumuelsoii.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Paragraph 25.—Amendments made.—Another Amendment proposed, in line 13, after the

Word " exceeding " to insert the words "two years"—(Mr. Mitchell Henry).—Question

J)Ut, That those words be there inserted.—The Committee divided :

Aye, I.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Noes, 9.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Miller.

Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Bnley.

Mr. Clare Read.
Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Dr Lyon Playfair.

242. Another
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Another Amendment proposed to insert the words " Twelve months "—{The Chairman).

-Question put, That those words be there inserted.—The Committee divided :

Noes, 2.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Ayes, 8.

Mr. William Henry Gladstone.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Miller.

Mr. Wharton.
Mr, Birley,

Mr. Clnre Read.

Mr. Henry Samuelson,

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Paragraph amended, and agreed to.

Paragraphs 26— 28, amended, and agreed to.

Paragraph 29.—Amendment proposed, in line 2, after the word " institutions," to leave

out the words "or as a part of a prison"

—

{Mx. Henry Samuehon).—Question put. That the

words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph.—The Committee divided

:

Noes, 3.

Sir Harcourt Johstone.

Mr. Akroyd.
Mr. Henry Samuelson.

Ayes, 6.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Birley.

Mr. Clare Read.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Paragraph amended, and agreed to.

Paragraph 30, disagreed to.

New paragraph inserted.

Paragraph 32, amended, and agreed to.

Paragraph 33, agreed to.

Paragraph 34, amended, and agreed to.

New paragraph added.

Question, " That this Report, as amended, be the Report of the Committee to the

House"—put, and agreed to.

Ordered, To Report, together with the Minutes of Evidence, and an Appendix.
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EXPENSES OF WITNESSES.

NAME
of

WITNESS.

Profession

or

Condition.

rrom

whence

Summoned.

Number
of

Days Absent
from

Home, under
Orders

Allowance

during

Absence

from Home

Expenses
of

Journey to

London
and back.

TOTAL
Expenses

allowed

to 'Witness.

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

Mr. William Smith - Governor ofPrison (Ripon] Ripen 3 3 3- 3 5- 6 8-

Mr. Henry Webster - - - ditto - (Hull) Hull - 3 3 3- 2 14 - 5 17 -

Mr. William White - Doctor, and Coroner for

Dublin.

Dublin 4 8 8- 5 9- 13 17 -

Dr. J. C. Browne Physician . . - Wakefield - 3 9 9- 2 17 6 12 6 6

Dr. Skae - - - - ditto Edinburgh - 3 og- 6 1 - 15 10 -

Mr. George William

Mould.
Surgeon - Manchester 3 ee- 2 19 - 9 5-

Dr. Charles Robert Bree Physician - Colchester - 2 6 6- 1 2 - 7 8-

Dr. Alexander Peddie - - ditto - - - Edinburgh - 6 18 18 - 6 1 - 24 19 -

Dr. Johu Nugent Inspector of Lunatics Dublin 4 4 4- 6 3- 10 7 -

Dr. Arthur Mitchell - Physician . - . Edinburgh - 3 3 3- 6 1 - 9 4-

Mr. J. E, Davis Stipendiary Magistrate - Sheffield - 2 2 2- 2 11 - 4 13 -

Mr. John Jackson Chief Constable Sheffield - 2 2 2- 2 11 - 4 13 -

Captain McNeill Chief Constable, West
Riding, Yorkshire.

Wakefield - 2 2 2- 2 18 - 5 - -

Dr. McGill Surgeon of Police - Glasgow 3 3 3- 6 1 - 9 4 -

Major Greig Chief Constable, Liverpool Liverpool - 3 3 3- 3 3- 6 6-

Mr. Fawcett Assistant Manager of

Home for Inebriates at

Bakevvell.

Bakenell - 4 4 4 - 3 - - 7 4-

Mr. T. P. Nelson Manager of Queensbeiry

Lodge Home for Ine-

briates.

Edinburgh - 3 3 3- 6 1 - 9 4-

Mr. James Wetherill - Chief Constable, Leeds - Leeds 3 3 3- 2 19 - 6 2-

Mr. John Harraan Retired Pharmaceutical

Chemist.

Newcastle - 3 3 3- 4 5- 7 8-

Dr. Daniel Dodge

Ditto (Allowance for

Substitute).

Physician . - - Brighamtou

(U.S.)
35 110 5 -

100 - -

73 8 -

|283 13 -

Dr. Joseph Pariish

Ditto (Allowance for

Substitute).

Physician - - • - Philadelphia

(U.S.)

no 5 -

100 - -

51 13 -

|261 18 -

£. 720 6 6

Mem.—In addition to the above payments, a sum of 5 /. 5 s. was paid to Mr. F. H. Coster, for translating a document ia

the Swedish language for the use of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

Friday, Sth March 1872.

MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Akroyd.
Colonel Brise.

Mr. Donald Dalrymple.
Mr. Downing.
Lord Claud John Hamilton.
Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Sir Harcourt Johnstone.

Mr. Miller.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Major Walker.
Mr. Wharton.

DONALD DALRYMPLE, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. William Smith, called in ; and Examined.

1. Chairmaii.l You are Governor of the

Prison of Ripon ?—Yes.

2. How long have you been so ?— Eleven
years.

3. Before you became governor of that jirison,

were you engaged in any way or connected with

the police force ?—I was in the police force of

Bradford and Wakefield.

4. You have necessarily made yourself ac-

quainted with the habits of the criminal popu-

lation ?—Yes, for the last 23 years.

5. Have you been able to foi-m any opinion

upon the connection between repeated drunken-
ness and repeated offences ?—Yes.

6. Will you kindly state to the Committee
what that connection in your opinion is ?—The
repeated drunkards are a class of prisoners who
just suffer for nothing but what occurs after

drink ;
they are not felons, but they go about

hawking from town to town small wares, and the

moment they obtain sufficient money to get drink

with, they get drunk.

7. Am I to understand that you connect the

repetition of the offence with the repetition of

the drunkenness ?—No ; those who are habitual

drunkards are not really thieves ; there is a dis-

tinction. A thief is one who undoubtedly takes

the drink to a certain extent, but he always takes

care about getting drunk, because if he gets too

drunk he cannot commit the felony. That is

where, I think, is the distinction.

8. Then the repeated offences which are com-
mitted; while persons are drunk, are offences of

ordinary violence, and of petty larcenies, and
things of that sort ?— Yes, ordinary larcenies,

assaults, and so on, when in drink.

9. On what facts or returns do you found
those opinions ; have you a mass of facts, or any
particular returns and statistics which you can

0.73.

lay before the Committee ?—There is one case of

drunkenness of which I have statistics, and there

is not a felony in them. It is the case of a

woman who has been in Wakefield Gaol 17

times, for periods of from three days to three

months ; in Leeds Gaol 1 1 times, varying from
eight days to one month ; in Northallerton Gaol
15 times, varying from 14 days to one month

;

and in Ripon Gaol 15 times, varying from 14

days to two months ; all for being drunk, and
drunk and disorderly.

10. Mr. Downing.~\ Not two months for drunk-
enness ?— Drunk and disorderly ; what I call

drunk and riotous. The police generally say,
" We will not take her merely for drunkenness,"

but she is drunk and brawling, or drunk and
riotous ; and in some towns there is a bye-law

under which they can take them, or they can

take them under the General Act and give them
two months instead of seven days.

11. That makes a total of 58 times that that

woman was actually committed?—Yes.

12. Mr. Ahroyd.'\ Within what period of time

is that ?—It makes the whole imprisonment five

years, nine months, and 20 days.

13. Chairman.'] That is the amount of time

that the prisoner has been in prison ?—Yes.

14. Over what space of time do these com-
mittals extend, from what date to what date ?

—

She commences in 1847, and ends in 1872 ; 25

yeai's.

15. Continuous up to this time ?—Yes ; in

fact she is in gaol now.

16. Mr. Wharton.'] You say that that woman
has never been found guilty of felony ?—Not
once.

17. Chairman.] Is there any reason why you
should not give the name of the party ?—If the

Committee wish it I will give it.

A 18. She

Mr.
W. Smith.

8 Ma.-ch

1872.
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Mr. 18. She is a prisoner on the books ;
give us her

W. Smith, name ? — Mary Thompson, alias Fox, alias

Conollv : she takes a fresh name in the different
8 March i

'

,o_„ gaol?.
' 19. Have you any other case?—I have the

case of a man who has been committed for

assaults, and for being drunk and riotous, and for

vagrancy ; he has been seven times in Wakefield

Gaol, three times in Lancaster, and once in

Beaumaris Gaol, Wales, once in Kendal, twice

in Northallerton, seven times in Rijion, and once

in Trim in Ireland ; his name is John Wolf, alias

Blanche, alias Murray, alias Johnson.

20. Mr. Miller.'] Is he a daily working man ?

—Yes, he is a labouring man.

21. Colonel Brise.'] How many times was he

committed altogether ? —Twenty-three ; that is for

assault as well as for drunkenness, but he com-

mitted the assaults when drunk.

22. Mr. Ahroyd.'] During what period was he

committed those twenty-two times?—He com-

mences in 1863, and ends in 1871 ; that is eight

years.

22*. Chairman.'] I understand that in the first

of these cases the first committal was for seven

days, and gradually went on ?— Tes.

23. Have you also an acquaintance with the

drunkard as apart from the offences committed

whilst drunk, I mean do you know anything

about the life of the drunkard when not in

custody : do you know what his life is when he

is at large ; is a man who is repeatedly com-

mitted for drunkenness, when he is out of prison

living on the verge of crime, or does he earn his

living reputably, or what are the social habits of

the man when he is at large?—He will perhaps

work about two days a Aveek, and he will drink

during the remainder of the time ; that is about

his style of life.

23*. What is your opinion as to the effect of

the exisling method of punishing the drunk and
disorderly, by short sentences of imprisonment?
— Short sentences are of no avail whatever upon
drunkenness; they ought to be sent for longer

periods.

24. Why ?—For instance, you send a man for

seven days for being drunk, and the drink is not

actually out of him during that time ; he is numb
for the whole of the time that he is in gaol ; he
has hardly got sober.

25. Then in your opinion, a longer period of

detention from drink, either in a gaol, or in some
other way, is a matter of importance in the pre-

vention ofa return to drunkenness ?—Yes
;
nothing

punishes a drunkard more than to cut him off

from his old habits of drinking. His great terror

is, when he is remanded to prison, he comes half-

drunk, he does not know what he is remanded
for, and he says, " What can they do with me
now ? " He is frightened that they will give him a
long time ; when he gets two months, which is

the extreme term for being drunk and riotous, he
can do it easily, and goes out better than when
he came in ; he is refreshed, and it is no punish-
ment at all to him.

26. Then your opinion is, that it does not
repress or prevent repeated di'unkenness ? —
Short periods of imprisonment, in my opinion,

do not.

27. Have you noticed what the physical power
of these individuals is, with regard to the labour
to which you may be called to put them, because
some of these sentences, of course, are sentences
of hard labour ; what is their physical condition

as regards that labour ?—They are generally

Aveak ; as a rule, drunkards are generally of weak
intellect.

28. It is therefore difficult to get the labour

from them, without injury to them?—Yes.
29. Have you paid any attention to the mental

powers of those persons who come under your
charge for crimes, and who are habitual drinkers

to excess ; have you noticed whether they are

persons of average mental power or whether
they are below the mark ?—I think that they are

generally below the average mark.
30. As you have had a large experience, can

you tell the Committee whether yovi have been
able to trace these habits of drink to drunken
parents, fathers or mothers ?—Yes ; drunkards
have generally come off parents who have led

bad lives ; in fact, I have one case in particular

;

it is that of a woman who has been in different

gaols 33 times, and she is now serving penal
servitude for seven years ; that woman had a

drunken father and a drunken mother, in fact,

she was driven from home.
31. Major Walker.] Was she a drunkard her-

self?—Yes; in fact, when she committed the

felony, she had been drinking.

32. Colonel Brise.] What is her name ?

—

Martha Nixon, alias Troy, alius Ellis, alias Fox,
alias Smith, alias Apj^leyard, alias M'Grath.

33. Chairman.] Have you heard these persons

refer to the mischief occurring to them from
having had intemperate parents ; have they told

you that?—In one case, a son, before he was
discharged, was serving two years in Ripon
gaol, and the father came to see him about a

month, or something like that, before he was
discharged, and wished to meet him on his going
out, but the son said to the father, " No, you
have no need to come for me, I do not want to

see you again, you have been my ruin through
life

;
you never provided for me when I was a

child, you sent me out hawking matches into the

streets, and said that I must bring something home,
whether I did it right or wrong, you did not care

as long as you got money to sit and drink in the

public-houses with, and I want to see you no
more." That Avas the conversation between them.

That is as to case of bad parents.

34. What was he undero-oing the sentence for?

—He Avas undergoing sentence for escaping from
prison ; he had been in 12 months before for

pocket picking, stealing from the person.

35. Have you observed any particular dis-

tinction between males and females Avith regard

to habits of intoxication, and the character of

them?— The females are generally Avorse than

the men as regards intoxication.

36. In what way do you mean that they are

Avorse ?—Females have more frequent habits of

drunkenness than men.

37. Do you mean that they are more inve-

terate ?—Yes.

38. And that AAdien you have them in prison

you have greater trouble Avitli them ?—We have
a great deal of trouble Avith them.

39. Have you any means of informing the

Committee as to the proportion of drunken men
and drunken Avomen, Avho thus come under your
notice ?—No.

40. Have you any suggestion to make to the

Committee for a better plan of dealing Avith

these cases
;
you have told us that the present

plan of short terms of imprisonment is useless?

—I should suggest to the Committe that a fur-
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ther power be given to the justices in \)etty ses-

sions, that after so many committals or convic-

tions, leaving a fair margin, that the magistrates

should send the parties for long periods, either to

prison or to some other place of confinement,

and that that should be not with hard labour

but with a productive labour, so as to enable

them to earn something towards their main-

tenance during the time they were in that con-

finement.

41. Have you any knowledge of the working

of any establishment of such a character as you
suggest ?—Not at present ; I believe that they

were about to establish one in Lancashire.

42. Is any portion of your opinion formed upon
the effect of industrial reformatory establishments

for criminals such as exist totally independently ?

—No.
43. Mr. Akroi/d.'] You have stated that these

drunkards are rather below the average of in-

tellect ?—Yes.

44. Do you think that that is due in any

measure to their habits of drunkenness ; 1 suppose

that originally they Avere quite as sharp as their

fellow men and women ?—Yes ; I attribute that

to drunkenness in a great measure.

45. Mr. Mitchell Henry.'] Do not you find

criminals generally deficient in mental power ?

—

No ; some of them are very sharp men and women,

in fact, they could not steal from the person with-

out being very quick.

46. Mr. Akroyd.l Have you considered at all

the cost to the county of these repeated cases of

imprisonment ?—Yes ; it is an enormous cost

repeatedly committing those persons, and it has

no effect at all.

47. Can you give us the cost of Mary Fox,

who was imprisoned for 58 times?—Yes, the

cost -wfill be about 193 /. 16 5., including clerks'

fees.

48. You were asked by the Chairman what

proportion of the cases of drunkenness were due

to the men, and what proportion were due to the

women ; out of 20 cases would they be about

half-and-half, or would the cases of drunkenness

of men preponderate ?—As regards the drunken-

ness with us, the greatest number of committals

is of women.
49. Out of 20 cases you would have more than

10 cases of women ?—1 es.

50. Mr. Mitchell Henry.'] What number of

prisoners pass through your hands in the course

of the year ; what is the size of the gaol?—Per-

haps about 80 odd.

51. What proportion are males, and what pro-

portion are females ?—The daily average runs

about two females ; the females are generally for

short periods with us,

52. Of the 80, how many are women?—We
perhaps do not have more than 10 or 12 females

committed.

53. During the course of the year ?—Yes.

54. Mr. Miller.] Out of those 80, how many
would be females?—About 12.

55. Leaving 60 men ?—No, about 68.

56. Mr. Mitchell Henry.] By 80, you mean

that that is the whole number of ])r:soners, and

not merely the drunkards ?—The total committals

are about 80.

57. What proportion of those should you say

were habitual drunkards, to begin with, including

men and women ?^I should say about 8 to 10

;

something like that ; I could not say exactly.

0.73.
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58. Blr. Miller.] That is one-fourth part ?— Mr.
Yes. W. Smith

59. Mr. Mitchell Henry.] You have not taken
any statistics?— No, excepting the two cases

which I have stated, to show to the Committee
as being habitual drinkers.

60. Do you see anything of drunkenness in

childi-en ; have you children brought to the gaol
for drunkenness?— No, not for drunkenness;
there has not been one such case in my time.

61. What kind of drink is it which is gene-
rally taken in Ripon upon which these people get
drunk ; is it gin or beer, or what ?—Those people
who get drunk chiefly drink spirits ; rum and
gin.

62. Have you any evidence, or have you paid

any attention to the dwellings in which these

persons whom you speak of as habitual drunkards
live ; do they live in the worst parts of the town,
or in the better parts of the town ?—They are

generally peoj)le passing through from town to

town who are brought drunk.

63. They are tramps?—Tramps.
64. It is not the population of Ripon itself

that you speak ot as being habitual drunkards,

but they are persons who pass through ?—They
are, of course, the bulk of the prisoners who
are committed to gaol, all passing through; and
not all out of the population ; but it is those who
pass through the liberty of Ripon.

65. What opportunity have you of knowing
how often these people have been committed if

they are sent for a short time ; if they are com-
mitted liy the magistrates you do not get the

same record of convections as you do if they are

tried at the assizes, and are committed by the

judges ?—No ; but in our gaol rules we have a

rule that if a prisoner, either before trial or after,

refuses to give a proper account of himself, we
have power, under a section of the bye-laws, to

photograph him, and to send round his photo-

graph to other gaols to see whether he is known.
Here is the case of a woman whose photograph
I have ; it was sent round, and she was found
to have been in Durham Gaol 1 1 times for being
drunk, with sentences varying from one month
to seven days.

66. Do you habitually make those inquiries ?

—Not in all cases.

67. Then it is only in a few cases which
happen to strike you, that you know whether
haijitual drunkards have been habitually com-
mitted for crime, or not ?—Yes

;
perhaps the

police may say, " This is a very old hand
;
photo-

graph him, and send round his photograph so as

to see how many times he has been connnitted

before."'

68. Mr. TFharton.] You do not invariably

photograph at Ripon ?—No, excepting imder the

Act, by which we are bound to do so. The
photogra})hing now is after conviction, and not

before conviction, and we are obliged to return

the photographs to London.

69. Mr. Mitchell Henry.] Have you paid any

attention to habitual drinking, apart from crime,

in Ripon?—There is only the case of the

habitual drunkard which I have mentioned be-

fore, who has been drunk without committing

any crime, which I have illustrated to you.

70. You have not endeavoured to ascertain

what induced these people to drink, whether

misfortune, or broken health, or what ?—If the

Committee will allow me, I will state that in the

particular case of Thompson, she pronounced

A 2 before
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Mr. before she left the gaol, that if she had a home

W. Smith, provided, and could get work in the town, she

would never drink again, I repeated this to the

8 March visiting justices, and they allowed her a certain

1872. amount out of the gaol fund. I then wrote to

several ladies and gentlemen, and I collected for

this woman about 11/. I took a house in my
name. I bought the furniture and all the requi-

sites for one person. I put her in the house and

she signed the pledge. I got her work at different

gentlemen's houses in charing and washing. I

had a surplus of money left, so that if she Avas

out of work we could maintain her. She re-

tained that house for about two months, and she

then got drunk; she said, that she could not

bear it any longer. That was looked over by

the ladies subscribers, and she was got sober

again, and a further trial was given. I think

that lasted about six weeks longer, and then

she said that she would not live upon charity any

longer. She then turned out, and she got drunk,

and is in the gaol again now. That was tho-

roughly trying the woman ; there was no excuse

whatever ; in fact, I may mention that she was

promised by the ladies subscribers, that if

she would refrain from this drink, they would

keep her as long as she lived. In the face of all

that, she said, that she would not live upon
charity ; she went to the drink again, and she is

now in gaol.

71. Mr. Miller.'] What is she in gaol for, is it

simply for drunkenness ?—For being drunk and

riotous ; when she gets drunk she is noisy and

commits assaults.

72. As a rule, are those persons whom you
have mentioned as drunk and riotous, put in

prison for being drunk and riotous, or for any
other crime ?— Simply for being drunk and
riotous.

73. For being riotous arising out of the drink?

—Yes.
74. Colonel Brise.'] I think that you have

mentioned the case of a woman who was com-
mitted 58 times, what is the state of her intellect

at the present time ?— She has a weak intellect,

75. What is the state of the intellect of John
Wolf, whom you mentioned, who has been con-

• Ticted 22 times?—He has also a weak intel-

lect.

76. Have you any experience of the effect of

drunkenness on the children of these habitual

drunkards ?—No.
77. I think that you mentioned a case of which

yott had had experience, of an habitual drunkard
who attributed the state into which he had fallen

to the fact of having had parents who were
drunkards ?—Yes, that is one case.

78. In what way did it affect this man, was it

one from example only, or in any other way?—

I

am not aware of that.

79. Lord C. J. Hamilton.'] When you recom-
mend that magistrates should have the power of
sending habitual drunkards for a longer period of
detention, do you do so merely with the view to

rid society of the nuisance of these people, or

with the belief that a longer period of detention
will cure them of the habits of drunkenness?—

I

do it upon both grounds.

80. Do you think that a long period of deten-
tion will cure them, or that moral and religious
teaching will have the power of convincing theai
-of the error of their ways?— Hitherto short
periods of imprisonment have been of no avail
whatever.

81. Do you really believe that a long absti-

nence from drink will remove the desire to drink
when they are set at large again?—I think so;
and by knowing that a longer period of confine-
ment is before them, if they offend again.

82. Major Walker.] I understood yoti to say
that you would not give power to the magistrates
to commit these men for a lengthened period,
until after a considerable number of convictions?
—Yes,

83. Therefore these men probably would be
confirmed drunkards ?—That would depend upon
the number of convictions necessary for a long
period of imprisonment,

^
84. Supposing that a man had been convicted

six times, he would be a pretty confirmed
drunkard before it came to the power of the
magistrates to convict him for a lengthened
period ?—Yes.

85. Do you think that men who had acquired
these inveterate habits of drink would be likely

to be cured in any numbers by a long period of
detention ?— I should say that a long period
would be the means of checking them, because a
drunkard does not like to be cut off from his old
habits

; nothing punishes him more than to take
him from his drink for a long period.

86. Are you not of opinion that even after a
lengthened period, say, nine or twelve months, a
person would relapse into drunkenness in the
same way as that unfortunate woman did, of
whom you have given us the history ?—I think
not in all cases.

87. Mr. Downing.] Can you inform the Com-
mittee what is the cost of the support of a crimi-

nal in a gaol either by the day, or month, or year ?

—It varies according to the number; it de-
pends upon the daily average. Some totals are
divided upon the daily average, and, of course,

if the daily average runs higher one year than
another, it makes a difference. The average runs
about 25 /. per annum, after deducting the
earnings.

88. You have given your opinion that a
lengthened imprisonment, not in a gaol but in a
reformatory, if it would not have the* effect of
curing the drunkard of his habits would, at all

events, very much mitigate the evil ?—Yes,
89. I believe that the law is, that a person

convicted of drunkenness, has the option of pay-
ing a fine, and that if he pays it, he cannot be
imprisoned ?—In some cases, I think that the
seven days are without fine ; that is under the
Wine Licences and Refieshment Houses, 14
June 1860, Act. If the justices think fit, in-

stead of inflicting on him a penalty of 40 s. can
send him to gaol for seven days.

90. That is under the Towns Commissioners
Act ?—Yes ; for simple drunkenness. Refresh-
ment Houses and Wine Licences Act.

91. It is only in case the party does not pay
the fine, that he can be imprisoned ?— Simply for

the two months.

92. That is the law in Ireland, and I take for

granted that the law is the same in this country ?

—Yes.
93. A great many persons may be fined for

drunkenness, and may pay the fine, that you
know nothing of?—Yes ; those are only convic-

tions, and not committals.

94. In the case of every person who is in

prison under a magistrate's warrant, you receive

that warrant?— Yes; those are actual commit-
tals.

95. What
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95. What is the poiuiLation of Ripon ?—The
gaol does not belong to Ripon alone ; it belongs
to the liberty of Ripon, which extends perhaps
about 23 miles across ; 1 do not think that the

last Census has yet been published, but I think

that it runs about 14,000 or io,000.

96. Am I to understand you to have conveyed
to the Committee, that all those parties who were
imprisoned for drunkenness were tramps ?—Not
all of them.

97. Are there many from the town of Ripon,

whom you consider habitual drunkards ?—No

;

they are principally tramps.

98. Then Ripon appears to be very free from
the habit of intoxication, according to your
evidence ?—As you have just remarked, a good
many persons probably pay the fine, and then
they do not come into my hands at all.

99. Supposing that the woman, towards whom
the ladies sliowed so very kindly a feeling in

providing for her a house, had been instead of

two months, for 12 months in a reformatory, and
had received instruction, religious instruction,

and other care necessary for a person in her

position, do not you believe that she might have
been entirely reformed?—On the previous occa-

sion she was tried at the sessions for attempting

suicide, and on that occasion she was sentenced

to six months, and I believe that at that time she

was attended to by the clergy, and the school-

mistress ; before that, she could neither read nor

write, but she was taught to read a little, and
to write a little, because she signed a sort of

drawn-up paper as to temperance habits, and
she did not know a word before going to the

gaol. It was on those grounds that the house
was provided for her, thinking that if a provision

Avas made she would entirely reform.

100. Do you not consider that a person feels

rather degraded by imprisonment in a gaol, and
by being obliged to wear the prison dress, and to

work as a prisoner ?—Yes.

101. Do you not believe that if those persons

were confined in a place set apart for them, they

would leave Avith very different feelings from

those with which they leave a gaol?— I be-

lieve so.

102. Do you not believe that there are habitual

drunkards who cannot resist for the moment
taking spirits, who would be exceedingly glad of

their own free Avill to enter such a place for a

certain time ?—This one case is a case in point

;

the woman cannot resist it, I believe ; the in- Mr.
tellect is so weak that upon tlie slightest temp- JV. Smitlu
tation slie must go to the drink.

103. She apj)ears to be incorrigible after five 8 March
years and nine months; but do you not believe ^^72.

that there is a great many persons who cannot
refrain from drink who would of their own free
will enter such a place for a limited time, to try
and reform their habits?—Yes; I believe so; but
not if any compulsory work is enforced.

104. And do you not believe that that would
be a nuich less cost to the ratepayers than sup-
porting them in a gaol ?—Yes, supposing that they
are employed at some profitable Labour.

lOo. It would be a great saving?—Yes.
106. Are you an advocate for the establish-

ment of such a place ?—I should be an advocate
for its establishment.

107. Chairmun.~\ In answer to a question, you
said that you would give the magistrates the
power to send a person, after several convictions,
to a reformatory ; have you made up your mind
what number of convictions should be requisite?
— No, I should not like to answer that question.

108. Do you not think that the earlier you
could get hold of a person going into drink, "the

better chance you would have of preventing his

becoming a habitual drinker ? - They say that it

is best to cut the bud, and that prevention is

better than cure, but I should not like to answer
that question.

109. Do you think that it would be easier to

reform a person who had been a drunkard for

five years, than if he has been a drunkard for

only five months ? — I should think that the
shorter the period the sooner he would be re-

formed, and that it would answer important pur-
poses.

110. Lord C. J. Hamilton.'] On what kind of
profitable labour could you employ women of the
class Avhom you have mentioned ?—You could
employ women in diflTerent ways ; in shirt making,
in making stockings, and &o on.

111. That work would be sufficiently profit-

able ?—Yes.

112. Colonel JB;7Ve.] Under what Act can you
commit for drunkenness without a fine ?—Under
the Refreshment Houses and Wine Licenses
Act.

113. Do you recollect what is the date of that

Act?—Yes: the Act j^assed 14th June 1860.

Mr. Henry Webster, called in ; and Examined.

114. Chairman.] You are, I believe, the

Governor of the Borough Prison of Kingston-
upon-Hull ?—Yes.

115. How long have you been in that ca-

pacity —Three years.

116. Before that time were you in connection

with the criminal population in any other way ?

—Yes, I was six years in York Castle as deputy
governor, and six years deputy governor in Mor-
peth Gaol, the county gaol of Northumberland.

117. Then, I presume, th?t you have a

thorough acquaintance with the habits of the

criminal population of your part of the country ?

—Yes.
118. Have you been able to connect in your

own mind, the repetition of crime with repeated

or constant drunkenness ?—I have.

0.73.

119. Do you state that connection to be the '^I""'

crime with the drunkenness, or the drunkenness Webster.

with the crime ; do you think that the crime is

the out-come of the drunkenness ?— I do. Small

offences, petty larcenies, and that sort of offence,

are invariably preceded by drunkenness, or I

might say, almost invariably.

120. Have you any statistics or returns uj»on

the subjects of the convictions in Hull, say, for

drunkenness, and also of riotous and drunken
prostitutes, and that form of the oflfences con-

nected Avith drink?— I have.

121. Will you have the kindess to state Avhat

they are?— The first statement which I haAc, is

of the whole number of convictions In Hull for

all offences for 1861 and for 1871 ; in 1861 thei'e

were 1,683, and in 1871 there were 2,025.

A3 122. Mr.
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Mr. 122. Mr. i^lil/er.'] That is over the whole year,

H. Webster, as I understand ?—Yes ; the number of convic-

tions for drunkenness out of those total numbers
8 March

^gg^ ^^^^ 511^ and in 1871, 1,024; I also

^ connect with the cases of drunkenness those of

women sent as riotous prostitutes ;
they are

invariably drunk when they are apprehended;

in 1861 there were 66 of them, and in 1871 there

were 133 ; the average number for drunkenness

in Hull for the last 10 years has been 679.

123. Chairman.'] Have you taken these years

1861 and 1871, to show the augmentation of

these commitments, and these offences?— Yes;

I want particularly to show that the increase in

the convictions has chiefly arisen from the

increase in the number of beerhouses, and public-

houses, a return of which I have.

124. You now go to the total 10 years included

within those periods ?—Yes, the average ; this

year we show a large increase upon the average

for the last 10 years ; the amount is 1,024, which

shows a very large increase ; the average number
for 10 years of riotous prostitutes was 87, and the

number this year is 133; the average daily

number of prisoners in custody for drunkenness

has been nine during the year; the average

daily number for drunkenness and for being

riotous prostitutes, which connects the women
with the men, has been 20 ; and the average term

of imprisonment for drunkenness alone for the

12 months has been 14 days; that is taking all

sentences together ; I have a return showing the

number of prisoners received during the year

who have been previously convicted, and the

number of times that they have been so con-

victed.

125. Do you mean convicted for all ofi'ences ?

—Yes ; I drew that one up merely to show the

ratio with the cases of drunkenness, repeated

sentences for drunkenness; I thought that I

would show both of them.

126. "Will you give those figures? — Forty
times and above, one case ; 30 to 40 times,

one ; 20 to 30 times, eight cases; 15 to 20 times,

10 cases ; 10 to 15 times, 35 casee ; five to 10

times, 57 cases; four times, 37 cases; three

times, 62 cases; twice, 103 cases; and once, 241
cases, making a total of 555 prisoners previously

convicted.

127. Mr. Miller.'] In what period is that?'—In
the last 12 months ; all my returns ai"e for the

last 12 months. I have a return showing the

per-centage of convictions for drunkenness against

all prisoners convicted during the years 1861 and
1871. There were 34 per cent, of convictions for

drunkenness against all the convictions of 1861.

In 1871 there were 50 per cent. I have also a
return slewing the number of commitments dur-
ing the year 1871, of prisoners who had been
convicted of felony after previous convictions for

drunkenness, showing that the drunkenness comes
first; I have brought a memorandum which I got
out of the book, in order to point out clearly

what I mean. If I pass this up to the Chairman
he will be able to see it; I have marked them D
for drunkenness, A for assault, and S for steal-

ing. Nearly the whole of the previous convic-
tions terminate in stealing ; not great offences,
but petty off"ences. Out of those cases I should
think that there will not be more than 15 which
do not conclude by stealing.

128. Dr. Playfair.] They commence with
drunkenness and conclude by stealing ?—Yes.

129. Chairman.] In making those returns,

have you the intention of connecting them with
the increased number of public-houses and beer-

houses, in other words, the increased facility for

taking drink ?—I have.

130. Will you give us your statistics on that

point?—The population of Hull in 1861 was
106,000. The number of beerhouses in 1861
was 123, and of public-houses 303. In 1866
there were 218 beerhouses and 306 public-houses.

In 1869 there were 267 beerhouses, and 303
public-houses. In 1870 there were 290 beer-

houses and 306 public-houses. In 1871 there

were 279 beerhouses, and 303 public-houses

;

they could not grant any new licenses last year,

which is the cause of the number of public-

houses being rather lower this year than before ;

some of the licenses were taken away, and no new
ones have been granted, on accouiit of the last

Act of Parliament which was passed, so that the

beerhouses are nearly three times as numerous
as they were, and the public-houses stand at

about the same
;

they have been shutting them
up in the town; property has become so valuable

that the old public-houses have been sold out,

and the magistrates will not grant new licenses

in their places. The increase has been in the

beerhouses, from 123 to 290 in 1870, butin 1871
there were 279.

131. Colonel Brise.] Then there was a de-

crease ?—Yes, they have been up to 290 ; the

population is now 121,000, so that the popula-

tion has not increased in anything like the same
degree as the number of beerhouses.

132. Chairman.] Can you inform the Com-
mittee what is the cost of the maintenance in

prison of these convictions ?—Yes ; the entire

cost for prisons through England and Wales last

year was 24 I. 14 s. 10 d. per head ; the cost in

our prison was 19 Z. 2 s. Ad.

133. Mr. Miller.] That is for each prisoner ?

—Yes ; the cost of diet and clothing alone in all

England was 7 I. 16 5. 1 d., and in our prison it

was 6 /. 12 s. 4 c/. The per-centage of convictions

for drunkenness upon the population in Hull was
54 per cent, in 1861, and 95 per cent, in 1871.

I copied a return which was made by the chap-

lain a short time ago, for some association which
wrote some questions to him. He says that 79

per cent, attribute their ruin and downfall to

drinking habits ; that was taken from the chap-

lain's notes in goino; throu2:h the cells of the

prisoners.

134. Mr. Downing.] Is it 79 within the year ?

—No, it is 79 per cent. Of the whole criminals

79 per cent, attributed their downfall to drinking

habits; 64 per cent, regularly attended music halls

and dancing houses, where drink is supplied ; 69

per cent, of the persons convicted of drunken-

ness could neither read nor write; and 91 per

cent, of those convicted of drunkenness never

went to any place of worship.

135. Chairman.] Those are statistical tables

which you will put in ?—Yes.

136. Are there any other statistics which you
wish to give before we go upon the general ques-

tion ?—No, those are all the statistics which I

have.

137. The population of Hull, you state, taking

the last Census, to be 121,000?—Yes.
138. Can you tell us how many of those per-

sons who have been committed for drunkenness

are tramps ; do they form a large proportion of

those who are committed ?—I do not think that

they do.

139, In
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139. In your opinion, what is the effect of the

existing method of punishing the drunken, and the

drunken and disorderly, by short terms of impri-

sonment ?—I think that it is quite useless ; I

think that it does more harm than good. A man
is sent to prison for three, and five, and seven
days ; a very large proportion of our prisoners

are sent for about seven days, although the

average is 14 ; v^e get a good many two months'
men, and that is the reason why the average
term is so long ; but in the numerous cases of

three, and five, and seven days, it is worse than
useless

;
they are entirely useless in the prison,

they are unfit for work, and in fact I make a
point of not allowing them to go in amongst the

regular prisoners until they get the drink worked
out of them

;
they are unfit for it. If I were to

put them on the tread-wheel in the ordinary

way, of course there are exceptions, but if the

general run of those prisoners were put upon the

tread-wheel the day after they came in, tliey

would faint, and would fall oflF.

140. Then you consider them quite unjtrofit-

able prisoners .'—Unprofitable altogether. They
are noisy, and are bad to manage in every way,
and when they go out, the craving for drink is

just newly created in them
;
they go out craving

for a drop of drink, and are away directly to the

public-house at the corner.

141. Have you noticed cases of insanity in

prisoners ?—Very often ; there are a number of

cases in this list, which I have taken just

as I have picked them out. There were six

cases of drunkenness, which were then sent

to the asylum ; those were sent during the

year ; and there were two cases of drunken-
ness, which were not sent to the asylum. I

think that we have had perhaps about six cases

Avhich have gone to the asylum from di-unken-

ness, but a A'ery large proportion of these fri-

soners we do not like to have sent to the asylum
;

it tells against a prison to have many cases of

insanity from it, especially a prison for separate

confinement, similar to the one of which .1 am
governor ; therefore we do all that we can not to

get them sent to an asylum. I have at present

three or four very bad cases ; cases which are

quite fit for an asylum, and more fit for an

asylum than for a prison ; but of course, we allow

them to work out their sentences if possible,

rather than be at the trouble and expense of

getting them removed.
142. You attribute these cases of insanity

chiefly to drink ?—Yes.

143. Are you now speaking merely of delirium

tremens, or the state of acute disturbance which
belongs to drink, or are you speaking of persons

whose minds are gone, and who are in fact crazy,

independently of acute delirium?— I am not at

all referring to cases of short commitments of

three or seven days, because with those Ave never

take any trouble; we put them into the recep-

tion ward, and there they stay the whole time

;

but I am speaking of cases which have been over

and over again. I have marked a few cases,

amongst which are Ann Lord, drunk and inca-

pable. 15 times; Elizabeth Kirtland, who has been
convicted for drunkenness and stealing frequently

;

she is quite stupid, and unfit for anything ; in

fact, her mind has got completely weakened
through drinking, and there are a number of

cases Avhich I could pick out of this list just from
the initials, knoAving their names so Avell.

144. Have you noticed any particular differ-

0.73.

ence betAveen men and women, as to the propor-
tion of cases, as Avell as the character of them ?

—

Taking them at the same rate as other prisoners,
I believe that the proportion for drunkenness is

very much about the same ; we generally have
about, say, one-fourth ; rising from one-fourth to
one-third of all the prisonei^ that we have. I
just looked at the return for the year when that
question Avas asked before, and I find that out of
764 cases for drunkenness, 621 were males, and
143 females ; that gives you rather under one-
fourth.

145. Have you more trouble with your drunken
females than with your drunken males?— Gene-
rally

;
they are generally a little worse to deal

Avith.

146. You have mentioned the condition of
insanity connected with drink ; have you noticed
the mental powers of those imder your charge
for crimes connected Avith drink, Avhetlier they
are of a low average, or of an average with the
rest of the prisoners ?—I do not think that they
are lower than ordinary criminals, excepting
after they have given way to drink, and then
rheir mind becomes impaired.

147. You do not think that their original

mental calibre Avas lower than that of any other
class of prisoners ?—I do not at all.

148. But you think that their mental calibre

was deteriorated by the effect of drink ?—Yes ; of

course, I do not inckide the expert thief, Avho is

always a much sharper class of prisoner ; he is

quite of a dift'ereut type ; but leaA'ing his class

out, I do not think that the prisoners committed
for drunkenness are of a lower capacity than the

ordinary class of prisoners.

149. Have you at all considered the question

of what could be done to diminish this tendency
to procuring drink ; in fact, to reform this class

of criminals in any way ?—Yes.

150. Will you favour the Committee Avith your
views upon the subject?— I have thought the

matter over for years, and my idea is that

drunkards are altogether unfit for a prison

;

they are not the men to be associated

Avith ordinary prisoners, because when they

come in for a few times, if they get associated

with men who are in for other crimes, they very

often meet them in the public-houses, and go to

the very places otit of Avhich the other criminals

come, and of course have a tendency to be led

aAvay by them. What I shoidd think Avould be

a very good plan would be, either to make a

building in the centre of a county, or to attach

a small one to every large prison of a size to ac-

commodate those persons. I wotild arrange it in

a difterent way to a prison, I Avould build it

with small cells just of sufficient size for a man to

sleep in. I would take the men out of their cells in

the morning and put them into a large room where

all kinds of trades could be carried on under the

supervision, say, of one officer to 30 or 40 men ;

I would not keep them under the silent system

as it is at present adopted, but I would alloAV

them to communicate under the supervision of an

ofiicer. They would then be able to carry on

all kinds of trades, and their labour might be

very profitable. After they had earned suffi-

cient to maintain themselves, as far as their food

and clothing were concerned, I should alloAv them

to have a share in the profits : I would let them

have all that they could make above, say, 6 a

Aveek ; 4 s. is Avhat we are alloAved by the Govern-

ment for food and maintenance, but 6 s. a Aveek

X 4 would

Mr.
H. Webster

8 Maroh
18-72.
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Mr. would amply cover all their expenses, and all

-ff. Webster, that they could make over that sum, I would let

o-o weekly to the maintenance of their wives and

8 March families outside. I believe that they could earn

^^72 a considerable sum of money if they were willing

to work, and very much more than they ever earn

for their families when they are outside ; at least

more than their families get. I would employ

them either at mat-making or at their own trades,

if they knew any trade, if not, I should teach them
raat-making.

151. Then, by putting them at this work, you

would necessarily keep them theie for a very

much longer period than any which is now used

as a term of imprisonment ?— Certainly; I do not

think that short sentences can possibly do any

good to a drunkard ; there is nothing but a long

and entire separation from drink which will

be likely to stop his drinking habits ; but

I believe that if you take him away for a long

term, say, not less than nine months, there will

be more chance of reforming him than in any

other way.
152. Of course, one of the great difficulties

connected with such a scheme as that would be

the maintenance of the men's families whilst they

were undergoing this long term ; but I see that

a part of your idea is that they would earn a

surplus, and that that surplus would go to the

support of the family if they had one, or would
be taken to their credit supposing that they liad

no family, and would enable a man wlien his

term was over, to leave his imprisonment with
something in his pocket to give him the chance
of a start 'i'—Yes ; I believe that a man could

earn as much as would keep his family decently,

and rather more than they are kept vipon now, if

the man liked to work, and work with a will.

At "Wakefield a "Prisoner's Home" is esta-

blished for prisoners on discharge. If a man
likes to go into this home he goes in : he pays
7 s. a week for his maintenance, and all that he
can make over 7 a week he is allowed either to

put by for himself or to send to his family until

he can find employment. I was in there the

other day, and a week before, a man had earned
23 s. in the week at mat-making. I believe that

the labour could be easily made to be very pro-

fitable.

153. Of course in these depots, as you may
term them, or in point of fact what would be
reformatories, you would bring the inmates
under moral control ; and you would bring them
under medical control as well ?—Yes. It would
be a far cheaper plan to build a separate place
inside the prisor, because there would be
nothing required excepting, say, one officer for

every 30 prisoners ; the governor, the chaplain,
and the surgeon, are all there, and it would not be
adding much to their duties ; it would be taking
the class who are now in prison for drunkenness,
and putting them into another department of the
prison. Then I would have a connection maclt
between this detention house or depot, or what
ever you liked to call It and the chapel, so that
they could go to chapel without seeing other
prisoners : therefore all the machinery at present
exists, and there would be very little expense
in it.

154. Have you turned your attention at all

to the question of treating the same class of
people as those who furnish the prisoners, but
who nevertheless have not come under magis-
terial authority, and attempting anything for them

in the way of inebriate reformatories ?— ] believe
that very few would go, unless they were com-
pelled to go. I fear so.

155. Supposing that such places as those which
I speak of existed, and that magistrates had the
power to commit persons Avho were brought be-
fore them, simply as drunkards, for a term of
reformation in those establishments, do you be-
lieve that that would have a beneficial effect in
checking this habit ; I do not mean outside the
prison. At the present moment a magistrate
commits a prisoner for drunkenness, or for some
offence committed in drunkenness, for a term of
imprisonment?—Yes.

156. I mean that he should commit him direct
to this portion of the prison, instead of passing
through the ordinary prison discipline ?—Yes.

157. You would commit him at once to the
reformatory department of the prison ?— I would
never commit a drunkard to prison at all ; I would
have a separate department for drunkards for a
first and second conviction, but it should be in the
same house of detention, and they should be
separate from the long-sentenced prisoners, who
I think should never come within sight of a man
who has recently come from his drinking; I would
make a reception ward for the drunkards to con-
fine them until they had got the drink out of
them, and then I would let them go in amongst
the rest, but if they were only in for short sen-
tences they would of course serve their time in

this reception ward, and then go out.

158. Have you had an opportunity for observ-
ing whether there is any connection between the
habits of drinking and the habits of the parents
of the parties who have come before you ?—As
far as I have noticed, I do not think that the
children of drunken parents generally rise up to

be drunkards ; I rather think that the children
of drunken parents very frequently come on the
streets at a very early age, and are led away by
other temptations

;
they are the very street boys

that we have to get into reformatories, or into

prison when they are very young.
159. Then you attribute it more to the moral

conditions into which the drunkard's child is

thrown, than to the inheritance of any particular

tendency ?—Yes, I think that he does not get
the same chance as children of sober parents.

160. Mr. Ahroyd.'\ You were speaking a short

time ago of the increase of drunkenness in Hull,
which you very much attributed to the increase

of beerhouses and public houses ?—Yes.

161. That was checked by the recent Wine
and Beer Acts, was it not?—Yes, the increase of
the beer-houses was very materially checked ; I

am sorry that I did not get the number the year
before the Beer House Act came into operation,

but I believe that it was something like 360 ; I

have not got the number for 1868, but I know
that it was very materially over the 269 for 1869,

because there were a great many taken off, and
although a few were put on in 1870, they have
been gradually reduced.

162. The effect of those Acts within your
knowledge has been to diminish the amount of
drunkenness?— Yes, but the beer houses are so

numerous yet, that I do not think that it will tell

for some time to come in Hull.

163. You are aware also that, under the re-

cent Wine and Beer House Acts, the police

have greater facilities for entering i)ublic-houses ?

— Since those Acts were passed, an Act was
passed last year, the name of which I forget,

under
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under which the supervision of the police is a

good deal extended towards these wine and beer
houses. That will have a very great tendency, I

believe, to check them.
164. You know also from your ovvn expe-

rience, do you not, that with the same amount
of drunkenness there were more numerous con-

victions on the passing of those Acts?—I do.

1G5. Therefore, although the frequenters of

these houses might be more sober than they were
before, yet you might have a larger number of

convictions ; from the fact of giving the police

greater facilities for entering these houses, you
may have a larger total number of convictions,

with a less amount of drunkenness ?—Yes.

166. And you are disposed to think that that

has been so ?—Yes ; at present their imprison-

ments are so very short that the same person

comes over and over again in the same year, and
that, of course, increases the number of convic-

tions very materially,

167. And, moreover, the keepers of these

beerhouses are more cautious than they were
before ?—Yes, they are now beginning to be very
cautious.

168. Therefore, from those two causes, namely,

the greater caution of the beei'-shop keepers, and
the greater facility for the supervision of the

police, there is a tendency to diminish drunken-
ness?—Yes; but you must add to that that the

number of beer-houses is very large.

169. Mr. Wharton.'] With reference to your
suggestion that there should be a separate re-

formatory prison, you have spoken of the trade

of mat-making ; is there any other trade which
you would recommend the prisoners to be put

to ?—1 would recommend every trade.

170. Shoemaking?—Yes; we have every trade,

shoemaking, tailoring, joinering, blacksmithing,

and every trade.

171. And you would recommend that a variety

of trades should be taught in the large room
which you speak of ?—Yes ; I would liave the

officer in the centre of the room, and I would put

different departments round the room : I would
put a man who had any knowledge of a trade to

it, and others who had not I would teach either

simple mat-making or something else.

172. I understand you to mean that there

would be a saving of expense in this way, that

there would be a Icl.s minute supervision, as far

as warders go, and therefore a less number of

warders required, and consequently there would
be less expense ; the expense of watching this

class of prisoners would be less than the expense
of watching and attending to the ordinary pri-

soners in separate cells in the gaol?—Yes; and if

that detention house was within the prison walls,

or in connection with the prison, the expense

would be very much more reduced.

173. Each prisoner would cost less under the

system which you suggest, than he would under
the present system in a prison ?—Yes, consider-

ably less.

174. While at the same time he would be
making considerably more if he was practising at

trade ?—Yes.

175. Mr, Mitchell Henry.'\ How would you
define an habitual drunkard ?—A man who comes
over and over again for drunkenness.

176. You would have convictions first of all ?

—Yes,
177. What number of convictions ?—I think

that a man should not be sent for a long term
0.73,

until he had been twice convicted, but I do no* Mr.
think that it should be more than that ; before a H. Webster.
man is convicted he very frequently goes very
great lengths, and is drunk over and' over again ^ March

before lie is sent to prison ; it is very seldom that
'

a man is sent to prison for being drunk the first

time.

178. Do you mean that if a man is on two
occasions had up before the magistrates, and
fined 5 s. for being drunk, you would then
sentence him to a long term of detention ?—They
are generally fined 1 s. in the first instance, and
that is nearly always paid ; I think that if a man
had been taken twice, I Avould not give him the
o])tion of a fine, but would send him to jjrison,

that is to say, if there was a place of tliis sort ; I
think tliat to send a man to prison without the
option of a fine ought to be a very serious

case, and it generally is ; I do not think that the
magistrate sends a man to ])rison witli liard

labour without the option of a fine, unless it is a
bad case of drunkenness, but in those cases, after

a man had been twice convicted, I think that he
should be sent for a long term,

179. Mr. Douviinff.] Do you mean to say that

a magistrate has the power of inflicting hard
labour for mere drunkenness ?—For being drunk
and riotous ; I should think that there will not
be more tlian three out of 20 cases of drunken-
ness, without being drunk and riotous, and there-

fore I almost class them together.

180. Mr. Mitchell Henry.] You say that if a
person had been twice convicted by a magistrate

for drunkenness, you would give him a long term
of ini])risonment ; would you fix any limit of time

between the convictions; supjiose that he was
convicted in 1860, and then again in 1864 ?

—

There certainly ought to be a line drawn some-
where ; if a man repeats the ofl'euce within a

short time, tliere is a greater tendency for him to

get into a drinking habit, than if there is an
interval of a year or two between the first two
convictions ; therefore I do not think that a man
shoukl have the same punishment after two con-

victions, which are widely apart, as when the two
convictions are within a month or two of each
other.

181. You are of course aware, that it very

often happens, and in fact generally haj)]>ens

in these cases, that a man who has a great

desire for drink is re-apprehended, perhaps

on the same day as that on which he is let out,

or perhaps after an interval of one day, and is

again convicted. Therefore if you sentenced

him to a long term of imprisonment after only

two convictions, do you think that public ojiinion

would supj)ort it ?—As soon as a man got out of

his first trouble he might get into another very

quickly, but as far as my experience goes it

comes more gradually upon a man than that.

182. To pass from that point, if a criminal was

convicted of some offence together with drunk-

enness, I mean felony, or anything of that kind,

you would punish him in the ordinary Avay for

the felony, or larceny, or whatever it might be,

and then if he had been convicted previously of

drunkenness, you would sentence him to be de-

tained for a length of time in addition to his

punishment, is that what I am to understand ?

—

I think that if he came under the head where

the line was drawn and had been convicted twice,

he ought to have the same period of detention as

another man, although he suffered an imprison-

ment, which was for the other oflfence. At pre-

13 sent
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sent if a man is taken up for drunkenness, and

1 WeLer if then a case for felony is brought against him,

: I (-lo jjot think that the charge of drunkenness is

8 March proceeded with in the ordinary way ;
it would be

1872. covered by the other offence, and therefore it

would not be dealt with at all,

183. What length of time would you consider

that a man of this kind ought to be detained in

your reformatory ?—If there was sufficient to

satisfy the magistrates that he was a confirmed

drunkard, I think that he ought not to be sent

for less than nine months.

184. I thought that you meant for a much
longer period than nine months?—That is the

shortest period that I would give a man for

drunkenness. It takes a month before a man is

of much use in the place ; he is all burthen and

expense until the end of that time.

185. Does not experience show that persons

whom you would really call habitual drunkards

will often remain sober for nine or ten months,

and yet if you desire to cure them they must

be deprived"^ of the means of obtaining spirituous

liquors for several years ?— If a man makes up his

mind to be sobei-, his tastes and feelings are pent

up and restrained ; but if he is in prison, he has

not that feeling at all ; he finds that he can live

better without the drink, and the idea comes to

him that he is far better without it than with it,

and he is not in that time resisting the tempt-

ation, because he has not the temptation in

his Avay.

186. Then according to that theory, if a person

was committed of felony or larceny, and was sent

for nine months' imprisonment, he would derive

all the benefit which you desire ?—Yes ; as far

as time is concerned.

187. Then you must be prepared to prove that

detention in a prison for nine months will cure

habitual drunkenness ?—And I believe that it

does so more than anything ; I believe that long

imprisonments do more to cure habitual drunk-

ards than anything else.

188. Isir. Miller.'] I suppose that the discipline

of the prison has a considerable effect in bringing

that about ?— Of cour'^e.

189. There is greater regularity and comfort?

—Yes ; a man would get the same in one of these

houses ; of course, the discipline of the prison is

- expected to do something for him, and I believe

that it does in a great many instances.

190. As I understand, you could send all

people committed for drunkenness into this sepa-

rate ])rison ?—Yes.

191. And you would keep them there apart

from what you would call real criminals ?—Yes,

altogether.

192. Drunken persons who are sent to prison

for seven or nine days are of no use to you, as

far as work is concerned ?—They are of no use

at all
;
they do not suffer anything ; the principal

thing to which they object, which we have in our
prison, is a plank bed

;
they cannot bear the idea

of lying on a plank bed, but they are obliged to

submit to it the same as the rest. That is about
the only thing that they do ; it does them good

;

they are refreshed by it ; it is usually called a

guard bed ; it is a board made of about the width
of a bed ; it is nothing but a board ; there is no
mattress at all.

193. They can do nothing towards the expense
of their maintenance ?—Nothing at all

;
they do

not earn a penny ; you cannot give such a man

anything to do but oakum picking, and he has
not the nerve for that.

194. Supposing that a person of that kind is

put in for seven days, what may it cost the
district to keep him?-—About 10s. or 12 s, for

the week ; about 24 /. per head per year.

195. Would it aid in the matter if he was
obliged to keep in the prison until he worked
that off?— It would waste some time ; a man
who is an habitual drunkard is not fit for much
work until he has been there the greater part of
a month.

196. You have said that after the second con-
viction, you would require a man to come under
the character of an habitual drunkard ?—Yes,

197. I suppose that in stating that you would
look to the antecedents of the man ?—Yes.

198. Supposing the case of a fresh man in from
the country, and that he gets into some tempta-
tion or another, and is committed even twice, say,

in a week, or a month, you would not put down
that man as an habitual drunkard ?

—

So, cer-

tainly not.

199. I suppose that you could judge from the

appearance of the man that he was not an
habitual drunkard ?—It could be detected in the

majoi'ity of cases.

200. Would there be a safearuard against

putting in peoj)le who ought not to be sent as

habitual drunkards ?—Yes ; if you look through
the books of a prison, you will find very few
cases of only two convictions for drunkenness.

The number which I have of persons twice con-

victed is 103 ; in the next year the majority of

those men will be in the No. 3 list, or No. 4 ; it

is very seldom after a man is twice convicted

for drunkenness that he stops there.

201. I gather from what you have said that

drinking almost invariably, or altogether, ends in

crime ?—Yes, I believe that it does,

202. Jiv. Lyon Playfair.'] You stated that your
chaplain found, by examination, that 79 per

cent, of the prisoners attributed their fall to

habits of drink ?—Yes.

203. Do you coincide with that?—I do quite
;

I think that that is rather under the mark.
204. Then your belief is that four-fifths of

all the prisoners of the country may be classed as

habitual drunkards ? — No ; I could not say

that.

205. Or have fallen into crime throu2;h habits

of drink ?—Yes ; that is going to public houses,

generally.

206. Then would you apply to four-fifths of the

whole of the prisoners of the country a law by
which you could detain them for very long

periods of sentence ?—No ; because it would not

be fair against them ; a large number of those

very prisoners who are taken in that per-centage,

are prisoners who have never been convicted for

drunkenness.

207. But who have confirmed habits of drink?

—Yes, going to public houses where they meet
with their companions ; I should think that out

of 75 men whom I have from Middlesex, there

are not five who have been convicted for drunk-

enness.

208. To what extent would the new system

operate upon the country. If four-fifths of the

whole of the prisoners have fallen into habits of

crime through drink, and if they have to be kept

out of their habits of crime by preventing their

drinking is not it a very large adddition to the

prison system of the country that you recom-
mend ?
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mend ?—No, I do not think that it is so much as

that. If you regard the number of convictions

for drunkenness as more than one-half the number
of convictions altogether at ^iresent; by reducing
the number of drunken cases of course you reduce
the general number of the prisoners.

209. I should rather have said that you would
require to convert your system of ])risons

very much to meet such cases; you would re-

quire to convert the system of prisons from a

system of punishment, as now followed, to

a system of long detention in order to cure

such persons ? — Yes ; the numbers scarcely

show an answer to that question. The number
of convictions for drunkenness bein"; 1,024
against the whole number of convictions, 2,025 ;

those convictions for drunkenness are in very
many instances over and over again during the

year, and therefore the numlier of convictions in

the whole country do not show in reality the

mmiber of prisoners for drunkenness. By taking

away these frequent repetition cases for drunk-
enness, you very materially reduce the number
of prisoners in the country.

210. But do not you very much extend the

periods of detention, according to your system ?

—Yes ; but you first reduce the number very
materially.

211. You reduce the number of jjrisoners

treated as penal prisoners, but you still keep up
the number of prisoners under a reformatory sys-

tem ?—Yes ; for cases of drunkenness where you
would now have a man coming, say, from six to

eight times (avb have a good many more cases

than that against men in a year), you would only

have one prisoner to deal with the whole time.

212. During the whole year?—Yes.

You would keep him for a much longer

—Yes. it would reduce the nundjer of

213.

period

cases.

214. It would reduce the apparent number of

committals ?—Yes.
215. If the statistics are reliable that four-

fifths of the crime of the country is due to habits

of drunkenness, is it not a very large reform
which you are suggesting ?—If it was due to

habitual drunkenness it Avould be so, but I do
not think that it is ; I think that it is to be traced

to drinking habits, but not to habitual drunken-
aess; not to those prisoners who would be touched
by an Habitual Drunkards' Bill.

216. You propose that a second committal

should be sufficient to Avarrant a long detention ?

—Yes ; if yovi give a man two months, you have
four months at once.

217. Colonel Speaking of the increase

n the number of convictions for drunkenness,

fou stated that it had increased from 511 to

L,0'24, and I tkink that you attributed it princi-

)ally to the increased number of beer-houses ?

—

fes.

218. Is there any other reason for it that you
ian give us?—There are other reasons; for in-

stance, this year the increase has been over 200,
md I believe that in a very great measure it is

)wing to the short hours of labour, and increased

;rade in the town ; the men have a Saturday
ifternoon lioliday which is almost invariably spent

n drinking ; and then the trade has been very
^ood in the town, and of course the men have
)een able to spend more money, and thus get

nto trouble.

219. Do you think that any of the Increase in

he number of convictions, is owing to the energy
0.73.

and activity of tlie supervision of the police ?—
That may have a little to do with it, but I beheve
that that does more to check drunkenness before
It comes to a conviction, than it does afterwards.

220. Speaking of the lunatic asylum, what did
you say was the average number of prisoners
whom you sent from your gaol to a lunatic
asylum m your county ''—I think that the num-
ber last year was fi^ e, l)ut I am not quite sure
of It.

^

221. Is that the average number ?— I think
that It would be about the average ; we have an
average of about 300 prisoners daily.

222. It is five out of an average of 890 ?—

I

gave you 679 as the average number fbr drunk-
enness, but our average daily iiumljer in the
prison is only about 300.

_
223. You said, I think, that you did not con-

sider that the original mental" calibre of these
prisoners was lower than that of any other pri-
soners ?—No, I do not think that it is.

224. Is their mental calibre lower at tlie pre-
sent time, or do you speak of their original mental
calibre ?—I speak of their original mental calibre.
After becoming habitual drunkards, I think that
they are very much lower than the general class
of prisoners.

225. You recommend a long separation from
drink as the remedy for this evil ?—Yes.

226. Would not an imprisonment of iiine
months, in the case of a man of intemperate
habits, have a very bad effect upon his health ?—No, I do not think so at all. Prisoners in-
variably gain weight in prisons, or it is nearly
always so

; it is short-sentenced prisoners that
are reduced ; but long-sentenced prisoners are
weighed monthly, and it is almost regular that
they advance in weight.

227. I think you said that out of this number
of convictions for drunkenness, only three out of
20 are for drunkenness merely, and ihe remainder
are for drunkenness and rioting ?—I think so ; I
do not think that there is a very great difference
between the one and the other ; because a man
is almost sure to make a noise in the street If he
is drunk.

228. Sir Harcoxirt Johnstone.~\ You have a
very mixed population in Hull ?—Yes, they are
of all sorts ; it is a shipping town, and of course
there are a large number of sailors.

229. Have you had opportunities of noticing
the respective i>roportIons of the jirisoners who
are natives of the United Kingdom, as compared
with foreigners?—I think that" I can tell you the
number.

230. I do not mean for general crime ?—I can-
not give them to you for drunkenness.

231. Or for drunkenness and rioting together ?

—No ; I could easily have taken that out, but I

have not done so.

232. What are the proportions in general ?

—

The number of English is 853 males, and 371
females ; VYelch, three males and two females

;

Scotch, 31 males and 30 females : Irish, 89 males
and 48 females ; natives of the Colonies and East
Indies, five males and three females ; and of

Foreign Countries, 61 males and nine females.

Those are our numbers for last year.

233. Then the proportion of foreigners is very
small ?—Yes.

234. You have a very large resident popula-

tion ?—Yes.

235. With regard to sending prisoners to an
asylum, have you not had some difficulties in that

B 2 respect.

Mr.
//. Webxter.

8 March
187-2.
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respect, the local asylum not having been com-

H. Wtbster. Pleted ?—We have an asylum for the borough,
'

in Hull.

8 March 236. Those prisoners do not go to the county

1872. asylum?—No, _ . . ,

237. Is there sufficient accommodation in the

borough asylum ?—The asylum in the borough

is a very large asylum.

238. "You have spoken about the deterioration

of mental power ; I suppose that you have been

able to observe this by taking note after sub-

sequent committals of prisoners ; after they have

been in your hands more than once, you have

been able to observe the deterioration of mental

power when they have been convicted of drunk-

enness?— Yes, and it almost every year so

happens that the same prisoners come over and

over again, so that you get thoroughly acquainted

witli them, and almost every year you find that

their mental powers are gradually giving way.
^

239. Do you also find them deteriorating in

physique and bodily strength ?—Not so much
that, because they spend a good part of their time

^ in prison.

2-40. 1 conclude that you do not have many of

the habitual tipplers in your hands, they get off

with an ordinary fine ?—Yes, they generally get

ofi;' with an ordinary fine which they can pay,

because they work for a few days, and always

have a shilling or two with which they can pay
• the fine.

241. Have you observed since the reduction of

the hours of labour in the last few months, a

decided increase in drunkenness ?—Yes ; about a

fortnioht ao;© I was talking to the chief constable

about it, and saying that our number of convic-

tions seemed to be increasing gradually on* a

Monday morninc, and he was of the same
opinion as I am, that it is owing to the Saturday
afternoon holiday in a very great measure.

242. Have you been long enough in your pre-

sent capacity to observe whether, when employ-
ment has been veiy brisk, there has been more
drunkenness, and when employment has been
very slack there has been less drunkenness?

—

I can only refer to the numbers ; I have not

noticed it excepting in this Avay, Trade is very
busy now, and I believe that we were never so

full as we are at present. I believe that the

prisons in the country are generally low, but the

trade in Hull has been very brisk for some time,

and we are now and have been for a long time
very full of prisoners.

243. Major Walker.'] You mentioned a great
amount of general drunkenness in Hull

;
sup-

posing that you had been brought before a Com-
mittee for another purpose, and had been asked
what remedy you would propose to check this

drunkenness, what would you have put in the first

rank as a remedy ; would you have put a general
stringent carrying out of the Licensing Acts, and
so a great reduction of the number of public-
houses and beer-houses, or would you have put
in the first rank the proposal to establish asylums
such as you have sketched out?— It has always
been my great desire to get quit of the drunkards
out of prison. I have been over 15 years con-
nected with prisons, and they seem to be one of
the principal sources of annoyance and trouble in
a prison

; and although I certainly think that
by reducing the number of public-houses and
beer-houses, especially beer-houses, you would
very much reduce the number of cases of drunk-
enness ; still I think that you would not get quit

of the class until something was done to get
them away, either by sending them to a separate
prison, or to some other place.

244. Supposing that you had the alternative

of a stringent measure, such as I describe, for

dealing with the public-houses and beer-houses,
or the necessity of establishing these asylums,
which would you select as the most likely to

effect the greatest reform?— I believe that for

the future it Avould be better to put a very strong
check upon the public-houses, but I believe that
for the present class of drunkards which you have
it would not stop them,

245. Then it would be ratl^er as a matter of

temporaiy necessity that you would establish

these asylums to deal with the present genera-
tion ?—It would be temporary in a great measure,
if beer-houses and public-houses were very mate-
rially reduced.

246. Mr. Downing.'] Did I rightly understand
you to say that your gaol was conducted on the

separate system ?—Yes.

247. That is that each prisoner is kept apart

from the others ?—Yes.
248. Is a man who is committed for drunken-

ness treated in the same way ?— Exactly the

sume. If he is sentenced to hard labour he goes
upon the treadmill, and he is in separate con-
finement, excepting that.

249. Did I understand you rightly to say, in

answer to a Member of the Committee, that you
would send a man to gaol for nine months for

drunkenness, after a second conviction for

drunkenness ?—Yes.

250. Would you apply the same law to all

classes of society ?—I would after conviction.

251. I suppose that Hull, like every other

town, has its market days ?— Yes, three a week.
252. We will say that a respectable farmer

comes into town on the market day, who drinks

nothing for a week, and he drinks a little upon
that day, and gets drunk, and does the same the

next day, and he is fined ; I suppose you would
apply the law equally to him as to a poor trades-

man ?—Yes, if there was a conviction against

him. I do not think there would be a convic-

tion in a case of tliat sort.

253. Why ?—Because it is very seldom that

a man is convicted for drunkenness, unless he

is found drunk in the streets, or something of that

sort.

254. Am I to understand you as saying that

persons who come in from the country to attend

a market, do not get drunk ?—I dare say they

do, and I dare say we get some of them into

prison, but I think in a general way that such

a man gets as much as he can well carry, and

that is about all. If he got sufficient to make
himself in a drunken state, and unfit to move
about, I believe that he would be taken the same
as anybody else.

255. You would have the law applied to him
the same as to a tradesman, a carpenter, or

shoemaker in the town ?—Yes.

256. And upon a third conviction you would
send that comfortable yeoman to gaol for nine

mouths, away from his family ?—I would if he

got drunk to the same extent as that tor which

you would convict a poor man.

257. In fact you would make a man who was
drunk for a third time in his life an habitual

drunkard ?—If he had been convicted twice be-

fore, then 1 think he would be an habitual

drunkard.
258. Are
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member of a temperance

I do,

258. Are you a

society ?—I am not.

259. You read the papers very often ?

as often as I have time.

260. You see that gentlemen are brought up
before the police magisti'ates for drunkenness ?

—

Yes ; I liave seen a good many gentlemen in

trouljlc, I am sorry to say.

261. And some of the nobility ?—Yes, I have
seen them too.

262. Would you have them sent to gaol for

nine mouths ?—If the same case was brought
against the rich man as against the poor man, then
I think that he ought to undergo the same punish-
ment.

263. Do you hope for legislation upon that

subject according to your ideas ?—No : I do not
think that anything of the sort will be carried.

264. You have stated that you would recom-
mend that there should be a large building in the

county ?—Yes.

265. Or that there should be a separate build-

ing attached to the gaol ?—Yes.
266. In England, have you not unions for the

poor?—Yes, and they are very much dreaded;
I believe far more dreaded than prison.

267. Do you not think ^that the workhouses
connected with the administration of the Poor
Law might be made auxiliaiy to carrying out
your views?— In a general way no trade is

carried on in a workhouse as there is in a
prison.

268. May not trades be taught In a work-
house ?—Yes.

269. And do you not think that in the case of
a man convicted of drunkenness, it would be
better that he should be sent to such a place as

that, Avhere he would not feel that he was de-

graded by incarceration in a gaol ?—I think that

if a place could be built separate from the

prison, in connection Avith the prison, a man
would rather go there than to the workhouse.

270. And within the walls of a prison —
Yes.

271. I think you said that the daily average
number of prisoners in your gaol was about 300?
—About that.

372. And that the average daily number of

persons in prison for drunkenness was nine ?

—

Yes ; that is owing to the short sentences. The
average number of the whole of the criminals in

the prison is made up by prisoners receiving such
long sentences ; for instance, tw o years ; such a

man comes upon the books every day in the year,

whereas a man sentenced to fourteen days only,

stands fourteen times upon them.

273. That would be in the proportion of one
to 33 in the daily average ?—Yes.

274. I understood you to say that the number
of commitments for crimes connected with drunk-
enness was 54 per cent?—No, what you are

speaking of is the chaplain's return ; it was a re-

turn of convictions against all the convictions, the

number of convictions, not the number upon the

daily average, but the number of convictions

against all the convictions were 50 per cent., that

is one-half.

275. Have you any idea of the nimiber of

public-houses and beerhouses in Hull ?— Yes,
this year there is a total of 581 ; last year there

were 596.

276. Supposing that they Avere reduced by
half, do you really think that that would prevent

the drunkenness in Hull ?—It would prevent it

0.73.

in a great measure, but I do not think that it

would anything like jn-event it.

277. It is a great thing to get rid of public-
houses, to carry out your views ?—I believe that
if public-houses could be got rid of altogether,
there would be very little drunkenness.

278. Are you an advocate for closing puljlic-

houses on Sunday altogether ?—Yes, quite.
279. There was one answer given by Mr.

Smith, about which there must, I think, be some
mistake; I understand you that the average yearly
cost of a prisoner in England and Wales is 24 /.

14 s. 10 d. ?—Yes.
280. And it is something over 19 /. in your own

gaol ?—Yes.

281. Y ou were in the room when Mr. Smith
was examined?— I Avas.

282. Did you hear him say that the average
was 13/.?—I did.

283. That must be a mistake, must it not ?—

I

think that he did not give the amount of tlie cost

of the ])risoners ; if 1 understood him rightly he
said that the general cost was so-and-so, but that
it you divided it by the average it increased or

decreased according as the number increased or

decreased ; and his j^rison being a very small one
the cost Avould be very much more than in ours

;

if I had brought another return Avhich I have by
me, I could have stated the cost of Ripon Prison
last year, but I have no doubt it is very much in

excess.

284. But' he gave it as much less ?— Yes, but
I think that you misunderstood him. I know
that he did not mean that, and that he Avas not
giving you to understand exactly Avhat you have
understood from him.

285. Might it not be this, that he did not take
into account the clothing, Avhich you put doAvn
at 6 /. \2s. 4 d. ?—No, it could not be that ; it

was everything. I can scarcely explain hoAV it

is, but I know that in all small j'l'isons the
amount of cost is very much more than in large

];risons, because they have a greater average to

reduce the actual cost ; for instance, there is only
one gatekeeper, and one governor, and one of
every other descrijition of officer, Avhich decreases

the cost, Avhereas in a small place it is more, but
I am sure that 3-011 have not the proper amount
from Mr. Smith.

286. When you spoke of a drunkard Avho was
in your custody, you stated that on the average
the man Avas of no use for a month after coming
into the prison ?— 1 say that he is of very little

use ; I do laot say that he is of no use.

287. Of course you refer there, to a man Avhose

constitution is debilitated by habitual drinking?
—I do. I mean a man Avho comes in over and
over again for drunkenness.

288. A man Avho gets drunk three times in the

year Avould not be such a man ?—He Avould not

;

but if a man gets drunk three times in the year,

you have very little chance of that man turning

over a ncAv leaf, and giving it up altogether, un-

less something is put in the Avay to stop him.

289. Colonel Brise.^ You mean if he is con-

victed ?—Yes. It is not that a man only gets

drunk when he is convicted ; he generally gets

drunk a very great number of times before he is

convicted.

290. Mr. Downing.'] I suppose that you re-

ceive prisoners in your gaol under Avarrants for

drunkenness, Avho are really called delicate men
unable to work ?—Yes ; there are some men Avho

are quite unable to Avork.

B 3 291. What

Mr.
H. Webster.

8 March
1872,
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Mr. 291. What would you do with the family of a

H. Webster, man whose constitution was so broken that he

could not work ;
you would commit him for nine

8 March months, and he is totally unable to do anything ;

'^^1'^'
he has a wife and six children ; what would you

do with his family in the meantime ?—I believe

that he would earn for his family more in the

home than outside, and certainly more than if he

was actually drinking ;
therefore, it would be an

actual benefit to the family of the man.

292. Therefore you think that every man who
comes into your hands, no matter how Aveakened

his constitution may be by drinking, can -work in

such a way in gaol as to support his family ?

—

I believe that the greater number of prisoners

could do so ; and I believe that the only reason

why a prison is not self-supporting is, that you

confine it to the work to which habitual drukards

cannot be applied
;
you have to keep a man in a

separate cell, but upon my plan you Avould have

a lot of men working together ; for instance, I

would take six men and drill them first into one

thing and then into another ; I would put them

to planing and sawing, and I would teach them

a trade if they did not know it, and they would

then be of some use when they got out.

293. And during the period while they were

in custody, you would look to their safety so as

to see that they did not escape, but you would

not keep them as prisoners ?—I would always

have them under supervision, but merely to see

that nothing improper went on ; I would not at

all treat them as prisoners.

294. Chairman^] You said that you would
send a man to a reformatory for a period of nine

months who was a third time convicted ; do you
mean that you would limit that third time to its

occurring within a certain period, that is to say,

that a man who got drunk three times in a

twelvemonth would be a man to whom the

punishment would be harshly applied ; but a man
who got three times within three months would
be a man to whom the punishment would not be

harshly applied ?—Yes ; three times drunk and
convicted.

295. So that it would be influenced by the

period within which the three convictions took

place ?—Yes ; I do not think that it would be at

all fair in the case of a man who had passed some
time between the fii'st and the second occasions

of his being convicted.

296. By that means you would avoid all the

ordinary cases of drunkenness, and the occasional

cases of drunkenness and excesses which are met
with on market days, and in other ways ?—1 do
not think that very many of those cases Avould

come under it.

297. A question was put to you by one Mem-
ber of the Committee, whether, sujiposing that a

person was in prison for larceny, that larceny

being directly connected with habitual drunken-
ness, you would make him jiass a part of his sen-

tence in the prison and a part in a reformatory ;

is that so; if the larceny was clearly connected
with habitual drunkenness, would you pass him
at once to the reformatory part of the prison ?

—

No : I should be inclined to let the man undergo
his sentence for what he had done, although he
had been under the influence of drink. I do not
think that he should be overlooked for it.

298. If 79 per cent, of crime is attributable to

drink, you do not mean that 79 per cent, of the
prisoners come into the prison in such a state as

to demand reformatory treatment ?—Not at all.

299. Of course you would anticipate a certain

number of failures in the reformatory ?—Yes

;

you cannot cure some persons, but taking them
away would give them a chance of jH'oviding for

their families better than if they were out.

300. Supposing that you shut up half of the
public-houses, and diminish their hours to ?iny

extent, they would still lead to a certain amount
of drunkenness which would come before you in

some shape or other?— Yes.

301. Supposing that you extinguished them
altogether, have you any doubt that you would
still have some secret drinking, and a number of
cases to deal with ?—I think not ; I think that
there would be very few indeed if public-houses
could be done away with.

302. You were asked a question as to what
would be done with the family of a man in deli-

cate health who was put into prison, and who
probably would not be able to earn anything for

his family ; what is the present condition of the
family of a delicate man who cannot work, but
who can drink ?—They are actually starving, or
else are in the workhouse ; if they will not go
into the workhouse they are actually starving,

and the children are being brought up in crime.

303. Mr. Dmoninff.'l According to the law of
England, can the wife and family of a man get
relief in the workhouse without his going in

himself?—Yes.

304. Mr. fV/iarloii.'] With relation to the

efi^ect of drink on crime, in your experience
almost universally in cases of robbery, have not
the prosecutors been drunk at the time ?—Yes,
it is almost invariably that those sort of cases

arise from drunkenness on the other side.

305. The prosecutors have been drunk, and
have been watched?—Yes.

306. Mr. 3Iiller.'\ Do you find, as a rule,

that men whom you would class as habitual

drimkards are attentive to, and careful of their

families ?—Not at all
; they are always neglect-

Ina; them.

307. Therefore putting them under restraint

would not materially injure their families?

—

Not at all, especially if the family could get
anything from the man when he was under the

restraint, it would be a great benefit in most
cases.

308. Would you take it as a rule that the
family would be better for having the man in

confinement than having him walking about?

—

I would. Generally the wife now has to work
when her husband is drinking, and I do not think

that she would have to work any more afterwards.

309. Sir Harcourt Johnstotie.~\ Ripon Prison
is a very much smaller prison than yours ?—Yes
the average is only about ten prisoners, I think.'

Mr. William Smith, called in ; and further Examined.

Mr. "^lO. 'M.x. Downing.'] I asked you the question the annual cost generally of prisoners in all the

W. Smith, what was the average cost of the maintenance of prisons in Yorkshire.
a prisoner in your gaol for 12 months, and you 311. I said Ripon Gaol?—I told you, I think,
answer about 13 I. ?—I thought that you meant that it depended upon the average number of

prisoners.
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prisoners. Mr. Webster has just remarked that

the average number is 10 ; probably the year
before there were 15 daily, and that makes a

difference in the average cost.

312. We have heard from the last witness that

the average cost in England and Wales is more
than 24 and it appears to me very strange how
the auiouut is so low in your gaol ?—You are

taking the average of England and Wales, but Mr.
you did not ask me that question. ^f'- Smith.

313. I ask you it now, do you wish to give any ^
explanation to the Committee as to the average March

cost of a i^risoner in your gaol?—In Wakefield
I believe that it runs about 14/., and in our
gaol about 25 /., and some years considerably
more.

Dr. EoBERT Boyd, called in : and Examined.

314. Chairrnan.'] You are a member of the
Royal College of Surgeons of England, a Doctor
of Medicine of the University of Ediubui-gh, and
a Fellow of the Eoyal College of Physicians of
London ?—Yes.

315. You were formerly resident Physician at

the Marylebone Infirmary ?—Yes.
316. And you were the late Superintendent of

the Somerset County Lunatic Asylum ?—Yes.
317. During the period in which you have

officiated in the latter capacity, that is to say, as

I understand, during 20 years, in nearly 12 per
cent, of the males, and two per cent, of the
females sent to the Somerset Asylum, the cause
assigned was intemperance or drunken habits in

the males ?—Yes.

318. And that was the most frequent cause of
that malady with the exception of hereditary
predisposition ?-—It was.

319. You prefer, I presume, by having placed
this paper 'in my hands, that I should put the

questions to you from what you have here noted
down ?—Yes.

320. The following may be taken as a summary
of 185 cases in males which came under your care

in the asylum ; one under 20 years, 27 from 20
to 30 years, 51 from 30 to 40 years, 58 from 40
to 50 years, 27 from 50 to 60 years, 20 from 60
upwards, and one unknown?— Yes, that is the

case.

321. Those are the cases of insanity due to

intemperance ?—Yes.
322. The civil conditions of these parties were,

that 99 were married, 65 were single, 20 were
widowed, and one was not known ?—Yes.

323. The great majority of those persons were
mechanics, farmers, and persons above the posi-

tion of agricultural labourers, of whom the in-

mates of the asylum generally consisted ; the

inference, therefore, being that the cases in-

sanity resulting from drink were not amongst the

lower order of your patients ?—Quite so.

324. One hundred and twenty-four were ad-

mitted labouring under a first attack of insanity,

40 from a second, nine from a third, two from a

fourth, one from a fifth, and three from a sixth,

and in one case the numbers of attack were not

known ?—That Is so.

325. The duration of the disorder previous to

admission in 28 cases was one week ; in 21 cases

two weeks ; in 31 cases from two to four weeks
;

in 33 cases from one to two months ; in 18 cases

from two to three months; in 18 cases from three

to tlx months
; el^ht cases from six to nine

months; m two cases from nine to 12 months;
in 10 cases from one to two years ; in six cases

from two to five years ; in thx-ee cases from five

to 15 years ; and seven cases were not ascer-

tained ?—Yes.

326. Kelapses occurred in 34 individuals from
one to four times : as to the form of disorder

0.73.

there were 33 cases of delirium tremens
; 99 cases

of acute mania; 16 of melancholia; eight of
dementia ; six of epilepsy, and 23 of general
paralysis ?—Yes.

327. And the result of these 185 cases was
that llo recovered, 63 died, and 12 remained
under treatment ?—Yes.

328. Of the fatal cases, in 28 the form of the
disorder was mania ; in three, melancholia ; in

seven, dementia; in two, epilepsy; and in 23,
general paralysis, which is a most fatal complica-
tion, resulting from Inflammation of the brain
and of the spinal cord ?—Yes.

329. In these as well as in other of the fatal

cases m which abnormal conditions, such as

thickening of the membranes of the brain were
found, it is not Improbable that the intemperate
habits may have been induced by cerebral dis-

ease ?—Yes.
330. That is to say, you put the intemperance

as the outcome of the cerebral disease ?—Yes, In

those cases.

331. The late Mr. Wakley, the coroner for

Middlesex, at inquests held at the Marylebone
Infirmary, has stated, in your hearing, that in

his experience symptoms of insanity had pre-

ceded druulvcn habits ?—Yes.
332. As to the state on admission of these

l^atlents 21 were restless and excitable, 14 were
reported as dangerous to their wives, 18 as sui-

cidal, 49 as dangerous to others, 17 as dangerous
to self and others, eight as destructive to pro-

perty, 34 as violent, five as noisy, four as quiet

;

and in 16 there was known to be an hereditary

predisposition to Insanity ?—Yes.
333. The following, copied from your Annual

Repiirt of the Somei-set County Asylum for 1864,

relates to this hereditary taint, and two cases of

homicidal insanity sent to the State Criminal

Asylmn at Broadmoor. " Amongst the cases of

admission there were two attended with peculiar

circumstances, one of mania from intemperance,

and the other of delirium tremens, both having

hereditary pre-dlsposltions to insanity. The first

man, T. M., last Christmas, when he had been
drinking, suddenly awoke one night, and desired

his wife to get out of the way lest he might in-

jure her. He had had recent delusions as to the

devil coming up stairs, and angels visiting him.

He violently assaulted a boy sleeping in the

house, and nearly killed him ; the boy lost one

eye from the injuries he received. T. M. recol-

lected the circumstance afterwards, and stated

that the boy got under the bed out of his way.

The occurrence took place in a neighbouring

village, and the jwllceman procured assistance

and brought him at once to the asylum, where it

required five or six persons to control him, and

he continued excited for 12 days. His grand-

father, and another near relative on his father's

side, committed suicide." That man soon re'

B 4 covered.
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T). covered, was tried for the assault, and was

B Bovd finally committed to the asylum at Broadmoor.
'

In the second case, " T. P., a prosperous man in

8 March \^\^ business, gave way to intemperance for weeks
' ^72- too-ether, drinking large quanties of ardent spirits

;

at° other times he would abstain altogether for

months ; he was brought to the asylum having

displayed considerable violence, and also at-

tempted to stab his daughter ; his brother some

years ago killed his wife, whilst in a similar state

of delirium tremens, for Avhich he is also in Broad-

moor Asylum, confined for life," where you saw

him a few years ago quite recovered ; T. P. re-

covered after a few weeks, he was discharged on

probation, his name however was retained for

several months on the books, and the police had

directions to bring him at once to the asylum

should he have a similar attack ?—Yes.

334. That is a resume of the facts within your

experience bearing upon this question ?— Yes.

335. You have placed in my hands a report of

cases of insanity from intemperance, or drunken

habits, admitted to the Somerset Lunatic Asylum,

during 20 years, showing the age, civil state, oc-

cupation, duration of attack, and form of disorder,

and the results. It is not of course proposed to

read this report in eiteiiso ?—No.

336. But what is required is to make a total

of the cases ; have you that elsewhere ?—That is

what you have had already read.

337. You have put In this Table as an expla-

nation of your summary ?—Exactly so.

338. Have you found persons of an Irritable

frame, and a nervous excitability, generally more
prone to fly to stimulants than others of ordinary

temperament ? — Yes ; I think that people

suffering pain very often fly to stimulants for

relief.

339. Have you formed any opinion other than

that which has been expressed in your paper,

whether insanity results from drink, or whether
the habits of drink are due to insanity ; which is

the first in the chain of cause and effect ?—Of
the 63 cases examined, which died in the Somer-
set Lunatic Asylum, the majority had disease of

the brain prior to their continuous habits of

drink.

340. From your connection with asylums, do

you consider an inebriate a proper person to be
sent to a lunatic asylum as an insane person ; I

mean a person purely an inebriate, such as those

persons sent with delirium tremens, and so forth ?

—They are not usually sent ; it is against the

law to send mere inebriates to an asylum, unless

there are some grounds for insanity besides

drunkenness.

341. In that case, have any remedial or pre-
ventive measures with regard to this class of
persons suggested themselves to you ?—Unless
they criminate themselves by some act, I do not
see how we can dispose of them, unless they go

voluntarily as boarders to an asylum, or some
such place.

342. Colonel Brise.'] As to the lunatic asylum
in your county, you say that the inmates are
chiefly mechanics and farmers, and people in a
better condition of life than the agricultural
labourer ?—Yes, the inebriates ; those who are
of intemperate habits.

343. Not all the inmates ?—No, the majority
are agricultural labourers.

344. Sir Harcourt JohnstoneJ]^ From your ex-
perience, in the majority of cases does the
drunkenness produce insanity, or is insanity the
precursor of drinking habits?—I should think
that in the majority of cases, perhaps, the drinkibg
habits produce the insanity.

345. The insane become so from the habits of
drinking?—Yes, I think so, as a general rule.

In a great number of cases symptoms of insanity

precede the drinking, but I should think that in

the majority of cases it is the reverse.

346. Colonel Brise?^ Did not you, in answer
to the Chairman, say that 63 cases of drunken-
ness to which you alluded were owing to diseased

brain?—Yes, out of 185.

347. Major Walkerr^ Taking your general ex-
perience medically, and not limiting yourself

strictly to the question of the insane; taking

your experience in the infirmary at Marylebone,
as well as your experience of the insane espe-

cially, do you take a hopeful view of the chance
of curing a large proportion of persons who have
once given way, so far as to become habitual and
regular drunkards by a courfie of long detention,

or otherwise ?—I think that long detention would
be the only chance.

348. But would you look upon it as a forlorn

hope, and that you would only cure a small pro-

portion, or should you be sanguine that you
would cure a large proportion ?—I have no data

upon which to form an opinion.

349. Mr. Wharton.^ Supposing a man to be
brought up before the magistrates who had been
convicted of drunkenness, say, five times in the

course of a year, and that that man was by law
to be sent to some prison, or part of a prison

which we have heard described, where he might
work at a trade and so forth, how long a period

of such imprisonment would you assign as a likely

period to cure him of this habit, a month, or 12

months?— As a rule they recover quickly in

those cases from drunken habits, but I have never

seen much good done in less than three months

;

three months is the shortest time.

350. If it was in your power to send that man
for a period of incarceration in such a place as

that, how long a period would you give?—

I

should think six months at the least ; we always

allow three months probation after a patient is

discharged from an asylum before we certify as

to his recovery.
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Mr. WilllAM AV^hite, called in ; and Examined.

351. Chairmaii.'j You are a medical prac-

titioner residing in Dublin ?— I am an Apothe-
cary, residing in Dublin, and have been acting

as a general practitioner for a great number of

years.

352. You have been 40 years in practice ?

—

Yes, and upwards.

353. And you have been, for 13 years, one of

the coroners for the city of Dublin?— Yes.

354. During that period you have, I presume,

seen many of the results of unchecked intem-

perance ?—A great deal, indeed.

355. I will first ask you to give the Committee
the result of your experience as coroner?

—

During 10 years for which I have returns, I find

that I have held 1,070 inquests; that is at the

rate of 107 a year. Of these cases 40 were sui-

cides, which was an average of four suicides in

the year ; but of these 40 suicides there was only

one which was directly set down by the coro-

ner's jury as the result of intemperance. There
were 40 suicides, one of which resulted from

delirum tremens ; that is the only one in which

the death was attributed directly to drink.

356. Have these verdicts been commonly
" Suicide during temporary insanity " ?—Nearly

all those suicides have been during temporary

insanity arising from drink ; but juries, I find,

are disposed to be satisfied with the temporary

insanity, without going into the primary cause,

lest they should inflict injury upon the surviving

relatives.

357. That being the verdict of the juiy, your

conclusion in the matter, as the result of evi-

dence which has been either given upon oath,

or with which you have been acquainted upon
the Inquest, has been that the suicides have re-

sulted from drink ?—Precisely ; either from what
has been given upon oath, or what I have
observed.

358. That Is so far as relates to suicides; with

regard to homicide from acts of violence, have

you any records of deaths from violence, those

acts of violence having been Inflicted by parties

under the influence of drink ?—No, I have made
no analysis of them for that purpose ; because

that is made annually in a return to the Lord
Lieutenant, by the Lord Lieutenant's direction,

bv a gentleman who keeps the Criminal Statis-

'0.73.

tics, namely. Dr. Hancock; he has these cases

all tabulated, but I have kept no tabulated co^iies

of them.

359. Among this large number of inquests,

of which a great proportion of course have been
from accidents, and so forth, have you been able

in any way to trace those accidents and deaths

to drink ?—Very many of them
; very many of

the accidental deaths have arisen either from
drink on the part of the persons who have lost their

lives, or on the part of those who have inflicted

the injury either by car-driving, or from accidents

of that kind.

360. In those cases arising from drink, have
you any knowledge of whether it has been or-

dinary drunkenness, or whether it has been
drunkenness of a more jn'olonged and habitual

character?—^In the case of accidents produced
by others such as car-drivers, and so on, they

have been temporarily under the Influence of

drink ; but In the case of others who have met
with accidents by falling, and Injuries of that

kind, it has generally been the result of con-

tinued drinking.

361. In your official position, as coroner, have

you any acquaintance with the frequency of

habitual drunkenness amongst the population of

Dublin ?—Yes ; I should say that the number of

deaths reported to me by the police may amount
to about three times the number upon which I

hold inquests, and there are a far greater number
who die from the effects of drink, on whom I do

not hold inquests, than those on whom inquests

are held. If a man dies In his own family sur-

rounded by his friends, and if I find that no

Injury has been done to him by any person about

him, and that the family have a knowledge of the

cause of his death, I do not deem It necessary to

hold an inquest.

362. Then if you did not take that evidence,

you might very largely multiply your Inquests

upon persons dying from the effects of drink ?

—

Largely ; all what are called sudden deaths are

reported to me and to my colleague ; there are

two coroners who divide the business equally. I

am the senior coroner for Dublin. In a case

where we find that the death has been simply

from drink, but where no injury has been done

C by

Mr.
IV. White.

\i March
1872.
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l\Ir. by any person, we do not deem it necessary to

W. White, hold an inquest.

363 "Will you give the Committee your ex-

1 2 March perience as a medical man, independently of being

1872. a coroner, of the prevalence of frequent and ex-

cessive drinking ?—Of course I have met with a

oreat deal of it, and Avith the very bad effects

arisino- from drinking, and I think that these bad

effects rather increase, or in fact that the drinking

is on the increase ; and the result of my observa-

tion is that it is more on the increase amongst

a.'hat we understand by the better classes of society.

I should say that drunkenness is getting up in the

social scale ; it is getting higher.

364. Have you given your attention to the

connection between constant intemperance and

diseases of the brain and nervous system ?

—

I think that the most frequent cause of conges-

tion of the brain with adults is the use of intoxi-

cating liquors.

365. Do you use tfiat term as affecting the

other diseases of the brain and nervous system,

than pure insanity, or are you alluding to in-

sanitv only ?—I am talking of the physical con-

gestion of the brain causing death, or causing

bad effects, delirium tremens, and so on.

366. You mean by that such things as apoplexy

from excessive drinking, and so forth ?—Yes, and

the entrance of the blood to the vessels of the

head, which frequently causes death.

367. Have you found that the suicidal cases

are committed during the period of melancholy

which succeeds the exhaustion of a debauch, or

during a period of frenzy and excitement caused

by excessive drinking ?—More frequently during

the frenzy. I think that the cases (which are

not many) where suicide has been committed

dviring the period of depression after drinking,

have occurred with soldiers. I have had some
soldiers who have committed suicide during their

depression after their debauch.

368. Do you imagine that that is from the fear

of what is to happen to them in their capacity

as soldiers ?—On account of its occurring prin-

cipally with soldiers, I should say that it was
from some dread of that kind.

369. In cases of homicides, or of acts of vio-

lence, are they most frequently committed during

the frenzy of intoxication ?—I think that they
are more generall}'' committed during temporary
intoxication, I think that men with delirium

tremens very rarely commit homicides.

370. Have you been able to trace the con-
nection between habitual intemperance and pre-

vious disease, independent of habit ? — I have
not, if I understand you rightly.

371. Have you noted, or are yovi of opinion,

that there has been a previous disease of the
brain, or of the nervous system, which has been
the excitement to drink ?—No, I have not ob-
served that, but cases have come officially under
my notice, which show me that scrofula has a
great deal to do with crime, for I find that almost
all the prisoners who die in the Government
prisons are affected with scrofula, they having
had it early in life, or having it on them at the
time when they die.

372. Have you formed any opinion as to
whether persons who are constantly coming be-
fore the magistrates as drunk, or drunk and
riotous, or drunk and abusive, and so forth, are
reclaimed by the committal to prison, and to the
labour which is inflicted upon them in prison ; do
you fhink that as a sentence it answers its pur-

pose ?—I cannot speak to that. I seldom know
much about the police courts, but I know that
there are habitual drunkards who are missed off

the town during their period of imprisonment, who
are sure to be on it again.

373. You know as a fact that they have fre-

quently corhe u-p again and again for the same
thing?—Yes.

374. Do you think that there would be any
difficulty in a competent medical man distinguish-

ing between the drinkino: which is the result of
a bad habit, and that which is the result of dis-

ease ?—I do not see how it could do that.

375. Will there be more difficulty in dis-

tinguishing that than in distinguishing any other
form of diagnosis which a physician has to make ?

—I cannot see how that could be done. A great

number of those who drink are otherwise healthy

people.

376. Have you given your mind at all to the

consideration of what can be done to deal with
this class of cases which we are considering ?—

I

do not know what can be done, but I know the

difficulty which exists at present v\'ith us.

377. That is as the law now stands ?—Yes.

378. But we are considering what can be done
to improve the law ?—Although we know that

restraint would give a chance of a man on the

verge of delirium tremens, or in delirium tremens,

recovering, although he is mad during the time

that he has delirium tremens, if he is committed
to a prison as a lunatic, or committed to a lunatic

asylum, as soon as he gets sober he finds that he

has been badly treated, and he will bring those

people who have had to do with him into trouble

by an action for false imprisonment, or some such

thing.

379. Then you think that if you could keep a

man in health from drinking, for the sake of his

physical health, you would improve his chance

for the future ?—Decidedly ; I have in my mind
the instance of a gentleman, a professional patient,

and if I could restrain him I would.

380. If you had in your private practice to

deal with a man who was habitually given

to drink, you would do all you could to keep

him away from it for a sufficient length of time ?

—I think it most desirable to give him every

opportunity of getting thoroughly sober, if that

can be accomplished.

381. The question which I put to you is as to

the means, after he becomes sober, of keeping him
sober?—What I mean by thoroughly sober, is

not exactly when the fit of drunkenness is over,

but to keep him without drink for such a time

as that his moral condition will be improved ;

for when a man gets sober, and is apparently

relieved from the direct effects of the drinking,

there remains the craving which he cannot

account for, and which he cannot control, but he

will satisfy it.

382. Are the statistics which you stated at the

commencement ofyour evidence the only statistics

with which you are furnished?—Yes, because

the returns made by every coroner in the island

to the Lord Lieutenant, through Dr. Hancock,

who has the office for criminal statistics, are

always considered as available.

383. Mr. Ahroyd.'] You mentioned in your

evidence that you had official experience of 40

deaths by suicide, and that of those deaths only one

was directly attributable to intemperance, namely,

delirium tremens ; but I did not quite understand

how many of the remainder of those cases of suicide

were
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were caused by drunkenness ; can you state that ?

—There were 40 cases of suicide, and one Avhich

was a death from delirium tremens, not exactly

suicide, and that is the only one which I find in

my tables return;-d by the verdict as arising from
drink. Although I know that these suicides were
the consequence of drink, juries are not anxious

to go further than a verdict of temporary insanity,

although they probably guess that the true cause

in those cases is from drink.

384. Bow many of the remaining 39 cases of

suicide do you know to have beefi caused by
drink?—As well as I recollect, I should say that

two-thirds of them were from drink, if not more
;

I would say that three-fourths of them arose from
drink.

385. You are aware that this Committee is

inquiring into habitual drunkenness ; do you know
whether any of these cases of suicide were caused

by habitual drunkenness, as distinct from occa-

sional drunkenness? — I should say that the

greater number of them were from habitual

drunkenness.

386. Going to your private practice, have you
yourself had personal exjierience of habitual

drunkenness, and the various phases of that

disease ?—I should say that the same thing holds,

that it is an habitual drunkard who is more likely

to commit suicide than a tempjoi'ary one.

387. Within your own experience, have you
had many private cases of habitual drunkenness

in which you have been called in ?—Yes, I have
attended a very great number of habitual

drunkards.

388. Mr. Wharto7i.'] Are you aware that there

is an alteration in the law with respect to habitual

drunkenness in the army, namely, that the ])unish-

ment of imprisonment is done away with, and
that fines are substituted. Have you found that

to affect the cases which you have described to

us as happening amongst soldiers ?—No, I know
nothing of the military- business, excepting as to

soldiers Avho come under my attention.

389. It is only during the last year I believe,

that the law has been altered ; and habitual

drunkenness in tlie army is now punished by fine,

instead of by imprisonment. Have you noticed

any effect proceeding from that circumstance in

the way of decrease ?—I certainly have not had

the suicide of a soldier dvu-ing the last 14 months.

390. In the case of an habitual drunkard, if the

man was kept under restraint in a ward attached

to a prison, and was not kept separate, but was
allowed to be with a number of other people also

under restraint, and was made to work in a Avard

under the casual supervision of a warder, do you
think that nine months' restraint in award of that

description would be likely to convert that man
from an habitual drunkard into a sober man ?

—

Nine months would be a very long period to give

a man for a thing of that character.

391. You think it too long?—I do ; I think

that if it did not succeed in a month it would
scarcely succeed in a very long period.

392. You think that a month's restraint would
be sufficient to eradicate the tendency to habitual

drunkenness ?— I should say that a month after a

debauch would give a man time to get his mind
into a better state ; but I am afraid that if you
kept a man for a long period, he would imme-
diately on getting out enjoy himself by drinking

for the very purpose of enjoying his liberty ; that

would be the result amongst the uneducated

classes. If the provisions of your intended Bill

0 73.

extended to the better class of society, profes- ^^J"-

.

sional men and so on, I should say that even a ^'>^f'^^^-

month would be a very long period for a profes-
"~

—

sional man. March

393. Mr. Read.'] You said that there were two
coroners in Dublin ?—Yes.

394. Do the statistics which you have given u5
refer to those inquests which you have held your-
self, or to those held by yourself and your col-

league ?— To inquests held by me alone.

395. Would your colleague have about the
same number of inquests ?—He has been but a
short time in office ; he would have about the
same number for such time as he has been in

office.

396. You have said that there is an increase of
drunkenness in Dublin ?—As a general observa-
tion, I think that drunkenness is increasing
amongst the better classes,

397. Do you mean the middle classes, as distinct

from the labouring classes?—As qviite distinct

from the labourers ; I mean such as shop-
keepei's, and professional men, attorneys and
barristers.

398. Is it confirmed to males, or does it extend
to females in any way ?—I believe that it is on
the increase with females ; I have not seen so

much as to say that it is much increased amongst
them.

399. In what class of drink do these j^ersons

as a rule indidge ?—They generally take wine

;

they commence with glasses of sherry, and then
they are apt to pass on to brandy, and then
brandy and soda water, and then they are on
the direct road.

400. You do not think that the increase of
drunkenness in Dublin is due to the increased

comsumption of beer so much, as of ardent

spirits ?—A great deal of beer and porter is con-

sumed in Dublin by the working classes, but I

do not think that the drinkers of beer, as a rule,

ever get to that state of excitement.

401. Mr. Akroyd.] Is much whisky drunk ?

—

A great deal, but in speaking of the better classes

they commence with sherry, and then they pass

on gradually,

402. Mr, Read.] Is it a rule with the medical

men in Dublin, to recommend a large quantity

of sherry, or any quantity of sherry to their

patients?—They recommend sherry; wines and
brandy ai'e now ordinarily used in what we called

typhoid diseases, fevers, and small-pox, and those

complaints, which was a tiling unknown at the

commencement of my career in the profes-

sion.

403. Do you attribute the drunkenness in any
way to those recommendations ?—They must
have an indirect effect upon it, because if a

medical man encourages drink in one case, his

opinion is apt to be appealed to in a great many
others,

404. You have noticed cases of scrofula in the

prisoners in the Government prisons ; is that the

result or the cause of drink?—I cannot tell how
it was produced, but it has forced itself upon my
observation, because I have visited those prisons,

and that is the case in them, I invariably find

that the prisoners die either directly of scrofula,

or of something arising from it, such as con-

sumption.

405. Would a person afflicted with scrofula be

more likely to drink than a person in good health ''

—That I cannot say.

406. Colonel Brise.\ I think you said that

C 2 mien
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Mr.. men under delirium tremens very seldom com-

W. White, mit homicide ?—Very seldom.
_

. 407. Do they often commit suicide ?—They do,

1 2 March but they are cowardly, and seldom have courage

1872. to attack anyone.

408. Can you state whether any of the middle

classes who are so intemperate as you have spoken

of are often couYicted as habitual drunkards ?—
Scarcely ever

;
they are generally restrained in

their own houses. For instance, the gentleman

to whom I have alluded has had delirium tremens

three times in his own house, and he is going on

to it now ; he is pretty near to it, although he is

perfectly rational, but he tells me that he cannot

restrain the craving for drink. He knows what

is before him. That is a man who, I think, if he

got a month's compulsory detention from drink

would be so benefited by it, that he would be able

to keep himself from drinking for a very long

time.

409. Lord C. J. Hamilton.'] Is he an unmarried

man ?—He is a married man ; a professional man
in very good business.

410. Colonel Brise.'j Are there often con-

victions in Dublin for drunkenness ? — Very
frequently amongst the lower classes ; a great

number are brought up every morning before the

divisional magistrates.

411. How would you define an habitual drunk-

ard ; would you do so from the number of con-

victions against him?—The professional man to

whom I refer as being an habitual drunkard was
never convicted at all ; out amongst the lower

classes we know the habitual drunkards from our

observation. I live in a district where I have a

great opportunity of seeing the working classes,

and 1 know the habitual drunkards amongst them.

I see them going about, some in some weeks unfit

to attend to any business ; others are constantly

convicted and sent to prison, and are sent out

again.

412. Mr. H. Samuelson.'] Do you think that the

professional gentleman, whose case you have just

mentioned, would go voluntarily into an inebriate

asylum, if such an establishment existed?—

I

think that if there were such an institution there

are times when he would not object to it ; when
he would know that the desire for drink was
coming on him, and that he would not have the

moral courage to resist it.

413. Do you find that, as a rule, habitual

drunkards are seriously anxious to be cured of

drinking ?—Yes
; they always have the desire

themselves to refrain from it, and they make in-

effectual efforts to abandon the drink, but the
craving comes on which they cannot resist, and
they will not resist it.

4 14. Would you call habitual drinking a dis-

ease, like any other disease ?—I scarcely can call

it a disease.

415. Do you not know cases of habitual drink-
ing which recur at regular periods ?—No, I do
not ; I know that there are men who will take
the pledge, or the promise for a certain time, and
at the end of that time they will take a regular
booze again.

416. Do you think that any habitual drunkards
are incapable of being cured ?—I think that they
are capable of being cured.

417. Do you think that they are all capable of
being cured, or what proportion of them do you
think are capable of being cured ?—I could not
state that

; but when such vast numbers of
habicual and inveterate drunkards were redeemed

from drunkenness by the moral influence of Father
Mathew in my own day, and were cured, I must
look upon it as a curable disease, because the
working classes, almost to a man, became* teeto-
tallers at that time, and remained so for a very
long period.

418. Do you think that a month's seclusion
would be enough to cure habitual drunkards ?

—

It would not cure them, but there would be some
cases in which it might be weakened by that
seclusion.

419. Do you think that it would break them
from the habit of drinking, or merely recover
them from the eflfects of it ?—I cannot state the
exact time which would break a man from that
habit

;
my notion is that it would be desirable to

keep him from drink for such a time as that his
mind would get into a proper state, and that he
would feel the advantages of sobriety, which he
would learn durina; that time.

420. If a man has recovered from delerium
tremens does not the first sight of liquor again
tempt him to break out?—No, after a severe
attack of delerium tremens they become broken
down and helpless

;
they are then under the con-

trol of their friends for some time until they
commence drinking again.

421.
^
The fact is, that they are amenable to

discipline because their minds are weakened ?—
Yes.

422. Major Walker.'] You have stated your
opinion that there is an increase in habits of
intemperance among rather the upper classes of
Dublin ; that is somewhat contrary to one's
opinion as regards the country generally. Is
there any reason which you can assign for it

specially in Dublin ; can you say why there
should be this increase as compared with the
decrease in the country generally

; you do not
attribute it, except indirectly, to the medical
prescription of stimulants ; can you suggest any
other reason ?—I did not lay much stress upon
the medical recommendation of stimulants ; I
only said that if medical men prescribed them in

one case, their sanction of drink in any case would
encourage people to take it in others ; but it is

merely an observation, and as the result of con-
versation with my friends, and of my observation,

I have come to the conclusion that drinking has
considerably advanced among the better classes,

423. Do you think that the cause of that may
be principally their being more flush of money
than usual, or is it from the increase of the
numbers of places of entertainment, or have you
any theory which you can give us?— There is

something with regard to the jJaces of entertain-

ment, because latterly they have been got up in

a better style in Dublin. Men Avho formerly
would not go into a tavern of any sort, now go
in there in the middle of the day to get their

lunch, to get their oysters, or their sandAvich,

and their glass of ale, or their glass of sherry
; so

that going into a public-house does not bring
people into the ordium which it did 20 or 30
years ago or 40 years ago particularly.

424. Lord C. J. Hamilton.] Do you think
that this increase exists beyond Dublin?—I only
speak of Dublin.

425. Mr. H. Samuelson.'] You have said that
you have found many prisoners die of scrofula

;

do not you think that one reason of that is that
scrofula is very widely spread among the lower
class of the population?—Yes, it is very generally
spread, and the children of drunkards, and of the

wretched
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wretched and dissipated of the very lowest class,

would be almost sure to have scrofula.

426. Are almost all the families of the very-

poor a"nd indigent scrofulous?—Not those who
are very poor ; but I should say that it was more
the result of dissipation.

427. When I say very poor, I mean the very

lowest class of the population ?—In the case of

the class who have poor food, and irregular food,

Avretched dwellings, and an almost total want of

cleanliness, their offspring will cei'tainly be

scrofulous.

428. It is the rule, and not the exception ?

—

It is.

429. Lord C. J. Hamilton.^ Does not that

very much proceed from the appearance of ve-

nereal disease in the family ?—No ; if a scrofulous

person got venereal, there would be a very ugly
complication in his constitution.

430. Mr. Miller.'] The class which you speak

of is the iinskilled labour class?—Yes, the

lowest class.

431. Do you find the same thing in the skilled

labourers and mechanics as to scrofula ?—Not so

much in the skilled class.

432. I suppose that they are better fed ?

—

Yes ; and they can afford better lodgings, and
are better clothed. The skilled labourers are

more regular in their habits; their employers
will make them conform to more regular hours,

which I think is very important.

433. Have you had much experience with
unskilled labourers ?—A good deal.

434. Have you found that any of that class

(Avhlch used to be very common in Ireland, I do
not know whether it is now) take the pledge ?

—

These temperance societies do not now exist at

all to the extent that they did ; there is not a

tithe of them existing.

435. I speak with reference to the answer
which you gave some time ago

; you find in your
experience that men who have taken the pledge

keep sober, for perhaps several months, and break

out again just as violently as ever in the way of

drinking ?—Yes ; those who take the pledge are

A^ery apt to get very bad again.

436. What effect would that have upon your
opinion as to restraining a man for a month ?

—

It goes a little against restraint at all.

437. Chairman.'l In your practice as a medical Mr.
man, you of course have come in contact with cases White.

of continued inebriety amongst the upper classes ?
~"

—

—Yes ; but my practice does not extend amoni-st ^ March

the upper classes beyond what are called The
professional classes ; I am in the poor part of
the city.

438. Have you had any acquaintance with any
institutions which have he&n established for the
purpose of trying to reform drunkards ?— No;
there is a hydropathic establishment at Blarnev,
in the county of Cork, where they allow them no
drink, and some people have gone there.

439. In the middle classes, have you not come
in contact with a form of mania which has shown
itself in keeping sober for six or eight months,
and then going in for a regular bout of drinking ?

—Yes ; there are those who take a bout of drink-
ing

;
they are considered not the poorest class of

tradesmen
; they will take a bout of drinking, and

then go off it, and become sober again.

440. As a matter of opinion, if there were
some means of keeping j^ersons of that descrip-

tion for a sufficient length of time from access

to drink, do y(ju think that you could, or that you
could not, reclaim those persons as you could cure
anyotherform of nervous disorder ?—I cannotsay;
I Avas only viewing the case as having reference

to those Avho had temporarily lost their mind by
drink, getting into delirium tremens, or into a
state appi'oachiug to delirium tremens, in which
they have lost the control of themselves : but I

do not exactly know at what point you would
interfere with a man who was Ijecomiug a
drunkard.

441. Mr. Bead.] With regard to this increase

of drunkenness, is it a convivial and jovial sort

of drunkenness, or is it a secret and a sottish one ?

—It is more a secret one arising, as I think, from
the habit, which is new, of taking lunch at those

taverns in the middle of the da}', and then taking

glasses of sherry, and so on.

442. And you think that that is more likely to

produce au habitual drunkard tlian a sort of

jollity ?—Most decidedl} . In my experience, I

do not think that I ever knew a man get delirium

tremens, who had not drunk before dinner ; and
I have known men who could drink after-

wards.

Dr. James Crichton Browne, called in ; and Examined.

443. Chairman.'] You are a Physician, I be-

lieve, and Supei'intendent of the West Riding-

Asylum at Wakefield ?—I am.
444. HoAV long have you held that office ?

—

About six years ; I have been connected with

different asylums in this country for nearly 10

years past.

445. What is the average number of patients

on your books at Wakefield?—I have always

1,500 lunatics under my care.

446. Have you given your attention especially

to the connection between disorders of the brain

and habitual drunkenness ?—I have, and specially

upon two occasions.

447. What form did your investigation take ?

—In the year 1868 or 1869, at the request of

Archdeacon Sandford, the Archdeacon of Coven-
try, I made a statistic.d investigation as to the

connection between drunkenness and insanity in

the West Eiding, and I went over 500 cases at

that time ; I went carefully into the history of

0.73.

500 cases of lunacy, and I found that, of these Dr.

cases, 75, or 15 per cent., v/ere directly due to J.C.Browne.

drunkenness ; I say " directly," because there is

a great distinction between being directly and

indirectly due in cases of insanity. Of course a

large number of cases of mental derangement are

indirectly due to drunkenness, as in the case

where a drunkard transmits a Aveak nervous

system to his offspring. I have no doubt that

that is sometimes the case : in fact Dr. HoAve, of

Massachusetts, states that out of 300 idiots, 145

had drunken parents, and I suppose that the same

has been shoAvn in the history of lunatics and

criminals. Then we. have cases in Avhich injury

of the head has been sustained, or inflicted in

drunkenness, and that avc call " indirectly due."

We have other cases in Avhich the wife or children

have been starved, and poverty of blood has been

produced, because the Avages Avhich should have

been spent on food have been squandered, and a

loAV state of the system has been brought on.

c 3 Again,
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Dr. Ao-ain, we have cases in which the mental anxiety

J.C.Browne, ^gi^h a wife or other members of the family suffer

in consequence of drunkenness result in mental
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jiggase. Oi the indirect eff'ects, I could not form

any correct computation, I computed them at

about 10 per cent, additional ; but that is a very

vaj?ue estimate, and I could not pledge myself to

it. "Then, again, in January of the present year,

for my own satisfaction, I made a very careful

examination of all the cases admitted last year

;

404 lunatics were admitted, 174 males and 230

females, and I made that a very special inquiry,

because I did not trust to the statutory returns.

We get a statutory return, under the Act as to

the cause of insanity, which return is most falla-

cious. In each case I made special inquiries from

the relatives of the lunatic, his friends oi- his ac-

quaintances, and from the lunatic himself when
convalescent, and I corrected the information

thus obtained by my own observations of the

case. I took special means of making my inquiry

exhaustive and complete, and I found that of 404

cases, exactly 58 were due to intemperance.

That, again, gives a little over 14 per cent., which

very closely corresponds w^ith my previous con-

clusion, that about 15 percent, of all the insanity

in the West Riding was directly due to drunken-

ness,

448. Have you taken any note of the propor-

tion of insanity produced by habitual drunken-
• ness in different sexes and ages ?—I have.

449. Have you a Return of that, or any

figures on the point ?—Yes. Of these 58 cases

there were 44 males and 14 females ; 44 males

out of 174 give 26 per cent, for the male sex, and

14 females on 230 give 6 per cent, for females.

I found afterwards that this calculation was
somewhat corroborated by a reference to the

judicial statistics, where I find the number of

males and females summarily proceeded against

by the police each year, and classed as habitual

drunkards. As to the ages, I find no case

under 20. In 1870 there were 29,038 males, and
9,403 females thus classed as habitual drunkards,

which gives three men to one woman, and my
statistics are exactly the same. Without referring

to papers, I can scarcely give the exact numbers,
but I know that there were 18 between 30 and
40, and 18 between 40 and 50, and there was
only one case above 70, of an aged man who
had been given to intemperance. The average

age for the men was 43 years, and for the women
38 years and 9 months, giving the average age
for the two sexes gf about 41, Hospital statistics

show that the average age for the admission of
delirium tremens to gjeneral hospitals is about 35,

and I think that that indicates the connexion of
insanity with delirium tremens, showing that it

often results from repeated attacks of delirium

ti'emens.

450. Have you made any observations iipon

the particular form of mental derangement which
results from habitual drunkenness ?— I have ; I
find that any form of mental disease may be pro-
duced by drunkenness ; the alcohol taken to excess
in different constitutions produces different forms
of mental disease

; therefore, if a man is na-
turally disposed to despondency and dejection,

intemperance in " him produces melancholia

;

and in a man of sanguine temperament, who is

ambitious, and perhaps predisposed to madness,
it may bring on general paralysis ; but out of
600 or 700 cases of insanity due directly to

drunkenness that I have had under my observa-
tion, I have come to recognise four forms of
mental disease as being specially connected with
intemperance. The first of these is what is called
mania e potu or alcoholic mania, but I look upon
this as very distinct from delirium tremens ; de-
lirium tremens being over, as a rule, in eight
days at the outside, and this form of excitement
lasting for a month or six weeks or two months

;

it is, in fact, a genuine attack of mania which is

always characterised by the same sort of delusions
as are present in delirium tremens, namely, morbid
beliefs of a suspicious character, alarm and ideas

of persecution with restlessness and agitation ; it

is, as it were, a prolongation of delirium tremens.
I almost invariably find that that variety of in-

sanity is due to repeated attacks of delirium tre-

mens, and that it is followed by a good deal of
depression, and also mental stupidity, indicating

failure of brain power
;
subsequent to the excit-

ment. Then, secondly, I have come to recog-
nise as due to drunkenness a form of what we
call the monomania of suspicion, which is a form
of chronic mental derangement in which, without
any excitement or muscular trembling, such as

we have in these other cases, we have delusions

of suspicion. The sufferer may talk rationally

upon general subjects, but at the same time he
has a furtive manner and believes that he is perse-

cuted, and that people have entered into a con-

spiracy against him. He perhaps imagines that the

ground is undermined, or that electricity playsupon
him to the detriment of his health. Those delu-

sions of suspicion may be generally latent, but at

times they may become so urgent as to goad their

victim to attempts either at suicide or homicide

;

I have seen both arise from this type of the mono-
mania of suspicion. Then, thii^dly, we have
alcoholic dementia, or chronicalcoholism, cliarac-

terised by failure of the memory, and of the power
of judgment, with symptoms of partial paralysis,

generally ending in death, a very I'atal form of

brain disease. Fourthly, we have what I should

call dipsomania, which consists of an irresistible

craving for alcoholic stimulants occurring very
frequently periodically, paroxysmally, and with a

constant liability to periodical exacerbations when
the craving becomes altogether unconti'ollable.

This is invariably associated with a certain im-

pairment of intellect, and of the affections and
moral power, sometimes also with delusions, but
rarely so. It is, in the majority of cases, the re-

sult of habitual drunkenness, although I have
known it produced by injuries to the head in

perfectly sober and sedate men. I have seen it

produced by sunstroke and by other causes. I

recollect a case of a gentleman, perfectly sober,

who had dipsomania, which was attributed to

taking a draught of water on a hot summer's
day, which caused fainting and was succeeded by
an entire change of character.

451. Then that is the distinction which you
would draw between the disease which drives a

man to drinking, and the drinking which produces

the disease ?—Precisely so
;

dipsomania may
come on in either way.

452. Speaking of delirium tremens, as differing

from mania e potu in the one case, delirium tremens

rarely comes into your asylum ?—Last year I

did not admit one case. I have seen cases of de-

lirium tremens admitted into lunatic asylums, but
that has been when there has been an attempt

at suicide, or great violence ; as a rule they go to

workhouses or general hospitals. Many work-
houses
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houses and infirmaries have now padded rooms
fitted for their reception.

453. And as a rule they are not proper subjects

for an asylum?—No, I would not class them with
insanity at all, any more than I would inflammation
of the lungs, or fever, or small-pox ; all of which
are occasionally associated with mental excite-

ment.
454. You, therefore, would deem it perfectly

unfair to a person suffering under pure delirium

tremens to have a certificate for insanity signed

against him, and to be sent to an asylum ?—De-
cidedly so.

455. With regard to the mania e putu, it is a

delusion, and the symptoms are of that peculiar

character which would render the subjects of it

proper inmates for an asylum ?—That is my
opinion.

456. With regard to the curability of these

dipsomaniacal patients, do you hold that they are

as curable as persons suffering from other forms

of insanity ?—They are most incurable
; they

require a very prolonged course of treatment.

457. As far as your expei'ience goes of these

symptoms, are not they precursors of the mischief

which is to end in death?—Undoubtedly so, unless

checked.

458. Have you considered the distinctions be-

tween the forms of mental derangement which
result from habitual drunkenness as a disease,

and as a vice ?—I have paid particular attention

to the distinctions between what I call dipsomania

and habitual drunkenness. Habitual drunkenness

is a vice, and dipsomania is a disease. The essen-

tial distinction to me appears to be that in habitual

drunkenness the indulgence nf the propensity is

voluntary, and may be foregone, and in dipsoma-

nia it is not so. Although this is not a medical

committee, I may mention an analogy which
occurs to me. We know that self-abuse is a

voluntaiy act, we know also that it frequetitly

passes into what is called spermatorrhoea which
is perfectly involuntary ; and so I believe that

in the case of habitual drunkenness which is

at first voluntary, the vice may become involun-

tary, and a disease. That is the only strict analogy

which I know of in medical science. The points

of distinction between dipsomania and drunken
ness are several ; I find that as a rule dipso-

maniacs urge the internal craving as an excuse
;

they say, " We cannot resist it." The drunkard,

as a rule, urges some external excuse for his

debauch. lie says, that he met a friend, or that

it was his birthday ; whereas with the dipsomaniac

it is the internal craving. With the dipsomaniac

it is the vis a tcrgo, and with the drunkard it is

the vis afront e ; the dipsomaniac is driven into the

debauch by an impulse, the drunkard seeks the

intoxicating effects. Then in the dipsomaniac I

find that the intemperance itself very frequently

presents morbid and periodical characteristics.

It comes on once a month, or once a fortnight

in paroxysms, or is liable to exacerbations, and is

not determined by opportunities ; I have known
dipsomaniacs, who in the intervals between their

attacks would not take stimulants when placed

before them, but a drunkard, on tne other hand,
will take a stimulant when he can get it ; that is

not so with a dipsomaniac.

459. You must have found many cases of a

tendency to habitual drunkenness, which are the

result not merely of sociality, or of drink being put
before persons, but from distress of mind, or from
a low state of physical condition, or other causes?

0.73.

—les._ In tracing back the habit, and asking Dr.my patients as to the way in which it commenced, J.C. Browne.
I find various excuses urged. I never heard a
medical prescription or medical advice referred to ' ^ March
as the cause; so that if that apology is made, it
must be confined to the upper ranks, my patients
of course being paupers ; the excuses or explana-
tions given are in the first place the stealthy
growth of habit ; that they got into it, they did
not know how

; in the second place social and
• convivial influences ; in the third place an irre
sistible craving which arose in an inexplicable
nianner, and became gradually more powerful

;

m the fourth i)lace special temptations, as from
being employed in a public-house, or in a
brewer's establishment, or something of that sort.
I have had two or three women who have attri-
buted their inebriety to escorting iheir husbands
to public-houses, with the view of preventina-
them from excessive drinking. Thev have said
that they have been thus led into drinking them-
selves. Those are the sort of excuses which are
pled.

460. Have you any acquaintance with the
practical eftects of the various remedial measures
which have been adopted for the i)revention of
this great social vice?—I of course have seen a
good deal of the medical treatment of in-

sanity due to drunkenness in cases under my
own care ; I have also visited one public estab-
lishment or semi-public establishment which
exists in Scotland, namely, the House of Refuge
in Edinburgh, and I have coine in contact with
dii)sonianiacs in the chartered establishments, or
public asylums of Scotland, and in private
dwellings, where they are boarded out in the
country. My ojjinion is that all the remedial
measures which have up to this time been at-

tempted in this country are perfectly futile, and
that as yet we have no means of dealing with
habitual drunkards. It used to be the jjractice

to send habitual drunkards even from En<iland
to the chartered asylums in Scotland. That
practice was very prevalent before 1857, the
year of the passing of the Scotch Lunacy Act.
Before that time, the sheriff would grant his war-
rant in Scotland, on the mere statement upon
soul and conscience that the jierson was of un-
sound mind, without facts, and in that way a
great many persons found their way into the

Scotch asylums ; but since the new Act, facts

are required, and now the sherift's, if intoxication

or anything of that kind is mentioned, will not

grant their warrants, so that is a bar to the ad-

mii-siou of dipsomaniacs into Scotch asylums,

461. Are you now using the word " dipso-

maniac," as referring to the vicious drinker or

the inevitable drinker ?— To the inevitable

drinker. I fancy that in the cases of which I am
speaking it has gone beyond vice.

462. You have given your opinion that the

measures yet tried are perfectly futile : has it

occurred to you to consider the proposition which

is lying at the back of this Committee, namely,

the establishment of Institutions In which a per-

son can be kept, into which he can go, either

voluntarily, or hy tlie action of his friends, but

an institution for reformatory purposes, there to

be kept and treated for such a length of time as

in the judgment of those in charge of him will be

sufficient to effect his cure ?—I believe that to

be the only chance of benefiting habitual

drunkards, namely, the foundation of some such

Institution. I knew a case of dipsomania some

C 4 time
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Dr. time ago, in which a man had been confined in a

.Browne, privat" house in Scotland, in one of those manses

where they receive dipsomaniacs. He had been
2 March

ti^gi-e for two years, and he came home to attend

the funeral of a relative and died of delirium

tremens in a few days. The supposition is that

he o-ot stimulants in the meantime. There is no

check in a private house. I have visited dipso-

maniacs in the island of Lismore and elsewhere,

and I know that the practice there was to get

drink from the boatman. In a private house I

do not believe that the checks are sufficient, or

that anything but a public institution, with strong

authority, will be sufficient to prevent the inmates

getting drink.

463. Would you cite the case which you have

just stated as a pure case of dipsomania?—Yes, it

was a case of dipsomania. He had been a dipsoma-

niac before he was sent to that rural retreat,

464. Supposing that it were desirable to

establish public reformatories, furnished with

legal powers to exclude drink and to include the

inmates, in your opinion that presents the most

probable means of curing a certain proportion of

these cases?—It is the only hope; I should not

be sanguine as to a large proportion, but in a

certain number of cases I believe that it would

result in benefit ; at any rate it would be a great

relief to the relatives and friends in the meantime.

Frequent applications are now made from the

relatives and friends of habitual drunkards, asking

Avhat is to be done with them, and stating that their

patience is exhausted ; I may mention in illus-

tration the case of a gentleman of some position,

which came under my notice lately ; the patience

of his relatives being utterly worn out, they

thought that the best course to pursue was to

send him to board in an hotel where he might
drink himself to death as soon as possible, and I

heard of his death shortly afterwards.

465. Is it within your knoAvledge that persons

are sent over to America to establishments there ?

—No ; I have known of the converse ; I have
known the case of a gentleman coming from
Canada ; I have known of cases going to Scot-

land to take advantage of the Lunacy Act
there.

466. Have you any other information with
regard to retreats for such cases, besides that

one in Scotland which you have visited?

—

I have paid a good deal of attention to it in recent

years, and have visited many of those cases in

Scotland, and I have repeatedly visited the

Refuge in Edinburgh where, I believe, that a

number of dipsomaniacs are detained.

467. Are there any other matters which you
wish to communicat') to the Committee, as the

result of your researches ?—I am not awai-e of
any, except that there are one or two other dis-

tinctions which I can mention between dipso-

maniacs and drunkenness. Dipsomaniacs are
indifferent as to their relatives and friends, and
their moral nature is degraded ; in habitual
drunkenness that is not so in the earlier stages;
habitual drunkards during the first part of their
career, have generally a maudlin affection for
their relatives, even during their intoxication,
and during the intervals between the outbreaks
of intemperance their affections are vigorous and
healthy.

468. While drawing the distinction which you
do between the dipsomaniac and the habitual
drunkard, you have no information of the amount
of brain disease which is the result of alcoholic

indulgence ?—No ; I believe that the most marked
effect is in the dipsomaniac ; I find that there is

a failure of intellect, which you do not find in
the other case. His mind is not so clear ; it is

obtuse. We know that in habitual drunkards
that is not necessarily so. We have many in -

stances, as in the cases of Burns, Poe, Collins,

and other poets, who have been addicted to

drunkenness, and whose later works have been
as good as their earlier. Dipsomaniacs have no
energy or fixity of purpose, or strength of volition.

469. Taking the large number of insane people
under your charge, I presume that they embrace
every situation of life from which persons would
be placed in an asylum, agricultural labourers,
artisans, seafaring men, and every class of persons
going there ?—Every class, except the upper
ranks.

470. They are such as would be sent to a
county asylum ?—Yes

471. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] Do you suppose
that the habitual drunkard comes, in the course
of time, to be a dipsomaniac ?—In certain cases

he does.

472. Not necessarily ?—Not necessarily, but,

in certain cases, depending upon the extent of the
excess and the nervous character of the person
exceeding, to commence with. Ifhe is predisposed
to nervous disease, or has any tendency to insan-

ity, he inevitably becomes a dipsomaniac ; if he
has a strong nervous constitution, he may resist

the poison for many years, without his mind being
permanently affected.

473. In case of the people who are detained,

should you rely upon moral influences, or upon
the mere abstention from drink ?— I should rely

both upon medical and moral influences. Certain
medical treatment may be used, which will make
the brain stronger after a time, and then moral
and regular habits will come in after abstinence

;

but it would not do to trust to mere detention

and forced abstinence, apart from rigid discipline

and hard work. I think that nothing is more per-

nicious than the practice of sending dipsomaniacs
to country retreats, where they are allowed to

fish and shoot, and pass their time in a listless

and inactive way ; as a rule, I believe that this

mode of life paralyses the will and relaxes all

energy of character. Therefore I think that it

could only be in a public institution, where hard
work could be enforced, and where certain addi-

tional burthens and extra interests might be
brought to bear upon them that benefit could be
expected.

474k At what stage do you consider that a man
should be sent to such a prison?—When those

distinctions which I hold to exist between
drunkenness and dipsomania, point to the fact of

dipsomania having been established, when his

affections are weakened, and his will is paralysed.

475. The majority of cases are not of that

description, are they ?—The majority are not

;

the majority I look upon as examples of a vice.

An accui-ate analysis has scarcely been made yet,

but when all cases of habitual drunkenness are

thoroughly investigated and inquired into, in

a much larger proportion than might have been
anticipated, these symptoms which I have pointed

out, will, I believe, be found, showing that

dipsomania has been established. I believe that

a large proportion of so-called habitual drunkards
are dijisomaniacs.

476. Mr. Akroyd.'] You have drawn a very

able and scientific distinction between insanity

caused
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caused by what you very properly treat as a
disease, and one resulting from habitual drunken-
ness ; I did not clearly understand the difference

between the mode of treatment in these cases,

the one being a medical case, and the other being
rather a reformatoi'y case, going through a long-

course of ref(n-matory probation ?—I have not

attempted to deal with habitual drunkenness as

a vice, that is beyond my jirovince as a physician,

and all my suggestions bear upon habitual

drunkenness as a disease when it has come
within my knowledge as a medical man. With
regard to habitual drunkenness as a vice, and
occasional drunkenness as a vice, I have not suffi-

cient knowledge to sjicak upon the sul)ject.

477. Then your remarks upon the treatment
of cases of drunkenness refei'red rather to dipso-

mania as a disease, than to drunkenness as a vice ?

—Yes.
478. In treating dipsomania as a mental dis-

ease, yiiu naturally object to short periods of

probation ; wliat length of jirobation do you
consider sufficient fairly to test the cure of the

disease ?—In a confirmed case of dipsomania, not

less than two years.

479. Before letting a patient as it were loose

upon the world, would yoLi have any mode of test-

ing his cure ?—In our county asylum as now con-

stituted, we have no special means of dealing with

dipsomaniacs
;
they are merely classified with the

ordinary insane. All that Ave can do is perhaps

to grant them leave of absence, and allow them
to go out alone for a little time on trial, to see

whether they can stand that ordeal ; but we have
no satisfactory means of testing their recovery.

We watch the progress of the case, and the

physical symptoms ; and when we see that a man's

general health is improved, and that his intellect

is brighter and that he is more energetic than

he was, we have grounds for believing that a

change has taken place.

480. Supposing that you had a sort of adjunct

to the county asylum in the shape of a proba-

tionary retreat where the patients coidd be tested,

and have a certain amount of latitude, and that

they were not dismissed to their friends until it

was shown that they coidd control themselves

;

do you not think that that would be advisable ?

—

I have not quite been able to make up my mind
whether, in the event of the establishment of such

retreats, it would be better to have theiu entirely

separate, or in connection Avith the existing

county asylums. There are certain disadvan-

tages in associating dipsomaniacs with the insane
;

dipsomaniacs require special medical attention

and moral government. Now the medical officers

of our county asylums are already so fully oc-

cupied, that they could not do that : their atten-

tion is so much absorbed by acute cases of in-

sanity, that they perhaps would not be able to

give sufficient attention to the quiet and chronic

cases of dipsomania.

481. Setting aside the question of expense,

would you, as a medical man, recommend a sepa-

rate retreat or asylum of that kind, where the

patients would be treated, and where the superin-

tendent of such separate asylum could exercise

his own judgment as to Avhen they might be
safely restored to their friends ?— Tliat is quite

my feeling at present.

482. Mr. JVharton.~\ With reference to an oi'-

dinary case of drunkenness, Ave have been told

that if a drunkard is shut up in prison for seven
days, he is more likely to be a Avorse man than a

better ; from your knowledge of the effect of
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drinking on the brain, do you agree Avith that u,..
statement; do you think that an incai-ceralion J. C.Browie.
for seven days Avould be likely to send him out
Avith a greater thirst for drink than if he had 12 March
been able to get at it in the meantime?—

I

should take quite the opposite vicAV ; I should
say that any abstinence, hoAvever short, is better
than continuous intemperance.

483. Mr. Miller.'\ That, I suppose, Avould not
at all amount to a cure ?—It Avould be a pal-
liative.

484. You mentioned, in your evidence, the
refuge in Edinburgh

; has it effected the object
for Avhich it Avas intended ?—I have some deli-

cacy in expressing an opinion upon the Eefuge
in Edinburgh, only having been a casual visitor

upon several occasions ; but from all that I could
learn of it then, and have heard of it since, I should
say that it is a total failure.

485. They have those refuges throughout Scot-
land ; some being in Skye, and some in one
place and some in another; and I gather from
you, that your oj)inion is, that they are all

failures?—They are all failures.

486. Arising from the possibility of getting
at intoxicating drinks?—Arising from Avant of
poAver on the part of the guardians, and want of

occupation on the part of the jjatients.

487. In your opinion will nothing do but re-

gular restraint for a certain period ; tAVO years,

I think you say ?—I should say that nothing
Avould be at all effectual but that. The volun-
tary system has also been tried in asylums in

Scotland, and it, I understand, is equally unsuc-
cessful.

488. If a Avitness has said that a month Avould

do, do you think that there Avould be any advan-
tage in restraining a man for a month?—I should
not agi'ee Avith him.

489. Mr. Read.'] Your patients, I suppose, are

all paujiers ?—They are all jmupers chargeable
to the unions in the West Riding of Yorkshire.

490. Have any of them been in better circum-
stances ?—Many ; Ave have officers and gover-
nesses, and the reduced middle class, and I have
frequent inquiries made of me as to retreats

for habitual drunkards of the better classes in

the district as Avell ; so that I hear about them
indirectly.

491. Are any of these pauper patients Avho you
say are insane from drink, of the middle classes?

— I have had cases of persons from the middle

classes Avho have been reduced in circum-

stances by drunkenness.

492. In your inquiries as to the cause of

drunkenness, has a man ever attributed his state

first of all to receiving his wages on a Saturday

night, and getting rather jolly ?—No, not exactly ;

he has attributed it to the habit of going to the

public-house ; and I knoAv that it is a couunon

practice in the district to retire to tlie public-

house on the Saturday night.

493. Among the lower class, I suppose the

drink is beer ?—They commence Avith beer, but

they do not stop at beer, and they go to Avines

and spirits ; I knoAv the case of a man who drank

an infusion of tobacco leaves in Avhisky; he could

get nothing else strong enough to satisfy his

craving ; but beer is the common drink, and I

attribute some of the effects to the adulteration

of beer Avhich goes on. My patients tell me that

they can get drunk in one public-house at a nnich

cheaper rate than in another, drinking beer of the

the same price in both ; avc knoAv that coculus

indicus is imported into this country, and there is

D difficulty
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Dr. difficulty in knowing what becomes of it ; and that

J.C.Brorvne jg ^^Qg^ pernicious adulteration ; it is alleged that—
* it is added to porter and it is known to produce

12 March
^.^jj^gggtion at the base of the brain. One curious

fact has attracted my attention, and that is, the

o-reat prevalence of epilepsy amongst the insane

fn England ; I have above 200 epileptics under

my care, and in the Scotch asylums the propor-

tion is comparatively small. Epilepsy and general

paralysis are, I should think, about four times as

frequent in England as in Scotland, and this may
perhaps be in some way connected with the whisky

drinking of the Scotch, and the beer drinking of

the English. This is, however, a mere suggestion ;

I have no reliable evidence to go upon.

494. Do you imagine that any proportion of

it would arise from the adulteration of beer,

rather than from drinking ?—The adulteration

of beer with any narcotics greatly increases its

deleterious qualities; it would be much more

prejudicial than mere malt and hops.

495. I know that all those things would pro-

duce deleterious influences, but would they pro-

duce, in any way, insanity, or help on insanity ?

—They would tend more to insanity than the

pure hop and malt.

496. Mr. Miller.'] Do you know anything of

what is called hard ale ?—I do not. I do not

know the distinctions between all the different

kinds of ale in use.

497. Lord C. J. Hamilton.'] You ha\ e stated

that it would take two ears' detention to cure

persons sufi^ei'ing from dipsomania, asdistinguished

from habitual drunkenness?—Yes.

498. How long do you consider it necessary

to detain habitual drunkards, in order to remove

the thirst for drink, and also to bring them back

to their right mind ?—Of that I have no experi-

ence ; habitual drunkards do not come under my
notice \\v.iS\ they are dipsomaniacs ; I look upon
habitual drunkenness per se as a vice.

499. From your acquaintance with the worst

form, should you not think that a month's de-

tention, as stated by the last witness, would not

be sufficient to have any effect?—It would be a

temporary palliative ; it would be quite inade-

quate to produce any permanent change.

500. Have you ever considered at what period

in a man's life, who is an habitual drunkard, it

would be right for his relatives to interfere on his

behalf, and to place him in such an asylum, if

established ?—Whenever the craving becomes
irresistible : when he says that he cannot resist it,

when his affections are weakened, and his intellect

fails, and his will becomes weak, and he neglects

his affairs and ruins his family,

501. And you would have the Legislature give

powers to the relative of a person so sufiering to

transmit him to one of these houses ?—I should

think it highly desirable that where it had really

become a disease some power of inteference

should be conferred.

502. Upon the relatives ?—Yes, in the better

classes, and in the lower classes iipon the poor law
authorities.

503. Does your experience in Yorkshire lead

you to believe that drunkenness is on the increase?

—I have no data to go upon ;
any calculation of

that sort to be trustworthy must be founded on
observations extending over a great number of

years. From my observation in the middle and
upper classes, I should say it is on the decrease.

504. You do not think that the prescription by
medical men of alcohols has promoted the use of

stimulants ?—Certainly not, On the other hand.

I have seen poor exhausted creatures brought
into the asylum who would have been saved from
insanity if a proper stimulant could have been
administered at the proper time.

505. Mr. H. Samuelson.] Do you think that

whenever an outbreak of continuous drunkenness
occurs at regularly recurring periods, the patient

is a dipsomaniac, even if he is sober during the
intervals ?—That may depend upon regularly oc-

curring opportunities, such as pay-day or some-
thing of that kind.

506. I mean when it does not depend upon a

regular opportunity of that sort, but where the

man's self-control breaks down ?—Yes ; for in-

stance, in the case of a woman, if it came on once
a month, I should say that it was disease ; it

would be connected with physiological circum-
stances, and I should say there was a strong

suspicion that it was also disease in the case of a

man in whom it recui'red reguhirly.

507. You distinguish between habitual drun-
kenness as a vice and dipsomania as a disease

;

do you think that habitual drunkenness as a

vice ought to be punished, and that punishment
of any kind has any curative effect upon the

habitual drunkard?—I have no experience of
that.

508. Habitual drunkenness is the beginnino-

of the disease of dipsomania?—Yes.
509. And might you not very often prevent

dipsomania resulting, if you could jirevent a man
remaining an habitual drunkard ?—Most cer-

tainly so.

510. Do you not think that that would be a
reason for preventing the habitual drunkard
having power to go on ?—Decidedly.

511. Do you find that dipsomaniacs are much
affected by their anxiety to control themselves ?

—Their affections are blunted
;
they are indiffer-

ent : they say, " We wish to be cured, but cannot
help it."

512. Do you believe that they would go into a
voluntary asylum ?—I believe that in some cases

of their going into a voluntary asylum they are

seduced in, and sometimes when they are half

drunk. I do not believe that they could be in-

duced to go in voluntarily. I scarcely credit

their going in without some ulterior inducement.
It is said to a patient who is put into an asylum
in that way, "Will you go in and stay for six

months?" some short period is stated, and then
there is the greatest difficulty in keeping tkern

beyond that time.

513. Chairman.] Supposing that reformatories

were to be established, would you place them
under the control of the Commissioners in Lunacy,
or under some other controlling power, separa-

ting them entirely from the question of lunacy ?

—It would be greatly a question of convenience.
Looking upon dipsomania as a disease, it would
seem to fall within the sphere of the Commis-
sioners in Lunacy, who are officially connected
with all other mental diseases.

514. I ask you the question with reference to

your last answer, namely, as to an habitual

drunkard going into a place for reformation

;

supposing that reformatories were established,

they must be under some, would you have that

control in connection with the Lunacy Commis-
sioners, or would you have it independent?—

I

should see no reason why the local governing^

body might not be drawn from the magistracy, as

in the case of public asylums, a general supervi-

sing power being given to the Commissioners in

Lunacy.
515. Of
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515. Of course you would assume that in these

reformatories a system of moral and healthy in-

fluence would be brought to bear upon the

inmates ?—Yes, what is called moral treatment.

516. And that they would not be subjected to

punishment and fines, as if they Avere prisoners ?

—A certain amount of discipline would be

essential.

517. That being so, would you confer the power

of retaining an inmate when he was admitted,

upon the parties in charge of the reformatory ?

—Certainly, or upon the governing body, or Com-
missioners in Lunacy, because the relatives of

people in that state of life are so easily influenced

bv his representations and promises, that before

a'patient liad been in tlu-ee or four months they

would wish to take him out again.

518. You believe that voluntai-y residence in

an asylum wovild break down?—It would be

utterly futile ; I have no faith in it whatever.

5iy. Mr. JF. H. Gladstone.'] Do you not consider

that there is an essential distinction between

dipsomania and lunacy ?— I classify it as a

form of disease. There are 20 or 30 forms of

lunacy, and there are certain of those which we Dr.

keep separate
;
you would separate the milder J.C. Browne.

forms from the raving madmen, and the fatuous

and idiots from the more sensitive ; idiots are - - March

separated; we have special idiot schools, and 1872.

they are taken out of asylums, and sent to idiot

schools, and so, if it were thought expedient,

another distinction might be drawn between dip-

somania, and the other forms of insanity.

520. Chairman.^ Have you any statistics in

your possession with regard to the hereditary

predisposition in tliose cases of insanity arising

from drunkenness ?— I did note the fact in g-oino;

over the cases admitted during last yeai*, and I

think that in about one-third of those cases of

insanity which I found to be due to drunkenness,

there was an hereditary tendency as a co-operat-

iuff cause with the drunkenness, creatintr the

predisposition. I think that the hereditary ten-

dency from drunken parents does not always
manifest itself in insanity, but frequently in

idiotcy and crime. There has been a case where
one isolated act of drunkenness on the part of a

parent clearly resulted in the idiotcy of a child.

Dr. Francis Edmund Anstie, called in ; and Examined.

, 521. Chairman.'] Are you a Physician resid-

ing in London?—Yes.

522. And practising in Lond(m ?—Yes.

523. Have you given special attention to the

subject in which this Committee is now inquir-

ing ?— I have for a great number of years.

524. Has your knowledge been derived from

practice amongst the higher or lower classes ?—

I

may say both, to a considerable extent ; I have

had a large hospital connection, and also a private

practice amongst the better ranks.

525. Do you hold any public offices?— I am
lecturer on medicine at the Westminster Hospital,

and I am senior assistant physician there. I

see the largest number of the out-patient class,

and amongst them there are a great number of

intemperate persons.

526. Will you have the kindness to state, with

as little technicality as you can, your views upon
this important subject?— Yes, if you will direct

my attention to any one branch. For instance,

would you like to know what I think of the

varieties of the degree in which drink takes hold

of a man ? I liappened to hear Dr. Browne's evi-

dence, and I should like you to know the kind of

distinction between his opinion and mine ; I quite

admit that there is a distinction (whether it is

advisable to call it exactly by the name which he

employs or not) between the frequent drunkard,

and the man who has drunk himself into a state

of perfect want of resisting power ; but I should

say that that is a matter of degree ; whereas there

is another aflPection connected with drink, Avhich

is separated absolutely as a matter of kind, namely,

the kind of drinking which is entirely paroxysmal

and which, so far as I know, never occurs except

in persons of a certain hereditary conformation

;

the disease first called oinomania, by a French-
man, is a disease which comes upon men at in-

tervals who are otherwise not inclined to drink at

all, and -there are spaces between their times of

drinking in which they are perfectly free from
any tendency to drink whatever, l^at is not a

mere fancied distinction ; I know of several such

cases. Those persons are the children of families

in which invariably, or almost invariably, insanity

0.73.

is hereditary
;
very often drinking has been here-

ditary in a marked manner. Upon the question

of restraint, these persons are not curable by any
thing, by incarceration or anything else.

527. Do you connect the disease of the nervous

system with excessive drinking as a cause, or as

an effect, mainly ?—I believe that the drinking

in this particular case is the result of disease, be-

cause it not merely shows itself in drink, but in

other things ; a man begins to drink when he is

altogether in an abnormal state ; it is a mere
variety of inherited insanity.

528. Have you not known families broken up
by the drinking of the parents, who would have

been anxious, if it had been possible, to have
reclaimed them from their habits ?—There is no

question whatever of it.

529. Has any existing system, by which they

might have been reclaimed, been presented to

your mind?—None.
530. Have you any doubt that many of these

persons might have been reclaimed if some
effective system of reclamation had been avail-

able ?—No doubt at all.

531. I am speaking now, both of the upper

and of the lower classes ?—'Quite so.

532. Have you consideied in your own mind,

the best method of dealing with this great social

evil ?—Many of the details are quite beyond my
power to work out. I mean to say the machinery

by which a certain mode of treatment could be

put in legal action ; but as regards the arresting

of certain habits, I know of only one way, beyonrl

of course certain very subsidiary matters which

relate to a man's general health. Supposing a

man to have got himself into a condition in which

he is constantly breaking down, then I know of

nothing, except entire seclusion for a long period,

and under the most absolute and despotic re-

straint, which would have the least chance of

doing any good whatever.

5.33. Then you Avould consider that punishing

those who cannot control their passion for drink

by fine, or imprisonment with hard labour. Is at

once harsh as well as useless ?—I have no dcubt

that it does not reform the man at all.

D 2 534. So

Dr.
E. Anstie.
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534. So far as your experience goes, does not

the habitual inebriate very soon lose all sense of

shame ?—There are great differences, but there is

no question that the great tendency of drinking,

in proijortion to the frequency with which it is

indulged in, is to obliterate moral conscience ;

Dr. di-ichton Browne has very well expressed it.

535. Do you think that, with an adequate

period of treatment, a fair proportion of these

cases might be cured as ordinary cases ?—That is

an adventurous statement, because we have not

the facts to go upon, but I should think so ; I

should think that, supposing a treatment of abso-

lute restraint were applied early enough, drink-

ing is pre-eminently a thing which could be re-

covered from.

536. Is it a fact that cases of mental disorder

are cured very much in proportion to the earli-

uess with which they are treated ? — Most
undoubtedly.

537. And for that reason, the sooner you could

cope with an habitual drunkard, so as to keep him
from the cause of his disorder, the better chance

you would have of curing him permanently ?

—

Yes, undoubtedly.

538. You would have but little hope of being

able to cure a man or a woman after many years

of habitual intoxication?— I never knew such a

patient cured (more particularly I may say that of

a woman) under the existing system ; I absolutely

never knew of a patient being cured who had

gone on for more than a certain length of time.

539. It follows, as a corollary to your answer,

that it is of primary importance to prevent cases

of frequent intemperance hardening into con-

firmed disease?—Undoubtedly; of course lam
speaking, not as to the practicability of doing

this, bul as to the theoretical desirability of it.

540. Are there very many relapses after cures

cf insanity, so that patients are frequently re-

admitted to the asylum ?—Yes.

541. Therefore the breaking down of persons

who have been in a reformatory, and who might
come in once and again, could not fairly be

quoted as against the system, any more than

it could be quoted against an asylum treatment

for insanity ?—No ; it would not be fair to rest

too much stress upon that argument.
. 542. You have not only taken much pains

with this subject, but I believe that you are the

author of a work which is universally quoted

upon the subject of oinomania ?—1 have written

various opinions upon the subject of stimu-

lants and their abuse which are more or less

known.
543. That being so, are there any particular

views with regard to this subject which you would
like to lay before the Committee ?—Yes, 1 should

very much like to say something as to the causes

of the so-called spread of intemperance, and the

causes which are supposed to be at work. For
instance, as to the question of whether intem-

perance is more or less prevalent, I should like

to say that it is a question which it is perfectly

impossible to answer, unless we had a statistical

inquiry extending over a very great length of

time. My own impression is that the increase,

if increase there be, is not one of absolute amount,
but rather of direction ; that certain classes in-

dulge more, and certain classes very much less

than they did. As to the absolute increase of
•Irunkenncss, I confess that it may exist, but I
do not know of it ; I have no proof of it. I think
that there is gieat danger that it might do so.

I think that amongst the rich, and especially the

suddenly rich middle classes, drink is increasing

;

and it is diminishing very much amongst persons

of a greater cultivation of mind; it is my im-
pression that it is diminishing amongst the

labouring classes, except in certain special places,

such as the great manufacturing towns.

544. Mr. H.Samuelson.^ Is it not diminishing

very much amongst the young men at the
universities ?—I suppose so ; on the other hand
I have had one or two very bad cases of drinking
among university men, but I have no statistical

grounds to go tipon.

545. Chairman.'] You have heard Dr. Browne's
answers to the questions which I have put with
regard to reformatories. As a general view, da
you agree in what you have stated ?— I entirely

agree with him. I was exceedingly glad to hear
Dr. Browne express the opinion, that reforma-

tories, in which there is only partial and not
despotic power, are utterly useless.

546. Without entering into the way in which
they are to be managed, would you look upon
them as a desirable adjunct for the treatment of

disease of the nervous system ?—I shotdd.

547. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] Do you look upon
them with any confidence?—I hold that the parties

shotdd continue to be confined even against the
wish of their friends, and I should then hope for

very good results. The only ctires Avhich I have
known have been where, from some exceptional

reason, it has been possible to carry out such a
plan.

548. Mr. Akroyd.^ Have you formed any-

opinion as to what would be the proper period

of detention ?— What Dr. Crichton Browne men-
tioned, namely, two years, I think, is not at all

too long.

549. Amongst the cases which have come under
your treatment, have you had any cases of the

form ofdisease to which you have referred, namely,
oinomania?—Yes, severah I suppose that by-

some accident I have had them in an uncommon
number, because it is not a very coiT|?mon dis-

ease.
*

550. What form of treatment would you adopt

for it ?—There is no treatment for it Avhatever ; I

never knew any treatment do any good what-
ever.

551. In fact, you consider that form of disease

almost incurable ?—As far as I know it is a

paroxysmal insanity which at the time is entirely

incurable ; I do not believe that reformatory

treatment is in the slighest degree applicable to

such a case, because I have known an analogotis

treatment applied without the slightest effect.

552. Have you had under your treatment the

cases of those persons who have lost control, and
where you have been at liberty to adopt your
own treatment

;
you have told us very clearly

about the form of disease, but I aliude to other

cases not exactly coming under the category to

which you have been referring, but cases of

habitual drunkards where the relatives of the

drunkard have been anxious to place him under
restraint, with the view of enabling him to gain

self-control; have you had any cases of that kind?

—Yes, plenty.

553. Have you been at liberty to adopt your
own treatment, and to carry out any act of com*
pulsion?— Once or twice one has been able to put
a man under real restraint, and then one has had
very good results. I have said that I never knew
one of the cases of paroxysmal affection get better,,

but I must qualify that statement ; in one in-

stance such a case did improve after a length of

time.
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time, and I can go into medical reasons why it

did so, but it would be too long a story ; that man
descended from a family in which there was a

certain amount of inherited intemperance, but no
other form of inherited insanity, and his was the

only case in which I ever knew or heard of a

man o;ettino; well.

554. What do you recommend as the curative

treatment of cases where a drunkard has lost

self-control
; you have already recommended a

jieriod of detention ?—There is very little chance
of anything except forced abstention being of

any use ; there are certain tonics, and there is

nutritive treatment, more especially the ruling

of the diet, which I think is exceedingly im-
portant.

555. Would you recommend a period when
a man should have a certain amount of control ?

—Yes; but it would be a difficult business.

556. Cha{rman.~\ Would you consider deten-
tion alone with total abstinence sufficient, or

would you combine with it certain medicinal

treatment as separate from moral treatment?-

—

It would require medical supervision ; it would
be very necessary to have a resident medical

officer to watch the bodily symptoms, although

there might not be positively much drugging.

557. Mr. H. Samuehon.^ And it would be
desirable to have some active occupation ; hard
work ?—Yes ; I agree with Dr. Browne in that.

558. JNIr. JJluirton.'l We have had recom-
mended to us, that instead of the present punish-

ment of locking up a man in a solitary cell for

so many days, a ward should be attached to the

prison, in which a number of prisoners should be
confined, not on the silent system, but that they

should work at a trade under the supervision of

one warder ; should you think that carrying out

that system for six or nine months Avould be a

likely treatment to cure a man of habitual drunk-
enness if he got regularly drunk every Saturday
night ?—No ; I have very little idea that that

would be of much use.

559. .Should you say a longer period ; would
you be prepared to carry out a penal treatment

for two years ?—I am not i^repared to say that it

woidd not have the desired effect. I should not
like to hazard a ])ositive opinion.

560. Mr. Supposing that reforma-

tories were established over the country, sucli as

are pointed at by the Chairman, to receive per-

sons upon the ajiplication of their friends or rela-

tives, is dipsomania so well understood by phy-
sicians that proper parties only would be
placed under restraint, that is to say, would
physicians understand the disease sufficiently

not to be imposed upon by friends or rela-

tives who might wish to get some of those per-

sons out of the way ?—I do not mean to say that

you might not here and there get a man who
would make that mistake, but the charactei'istics

of drink are exceedingly well marked, if looked
at, and if once a man's attention is aroused to the

subject there is no difficulty.

561. The liberty of the subject would not be
endangered, as a rule, by such a course ?—

I

would not express too positive an opinion upon
that matter, but, judging from the facility with
which one distinguishes laetween the tendencies

to drinking and the tendencies to ordinary mental
disease, and conditions which are neither insanity

nor drinking, I think that there ought to be a

very fair amount of security. I have no doubt
that the power of seclusion would be attempted
to be misused.

0.73.

562. Mr. lieadj] You say that a tendency to Dr,
drink can be inherited?—No doubt. F.E. Anstie.

563. Ajiart from any disease of the brain?—
No; the tendency to drink is a disease of the ^'^ March
brain which is inherited. 1872.

564. Does it arise from scrofula or anythin"-
of that sort?—No; I do not think that scrofula
tends to drink, but it is a tendency to drink.

565. You have known cases, I suppose, in which
the father has been a confirmed drunkard, and in
which the sons have been unlike the father in every
respect, except that they have drunk ?—Yes, but
is not always immediately inherited, it very fre-

ciuently passes over a generation, or is only seen
in one of a large family, and so on.

566. Where would you begin the detention of
an habitual drunkard ?—Do you ask me to lay
down practical rules?

567. Would you say that he must be a maniac,
or something of that sort, before you laid hands
upon him and detained him ?— I am not quite
prepared to use that word dipsomania, which Dr.
Browne, in accordance with a great many writers
employs, and to make that absolute distinction

between an habitual drunkard and a dipsomaniac

;

it is so subtle a distinction that I think you
must have for your test the frequency with which
a man has broken down, you must make some
rules independent of any abstruse medical rules.

568. Do you think that medical treatment has
anything to do with the increase of drunkenness ?

—No ; I believe it to be a monstrous statement

;

I have had patients who told me their habits had
been produced in this way, when it has turned out
to be a scandalous misi'epresentation ; I do not
say that such a thing as that may not have hap-
pened in a few cases, but that it has had any-
thing to do Avith a general s]ircad of tipsiness

amongst the rich I deny ; I think that sucli a
statement is not correct. I desire to state, as I

have already stated elsewhere, that the medical
profession are bound to exercise great caution in

prescribing alcohol. But I am certain that the

evils arising from occasional neglect of this caution,

thongh they have been great in individual cases,

have had no serious share in a general increase of
intemperance, if such there be. He believes that

the cases of the latter are to be found in far wider
social influences; the ignorance of the poor, the

idleness and empty-mindedness of the families of

ihenouvcaux riches, and the increase of extravagant

habits of all kinds, among all classes of society.

569. You do not think that sending a man to

prison for a week or 10 days, has any tendency to

reduce drunkenness?—No; I believe that if he
has a distinct tendency to drink, it has no lasting

effect whatever.

570. Do you think that the old fashion of put-

ting him into the stocks woidd have a better

effect than sending him to prison ?—-It would
deter a certain number of bye-standers, but it

would not affect the individual at all.

571. Mr. U. Snmuehon.'\ Do you think that

where there has been habitual drinking on both

sides of a person's ancestors, either he or his

children are sure to be disposed to drinking ?

—

Yes, where drinking has been strong in bdth

parents, I think that it is a physical certainty

that it will be traced in the children.

572. I did not say in both parents, but In the

families of both parents ?—Yes, I should say so.

573. Does what you call a paroxysm of drink-

ing arise in cases where the persons do not drink

at other times to excess?— Certainly. Iknew a man
who was in an exceedingly good position, and of

D 3 exceedingly
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Dr exceedingly active business habits, and wbo was

F E Anstie one of the cleverest business men that I ever_ knew; he always lived a sober and chaste life

12 March except when the fit was upon him; he did not

1 872 .
oflp to avoid scandal, but went to the nearest

public-house, and consorted with loose women,

and shut himself up in a back parlour, and drank

brandy with them for six weeks, close to the

villao-e where he was an important man ;
he was

a manufacturer, it was a very well-known case

at the time. . . r.

574. Are oinomaniacs frequently victims
_

ot

delii-ium tremens ?—They get into a condition

rather different from delirium tremens ;
there are

certain distinctions which it would take too long

to describe. I must guard myself against your

supposing that the only form of inherited drunken-

ness is the particular paroxysmal form ;
besides

that, there is the inheritance of a tendency to

lust, and a lax resistance of temptations of that

kind, and there are a great many other things

besides. I do not think that that is the only way

in which drunken parents transmit drunkenness

to their children, because the paroxysmal form is

only a rare form.

575. In the particular cases, where_ a man is

inclined to drink only at certain periodical times,

would a much smaller amount of drink make him

drunk than what he is in the habit of drinking

without any ill effect every day ?—Yes, it is a

condition of general exaltation of the mind

;

those men become quite out of their judgment,

and behave in a particular way.

576. Are not those men affected with a great

horror of drunkenness in their sober periods?

—

Yes.

577. More particularly so than any other class

of drunkards ?—Yes, they are far less blunted in

their moral sense.

578. You say that they are not curable by any

means, do you mean that if they were placed

under restraint, when they got out again the

same result would be sure to follow ?—Yes, it is

almost absolutely certain to follow.

579. Chairman.] Alluding to your answers

upon the subject of hereditary predisposition,

would you extend that hereditary predisposition

to the children, not of absolutely drunken parents,

but of parents who live very high ?--That is a ques-

tion, the reply to which would take a great deal

more evidence than we are able to produce ; but

I have no doubt that many persons who were

never drunk, parents in the old port wine drink-

ing period, have transmitted very unstable nervous

systems to their children.

580. Would you put it as your experience that

the descendants of very jovial paients have a
' great predisposition to nervous affections?—

I

believe that if a man habitually took two or three

times as much stimulant as is required for the

physiological wants of the body, his children would
inherit those affections. I desire it to be under-
stood that my opinion, based on the most recent

physiological researches, is, that alcohol, in mo-
derate quantities, is an exceedingly useful article

of daily food, at any rate for large classes of the

community.
581. Then, to a certain extent, you endorse

the Aristotlean maxim that drunken parents beget
drunken children ?—No question of it.

582. I have one or two questions to put to you
as to method

;
supposing that we are dealing with

a person in whose case the destruction of pro-

perty, or the ruin of family, is dependent upon
habits of intemperance, would you think it desir-

able to place such an individual under interdict,

as is the case to a certain extent in the law of
Scotland, and as prevails in Canada and in the
United States ; I mean by that, that the habitual

intemperance being proved before the court, or
before magistrates, the power of that individual

to control his property is suspended for a time ?

—Most unquestionably it would be very proper
;

as to the legal possibility of carrying out such' a
thing I cannot speak, but I should say distinctly

that that should be done where persons get into

a state which would be sufficiently recognised in

which their property ought not to be managed by
themselves.

583. Are you aware that in some of the United
States, and in Canada, the law of interdiction

extends both to property and to person?—Yes;
I know that they have very strong laws about it,

and I should have liked, before saying much, to

have seen the working of them.

584. It must have occurred to you to see per-

sons ruining themselves and their families, with-

out the friends being able to step in and put any
check to it whatsoever ?—Yes, over and over

again. There is one thing which I should like to

put on record very particularly, namely, that

there need be no fears of the result upon the health

of intemperate individuals of immediately depriv-

ing them of every kind of alcoholic stimulant ; it

would be a question which would be complicated

by letting them down by degrees ; the only way
of letting such a man down is by cutting him off

from drink altogether, and it is perfectly and ab-

solutely safe, and the only thing which is cal-

culated to do good.

585. Mr. Read.] You would put a man who had
drank two bottles of wine a day upon cold water
instanter ?—Yes, I have done it frequently, and
never saw the slightest ill effects.

586. Would you give him a tonic, or something

of that sort ?— I will not say about that ; it

would be according to other indications. I cer-

tainly should not give him any alcohol.

587. Mr. H. Samiielson ] Do you consider that

ther'e is absolute madness in the case of a man
whom you have described as an oinomaniac?

—Yes, distinctly. There is madness about other

things besides drink : there is in general a great

outbreak of lust, and men commit themselves

extravagantly with women concurrently.

588. Mr. Akroyd.] Do you not think that

seven days' imprisonment would make a drunkard

much more thirsty and more likely to rush into

drink than before ?—I do not know that. I

should be inclined to say with Dr. Crichton

Browne, that every short period is a gain.

589. For the time being?—For the time

being.

590. Might he not rush into great excesses

afterwards ?—He might. I am not sure.
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habitual drinking as a

brain ?-

591. Chairman.'] Will you be so good as to

tell the Committee what is your official position ?

—I am Physician to the Royal Edinburgh
Asylum, and have been so for the last 25

years.

592. Have you had very considerable experi-

ence at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum upon the

subject of intemperance generally ?—Yes.

593. Has your attention been directed to

cause of diseases of the

-Very much Indeed.

594. Have you classified drunkards in any
particular way ?—Yes. I think that there is a

great variety amongst drunkards. First of all

there is the regular drunkard, who keeps sober

during the day and gets drunk at night, and
attends to his business regularly during the

day. Such men may carry on for many years

without injury to themselves or others. I have
known one case where a gentleman was carried

to bed drunk every night for 50 years, and yet

he made a large fortune, and was in the market
every morning attending to his business. I do

not think that these are cases requii'ing any
interference.

595. Will you give to the Committee the way
in which you classify drunkards ?—That is one

class. The next I would call the tipplers, who
take small glasses of whiskey, or spirits of some
kind, or ale or beer at intervals diu-ing the whole
day. Some of these persons conduct themselves

very well; others again injure their business and
their families ; and in such a case I think that

they ought to be put under restraint of some kind.

Then another class whom I refer to, are what we
call dipsomaniacs, or I would rather call it moral
insanity, of which the drinking is one of the

principal features. These persons lose all con-

trol over themselves, and drink to any extent
possible ; in fact they will drink anything they
can get hold of, and if they cannot get spirits,

they will drink hair wash, or anything of a
stimulating kind. Some - of these cases are

periodical, and come on at long intervals of time,

perhaps two or three years ; others come on at

short intervals of time, perhaps every mouth, or

three months ; those persons keep on and keep
0.73.

well for a few months, and then take ill again,

and they lose all self-control. Tliese cases are

mostly hereditary
;
they are vei-y often caused

by disease, by blows on the head, sometimes by
hemorrhage, and the loss ol a large quantity of

blood ; sometimes by disease of the brain. All
these cases I mention to show that this is really

a disease, and not a mere case of drunkenness.
I think that these persons ought certainly to be
restrained for a consideraljlc length of time, in

the hope of curing them of this craving. Then
there is another form of Insanity brought on by
drinking, namely, delirium tremens ; that is a

form of delirium rather than insanity, and it is

of short duration, and most generally recovers

after a long sleep, after being ill for some three,

four, or five days. Then, laesldes these, there

are forms of insanity characterised by delusions,

for example, hallucinations of seeing and hear-

ing ;
these, 1 think, are proper cases for an

asylum
;
they are permanently and truly insane,

like other Insane persons, and they have distinct

delusions
;
they are very often suspicious of their

friends, and arc dangerous to be 'at large. I

think that those are the principal forms which I

have noted.

596. Those are the classes into which you
would divide persons given to excess of drink?

—Yes.

597. With the first, or those wlio get drunk
under ordinary circumstances, avc have nothing

to do ; we are not dealing with the ordinary

drunkard ; but we pass to those who are to be

called tipplers, or habitual drunkards ; would

you propose to interfere with this class of

people by legislative interference in any way ?

—I think so, provided that they were injuring

themselves, and their families and property. I

think that they ought to be restrained by some

means.
598. Many of these persons are lavish and

ruinous in their expenditure ?—Yes.

599. How would you propose to deal with

that class of case ?— I think that there exists a

mode in France, I am not quite sure about the

details of it, but as far as I remember it very

much amounts to this, that a committee of the

D 4 person

Dr. 6A;ae.

15 March
1872,
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person is appointed consisting of two male
'•

friends, two medical men, and the prefect of the

March district, and that committee has power to detain

1872. the person in an asylum. I think that some such

committee would be a very useful mode of re-

straining persons. That com'mittee might have

power to send parties to an asylum, or to a

proper sanatorium provided for cases of that des-

cription.

600. Then unless they carried their habits of

drink to the extent of being mischevious to their

health, or ruinous to their families, you would

leave them to police regulations and interference ?

—Yes.
601. There are persons who voluntarily and

deliberately drink to excess, either on Saturday

evenings, or upon holidays, and so forth, but who
are nevertheless Industrious during the Intervals

of their sobriety
;
you would not propose to do

any thing more with them than magisterial

regulations now provide for ?—Certainly not ; I

think that they ought to be left to the magis-

trate.

602. We now come to ihe question of those

persons who are insane drinkers, or who are

dipsomaniacs, as the j^hrase runs ; in what way
would you propose to deal Avith them, because It

Is admitted on all hands that they have entirely

lost self-control?—I certainly think that they

ought to be detained, and for long periods of

-time ; at present such cases are frequently sent

to asylums, but they cannot be kept there longer

than a few months, esj:ieclally the first time
; they

are very ajit to be sent out by the Commissioners
of Lunacy on the ground that they cease to be
Insane after they get to be sober by force.

603. Those cases of dipsomania are often

periodic ?—Very often.

604. Sometimes they are chronic, and the

persons are continuous drunkards ?—Yes, they
drink whenever they can.

605. And they will drink anytliing which they
can get hold of?—Yes, I have known a lady
drink shoe-blacking and turpentine.

606. Do you consider those persons proper
subjects for reformatory treatment, or would you
consider them more proper subjects for treatment
In an asylum or hospital ?—I certainly think that

It ought to be made legal to confine them for long
periods of time, so as to cure them if possible.

607. In fact, before you would place them In

a lunatic asylum you would try the Influence of

a long period of reformatory treatment upon
them ?—Yes.

608. Do you believe that that reformatory
treatment, provided that it involved entire absli-

nence from drink for a lengthened period, would
save many cases from coming to absolute in-

sanity ?—I certainly think that it would ; not a
very large number of cases, because the great
majority return to their previous habits, even
after a lengthened confinement, but a small
number do recover if they are kept from getting
stimulants for a long time.

609. Wovdd it save those cases which are de-
pendent less upon cerebral disease existing than
upon the habit of drinking ?—I think so, cer-
tainly, for the habit v/ould be cured and the
craving removed.

610. I will read a few lines from the evidence
of a gentleman given here at the last meeting of
the Committee, and I will ask you how far you
agree with that evidence ; he says, " The points
of distinction between dipsomania and drunken-

ness are several ; I find that as a rule dipso-

maniacs urge the Internal craving as an excuse ;

they say, ' We cannot resist it ;' the drunkard,
as a rule, urges some external excuse for his

debauch; he says that he met a friend, or that

it was his birthday ; whereas with the dipso-

mania it Is the internal craving ; with the dipso-

mania It is the vis a tergo, and with the drunkard
it Is the vis afronte ;" do you agree with that
statement ?— I perfectly agree with It ; I ought
to have added, in speaking of dipsomaniacs, that

there are other symptoms of Insanity besides the
mere drinking

; they are entirely given to lying
;

you cannot believe a word they say when under
the influence of drink, and they will very often
entertain a dislike to their friends, which makes
them dangerous. I have a gentleman under my
care just now who has been well for three years,

but when he Is ill he hates his wife and he hates
his own life, and when he gets well he is very
gentle and modest and retiring In his habits.

611. In dealing with this class of cases, are
you of opinion that sanatoriums or reformatories

being established, they should be placed under
legislative enactment ?—I think so.

612. I believe that In Scotland there is a

l^rlnclple, derived from the old civil law, which
ajjpoints a tutor or a curator of the person and
of the goods ?—Not of the person ; he has no
power over the person at all ; he has power over
the property. The process Is a very simple and
very cheap one ; it is, I think, greatly wanted in

England, where the expense is so great that a

number of lunatics lose their property Instead of

going Into court to get themselves put into

Chancery.
613. You would give power to persons con-

ducting these reformatories absolutely to retain

an individual who was placed under their care ?

— Certainly.

6 14. Even supposing that he had entered the

place voluntarily ?—I think that It ought to be
made compulsory. There is a section under
the present Act allowing patients to go voluntarily

into asylums ; it does not answer at all ; after

they have been In a short time they can force

their way out. They have only to give an in-

timation of three days that they wish to go away.
The result is that I never take any such patients,

because I have no control over them.

615. You believe then that if they had the

power to go out when the craving for drink came
on, they would go out and get it?—Yes, they

always Insist upon it. I observe that In an

American asylum, where Dr. Day says he is

working with great success, the average time of

detention in the asylum is 37 days. I have no

doubt that those cases which went out suf-

fered a relapse, although he says that they were
cured.

616. As the penultimate condition of this class

of persons there is one certain form of cerebral

disease, independently of delirium tremens, and
those, I suppose, are to be considered as fit

subjects for asylum treatment?— I certainly

think so.

617. Supposing that they enter these reforma-

tories, and are found, after a certain length of

time, to take on a particular form of cerebral

disease, you think that that should be their desti-

nation ?—1 think that there ought to be power
in the Act to transfer them to an asylum.

618. That should be their destination, with
the
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tli8 consent, of course, of tlie relatives ?—Quite
so.

619. You Avould not think of sending tlicm

tliere by any despotic rule ?—If they were dan-
gerous I think that it ought to be in the power
of the procurator fiscal to deal Avith them as he
does Avith any other dangerous patient ; he has
poAver to send dangerous persons to asylums, in-

dependently of their friends ; I do not knoAv
what is the case in England.

620. Fi'om your knoAA'ledge of certain institu-

tions AA'hich have existed in Scotland, do you
believe that for the upper and middle classes

those establishments could be made self-support-

ing ?—I think that they could ; I have sent a
great many patients, about AA'hom I have been
consulted, to private boarding houses, and I be-

lieve that they pay very \vell.

621. It has been given in evidence here that

it might be desirable to establish for the pauper
classes, Avho could not pay, reformatories in con-
nection Avith the prisons, and that instead of

putting them to short sentences of imprisonment
they should receive long sentences of reformatory
detention, Avith labour sufficient to pay the cost

of their detention and maintenance ; does that

idea recommend itself to your judgment?

—

Scarcely ; I think that it Avould be better to con-

nect such places Avith the Avorkhouses than with
the prisons ; I think that it is a pity to attach a

stigma to such persons if it can be avoided ; it

should be looked upon more as a hospital, if it

AA^ere done ; if such places Avere connected Avith

prisons the stigma of a prison Avould alAA'ays

attach itself to tlie person's character.

622. Have you any knoAvledge of the per-

centage of cases Avhich have been ascribed to

drinking?—I have here a very long table in

Avhicli 1 liave throAvn into the form of statistics

the Avhole of my cases, extending over the last

30 years. I find that the average number of

males admitted into the asylum, Avhosc insanity

Avas brought on by drinking, Avas 16 per cent.,

and that the average number of females Avas

seven per cent., making a general average of

both sexes of 11.J per cent. Perhaps you Avill

accept of this paper Avhich contains details, and

also gives the causes of the insanity in each

case.

623. Mr. Ahroijd.'] The Chairman has asked

you a question respecting reformatories for

habitual drunkards, as attached to prisons ; have

you had any experience of reformatories?—No,
but I find that patients have a great dislike to

anything connected Avith prisons.

624. If you have had experience, you Avill be

aAvare that all the managers of reformatories

object most strongly to have them in any Avay in Dr_ Slae-
connection Avith prisons

;
they say that it is fatal

to the reformatory system to have it connected ifj March
Avith prisons. But the question which I should 1872.

like to ask you is this : it is in relation to the
evidence given by a former Avitness Avho is the
conductor of a large lunatic asylum at AYake-
field. Taking those forms of haljitual drunken-
ness Avhich are caused by mental disease, is it

not desirable that those mental inebriates should
have a separate asylum, or in the general lunatic
asylum, or that there should be an inebriate
asylum totally distinct from the county asylum ?—Most certainly. Those patients dislike the
asylums very much, and they make themselves
very mischievous and troublesome.

625. You have criticised very ably, the dif-

ferent sorts of drunkennesss
; you have men-

tioned particularly tAvo classes, one not an un-
common class, namely, those Avho get a glass in

the evening after having done their business
during tlie day ; those are not injurious cither

to themselves or to their families?— Certainly
not.

626. And in your judgment they need not be
put under restraint, as they have not lost their

self-control?—No; many of them, I know, live

to a great age. I have known men upAvards of

80 Avho have been drunkards of that kind.

G27. By the class of tip]ilers, you probably
allude to those Avho take a "lass in tlie mornins:?
—Yes, and very often during the day, but if

they do not injure themselves by being lavish of

their property, and if they are not dangerous to

their friends, I think that they ought to be left

alone.

628. You have also mentioned that in Scot-

land tliere is a particular laAV to provide a

curatorship for the case of a drunkard ?—Not of

a drunkard, but of an insane person ; I recom-

mended that the same hiAv should be applied to

drunkards Avho required confinement in order

that the property might be saved. And another
great advantage of it is, that Avhen the pa-

tient leaves the asyliuii the curator cannot be
dischargect Avithout a regular petition to the

court upon tAvo medical certificates, Avhich in the

case of such a man there is some difficulty in

oettiuo', and as lonij as the curator has a hold

over his property, he can regulate his expen-

diture, and can prevent his drinking to a certain

extent by only alloAving him so much a Aveek.

629. Supposing that the curatorship extended

to the person, then there Avould be a better

chance of effecting the desired reform ?— 1 think

that it would be very desirable if it did.

Mr. George William Mould, called in ; and Examined.

630. Chairman.'] You are the Superintendent
of the Lunatic Asylum at Cheadle, in Cheshire ?

—Yes, it is the Manchester Royal Lunatic
Asylum.

631. Sir H. Johnstone.'] It is for the city of

Manchester ?—It is for any district, but it is

called the Manchester Royal Asylum.

632. Chairman.] Hoav long have you held

that office ?—Ten years.

633. What number of inmates does the asylum
contain ?—It is for the upper and middle classes,

0.73.

and contains on the average about 135 pa-

tients.

634. Are there tAVO classes of inmates there ?

—No, they are the upper and middle classes ;

the Avealthier classes of patients. I have also

been assistant medical officer to the county of

Lancaster Pauper Asylum at PrestAvich.

635. Have you any statistics Avith you of the

proportions of insanity produced by haljitual

drunkenness, or by intemperance ?—I have not

them with me, but I can speak from memory ;

E about

Mr, 3Ionlcl
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Mould, about 15 per cent, in Lancashire is directly attri-

butable to intemperance.
March goG. Mr. Bead.'] Is that male or female .''

—

^72- Male.*

637. Chairman.'] And what is the proportion

of females ? —About 7 per cent., but I believe

that it obtains in Lancashire more than in any

other county of England.

638. That is derived from a return within your

own knowledge ?—Yes.

639. How far do those per-centages tally with

the per-centages in other asylums?—They are

rather higher, because the district tp which I

refer is, so to speak, a very rich district for the_

working classes, and they have a large amount of

money to spend in drink.

640. Will you bo so good as to detail to the

Committee what are the particular forms of

mental derangement which you attribute to ha-

bitual intemperance ?—The principal and great

form is general paralysis ; that is the ultimate

form which it assumes from excessive and con-

. tinuous drinking. Then I should divide habitual

drunkards into two classes ; those who drink im-

pulsively, and not continuously, and who are

of the most violent and dangerous characters,

and require immediate control and restraint ; and

those who continuously drink and get into a kind

of soddened and muddled state.

641. Have you formed any distinction between

habitual intemperance as a vice, and the same as

a disease ?—Undoubtedly.

642. Will you give us your distinctions ?

—

Intemperance as a vice is the result of a vicious

and immoral habit
;
intemperance is the result of

a disease, is attributable to an impulse which the

patient cannot control ; in the other stage he can

control it ; he can be made to control it.

643. Is there not a point of time in which the

terms are almost convertible ?—Yes, when the

drinking has been continuous either way ; of

course I am speaking of the beginning.

644. Have you any doubt that that which

commences as a bad habit leads on to the forma-

tion of a disease ?—None whatever ; but that

can be controlled by the fear of consequences

;

the other cannot be controlled excepting by ac-

tual intervention.

645. Then supposing that you can take this

bad habit before it is hardened into a disorder,

your chances of preventing its assuming that

form will be largely increased ?—Very much so.

646. Are you acquainted with the practical

effects of the various remedial measures which
have been tried in Great Britain ?— Yes, I

have had a very large experience with what are

called voluntary boarders ; I believe larger than
any one. I think that I' am the only person who
has undertaken that very thankless office.

647. Will you give us the result of that ex-
perience?—I have had about 120 patients in the
middle and wealthier classes in life, during the

past 1 0 years, who have placed themselves vinder

my care in a so-called voluntary manner, but
really more at the instigation of their friends, or

the persuasion of their medical men, than of
their own free will. I have had them both in

the asylum itself and in private houses in the
neighbourhood. After a short time their deten-
tion becomes very irksome to them ; the mono-
tony of their life is different to what they have
been accustomed to, and they wish to go out.
Legally one is bound to let them go, but I have
been in the habit of taking an indemnity from

the friends or relatives of the patients, and ille-

gally keeping them in against their will, and I
have done so for as long a time as 18 months.
In some instances it has had a very beneficial
and a permanent effect ; but in by far the greater
number of instances there has been a relapse.

648. They were failures ?—Yes ; I have treated
such patients in every way as if they were of
unsound mind, and irresponsible. If I have
allowed them to go out on parole, and if they
have broken that parole, I have either withdrawn
some privilege or I have isolated them from
others, as either a punishment or as a deprivation
of a privilege which they previously enjoyed;
and I believe that that is very necessary, or you
cannot have the control over them. The habit of
drinking in women in the middle or better classes,

as^ far as my experience goes, nearly always
arises from some bodily disease producing mental
distress, and they take stimulants, first in small
quantities to drown some uncomfortable sensa-
tion which they experience

;
they unfortunately

find temporary benefit from it, and they require
larger doses, and so get into this very bad and
unfortunate habit. It is very difficult in these
cases to find out the beginning of this habit. It
is extraordinary to notice the subterfuges to
which a woman resorts, and the time that she
will be drinking before it is even suspected that
she has been drinking. In many of these cases
both men and women who drink from an irresist-

ible propensity, are very anxious to reform the
habit, and they make promises, fully intending
to carry them out, but are unable to do so ; and
in the beginning of many of these cases the fact

will be utterly denied that the habit exists at all.

.

I have also placed, for a time, attendants in houses
with such patients, both in the middle class in
life and in the poorer classes in life, who have
been a kind of body guard to them, and who
have forcibly prevented them from taking drink,
and that for a considerable period; I have done
so for as long a period as four years consecutively.
In many of these cases one is threatened with
an action, but that is simply a threat, which I
never knew carried out : a man who gets into
that state has but little purpose : however strong
his intention may be at the time, he has not
purjrose to carry out anything which he may
threaten. In the middle classes of life, of
course they can well afford to pay, and 1 do
not see any necessity whatever for special

institutions ; in fact, I think that they are
far better treated in smaller houses; it has a
more deterrent effect upon them, because if they
once get into a large public place, and if it is

known that they are there, they become careless

as to Avho knows it
;
whereas, if it is a secret

vice it may be almost done away with if the

world generally does not know of it. Then, with
regard to those persons who are in the lower
orders, I feel quite sure that such institutions

might be made very nearly self-supporting ; for

it is notorious that some of the very ablest

mechanics and workmen are given to impulsive
drinking, but not to continuous drinking ; and
in the county asylums as a rule they are the
very best workmen whom they have in the
asylums, but they are only detained there for a
short period, and not sufficiently long for it to

have any deterrent effect upon them ; not that I
am by any means in favour of keejjing the
patients for any very long period either in an
asylum or in a reformatory, because if you do

that
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that you injure their fixmily so much, that you
pauperise them, and demoralise them, and also

make them a charge to the State, whereas if the

patient, the drunkard, or whatever you may call

him, is put under care for shorter periods, his

family in the meantime do not become a charge
upon the State- I certainly would not connect

these institutions either with an asylum or with
a gaol.

649. Mr. Bead.] Would you connect them
with the workhouse ?—I would not, but I think

that they might be worked through the local

government board very well indeed by an
addition to the existing officials ; and I think

that paid inspectors, such as factory inspectors,

should visit these persons from time to time as

the Commissioners in Lunacy visit insane

patients from time to time. I have never ex-

perienced any difficulty in finding room in my
neighbourhood for any number of patients,

either in farmhouses, cottages, or lodoiiicr-

houses ; and under proper inspection those

patients can be just as well coiitrolled as they
can either in an asylum, or in a reformatory ; of

course at the present time uo one has legal power
to do so ; you break the law, but if you like to

break the law it can be very easily managed

;

that is ray experience. I think further, that

upon the information given either by any member
of tl'.e family, a surgeon, or anyone who has an
interest in any person who is knovvn to be an
habitual drunkard, a public official should inter-

veAe, because members of families very often

simply dare not interfere for what they know
would be to the good of the particular member
of the family, because they are afraid of conse-

quences ; neither dares the medical man of the

family intervene, because he is afraid of conse-

quences
;
by " afraid of consequences" I mean

afraid of incurring the ill-will of the patient,

over whom they wish to exercise the control.

650. Chairman.] You have spoken of the

question as respects the voluntary way in which
patients have been induced to go into asylums,

reformatories, and places of that descripton ?

—

Yes.

651. Do you mean by that that they have

been induced to go there by the entreaties and
arguments of friends, or by the threat of some
ulterior proceedings ?—Generally by the threat

of some ulterior proceedings, so that it is not

really a voluntary act.

652. What ulterior measures could be taken?

—No ulterior measures, except simply placing

them in an asylum, which every man is afraid of,

and does not know may not be his fate.

653. Supposing that there existed an easy and
perfectly public method of interdicting either

the person or the property of a man habitually

intemperate and wasting his means ; do you not

think that a great many persons would voluntarily

enter reformatories, ratlier than expose them-
selves to the publicity of such an investigation ?

—I do ; that would be from fear.

654. And you think that that would be an
indirect method of causing many persons so to

commit themselves to treatment ?—I do.

655. Are you aware that in some of the states

of America and in Canada, there-are acts of that

description ?—Yes.

656. You have spoken of the failure of a large

number of these cases ; is that because there is

no legal power by which parties can be restrained

either from going out or getting drink if they

0.53,

choose?—In a great measure, but there are un- Wr, Mould.
doubtedly a very large number of cases which
no time, or apparently no time, that we could '5 ^^arch

give definitely, would cure.
'^72-

657. You mean that there are a large number
of cases so far diseased, that no amount of treat-

ment will save those persons from their habit of
intem]3erance ?—Yes ; and also they are of a low
or bad moral nature, so that they cannot help
themselves,

658. In your opinion, are those cases which
have been thoroughly hardened by the habit of
drinking? — Yes, they arc all long-continued
cases.

659. And if you could cut the habit of drink-
ing earlier in its growth, the chances of restrict-

ing the number would be proportionately im-
proved?—Immensely, no doubt.

660. Have you taken into your mind at all, at

what period you would interfere in an intem-
perate man's course ?— I Avould interfere when it

was said by any member of his family, or any-
one who was interested in him either publicly or

privately, that he was either dangerous to him-
self, or dangerous to others, or v/asteful of his

own pro])erty by this habit.

661. Of course it is exceedingly difficult to

lay dov\'n a legal definition, but supposing the

necessity of making that definition, those are the

limits which you would propose?—Yes; if the

medical man of the family, or any public medical

man who was called in for the purpose, was able

to certify, as they do now in the lunacy certifi-

cates, that a patient had this habit of drinking,

which was either leading him on to be dangerous

to otliers, or might lead him on to be a charge

upon the State, or to commit a serious injury to

his own property, then I would interfere.

662. You have spoken of the residence of

people of this description in smaller houses, and

you have contrasted it with a residence in larger

establishments. I understand you to base that

upon the comparative privacy with which the

treatment can be conducted ?—Yes.

663. Do you consider that publicity would
act as a deterrent upon the habit of excessive

drinking
;
supposing that it were said to a man

falling into drink, "If you do not take care you

will be sent to one of these places of reformation
;"

do you think that that would have any deterrent

effect ?—I do, undoubtedly.

664. Then that would be in favour of public

and well-known establishments ?—It would be

one point in favour of them.

665. I am now speaking of that class who

furnish the patients ofwhom you have been speak-

ing, namely, those who have gone voluntarily, or

quasl-voluutarily into these retreats ?—Yes.

666. On the other hand, do you think that on

account of the publicity It would have an op]30-

site effect with patients' friends, who would de-

cline to place them there, or that they v.'ould

decline to go ?—I do, very strongly; I know
such to be the^case.

667. But suppose the power of interdict to

exist?—Do you mean the power taken away

from the friends ?

668. Yes ; if the power of Interdict existed,

so that you could send a person to a reformatory

upon legal proof of his inability to restrain him-

self from drinking, and proof of his ruining his

family ; do you think that a public asyhun would

be against his recovery ?—I do not think that it

Avoutd be against his recovery, but I think that I

E 2 ^I'l^ve
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Mr. Mould, have already said that the power ought to be

-zr- taken away from the members of the family,
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^^-^o in very rare instances dare exercise that

1872. •'

' power.
669. You would very distinctly separate relor-

matories from lunatic asylums ?—Undoubtedly.
670. And as it would be necessary to have

some s]:)ecies of mental conti'ol, do you think that

the controlling power might with propriety be

arranged from amongst the authorities residing

in any given locality ?— Certainly.

671. You would remove it altogether from

the scope of the Lunacy Commissioners?—

I

should.

672. You would separate it as far as possible

from all question of lunacy ?—I should.

673. Do you think that it would favour the

action of these reformatories, that there should

be a wide distinction between insanity, properly

so called, and these forms of drunken inability ?

674. Of course you have made a distinction

between the brain disease which is the result of

alcoholism, and delirium tremens ?— Immediately

there is brain disease then the case becomes a

proper one for asylum treatment.

675. In your asylum, I suppose, you do not

see very much of delirium tremens pure and

simple ?—No ; we never get any patient unless

he is another man's failure.

676. You get the result of delirium tremens,

but very rarely the delirium itself?—Very rarely

the delirium itself, unless it is so violent as to be

really dangerous to others, or to the ])atient him-

self, and why I advocated private houses was for

this reason, that not only patients, but their

friends also, have a very strong feeling with

regard to their being seen or known to be in a

public institution, whereas they may be sent to

Margate, or Ramsgate, or Scarborough, or to 50

other places, and not be brought into the pub-
licity which residents in the first-named estab-

lishment would certainl)'- produce. I have at the

present time about 11 such patients in farm-

houses at the seaside, or residing in furnished

houses, under control of properly -qualified at-

tendants, or residiug in houses where I am
assured that the proprietors of such houses will

take full and proper care that they will carry

out any instructions given to them with regard
to drink.

677. In the treatment of these persons, would
you entirely exclude, except for medicinal pur-
i:)Oses, the use of alcohol in any shape?—Yes, I
would. 1 have tried the other system too.

678. There are conditions, of course, in which
a stimulus in some shape or other may become
absolutely necessary for the preservation of life

at the moment ?—Undoubtedly. As a matter of
treatment, I should exclude the use of stimulants
after the medical reason for such stimvilants was
ovei'.

679. You Avould enforce compulsory abstinence
as a means of cure ?—I should.

6S0. Do you believe that the only way for a
man to keep himself straight, after he has once
recovered from a condition like this, is to forego
drink for the rest of his life ?—In the majority
of cases, undoubtedly.

681. Mr. W. 11. Gladstone.'] What proportion
of cases, which have come under your charge,
have you been able to trace to drink ?—Fifteen
per cent, in males, and about 7 per cent, in
females. I am only speaking of Lancashire.

682. Do you consider that an ordinary habitual
drunkard is affected by phthisical or nervous
disorder, or is he generally only the victim of
habit ?—Only the victim of habit.

683. If he is only the victim of habit, do you
think that the simple habit of drink has as good
a chance of being cured by treatment as a
phthisical or nervous disorder ?—A better chance,
because the one is a disease, and the other is not,
but is a habit which you control at once.

684. But the difficulty is to eradicate that
habit ?—I do not speak of the eradication of it,

but of its control. As far as my experience goes,
not more than about 7 per cent, of the number of
cases which I have seen have been cured, I took
100 cases the other day, and I found that in' all
but seven I had had something to do with them
again in a greater or a less degree ; but you must
understand that, as respects many of those cases,
I only had them for a short period, and in others
I have exercised an illegal power for a much
longer period, and those have done better.

685. What is the proportion of cures in the
cases of ordinary mental disease ?—In the asylum,
of which I am the superintendent, the average is

about 52 per cent, who are sent out recovered.
There are relapses,

686. But you think that the disease to which
the drunkard is subject differs from the forms of
ordinary lunacy ?—Undoubtedly I do.

687. Mr. AkroTjd.'] You consider the present
law ineffective to deal with habitual drunkards,
and you have shown to the Committee your con-
viction on that score by telling us that you have
knowingly acted contrary to the law by detaining
your patients 18 months, covered by an indemnity
from the relatives?— I have not detained in the
asylum, but I have detained them under care.

688. That shows your opinion that the present
law is inadequate ?—It is utterly inadequate,
and I think that it might very readily be made
adequate without going very much against the
feelings either of the relatives or of the patients

themselves.

689. And if the law were so altered as to
allow the detention in a proper retreat of an
habitual drunkard, by the recommendation of the
family physician, you think that that detention
in such an asylum would facilitate his cure ?

—

I do.

690. I have listened with great interest to your
mode of cure, and you have mentioned one
course which appears to be a very desirable one,

namely, allowing your patients a certain latitude

upon parole ; hoAv many of them broke that

parole ; I refer to those whom you have had
under treatment as drunkards ?—That is rare ; I
am not now speaking from actual statistics, but
I should not think that more than 10 per cent,

would break their parole.

691. Before allowing an habitual drunkard to

be set loose again on society, you test him ?

—

Decidedly ; I do not allow him his parole before

I am satisfied that he has very considerable

power of control.

692. When you have allowed a patient to go
on parole, you have appointed others to be with
him to have a surveillance over him ?—Yes ; and
I have sent him home for a week or a fortnight,

or any definite time, and he has returned to

me.
693. You mentioned one instance when you

continued that sort of friendly supervision for

four years, but you did not tell us the result of

that
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tliat case ?—The result in that case is not a good
one, because he still requires supervision.

694. In that case was there any mental dis-

ease, or was it simply a bad habit?—He is rather

a purposeless man
; you cannot exactly say weak-

minded, but he is a man of weak purpose ; he is

a man of good property and fortune.

695. You would advocate the formation of pri-

vate retreats, as well as of public inebriate

asylums, as a dernier resort, and as a deterrent

In extreme cases ?—Yes ; and, further, I would
exercise supervision afterwards, through some
authority, such as the police, or the relieving

officer, or some one in connection with the Local
Government Boai-d, who should for a certain

period look after a man who had been in such an
asylum.

696. You have made one very good sugges-
tion ; I sj^eak now as a millowner, being under
the Factory Acts

; you have suggested that there

should be an inspector of these retreats, both
private and public, appointed by the Govern-
ment to prevent any possible abuse and any arbi-

trary conduct ?—Undoubtedly, and that inspector

should be resident.

697. It is important to have an inspector of

that kind?— Very important.

698. It would be his duty not only to see that

the law Avas conformed to, but he should present

an annual report to Parliament ?—Yes ; I may
recall to your mind the case of a man in whom
you were interested, who was sent under my care

;

he broke his parole, and I locked him up and jiut

liim in seclusion for it, and it did him more good
than anything else ; it made him ashamed of him-
self, but at the time he threatened all kinds of

things against me.
699. Mr. \Yharton.^ I do not think that you

have given us your experience as to the origin

of these different cases of drunkenness ; what
temptation was the cause of those persons getting

into these habits of drinking; have you inquired

into that matter ?—With those who get into the

habit of drinking, it Is simply an increasing

habit, beginning by small degrees, and getting

so very much larger.

700. Was it, in tlie first place, from the habit

of going into public-houses, or from the habit of

drinking in their own private houses, or what
was the chief reason which was assigned ? —Both ;

in the middle and the wealthier classes of life

undoubtedly from a too strong social feeling, and
in the lower classes of life somewhat the same,

excepting those who were utterly morally bad in

their habits.

701. Is there any course which you would re-

commend for stopping drunkenness in its very

commencement, say, with the upper classes, who
are not so likely to be taken up by the police ?

—

I would give power to gome authority to place

over such a man, or such a woman, in his or her

own house, an attendant or nurse who should

exercise care, authority, and control over that

person for a certain definite period ; It would be
so irksome to him that it Avould have a direct

effect upon him.

702. You mean directly the habit Avas ob-

served ?—Yes ; at present a man can say to an
attendant or nurse who goes into his house, " Go
out of It, I will not have you in my house ;

" but
if that man or woman Avas obliged to remain
there, I believe that it Avould have a deterrent
effect upon him.

703. Mr. Miller.'] That course Avould only be

0.73.

adopted in the cases of those persons Avho could "Mr. Mould.

keep such a man ?—Then I Avould let some ^ ,

officer of the Local Government Board, or some
^^jS-a'^*^"

State official, enter the houses of those Avho could '

not afibrd to pay for the services of such a
2)erson.

704. And remain there ?— I Avould require
him to go in from time to time, and say, " If you
do not give up this habit further steps Avill be
taken."

705. You have had considerable experience of
the upper Avorking classes ?—That was when I
Avas an assistant officer of the Lancaster County
Asylum.

706. Did you find that Avhen their pay Avas

high they had so much money to sjiend that
they Avere addicted to drink to a considerable
extent ?—Undoubtedly ; so much so that it is

AvcU known In the manufacturing districts of
Lancashire that very often Monday is simply
put aside as a drinking day.

707. In 3'Our opinion, then, do high Avages

lead to drinking ?—No, I should not like to say
that ; I did not say that it Avas a consequence of

high Avages, but It Avas a coincidence. In Lan-
cashire, Avhich is the highest paid county in the

kingdom, drinking exists to this terrible excess,

because a Avorkman can afford to lose one or tAvo

days a Aveek, and can yet make a great deal more
money than ordinary labovu-ers can earn in a
Aveek.

708. I think that that leads so far to this,

that high Avages not oidy give them money to

spend In drink but lead them so to spend It?

— Still I shor.ld not like to say that that is a
consequence.

709. Supposing that you put under restraint a

man or a Avoman who Avas a dipsomaniac, hoAV

long In your opinion Avould he or she require to

be restrained before you relied upon a cure ?

—

Each case varies ; some are so utterly shocked

and distressed at the necessity of coming under
control, that they recover, so to speak, at once

if they are ever cured at all, so that two or three

days are as effectual In such cases as two or three

months
;
every case A^arles, and must be judged

upon its individual merits. That is Avhy I say

that I think it is so necessary that the district

resident inspector should frequently visit these

houses, or reformatories, and advise Avith a paid

magisterial authority, Avhether the term of se-

clusion should not even be curtailed in many
instances; you cannot exactly give a definite

period.

710. Is disease which arises from drink, say,

the case of a dipsomaniac, so Avell known to a phy-

sician, that the exercise of the poAver of restraint

would not lead to taking hold of peojile Avho Avere

not of the right sort?—That certainly might

obtain, but It could not obtain for long.

711. The disease is perfectly Avell known to a

physician ; a physician Avho understood his busi-

ness could judge as to Avho Avas a right person to

take and Avho Avas a Avrong person?— Un-
doubtedly, and he Avould simply advise a higher

legal poAver ; It Avoidd not be merely upon the

physician's certificate.

712. So that any intention of the friends or

relatives to put a person under such restraint,

could be checked by the knowledge of the

physician ?—Undoubtedly ; it might llkeAvise be

aided by the knoAvlcdge of the physician.

713- Mr. Bead.'] You do not think that any

E 3 modification
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Mr. Mould, modification of the lunacy laws would meet this

——
, case ?—I do not.

15 March You think that it would be better to

have a new class of inspectors, and you would

not utilise the Lunacy Commissioners, who are

centleraen who are pretty well paid, and have

not very hard work ?—At the present time, they

can only visit once a year in places, and some-

times at longer periods than that ; I think that

it should be dissociated from lunacy.

715. I sup'pcse that a gentleman who was

thoroughly competent to act as a Lunacy Com-
missioner would have a sufficient knowledge of

brain diseases to be a fair judge of these cases?

—

Do not let it be supposed for one moment that I

think the Lunacy Commissioners not fully com-

petent to be the inspectors, but I think it neces-

sary for the working of the proposed law, and

really as a protection to the patients themselves,

that these houses should be visited very fre-

quently.

716. Plow often ?—Oiace a month, at least.

717. By the inspector?—By the resident in-

spector. It would be very easy to combine the

office of inspector of those places with the office

of sanitary inspestor.

718. Is a dij)somaniac at all likely to transmit

his falling to his progeny ?—Yes, if he begets

children durino; the time that he is sufFering fromO CD

such a disease.

719. Does the unfortunate individual who in-

herits this failing ever break out at once, or is it

generally developed by tippling ?— It is gene-
rally developed by tippling ; it takes even a very
violent and dangerous man three days to get
into a very violent and dangerous state.

720. Has your attention been at all directed

towards the punishment of Avhat we may call

the habitual tipjiler, rather than the confirmed
dipsomaniac ?—Do you mean the punishment of

being sent to prison ?

721. Yes; do you think that it has a good
and deterrent eflfect?—I do not,

722. Have you in any way given your atten-

tion as to how we can better stop such a course ?

—I would send him to a reformatory, or house
where his labour would be remunerative, and
where he would not be a criminal, and disgraced
for the remainder of his existence ; in the one
case it makes him apparently commit a crime,
and in the other case it is a matter of indiscre-

tion.

723. Have you considered whether we mio-ht

not have some more summary and easy method
of punishing a fellow who gets drunk, say, every
Saturday night, and staggers about the road, and
is a nuisance to a country village ; could not we
have some summary and easy method of punish-
ing such a man, rather than sending him to
prison?—I would put that man under private
surveillance at once.

724. What has been the average length of
detention of your private patients ?—The longest
time has been four years, and the shortest a

' fortnight.

725. I think that in answer to the Honourable
Member for Whitby, you said that you did not
think that more than 7 per cent, of these cases
had recovered ?—That is my experience

;
they

relapsed in a greater or less degree.

_

72G. Supposing that you had the law on your
side, and could detain- them as long as you
thought right, do you think that you could in-

crease that per-centage ?—Yes, undoubtedly, or
by secluding them as long as necessary,

727. Dr. L. Playfair.l I understand you that
you would have both the voluntary and the com-
pulsory system, that is to say, that patients
would go in voluntarily, and then be retained by
law until they were cured, or until attempts
were made to cure them ?—Yes ; I mean by that
the powder of enforcing the detention, so long as
it was agreed upon by the patient himself volun-
tarily going in.

728. You would not enforce it beyond the
voluntary time for which he agreed to go in on
entering the asylum ?—Certainly I si.ould, if the
object were not attained.

729. Then, in fact, you recommend very much
the same thing as has been recommended as a
mode of hospital treatment by the Contagious
Diseases Commission, namely, that patients
should go voluntarily into the hospital, but be
compulsoi'ily detained until they were cured ?

—

I do, to that effect ; I do not mean to say that I
would break faith. In the first place I do not
believe at all in voluntaryism in these mat-
ters.

730. Then, in fact, that voluntary system
breaks down ?—Undoubtedly.

731. We come then to the compulsory part of
it; you would place a man compulsorily in an
asylum when he was dangerous, as you have
said, either to himself, or to his family, or to the
public, or wasteful of his means ?—Yes.

732. Is not that a very large power to hold
over society

; why, for instance, have you a right

to place a drunkard in custody because he is

wasteful of his means, and not place another
man in custody who is equally wasteful of his

means, and equally wasteful of the means of his

family, an uttei'ly extravagant man, for instance ?

—Because one may lead to disease, which may
engender crime, and the other does not.

733. You do it because it is an incipient stage
of disease ?—Yes : I would deter him from ever
getting into that state. I think that they are

two very different propositions. A man who
wastes his means in drink, if he is not deterred,

generally falls into crime, dangerous either to

himself, or to others ; a man wasting his means
upon drink is getting into disease.

734. You would do it because you think that
drinking is the first stage towards disease?—

I

would,

735. Is that in itself sufficient. Supposing
that a man is utterly wasteful of himself and of
his health, and that his conduct necessarily leads

to disease by his extravagance and his dissolute

habits, is that a reason for putting him under
detention ?—Yes, you already do that in a certain

degree in cases of threatened suicides,

736. I am taking mei'ely the case of dissolute-

ness, where a man equally produces disease with-

out being an habitual drunkard ; would you
consider that the State was justified in putting

him in detention because he was wasting his

means in a dissolute way which led to disease ?

—No, because another form of dissolute life

would not lead to disease which required State

intervention,

737. It very often leads to disease which pro-

duces hereditary disease in the man's family ?

—

Yes, but it does not require State interven-

tion ; it does not interfere with the welfare of

others,

738. I am
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738. I am not sure of that if he is wasting his

family's means?— I mean their well being or

welfare.

739. Take the case of dipsomaniacs : why
should you not do the same to kleptomaniacs ; if

you have a man with kleptomania who is dan-
gerous to the public, and is always interfering

with the pro2:)erty of others, Avhy should he not

be detaiiied in the same way as a dipsomaniac ?

—He is.

740. Not necessarily ?—Under the lunacy
laws there is power to detain a kleptomaniac in

an asylum.

741. On what evidence?—On the evidence

that he has an impulsive desire to do what is

wrong, and tliat he is not under his own control.

742. Then that would be a e;ood arcjument for

your extendmg it to dipsomaniacs?—Un-
doubtedly.

743. Do you make no difference whatever
between a man actually insane, such as a dip-

somaniac, or a kleptomaniac, aiic a man having
merely bad habits, such as an habitual drunkard ?

— I say that in the one case, where the drinking

arises from mental disease, that patient should be

placed in an asylum, where you can treat him for

mental disease, and not in a reformatory at all

;

but where it is the result of a bad and vicious

habit, such a man should be placed in a refor-

matory, or a house or a place where proper

control could be exercised over him.

744. You said that under such circumstances

you could not recommend long periods of con-

finement, because those persons were poor, and
their families were generally thrown vipon the

State ; and therefore you would recommend
short periods of confinement?—I would.

745. Would short periods of confinement be

at all likely to ciire them of confirmed habits ?

—

I would begin earlier, before the habit became so

confirmed.

746. I do not exactly understand your defini-

tion when you would begin ; because you would
only begin when they became dangerous to

themselves or their families, or wasteful of their

means ?—I meant to say that I did not approve

of long periods of detention, because of the very

disastrous consequences to the family, and that

short periods very frequently had a very deter-

rent effect. In some cases I have seen three or

four days have as good an effect as the same
number of months,

747. In the large number of cases, above 100

which you have had, with that power judiciously

exercised, you only cured about 7 per cent. ?

—

Yes ; I had not the powei", though I exercised it

to a certain extent.

748. Do you think that short periods would
effect cures anything comparative to the enor-

mous expense to the State ?—I do not think that

the expense to the State would be large, because
most institutions would be almost or quite self-

supporting.

749. But the inspection would be paid for by
the public ?—Yes.

750. Would not that be very large all over
the kingdom ?—No, because it would be at-

tached to existing offices ; for instance, inspec-

tors of factories, sanitary officers of large towns,

and sanitary otHcers of districts ; there are in-

spectors already all over the county.
751. You would employ those inspectors with

additional remuneration ?—Yes ; I think that the

inspection should be very full and very free.
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752. Is it yoiK experience that there is a great Mr. Mould.
deal of opium taken in the community?—No,
not a very large quantity. i5 March

753. You have not many pcsons sent to your 1872.

asylum from that cause ?—Very few.
754. Colonel Brise.'] I think that your expe-

rience is principally with the middle and upper
classes?—For the past 10 years it has been so;
I was four years in a county asylum with 1,000
patients.

755. You have not had much 'experience of
the lower classes ?—For four years I had expe-
rience of them.

756. I understand that you have 135 patients
in your asylum, and 120 out-patients?—No: I
have 135 patients in the asylum ; I did not say
that I had any out-patients, except those who re-

side in such places as I have mentioned ; I said

that T have at the present time 1 1 patients who
reside in farm-houses, or furnished houses, or
cottages; I said that I had had 120 cases of dip-

somaniacs, or habitual drunkards in 10 years'

time.

757. The average detention of these 11 out-

cases, you say, is about 18 months?—Yes, from a
fortnight.

75H. And, as a rule, you have generally found
,

that they have relapsed?— Yes.

759. I think you also said that in these out-

cases, if they were disobedient to orders, or refrac-

tory, you punished them ?—Yes.

760. How do you punish them?—Bv the de-

privation of a privilege, such as allowing them
to go out alone, or, if they get excited, I lock

them up, just the same as an ordinary patient,

and I put them in seclusion.

761. You would not put the institution which
you recommend under the control of the Lunacy
Commissioners, but rather under the control of

the sanitary inspectors of the division?— I would
put it under the control of the resident inspec-

tors, and you might have a central office in Lon-
don, to whom they might be responsible, such as

the Local Government Board, or the Lunacy
Commissioners.

762. Would you have it under the control of

the magistrates in any way?—Undoubtedly.
763. And you think that it would be self-

supporting?—In all the middle classes it would
be fully self-supporting, and it would not be a

great expense in the lower classes, because their

work would be so remunerative

764. Sir H. Johnstone.^ Have you observed an

increase in the drinking of women at all in the

last few years ?—Yes, certainly, in my experience

I have. I have had many more under my care.

I am speaking now of the boarders.

765. Can you fix any time since it has in-

creased, or has it been a gradual increase ?—It

has been a gradual increase.

766. With respect to those persons who have

been under your care, have they after they have

been once deliberately returned home, ever ex-

pressed any wish to return to your care ?—Yes.

767. In consequence of that wish, have they

come back spontaneously ?—Yes, I have had

many such instances ; it is the first coming which

they feel so strongly, because undoubtedly a pre-

judice attaches to any one who has been in an

asylum, which is not at all warranted by the facts,

but still it does obtain very strongly.

768. I suppose you have statistics of the num-
ber of those who have bfeen under your care more

than once, twice, or three times ?—I ha-s e not

E 4 them
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J_ ' has been with me 30 times in 10 years.

15 March 769. You have not had her long enough to

1S72. cure her?—No, because at the end of a month or

six weeks she has been well enough for me to let

her go, at the instigation of her friends. The

lon"-est time was 12 months, but she went out

usually in about a month.

770. What would you recommend in a case of

that sort?—I should keep her entirely under

supervision.

771. For the rest of her natural life?—Cer-

tainly.

772. Have you reason to believe that this

patient is under supervision after she has left your

hands ?—I am sure that she is not.

773. She is not under supervision of any kind?

—No, because she has property of her own ; she

is wilful and does Just as she likes.

774. You, of course, would not class those per-

sons who drink themselves into a state of great

excitement with the maniacal sufferers from mental

disease ?—No, the latter I should decidedly put

into an asylum.

775. But of course chronic drinking eventually

leads to that ?—Yes, to general paralysis.

776. As to this powder which you seem to have

exercised, as ycu say illegally, do you not think

that the evil of letting those persons remain with-

out treatment is a greater evil than the exercise

of this arbitrary power ?—I very strongly advo-

cate the power to do legally what I have done
illegally. I have taken an indemnity from the

friends, and I have been threatened with a great

many actions, but that did not matter the least in

the world.

777. Do you wish to tell the Committee that

your argument for confining drunkards is strongly

in consequence of the notoriety that many crimes

are caused by drunkenness ; has that ever

weighed with you in exercising this power ?

—

Undoubtedly it has.

778. I suppose that in a very large number
of examples you must be aware that crimes are

committed either in a state of drunkenness, or

subsequently to a state of drunkenness?—Un-
doubtedly.

779. That of course would be a strong argu-

ment in your mind for wishing to have a per-

manent detention of drunkards before they get
into this savao-e state ?—It is the strongest argu-

ment which I have for doing legally what hitherto

has been illegal.

780. Major [Valhe7\'\ You mentioned that in

your own experience not more than 7 per cent,

of cures had been effected among this class of
patients ?—By cures I mean patients who, during
my 10 years' experience of them, have not re-

laj^sed into their previous bad habit.

781. You also anticipate that, with the legal

powers wdiich you advocate, you might increase
that i^er-centage to some extent?—Yes, and
more than that ; if I could say to any patient,
" If you relapse into that habit I shall have you
back again at once," it would have a very im-
portant effect.

782. It would make a considerable inci'ease

upon that per-centage ?—Undoubtedly.
783. Taking the fact that excessive drinking

in the^ country is a great national evil, what rela-
tive importance would you attach to a large
system of voluntary or compulsory asylums, with
a system of inspectors and inspection, such as
you have recommended, compared with a great

reform in the licensing system, which would very
much lessen the facilities for obtaining drink,
and would regulate the liquor traffic; which
of those courses do you think relatively would
have the greatest permanent effect in reducing
drunkenness in the kingdom ?—The control exer-
cised over those who get into vicious and bad
habits, but it might be supplemented very
largely.

784. You look upon that as the more impor-
tant of the two?— I do; but, of course, I speak
with expeiyence of one, and with a limited ex-
perience of the other.

785. Lord C. J. Hamilton.'] I understand that
you advocate the detention of drunkards on
behalf of society, as well as on behalf of them-
selves?—Almost more so.

786. And you have not a fair hope of being
able to reclaim many of them from these habits
of drunkenness ?—With my present experience
I have reclaimed in that way comparatively few;
I do not mean to say that if the power had been
lai-ger the result might not have been much
greater.

787. But still you believe in the efficacy

of such treatment, if it were possible to carry it

out ?—I do, imdoubtedly ; and further, I may
state that Qven as regards these patients, whom
I speak of as having relapsed, they for a time
have been saved either from themselves or from
committing some crime.

788. To be consistent, you must extend such
a system to all classes alike, both rich and poor,

the higher and the lower classes ?—Undoubtedly.
I think that I have advocated that already.

What I said with regard to the poorer classes

was, that it was very hard upon a man to place

him in an institution for a prolonged period, and
to impoverish and demoralize his family, or to

pauperise the family and to make them a charge
upon the State ; whereas in such cases, by more
frequent committals, if one may use such a term,
or by constant inspection putting them under the

surveillance of the police, or the Government
Local Board, you would exercise a very large

deterrent influence upon the poorer classes.

789. You have stated that you Avould employ
those poorer classes at remunerative labour ?

—

Yes, they are already so employed in the county
asylums, and they are among the very best in

those asylums.

790. The rich classes would pay for their own
maintenance ?—Yes, undoubtedly.

791. How would you employ the time of these

richer classes
;
say, for instance, a wealthy gen-

tleman whom you had with you for six months
or a year ?—I should send him fishing, or yacht-

ing, or hunting.

792. But always under surveillance?— Yes,
with power to knock a bottle out of his hand. I
had a man to whose attendant I gave authority

to take the bottle out of his hand, and he did

so.

793. Did he find this restraint become very
irksome at last ?—Very irksome, and therein was
the cure.

794. Did he not attempt to break away ?

—

Yes.

795. Still he never succeeded in getting away ?

—No.
796. You never found it lead to suicide?

—

No ; it leads at times to assaults upon the man
Avho has to exercise the restraint, but that he has

to bear.

797. How
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797. How would you consider that the inspec-

tors should be paid ; should they be paid by the

county, or by the State resources ? — They
should be paid by certain fees received from the

patients in the case of those who could j^ay, in

the same way as is now done with private pa-

tients in private hospitals. Each patient who
could afford to pay at all should pay proportionate

fees, which should be paid into a common fund,

which should go as far as possible to pay the in-

spectors.

798. You would not have a sliding scale in

proportion to a man's income, would you ?—Most
undoubtedly I should.

799. Suppose that a man had 20,000 /. a-year ?

—I should not go to that extent ; a man would
pay 10 guineas a week or would only pay 15 5.

a quarter; you would have a maximum and also

minimum. That is how the two visiting physi-

cians who visit asylums are now paid. I am the

superintendent of a public asylum, which also

takes private patients, and the fees from patients

in a place like that amount to 600 /. a-year,

simply paid in 15 s. and four guineas a quarter.

800. Mr. H. Samuelscn.j Do you think that

the greater proportion of habitual drunkards are

incapable of being cured ?— I am sure that they

are not incapable of.being cured, if they are taken

in time, and if you exercise a statutory power
over them.

801. The difficulty then is to find the exact

time when you should take them ?—Yes, I am
afraid that you could not take them until it was
shown that they were either dangerous to them-

selves, or dangerous to society, or so wasteful of

their means as to injure their families.

802. Would you render it necessary to have a

certain number of convictions before a magis-

trate?— I would not have one if I could help it.

803. Do you not think that that would be

putting a very great j^ower into the hands of

the family ?—No, not one family in a hundred
dare now to exercise it.

804. It is not legal now ?—No, but even if it

were legal, odium attaches to the husband who
puts in the wife, or the wife who puts in the

husband, or the brother who puts in the sister

;

there is a very strong feeling upon the subject

now.
805. It requires to be very carefully guarded ?

—Yes, and that is why I advocate constant

supervision by independent authority.

806. Chairman.'] In reference to a question

which the Noble Lord put to you just now, have

you heard that in the county of Kent, and also, ]\f Mould.
I believe, in Yorkshire, there are proprietors of
private lunatic asylums who keep packs of '5 March
hounds for their patients to hunt Avith?— I keep ^^72.

one myself ; at least a pack of harriers.

807. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.] I think that there
is a little ambiguity in what you said about the
cures, because you mentioned 15 per cent, of the
cases under your charge ? —I was then speaking
of patients who came to the asylum ; the cer-
tificated patients for mental disease, and in the
seven per cent. I was speaking of lunatics.

808. Fifteen per cent, of the cases were trace-
able to drink?—Yes.

809. And seven per cent, were cured ?—No,
the seven per cent, referred to voluntarily
patients.

810. Mr. Read.] With regard to the number
of insane persons who are generally cured, did

you say that the proportion was as much as 52
per cent. ?—I was speaking of the asylum of

which I am superintendent.

811. Do you mean to say that more than half

the people who go in there are so effectually

cured that they have no relapses ?—No, I mean
to say that of the number of patients during any
one year, the average number of recoveries would
be 52 per cent., that is to say, that those persons

would be sufficiently well to resume their occu-

pation, and to be free from all mental disturbance

apparently ; but every patient is liable to relapse.

812. You say that these 52 per cent, are suffi-

ciently cured to go about their usual avocations ?

—Yes.
813. But they are subject to relapse ?—Yes.

814. When you said tluit seven per cent, of

your private inebriates were cured, did you
apply the same thing to them ?—No, I mean that

100 per cent, of cases are apparently cured and
are sent out free from any mental disturbance;

neai'ly every case which comes in voluntarily,

unless it is a very confirmed case, goes out, so to

speak, cured, but I was speaking of the relapses,

I meant that only seven out of 100 had not

relapsed.

815. I do not exactly understand whether you
put that relapse over the whole period of time of

which you hr>,ve any knowledge '—Yes ; I do

over 10 years time.

816. And in the other case you take merely

one year?—Yes.

817. That makes a very great difference ?—It

does.

Dr. Charles Robert Bree, called in ; and Examined.

818. Chairman.'] You are a Physician in

practice, I believe, in Essex ?—Yes, at Col-

chester.

819. And you were formerly in practice for

many years as a general practitioner ?—I was, in

Suffolk.

820. During the years of that practice have

you been largely brought into contact with

drunkards generally ?—Yes, very considerably I

may say.

821. Has that been principally in the agricul-

tural population ?— I have lived for 26 years

among an agricultural population, and during

the last 13 years I have resided in a town, so

that I have had opportunities of seeing drunken-
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ness, both in town and country, during a period

of about 40 years.

822. For several years also have you had a

magisterial knowledge of the subject of intem-

perance ?—I have been 22 years a justice of the

peace. In Suffolk I acted as a justice for eight

or 10 years, when I was intimately acquainted

with the poorer classes all round me ; more so

than I am at present.

823. Have you any particular knowledge of

cases of insanity arising from intemperance ?—

I

have no statistics of my own, but as a justice of

the peace I have got them from the asylum in

Essex, and In Suffolk also.

824. Will you have the kindness to put them

F i">
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Dr Bree in, or to read them?—The return which I have

in my hand is from the asylnm at Brentwood,

15 March f^.^n^ Campbell. I have asked him for IQ

1872. years; from 1862 to 1871 the number of admis-

sions 'into the asylum was 1,681. The number

of cases caused by intemperance was 139, being

106 males and 33 females, and the total gives one

in 12. In Suffolk, Dr. Kirkman, the superin-

tendent, is ill, and cannot make out the return,

but he says, " I now send you an extract from

an early report of mine, 1844, in which you will

see a calculation on 14 years of our intemperate

admissions. I find on an average of the last 10

years the per-centage has been six a year," In

his report in the first 14 years it was about seven

per cent,, and this paragraph refers to the last

10 years as being six, which is very much lower

than the ordinary idea of those cases.

825. Can you state the average of the per-

centage ?— I cannot, because I have no figures to

guide me there. Dr. Kirkman is in a very bad

state of health. I will read a part of his report.

He says, " Intemperance does not appear to be

the cause with us, beyond the proportion of seven

per cent., and by taking the calculation either

on our late annual admissions, or upon a general

estimate of 14 years, there is not much beyond a

fractional variation." That is up to 1844. He
says, that in the last 10 years, up to the present

time, the average per-centage has been six a

year.

826. If you have any other figures we will

finish the statistical part of the examination first ?

—I have no more statistics connected with my
locality than those.

827. Have you formed any opinion upon the

necessity of legislating on the question of con-

stant drunkenness as a social evil ?—I have no
doubt whatever, in my own mind, about its ne-
cessity.

828. You have no doubt of the high import-

ance of dealing with it in some way ?—Almost
every man could detail to you cases which would
make its necessity perfectly clear ; cases produc-
tive of the most comjilete misery.

829. Have you considered in your own mind
what form that interference should take ?—

I

think that I would treat a man who is an habitual

drunkard in the best way to cure him, which is

simply to confine him, and not allow him to

have any intoxicating drink at all. I should cut
it off entirely until he got better, and after he
got better he might be turned out, and if he was
sent again he would very soon derive the benefits

of it in every way. There is no reason why you
should not get a perfect cure ; almost all these
cases of intemperance are cured in asylums as a
rule.

830. Should that legislation be in the form of
voluntary or compulsory interference with these
cases ?—I think that there ought to be certain
protections. I may suggest, for instance, that in

the case of an habitual drunkard I would have the
nearest relative, and also the minister of his
parish, and one, if not two, medical men, before
I should allow him to be placed in confinement, so
as to protect the liberty of the subject, interfer-
ence with which, of course, is the great danger
in a matter of that kind. To set against that you
must remember those places would, of course,
be inspected, and every man who was perfectly
well would be turned out ; he would not remain
in long.

831. Have you heard the evidence which Mr.
Mould has been giving u])on the subject of the

treatment of habitual intemperance in various

ways?—I did not hear it very clearly.

832. Have you any views of your own upon
the particular way in which you would deal with
these cases ?—I think that the great effort which
should be made is for the prevention of drunken-
ness. There are three or four very important
points. First of all I think that we ought to have
industrial schools, so as to educate the girls, par-
ticularly, so that they might make good wives,

and make the homes oftheir husbands comfortable
and happy, and not drive them from home to

public-houses. Then I think that the Legisla-
ture ought to interfere as far as possible in mak-
ing the houses of the poor in every respect hal?it-

able places, and comfortable and healthy. Of
course that is a delicate point. Then I think
that in all large towns, and in the country cer-

tainly to a certain extent, there ought to be some
place of amusement for these men after they
have left off work. At present the men go from
work into the town, and they have no other place

of resort but the public-house. More use ought
to be made of the Public Libraries Act, which is

now a dead letter, if the publicans raise their

finger against it. I tried to introduce it last year
in Colchester, and the publicans collected great

masses of people who howled it down, and it had
not a chance. If you had places where men
could smoke their pipes, and have a cup of tea

and read their papers, it would prevent their

going to the public-house.

833. I suppose that you in this have reference

to the initiatary stage ofintemperance ?—Yes; my
profession leads me to go to the cause, so as to

cut off the disease.

834. As a magistrate, are you satisfied with
short sentences for drunkenness or minor offences

connected with drink ?—Yes ; I am quite op-
posed to long sentences as a rule ; short sentences

are in many criminal cases much more satisfac-

tory. The amount of crime produced by in-

temperance amongst the agricultural population
is perfectly fearful ; there is no question about
it, it is now a foregone conclusion ; we do not
require any evidence about it.

835. In the case of a person thoroughly ad-

dicted to drink, is the sending him to prison

for seven or 14 days of any sort of use as a

deterrent?—The ordinary sentence is a fine of

5 s., or to send him for seven or 14 days.

836. But do you thick that that has any real

deterrent effect ?— I do not think that it has

much, at least I am afraid not ; I am afraid that

we do not deter drunkenness by legislative means
of that kind.

837. I believe that you think that the per-

centage of insane cases directly attributable to

drunkenness is less than is ordinarily believed to

be the case ?—As far as I can judge from the two
large agricultural counties, Essex and Suffolk, it

is very much less ; there is no question about it.

838. The population amongst whom you have

been living all your life are not at all a notori-

ously drunken people?—No, I do not think that

they are notoriously so, but there is a great

amount of drunkenness, and a great amount
which never comes before the public.

839. Are they for the most part beer drinkers ?

—Yes, as a rule
;
they drink beer and porter.

840. Has it ever happened to you to make any
inquiry as to the proportion of cases coming be-

fore you as a magistrate, in which the drunken-
ness is the result of beer as compared with

spirits?—No, I never made any comparison of
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that sort ; a fact of that kind would be very
difficult to get at.

841. Mr. PV. H. Gladstone.'] You have spoken
of the desirability of preventing drunkenness,
but the matter in contemplation is entirely an at-

tempt to cure it, is it not?—Yes ; I only suggested
that I thought that prevention was better than
cure.

842. Would it not be very difficult to tell

when a patient was cured, because most people
recommend total abstinence from drink during
the time, so that it would be impossible to test

his inclination ?—There are many of those

cases ; the habitual drunkards are positively

insane
;
they are insane people with lucid inter-

vals, more or less, consequently there is a certain

amount of brain disease to get rid of, and they
require a certain amount of treatment; a man
might not be safe for a very considerable time to

be let loose again.

843. After all, that class forms only a small

proportion ?— I Avoidd not make the slightest dis-

tinction in classes ; I cannot see the least use
in it.

844. I mean that the number Avhich you call

insane is a very small number of the whole class

of drunkards ?—Yes, certainly.

845. You would not object to placing under
restraint persons who were inclined to drink,

biit Avho were not insane ?—I think that you
might easily define what an habitual drunkard
was short of insanity. I knoAv a case which very
lately came under my own observation, in which
a man entirely killed his wife by getting drunk
and coming into her sick room and worrying out
her life, until she died. We got her away, but he
took advantage of the law and assumed his

marital rights. That man was as much resj^on-

sible for that woman's death as if he had poisoned
or shot her. I do not know how you are to meet
those cases if you do not do it by confinement

;

it is the kindest and best thing towards a man in

tliat position to confine him and keep him away
from drink.

846. You would rather suggest that a man
being dangerous, or being violent, would be a

good test as to when the law might interfere ?

—

I think that the violence is one element which
might be taken, but the frequency of the recur-

rence would be the principle test. For instance,

many men are drunk three days out of five, for

almost all their lives ; those men are at large

;

they are considered to be sane people, but they
are not. I do not think that they are sane

people; of course they are responsible to the

law as sane people, and therefore I merely give

it as an opinion.

847. When they are sober they are perfectly

sane ?—Yes, and so is a monomaniac. A mono-
maniac is perfectly sane except upon one point;

a man may be insane upon one particular point,

aud may be perfectly sane upon every other.

848. May a man have perfect self-control

when he is sober, and then be all of a sudden
subject to this impulse, and morally imable to

resist it ?—Yes, it is so.

849. Mr. miaiton.'] You spoke of the poorer
class ; what should you say to dealing with
habitual drunkenness with reference to the num-
ber of convictions in a certain limited time, say,

in a year ?—I do not think that you can reiy
upon convictions, because convictions very often
take place according to the peculiar place where
the drunkenness occurs : there are some places
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where it is treated lightly, and where the police Dr. Bree,
take little notice of drunkards.

850. What other basis should you proceed ^5 March

upon?—You might have the testimony of the
minister of the parish, and one or two medical
men, who had known the man and his habits

;

who had known him and had seen him in that
position

; I would fence him round with all pos-
sible protection, but would still let the remedy
be applied.

851. Do you not think that there might be
considerable amendment in the law relating to
the punishment of drunkenness by fine and Im-
prisonment, if there Avas a recognised cumula-
tive scale of punishment ; that "is to say, if it

was Avell knoAvn amongst drunkards that on tlieir

first offence there Avould be a certain punish-
ment, such as a slight fine, and on the second
offence a considerably higher fine, and for a third
offence an impi-isonment ; in a Avord, Avhere tliey
should be able to work at a trade, do not you
think that a system of cumulative punishment of
that sort Avould more likely to be deterrent than
the ])resent system, Avhere the punishment is

very much varied according to the Avill of the
magistrates ?—That would be very much more
severe upon the man, and very much more disas-

trous upon the family, than if you merely shut
him up and cured him of his comi^laint. I think
that the confinement Avould be much the least

punishment of the tAvo.

852. We have had recommended to us a large
room Avhere a number of men might be con-
fined, Avho would Avork at their trades, and it

has been shown to us in evidence that a man
might make as much, or even more than if he
Avas at large ?— I Avill agree to anythin" if you
avoid the gaol ; it is the gaol to Avhich I object, but
otherAA'ise I quite agree with a plan of that kind,
and nothing could be better ; let a man by all

means Avork at his trade all the time.

853. You think that if you had a slight fine,

and then a heavier fine, and then imprisonment
in such a place as that, it might have a better de-

terrent effect upon drunkenness than the existing

laAv?—ItAvould be a great improvement upon send-
ing them to gaol; I think it a very bad plan to send
drunkards to gaol at any time ; drunkenness is a

crime to a certain extent, but it is not a crime
like that committed by those Avith Avhom tliey

associate in gaol, and they get a great deal worse
by being sent to gaol ; it is almost as bad as

sending children, Avho should never be sent, to

gaol.

854. Mr. Birhy.~\ You Avould keep them under
restraint, you Avould not send them to gaol ; Avould

you place them in a public asylum?—I Avould

2)lace them in an asylum expressly for dipso-

maniacs.

855. Suppose the man escaped?— The respon-

sibility Avould then be throAvn upon the master of

the i^lace ; it Avould be a gaol, but not a county

gaol ; it Avould be depriving a man of his hberty,

but not associating him Avith felons, that is Avhere

I think the Avhole thing resides.

856. As I understand you, you do not antici-

pate any great difficulty in confining an habitual

drunkard ?—No ; I think that it could be done if

it Avas done upon tlie testimony of his nearest of

kin, and of the minister of his parish, and one or

tAVO medical men.
857. AVould not medical men differ?— Not

upon habitual drunkenness ; they do differ upon

other things; there are many cases of habitual

F 2 drunkenness
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15 March 358. You are now speaking of men in easy

'^73. cii-cumstances, who have medical men?—Yea.

8o9. But with the poorer classes it would not

be so easy, would it, to apply that test ?—I think

that it would, because the parish surgeon knows

every person in the parish, and all the cir-

cumstances, and sees the misery of the wife and

children, and knows the cause of it, and his

attention is very early drawn to it.

860. Under what circumstances would you
release them ?—I would release them according

to the severity of the case as it originally existed

and its complication with mania, leaving a dis-

cretion with the superintendent.

861. The superintendent would have, I sup-

jiose, to apply to a magistrate ?—That would be

a matter to determine afterwards ; it is rather a

nice point as to releasing them ;
you might give

power to the justices to send them, as is done

with children, to a reformatory for two, four, or

six months.

862. In your experience are habitual drunk-

ards often reclaimed ?—Not often.

863. Do you think that they might be re-

claimed more easily ?—Yes, and I think that a

vast amount of drunkenness might be prevented
;

I think that the reclamation of a drunkard is the

most difficult of all things when it has become
habitual ; I mean if you leave a man to his own
resources ; if you compelled him to live without
his drink, and sent him back again as often as he
again fell into his bad habits, then in time you
would cure him, because he would see the benefit

of living without it.

864. Mr. Read.'] I think that you have said

that a large per-centage of the crime in the agri-

cultural districts is attributable to drunkenness ?

— I think so, and associated with the fact of their

congregating together in beershops and public-

houses ; it is a great mistake allowing them to

congregate together, and drink freely, and get
drunk, and make all sorts of plots for poaching
and stealing, wdiich is usually done at the public-

house.

865. You do not think that crime is on the
increase in the agricultural districts ?—No.

866. Nor drunkenness ?—No.
867. But a good deal of drunkenness exists,

which does not come before the public ?—Yes ;

there are more drunken people, but not more, I

think, in proportion to the jiopulation.

868. Did it ever strike you in the country dis-

tricts, that one of the main reasons why drunken-
ness is not more frequently punished, is the very
round about way that we have to go in punish-
ing it ?—I think that it very much more fre-
quently arises from men not being taken into
custody from instructions to the police, particu-
larly in boroughs.

869. I do not talk of boroughs, but of the
country districts ; for instance, supposing that a
man Avas staggering about the streets on a
Saturday evening, and creating a disturbance,
what would you do with him ?—The police in
that^case would for a certainty take him up.

870. There is no policeman ; a policeman in
the agricultural parishes has generally four
parishes to look after

; you must first of all find
the policeman

; if he happens to be on the spot
It IS very well, but you have first of all a diffi-
culty m finding the policeman, and then what
would you do with the man ?—You Avould lay

your information against him, or tell the police--

man to lay an information against him, and get
your witnesses to prove that he was drunk.

871. You fine him 6 s. ?-• Yes.
872. And the costs are 13 s. ?—The costs are

generally with us 9 s.

873. The costs and the fine are, say, 15 s. ; he
cannot pay it, and he goes to prison for seven or
14 days ?—That is under the recent Act ; under
the old Act you could not send him to prison
at once, but could merely distrain his goods.

874. Is that a satisfactory way of dealing with
drunkenness in the agricultural districts?—

I

think not.

875. If there were a more easy and summary
way of punishing him, something wdiich would
be discreditable, such as putting him into the
stocks, do you think that it would be better ?

—

No, I am certain that that is a thing which can
never be done again in the country.

876. I mean a more summary mode of punish-
ment ?—I do not think that that Avould do.

877. Dr. L. Playfair?^ From your large ex-
perience as a physician, and a magistrate, do you
think that there are many cases of habitual
drunkards Avho do not come at all under the
cognisance of the police ?—I do.

878. Do you think that the proportion of them
in the districts with Avhich you are acquainted,
is larger than of those Avho do come under the
cognisance of the police ?—No, I think not. I

cannot tell the proportion, but I know that there
are numbers who never do come under the cog-
nisance of the police.

879. Are you aware that there are 38,800
cases of persons who are brought up every year
before the magistrates for habitual drunkenness ?

—We have no such charge as habitual drunken-
ness ; it is the first and second offence.

880. In 1870, there were 29,400 males, and
9,400 females, brought before the police for

habitual drunkenness in England?— They are
only charged with the fact at the time

; you
cannot charge a man with cumulative acts of
drunkenness, and therefore the term " habitual "

there is evidently misapplied.

881. With what proportion of cases should we
have to deal according to the plan Avhich you pro-

pose, namely, that we should detain comjDulsorily

all habitual drunkards in the country for their re-

formation ?—We have had hitherto no means of
classifying them ; Ave have no statistics which Avill

give you the slightest information upon the sub-
ject.

882. Are not there criminal statistics to that

extent, that there 38,000 cases of persons yearly

brought before the police ?—For drunkenness.
The word " habitual " must be a mistake, be-

cause the law does not recognise such a charge.

883. But I suppose that you think that such
cases would generally be habitual?—Probably.

Sometimes we have eight or ten young felloAvs in

one parish brought up one after the other. I have
such a case in my mind at this moment. You cannot

call them habitual drunkards ; an habitual drunk-
ard is a man Avho gets Avell from his drunkenness,

and then in a greater or shorter time returns to

it for a certainty.

884. You have stated that you Avould not draAv

the line that such poAver should be exei'cised over

a man if he had been tAvice or thrice committed,

but that you Avould carry it to cases where there

had been no committals at all ?—I Avould not have
any committals except to a place which w^as not

a gaol.
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a gaol. I would treat it as a reformatory, and I

think that the justices' sentence should be in the

same way as you now send boys to a reformatory

school.

885. But you would allow the family to take

measures before the man had been brought be-

fore the magistrate at all ?—Certainly, if you
could devise a way to do it.

886. Would there not be an enormous extent

of reformatories which must be created through-

out the country for such purposes ?—I think

not.

887. If it is the case that annually 38,000
people are before magistrates by the police, and
if those are people likely to become habitual

drunkards, does it not indicate that it is a deep-
rooted evil, which we must meet by extraor-

dinary exertions ?—There is no doubt about the

evil being deep-rooted. Does that number in-

clude Scotland and Ireland ?

888. I think not : I take it from the evidence

of Dr. Crichton Browne, who gave evidence here

on Tuesday ; I have not the statistics before me,
but I think that it is in England and Wales ;

taking that as an indication, you would also in-

clude a laroje number outside that rano-e alto-

gether, namely, persons who had never been
brought into connection wiih the police in any
way ?—Yes.

889. Is not it an enonnous extent of reforma-
tion which you would recommend us to under-
take ?—No, it is simply this ;

my opinion is that

the habitual druukard, whom we wish to treat in

this way, very rarely comes before the justices
;

he is cunning enough to keep out of the way ; it

is the ordinary drunkard who comes before the

justices, and therefore I would not apply the

rule of the reformatory to all cases of drunken-
ness. You must allow the law to take its course
with those cases in ordinary circumstances, but
you would confine the habitual drunkard, and
that is the man whom you especially want to

treat.

890. Then you would take it with a very care-

ful definition, and would surround it with safe-

guards in order to limit the area ?—I would, and
to comply with the popular feeling.

891. Do you attach more importance to the

preventive measures which you pi-opose, such as

education and the improvement of dwellings, and
the impi'ovement of the labouring classes, or to

the curative means ?—I have no doubt that pre-

ventive means would in the end lessen drunken-
ness much more than repressive means.

892. Mr. H. Samuelson.'] Do you think that

confinement would cvu'e a large proportion of

habitual drunkai'ds ?—A great pi'oportion.

893. Do you think that the fear of confinement
would cure still more ?—I think that it would
have a still more salutary eflfect.

894. Do you believe that many men would
go voluntarily into inebriate asylums ?—I have
no doubt of it.

895. If they did so, would you keep them until

they Avere cured, or would you let them stay

only for a certain time 1—That is a matter of

detail.

896. If they only went in for a certain time,

when they recovered from the effects of drun-
kenness they Avould probably get drunk again ?

—

I think that each particular case ought to be
treated upon its own merits ; of course with an
habitual druukard you would not accept a limited

confinement as a means of curing him.
0.73.

897. You would make the reformatory self- Dr. Bree.
supporting ?—Yes, by the work of the people, '.

and also by making all people pay who could. 15 March
898. And the excess which a man earned over 1872.

the amount sufficient for his sujjport would be
given to his family ?—Yes, or to repay the ex-
penses upon the rates which the family had in-
flicted.

899. You would treat men of all classes, rich
and poor, exactly alike in the eye of the law ?

—

Most decidedly so.

900. But in the asylums you could not treat
them precisely in the same way ; the one would
pay out of his pocket for his maintenance, the
other would work out his maintenance ?—Yes ;

you would classify them just as you now do in-

sane people ; rich and poor are unfortunately
insane.

901. Do you think that if no licenses were
granted for the sale of liquor at the places where
dancing and amusement are allowed it would
have a material effect in diminishing drunken-
ness ?—The licensing question is a large question

;

I have myself always been excessively careful,

and I am sure that my brother justices have also

been so, in giving licenses ; they are much more
lax in some counties than they are in others.

902. Do you not think, as a magistrate, that
it Avould be advisable not to grant licenses for

music and dancing where there is a license for

drinking, so as to separate the two places ?—Yes,
1 think it very advisable to separate the two
places ; but I think that you would do a great
deal more good if you made the law more strin-

gent against the landloi-ds for allowing drunken-
ness to be repeated, than it is at pi'esent; we
often caution them, and talk to them a good
deal, but you may depend upon it that a great
deal of evil is done in that way; they know the

drunkards, and they allow them to drink habi-

tually in their houses. I would make that affect

their license.

903. Is there a difference between the drunken -

ness produced by the excessive drinking of beer
and porter, and that produced by the excessive

drinking of spirits?—Xo, they both produce the

same disease, namely, delirium tremens; it is the

alcohol in both cases which acts ; the porter or

beer contains alcohol, although in less quantity,

and that is the thing which causes drunkenness,

so that all cases of drunkenness are produced
by alcohol, whether it be in beer or porter, or

spirits.

904. Is there a great aggi'avation in the

disease when men have been in the habit of

getting drunk upon adulterated beer,for instance ?

—There is a great question about that. I cannot

say anything about adulterated beer. I liave

never analysed any, and I think that perhaps

too much has been made of that. I think that

it is a very important thing. I think that the

proposition of having it tested is a very good

one.

905. Colonel BriseJ] You have had a great

deal of experience ; can you tell us whether

there is more intemperance amongst the upper

and middle than amongst the lower classes of

society ?—There is very considerably less,

speaking of my time, in the upper classes ; per-

haps more in some portions of tire middle classes,

and more amongst the lower classes.

906. Is it chiefly in the lower classes ?—I will

not confine it. I think that drunkenness has in-

creased in both the middle and the lower classes

Y 3 that
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that is to say, some portion of the middle classes

of society.

907. 1 think that you have said that the

drunkemiess in the lower classes is chiefly from

drinking ale and beer, and not much from drink-

ing spirits ?—It is almost exclusively from ale

and beer in our counties, and there are others

who drink cider. In our counties it is ale or

porter ;
porter if they can get it among the towns,

and in the country they drink beer.

908. You do not attach much importance to

adulteration ?—You misunderstand me. I think

that adulteration is a very serious thing, but I

think that the question of adulteration has been

exaggerated. I do not think there is so much
adulterated beer as people suppose. I think that

it will be found so when a public analyser is ap-

pointed, which I presume will be done.

909. How would you alleviate the evils of in-

temperance amongst the lower classes ?— I would
alleviate them by preventing it as much as

possible, or by making their homes comfortable.

910. I mean as to shutting up half the public-

houses ; do you think that that would be a good

remedy ?—There is no doubt that it would be a

good thing within certain limits. That implies a

question upon which I think there has been ex-

aggeration ; I think that it would not diminish

drunkenness, because my opinion is that if you
were to shut up six out of twelve public-houses,

the remaining six would sell as much drink as the

twelve previously did.

911. Have you had many convictions at Col-

chester for drunkenness ?— Yes, almost every

week,
912. For drunkenness only, or for being drunk

and riotous?—For being drunk and riotous ; that

is under another Act of Parliament, and the ma-
gistrates can send them to gaol if they like,

913. You of course have had much experience

of delirium tremens ; in your experience, after a

man has once had delirium tremens, does he often

leave off drinking altogether, or is it generally

followed by habitual fits of drinking ?—It gene-
rally goes on and kills him,

914. Have you ever known instances of a man
having had delirium tremens, and then leaving

ofl' drink altogether ?—I have known instances of

that, but it is very rare,

'915. Have you had experience of the Idiot

Asylum at Colchester?—Yes, I am a visitor

there.

916, Have you observed much of the effect of
drinking on the offspring of the drunkard?—

I

have no doubt whatever, in my own mind, that a
drunken man never has healthy children

;
that, I

believe, is an established axiom.
917, "VVe had evidence the other day that out

of 300 idiots, 145 were the offspring of drunken
pai-ents ; do you believe that to be true ?— I think
it a very likely thing; I have no figures to guide
me, but I have no doubt of it. A man is not
able to procreate healthy children who is in a con-
stant state of drunkenness ; it is physiologically
impossible,

918, Do you think that you will be able to
obtain for us any statistics of idiotcy caused
by drunkenness at the Essex Idiot Asylum ?

—I will do all that I can to obtain them.
I will ask Mr. Millard next week, and he
will send up any account which he has.
We have only 100 cases there ; however,
these would be important. I think that you may
take it as fact that drunkards beget idiots ; it is

as certain as in the case of a man marrying his

own cousin, that is a source of the production of
idiots, the marrying in and in.

919, I think that you say that you would re-

commend what other witnesses have recom-
mended, namely, some institution in the county
for the detention of these habitual drunkards ?

—

I would,

920, Under whose conti'ol would you put it ?

— I would have it under the control of the county
justices.

921, Would you let the Lunacy Commis-
sioners have supervision over it ?—I think not

;

I think that you would then stamp it at once
with a character as a lunatic asylum, which it

should not bear, I would make the same rerhark
upon that as with respect to the gaol ; it should
be a reformatory, and not a gaol,

922, You would not put any of the expenses
upon the rates ?—I think that it would support
itself in the end ; at all events, it would save a
vast deal to the rates if you could make drunken
men sober,

923, Sir H. Johnstone.^ I suppose that the
gain to the State would be considerable if you
could lessen the number of idiots, who are not of

much use to the State ?—Yes ; but they are

mostly supported by charity.

924, If you could by any legislative methods
prevent the birth of idiots, you would be doing a

practical service to the State ?—Decidedly so

;

and it is important in a very high degree to

prevent it,

925, The great object, of course, is to prevent
drunkenness being a confirmed habit?—Yes.

926, And on those grounds you would recom-
mend the incarceration of the habitual drunkard?
—I would,

927, Do you think that short periods of

detention for drunkenness are effectual ?—I do
not think that either long or short sentences do
much good,

928, It depends very much on the indi-

vidual case ?— I think that the association in gaol

does away with the good which is effected by
depriving a man of his liberty ; I think that the

whole of our punishments in gaol must be revised

sooner or later; I think that a great deal of

mischief is done by sending drunken men to

associate with felons and housebreakers,

929, Apart from the gaol, have you any ex-

perience that a short punishment is better than

a long punishment, or vice versa ; I speak of the

fear of detention ?—I do not like long punish-

ments for anything.

930, Supposing that you were in charge of an
asylum for habitual drunkards, would you prefer

keeping a man there for three months or for three

weeks ?—For three months,

931, Lord C. J.Hamilton.'] You stated that,

as a magistrate, you woiild be in favour of the

minister of the parish, in conjunction with several

medical men, being the authority who should

direct habitual drunkards to be placed in con-

finement?— I think that it might be the minister

of the parish and the nearest relative, wife, or

father, or brother, or son, and one or two medical

men ; one probably would be sufficient ; I think

that you should not have less than the concur-

rence of those three parties, and I think that that

would prevent anything like an interference Avith

the liberty of the subject; it Avould prevent the

idea of a man being shut up for nothing,

932, Do you not think that it would be placing

the
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the minister of the parish in somewhat an invi-

dious position, making him somewhat of a police-

man in the eyes of his parishioners ?—He would
not give evidence as to the fact, but would
merely sanction the removal ; I mention him be-

cause he is the person who knows most about

his parishioners, and knows their habits.

933. That, I presume, would only apply to

country parishes, and not to a town like

Sheffield ?—It would not, of course, apply there.

It is a mere suggestion on my part. I referred

more especially to the man's spiritual adviser,

I think that you ought to fence a man round
with every protection which you can, before

sending him to such a place.

934. You have mentioned the minister of the

parish as a man likely to know every resident in

that parish ; do you not think that the relieving

officer would be a man equally in such a posi-

tion ?—Yes, the relieving officer would be a very
good man, only that he has plenty to do, and it

would seem to be taking him out of his work.
935. You have stated that you have known

no charges for habitual drunkenness brought
before you at Colchester; I presume that you
keep a record of each conviction ?—Yes. After
the persons are found guilty, a report is made by
the policeman that they have been convicted two
or three times before ; but the term " habitual

drunkard " is never used ; it is not in the

law ; there is no punishment for an habitual

drunkard.

0.73.
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DONALD DALRYMPLE, Esq., in the Chair.

Dr. Alexander Peddie, called in ; and Examined.

jjj,
936. Chairman.'] Will you state your profes-

A Peddie ^^^^^ position ; are you a physician ?— I am
*

* practising as a physician in Edinburgh ; I gradu-

19 March atedin 1835 ; I am a fellow of the Royal College

1872. of Physicians, Edinburgh, and also a Licentiate

of the Royal College of Surgeons.
937. You have, I believe, long taken consider-

able interest in the question of the diminution of
the evils of excessive drinking ?—Yes, I have
taken a great interest in that question for a long
period of time. 1 wrote upon delirium tremens

in 1854, with reference to its pathology and
treatment, without stimulants or opiates ; and I

w^rote first upon the question of dipsomania in

1858. Since then I have published a good deal
on the subject otherwise, more especially in a
communication to the Social Science Association
in 1860, and in articles in " Chambers' Ency-
clopoedia" Supplements, in 1868.

938. Then you have turned your attention to

the connection between alcohol, and the loss of
power of restraint in its use ?—Yes.

939. If it will be more convenient to you to

read your views upon this particular subject than
to answer questions, will you do so?—I have
jotted down a few particulars which I can give
the Committee. Although the use of alcohol is

excellent in itself, its abuse is most injurious, ac-

cording to the quantity taken, the length of time
of continuance in the habit, and the peculiarity
of particular constitutions. Alcohol finds its way
very rapidly through the circulation of the blood
to the brain, and affects the nervous system
generally ; in fact, there seems to be a peculiar
elective affinity for the action of alcohol on the
nervous system. This is at once seen in fits

of ordinary drunkenness by the diminished in-

telligence and the loss of control over the
voluntary muscles, on intelligence, from simple
foolishness to delirious frenzy, or stupor ; and
on the loss of power over the muscles from
simple staggering to something analogous to
paralysis. That alcohol goes directly to the
brain has been ascertained by post mortem
examinations after intoxication, and likewise in
experiments made long ago upon the lower
animals. Such being the case in a simple debauch,
it may be expected that in a longer continued
course of drinking, where large quantities are

imbibed, and perhaps continued over a long period

of time, more or less continuously, there must be
great disturbance and change in the nervous

centres, affecting the action, if not the nutrition,

of the brain. Although a part is eliminated

by the lungs, the kidneys, the liver, and the

skin, yet a considerable portion is retained in

the system, undergoes some chemical changes.

It then produces a poisonous effect upon the

system, for it is supposed to be a narcotico acrid

poison ; and it occasions various effects, mental and
physical, upon different individuals, according to

constitution, age, sex, education, position in

life, and other circumstances. Now, the general

course of events in cases whether from an
acquired or inherited proclivity to the habit

of intemperance, may be stated thus : When
desire is once gratified and indulged, there

is a renewed craving, and a repetition of in-

dulgence, and these cravings and the repetitions

go on until they become more and more urgent

and indulgence more and more frequent, and at

last quite irresistible from the wretched impulse

from within. Thus, the moral sense gets more
and more blunted, and the moral power enfeebled,

until resistance and self-restraint is gone ; and
the fully developed malady so established con-

tinues, until the individual is put under control,

or is seized with delirium tremens, or delirium-

ebriosum, or some other disease, perhaps jaundice,

or some form of insanity, or paralysis, or death

in the midst of a fit of intoxication, or death from
suicide. I have seen all these ways of it, and
in the different grades of society

;
first, in

early practice connected with hospitals and dis-

pensaries, and latterly in private practice, and I

have an abundance of material here in the form
of cases occurring to myself, carefully noted,

which can be given to illustrate any of these

points if required. Now, such a condition is

totally different from ordinary drunkenness, and
it is not difficult to draw a line in different cases

with a view to control. In ordinary drunken-
ness you have convivial drinking, and occasional

or more or less systematic indulgence in stimu-

lants, with the eyes open to the consequences,

and with the will not so much affected but that

drink can be schemed for, or abstained from.

But in the form of drunkenness which we con-

template
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template as necessitating some legislative man-
agement, the liabitual drunkard, or the dipso-

maniac, or by whatever name he may be called,

is destitute of control over himself. In that

condition, no considerations, temporal or spiritual,

will have the slightest effect in checking the

drunkard's progress, if ways and means, foul or

fair, can be found to gratify tlie desire for

alcoholic stimulants. To attain this he will tell

the most shameful lies, for no truth is ever found
in connection with the habitual drunkard's

state. I never yet saw truth in relation to drink

got out of one who was a dipsomaniac; he has suffi-

cient reason left to tell these untruths, and to un-
derstand his position, because peojile in that con-

dition are seldom dead drunk
;
they are seldom in

the condition of total stupidity
; they have gene-

rally an eye open to their own affair, and that is

the main business of their existence, namely, how
to obtain drink. Then they Avill resoi't to the most
ingenious, mean, and degrading contrivances and
practices to procure and conceal liquor ; and all

this too while closely watched, and succeed in

deception, although ahnost fabulous quantities are

daily sAvallowed. In many of those cases with
which I have had to do, ladies, as well as gentle-

men, and the former are generally the worst so

far as the untruthfulness and ingenuity are con-

cerned, I have had the most solemn asseverations

that not a drop of liquor had crossed their lips for

many hours, when they could not have walked
across the floor ; that not a drop of liquor was
within their power, when I would find bottles of

liquor wrapped up in stockings and other articles

of clothing, concealed in trunks and wardrobes,

put up the chimnies, and under beds or between
mattrasses ; and on a late occasion, in the case of

a lady, after all means had failed in discovering

where the drink came from, on making a strict

personal examination, found a bottle of brandy
concealed in the armpit, hung round the neck
with an elastic cord, so that she might help her-

self as she pleased. The next morning on seeing

that the drunkenness still continued, and that

something more was to be got at, there was
actually found a bottle of brandy tied in the same
way round the loins, and placed between her

thisfhs. Such is but an instance of the determina-

tion to obtain the necessary supplies.

940. In fact they are governed by an imperious

impulse which they are utterly unable to resist ?

—An impulse which they cannot resist to obtain

one momentary gulph of anything alcoholic ; and
being in that condition they ought to be taken

charge of by others.

941. As they cannot help themselves, and
being lost to all sense of restraint and honour, I

presume that you would propose at some point

to step in ?—Undoubtedly.
942. Will you proceed with your statement?

—I think that I have said enough on the connec-

tion of the loss of power of restraint in the use of

alcohol.

943. Have you considered whether the first

link in the chain of cause and effect is drink or

disease ?—It is sometimes difficult to say what is

the first link, because the habit of drinking some-

times goes on in a sIoav and stealthy manner, as if

from vice to disease, and binding in the last link

the victim as a slave of a passion, from wiiich he

cannot free himself, struggle however hard he

may. But although there may be that difficulty

in the beginning, the end is quite apparent ; he

is then in a condition of inability to help himself,

0.73.

and he presents the most characteristic features jy^
of an insane person, because he has lost the mas- ji, Peddie.
tery of himself ; he has lost the mastery of his will, —

—

which is the distinguishing attribute of sanity. 19 March
Sometimes the habitual drunkard may have some 1872.

natural defect or weakness, although not a dis-

tinct hereditary taint of insanity or predisposition
to intemperance : and his mind and his will may
have been ill-regulated, ill-balanced, or perhaps
oyer-regulated by too much and indiscriminate
discipline. As regards the latter I know one
case especially, the particulars of which I have
with me, of a gentleman who, when a boy, was
kept in the hardest possible manner, and was
denied all pleasures of play, while in education
punishments were inflicted with great severity; so
that the moment he got free from parental
restraint he threw himself into the pleasures of
life, and having means at his command, in-

dulged his propensities. That man took to di'ink-

ing habits, and went on drinking for many years,
and got into a very low state, physically and
mentally, and at last died absolutely of intoxi-

cation. Sometimes wasting disease, or a severe
nervous shock, or a stroke of the sun, or a
blow on the head, or any heavy grief or re-

verse of fortune, will bring a mind which is in

a somewhat weak state into the condition of an
habitual drunkard, just because recourse is had to

stimulation in tbe first instance in order to over-
come feebleness, or to exhilirate, or to comfort
in some way or another. The relief brought from
this leads to a new experiment; and the experi-
ments go on until at last the person drift* into

that deplorable condition which I have described.
This disease, therefore, may be acquired, spring-
ing out of vicious courses, but in a large propor-
tion of instances I believe that the halntual
drunkard inherits the proclivity from drunken
parents, or an insanity from a constitutional in-

sanity in his family, of which the most marked
manifestation is a tendency to drink. Now, I have
many cases to illustrate that point, but I may just
select one or two for the purpose. Here is the
case of the wife of a respectable master house
})ainter. For the last 42 years she has been an
hal)itual drunkard, and has embittered her hus-
band's life since shortly after marriage. Every
possil)le means have been tried, but without avail.

She has been boarded in different places in the

country, and has been prevented access to drink,

and under medical care. She has been three times
in a lunatic asylum for periods of six weeks, three

months, and one year. She has been in different

houses ofrefuge and shelters 15 times, for periods

of from 11 days to one year; whilst she has also

been 15 times convicted for drunkenness and dis-

orderly conduct by magistrates, and sentenced to

various terms of imprisonment, running from 14

to 60 days, amounting in all to 778 days. She has

also spent 200 nights in police cells. When under
drink, her language and conduct are most violent

and outrageous. A few days since she completed

her last confinement in prison. The authorities

have long since declined to grant a lunacy war-

rant in this case.

944. Have you the slightest hope of now re-

claiming such a case as that ?—I have not.

945. Do you believe that if that case had been

taken in hand at an early period of her history,

this degrading state of things might never have
occurred ? — I believe that it would not ; her

father was an ordinary constant drinker, but

with jiower over himself to drink or abstain ; two

G brothers
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Dr. brothers were precisely as their father. The
A. Peddle, ^g^t case I shall mention is that of the son of this

woman, and this case will illustrate another posi-

19 Marcli
^-pj^ ^.'^\l{ch I take up here. He died in prison at

* the age of 38 ; he began drinking when a mere

lad, and although quiet and amiable when sober,

under the influence of drink was most furious and

dangerous, and given to thieving; he was 13

times convicted for being drunk and disorderly,

and committed to prison, and four times for theft

;

he thus spent 922 days in prison ; that is, two

years, six months, and 24 days, besides being a

great many times in the lock-up ofthe police office

as drunk and incapable, but set at liberty when
sober. Now, on this youth's father's side (I have

already given the mother's side, which showed

that she and her father, and her two brothers were

drunkards), his grandfather and grandmother

were bolh very much addicted to drink, but with

some self-control ; he had an aunt also intem-

perate. The father early showed a strong ten-

dency to drinking, but by a great effort of the

will, 40 years ago, he resolved to abstain, and has

never tasted alcoholic liquors since. Novv', when
the youth's mother's condition is taken into account,

there is here a strongly-marked family history of

drunkenness on both sides.

946. Does it appear to you that that case has

cost the ratepayers as much to keep it in gaol for

years, and the expenses connected with it, as it

would have done to have put it into a reformatory

for a sufficiently long period to have influenced

it for good ?—1 believe so ; the sum of money
calculated for me by the gaoler, in the former of

these cases was 42 /. 6 s. 6 6?. for confinements in

prison and in the police cells ; I beg now to hand
over to you all the papers connected with the

residences in refuges and in prisons of these two
parties. Another case, which I would instance

as a very marked one, of an inherited drunkard's

constitution, is that of a lady of good education

and good principles. She began to drink at the age
of 16, and died at the age of 56, during which time

she had many severe and protracted fits of drinking,

and, in fact, at last drank herself to death. This

patient was under my own care, occasionally, for

nearly fiveyears ; she was most untruthfulwhen the

desire was on her, resorting to the most ingenious

methods for procuring alcoholic supplies, which
by preference were brandy and beer, swearing
in the most solemn manner that she had never
tasted a drop, when she was incapable of walking.

She Avas boarded in a great many places in town
and in the country, and when under control was
intelligent, active, and industrious, andmad e herself

useful to others. Sometimes when under care she
employed herself as a Bible reader ; and when in

the country for three years under continued control

she gave herself to botany and geology, and
wrote most excellent letters from her retreat.

Now, her father was an habitual drunkard, a

grand aunt on the father's side was the same,
and also a cousin on the father's side. On the
mother's side the mother was an habitual
drunkard, a brother was an habitual drunkard,
a brother was insane, an aunt was an habitual
drunkard; two nieces, daughters of the same,
were habitual drunkards, and some other mem-
bers of these two families are said to have been
affected in the same way.

947. You bring forward those cases in proof
of the transmission from drunken parents of a
proclivity to drink in those whose parents have
themselves been intemperate ?— Yes, and I could

bring forward scores of such cases which have
been under my own care, or falling under my own
notice. The two first cases which I brought for-

ward were never under my care, but I have cor-
responded with and have had a visit from the
husband of the woman who gave him so much
trouble. He wrote to me long ago, thinking that
because I had written on the subject, I might know
of some place where she could be taken proper
care of.

948. Are you acquainted with the opinion of
Dr. Howe, of Massachusetts, in his work upon
Idiotcy ?—Yes ; I am aware that he has shown
that a very great amount of idiotcy arises from
drunken parents. I think that out of 359
cases, very accurately traced, 99 Avere cas6s of
children born of drunken parents. Then, again,
speaking upon that point. Dr. Thompson, of
Perth, the medical superintendent of the Perth
prisons, which is a very large institution, gave
some very important statistics in the " Edin-
burgh Medical Journal" for 1858; and in these
cases he not only showed an extraordinary
amount of idiotcy springing out of drunken
hereditary constitutions, but likewise a great deal
of epilepsy and paralysis, and various other
mental and nervous affections.

949. Has your attention been directed to some
rather singular statistics as to the q^uality of the
crimes committed by persons under the influence
of drink ?—Yes ; and the result seems to afford

a sort of crucial proof of the mental nature of
habitual drunkenness, or, in other -words, that it

is a disease. Where a man's condition has
arrived at that of habitual drunkenness, in certain

individuals there is not only a tendency to commit
crime, but the crimes committed under such cir-

cumstances have a remarkable vmiformity in

character. I think that SheriffBell, of Glasgow,
noticed some instances of the kind, but at any
rate I had some cases furnished me several years
ago by Sheriff Barclay, of Perth ; and a few
days ago, hearing that I Avas to be examined
before your Committee, he AATOte to me showing
his interest in the qiiestion, and making up some
of these cases to this period. Sheriff Barclay is

well known throughout the Avhole country as a
man of great attainments, and one who gives his

attention to social reform in every Avay. Now
the sheriff has put me in possession of tables in

which he shows the number of times that

particular criminals have been before him, and
committed to the prison of Perth. From the
year 1844, to the year 1865, one Avoman was
committed to prison 137 times for being drunk, and
Avhen drunk her invariable practice Avas to smash
windoAvs. That Avoman droAvned herself Avhen

intoxicated, in 1865. Then again the sheriffgave
me an instance of a man who Avhen drunk stole

notliingbut Bibles: he Avas an old soldier, wounded
in the head ; when drunk the objects of theft

Avere ahvays Bibles ; and he was transported for

the seventh act of Bible stealing. Then another

man stole nothing but spades ; a Avoman stole

nothing but shoes ; another stole nothing but
shawls ; and there is a curious case, the indict-

ment of Avhich the sheriff sent me, against a man
of the name of Grubb, who Avas transported for

the seventh act of stealing a tub ; there was
nothing in his line of life, and nothing in his

prospects, no motive, to make him especially desire

tubs, but so it was, that when he stole it Avas

always, excepting on one occasion, a tub.

950. You have adduced these cases of the uni-

formity,
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fbrmity of crime committed, as an indication of the

diseased condition of the mind of the individual

committing the act ?—I have.

951. And this has been exemplified in a suffi-

cient number of cases to give a coherence to the

theory, at all events, if not actual proof?—Yes;
and I will likewise put all these papers into your
possession.

9.52. Tills is a very brief table, but Is a very
important one ; it is the nuntber of persons, male
and female, who were apprehended or committed
by the police of the city of Perth from 1st August
1861 to 1st August 1871, and the number who
were in a state of intoxication at the time when
tlie offence was committed: males, 6,079; females
3,040: total, 9,119. The number in a state of
intoxication when the offence Avas committed

:

males, 2,864 ; females, 1,368 ;
making a total of

4,232, or, roughly, about 48 per cent, of the

whole ?—Yes, that is an important table. I may
here mention, as a part of the observation, as to

the curious uniformity of crime committed under
intemperance, what I have also observed in suc-

cessive attacks of delirium tremens in the same
individual, \dz., a constant recurrence of the same
run of ideas, and the same sort of delusions and
hallucinations.

953. In delirium tremens, do you draw a dis-

tinction between delusions of mind and hallucina-

tions of vision ?—They are principally hallucina-

tions in delirium tremens ; but when the disease

borders more upon what we call the delirium

ebriosum, delusions are more frequent.

954. Is the habitual drunkard, in your opinion,

a subject more proper for treatment or for

punishment. I will take him at once out of the

category of the occasional drunkard, and I will

take you to the individual who has become ad-

dicted to liquor ?— If there is anything at all in

what I have stated already in regard to habitual

drunkenness, that it is a form of insanity, or at

least something closely allied to insanity, then
the habltal drunkard is more properly a subject

for care, as it were, in an hospital, than a person
for punishment in a gaol

; yet, at the same time,

there must be a certain amount of reformatory

treatment entering into every case ; the question

hinges entirely upon that, and Is a purely prac-

tical one, aside from ail metaphysical or psycho-

logical distinctions or nice hair-splittings ; it is

one for medical diagnosis, and it is one in a great

measure for medical treatment ; it is one for

mental treatment, and it is one for social and
reformatory treatment. There must be a mixed
medical, moral, and reformatory treatment in

cases of this malady, of course varying very
much according to the position of life in which
the habitual drunkard or dipsomaniac Is ; accord-

ing to his education, according to his means, and
also according to the sex. Consequently, those

persons in the upper classes would require com-
plete occupation rather than work, and they are

entitled to amusements and to good living, and
to anything which their own or the means of

their friends, can afford, all with a view to restore

an enfeebled tone, and to beget new and better

desires, and to help them in regaining the

power of self-restraint, and self-control and
self-regulation. With regard to the criminal

class of drunkards, that is another question. In
their case, commonly speaking, more of the re-

formatory, and perhaps something more of the

punitive element may be required in their treat-

ment. They are there at the public expense

;
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they are there having committed crimes, and that l^""-

cannot be overlooked
; they cannot be associated P^^'^^^'

with other habitual drunkards who may not have ,

that tendency, and who may never have com- -

mltted any breach of the peace
; and, seeing that

they are at the public expense, they should work
for their maintenance ; work should be provided
for them, and that will be a great means to an end
for cure. I believe that punitive treatment could be
quite well followed out in a reformatory for such
characters as those, without its even being a gaol-
like punitive treatment

;
they might be denied

some comforts
;
they might even be denied a cer-

tain amount of gains from their work by fining, be-
cause I hold that in the establishment of separate

institutions for the treatment of drunkards, these

should be made self-supporting if possible ; and
I believe that this would be one of the great
means of deriving self-support, by making the
working classes who could not themselves pay for

their accommodation and treatment, work for

their maintenance, and certainly by making the

criminals work for their maintenance. At the

same time, I would hold out somethins; as an in-

clucement to better courses ; the criminal pauper
class must not be permitted to remain in Idleness,

and they must not be simjily the objects of punish-
ment

;
they should be paid for their labour ; the

payment might be under trust ; and after retain-

ing so much for keep, so much should be deducted
for any act of disobedience, or other bad conduct.

When they break the laws of the institution, or

do anything which is improper, by occasionally

lessening comforts, and by fining them in that sort

of way, I believe it would not be difficult to legis-

late even for that class, still viewing them as per-

sons of unsound mind, and requiring medical

treatment and care as well as reformations.

955. Have you considered whether the drunkard,
and those who are Insane from other causes,

should or should not be grouped together, and
treated in the same establishment?— I have from

the first advocated separate arrangements, and
although there was an attempt some years since

in Edinburgh to have a clause inserted in a

Lunacy Bill, for the care of the habitual

drunkard, yet I am more than ever convinced

that there must be separate arrangements, sepa-

rate asylums, and separate treatment, although

there may be some connection with a Lunacy
Commission ; I do not think that the idea of

separate arrangement precludes that. I do not

think tJiat any legislation on this question should

be in connection with a Lunacy Act. I do not

think that habitual drunkards should be confined

in lunatic asylums along wltli other lunatics ; at

the same time I would not be opposed to any of

our Lunacy Commissioners in Scotland (I am
not so well acquainted with the lunacy arrange-

ments in England) having some supervision of

institutions for inebriety, nor to these houses being

licensed by the Lunacy Commission.

956. I presume that you would grant that

there are constantly occurring amongst drunkards

cases which eventuate in insanity, and that then

they become fit and proper inmates for a lunatic

asylum pure and simple ?—\ es.

957. But do you consider that the grouping

of the two together would be alike injurious to

those who are insane upon other subjects and to

those who are placed there because they are

insane upon the subject of drink.''—Not only do

I think that it would be injurious, but I

think that the mixture would be incompatible.

G 2 111
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In most cases the treatment must differ. The
Peddie.

-fj-e^tment of the ordinary insane often requires a

considerable amount of stimulants ; stimulants

must never be within the sight or reach of

drunkards. Then again it is well known that

habitual drunkards are habitually liars, until

that particular state of the brain and nervous

system is remedied, and they would be found

most disagreeable inmates of any asylum. They

are intriguing, they are mischief-making, and

altogether troublesome until reformed; and it

has been the opinion, I believe, of
_
all the

superintendents of asylums, at least in Scot-

land, that they ought not to be grouped

together. Dr. Lauder Lindsay, in a report

of the Murray Koyal Institution for the Insane

Perth, for 1861-62, said, "The association of

dipsomaniacs with the ordinary community of an

asylum, operates injuriously in a twofold way

;

both upon the inebriate himself, and upon his in-

sane fellow inmates ; as a rule, they are prone to

exaggeration, both in word and deed, are not

over truthful, are cunning, resorting to every

artifice to gratify their morbid propensity, very

plausible, frequently vei-y intelligent and shrewd

;

find their stimulant in mischief-making, scandal-

talking, or in quarrelling with those about them."

Dr. Skae likewise gave a very strong utterance

on the same subject some time since from his ex-

perience in the Edinburgh Royal Lunatic

Asylum ; I have not the means of quoting any-

thing said by our Lunacy Commissioners on this

subject, but I believe that that is likewise their

opinion.

958. Are you aware of the failure of the

Australian Act, known as section No. 17 ?—

I

am.
959. That broke down upon the point of the

connection with lunacy asylums, did it not?—It

did ; the clause has been almost inoperative, just

because it was a clause of a Lunacy Bill ; and I

think that out of 33 applications in the course of

three years, only 21 came to orders, and that was
partly because the feeling of the people was
repugnant to the idea of habitual drunkards being
mixed up with the general insane ; but it like-

wise became a very expensive and troublesome
process.

960. I need not ask you whether inebriates

are mischievous and troublesome in intriguing,

and so on, because we have had all that evidence
already indicated by you in the peculiar forms of

crime, but that is so ?—It is.

961. And they are very troublesome inmates
-to the managers of asylums?—They are very
troublesome both to inmates and attendants.

962. They are very fond of brewing mischief
if they can ?—Yes ; I believe that in Scotland
the idea of dipsomaniac arrangements being made
in connection with asylum treatment would be
the death of any legislation ; I believe that the
feeling would be so strong that it could not be
done without raising a hue and cry against the
plan, although the necessity for some interference
was admittexl.

963. Let me take you to the question of the
authority under which an habitual drunkard is to
be detained in a reformatory, or other curative
establishment; whether it should be distinct
from the Lunacy Commissioners in England, and
their counterpart in Scotland, or whether you
would extend the jurisdiction of those gentlemen
to the inspection and overlooking of such estab-
lishments ? — The Lunacy Commissioners in

Scotland (as I have said before, I am not so well
acquainted with English arrangements) have, I
think, given great satisfaction in their labours;
and I think that it would be a guarantee to the
public if there was some supervision by that
board, some visitation of establishments, whether
they should be public sanitoriums, or private
retreats, or inebriate reformatories ; I think that
it would be some guarantee if they were under
State supervision in some way or other ; and the
Lunacy Commissioners, who are so well
acquainted with Lunacy in all its phases, would
be the best parties to undertake that work.

964. Supposing an inebriate asylum to be
established, in which any locality, say, some-
where in the county of Dumfries, would there be
any diflficulty in the authorities of that county
appointing inspectors, or a committee of inspec-
tion, to visit that house from t\me to time ?—I do
not think so.

965. And do you think that that would be
more congenial than having an inspection made
by an Inspector of Lunacy ?—I cannot answer
that question ; I thmk it is perfectly possible

that a very excellent resident board appointed
might obtain the confidence of the public.

966. Can you give the Committee experience
of past and present retreats for habitual drunk-
ards in Scotland ?—I know a good deal about
them ; I have been accustomed for many years

to send ladies and gentlemen into privacy for that

habit ; but from the beginning until the present

time, and more now than before, I have had a
very great difficulty in knowing what to do.

These retreats are fewer now than they were
formerly, and I believe they all more or less have a

struggle for existence. There is so much uncer-
tainty with regard to obtaining a sufficient num-
ber of boarders to pay the expenses, to enable a

man to secure a good house with grounds round it,

and to have a good kitchen for his patients, with
means of amusement and occupation ; a consi-

derable sum of money requires to be laid out for

such. Now the great uncertainty of a supply of

boarders makes it a heartless business ; it is not

remunerative, and consequently if men take up
inferior houses, it is to the loss of the boarders

committed to their care. In consequence of

having written upon this subject so many years

since, I have had many applications from all

parts of the country, from different parts of Eng-
land, as well as my own country, from persons

supposing that I had some connection with estab-

lishments for the care of habitual drunkards,

and inquiring what I would advise to be done
with them. Out of perhaps 12 cases of appli-

cations, which is a very moderate computation,

only one case would come to anything. Say,

that a gentleman has fallen into these habits, and
perhaps when brought down by an attack of

delirium tremens or some other disease, he is

somewhat penitent and his friends work upon his

mind, and he gives a sort of consent to go into a

retreat ; but in a few days when, through absti-

nence and control he recovers a little strength of

body and a little strength of mind, he refuses to

go, and the arrangement comes to nothing ; that

is a difficulty with regard to admission. Then the

difficulty in detention is just as great, because

patients, when they recover a certain amount of

physical strength and mental energy, and par-

ticularly if the horrible desire is again coming
strongly on them, will not remain, and they defy

the superintendent of the establishment where
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they are residing to detain them any longer, and
insist on obtaining freedom ; they know quite

well that there is no law either to enforce resi-

dence or to enforce detention, and consequently

they bid defiance to all connected with them.

967. You were here last Friday, and you
heard the evidence, I believe, mf)re especially of

Mr. Mould as well as that of Dr. Skae, is there

anything in that evidence which struck you,

upon which you would like to make any remark ?

—No ; I think the evidence given by those

gentlemen was very good,

968. At question 647, Mr. Mould made the

statement that he had had 1 20 patients in the middle
and wealthier classes during the last 10 years

who had placed themselves under his care ; and
he went on to say, " Legally one is bound to let

them go ; but I have been in the habit of taking

an indemnity from the friends or relatives of the

patients, and illegally keeping them in against

their will, and I have done so for as long a time

as eighteen months." In your judgment can it

be a wise and pro2:)er plan which permits a system
of breaking the law, although for a good purpose,

to go on, instead of legislating and obtaining that

very same object by legal means ?—I think that

it is improper, and that there being such an un-

certain state of the law, no good can come out of

it ; and this makes medical men, in our country,

at least, very careful in their conduct. I may
here mention the case of a lady, regarding whom
I was consulted, who is at present detained in a

licensed jjrivate house, a small institution, against

her will. That is a bad case. She was well edu-

cated, and in early life, I believe, used to drink.

She has been a confirmed drunkard since 1862.

Her conduct was always most violent wlien under
the influence of drink, she going into great

paroxysms of passion when it was withheld from
hei". She has several times threatened to take

lier husband's life, and once she set her room on
fire. When she was able to rise from the sofa to

dinner, she would often throw plates, hot water

jugs, decanter, &c., at her husband, servant, or

any one who happened to be in the room. The
consequence was that no servant would stay in

the house, and her young family were utterly

neglected, suflfering all the miseries that a

drunken mother can inflict. She Avas also very

cruel to them, at times endangering their lives

by blows, &c. Her habits latterly became most
shockingly filthy. When in her drinking fits, no

matter what room she would be in, she would not

use a chamber or go to the water-closet ; the

consequence was that the house became almost

unfit to live in. Everything was tried to reform

her : change of aii", also keeping no spirituous

liquors in the house, but all was of no avail, as

she either sent for or ordered herself the drink

from shops in the neighbourhood, or would even

bribe a beggar at the door to bring it to her.

She had several times nurses from asylums in the

house attending her, when she had reduced her

system by excessive drinking for weeks together,

but this was found to be perfectly useless, for

when she got well again in a short time she Avas

as bad as ever. She Avas placed under control

in a licensed house in August, 1869, against her

own Avill and that of some of her relations, where
she still remains comparatively happy. It is

quite evident that if she was at liberty to-morrow
she would soon commence drinking again and be

as miserable and as annoying as ever. Now, I

know that her father instituted proceedings some
0.73.

time since, but his death stopped proceedings,
and I believe that that patient is at this moment ^' Pc'^'^^^-

illegally confined. Then, again, we have a TT" ,

house, namely, Queensberry House, in Edin- '9 March

burgh, where ladies are taken. I believe that
''^*

it is quite questionable Avhether all are legally
detained there or not. It is a most excellent
institution, and I believe that a great deal of
good has been done by it, although a great deal
more good might have been done had the boarders
been controlled there for a greater length of time,
for, in general, continuance in the house is much
too short for anything like satisfactory reforma-
tion ; but if the thing came to be inquired into, I
believe that it would not stand in point of law, and
I rather tliink that our Commissioners of Lunacy
take that view.

969. Then, so far as the part of the question
Avhich aftects the liberty of the subject goes, there
may be quite as much danger of ill-disposed and
corrupt relatives, taking tlie law as it now stands,

giving an indemnity to the party who receives

illegally a patient of this sort as there Avould be
under a proper regulation by Act of Parliament.
Here is a gentleman Avho tells you that he has
had upAvards of 100 cases under his care in 10
years, and that he has received an indemnity
from the friends of the patients to hold him
harmless against actions at laAv ; the ^^resent

system does not protect the liberty of the sub-
ject under those circumstances r—It does not.

970. Have you in your oAvn mind formed any
plan for legislation on this subject?—In ls58 I

dreAv up a scheme, and it Avas published, but in

many particulars I think that it Avould be better

for amendment. I commenced Avritinac it out

anew, but have not had time to finish it ; the

general idea of it Avas that AA'ith laAv to control

the person and property of a habitual drunkard,

there should be a few public Sanatoriums estah-

lished, and facility given for the formation of

Retreats by the private adventure of individuals

or of associations of men ; that as regarded

Scotland the public establishm«nts might be,

perhaps, three or four in number : one in Edin-
burgh, one in GlasgoAV, one, say, in Dumfries, and
another in Aberdeen or Inverness ; that Govern-
ment aid should be given to a certain amount;
but I think that, in order to shoAv the sincerity

of the public in this cause, it Avould be a good
thing that the public should meet the Govern-
ment in a certain Avay, just as is proposed at

present in Australia, in Melbourne. Perhaps

you have had some documents sent to you lately

from that quarter, and in them you Avill find

there is an appeal to the public on the subject.

NoAv, my idea Avas that the Government miglit

grant the small sum of 2,000 I. or 3,000 /. to each

of these houses, toAvards building and furnishing,

not of expensive houses, but comfortable houses,

and that these should be a sort of model public

institutions; perhaps there might in them be a

small amount of accommodation for the middle

classes, but the principal accommodation should

be for the Avorking classes. I likewise think that

the Government should, in the first instance at

least, give a errant, sav, of 300 1, or 400 /. a year

to each of these houses tor mamtenance, on tlie

supposition that the communities Avould make up

as much more for the founding of the establish-

ment as Government advanced, and that the self-

supporting character of the establishments them-

selves Avoukl go a great Avay in meeting the

difference of annual expenditure
;
and, in time,

G 3 the
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I*''. the Government might either see fit to increase,

A. Ptddtc- withdraw the support granted. Private

~77~ parties would be left free to make their own ar-
ly March

rangements for habitual drunkards of the higher
^ and° middle classes; and I believe that, with

legal power, such institutions would spring up in

various parts of the country, in secluded situa-

tions, where the scheme could be best worked.

Then the other matters would be the way in

which applications for admission should be made,

orders granted, detention and dismission managed,

and so on. Those are the general features of the

scheme.

971. In these institutions, however conducted,

and however su2)ported, you think that there

should be a power to detain the individual against

his will in case of need?—Yes; I would have

voluntary admission, but compulsory detention

;

and I would have compulsory admission in ne-

cessitous cases, in any rank of life, by some
authority ; and in the cases of the criminal

drunkards through the police magistrates, or the

sheriffs, or through the procurator fiscal, acting

for the public interest, cr indeed in any case

where relatives and friends did not, or would not

step forward to undertake the responsibility.

972. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] Are you speaking

of Scotland alone ?—Of Scotland alone.

973. What would the total cost come to accord-

ing to your computation ?— I think that for

model institutions of that kind, in the first in-

stance at least, you might require 4,000 I. for the

building and furnishing, and from 600 /. to 1,200 Z.

for maintenance annually for each institution

;

but I have not gone very minutely into the
scheme for each institution.

974. At present all the inmates of these places

of which you have spoken, are, I suppose, per-

sons of actually unsound mind ?— Of unsound
mind.

975. But you contemplate bringing people into

them who are merely the victims of habitual
drunkenness ?—Yes, in the belief that the con-
dition of drunkenness has arrived at such a stage
as to be considered equivalent to unsoundness of
mind if not of positive unsoundness of mind ; it

should be treated as a form of insanity.

976. Then you would not look upon this treat-

ment as penal in any way ?—I think that with
regard to criminal drunkards, it may to some
extent be regarded as penal, but I consider that
separate arrangements would be absolutely neces-
sary in that case, and that they never should be
associated in wards along with habitual drunkards
of another class.

977. Which classes are you speaking of?—

I

speak of criminal drunkards as distinct from other
drunkards of the working class, or lower orders,
those who have been convicted for many offences,
and where the convictions have been so frequent
as to take them out of the ordinary rule of the
police, and to require restraint in a reformatory
asylum.

978. That is the class whom you would compel
to enter these institution j ?—Yes, to enter ine-
briate reformatories connected with workhouses
and prisons.

979. Mr. Achoyd.] Have you within the
range of your own practice had many cases of
successful curative treatment of habitual drunkards
whether the drunkenness was caused by mental
disease, or by a vitiated habit ?—I have not, for
want of power to enforce the proper method of
cure.

980. Which of the two classes of cases should

you consider the more easy to deal with, those of

mental disease, or those simply of a bad habit ?

—Those springing out of a vice, but arriving at

what may be considered disease are certainly the
most promising cases ; those inherited are de- •

cidedly unpromising, and would require a

lengthened period of control and careful treat-

ment.

981. In the class of cases caused by mental
disease, you, 1 presume, would recommend a long
jieriod of detention ?—Yes, a long period of de-

tention and treatment.

982. And in the other cases, which would be
reformatory cases, you would let detention 'de-

pend upon their own conduct ?—Yes ; every case

would require to be judged of according to its

own peculiarities.

983. I understand you to recommend two
classes of retreats for these habitual drunkards :

one I presume should be something like that of

the pauper lunatic asylums, and the other the

private retreats?—To some extent.

984. Have you pauper lunatic asylums in

Scotland, the same as we have in England?

—

Yes, there are some county lunatic asylums, but
in almost all of them high-class patients are

taken : there is better accommodation for high-

class patients
; yet there are pauper wards.

Formerly all those persons were treated in con-

nection with wards attached to poor-houses ; but
the Lunacy Commission brought about a change
in that practice, and now the treatment of that

class of lunatics is entirely in asylums. Arrange-
ments are made with various d,sylums throughout
the country, but several of our counties now have
asylums of their own, and some counties have

combined and have joint asylums.

985. The cost of the lunatics in these county

asylums is, I presume, borne by the county ?

—

Yes.

986. But the cost in private retreats is borne,

I presume, by the relatives and friends ?—Yes.

987. And those are the two classes of estab-

lishments which you would adopt for inebriates ?

—Yes.
988. Mr. Wharton.] I understand you to be

dealing with that class of habitual drunkards

who have absolutely lost control over them-
selves ?—Yes, entirely.

989. I have not understood you to prescribe

any treatment for those who have merely got into

the habit of drinking, but who have the power
of being cured ?—I confess that there is great

difficulty in knowing what to do with such per-

sons, because there perhaps the liberty of the

subject may interfere with the treatment; I only

contemplate control for the worst class of cases.

990. Have you contemplated any alteration in

the punishment upon conviction for drunken-

ness ?—I think that without any stretch of the

magistrates' power, when they find after some
four, five, or six convictions, crimes committed,

breaches of the peace, or personal violence, or

theft, and when they find that these cases are

coming up again and again, some discretionary

power might be left in their hands to enforce

treatment in a Drunkards' Reformatory Asylum.
991. I suppose that when dipsomania is an

inherited disease, it is almost beyond the power
of cure ?—Yes

; however, I am sanguine enough
to suppose that if legal power was possessed to

detain, sanatoriums, retreats or reformatories, un-

der proper treatment, even cases of that ap-

parently
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parently unpromising condition, in the course of

two or three years, a very great change would be
accomplished even in the worst cases ; and at any
rate, whether or not, these individuals would be
an immense deal happier than they are in a state

of continual drunkenness.
992. Mr. Miller.^ Taking the first case to

which you alluded, namely, that of a woman,
would she be a proper subject to be put into a

reformatory ?—Undoubtedly.
993. It is that class of people to whom you are

pointing as proper to be put into reformatories ?

—Yes.
994. What is the present state of that woman ?

—She has newly come out of prison, unless

within the last week she has been sent back to

2)rison for a new offence, if an arrangement has

not been made to put her into a shelter or refuge.

995. She has been treated more in the way of

punishment than in a reformatory ?— She has been
treated in every way ; she has been a great many
times in shelters, twice or three times in lunatic

asylums, and 15 times in prison.

996. Are there existing in Scotland several

private lunatic asylums?— Yes.

997. In those asylums the better class of people

are confined ?—Yes.

998. Do those establishments exist as a specu-

lation ?—Yes.

999. And they pay themselves ?—Yes.

1000. That is to say they get no assistance ?

—

They get no assistance in any way.

1001. Supposing that reformatories, such as

you point at, were established, and that the law
of compulsion were put in force, do you think

that private establishments could be kept up in

the same way as they are now for the ordinary

lunatics?— I believe so, with some hope of success.

1 002. So that, so far as the locality is concerned

or the country generally, the cost would be con

fined to the pauper dipsomaniacs, just the same
as it is now confined to the pauper lunatics ?

—

Yes.

1003. Do you suppose that the cost of treating

such subjects would be very great, confining

yourself to paupers?— I think that it might be
made self-supporting.

1004. By the work of the patients?—By the

work of the patients. Idleness is the very worst

thing for persons in that condition : consequently

I would give them work. I Avould have these

establishments fitted up as workshops. I would
have them all work, and to be made to work. I

think that the punitive element might be intro-

duced to a considerable extent without anything
approaching to oppression, or even closely ap-

proaching gaol treatment.

1005. The great difiiculty in your mind in

curing those people, is the power of their deten-

tion in a reformatory, or some other establish-

ment ?—Yes.

1006. If you had that power, you think that

you could succeed, to a considei-able extent ?

—

I have not the least doubt of it ; I have letters

from four superintendents of private establish-

ments, in different parts of the country, for

drunkards of the better class, and they speak of
having completely cured a number of cases, and
they speak likewise of their disappointments ; and
the grievance seems just to be, that if they had
had them long enough, and if they had not been
interfered with by the restlessness of the boarders,

and the desire to be at liberty, they could have
done more for them.

0.73.

1007. Do you know the feeling of your breth-

ren, in and around Edinburgh, upon this matter ?

—I believe that the feeling in favour of some
legislative arrangements in these cases is almost

unanimous ; I may almost take upon myself to

say unanimous, but I Avill say, almost unani-
mous.

1008. Did you sign a petition which was sent

up ?—I did.

1009. Was it largely signed ?—I was not the

mover in that petition, and I do not exactly know
the number of signatures, but I believe that if

there was a jietition brought up from Scotland it

would be very largely signed.

1010. By physicians and medical gentlemen?
—Yes.

1011. Mr. Read.'] I read this case ixy the

"Norwich Daily Press" of this morning; "a
wood-turner, earning good wages, had for years

been subject to delirium, caused by drink, and
though he had frequently thrratened to take his

life he had never attempted to do so ; after these

drinking bouts he suffered very much from de-

I)ression of spirits ; for the last fortnight he had
constantly been under the influence of drink, and
he committed suicide in his bedroom." These
are very frequent cases ; what could you do in

those instances ?— I think that that man ought
to have been t&ken chai-ge of.

1012. When he was in one of these delirioias

fits?— Yes, when he was in one of these delirious

states ; or even knowing his tendency, he might
have been taken charge of, and his life saved.

1013. It appears that this man broke out pe-

riodically ; is there anything in a man's system
which would account for a great and periodical

outburst of intemperance ?—The periodical form
of disease is not uncommon ; it is pretty frequent,

but the periods between generally beef)me shorter

and shorter, as a man gets more and more into

that state of mind whicdi leads to intemperance.

1014. If he could tide over one of these pe-

riods, do you think that the next would be equally

as severe a temptation ?— I think that it might do
something for him, and yet at the same time, un-
less he was taken care of for a considerable pe-

riod of time, it would not affect much change.

1015. He would require a long detention be-

fore you could hope for any good effects ?— Un-
doubtedly.

1016. Dr. Lyon Playfair.'] You say that you
would take a man and put him into forced deten-

tion ; under what conditions would you do that?

—When a man could no longer control himself

from the habit of intemperance, I would then

consider him in a condition of unsound mind and
requiring to be cared for.

1017. Even if he was only injurious to himself,

and not immediately injurious to the public ?

—

Yes ; I think that we should do something more
than })rovlde against injury to the public ; I think

that we have a duty as citizens and fellow crea-

tures to one who will not take care of himself.

1018. And you would take him because he was
injurious to himself, as well as injurious to the

public ?—Yes.

1019. To what extent should we require to

provide for legislation in that way ;
you spoke

of four regular asylums; I presume that you only

intended those as models ?—Yes.

1020. There might be a great many more than

four for Scotland ?—Perhaps more might be re-

quired.

1021. At tlie scale which you gave, namely,

G 4 one
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Dr. one in Edinburgh, one in Glasgow, one in Dum-

A. Peddk. fries, and one in Aberdeen or Inverness, at an
'

expenditure of 4,000 I ; each building would

19 March contain about 40 patients, would it not?—Yes.

1872. 1022. That would only be 160 for the whole

of Scotland?—Yes.

1023. Therefore I suppose that you suggest

these as mere models ?—Yes, I do.

1024. In the city from which you and I come,

I should say that there are more than 160 habi-

tual drunkards in Edinburgh alone ?—There are.

1025. You could not give us any idea of the

extent to which such an experiment shovild be

made, if it was to be a large public success

throughout the population ?—I could not. Le-
gislation could only be tentative in the first

instance.

1026. For instance, would the case which you

gave us from Perth, that 48 per cent, of all the

crimes committed were crimes under the influ-

ence of drink, be an indication of the total num-
ber of crimes committed under that influence ?

—

No doubt ; but I think that arrangements should

be made in connection with pooi'-houses, and

even with some lunatic asylums, or prisons, if

need be, in separate wards for these cases

occurring among the lower or criminal classes.

1027. Would you not think it a great advan-

tage even if one could not overtake the whole

question of the habitual drunkards in the popula-

tion if the extreme cases were taken hold of by
general legislative provisions?—Undoubtedly

;

and that is the object of anything which I have

said.

1028. Would not that form an example and a

stimulus to the less habitual drunkards to restrain

themselves ?—It might have some deterrent

efi^ect, but we know quite well that nothing will

deter an habitual drunkard when fairly in that

condition ; no temporal consideration, no family

conditions, no entreaties, or tears, or threatenings,

and nothing will have any effect upon a man who
has got into that particular state short of control.

1029. Have you any information as to the pro-

portion of the recoveries in the establishments in

Scotland for the cure of drunkards ?—I can give

no pi'oportion of the recoveries, but in my com-
munications with several gentlemen who have
houses in different parts of Scotland, they speak

of a few cases which have done well ; there are

several instances mentioned of gentlemen who
are in business, and going on creditably and well

;

but then a great many others are spoken of as

having been far too short a time under care to

derive any benefit ; and thus one superintendent

says, " Now this is a case where, if there had
been legislative control, it would have enabled

me to have done something for him." Then
another of the superintendents says, " I select all

my cases, because unless I find that a man is sent

to me completely dependent upon his friends, I

do not take him ; if he is completely dependent
upon his friends, then he is content to remain
with me, and in the course of a year or two, I

may do him som^ good." If he possesses some
power of his own, and means of his own, he will

not submit to treatment. Consequently, we can
draw very little inference from anything which
has yet been done by any of these private re-

treats simply on account of the want of legal

power.

10.30. Are there not very distinctive cases in

Scotland of recovery under such circumstances ?

—There have been.

1031. I may mention to you one case which I
happen to know of, namely, that of a parent who
was perfectly uncontrollable in drink, but who
after 18 months' confinement in an asylum, has
been for two years' perfectly recovered to his

family ; is such a man likely to be cured, or may
he relapse ?—He may relapse, but the probabili-

ties are, that when he has got over such a period
of time he will continue well.

1032. The chances are in his favour?—The
chances are in his favour.

1033. Colonel Brise.'] I think that you have
said that there is a great deal of drunkenness in

Edinbttrgh ?—A great deal.

1034. Is it confined to the operative class, or
the middle class, or what class?—To the opera-
tive classes chieflv.

1035. Sir H. Johnstone.'] Edinburgh is very
badly supplied with Avater, is it not ?—It is very
well supplied with water.

1036. Have they got water from the Saint

Mary's Loch yet ?—No ; and they never will I

hope.

1037. I have seen that the drunkenness of

Edinburgh was attributed to the fact that they
were badly supplied with pure water ?—That is

not my opinion.

1038. With regard to the small number of

cures which appears to be the result of inquiry

into the treatment of these habitual drunkards,

is not the small number of cures partly attribut-

able to the want of early restraint and treatment,

as well as to short periods of detention ?—To
both.

1039. Therefore, if a power were given by the

law to put these cases sooner under treatment,

there would naturally be more cures?— Un-
doubtedly

1040. In addition to that, you would suggest

longer periods of detention than are now given

by the imperfect state of the law ?—Unquestion-

&\Ay ; I think that there would be some hope of

doing good if such were the case.

1041. With regard to the hereditary tenden-

cies to drunkenness, they, of course, would be

also overconie by early treatment, would they

not?—I am strongly of the belief, that even

these unpromising cases might have a chance of

cure, or of benefit at any rate.

1042. I suppose that the morbid condition

under which they labour is naturally aggravated

fey the poison of alcohol ?—Unquestionably.

1043. And if you could remove that alcohol

from them, there would be an additional chance

of their recovery ?—Yes.

] 044. Do you know of any institutions for the

cure of habitual drunkards in Scotland, which
are kept up partly by voluntary subscriptions, or

entirely by voluntary subscriptions?— Queens-

berry House, an institution for the care of ladies

is a public institution, and it is to some extent

suppoi'ted by subscriptions.

1045. How is it supported otherwise?—By the

boards of patients ; the class of cases are those in

which small boards are paid for. The ladies are

not of the upper ranks, they are only of the

middle class, or somewhat even below that.

1046. You seem to shadow out institutions like

the juvenile reformatories where there would be a

Government subsidy, and in addition to that, the

maintenance of the patients would be kept up by

voluntary subscriptions or by payments on the

part of the patients ? —These model institutions

which I have proposed, I consider might be partly

a Government
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a Government undertaking, or supported from

some local taxation, partly from subscrip-

tions and boards paid, and the rest miglit be

accompiislied by the work of the pauper inmates,

they being made to pay for their own main-

tenance.

1047. Of course if there were a Government
subsidy, the Government would naturally be able

to overlook these establishments ?—Yes, un-

doubtedly.

104:8. And that woidd be to some extent a

great public benefit ?—It would be desirable.

1049. Chairinan/\ The Honourable Member
for South JSiorfolk asked you a question upon
the subject of the periodical outbreaks of drink-

ing ; if these establishments, which you contem-
plate, existed, would there be any dilbculty in

anticipating many of these outbreaks by placing

an individual in one of them upon the first

symptoms showing themselves ?—A great deal of

benefit might accrue from such early treatment.

1050. Are you aware that in other cases of

insanity, the patients feeling the attack coming
upon them will ask to be taken care of ?—Yes,

I am quite aware of that fact.

1051. You have also been asked about the

unpromising cases ; is it not a fact that many
unpromising cases of ordinary insanity placed

under proper care, and for a sufficient length of

time, do terminate successfully ?—Yes ; and so I

believe that even in the case of the worst habitual

drunkard when a chance is given for reformation

good may come out of the treatment.

1052. Mr. Miller.) You are acquainted with

the Queensberry Refuge ?—Yes.

1053. Intimately? — Yes; I know it from

having attended one public meeting, reading the

annual reports, and through patients boarded there.

1054. Is it your opinion that it has turned out

a failure ?—No ; I think that a great deal of

good has been done by it, but I have some doubt

about the real success of the treatment, just from

the shortness of time. The last rejiort I liappen

to have here.

1055. Does that difficulty arise in the treatment,

or from want of power ?— From w'ant of power.

1056. The failui-e in that establishment is

mainly from want of power over the patients ?

—

In this last report there is a single sentence which
I think throws a little doubt over the results. It

says :
" The results of the treatment, when time

has been afforded by a sufficient length of resi-

dence, continues to be satisfactory. Information

in all cases cannot be obtained as to the benefits

derived, but good accounts have been received in

regard to a large number of the boarders, par-

ticularly of those who had resided in the house

for four months and upwards. Of the remainder

the greater part have been only one month in the

institution, and, as miglit have been expected,

have not received much permanent benefit."

Now I very much doubt any benefit to be de-

rived from such short periods of treatment in the
cases ofhabitual drunkards.

1057. I suppose that the patients in that re-

fuge go there voluntarily, and remain there
voluntarily?—They go there voluntarily, but
there must be a mikl compulsion in detention.

1058. Demanding their release, they are apt to
get it ?—Yes, but difficulties are thrown in the
way of their getting their release.

1059. Mr. J['.[H. Gladstone.'] Do you not
foresee great difficulty in determining when a
man may be said to have lost his power of self-

control ?—No, I should not feel any difficulty ; I
think that it is a matter of medical diagnosis.

There is not more difficulty in regard to the
habitual drunkard than there is difficulty in

regard to insanity of other forms ; medical men
have constantly cases of insanity brought before
them, and the question in each case is whether or
not sucli an individual is a proper svibject for
control in an asylum for curative treatment.

1060. Then do you think that a man who, when
sober, is in com])lete possession of all his faculties

may still be said to have lost all self-control ?

—

We know very well that we should be able to

distinguish in that case his danger by the suj^po-

sition that if drink was placed in his way the next
day, or that very evening, he could not resist it,

and that if he once lasted ii he would go on
from bad to worse ; a craving would be set up of
which there lias been a frequent opportunity of
judging before, and that he would go deeper and
deeper into the mire.

1061. Do you think that the impulse to drink,
in a case like that, is different from other vicious

impulses, such as, for instance, an impulse for

gambling?—Yes, I think that the impulse is

quite diffi?rcnt.

1062. It partakes more of the nature of an
external disease, like fever, which comes upon a

person ?—I consider it greatly in the nature of
an internal disease ; there is also alcoholic influ-

ence and some kind of change ujwn the state of
the brain, thus affecting its operations.

1063. But it is analogous to an ordinary
disease?—It is analogous to an ordinary disease.

1064. Mr. Read.'] I suppose that agreat number
of lunatics have lucid intervals ?—A great many.

1065. Are they at those times almost entirely

sane ?—Many of them are almost entirely sane •.

some of them arc perfectly sane.

1066. Chalrvjaii.] I have been requested to

put this question to you, whether, in allusion to

hereditary disease, in your experience a here-
ditaiy tendency to insanity has been found in

children who have been brought up Avithout the
use of alcohol, either in the way of nutriment or

of medicine ; can you speak upon that point ?—

I

cannot speak from my own experience, but I

know it to be the fact that many children have
shown the tendency before they had any oppor-
tunity of learning the habit.

Dr.
A. Peddle.

ig March
1872.

Dr. John Nugent, called in ; and Examined.

1067. Clialrnian.] You ai'e a Commissioner of

Control for Building, and Inspector General of
Lunati"cs/for Ireland ?—Yes.

1068. How long have you been in that po-
sition ?—About 26 years.

1069. You have been present during the exa-
mination of Dr. Peddie, and I shall now ask you
to proceed your own way, and give information
upon the subject of our inquiry, and to state

your opinion and your experience upon the con-
0.73.

nection l>etween the abuse of alcoliol and insa-

nity ?—As far as my experience goos, I see a

very close connection between them, and that in

very numerous instances the indulgence, particu-

larly in spirituous liquors (I speak of alcoliol) is

a very frequent cause of insanity.

1070. Have you any cases by wliich you would
illustrate this opinion of yours ?— Perhaps I may
adduce extreme cases, because they are the cases

Avhich make the deepest impression. I knew an
H instance

Dr.

J . Nilgen f.
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Dr. Instance of a professional man who at one time

Nugent, bad been in respectable practice m Ireland ;
he

married ; he was unfortunate in his business, and,

March too'frequently the case, took to drink ; he

had four children, and each of the four children

was either affected with insanity, or was mal-

formed ; his Avife also took to drinking, and she

died in a lunatic asylum, and he it was said com-

mitted suicide. This is one of the strongest in-

stances which I recollect of the bad effects of

alcohol. I may, perhaps, also observe, taking it

as a sort of national characteristic, that at the

time when Mr. Mathew preached teetotalism in

Ireland, drinking had been largely indulged in

for a very considerable period. Although the

population in Ireland was then 7,500,000, and is

now reduced to 5,500,000, yet, unfortunately,

drinking having become prevalent, I see the same

amount of insanity in the country as there was

when the population was 2,000,000 more than it

is at present. I attribute the fact in a great

measure to the indulgence in drink ; at least I

see no other tangible cause.

1071. Mr. ReadJ] Was drinking indulged in

previously to Mr. Mathew preaching teetotal-

ism?—Yes; in fact, the cause of his preaching

tempcx-ance was the excessive drunkenness in

the country at the time.

1072. Chairman.'] That being your view of the

connection between the abuse of alcohol and in-

sanity, what do you say upon the question

whether drunkenness leads up to the disease, or

whether the disease leads up to the habit of

drinking ?—I think that they both act upon each

other as cause and effect. I think that, if there

is a predisposition to insanity in an individual,

indulgence in drink is sure t"o develop it
;

and,

on the other hand, I think that there are persons

who show their insanity by a disposition to

drink. I have known that to be so in more cases

than one in the same family. I have in my eye

the case of a gentleman of fortune ; the father of

this gentleman was insane, and he had a brother;

one of the brothers took to drink, and the other

became insane, without ever indulging at all in

drink ; so that the hereditary disposition showed
Itself ill one by actual insanity, and in the other

by drinking.

1073. Have you considered the question of

whether the habitual inebriate is a subject for

treatment or for punishment ?—I think that that

is a very difficult question ; I think that there is

a great tendency in people to cloak crime under
the name of insanity. I am not at all prepared
to say that the habitual drunkard is an innocent

person, or that he should be an object of such
commiseration as irany people make him.

1074. You have no doubt that there are a

number of cases in which the control over the

power of drink, however lost, is no longer in the

individuaFs possession?—The more he indulges
in it, the more difficult it is to get rid of it.

1075. Under those conditions the party be-

comes a subject for treatment, and not for punish-
ment ?—Certainly, in the ultimate case ; but I

do not know that it is so in the incipient stages.

If a person voluntarily indulges in drink^ know-
ing the results of drinking, I think that he is a
responsible person for drinting.

1076. Do you think that punishment would
prevent his doing so ?—I would not say punish-
ment; I would say that due control should be
exercised over him.

1077. You are aware that a very large number
of cases are brought up over and over again, and
punished according to the existing law, and still

they come ?—Yes ; those are in the lower classes

of society ; when the lower classes of society

drink they commit some offence, and they are

brought before magistrates ; but it is the reverse

in the better classes, because their drinking is

concealed, and it does not come to the surface.

1078. Would you make any distinction be-

tween those who commit offences whilst drunk
and those who in their own houses, or under
cover, nevertheless become habitual drunkards ?

—Certainly, I would do so as far as regards the

bad example to society. I think that the drunkard
Avho goes into the street, and commits offences in

it, is in a different j^redicament from a person who
drinks at home and does not outrage the feelings

of society in public.

1079. I presume, from what you have stated

at the commencement of your examination, that

you are familiar with abundant examples, in the

middle and upper class of life, of ruination and
misery and death as the result of this habit ?

—

Certainly.

1080. Have you formed any opinion as to

whether much benefit might not be derived from
power being given to prevent persons in that

station of life from izoiiig; on with this habit ?

—

Certainly ; I should say that great benefit must
be derived.

1081. Have you at all considered the way in

which that should be done ?—I think that there

is a great difficulty to be surmounted in

the first instance. I have cases floating

before ray mind. No later than Sunday a

lady called upon me, whose husband is an
officer, he joined his regiment some short time

ago, and he was put under arrest for drunken-
ness, he became very violent, and uncontrollable,

and the result was, that he was placed in a pri-

vate lunatic asylum ; he had been therefor about

five or six weeks, when his mind became per-

fectly restored ; but this was not the first time

that he had been confined in an asylum ; there had
been two or three previous occasions when he had
been placed in one ; I saw that gentleman no
later than Thursday, he is perfectly sane, and
being so, I do not see that I have a right to

detain him in an asylum for two or three months
as a lunatic, he being apparently quite as reason-

able as I am.
1082. Then your objection is to the asylum as

a place of restraint ?—Certainly, so far.

1083. What do you say to the proposition of

erecting either by the Government, or by private

enterprise, places to which such cases as those

which you have mentioned could be transferred ?

—I do not see what power you have of keeping

a person under these circumstances, unless some
crime is attached to him ; that is to say, keeping

him in detention under any circumstances in any
institution when once he becomes sane ; at least

it is a question for the law to decide, and not for

me to express an opinion upon.

1084. Are you of opinion that because no law

exists, therefore an individual may go on, and

ruin himself, and his family, and everybody

beloncrino; to him, althou2:h he commits no crime?

—I am greatly afraid that in the absence oi law

you have no power ; I know that in Ireland you
have not any.

1085. We know that there is now no power,

but I ask you whether, because there is no
power, it is desirable to let such a state of things

go on unlegislated upon?—I think that it would

be highly advisable to meet such cases, if it

could be legally done, with due regard to the

rights and liberty of the subject, and with a due
regard
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regard to the right of that subject to dispose of

his proj^erty.

1086. Supposing that it was proved before an
open court tliat a person was found to be fre-

quently resorting to liquor and bringing on the
state of things which I have just described, and
that that court had power to order him and his

property to be placed under surveillance, is that

a method of meeting the difhculty ?—I do not
think that any court could do it unless the man
laboured under delusions ; if a man is an habitual

drunkard, and if during the period that he is an
habitual drimkard he evincss delusions, I then
think that he becomes a very proper person to

be placed under legal control ; but if he is merely
depraved from drinking, and is nof affected with
delusions which are the test of insanity, it appears
to me to be a most difficult question to decide,

and I do not see how you can meet it.

1087. Are you aware that in Scotland there
exists the jDOwer of interdicting the property of
a person who is wasteful and extravagant? — It

may be so in Scotland, but there was a very
recent case in the county of Norfolk of a gentle-

man who spent all his fortune, in Avhich the

medical men all testified to his insanity ; the law
held that he was not insane, and that he had a

right to sjiend his property as he thought fit.

1088. Your statement is that the court held

that he was not Insane ?—Yes.
1089. But if the question had been not

Avhether he ^^as insane, but whether he was
wasting his property, might not the law have
interfered ? — 'I'hen you miglit extend it to

gamblers and to jjeople who indulge in various

wild speculations and glaring innnoralities.

1090. Would you place gambling and habitual

drunkenness on the same footing ?—As regards

the origin of them I would, but I believe that

there is this distinction between a man who in-

dulo;es in o-amblino- and a man who indulcres in

habitual drinking, that the fiict of drinking
will ultimately affect the structural function or

organization of the brain.

1091. Because you cannot interdict a man from
gambling, is that any reason why you should not

interdict a man from drinking ?—It should be

done ; I think that drinking is the greatest curse

and bane of society ; I am raising the difficulties

in my own mind, with which you will have of

course to contend in bringing the question before

the House of Commons to legislate upon, and the

most important difficulty which I find is this :

suppose that a man is put in confinement as an
habitual drunkard, with all the tendencies pos-

sible to dissipate his fortune, if that man becomes
sane, though you have placed his property under
the control of the court, will you deprive that

man of the right of disposing by will of his pro-

perty as he thinks fit ; and if you give him that

right he may then injure the parties who put him
in confinement who may be his nearest and
dearest relatives, but who found it obligatory

upon them, for their own protection, and the pro-

tection of his family, to put him under control

;

he may revenge himself upon those who would
otherwise be the natural heirs of the property.

1092. Are you aware that when a man be-

comes a lunatic, by inquisition, his property is

placed in the hands of trustees, and liis person
likewise ?— Yes,

1093. But if he recovers from his lunacy he
regains the power over his property ?— Certainly.

1094. Supposing a man to be interdicted for ha-

bitual drunkenness^ and his property and his person
0.73.

to be placed in the care of a tutor or of a trustee. Dr.
upon giving sufficient evidence that he has quitted J- Nugent,
the habit, and has become able to restrain him-
self, he would be entitled to be restored to the "^9 March
managementofhisproperty, as in a caseof lunacy ? ^^73-

—Yes, but there is this difference ; that in the
case of lunacy you can come to a plausible con-
jecture that the party has recovered, whereas
m the case of tlie habitual drunkard, the moment
you let him free he indulges in his drink ; that
IS my experience

; that is one of the difficulties
which I see with which you would have to con-
tend in legislating; I will just give you a case in
point witliin my own knowledge, namely, that of
a lady, a most respectable person in society, who
was attached to a convent ; she was a nun in Ire-
land

; for 15 or 20 years there was never a person
who clevoted herself to charity more truly than
she did. In consequence of attending upon fever
and like eases it became necessary for her to
take stimulants

; those stimulants grew to be
habitual, and to my knowledge (for she has been
placed altogether under my control) she has been
five or six times in a private asylum. I have
let her out, and in three or four weeks, or pro-
bably six weeks, she would relapse, though under
the strongest influences of religion, aiul of tlie

most virtuous mind ; still tliere was that disposi-
tion to drink, which nothing could control; so
that you might say that one can calculate upon
the recovery of a lunatic, but you could not say
so of the other.

1095. Is not that the case when there is reason
to believe that there is cerebral disease leading
to idiotcy, however it was jiroduced in the first

instance ?—No, for six months the lady referred
to has been as sane as die ever was. Her sister is,

I understand, about to take her to France, where
the change of scene may produce a good effect.

1096. Is there no intermediate step which you
would suggest before allowing a person to go on
until drink has produced absolute insanity, so as
to lead to overt acts ? —As to the lower classes of
society, I do not think that the question of habi-
tual drunkenness in the view which I now take
of it, viz., as to the right of detention of the
party, and the right of disposing of his property,
holds good ; but I say, without putting an
extreme case, supposing that a person of means,
say, of 2,000 /. a year, begins to dissipate his pro-
perty by drunkenness, making use of it in a
different manner from what he did prior to drink-
ing, then I think that he becomes insane, and is

a very legitimate subject to be looked after;

because I judge of a man, as regards insanity,

very much by comparing his present mode of life

with his previous habits.

1097. But such a person as you describe being
kept from his liquor would very soon become
sane ?—Yes, you would be giving him a chance,

and I think that it would be very advisable under
those circumstances to afford one.

1098. And he would, for that reason, not be a

fit and proper person to be detained in an asy-

lum ?— Not after a certain 2)eriod.

1099. But with the knowledo-e that he would
return to his drink on going to his own home, is

there no intermediate step which you would pro-

pose between keeping him in an asylum, and
sending him to his home ?—Yes ; I think that

you should have a control over him. Supposing

that a man is put for the first time into a lunatic

asylum, testified to be insane by two medical

men, he remains, we will say, in the asylum for

two months, and he gets perfectly well and is

H 2 sent
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Di'- sent out. Supposing that that man relapsed and

J, Niigent. ^^^s brought back again, I would detain^ him
~~— lono-er, and after he had had a tentative experience

19 March j vTOuld continue his detention in the asylum, or

in any place where he might^be placed, a sana-

torium or otherwise. I think that that is the

proper way to control him.

1100. Surely if a man is in a condition in

which he is according to law not responsible for

his actions, that is not a condition in which you

would subject a man to punishment?—I do not

think that a man who drinks is not responsible

for his actions ; he may not be responsible for

them when immediately under the influence of

drunkenness, but as soon as his drinking bout

has expired I think that he is as responsil)le as

any other member of society. 1 think that if

that man was made cognisant of the fact that he

would be held responsible for any act, the appre-

hension would exercise a great deal more bene-

ficial control than giving him the opportunity of

going in and going out whenever he got drunk.

1101. Do you believe that a man under the

impulse of drink, continued for a long time, is

really responsible for his actions ?—Unless I saw
some actual symptoms of insanity about the man,

I should be very cautious in saying that he was
not responsible. T Avould make allowances, but

I would certainly not say that the man was irre-

sponsible.

1102. I believe that you have a knowledge of

inebriate asylums, independently of ordinary

lunatic asylums, have you not ?—I have read of

them. '\^^e have not them in Ireland, and I do

not like to speak except of what I know from my
own personal observation.

1103. Have you any experience of persons

being taken care of in private establishments ?

—

Very frequently.

1104. Being merely drunken people, but kept

in private asylums as insane people?—Yes, having

been so certified (insane) in the first instance.

1105. And then becoming sane ?—Yes.

1106. And nevertheless being detained there?

—Yes ; and I have known instances of gentle-

men who have felt the propensity for drink

coming very strongly upon them, and who have
taken the precaution of going into the asylum
before they indulged in drink

;
they have had

apprehensions of the danger to which they were
exposed.

1107. Is not that, nevertheless, in violation of

the law ?—Such a person goes in without any
certificate ; he goes in as a voluntary visitor.

1108. Suppose that you found it necessary for

that man's welfare to turn the key upon him,
and that he brought his action against you for

false imprisonment ?— I should be mulcted, and
consequently would avoid doing so.

1109. That liability must necessarily limit the

power of the pei'son who had charge of him, and
the sense of that responsibility would be injurious

to the exercise of the power ?—Yes. In fact, in

Ireland the law is that no proprietor of a private
house can detain a man in an asylum contrary to

.
the written law of the country ; that is so long
as he is not dangerous to himself or others. He
cannot, though he is insane, be deprived of his

personal liberty; and there was an action the
other day in one of the courts, against the Rich-
mond Asylum, the district asylum of Dublin ; it

was brought before the Lord Chief Justice, and
the case was tried by a jury ; he was as insane,
so far as delusions could go, as a man could pos-
sibly be, but there was a verdict of 250 /. against

the asylum for detaining him there, not being a
dangerous lunatic.

1110. Then, all the time that a man is detained
there it is a violation of the law ?—Yes, unless

he remains there voluntarily ; he may be a
visitor, he may go and reside with the fiimily.

nil. That is throwing dust in the eyes of the
law?—I do not know that it is doing so imme-
diately at all events, although the proprietor of
the asylum is legally responsible ; but there is

no one to bring an action if the person himself
be a voluntary resident.

1112. Have you any opinion that the people
of your country are more susceptible to the in-

fluences of one species of intoxication than of
another ?—Yes ; I think that the dangerous in-

toxication is the intoxication from spirituous

liquor, and in fact I may adduce this case in Ire-

land ; we have a bad name, and perhaps worse
than we deserve, but when any agrarian outrages,
or any outrages on life take place, as a general
rule the stimulus beforehand is drink, and in-

variably before they attempt any act. of the kind,

the party who is to commit the act is primed well
with spirits.

11 13, We will take the case of a fair or a wake,
in which all the parties have been most abund-
antly supplied with whisky ; when the whisky
is in does not the row come out ?—Yes, gene-
rally ; there is a very extraordinary fact, of
which I myself was a witness, bearing on your
question, and connected Avith the causes of
insanity : I was at the Cork District Asylum,
visiting it about nine years ago, when three people
were brought in, two sisters and a cousin ; they
were quite maniacal ; two nights before they
attended at a wedding, where it is supposed that

they got a potion to drink ; but two of the three
died in the asylum, and I am not quite sure what
has happened to the third, whether he is in the

asylum or not. Independent, however, of these

three, a fourth member of the family, I may add,

was stated at the time to be mentally affected,

but in a less violent manner. This was the most
rapid case of insanity I ever knew from spirituous

liquors.

1114. As far as you know had these parties

ever been drunk before ?—I did not know any-
thing about them ; I have no idea.

1115. Do you know whether they had ever

been insane before?—No; I know nothing of

their previovis history.

1116. I believe that when an Irishman at a

fair has got a good deal of whisky in him, a fight

is inevitable, is it not?—We are not quite so bad
as all that.

1117. Do you think that he can help fighting?

—It comes perhaps more natural to him than to

his less excitable neighbour.

1118. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] Can you sug-
gest any improved method of dealing with an
habitual drunkard as a criminal ?—I think that

if you had reformatories where the habitual

drunkards were deprived of their liberty for a

definite time, and obliged to perform work, and
were detained for a longer or a shorter period

according to the character and the frequency of

the drunkenness, it would be desirable. I think

that reformatories would prove beneficial to that

class of people.

1119. You have suggested a short period of
detention ?—Yes, at first.

1120. But unless it was made very unpleasant

to them there would be very little probability of

its bringing about a cure ?—I think that if it

was
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was merely for drinks' sake that a man was put
into the asylum, he should not be treated altoge-

ther as such a very innocent person. I do not
think that his comforts should be looked to with-
out his being made to work, and pay his expenses,
as far as possible.

1121. Mr. Wharton.'] With regard to those

persons who have not actually lost control over
themselves, but are in the habit of getting drunk
whenever two or thi-ee of them meet together,

or there is anything of that sort ; do you think

that the present punishment of those people has
a proper deterrent effect ?— I think that it has.

In Dublin, and in very large towns in Ireland,

Monday is a day ou which, comparatively speak-
ing, very little work is done, and the reason of

that is that operatives and labourers get their

Vv^ages on Saturday, a portion of which they
spend in drink on Sunday ; on the Mon-
day they very seldonr go to business, but for

the rest of the week they are as hard working
persons as any other members of society, no
matter where.

1122. In such cases as those, if there was ac-

cumulative punishment, and if a man knev>r that

the first time he got drunk there would be a

small punishment, such as a fine, and that for

subsequent acts of drunkenness there would be
an increasing punishment in the shape of impri-

sonment, do you think that It would be an nn-
provenient?— I think that that is very much
what is done by the magistrates in Dublin.

1123. We have heard of a woman who has
been brought up 120 or 130 times?—In a case

of that sort, I should say that that person was
incajjable of controlling herself; the frequency
of the drunkenness, combined with other habits,

as stated by Dr. Peddie, would be thoroughly
indicative to me that that party had no control

over herself, and was therefore irresi^onsible.

1124. As a matter of economy to the State, it

would be better that that woman should be im-
prisoned for a certain period, and have to work
at some remunerative Avork, than that she should

be continually convicted and kept for a short

time, and continually let out again ?— Certainly.

1125. So that you would recommend a change
in the law vo that eft'cct ?— Unquestionably for

such i)ersons.

1126. Mr. liend.'] Was the immense tempo-
rary reformation which was effected by Father
Mathew attended by any religious excitement?
—No ; it was irrespective of any religious dis-

tinctions
;
though Father Mathew was a Catholic,

I think that the Protestants adopted his views
quite as much as the Catholics

;
they were

adopted quite as much in the north, which is very
much Protestant and Presbyterian, as in the

south, which is essentially Catholic.

1127. Did they take a lengthened jdedge, or

what was the form of temperance ?—They gene-
rally took it from year to year

;
many took it

for life ; and those who took it from year to year,
finding the benefits of it, continued it on ; that is

25 years ago, and a new generation has now
sprung up.

1128. Mow long did this good effect last?—

I

should think that it lasted distinctly for 12 or
1 5 \ ears.

1129. And there has been a gradual relapse ?

—I do not think that it is so bad as some persons
believe. A great many people now take the

pledge, and Father Mathew's good examjile has
been followed up, the Catholic clergy particu-

larly inculcate it, and those of their persuasion
0.73.

take the pledge in large numbers. A coachman Dr.
of mine took it about ten or twelve days ao-o ; -J' Niujent.

he was tipsy, and I said " I shall not take you "

on." He promised to take the pledge for a year. March

I replied, "Very well, do so -/'.'and I am almost
as satisfied that that man will keep his engage-
ment as that I am sitting here. From the fidelTty
with which the loAver cfasses, as a rule, adhere to
it, they think it a disgrace to break the pledge,
when taken for a definite time.

^

1130. Taking that ])ledge is sufficient to re-
strain them ?—Undoubtedly so, to a large extent

1131. Has there been an increase of drunken-
ness witliiu the last ten years ?—Yes, it is more
perceptible.

1132. In what class particularly?—In the
operative and artisan classes, very humble people
have not the means, and when they do drink, it

is a spirit in vvhich coculus indicus and various
ingredients are infused, and sometimes sulpiiuric
acid, so as to give it a burning and pimgent taste.

1133. Do they generally indulge in whisky?—I think that those who are essentially drunk-
ards are Avhisky drinkers, and those who drink
beer and porter, I think drink it more dieteti-
cally. Some take Avhisky as if they simply
wished to get drunk.

1134. Do you think beer unwliolesoine as a
beverage ?—No, I think it Avholesome. I think
that a man who drinks beer, will never get drunk
in the same way as a man who drinks whisky.

1135. Then you put down the intemperance
in Ireland more to spirituous liquor than to malt
liquor ?—Unquestionably.

1136. Mr. IVharton.'] Do you think that there
is a greater amount of adulteration of beer and
spirits than there was ?—I am sure that there is

a greater amount of adulteration of Avhisky than
there Avas, because it has got dearer, and in pro-
portion to the dearness of an article will naturally
be the adulteration.

1137. We have had it in evidence that there
is a very large importation of coculus indicus,

the consumption of Avhich is not accounted for

;

do you know anything upon that subject?—No;
but I have heard from persons capable of be-
coming conversant Avith the fact, that in the
minor retail shops (not in the large establish-

ments) they mix the spirit Avith Avater or sul-

phuric acid, and they can sell it so much cheaper
to the populace Avho drink it, though of course it

has a strong flavour of the spirit.

1138. Major Walker.] Mr. White, the coroner

for Dublin, rather led us to understand that from
his experience there Avas an increase of drinking,

not in the operative class so much as in the

upper middle class; does your experience in

Dublin tend to confii-m that, or otherwise ?

—

Probably from the state of j^rosperlty of the

country, Avhich is Avonderful now, and particu-

larly among that class, they may indulge more

;

but I think that the middle classes, to Avhom Mr.
White referred, drink more Avine.

1139. Have you yourself been sensible of a^ny

increase of drinking in that class?—No, not

2iersonally.

1140. You Avould not confirm it from your
OAvn experience ?—No.

1141. I do not think that you have given us

your opinion as to the extent to Avhich you Avould

hope for cure in the cases of habitual drunkards
Avho had drunk to that extent, that it would
render it desirable to put them into a reforma-

tory ?—I think that if you can meet the case in

the earlier stages, before it becomes an ineradi-

H 3 cable
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Dr. cable vice, you may effect a great good by sani-

J. Nugent, toriums, or whatever name you may give such

"~7"
,

establishments. inn
19 March The difficulty is toknow how to get hold ot

^ a man before he has become addicted to the habit ?

As far as I can judge, the system of habitual

drunkenness is infinitely more rife in Scotland

than in Ireland. The reason Avhy I think so is,

that you have not the same outcry against it in

Ireland, consequently there is not an equal neces-

sity for well-thinking persons in Ireland as in

Scotland to take up the question, therefore I

presume that the habit is not so general with us.

1143. Therefore you have not had your atten-

tion so much called to the habitual chronic

drunkard as to the violent drunkard ?—No.

1144. Sir H. Johrt stone.'] Do you think that

the number of public houses might be dimi-

nished ?—There is one disadvantage in diminish-

ing them, namely, that you then make people

drink more at home, and it is more demoralising

for a man to drink in his family ; it is much less

demoralising for him to drink in shops rather

than at home before his wife and children.

1145. The small shops which you speak of do not

seem to be working for the good of society ?—No.

1146. You would not desire to see them in-

creased ?—No.
1147. What class of shops are they?—They

are such shops as you see in this country, where

bread or vegetables are to be had : a great num-

bei of shops are licensed to sell whisky, and the

number which sell whisky are of course in pro-

portion to the licenses granted by the magistrates,

but there are a number of those shops in which

it can be purchased.

1148. And those shops are quite irrespective

of the public houses, or the licensed victuallers'

houses, or the hotels ?—Quite irrespective of the

two latter,

1149. Do you find them in villages in Ire-

land ?—Yes.

1150. And on the roadside ?—Yes.

1151. They are provision shops?—Yes.

1152. Chairman.'] Where they sell groceries?

—Yes ; it of course rests with the magistrates to

license these parties.

1153. Sir H. Jolinstone.] Is it notorious that

drunkards are irregular workers, and not only

keep Monday but keep other days of the week as

holidays ?—No ;
generally speaking tlie artisans

of Dublin drink habitually two days in the week.

1154. But they are irregular in work ?—Then,
on the five other days, they work steadily and well.

1155. 'M^r.W. H.Gladstone.] Are you speaking

of agricultural labourers ?—No, I exclude them
in great measure ; the drunkenness in Ireland

is principally in towns, and not in the agricultural

districts.

1156. Sir Harcourt Johnstone.] Comparing the

two cases, of a man who does not drink and a

man who does drink, the drunkard is the more
irregular Avorker of the two ?—Yes, decidedly.

1157. Should you not consider it a positive

advantage that people confined in sanatoriums
should be made to work regularly, and should be
restored to a healthy condition of mind and body ?

— Certainly ; I think that occupation should be
an essential condition of a sanatorium.

1158. Similar to the treatment pursued in some
penal reformatories?—Exactly. Being kept in

idleness in one of these sanatoriums would, I

think, be only an encouragement to drink ; but if

the inmates are made to work in it and earn their

livelihood, you can support them cheaply, and
you do a benefit to the parties themselves.

1159. Chairman.] Next to the drink itself,

you think that idleness is the worst thing for a
drunkard ?—Decidedly.

1160. Have you formed any opinion of the
necessity of a man who really wishes to be re-

formed, to abstain from drinking for the rest of
his life when once he has got rid of the habit ?—Yes, decidedly ; I think it is the first great
step.

1161. It is his best chance?—It is his only
chance.

1162. Mr. Bead.] Have the wages of the
artisan class in Ireland increased much of late ?

—It will surprise you to hear that the common
labourers working on the quays are now paid
27 s. a week of six days, and they are allowed
6 d. an hour for extra labour after six o'clock.

Mr. Boyce, the chairman of the Steam Packet
Company in Dublin, told me a few days ago
that they struck for 30s., and compromised for

27 ."f. a week.
1163. Do the artisans earn still more?—Yes,

I am quite sure of it ; I know it from personal
expex'ience. After having been engaged in ex-
pending nearly a million of money on the estab-

lishment of lunatic asylums in Ireland, I know
that the rise in the cost of building in Ireland
now, as compared with what it was four or five

years ago is certainly 30 per cent., in conse-
quence of the rise in the price of labour.

1164. The price of labour and of materials?

—

Yes, but labour principally.

1165. Has the agricultural labourer improved
in prosperity '—Not to the same extent.

1166. Nor yet in wages?— No; the agricul-

tural labourer in Ireland is very well paid if he
gets 10 s. a week, taking the country at large.

1167. All the year round?—Yes, such wages
would be very good indeed all the year round

;

in the summer months, when labour is scarce for

agricultural purposes, such as reaping and mow-
ing, men get 4 s. or 5 5. a day.

1168. Asa rule are the agricultural labourers

a drunken set ?—Certainly not ; 1 think that,

comparatively speaking, they are a thrifty set.

1169. Do you think that you may expect, as a

general rule, that the higher the wages the

greater the amount a man spends in drink ?—No,
1 think not; I think that as a man begins to

respect himself, and to dress himself and his

wife and children better, he ceases to care so

much about drink, when his creature comforts

increase.

1170. On the other hand, I think you say that

the drunkenness has principally increased in the

artisan class, and it is in that class that there has

been the largest increase in wages ?—Yes ; com-
paratively with what it was before.

1171. Sir. jy. Johnstone.] Is that increase in

the price of labour owing to the deficiency of

labour, or to what circumstance ?—It is owing to

the wonderful prosperity of the country ; the

wealth of Ireland is something extraordinary ; I

suppose that the savings banks in Ireland con-

tain money belonging to the humbler classes

and small farmers much more in proportion than

was ever known before.

1172. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] Is that rise in

price limited to Dublin ?—No, it is general in

Cork, and Belfast, and all the large towns.
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Dr. Arthur Mitchell,

1173. Chairman.^ You are, I believe, one of

the Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland ?

—

I am.
1174. From your own experience in connec-

tion with the matter of insanity, do you consider

that the excessive use of alcohol leads to much
insanity?—In one way or another it leads to a

large amount of the lunacy, crime, and pauperism
of Scotland. Of the cases rejDorted to the Board
last year in which the cause of insanity was
stated, 19 per cent, were said to be due to in-

temperance.

1175. In what relation does intoxication stand

to insanity ; I take the word intoxication as dif-

ferent from the moderate use of that Avord ; . but
in what way does it influence the amount of in-

sanity?— Every man who is drunk is really

insane while the intoxication lasts ; we do not
call him insane simply because his condition is

transitory ; but in a fit of ordinary intoxication

we have really an epitome of an attack of mania

;

and a man who gets repeatedly drunk passes

througKa series of short attacks of mental disease,

which may eventually result in permanent cere-

bral disorder. Intoxication also injures the health

in many ways, and may lead to any of the various

forms of insanity to which the most abstemious

are liable.

1176. Do you mean by short attacks of in-

sanity the ordinary way in which intoxication

affects the individual, namely, the confusion of

ideas, loss of memory, and so on, are like a brief

period of insanity ?—Yes, I mean that.

1177. Are there any forms of insanity related

in a special manner to drinking, and if so, will

you state what they are? --Yes, there are

several forms : there is, first, what we call mania
a pCitu, which is not intoxication, but is a
maniacal excitement which comes on as the in-

toxication is passing off ; the excitement does not
subside when in the ordinary course of events
sobriety should appear. An attack of insanity

of that kind may occur in a man who was never
drunk before, and who was never drunk after-

wards. Then we have delirium tremens, which is

a disease of the habitual drunkard, but it is not
necessary that it should be preceded by frequent
drinking to the extent of complete intoxica-

tion ; it rather crowns the everlasting muddle-
ment of the dram drinker and the tippler. Then

0.73.

called in ; and Examined.

we have the condition of the drunkard, which is Dr.

called dypsomania, and which occupies a peculiar A. Mitchell,

relation to drinking, being sometimes the cause —t~ .

and sometimes the product of it. Its charac- 12 April

terlstic is an ungovernable and remitting craving
^

for drink, without any reference to externals;

an ungovernable appetite for drink with no re-

ference to social intercourse or to joviality

;

and it is almost always, if not always, accom-
panied by a change of character in the direction

of degradation, a loss of the sense of duty, of

truth, of honour, and of affection. If it has
lasted long, there is generally some intellectual

cnfeeblement. In a great many cases frequent

liabitual drinking precedes this state, but that

is not necessary ; it may sometimes appear, with-

out pi'evious habits of drinking, as the result of

cerebral injury, the result, for instance, of fever,

of hemorrhage, of mental shocks, of the commo-
tion in the system which attends the establish-

ment of puberty, or of the arrival of the climac-

teric period. I think those are the special forms
of insanity which are allied to drinking.

1178. Then do I understand you to draw a

distinction between the man who constantly

di'inks, and the man who frequently gets intoxi-

cated ; that the man who frequently drinks and
does not get intoxicated, nevertheless leads up to

insanity ?—Yes, that may be.

1179. Can ordinary drinking be considered as

a symptom of cerebral disorder or mischief as well

as the cause of it ?—Yes ; in the last class of per-

sons that I spoke of, drinking is a symptom and
product of the disease, and not the cause of it.

For instance, when it occurs after a fever, it is a

symptom of a cerebral disorder, and not the

cause of it ; but when habitual drinking has pre-

ceded such a state (and this I think should be

borne in mind) the cause may become the effect,

while it is in the very nature of this effect to

prolong and aggravate the cause ; what I mean
is this, that constant drinking may beget this

ungovernable craving, and the indulgence in

the craving strengthens the ci'aving, and so the

progress is steadily from bad to worse.

1180. Why does drinking lead to insanity in

some cases and not in others ?—In some men,

habitual drinking would lead to other diseases

rather than to insanity ; in short, the effect is in

the direction of the proclivity, but it is certain

H 4 that
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Dr. that many men in whom there is u clear proclivity

A. Mitchell, to insanity would escape but for excessive drink-

ino-. The excessive drinking in many persons

12 April (le'tennines the insanity to which they are at any

j^-ate predisposed.

1181. Then you would give us to understand

that there would be a predisposition to insanity in

one case fostered by actual drinking ?—Yes, but

there is not necessarily a predisposition ; I merely

explain why in some men insanity does not follow

habitual drinking ; I rather explain that.

1182. Have you paid any attention to the

hereditary influence of drunkenness, or of exces-

sive drinking, upon the condition of the offspring ?

—Yes; I have had my attention a good deal

directed to that subject, and it is, I think, quite

certain that the children of habitual drunkards are

in a larger proportion idiotic than other children,

and in "a larger iiroportion themselves habitual

drunkards ;
they are also in a larger proportion

liable to the ordinary forms of acquired insanity

or that insanity which comes on in later life;

but with reference to this, I think it should be

kept in view that many habitual drunkards are

also strongly predisposed to insanity ; the habitual

drinking in them is just the shape that the in-

sanity takes: and what they transmit to their

children is really that predisposition to insanity

which they have themselves, and which may find

its expression in their children, either in the form

of idiocy, or in ordinary acquired insanity, or in

some other disease of the nervous system, or in

crime, or in pauperism.

1 183. Would you put down physical defects,

such as strumas, or rickets, or deformity, and
class them as amongst the results of hereditary

drunkenness in the parents of children ?—Yes,

I would include thatij and epilepsy.

1184. You would include all deterioration of

physical and mental condition ?—Yes, I would
;

the whole being is liable to be a lower order of

being.

1185. I will noAv, if you please, take you to

the question of dealing with the insanity of

drunkards ; we have gone over the question of the

physiological relation between the two ; now let

us deal with them ; how do you deal with those

ordinary forms of insanity which arise from
drunkenness ?—Those ordinary forms of insanity

of which drunkenness is the orie;in are treated

just as we treat other forms of insanity, such as,

for instance, those arising from excessive sexual
indulgence. A very large proiDortion of the in-

sanity of the country is due to immoralities of
some kind, that is to say, to vicious violations of
the laws of health, which could, and should, have
been avoided ; but when the insanity comes, it

makes no difference whether it is due to such
things as the puerperal state, or a blow upon
the head in battle, over which the patient may
be said to have had no control, or to such
things as excessive indulgence in alcohol, or
excessive sexual indulgence, which may be re-
garded as vices, and which the patient might
have avoided. In short, the victims of manin, or
melancholia, or dementia, arising from drunken-
ness, are placed in asylums, and treated there
just as persons suffering from mental disorder,
whatever might be its cause.

1186. That is so far as existing treatment
carried on in different asylums is concerned?

—

Yes, that assumes that the persons are capable
of being certificated as lunatics.

1187. How would you deal with the special

forms of insanity, which are due to drunkenness ?

—A man who labours under an ordinary fit of

intoxication could be legally certified to be in-

sane, but the statutory certificate requires that
he should be also certified to be a fit and proper
person to be placed in an asylum, and treated
there ; and as it is perfectly well known that if

you keep him quiet for a few hours the fit will

pass off, the certificate cannot be completed. That
also is true to some extent, but in a different

degree, with regard to deUrium tremens. Prac-
tically few persons labouring under delirium
tremens are placed in asylums. So it is also

with mania a putu. If the patient's state is re-

cognised to be due to excessive drinking, he is

generally kept at home for a time, to see if it will

pass away ; but in such cases the extent of the
Avaiting will depend upon circumstances. For
instance, many more cases of this form of maniacal
excitement, directly due to drinking, and the

prolongation of the excitement of drunkenness,
are sent to parochial than to district asylums, be-
cause in the parochial asylums the same autho-
rities control both the admissions and the dis-

charges, and they know that they can liberate

the patient when the fit passes off. They know
that the condition is transitory, but they think
that it is the best and cheapest way to treat it in

asylums while it lasts.

1188. That is the result of the Scottish system
of managing their lunatics ?—Yes, that is what
hapjjens in Scotland as regards the lunacy which
proceeds immediately from drinking.

1189. When an attack of delirium tremens or

intoxication goes off, and your medical difficulties

end, your legal difficulties begin?—Yes, the

difficulties begin particulaidy with the stnte that

I spoke of as habitual drunkenness, or what is

commonly called dypsomania. In this mental
state, if such disorder presents itself as to justify

certificates of insanity, then the patients are placed

in an asylum and are left there till those symptoms
pass away. But in jwint of fact, with these per-

sons, if such symptoms do occur, they pass away
quickly, and they frequently do not occur at all

with such strength as to justify certificates of

insanity, or to make it possible at any rate to

obtain them. Supj^ose a man in that state is

placed in a Scotch asylum, as soon as the in-

tellectual disturbance subsides he can demand
and obtain his discharge as a sane man, because

he is no longer in a condition which would make
it possible to obtain statutory certificates of in-

sanity, on which he could be committed to the

asylum. In the other forms of transitory insanity

due to alcohol, to which I have alluded, the pa-

tients can demand their discharge in a similar way
when a state of sanity recurs ; but there is a dif-

ference between them and the habitual drunkard,

the so-called dypsomaniac ; their insanity was
due to the excessive use of alcohol, which we
think they had it in their power to avoid, where-

as the very root of the mental unsoundness ofthe

habitual drunkard is an ungovernable craving for

alcohol ; the intellectual disturbance is merely in

addition to tliis, and when it is gone we have no

feeling that their whole insanity is gone, yet such

patients can demand their discharge and obtain

it, because certificates could no longer be given,

—

the symptoms upon vv^hich they could be given

no longer existing ; therefore they are discharged

as sane.

1190. And yet you have a full knowledge that

in a great majority of instances they will go back
to
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to the same course as that which they have just

completed ?—Yes.

1191. And that being so, do you think that

any special legishition upon the subject is de-

sirable? —As the law stands their state differs, as

I have explained, sufficiently from insanity to

make it imj)osb^il)le to treat it as insanity ; the

question is, whether the law should be modified;

whether there sliould be a special law for that

condition ; in my opinion I think that is de-

sirable, but I desire at once to state that I think it

a very difficult thing to sav how it should be

done, and to what extent legislation should go.

1192. Special legislation being desirable, what
are the objects and the nature of that legislation

which yon would desire; first of all, t(j what class

of patients would you extend it?—I would still

treat in asylums all tliose persons i-egarding whom
the usual certificates of insanity could be ob-

tained ; if habitual drunkards exhibit symptoms
which in the ordinary and legal meaning of the

word make them lunatics, they should l)e treated

in asylums as lunatics while those symptoms last.

So far fresh legislation is not needed. It is only

required for those who cannot be certified to be
insane and to be in need of care and treatment
in a lunatic asylum. I would not extend it to per-

sons who get occasionally drunk, say once a week,
on pay day. In all those persons to whom it

should extend, tliere shoidd be some evidence of

a loss of control, some evidence of an vingovern-

able craving for drink, more than a company-
loving joviality ending in intoxication, even
though that may l)e a pretty frequent occurrence,

and though we know very well that in many per-

sons it is just the thing that leads to the un-
governable craving, or to ordinary insar.it}-, or

to crime, I think if we attempted to take charge

of this class, we should ruin the sober and well-

doing, the class is so large. Besides that, it

would be like taking charge of people whom
we see leading lives certain to end in ordinary

insanity or in crime ; we must wait till the condi-

tion arrives which justifies interference.

1193. Are you aware that the scope of the

reference to this Committee does not reach the

ordinary, although repeated drunkard ?—I pre-

siuued that that was the case, but I was anxious

to show that I would not extend legislation

to that class.

1194. Your answer so far entirely tallies with

what the scope of the Committee is ; now what
would be the effect of the special legislation you
contemplate?— I think it should have two objects,

Krst, the cure of the drunkard
;
and, second, the

comfort and well-being of society.

1195. The care of the drunkard and his pro-

perty ?—^'l"'he cure of the drunkard.

1196. Now we come to the crux of the ques-

tion, how in your opinion is this to be obtained,

and what character should be given to the legis-

lation?—We should hope to attain the first object

by prolonged compulsory abstinence under condi-

tions favourable to the general health. AYhether
this hojjc would or would not be realised I can-

not tell ; our experience in the matter in Scotland

is far from encouraging
; permanent and satis-

factory cures are certainly very rare. But the

experiment has never yet, I think, been quite

fairly made, and it cannot be so made with-

out special legislation ; if it were fairly and
fully made, the expectation of good results, I

think, a reasonable one. It will be seen, how-
ever, that these are all grounds for a tenta-

0.73.

five legislation, a legislation which would give Dr.
us an <qiportunity of acquiring experience on A. Mitchell,

which further legislation might be more securely
founded. About the second object there are, 12 April

I think, no uncertainties; the comfort of society 1872,

would unquestionably be often promoted by
making it legal to detain habitual drunkards
for a lengthened period, and the ruin of
families might often be thus averted ; I refer to

ruin in the broadest sense— loss of pro-
perty, loss of status, and loss of bodily and
mental health. If the prolonged detention of
drunkards were legal, the step would often be
resorted to quite as much for the well-being and
comfort of friends as for the good of the drunk-
ards, but I do not think there is any fault in the
principle which leads the State to protect the
well-doing or healthy against the ill-doing or
unhealthy. At the same time there should be
safeguards against abuse ; It might lead to

abuse, and full inquiry into the propriety of the
step should be secured ; it should not be left

entirely to medical men to settle this, as it is not
entirely a medical matter ; there should be some-
thing of the nature of an inquest into the matter,
and so far as Scotland is concerned, I think the

order of a Sheriff acting judicially should always
be necessary to authorize the detention of a

drunkard, and the duration of the detention
should be fixed in that order ; but there should
be a Avay of prolonging the detention in certain

cases, and there should also be a channel of ap-
peal against undue detention. It would be neces-
sary to secui e the accomplishment of these ob-
jects, thiit persons received voluntarily should not

be allowed to leave sooner than a fixed time, say
six months at the shortest, after admission.

1197. You spoke just now of the small amount
of really well-ascertained ciu'es ?—Yes.

1198. In your opinion, would those cures be
in the ratio to the earliness at which the treat-

ment of this class of cases would commence ?

—

I sliould expect that, but I have no facts upon
which I can go ; the less confirmed the case, the

more curable I should consider it, but in some
cases I should predict, without hesitation, incura-
bility even from the outset.

1199. You spoke a short time ago with refer-

ence to the necessity of taking cai'e that abuse of

this leglslalion did not take place, and a witness

who was examined here a short time ago made
this statement, that he had 120 patients in the

middle and wealthier classes of life during 10

years, who had placed themselves under his care

in a so-called voluntary manner, '• and I have
had them in the asylum and in private houses;

legally, I am bound to iet them go, but I have

been in the habit of taking an Indemnity from

the friends and relatives of patients, and Illegally

keeping them In against their will, and I have

done so for as Ionic a time as IS months ;" now
that is illegal?—Quite illegal.

1200. No system now existing could permit of

such an illegality as that?—Certainly not; I do

not think such a thing could be possible in

Scotland ; I do not think anyone could 80 de-

tain them in Scotland ; I do not know who does

this, iiut I am quite sure that no person could do

it in Scotland.

1201. Have you given a description to your

own satisfaction of the special institutions to be

required and what their nature should be ; you
would separate the special institutions from the

ordinary ones, that you have jtist said?—Yes : I

I think
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T>_ think that those objects which I have spoken of

mirh.ll could only be obtained in separate and special

__ institutions, and such institutions would be of

2 April two characters, for paying and non-paying

1872, patients ;
they should all be licensed, I think, by

persons authorised to do it. The institutions for

paying patients should be left to private enter-

prise Tthey would probably be, I think, cf various

kinds, just as private asylums differ ; some would

be for patients paying high rates of board, and

some for patients paying moderate rates of board ;

there might also be another division in these in-

stitutions, if they olitained any development,—

some might be for patients who entered them

voluntarily, and others for patients who entered

involuntarily. With regard to institutions for

non- paying patients, I think parishes, or combina-

tions of parishes, should be empowered to assess for

the building of such institutions, or to use any ex-

isting building set apart for that purpose ; tlien

coun'ties, or combinations of counties, through

the Commissioners of Supply, should be similarly

empowered to assess for new buildings or to use

existing buildings. This, it is true, would be

merely a permissive legislation, which is not

generally a satisfactory kind of legislation, but

is, perhaps, justifiable in this case, because our

knowledge of the whole matter is imperfect ; it

would at least make a thing possible which many
people desire, and to which few, I think, would
be opposed if it were not at the outset made
too binding and wide. But I would be glad

to see one building in some central part of Scot-

land as a beginning, erected by the Government,

and the expense defrayed either out of the Con-
solidated Fund or out of a general assessment.

Through this we should acquire the experience

we need. The erection of one institution would
thus lie secured, and the erection of others per-

mitted. Eventually, if the system was found to

be productive of good results, and if many insti-

tutions were voluntarily created, then this central

institution might be used only for those persons

committed by a magistrate or by a sheriff, not on
the petition of friends or inspectors nf the poor.

But till the institutions were multiplied, and
while there was room in this central one, any
person might be received into it for whose main-
tenance a parochial board was responsible.

. 1202. Would you grant the power of deten-

tion equally in voluntary aud in non-voluntary
institutions ?•—I would admit patients voluntarily,

but I would not allow patients to leave when
they liked.

1203. That is what I meant. In your opinion

should persons ever be sent to them directl}' by
magistrates without application being made by
the friends, or from what is in Scotland equiva-

lent to the parisn officer or the overseer of the

poor ?—When we talk of being sent by the
inspector of poor, it really means being sent by
the parochial board. He acts for the board and
under instrvictions from them. But in addition

to patients entering in the way I have described,

at the instance of friends, or of inspectors of poor,
or voluntaril)', I think sheriffs and magistrates
should themselves have the power of sending
persons to be detained in such institution. In
the case of lunatics found to be dangerous under
the 15th Section of the 25th & 2r)th Vict.,
cap. 54, (that is one of our Scotch Lunacy Acts)
the Scotch Commissioners proposed last year that
a clause should be introduced into the Criminal
Lunatics Amendment Bill, authorizing the

sheriffs to order the detention of such lunatics,

lulien the cause of their insanity was shown to be

excessive drinking, for a period not exceeding
12 months after apparent recovery. The Com-
missioners proposed the introduction of a similar

clause into the Act of 1864. I have copies of
the clauses that were recommended by the Board.
They were not introduced, because it was thought
they did not come within the preamble of the
Bills. But if separate institutions were erected,
such patients, of course, w^ould not be detained in
lunatic asylums. As soon as recovery appeared,
they would be transferred from the asylums
to these special institutions. Then, I think, it

would be well if the sheriffs or magistrates
had also the power to commit to those'^institu-

tions for some fixed period, which should riot be
too short, any person who had been convicted of
drunkenness or breach of the peace while drunk,
say three or four times within six months. I
think the sheriffs and magistrates should deal
with these two classes in this way ; because in
the first class, if a man proves himself to be
dangerous to the lieges through insanity which
is shown to be the result of the excessive use of
alcohol, then it is only fair that the lieges, if

they chose to bear the cost, should have the
power of protecting themselves from such a man.
All they can do at present is to send him to

an asylum, but he gets sane there in a very
short time, and must then be discharged, even
though committed as a dangerous lunatic. Such
an enactment as I have proposed would legalise

his detention, notwithstanding his apparent re-

covery, until the establishment of such health ,

as might perhaps prevent a recurrence of insanity

from that cause. In the second class, repeated
convictions for disorderly conduct Avhile drunk
would be held to indicate a loss of control and
so justify interference. If a man is three or

four times convicted of a breach of the peace
while drunk within six months, I think it is

a fair inference that he has lost control over
himself and indulges in drink without being able

to resist it.

1204. Then, in your opinion, the existing

sentence or treatment has no curative effect

upon such persons?— I have no knowledge of

such result following.

1205. Would you apply those three or four

times within six months appearing and being

convicted before the magistrates for being drunk
and disorderly to all classes ; would you make no
exception ?—I would make no exception.

1206. In the case of those inmates, the cost of

whose support would be thrown ujjon the rates,

Avould you endeavour to make those institutions

self-supporting ?—In every case in which the

support of these persons fell upon the rates, the

cost of their maintenance should be reduced as

much as possible, I think, by their own Avork ; and
in the case of pauper habiaial drunkards, there

should be compulsory work as well as compulsory
detention and abstinence. It is very difficult to

force people to work profitably, and it might per-

haps be necessary sometimes to resort to profit-

less work, like that in our gaols, to show that

work of some kind could not be avoided. The
extent to which this would be necessary would
depend on the efficiency of the management of

the institution ; under good management escape

from work would not be a very frequent thing.

Then it must be borne in mind that most of the

persons committed would be persons who could

Avork
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work profitably, and work woukl be good for

them; it woukl not only be profitable in a finan-

cial point of view, but it would have a therapeutic

value.

1207. You think that work qua work would
increase the value of the place to the individual ?

— I think it would increase the value of their

prolonged abstinence very much.
1208. And if a ])ortion of the result of the

work could be set aside for the benefit of the

individual himself, there would then be a stimulus

to exertion as well as benefit derived from it ?

—

Yes, but I do not think it would be safe to con-

template that there vv'ould be very much to be
laid aside ; I do not think a man would often earn
more than he would cost.

1209. That is as it may be, but in the event
of a man being able to do more than earn his

cost, that might be appropriated to his benefit in

leaving the institution ?—I think so, and I think

a good worker should have a present reward as

well, in the shape of indulgences and comforts
which would not be given to the idle man.

1210. But you would endeavour, as far as pos-

sible, to relieve the rates from any additional

burden being put upon them ?—I think that it is

only fair, in dealing with a class of persons like

habitual drunkards.
1211. In your opinion, as a man of great

experience in this matter, do you think legisla-

tion of this kind would tend to diminish drunken-
ness throughout the country ? - I do not think it

would ; such legislation as is here contemplated
would not tend to diminish drunkenness, except
perhaps by its indirect eftect in making the

young feel that it was a disgraceful thing ever
to be drunk, and a dangerous thing to be often

drunk, as that might lead to compulsory work
and loss of liberty. In all legislation of this

kind, and in ordinary lunacy legislation as well,

Ave do not strike at the root ofthe matter ; we are

dealing with an evil which we have allowed to

grow up, by neglecting to give a sound educa-
tion to the young, so as to fit them to l)e the in-

telligent guardians of their own health. I think

that is what would really tend to lessen the

amount of drunkenness, as well as of insanity and
crime. In such legislation as is contemijlated at

present, we are simply mitigating a mischief, the

growth of which we have made no well directed

efl'ort to check, and I think it should always be
borne in mind that what we contemplate is for

our own comfort, as well as in the hope of re-

forming the drunkard. I should like to see it a

compulsory ]iart of all education, for which the

State pays, that the young should be taught tliat

it is their duty to understand the laws by which
God governs the world, and to pay a reverential

respect to them. I do not think it would be more
difficult to qualify men for the intelligent pro-

tection of their health than to teach them the

multiplication table.

1212. And you woukl take this form of legis-

lation only as an aid to the diminution of drunk-
enness throughout the country?—Yes, as some
aid, but also for our own comfort; the evil

exists ; we allow it to grow up ; yet we may
fairly take ])ossession of the victim, and endeavour
to do him good, and alloAv ourselves the comfort
which conferring this benefit upon him would
yield.

1213, Supposing legislation of this kind was
established, who, in your opinion, should inspect

and control such institutions as you suggest ?

—

0.73.

Such institutions as we are here contemplating Dr.

perhaps fall more naturally under the direction ^- ^^tcheU.

of a Board of Lunacy than under the direction of , ~T •.

any other existing bo 'rd; I came somewhat unwiil- ' ^-ra"
ingly to this conclusion, and I think it would be

'

very desirable to keep up a clear distinction
between such institutions and asylums for the
insane.

^
We treat the insane as people labouring

'

under disease ; we are sorry for them and pity
them ; there is nothing disgraceful in their con-
dition

; v/e do all we can to foster views of this
kind

; and, though we do, in fact, detain patients
and take away their liberty, we still avoid as far
as we can all signs of incarceration, and shun
the very words which indicate the existence of
what we are constantly trying to reduce to a mini-
mum. But I think we should be obliged to deal
with a drunkard somewhat differently. He is de-
tained against his will, and if supported by the
country is forced to work, in spite of the fact that
he is still legally sane, and has the possession of
all his- civil rights and responsibilities

; there is

something therefore disgraceful about his position,

and something penal in his treatment. I think,
therefore, if institutions of this kind were placed
under the Commissioners in Lunacy, it would be
desirable to keep the distinction between them
and asylums for the insane very clearly defined.

1214. Does that opinion arise from the incom-
patibility of classing habitual drunkards and
lunatics from other causes togetlier; you wish to

keep the inspection of those establishments
separate from the ordinary duties of the Lunacy
Commissioners?—I would not like to injure the
really insane—the persons we have presently to

deal with—in any way ; and if having these institu-

tions under the Board of Lunacy were to have
that effect, I should be sorry to see it, but I think
it would be possible to make the distinction so

clear as not to lead to confusion in the mat-
ter.

1215. Then removing them from the insj)ection

of the Lunacy Commissioners, to whose inspec-
tion woukl you commit them ?— I do not know
any existing board whose function it v/ould so

naturally be ; but you might appoint boards locally,

or you might appoint a general board to do the
work ; or it has been pro])osed that prison

managers might do it, but I do not think that

would be desirable.

1216. We have of coiu'se to consider the ne-

cessity of creating the power of inspection, and if

we have to create a power of inspection, should
it be a local one in the vicinity of the place where
the institution is established, or should it be a

central one, somewhat after the same model as

the Lunacy Commissioners ?—If you established

local inspection, there would still be a necessity

for a general inspection—for a central inspec-

tion which would be in direct relation with the

Government.
1217. How has the admission of voluntary

patients into Scotch asylums been found to

work ?—We have a provision in the Scotch law
which is not in any other law, so far as I know,
and which was introduced with some such object

as is contemplated in this Bill. The first clause

was introduced into the Amendment Act of 1862,

at the instance of the Board, but it was not found
possible then to get exactly what the Board
wished. A clause empowering patients to enter

asylums voluntarily, however, was then passed,

which made it necessary that a patient should

present himself before a sheriff', and declare his

I 2 willingness
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Dr. -willingness to enter the asylum and go through

Mitchell, many formalities which gave publicity and trouble

; in the matter ; in consequence of which few per-

2 April
gQjjg loo]^ advantage of the clause. But in 1866

^ ^72.
t},at clause was repealed, and a clause substituted,

by which it was rendered possible for a man to en-

ter an asylum simply with the sanction of the Com-
missioners on his own written application, and

the effect of that change has been as follows

:

During the first five years, from 1862 to 1866, 50

persons entered the Scotch asylums as voluntary

patients, while during the last five years, 184

have entered, making a total of 235, which is a

considerable number for a small country like

Scotland. Those patients are not always habitual

drunkards, but a great many of them are; they

are persuaded by their friends to submit to this

treatment, and to go into asylums voluntarily.

Since 1866 the increase in the number of entrants

has been steadily progressing
;

taking the last

five years, the numbers run thus: in 1867, 17 ;

in 1868, 32; in 1869, 35; in 1870, 48; and in

1871, 52. The numbers have been steadily in-

creasing as the clause has been in operation.

Excluding the last year's number, and taking the

163 people who were admitted prior to the 1st

of January 1871, so as to give time to show
whether the residence is usually long or short, T

find that 42 of the 163 stayed less than a month,

50 stayed more than one month and less than

three months, 28 stnyed more than three months
and less than six months, 11 stayed more
than six mouths and less than nine months,

six stayed more than nine months and less than

12 months, and 26 stayed more than 12 months.

On examining the 26 who had stayed over the 12

months, to ascertain who they were, it was found

that a large proportion of those who had stayed

for so long a time were not habitual drunkards,

but persons who had gone into asylums for other

causes, persons, for instance, labouring under
mild Ibrms of insanity, and who had found com-
fortable homes and continued to reside there. So
far as I know, much good in the way of cure has

not come of these voluntary admissions ; but it

has olten been a source of great comfort to the

friends of a patient when they have persuaded
him to place himself thus in an asylum.
. 1218. Are you acquainted with the institu-

tion called Queensberry House in Edinburgh ?

—Yes ; I know it.

1219. JDo you visit it officially? — I have
visited it officially; but it is not under the juris-

diction of the Board, and the persons who are

there are not lunatics; they are not certifi-

cated.

1220. Has it occurred to you to notice that

any considerable portion of the patients coming
with certificates had those certificates dated either

from Queensberry House, or from any other
institution professing to treat inebriates ?—Yes

;

the only institution of that kind we have, is

Queensberry House, and it was lately observed,
that a number of patients entering asylums had
been examined there, showing that they had
been inmates of the institution at the time that
their condition became such as to make it

necessary to remove them to asylums, and in

consequence of that the house was officially

visited to ascertain whether there were persons
there, who, in the ordinary sense of the word,
were kmatics, but persons of such a description
were not lound. I made the last two visits, my-
self, and there were no complaints of detention.

The persons who resided there all said that they
had the power to leave when they chose

; per-

haps, however, that was not quite the fact.

1221. Is there any special clause relating to

drinking (1 am now speaking of drinking gene-
rally), which you would like to see introduced into

these legislative enactments — I should be very
glad to see this made law, that if a man sells drink

to a person who is an imbecile, an idiot, or an insane

person, he should lose his license and not have
it again. A great deal of mischief is done, and
a great expense falls upon the country in conse-

quence of the sale of drink to imbecile persons,

—

persons who are notoriously weak-minded ; that

leads to their committing crimes, or distyrbing

the peace ; the sanest of men in drink do very
insane actions ; Avhen an imbecile is drunk he
is taken up by the pt)lice and found insane, and
sent to an asylum as a dangerous lunatic, al-

thouoh there is no dano;er about him in his or-

dinary sober state ; once sent there, there is no

way of opening the door to him again ; there

he remains a heavy charge to the ratepayers all

the rest of his life ; and he is not so happy as

he would have been if he had been left at

home. I would be very glad to have a law that

Avould meet those cases.

1222. Plas it never come to yotir knowledge as

an inspector, that the surreptitious introduction

of spirituous liquor into asylums has been com-
plained of ?—Yes ; I have known that.

1223. You have no law which makes that an

offence except against discipline ?—Xo.

1224. And for it there is no other punishment

than diacharorino- the individual if he is found

out?—Nothing else.

1225. Would you extend the special clause, of

which you have been speaking, for supplying

liquors to insane and imbecile people, to the sur-

reptitiotis introduction of spirituous liquor into

the asylums?— I should be very glad to see an

extension providing for the pimishment of per-

sons guilty of doing what jou indicate.

1226. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] Taking the in-

stance of a person convicted three or four times

within six months, and who you think would be

a proper person to be detained ; I do not know
whether you have expressed any opinion as to

the length of time ?—1 think I sliould make the

period, for a person convicted three or four times,

not much less than 12 months.

1227. Some of our witnesses have expressed

an opinion, that nothing under two years would

be of any use ?—As I have told you, we have

had no experience to guide us ; detentions of a

year, or more than a year, have not produced

many cures ; I think two years would be more

likely to do it than 12 months, and three years

more likely than two years. I should not be

very sanguine in the expectation of many per-

manent and satisfactory cures even from deten-

tions of two years.

1228. The great difficulty with reference to

prolonged detention, setting aside the objec-

tions as to the liberty of the subject, would

be the expense, would it not?—Yes, and for

that reason I recommend that those who fall upon
the rates should be made, as far as possible, self-

supporting by being forced to work.

1229. But even that would not go very far,

would it, towards the maintenance of their

families ?—No, I do not think that it would.

1230. And the consequence of any scheme of

this kind must be a great increase, must it not,

to
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to the local burdens ?—It ayouIcI increase tlaem

in some directions and diminish them in others.

A family is often rendered completely unpro-
ductive by the pi-esence in it of a father or

mother who is an hal:)itual drunkard, and the

family would regain productiveness by the re-

moval of the father or mother, and I think such
fv step would often save a family from falling

upon the rates, or at least postpone that result.

In other cases, it would undoubtedly cause

families to fall upon the rates.

1231. With regard to that is it not the fact

that a person who might be called an habitual

drunkard really does frequently earn a consider-

able amount of money ?— Yes, that is, a person
who drinks largely often supports his family; but
I would not extend the law to those persons who
get drunk, say once a week, and are probably
during the rest of tlie week working indus-

triously, and managing to support their wives
and children.

1232. But those are persons who might come
within this condition of being convicted several

times ?—Of course they might, but the fact that

a man on being frequently convicted might be
deprived of his liberty would act as a restraint ;

it would not be a pleasant thing to be confined

in this way ; life would not be made pleasant and
agreeable ; this should operate as a restraint

;

I think the person who was not influenced by
that restraint and was frequently convicted, would
be a person not likely to support his family, or

to be doing much good, that is to say. a person

who is three or four times convicted during six

months.
1233. What do you say with regard to short

terms of imprisonment, say a month ; do you
think that anything ought to 1)6 hoped in the way
of cure from that ?—Nothing at all.

1234. You do not think it gives even the

chance ?—Xot a chance.

1235. Have many cases of insanity come under
your cognizance which were due to drunken-
ness?—A great number of cases of insanity, 19

per cent, of those cases re]iorted to the Board in

1871, in Avhich the cause of insanity was stated,

were said to be due to intemperance.

1236. Mr. A/iroi/d.] I understand you to re-

commend that in the Bill should be inserted a

provision pretty much to this effect; if a pub-
lican should sell drink to an imbecile or to an

habitual sot, he should lose his license ; are you
aware of similar provisions in the Habitual
Criminals Act, in Clause 10, which I will

call your attention to, as that is pretty much
like the clause you would wish to insert in

any Bill of this kind, that any person who
harbours habitual criminals in his house shall be
liable, upon summary conviction, to a penalty not

exceeding 10/., and the justice or magistrate

before whom he is brought may, if he think fit,

require him to enter into recognizances and
sureties for keeping the peace, and be of good
behaviour for 12 months. I will call your atten-

tion to the latter part of the clause :
" And any

license for the sale of any intoxicating liquors,

or for keeping any place of public entertainment
or public resort, which has been granted to the

occupier or keeper of any such house or place as

aforesaid, may, in the discretion of the court, be
forfeited on his first conviction of an oftence

under this section, and on his second conviction

for such an offence his license shall be forfeited,

and he shall be disqualified for a period of two
0.73.

years from receiving any such license ;"' I pre- Dr.

sume, therefore, you would be in favour of in- A. Mitchell.

sertino; a clause something- like this in the T" ..

Habitual Criminal Act?—Y^es : but the clause '

I recommend refers only to imbeciles, idiots, or

in,sane persons ; I do not know whether that Act
extends to Scotland.

1237. IVo, it does not
;
you would rather de-

sire that this Act should not extend to Scotland?
— I should hope it does not, if its provisions meet
my case, as I was not acquainted with it.

1238. I think you recommended as a means of

prevention of this vice of habitual drunkenness,
that the education should be ratlier of a physio-

logical, as well as a scholastic character ?—Yes,
I think there is a great defect in the education

of the young, in that respect.

1239. Speaking of the treatment of habitual

drunkards, in respect of compulsory abstinence,

there seems to be some little uncertainty in your
remarks, about the period of compulsory absti-

nence?—I recommended not less than thx-ee

months, and not more than 12, in those cases, in

which a sherlffj or magistrate, committed a patient,

but I added that I thouo-ht there ought to be the

power of prolonging the detention. If jiecessary
;

1 think that answers the question you ask. I

would make whatever body is entrusted with the

inspection of those institutions the channel through

which that prolongation should be effected, but
I would take care even in doing that, that due
and formal inquiry should be made into the pro-

priety of the step, and I would not let it be

recklessly or heedlessly taken.

1240. I presume from your evidence, that you
have not read the evidence of the previous wit-

nesses?—I have not.

1241. I want to remind you. with regard to

this very long period, as undoubtedly it is. Impri-

sonment for two years, that during a portion of

that time the prisoner, as I may call him, sliould

be on parole, and allowed a certain amount of

latitude, so that he might regain his self-control

;

with that proviso you would not object to a long

term?—On the contrary, I would approve of a

long term, but I would not in.sist that it should

never be shorter than two years.

1242. You recommend strongly the industrial

occupation of the habitual drunkard who is under
imprisonment, that he should, as far as possible,

earn his own living ?—Y^es ; I think it would be

fair to the ratejuyers and good for himself.

1243. Y"ou think that your suggestion would
have a therapeutic effect, as well as a corrective

one ?— I think so.

1244. With regard to tliose asylums, you
would have a separate staff of inspectors /—I
avoided the term asylums, I always spoke of

them as Institutions.

124.^. But In order to prevent confusion be-

tween those separate Institutions and lunatic

asylums you would liave a separate staff of In-

spectors ?—I feel that that is a difficulty ; I would

certainly desire that there should be a distinction

kept up, so that there should be no confusion

about asylums for the insane and institutions for

habitual drunlcards.

1246. Mr. Mitchell Ilenrij.'] You make a clear

distinction between patients who are violent when
drunk and suffer from delirium tremens, and

those who are habitual topers, aod have an irre-

sistible craving for drink ?— Yes, I make a dif-

ference ; a man labouring under delirium tremens

would be at once recognised as suffering t'rom

I 3 delirium
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n delirium tremens; a man labouring under the

Miirh.U "lania Avhlch immediately follows intoxication
,
muu

.

^^^^^jj generally be recognised as labourino- under

12 April that : but an habitual drunkard is something dif-

1872. fercut ; he is a man Avith an ungovernable and

remitting craving for drink Avhich has no reference

to any thins: external; it comes from something

within him.

1247. What is the average duration of attacks

of delirium tremens ?—It varies much; a few days

jjerhaps ; I can scarcely say with precision.

1248. The attacks come within about 10 days?

—Yes, usually.

1249. That, I take it, is the class of patients

who come under the cognisance of the magis-

trates very often for acts of violence ;
persons

whose systems are never free from alcohol, and

who commit acts of violence for Avhich they are

apprehended and punished ])y the magistrates?

—A person labouring under delirium tremens

will not often do that.

1250. But if he was upon the verge of deli-

rium tremens ?—A person just upon the verge of

delirium tremens would not often fall in this

way into the hands of the magistrate ; he would

be ill, and under some sort of surveillance, being

more or less actively insane for the time being ;

I presume you refer to acts of violence, or

breaches of the peace.

1251. What I mean is this, that the habitual

toper, a man who is very often an educated man,
who has an irresistible craving for drink coming
on, after deteriorated health and mental shocks,

and so on, does not come under the cognisance of

the magistrates for acts of violence ?—No, he

does not frequently do so.

1252. ]3ut the persons who come under the

cognisance of the magistrates are the people who
are very likely to suffer eventually from delirium

tremens ; when the attack is over, the man re-

turns to his work ?—Yes, he does.

1253. There are two distinct classes, and you
would iTiake distinct asylums for those two ?

—

The man who comes often under the notice of the

magistrate may be the man in whom the un-
governable craving will ultimately appear ; it is

not necessary, however, that he should pass

through an attack of delirium tremens ; acts of

violence are more likely to be the result of short

attacks of maniacal excitement consequent on
intoxication.

1254. What I want to come to is this; the

attacks of violence for which men come under
the cognisance of the magistrate are at an end
much sooner than that class who would do so

much harm to their families, who are habitual

drunkards ?—Yes.
1255. And yovi then require for the two very

difi'erent terms of seclusion ?—Yes, the term of
seclusion would not necessarily be as long for the
one as for the other.

1256. Would it not do if the law was altered,

so that any person who was convicted of any
offence belore the magistrates, connected with
drunkenness, instead of being fined should be
subject to a cumulative penalty extending per-
haps to six months, say for the period of his
offence, and a further period of seclusion for the
habitual drunkenness?— Yes, but the further
period of seclusion should be in a special insti-
tution.

1257. But that would not meet the case so
very common of well educated people, who can-
not refrain from drink ?—No, it would not.

1258. That class of persons, as I understand,

can now resort to Institutions in Scotland ?—They
can go voluntarily into asylums for the insane.

1259. But then they can discharge themselves if

they please ; the Commissioners do not certify

that they are insane ?—No, they can discharge

themselves, but they have to give three days'

notice ; we obtained the power to detain them
three days in order that the superintendent might
have time to notify to their friends that they

were about to leave
;
they can intimate on the

day oil which they go in that they intend to

leave.

1260. Then, if the law was altered to the

effect that a man entering a voluntary asylum,
with the sanction of the Commissioners in Lunacy,
should not be able to discharge himself for a

period of 12 months ; do you think that such an
alteration in the law^ as that would accomplish

what is wanted in the two classes of asylums ?

—

An asylum for the insane is not a proper place

for him. It is not desirable to have him in an

asylum for the insane ; we took that as tlie best

thing we could get; it was not because we
thought asylums for the insane were the proper

places for such persons.

1261. It might be a licensed house for ine-

briates?—Yes, a special institution.

126::^. Then there are a number of those per-

sons who would not voluntarily enter such an

asylum, but who still would eminentlv require

it?—Yes.
1263. Then that would require provision that

his friends should be able to incarcerate hiin for

a considerable length of time ?— Yes.

1264. After an inquiry much like that of the

Commissioners in Lunacy ?—Yes ; there might

be somethins: analoQOus to the inquest that we
have in Scotland for the purpose of appointing

tutors-at-law to lunatics, but not so formal nor

so expensive. The appointment of tutors-at-law

In Scotland up to 1868 was a very difficult and

expensive process ; it is now rendered cheaper

and simpler. The inquiry into the propriety of

placing an habitual drunkard under prolonged re-

straint at the instance of his friends might be

something between that and the process required

to place a lunatic under a curator bonis.

1265. Are you aware that your proposal to

establish special institutions of this kind, and to

put them either upon the Consolidated Fund or

upon the local rates, would be a difficult thing to

accomplish ?—Yes, but I propose little more than

permissive legislation as regards paupers, and as

regards those who are not paupers, I leave the

matter wholly to private enterprise.

1266. But'by simply giving the magistrates the

power to make the penalty for habitual drunken-

ness cumulative u]> to a certain number of months'

imprisonment, and to deprive the person volun-

tarily entering an asylum or institution for Ine-

briates of his liberty, with the sanction of the

Commissioners in Lunacy; that would accom-

plish very much what is required for the two

clasbcs of cases ?—May I ask If you would place

the first class in prison ?

1267. Possibly not ?—I would only recommend
that one institution should be erected out of the

Consolidated Fund or out of a general rate, and

I would leave the country to erect the rest. If

the country thought them desirable; I would
have nothing but permissive legislation as regards

the rest, just as we had permissive legislation in

regard to poorhouses. Parishes were allowed to

build
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build poorliouses, a,n(l i'or many yeai-s tliey did

not do so. They were permitted to build and
they were permitted to assess. I would give a

similar power to parishes or counties in this

matter ; if they considered it to be for their in-

terest to provide institutions, I would permit
them to do so.

1268. If a person is committed to prison by the

magistrate under a certain sentence, what would
be the objection to lengthening the period of his

imprisonment on account of his drunkenness ?

—

There v/ould be no curative treatment in that

case ; he would be treated simply as a prisoner

and criminal.

1269. Yes, he would be treated as a prisoner ?

—There is a difference, in my view, between the

ordinary criminal and the man under restraint

for habitual drunkenness ; I would not treat the

latter with all the kindness tliat I would extend
to a person regularly certificated as a lunatic,

but I think you would do him no good if you
did not in some measure treat him as a person

labouring under disease ; and if you place him in

an ordinary prison you must treat him as an
ordinary ])risoner.

1270. Take the case of a man committed for

assault whilst he was in a state of drunkenness
;

he is put into prison for a certain length of time,

and having been frequently committed, and
coming under the operation of this altered law,

he would then be sentenced to an increased term
of seclusion with a view of curing his craving for

drink ?—But not in a prison.

1271. In that case he would get a term of im-

prisonment, say two months with hard labour for

the assault, and a further period of detention, say

four months afterwards without hard labour in

the same ])rison, or in some other department of

the same prison ?—I do not think there would be

any gain in enacting a law of that kind
; you

must provide special institvitions in which he could

l^e treated ; he must be transferred from the prison

when he has paid the penalty of his offence

to some institution which is organised and de-

signed to attempt at least to cure him ; I do not

think it would be desirable to have a law wliich

would simply prolong his detention in prison with

that object, nor can I quite see that it would
be any great economy to the country, as you
would have to extend your prisons, and it would
be just as well to build separate institutions while

you were about it.

1272. But I take your statement to be, that a

man who comes under the cognisance frequently

of a magistrate is truly criminal ; he can avoid

getting drunk by avoiding taking stimulants, but

the man who is an habitual toper is a diseased

person ?—But I pointed out that if a man were
such as you have described, I would not send him
to one of these special institutions ; I would not

send a man there until he has shown that there

is something in his case of an ungovernable
cravino; ; I would have that proved ; and in pro-

posing that there should be a clause empowering
magistrates to commit to those institutions per-

sons who had been frequently convicted, within a

few months, of offences resultinsr from drunk-
enness, I assumed that the fact of frequency
was an evidence that there existed in them some
degree of loss of control ; if it is clearly shown
that that does not exist in them, I would just

treat them as criminals, and would not send them
to such institutions.

1273. I wish to ask you a question with refer-

0.73.

ence to persons Avho come imder the cognisance Dr.

of the magistrates for violence and assaults while A. Mitchell.

in a state of drunkenness ; what is your opinion as

to the adulteration of drink in that regard?—I do 12 April

not know anything about that : I have not given ^

my attention to that subject.

1274. Are not this class of persons liable to

become excited with smaller quantities of drink
than those in a higher position of life who can
get purer drink?—I have no information upon
the subject which I think would be either trust-

worthy or valuable. I have not given my at-

tention to the subject ; whether it is that in

Scotland we do not hear so much about it, or

whether it may be that there is not so much
adulteration there, I do not know. There is a
coarser kind of spirit sold to the poor than is

sold to the rich, bitt I do not think it is an im-
pure spirit. That there is a diiference between
the action of dilierent spirits is a certainty.

There is a spirit distilled from the potato, which,
though pure enough, is more likely to produce
delirium tremens than that which is distilled from
barley, owing, perhaps, to the fact that the

potato belongs to the same family of plants as

the belladonna. It is supposed that something
passes over in the process of distillation which
increases its power of producing delirium tremens.

I know that that is extensively believed in Ger-
many, but I never had an opportunity of ascer-

taining whether it is true or not. We have a

coarse whisky, and a finer whisky, but I do not

know that the one is more likely to produce
those effects than the other.

1275. Mr. Miller.'] I think you are of

opinion that a prison is not the proper place for

the treatment of drunkards ?—In the treatment

of drunkards it is not.

1276. Then we may lay aside prisons alto-

gether as bearing upon the question referred to

this Committee. We may take it from you that

if drunkards are to be treated, they must be

treated in a totall}^ different way ; in an institu-

tion, as you term it?—Yes; that is so.

1277. I think you stated also with regard to

habitual drunkards, that there was a possibility

of their being cured ?—I said we had very little

evidence to show that the chances of cure were

great, but that the experiment had never yet

been fairly made, and could not be fairly made
without special legislation, because without it the

detention cannot be enforced or prolonged.

1278. Supposing the opportunity of treating

them to be free, do you think that cure could be

effected ?— 1 would not like to speak very hope-

fully about that ; I have seen very few cures ; I

should have very great difficulty in pointing out

to the Committee any single case of a permanent

and satisfactory cure ; but as I said before, the

experiment has never been fairly made, and I

think that the expectation of a good result, if it

were fairly made, is a reasonable exi^ectation.

1279- We have been talking of habitual

drunkards of two cla-sses, that is to say, one

class Avho could afford to jmy for any expense

which might be laid out upon them, ami another

class who would have to be maintained at the

expense of the i-ates. That latter class would be

unable to maintain themselves. Do you sup-

pose from vour knowledge of Scotland and the

private asylums there, that private institutions

could be erected and maintained by the boarders

resorting to them ?— I think it almost certain

that if we had such a law as I have indicated,

I 4 private
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private institutions would come into existence as

the result of private enterprise, but if they did

not, then it would be the country's fault; I

would do nothing more than allow them
, I

would give them no assistance from the State.

1280. For the pauper class, I suppose, there

would be no help for it but to come upon the

rates for their treatment, if such a thing Avas

fouad to be desirable, but amongst the better

class it might be brought to pay for itself?

—

Yes, I think so.

1281. Private asylums in Scotland, as I under-

stand, are sufficiently remunerative to liave

them established in various quarters?—Yes, they

are all understood to be sources of profit to their

proprietors.

1282. So that they would require nothing

from the public towards their maintenance ?

—

No. They might, however, cost the public some-

thing in the way of inspection and supervision,

but that should be very little.

1283. And that inspection and supervision

would have to be got from the Board, with which

you are connected '.—If under the Lunacy Com-
missioners, it would have to be kept distinct

from their ordlnar}^ work. There is perhaps no

existing Board to whom that matter Avould fall

so naturally, but if it were entrusted to them, I

think that it should be made as distinct Irom
their existing work as it possibly could be. There
should be no confusion in the public mind ; that

is what I desire to prevent ; the public should

not su])pose that these institutions were the same
as asylums for the insane.

1284. I suppose, neither the public nor the

patients would like to have the idea, that they

were in an asylum ?—No, certainly not.

1285. You would look forward to people re-

conciliu!! themselves to the situation?—Yes.

1286. I think you mentioned something about
education; that education was not sufficiently

gone into as to the effect or the present state

of drunkenness ?— Yes.

1287. Do you think that education really

leads to the prevention of drunkenness?—Yes,
I think a man should abstain from drinking on
rational grounds, because he knows it will do
him harm, and because he knows that it is his

duty to guard his health.

1288. Do you not know many very clever and
highly educated men, who are verj^ much given
to drinking ?—Even amongst the best educated
part of the community that part of education is

neglected ; there is no sound and sufficient edu-
cation of that kind given to any class.

1289. Taking skilled labour, for example, is it

within your knowledge that these men, probably
standing at the very top of their business as

skilled labourers, are many of them very great
drunkards ?— Yes.

1290. In any Bill which is brought in for a

measure of the kind Aviiich is contemplated by
this Committee, you would have all })ublic-house

people kept in subjection to the fact that they
should not sell liquor to imbeciles ?—I should
like very much to see that law passed.

1291. Would you class people coming in in a
drunken state in the position of imbeciles?—

I

did not refer to such persons. I think, however,
that cases would often arise in which it would be
difficult to say Avheiher or not the public-house
keeper had broken the law, but uotwithstai^ding
the fact that such cases would occasionally arise,

the existence of sucli a provision would be a

practical protection to imbeciles. I think that
there would often be cases of doubt as to whether
the publican had or had not broken the law, but
he would avoid the risk, and good, on the whole,
would be the result, I think.

1292. Mr. Saviudsdv.'] One of the witnesses

we have had before us said he thought voluntary
refuges for the poor were a good thing, and that
they might be made self-supporting, because
most of the greatest drunkards amongst the poor
were good artizans, do you believe that ?—I do
not believe that that would actually happen

; they
would not be wholly self-supporting; the country
in establishing such institutions for the poor
would ha^ e to bear a part of the burden of their

maintenance, but I think it very desirable that
they should be made as nearly self-supporting

as ])ossible, and that there should be compulsory
work as well as compulsory detention. It is a
difficult thing, however, to get compulsory
profitable work ; it is easy to get compulsory
profitless work, but it is not easy to get com-
pulsory profitable work; a man can work badly
when he is compelled to work; he can manage
to make his work yield little profit.

1293. But if he were obliged to contribute to

his support to a certain extent, and be allowed
the balance of his earnings, he would then Avork

profitably, would he not ?—I think it would de-

pend very greatly upon the management, Avhether

the amount of profitable work was great or small

;

a clever management would make it much more
profitable than it Avould otherwise be.

1294. Do you not think it would be partly the

case, that the very dullness and monotony of the

institutions would make men turn to work to re-

lieve their minds ?—Yes ; if it were not for the

fact that the habitual drunkard is an idle man.
Even men Avho are not naturally idle, when work
is forced upon them, are a^^t to resist it, but the

habitual drunkard is naturally an idle man, and
can be happy, in his way, when quite idle.

1295. You Avould not have those institutions

in any Avay connected Avith either asylums or

gaols ?—I think it Avould be better to have sepa-

rate institutions, if the country is to establish

them at all ; if there is to be any legislation in

the matter, there should be separate institutions

really distinct from asylums and gaols ; there

should be something penal in the treatment of
the inmates, but also something medical.

1296. Another Avitness thought they should

not be too large, as in that case the patients

would lose their self-respect; he thought the

greater privacy there was, the better it would be?
—I do not knoAv hoAv far that could be carried

out. Very large institutions Avould be objection-

able, but it is difficult to say Avhat very large

means. When the population came to be 20 or

30, if that Avas not found to be too many, you
might go to 40, and from 40 to 50, and beyond
it, according to experience. I Avould not call

such numbers large. These remarks have re-

ference to private institutions.

1297. Heseemed to go more to boarding patients

out?—And did he propose that there should be

any poAver given to the guardian of the patient ?

1298. He said that, generally speaking, he
would be left to the dictation of the caretaker,

even Avhere it Avas not Avithin the letter of the

laAv ?—That Avould not accord Avith my experi-

ence as desirable or likely to yield good results- -

if I rightly understand the scheme.
1299. You would prefer not to have those insti-

tutions
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tutions under the Commissioners in Lunacy ?—

I

discussed tliat question with my colleagues, and
we feel unwilling to have the work which is at

present entrusted to us in any way injured ; if

this matter was handed over to us, there should

be as clear a distinction as possible made between
it and the present work of the Board ; at the

same time it Avas felt that the inspection of such

institutions perhaps fell more naturally to the

Lunacy Commissioners than to any other existing

officei's.

1300. If there was a minister of public health

existing, would you think that such inspections

would come within his department?— I presume
all these matters would fall to him, more or less.

1301. Do you know with regard to habitual

drunkards who are imprisoned in gaols for other

crimes, what the result to them is of the imprison-

ment and the consequent forced abstinence ?

—

I know of no evidence of benefit from that.

1302. Can a physician readily recognise an

habitual drunkard from one who only occasionally

drinks, and is very violent when he does drink ?

—I am glad that you have asked the question, as

I think cases would occur, as they occur in re-

ference to ordinary insanity, which would be

doubtful : but there would always be a broad

mai'gin of cases about which there would be no

doubt. There woidd be certain cases regarding

which doubts would exist, and perhaps they woidd
be numerous. I am not siu'e how that might be,

but such cases occur in ordinary insanity : there

are persons whom some medical men think sane

and others think insane ; so there would be per-

sons whom some would call habitual drunkards,

and others would not call habitual drunkards.

1303. You said you hoped a great deal from

the effect upon the children of the next genera-

tion of such a law as this being passed; would
you not think that publicity being given to an

inquest upon the case of a man who was a de-

termined drunkard would have a good effect, and
that it would be better to have it held in a public

tribunal than a private one ?—^Yes ; at present,

where a man is a dangerous lunatic, the examina-
tion is publicly made ; there should be sufficient

publicity to guard against abuses, but not an un-

necessary publicity ; there should be no publicity

about voluntary admissions.

1304. Altogether, you hope more from the

education of the young, and the sanitary improve-

ments of society, than from anything else ?—This

proposed legislation does not deal with the causes

of drunkenness ; it deals with the other end of the

evil; our lunacy legislation, in like manner, does

not tend to diminish the occurrence of insanity
;

it takes care of the insane, and sees that justice is

done to them, but it has no tendency to reduce

the production of insanity.

1305. But in one way it has a tendency to

reduce, as it prevents the propagation of insanity ?

—That is a small effect.

1306. It would not be so small as it would be
with regard to the habitual drunkard ?—It would
not very largely influence the matter with him
unless you shut him up for his whole life, and
render it impossible for him to propagate.

1307. You spoke of the sale of liquors to im-

becile persons, would you not make the law much
more stringent with regard to the sale of liquor

to young persons?—My concern is with imbecile

and iusane persons ; I did not think of the young,
but I should not object to see the same arrange-

ment extended to the case of children ; I think

that would be a proper and good extension.

0.73.

1308. Sir Harcourt Johnstone Have you had
any experience of reformatories for young cri- •

minals?— 1 have not any special knowledge of

the matter.

1309. Is it not the system in Scotland, as it is

in England, for free work to be used as a system
of cure ?—Yes, that is very much encouraged,
and we always think it does good ; it improves
the health and increases the tranquillity of the

inmates, and does good in many ways ; out-door
occupation is very beneficial.

1310. Do you think in cases of habitual drunk-
enness that every sort of work consistent with

the previous habits of the patient would be pro-

bably of immense service to him ?—I think that

there should be many kinds of work provided

;

you would have to turn the man to the best ac-

count you could ; if he were a tradesman and you
knew how to turn his skill to profitable account
you would do so.

1311. By mere open air work, would you do
so?—That I am not prepai'cd to say. I think it

would be necessary to have in-door as well as

out-door occupations.

1312. 'isix. Samuehoiir\ I wish to ask a question

with regard to the question put by my honourable
friend, Mr. Mitchell Henry. Su])posing a man
was in prison for crime committed under the in-

fluence of drink, and was afterwards transferred

to one of those institutions for the cure of his

habits of intoxication, would that not have a very

bad effect upon the rest of the patients?—I in-

dicated that if the arrangement was found to

work Avell, I thought that private institutions

would divide themselves into four classes, those

for patients paying high rates of board, and those

for patients paying low rates of board—each of

these being again divided into two classes, for

patients entering voluntarily^, and for patients

whose admission was compulsory. With re-

ference to non-i)aying patients, I suggested that

if one institution was founded by Government,
ultimately all those patients you speak of should

be sent there ; while the inmates of all institu-

tions founded voluntarily, if they ever arefounded,

should only be persons who had not committed

crime, and who enter at the instance of their

friends or of inspectors of the poor. Ultimately

one, institution would be the institution to which

the class you speak of would drift.

1313. Do you believe that these parishes

would go on this voluntary principle ?—I have

not expiessed an opinion upon that subject; I

have no knowledge upon which I could form an

opinion. If they thought it for their interest,

they would.

1314. If yovi did not do that, you would have

two classes; the innocent drunkard sent by his

friends, and the violent drunkard sent c(nn-

pulsorily ?—I would recognise this central institu-

tion as a tentative thing fulfilling temporary ob-

jects, and giving us opportunities for tiie acqui-

sition of e'xperience, but I have defined its ulti-

mate and permanent purpose, if other institutions

for paupers sprung up.

1315. Major iValktr.\ You have mentioned

that a large number of persons do submit them-

selves under the present state of the Scotch law

voluntarily to seclusion in the existing asylums.

I should like to ask whether if the law was so

altered that those persons now voluntarily

offering themselves should be subjected com-

pulsorily to a period of 12 months, that would not

affect the number of persons who would volun-

tarily come forward ?— It would unquestionably.

K 1316. Chairman.']

Dr.

L. Mitchell,

i2 April

1872.
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Dr. 1316. Chairman.^ Is legislation in the pro-

A. MitchdI. posed direction held to be desirable by your

colleao-ues ? —I think the Committee may accept
12 April opinions I have expressed to-day as substan-
1872.

tially those of niy colleagues ; I should not like

to bind them to more than that : but I think we
are substantially at one upon the question ; we do

not recommend a SAveeping compulsory legislation

at once, but we should like to see the experiment

favourably made.
1317. ^Ar. Akroijd.'] You stated with regard to

this voluntary detention, that you thought that

where the patient laid down a certain time which

he thought it desirable to remain, that might

check the number of imnates ?—Yes.

1318. Now sujiposing that experimental time

were not more than six months, do you think that

would operate as a check ?—I think the six

months would diminish the number very greatly

;

the man who goes in now knows that he can

come out whenever he likes ; to intimate that he
means to leave in three days is a very different

thing from giving six months' intimation.

1319. I press you closely, because I have a

case in my own experience of an habitual

drunkard in my employ, and I induced him to

put down a term of three months for his own
detention ; but if the patient knew there was no
term fixed, do you think any inducement would
lead him to remain ?— I think compulsory de-

tention would reduce the number of voluntary

admissions ; I have known many patients Avho

have come voluntarily under an obligation to

remain 12 months, but they are a sm.all number
comparatively, and I think a great many people

go in who would not consent to come under
such an obligation if they knew they could

not break it.

1320. You raised some little alarm at the idea

of having these inebriate asylums paid out of the

Consolidated Fund, but you would not re-

commend more than that one of the asylums
should be tried experimentally at the expense of

the Government ?—I would leave all the rest to

be done at the will of the country ; I would only
have one small one as an experiment in Scotland
at first—the cost to be paid either out of the
Consolidated Fund, or by a general rate.

1321. Would you apply the same remark to

England ?—I have been speaking with my eye

on Scotland as knowing most about it ; but f

desire it to be distinctly understood that I would
leave all, with the single exception just re-

ferred to, to be voluntarily done by the country

when thought desirable, and under no compul-

sion. The legislation I propose would simply

enable the country to do this, if such was the

wish, and would also secure favourable condi-

tions.

1322. Mr. Mitchell Henry.'] I wish to ask you
about that very important subject of voluntarily

entering the asylums ; is it not the case that

drunkards Avho voluntai'ily enter asylums do so

during fits of repentance ?—Frequently under
pressure from their friends ; their friends urge
them to make application, and to go to the

asylum.

1323. During that period of repentance are

they not likely to promise to remain for 12

months ?—They do occasionally. I know many
cases, however, in which patients have promised

to remain, and in a very short space of time have

changed their mind.

1324. That is the very point that I am endea-

vouring to press ; if it is considered desirable

by their friends and by the Commissioners in

Lunacy, whom they have permitted to act as the

referee to inquire into cases of that kind ; or if

a person proposes to enter into an asylum for 12

months, as he might do during his repentance fit,

what would be the objection to compelling him
to stop ?—He would not do it if he knew you
could compel him ; he knows quite well now
that you cannot compel him to remain, and there-

fore he is ready to promise. Many patients have

intimated their intention to stay 12 months, and
have left within a week.

1325. Is not that the very cause of the failure

of the asylum, because you cannot keep them ?

—Yes, I think that is the cause of it. But even
if we could detain them, it should not be in

asylums.

1326. To enter an asylum under those terms is

to do very little more than to promise not to

drink at home ?—I think an Act would be of no

use of which compulsory detention was not an

element.

1327. Chairman.] You have a very low ojnnion

of the veracity of a repentant drunkard ?— I

have.

Dr. Forbes Winslow, called in ; and Examined.

Dr. 1328. Chairman.'] I BELIEVE you have had 1330. But amongst the upper, and the upper
F

,
Winslow. very long acquaintance with insanity and intern- middle classes with whom you have had to deal,

perance amongst the upper, and upper middle you have come frequently in contact with those

classes more especially?—I have for the last 30 forms of insanity resulting either from or pro-

years of my life. duced by intemperance ?—In the middle class of

1329. I propose to confine the questions which society certainly, a good many cases of insanity

I am going to put to you to that class only ; I which have come under my observation and treat-

am not proposing to take you into the lower ment have been clearly traceable to habits of in-

stratum of the subject Ave have to deal Avith. In temperance.
your long intercourse with these classes, have 1331. I believe that for some very consider-

you found insanity resulting from intemperance able time past you have entertained vicAVS upon
to be of frequent occurrence ?—In the upper the necessity of legislative dealing with this par-
classes of society, the insanity which can be ticular form of social trouble ?—I have,
clearly traced to habits of intemperance, of course, 1332. I think it will save time if you will, in

is not so great as in the lower stratum of society, your oAvn way, communicate to the Committee
It is very often associated with a morbid disposi- what your views upon the subject are ?—My
tion to take stimulants to excess ; but the actual opinion has been that if establishments Avere
insanity itself is not so easily traceable to habitual organised for the reception of persons addicted to
mtemperance as among the loAver and pauper chronic habits of intemperance, hundreds Avould
classes of society. avail themselves of those institutions, and volun-

tarily
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tarily surrender themselves for a time to control

and treatment. Such institutions are, to my
mind, one of the great and .crying wants of the

age. The class of cases to which 1 refer are not
admissible into the ordinary lunatic asvlums, as

they cannot be legally certificated to be of un-
sound mind, according to the strict letter of the

law. Medical men who have to certify as to the

mental unsoundness of the person prior to his

being placed under legal restraint have to state

what they themselves observe as to his insanity

or mental unsoundness ; and imless they can de-

tect some aberration of intellect, evidenced by
hallucination, delusion, or clearly manifested dis-

order of the brain, siu'h as general paralysis or

softening ; and unless they can insert in the docu-
ment that the patient is suffering from some
aberration of intellect, specifying what its form
is, or detect symptoms of diseased brain, such as

softening of the brain or general paralysis, they
cannot legally sign the certificate. The fact of a

man or woman being an habitual and violent

drunkard is not sufficient to meet the require-

ments of the statute test, and therefore there are

numerous cases which one would gladly place

under restraint,—and which ought to be under
restraint,—not only for the protection of their

own lives, but for the protection of the lives of

others, which cannot he dealt with. It has often

happened that these cases have come before me,
and I have said , it is a very sad thing to see them
without having the legal power of placing them
under restraint. I went down to see a nobleman
not very long ago, who had been in a state of in-

toxication for four or five weeks ; he had not been
sober during that time for one day ; but I could

see nothing in his mental or physical condition to

justify me in advising him to be jjlaced in a

lunatic asylum. I was satisfied that the man was
killing himself, and ought to be under restraint.

This is a type of case which I think should be
dealt with by the Legislature. Where you can

establish habitual drunkenness, and the patient is

not inclined voluntarily to put himself in an
asylum, I think the fact of his being proved to be
in this condition should be suflScient to justify

confinement. There are many cases of this kind

that you cannot deal with. 1 know numbers of

ladies moving in very good society who are

never sober, and are often brought home by
the police drunk. They are wives of men in

a very high social position. I have been
often consulted about those cases ; my hands
are tied; I could not legally consign them to

the asylums: I have no doubt there is the in-

sanity of drunkenness in them, but it is not

the insanity which comes within the strict letter

of the law. The Legislature does not recognise

habitual drunkenness as a form of insanity,

although medical men do. Of course it is very

difficult to draw the line of demarcation between
what I should term normal drunkenness and
abnormal drunkenness ; of course there is noi'mal

drunkenness, as there is normal forms of any
other vice. It is very difficult to deal with drunk-
enness as a vice ; but when it passes the boundary
line, and ceases to be a vicious propensity, what-
ever form it may assume, then the depraved
morbid craving for stimulants is clearly traceable

to the mental condition, and of course under these

circumstances you may deal with the disease,

or you ought to be able to deal with it. There
is a morbid craving for stimulants which is clearly

traceable to a brain condition ; it is a form of

0.73.

insanity, although it is not recognised by law.

A man who has had ample opportunity of ob-
serving these cases, and studying them, is able
to diagnose pretty accurately the difference

between normal drunkenness and abnormal
drunkenness. But you may have, as I said,

ordinary licentiousness, which you may see

manifest in all parts of London in the jjublic

streets ; that is a vice which is very difficult

to deal with, except by the police ; but that
vice sometimes passes from the normal into an
abnormal state, and the exaltation of the instincts

becomes a disease, or mania. There are very
many forms of insanity springing out of the in-

dulgence of the passions.

1333. I gather thus far from your evidence,

that you do not consider the ordinary lunatic

asylum the proper place in which a person should
be put who is labouring under insanity, the result

purely of intemperance ?—I think myself, in the
absence of any other kind of institution, we have
no other means of dealing with these cases, but
I think it is a form of insanity which ought not
to be associated with ordinary cases of lunacy

;

If we have institutions distinct and apart from
ordinary lunatic asylums, and placed under a
distinct course of direction, and jjerhaps with a

different class of inspectors and directors, they
would, I think, tend very much to diminish the

amount of drunken insanity.

1334. And it would tend to lessen the number
of the inmates of the asylums as they now stand?

—Undoubtedly, because for a certain time a man
may show a morbid and a diseased craving for drink

without any other symptom of mental aljerra-

tion, or without any other symptom of disordered

brain ; but if it goes on unchecked and untreated,

it must pass into actual insanity If we could deal

with those cases in the early stage in which
you have morbid iri-esistible and incontroUable

desire for drink, if you could check it in that

stage, by placing the patient under strict control,

and deal with him as you would deal with any
other form of disease in its incipient stage, you
would arrest the development of incurable forms

of disordered brain. These terminate either in

chronic aberration of the mind or in chronic brain

disease.

1335. Is it not the fact that as regards the

dietetic treatment of the ordinary insane, and of

the habitual drunkard, a person drunk from an

excessive indulgence in liquor, there is a differ-

ence made, that is to say, is it not the fact that a

person suffering from ordinary insanity may re-

quire a considerable quantity of stimulants ?— In

some cases.

1336. Whereas where it arises from indulgence

in drink, it is a great mistake to give drink ?

—

It must not be given ; it is a great mistake to

suppose that injury arises from stopping the

drink ; it is poison that is imbibed, and you must

stop the poison, and you may do so with perfect

impunity.

] 337. The dietetic treatment is not the same ?

—No, it is not ; of course there are certain

forms of insanity associated with a considerable

amount of vital depression, in whicli cases you

must give stimulants.

1338. How far do you believe, that if private

institutions provided with legislative power to

retain patients for an adequate period of time

were established, they could be made for the

upper and middle classes to pay their way, our

object being of course to separate those which

K 2 could
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Dr. could be provided by the State in some shape or

F. Win&lon. other from those which coukl be provided^ by

private enterprise ?—I believe such institutions

12 April would be a national blessing, and in many cases,

1^72. I believe, they would be self-supporting. I am
satisfied that I could have had under my care

some thousands (I am speaking within bounds)

of cases of morbid drunkenness ; I might say, of

insane drunkenness, which I could have placed

under restraint if I had had an opportunity of

doing it. I have seen the most frightful amount

of loss of life, poverty brought upon families,

grievous, dreadful, and dire domestic disti-ess and

sorrow, and families wrecked and ruined by not

being able to deal with those cases. In fact, as

I have often said, " Your husband or wife is

committing suicide, and requires as much to be

controlled as if they were taking belladonna, or

opium, or any other form of poison." I look on

alcohol as a poison. Every means should be had

recourse to to limit or resti'ict the sale of a

poison, as you interfere with the indiscriminate

sale of opium, prussic acid, or arsenic. Alco-

hol is not a necessary of life ; it should be dealt

with by the Legislature as a poison. A person

goes into a dram shop, and takes his rum or

whisky ; he imbibes a poison. After a time his

nervous system becomes saturated with it, and
the brain itself becomes surcharged with alcohol

;

and as is the case very often with chronic drunk-
ards, on examination after death, if you apply a

light to the fluid in the ventricles of the brain it

ignites into a flame. You can actually distil

alcohol from the brain of chronic drunkards ; the

brain is so saturated "ith the spirit, and of course

the whole source of vitality becomes poisoned.

1339. Are you of opinion, with regard to these

institutions destined for the inebriate and the

asylum proper, that there should be no confusion

between the two, either in the public mind or

in the legislative mind ? — I should keeji them
quite distinct. I believe that if sanitaria were
established on a broad basis, and the inmates of

those institutions were allowed a certain amount
of rational enjoyment, and subjected to the mini-

mum amount of restraint, and that not an off'en-

sive restraint, and had all the reasonable in-

dulgences of life brought within their reach,

thousands would go into those institutions ; how
long they would remain is a very difterent

question.

1340. Have you at all formed an opinion as to

under whose control or inspection such establish-

ments should be, because you would, of course,

desire that they should be both controlled and
inspected?— I think they should be subjected
both to legal and medical inspection. I question
very much whether, considering how overworked
the present Commissioners in Lunacy are, you
could fairly put under their control and super-
vision any institution of the kind. I think that
there should be a distinct and separate board for
the super^'ision of those institutions.

1341. The boundary between vice and disease
which Dr. ]Mitchell has so accurately drawn is

one which might be left to the educated mind,
but Avhich could not be left to the ordinary inex-
perienced person?—No; I think that a medical
man who has had practically to deal with these
cases has very little difiiculty in coming to a right
conclusion as to whether the boundary line has
been overstepped, in other words, whether the
condition is that of normal or abnormal drunken-
ness

; whether it has passed from one stage into

another, just as he can distinguish eccentricity in

one man from eccentricity which has passed into

actual insanity in another. Experience gives him
an additional sense, and enables the physician to

come to a right conclusion ; he ought rarely to

commit a mistake in his diagnosis. I am referring'

to the judgment of an experienced physician.

There are certain symptoms that clearly indicate

dipsomania, in which the morbid craving for

drink springs from a disorder of the brain, and
there is a craving for drink which is to be con-
sidered as a vice. I have had in my own insti-

tution a great many patients who have come
voluntarily and placed themselves under treat-

ment. Perhaps there has been a little ui^due
straining of the law to receive them, but there
has generally been some physical symptoms
which you could lay hold of, such as, perhaps,
general paralysis, or symptoms of some other
Ibrm of organic disease of the brain, such as loss

of memoiy and faint scintillations of aberration,

so that if he can get hold of these facts, the
medical man is justified then in certifying, but
without that he cannot do so.

1342, In the event of institutions such as these
being established, you would of course give a
power of detention for what might be deemed
an adequate length of time by parties who had
the control and superintendence of the institu-

tion ?— I am certain that nothing good could be
done for these cases unless they were kept for a
considerable time under control ; it is difficult to

say the amount of time they should be detained
under supervision ; I should say 12 months at

least would be a fair test of recovery, and even
then I am not certain whether the habit could
be eradicated. A man places himself under con-
trol, and is thoroughly conscious of his sad and
lamentable condition ; he feels the necessity for

restraint ; he knows that he, by his habit of
intoxication, is ruining himself and beggaring his

family. He says. Here I am, take charge of
me ; I will remain any time you like under re-

straint ; I surrender my free agency into your
hands ; and in the course of perhaps a fortnight

or three weeks he is apparently well ; the poison

in the shape of stimulants, is kept from him,
and he loses the craving for it, and is ap-

parently in possession of his senses ; the

craving for drink perhaps returns
;
perhaps it has

been in existence during the whole time he has
been under restraint, but has been kept in sub-
jection. He says, I feel quite well and I want
to go out, I want my liberty

;
you cannot restrain

^ man under those circumstances, unless you are

legally authorised to do so ; if he signs a document
and says, I voluntarily surrender my freedom,
and place myself in your institution for six or more
months, that document would have no legal force

if the man, when he was apparently restored to

his senses, were to say, I will remain here no
longer ; I want .to go. If you say to him, You
signed a pledge to remain here for six months,

he would say, I do not care for that document;
and would tear it up just as a man would tear up
his will. But if any legislative enactment pro-

vided for a contingency of that kind, we might
say, You think you are well, but we do not think

so, and we cannot allow you to leave until we are

satisfied that this dreadful habit has been eradi-

cated ; but how to discover when the morbid
desire for stimulants is really cured is a pro-

blem I cannot attempt to solve, for in the ma-
jority of cases of habitual drunkenness there is

associated
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associated with it a disordered state of the brain

which you do not cure ; there is a disordered

apj^etite which you do not eradicate ;
although

you keep +he patient from drink, tlie craving for

it is sure to return ; there is no class of affec-

tions which, viewing them as mental affections,

are so liable to relapse as drunkenness ; you ap-

parently extinguish other forms of mental disease,

but with regard to this unhappy propensity, you
never feel safe that the habit is crushed.

1343. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] I understand

you to say that you would not advocate compul-

sory detention until the habit passes the bounds
of mere vice, and assumes the nature of a disease?

—I would not until the craving for or the in-

dulgence in stimulants was clearly symptomatic
of a mental or brain disease, or a disordered con-

dition of the mind or brain manifesting itself

princijially in a craving for stimulants ; there is

no doubt a form of disordered brain in which the

craving for stimulants is the jjrominent and very

often the only symptom.
1344. Should you say that the ordinary drunk-

enness anion"- the lower classes is of that charac-

ter ? — Certainly not ; there is an enormous
mass of drunkenness in the lower classes which
cannot be traced either to mental or brain dis-

ease in the right acceptation of these words.

The habit of drunkenness so in many cases event-

ually passes into mental alienation and brain dis-

order, and in thousands of instances it does. The
county asylums of this country are filled with

such cases.

1345. And you do not consider the term habi-

tual drunkards includes that class?—No, I do

not ; I think there are habitual drunkards as well

as there are habitual prostitutes, and jiersons who
habitually indulge in any other form of vice. It

is their natural and normal state.

1346. Mr. Mitchell Henry.'] Did I understand

you to say that the fluid in the ventricles of the

brain of an inebriate patient could be ignited ?

—

Yes, there have been cases upon record where
the serum in the ventricles of the brain of a

chronic dnuikard has actually been ignited.

1347. Have you ever seen that?— I have

never seen it myself.

1348. Have you ever seen anybody who has

seen it ?—No, I have not ; it is so recorded by
experienced authors ; some German authors, and

some French authors have referred to it.

1349. It has never come within your own ex-

perience ?— I have never tried the experiment.

1350. Mr. Akroyd.'\ Were you alluding to

cases of spontaneous combustion ?— No, I was
not.

1351. Mr. Mitchell Henry.] Do you believe

that the evidence is of such a character that we
can believe it ?—It appears to come from very

good authority. I do believe, in liabitual drunk-

ards, that the whole nervous structure, and

the brain especially, becomes poisoned by al-

cohol; all the mental symptoms which you see

accompanying ordinary intoxication result from

the poisonous effect of alcohol upon the brain

;

it is the brain which is mainly affected. When
a pei'son takes stimulants to excess and becomes
inebriated, it is in consequence of the brain being

poisoned. In temporary drunkenness, the bi'ain

becomes in an abnormal state of action, and the

mind in an abnormal state of alienation, and if

that habit is persisted in for years, the nervous

tissue itself becomes permeated by the alcohol

;

and organic changes take place in the nervous
0,73."

tissue of the brain, producing that frightful and Dr.
dreadful chronic insanity which we see in our jf^. Winslow.
county asylums, traceable entirely to habits of _

intoxication. You will never diminish the 12 April

amount of pauper insanity until you deal with
the great question of alcohol, and by legislation

prohibit as far as you can its improper sale. I
look upon public-houses as great centres for the
distribution of poison. There would, no doubt,
of course be great difficulties in jn'actically dealing
with this question. I should, by legislative

enactment, put as many restrictions upon the
sale of the various kinds of alcohol as I should
restrict the sales of ordinary jjoisons ; I think
alcohol should l)e both dealt with as a frightful

source of moral and physical deterioration. The
human race, morally, mentally, and socially,

is, I believe, deteriorated by that poison:
drunkards have drunken children. I was read-
ing some statistics of idiots in the State of Massa-
chusetts, where actually half the idiotic children
were traceable to drunken parents ; and it is the
case that a large per-centage of frightful mental
and brain disturbance can be traced to the
drunkenness of the parents, recognising the great
physiological law, that " like begets like ;

" I was
looking at some statistics the other day in a list

of criminals ; there was " a father a drunkard,
grandfather a drunkard, grandmother an idiot,"

and in the whole line there figures that family

;

they were drunkards, they were criminals, they
were idiots ; all the forms of vice were heredita-

rily transmitted.

1352. Mr. Birley.] What is the effect upon an
liabitual drunkard if he is suddenly and abso-

lutely cut off from his accustomed stimulants ?

—

There is a degree of vital and mental depression.

1353. But no serious injury to the constitu-

tion itself?—I do not think so; I have never
seen it.

1354. Under what authority would you pro-

pose that an habitual drunkard should be detained

in confinement in such asylums as are contem-
plated ?— If there is a legislative enactment
dealing with these institutions, I do not think

there would be any difficulty in carrying it prac-

tically into effect.

1355. Upon medical certificates, and the

authonity of a magistrate ?—Yes.

1356. And then I suppose you would have
those asylums under the control of the Govern-
ment Inspectors or Commissioners ?—Yes, cer-

tainly ; and there is another provision of the law

which I should like very much to see carried into

effect, and it has been carried into effect with

great success in some of the American States,

that if you can establish a case of habitual drunk-
enness against a man, and prove that lie is

ruining his family and squandering his property,

although he may not be in a condition of mind
to justify his being placed in a condition of legal

restraint, in certain states of America, the rela-

tives have the power of representing to a judge

in the state, " this gentleman is drunk several

times a week, or chronically drunk ; place Iiini

and his property under the protection of the law,"

and that is accordingly done.

1357. Are you aware whether that power is

abused very much?— I cannot answer that

question, but I think that is a very wise })rovIsion;

and I have seen in my own experience families

perfectly ruined and beggared by the head of

the family being a drunkard, and not being

able to be dealt with ; I always thought what
K 3 a
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Dr. a blessing it would be if there could be a mild

F. IVinslow. provision of the law recognising the condition

of recklessness or improvidence caused by drink,

1 2 April under which property is being squandered ; and

tiiat upon the receipt of proper evidence the

judge be authorised to say, I take from the con-

trol of this habitual drunkard the management

of his estate, and place it under the care of per-

sons appointed by the court, until he shows that

he is fitted to manage it himself. Of course I
refer to persons who are habitual drunkards, and
whose mental powers are evidently impaired by
drink.

Mr. Balfour Browne, called in ; and Examined.

Mr. 1358. Chairman.'] I believe you are a bar-

B. Broiune. rister-at-law ?—I am.
1359. And that you have written a work upon

medical jurisprudence in insanity, and on insanity,

in its legal relations ?—I have.

1360. In preparing this book, I believe you

have visited various hospitals and asylums for

the insane?— I have.

1361. And have paid considerable attention

to inebrid, as connected with insanity ?— As a

form of insanity.

1362. And with regard to the remedial means
which may be applied to such cases ?—Yes.

1363. I do not propose to take you through

the medical distinctions between the insane and
the inebriate insane, because we have had that

before us repeatedly, but you draw a broad dis-

tinction between simple and habitual drunken-

ness, by the fact that the individual labouring

under the latter has not the power to refrain

from stimulants ?—I would draw this distinction

between habitual drunkenness and dipsomania,

or oinomania; I think possibly the habitual

drunkard may have the power of refraining

from stimulants. I believe that the dipsomaniac,

or oinomaniac, may not have that power.

1364. And that so far as the dipsomaniac, or

the oinomaniac, is concerned, he or she is insane?

—Yes.
1365. One form of the disease very often passes

into the other, does it not ? — Yes ; habitual

drunkenness very often passes into insane drunken-
ness.

1366. But it is not to be confounded with it

nevertheless ?—No : I might add that I believe

insane drunkenness may arise without the habit

being contracted previously.

1367. But habitual drunkenness is a habit

which, being contracted, may afterwards pass

into insanity ?—Yes.

1368. Dipsomania is a craving for stimulants

which the individual cannot resist ?—That is so.

1369. And oinomania is a craving which is too
strong for anything ; that is to say, that no
power that you can bring to bear upon him will

prevent him from taking stimulants ?—I believe
there are no moral means which can be brought
to bear at all to prevent the oinomanic from
having recourse to stimulants,

1370. How would you propose to treat those
persons; would you treat them upon a different

plan ?— I would distinguish between the treat-

ment of habitual drunkards and the treatment of
oinomaniacs in this way : I think that the re-

fraining from stimulants being within the power
of the simple habitual drunkard, the Government
ought to punish him in such a way as to induce
him to refrain from stimulants, it being within
his power to do so. In his case, I believe, that
punishment would have some good effect. So
far as the oinomaniac is concerned, I think that
no punishment would have any effect, and there-

fore, that the whole treatment ought to be cura-

tive instead of punitive, as in the case of the

habitual drunkard.

1371. Should you be prepared to advocate the

establishment of some separate institution apart,

either from asylums upon the one hand, or gaols

upon the other, in which such cases might be
dealt with, with a view to their cure?—I think

that possibly habitual drunkards might be dealt

with in prisons, I think that oinomaniacs might
perhaps be dealt with in asylums. I think, how-
evei", judging by the general opinion of the

medical profession, that it would be desirable to

separate oinomaniacs from the insane proper,

because the length of time required for their

cure is so much greater than in the case of

persons labouring under insanity.

1372. I understand that you are averse to

private establishments for the treatment either

of habitual drunkards or of oinomaniacs ?—I am
altogether averse to them in connection with in-

sanity, and the objections to them m connection

with habitual drunkards are much greater.

1373. You would rather have some recognised

public institution which should be vmder the con-

trol of the State, in some shape or way ?—

I

should prefer something similar to our county
asylums in England, or to the chartered asylums

in Scotland.

1374. And that they should be under the care

of some local authority, which should be of a

public nature, or subject to public control?—

I

would have them under the control of the local

authority, subject to a strong controlling au-

thority, as in the case of our borough or county
lunatic asylums, which are under the borough
or county magistrates, and indirectly under the

control of the Lunacy Commissioners.

1375. From your view of the circumstances

you would consider that the ordinary habitual

drunkard is responsible morally and civilly for

his acts?—I hold him to be so, as the law at

present does ; a man committing a crime under
the influence of drunkenness is held responsible

for the crime he has committed.

1376. But as regards those whom you call

oinomaniacs, you hold them not to be respon-

sible ?—I hold them to be irresponsible morally,

and civilly incapable of performing any of the

duties of a citizen.

1377. Therefore as regards those you would
see no objection to placing them, both as regards

their person and their property under tutorship,

as it is called in Scotland, or care, or by what-
ever term you describe it ?—I think it would be

most desirable to do so.

1378. Therefore whenever an individual was
in that condition you would hold that he was not

subject to moral influences?—I should hold as

Pi'ofessor Christison has said, that he was in-

sane.

1379. How would you provide for his deten-

tion
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tion in such a case, Avould you have him examined
before some public body ?— I think it must be
done as in Canada it has been the practice to do
it, namely, before a judge ; under no other cir-

cumstances could Ave get at the exact justice

in any case, which is absolutely necessary ; to

trust merely to medical certificates, in my opinion,

would not be sufficient.

1380. Arc you acquainted with the active in-

terdict which prevails in Canada under which the

investigation in that country is conducted by the

consent of the parties before a public tribunal?

—

I am very Avell acquainted with it.

1381. Are you aware that in Canada it has

been very rarely called into action, because the

very existence of that Act has enabled the rela-

tives to interfere with the individual, and prevent Mr.

his going to such an extent ?—I should have B. Browne.

thought it very probable that it would be so ; I ~T .,

think that a very proper use of courts of law is

not only to decide the cases which come into

them, but to keep a great deal out of them.
1382. Mr. AkroT/d.] What distinction do you

draw between oinomania and dipsomania ?—

I

do not think there is any real distinction between
them ; the one is derived from the word signify-

ing " wine," and the other from the word signify-

ing " to drink," therefore the word oinomania is

not really applicable to the lower classes.

1383. You consider that the two mental diseases

are almost identical?— I consider they are practi-

cally identical.

0.73.
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Dr. LYON PLAYFAIR, in the Chair.

Mr. Donald Dalrymple, m.p., (C

1384. Chairman.'] Have you recently been in
Dalrymple, America with a view to the study of the laws

there with reference to inebi'iates ?—I have. I

i6 April spent two months, September and October of last

1872. year, there, for that purpose.

1385. Will you be so good as to give the Com-
mittee the result of your examination and expe-

rience ?—The number of institutions visited by
me were nine in number; namely, one in Canada,

and eight in the United States. They comprise

all that exist as wholly public, or as partly private,

institutions, on this Continent, with the excep-

tion of one at San Francisco, to which place my
travels did not extend. Of these, all except two
receive contributions and support from the State,

and are all regulated by charter, or by some act

of incorporation, and managed by committees

;

they have, nevertheless, originated either with

societies or individuals actuated by philanthropic

motives, and are partly maintained by them. The
powers granted by the charters or acts of incorpo-

ration vary a great deal ; each is a state as distin-

guished from a national institution, and much
greater powers are given by some state legislatures

than by others. 1 lay before the Committee a Re-
turn from each institution furnished from the

books by the superintendent; and as they are all in

form, previously framed by me, I Avill only here
quote the aggregate result. According to the

annexed statement, the grand total of admissions,

male and female, of the nine establishments since

their opening, was 5,959, of Avhom 1,305, or

nearly 23 per cent., were first admitted once; 227,
or nearly 4 per cent., were re-admitted twice ; and
97, or nearly 2 per cent., were re-admitted thrice.

Of such admissions 5,515, or about 94 per cent.,

were voluntary ; 144, or between 2 and 3 per
cent., were admitted by the intervention of
friends; and 214, or nearly 4 per cent., were
committed by justices : the results being, that of
the 5,959 who have been or were so under treat-

ment, 2,018, or nearly 34 per cent., were cured
and discharged

; 318, or over 5 per cent., re-

ceived benefit; 11, or considerably less than a
quarter of 1 per cent., died ; 3 became insane ;

and 378, or between 6 and 7 per cent., were re-

turned as incurable. The average number of
years that those institutions have been at work
is five years and 26 days, the longest period being

lairman of the Committee), Examined.

that of the Washington House, at Boston, which

has been at work 14 years; and the shortest

period, that of the Baltimore Asylum, in Mary-
land, having been at work only 15 months. I

made many inquiries of persons other than those

connected with inebriate institutions (medical,

legal, clerical and lay) as to the effect produced

by them, and received many and various opinions;

bvit, on the whole, largely in favour of their utility.

The first institution I visited was that of Bel-

mont, a few miles from Quebec ; it is a small

private one, and has been in work six years

;

87 patients have been admitted, 51 are stated to

have been cured, 15 improved, and 22 incurable.

I learn, however, that it is common for persons

to come here only for a few weeks, get over the

effect of a debauch, and go out. These furnish a

large portion of the recurrent cases, and I should

deem it desirable to reduce the cures properly so

called by a fourth or third.

1386. In the whole result?—No, in this par-

ticular Belmont Asylum. This place, also, has

lunatics, properly so called, under the same roof,

and though not associated with them, that cir-

cumstance must diminish the value of the evidence

derivable from it, as to proportion of cures. This

is the only one in Canada, public or private.

There is, however, a law in the Province of

Quebec, lately introduced, by which a party can

be placed under interdict, both of person and

property, for habitual drunkenness. The Act is

recent, and has not often been i)ut in action, but

it is effectual in preventing any interested or

fraudulent application of it, by making the habi-

tual inebriety of the party accused clear to a

public authority. I will put in this Act for the

use of the Committee, if they should wish to in-

spect it. The indirect action of the law is far

greater than the direct, inasmuch as tipplers will

go voluntarily to the discipline of an inebriate

asylum, rather than undergo an inquiry into

their conduct. The second institution is that of

Chicago
;

this, as well as all the other American
establishments, receives none but inebriates. I

draw the distinction between that and the one at

Canada, which receives also lunatics. I have

received no returns, and believe that all the

documents perished in the late fires. The pa-

tients are all there voluntarily, or by the per-

suasion
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suasion of tlieir friends and relatives. Police

magistrates have power to commit persons who
are brought frequently before them for drunken-
ness, or f )r offences committed Avhile drunk, to

this ])lace ; but it has been found to work so

injuriously upon those who are voluntary in-

mates, that it has been given up, and the Avant

of a reformatory for criminal drunkards is

greatly felt. This was very strongly expressed

to me by an eminent physician, Dr. Davis,

and repeated by IMr. Morey, Mr. Hull, and
other leading men in Chicago. The cures

are stated at 50 per cent., and a greater reliance

can be placed on this statement, inasmuch as no
case is written off as cured which has not been
watched or traced for a considerable time after

leaving. Once a year a public meeting is held,

at which those who have been former inmates
assemble, and relate their own experience, and
cheer others to greater exertions ; the result is

stated to be that over COO who would have been lost

have been saved; many are benefited, while a large

muiiber have turned out hopeless cases. There
is one peculiar feature here, whicli was repeated
in two other institutions, and is one of the argu-

ments for (while there are many against) having
them near a large town, that several patients go
into the town to their daily occupation as clerks,

compositorsj book-keepers, &c., and who kept on
till they had acquired sufficient power of restraint

over themselves. The American system of

boarding renders this more easy, for it is the

hours of idleness, not of labour, that present the

temptation ; the parties being voluntary inmates,

the superintendent has no power to prevent them
going into the town, for it is only in cases of

actual delirium tremens that they can be re-

strained. Mr. Van Court, the superintendent,

as well as other gentlemen, lamented the want of

this control, and, as will be seen, this is a universal

opinion. Then I visited tlie institution at Media
;

but before visiting the Inebriate Asylum at Media,
near Pliiladelphia, I took the opportunity of

spending some time with Dr. Kirkbride, the in-

telligent superintendent of the great State

asylum near the city, and Dr. Pae, also in charge

of another similar establishment in another state;

both these gentlemen, whose knowledge and ex-

perience are beyond all question, threw grave

doubts upon the permanency and reality of many of

the so-called cures ;
they said that those con-

nected with inebriate reformatories dealt in

sceneral assertions and flourishes which diminished

greatly when closely examined; that they had re-

ceived into their respective asylums several so-

called cures at inebriate establishments. They
said also that persons, actual inmates of these

places, would come into the town and get drink;

they also said that liquor was used in some
of them advisedly, and also surreptitiously. I

have examined these statements, and find that

they are substantially correct, but that they

are not materially at variance with what is ex-

pected by the managers of inebriate asylums, on
Avhose soberness and fairness most reliance can

be placed. These gentlemen, Drs. Kirkbride and
Rae entirely endorse the opinion that legal power
to restrain persons from leaving too soon, if

beneficial results are to be looked for, must be
conferred. I find, moreover, that it is the cus-

tom of many lunatic asylums to receive inebriate

patients without certificates, and consequently

illegally, and that a considerable revenue is de-

rived from this class of patients who are nearly

all of the affluent class. I visited the establish-

0.73.

ment of Media twice, though I only once saw the
superiiitendent. Dr. Parrish, who from length of
experience, accurate knowledge, moderation of
views, and sobriety of judgment, I place at the
head of all those with whom 1 have had commu-
nication. I saw some 12 or 14 out of 23 patients
in the house, and conversed freely wi^^h them on
their position, prospects of being cured, cause of
tkeir being there, &c. I was much struck with
the frank and intelligent way in which they
discussed these points, and came to the conclu-
sion, since amply confirmed, that no greater
cruelty or injustice could be inflicted than by
placing this class of patients in an ordinary asy-
lum, or in even possible contact with ordinary
insane people. From Dr. Parrish and his l^ooks,

which were placed at my disposal, I learnt that
he never returns a patient as cured whose career
he has not followed up for a considerable time
after leaving his care, and hence his proportion
of cures is lower than that of some other ]flaces.

1387. But have you stated what the proportion
of cures was?—At jMedia, out of 235 patients
admitted, Dr. Parrish returns 82 as cured. All his

patients being voluntary, many leave before they
are fit to go, deeming and calling themselves
cured though tliey were not so, because he has
no power to turn the key on them ; if he had pos-
sessed this power, many cases would have been
saved that were lost, and so decided is this opinion
that a committee, to wliich I shall hereafter refer,

were preparing to apply to the State Legislature
for the requisite power this Session. He says
many cases go out and get liquor in secret, some
come home the worse for it, and if this is repeated
they are expelled. Many such, have been sots

for years before they came to him ; a consideralile

number become insane, and some die ultimately
of general paralysis, and he regards the irresis-

tible craving for drink as one of the evidences of
brain disease comiug on ; but of these he believes,

could he get them earlier and keep them longer,

as large a proportion would be cured as in other
forms of recent insanity, and that the maximum
of prhicrpiis obsta is as true of this as of any other

form of ilisease. He gives beer, wine, and spirits

remedially, and stands by that treatment, in

which he differs from some others ; he has no
troul)le with his patients, except in the way of

their getting at liquor. Tlie class of patients, all

male, is superior. He remarks that many of the

unsuccessful cases are due to the existence of

concurrent organic disease, mainly the result of

habits of drink. My next visit was to Baltimore

Institution, which has been open only a few
months ; for though it has been incorporated

several years, yet, owing to the SecessionWar and
the resulting dislocation of men and things, it

lias only just got to work. Dr. Gamble, a very

intelli2;ent southern o-entleman, is by no means
sanguine of the results, and when 1 saw

the class of his ])atients, I am not surprised ;

many were old hardened sots, opium-eaters, and

debauchees, who had tried first one and then the

other place of cure, water springs, water cure,

&c., but never really dropping the habit, and who
flocked to a new chance ;

many had been 10, 15,

and 20 years drinkers ; such a class is hopeless.

The laws of the State of Maryland confer power

on the superintendent to detain those whom he

deems fit subjects for it ; he has seldom need to

do so, for the knowledge of the power existing is

usually enough ; he nevertheless has had to do so.

There is another reason: the place is just rising

and the committee fear to raise a prejudice

L against

Mr.
Dalrymple,

M.P.

i6 April
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Mr ao-ainst it, but Dr. Gamble utterly distrusts the

Dalrymple. promises of a drinker to drop the habit until he

M.p.
' has been tested a long time, and that short resi-

dences are useless except to overcome the imme-
16 April illness produced by the debauch.

_
I saw

'^72. Donaldson, a pj'ofessor in tne University,

who being attached to the asylum of Maryland

had had much to do with inebriates ;
in this asy-

lum they have a ward expressly for drunkards,

Avho come in by their own act, or are brought

by their friends, stay eight or ten days, get over

their drunk, and go out. They are often brought

there to avoid the gaol, and as the. sum charged

is considerable, and brings a profit to the con-

cern, the more they can take in, and the sooner

they can turn them out, the better ; this is a pre-

mium on drunkenness, and such a place mav by

no means be regarded as a reformatory institu-

tion. Dr. Donaldson is of opinion that nothing

but the power of detention, and that for a period

long enough to restore the tissues of the body,

the development of which has been arrested or

altered by the use of alcohol, will suffice ; that the

verv craving for stimulus depends on the patient's

depraved or disordered condition, and that while

it lasts no promise of abstinence is worth a cent.

I also saw Dr. Stuart, a very remarkable old

gentlemen, both for his intellectual powers and

for his personal history ; for nearly 45 years he

has been the unpaid manager of the Marylands

Hospital, and in contact with drunkenness in all

its shapes ; I desire to state his opinion in his own
words.

1388. Chairman.'] What is recorded in the Re-
turn you have handed in is only from the

Inebriate Institution ; there is one described as

the Maryland Inebriate Asylum, Baltimore ?

—

That is the one I am describing.

1389. Mr. Btrley.'] There are two institutions

in Maryland ?—That is so; but the one I am now
referring to is not the one alluded to in that re-

turn- Dr. Stuart's opinion is, " I believe it to be

a sheer waste of time, means, and energy to

attempt the reformation of a drunkard, unless you
have legal power to keep him from drink as long-

as may be requisite. How long that may be will

vary with each case ; it may be six or it may be
twelve months, or more, but I should have little

hope where twelve months did not suffice.

During 40 years I do not think I can call to

mind more than 40 reformations effected by
moral, as distinguished from physical, means, and
I think I can divide these into halves ; one-half

has been cured by the vis medicatrix nahirce

working a change in a man's system, so that
drink became distasteful and abhorrent to him

;

the other half gave up drink on religious or phi-
losophical grounds, reason predominating over
desire. In this State of Maryland we have the
power to retain a man non compos mentis from
drink for six months; but it is seldom done,
because asylums for the insane are no places for
the drunkards. I am of opinion that in inebriate
reformatories there will be many and dishearten-
ing failures

; many will rise and fall again, but
if help be afforded soon enough and long enough,
many an object will be able to rise and remain
permanently erect." Then the next place I
visited was the Inebriate Asylum situated on
Ward's Island, in the East River, New
^oi'k.

^
This is quite on a different plan.

It is situated on an island entirely devoted
to State, charitable, or reformatory objects, and
under the care of the town commissioners. All
access to it is strictly guarded by them ; no one

can pass to or from it without an order, and the

house was constructed expressly for its present

purpose. The patients are male and female, and

divided into two classes, pay patients and com-
mitted patients. There are three grades of the

first, paying, respectively, 10, 5, and 2^ dollars

a week, the accommodation being proportionate
;

they are all admitted voluntarily or by the action

of friends, and this last is often a device to with-

draw them from the action of the law. The
second class are those who are committed for

being frequently drunk, incapable, or mis-

chievously drunk, and who would otherwise be
sent to gaol. These are committed for three,

six, twelve, or even more months, according to

the frequency of their appearance before the
magistrate. There are also those who have been
committed by the magistrates, at the instigation

of relatives, whose persuasion or entreaty has
failed to induce voluntary submission, and when
the facts have been proved to the magistrates'

satisfaction. These are few
; because, as a rule,

those parties will submit voluntarily, rather than

be made subject to an inquiry. All voluntary
cases can leave when they like, but not so the
committed, who, whether they are there by
direct police action, or, after inquiry, are sub-

ject to detention, if needs be. The whole of

the work of the establishment is done by
those committed direct by the magistrate, they
are credited with wages, debited with food,

lodging, &c., and the balance, if any, is theirs

when they leave. The following is the re-

sult of Dr. Adams's experience; on the whole,

they are not encouraging. The voluntary

patients go out long before they ought to do so,

because I have no power to keep them. The
committed cases give a small j^er-centage of real

cures, because they are all old offenders, and I

have to oppose six or twelve months' restriction

and abstinence to 10, 20, or even 30 years' habi-

tual drinking. Yet, even then, this is a far

better result than that of the gaols. We cure

some, improve many, make them useful, indus-

trious people Avhile with us, and teach them how
to earn a living when they leave us. The gaol

merely makes bad worse. If I had the power to

keep voluntary patients (many of whom are not

old hands') as long as they needed, I could cure a

great many ; as it is they go back too soon to

their temptations. There are, however, those

whose craving lor drink is constant and irrepres-

sible ; these should be looked u^oon as insane
;

they are so to all intents and purposes. The
American women are less drunken than the men;
women do not go to the bars to treat and be

treated. I have now to give an account of my
visit to Binghampton, Avhich has obtained a wider
reputation than any other, partly from its magni-
tude, partly from its failures, as well as its suc-

cesses. Without entering into a very elaborate

description of the place, I will say that its con-

struction, position, and arrangements are of the

best, though needlessly large sums have been
lavished on its architecture. There were at the

time of my visit 80 patients in it, all male, com-
posed of every profession, and all, or nearly all,

from the upper and best middle class. Many of

them had been distinguished persons, and, al-

though drunkards, I soon found that they had
not left their brains behind. The superintendent.

Dr. Dodge, is a man of very decided opinions,

which are very different from those of his imme-
diate predecessor, Dr. Day. All the patients

here come voluntarily, and can go when they

like.
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like, exce])t those who are sent in under section

4, cap. 266, which I put in, which gives the
superintendent power to hold them bon grf. mal
grt.

^
1390. Mr. Downiiu]^ Have you that Act

with you ?—I have. I shall be able to put that
in. {The same was handed in.^ No person is

allowed to leave the prem'ses alone till he haj
proved, by eight weeks' obedience to the rules,

that he may be trusted. He then has leave to

go attended for four weeks more, and if he is

still obedient, he has leave to go alone. It hap-
pens, however, sometimes, that this leave is

abused, and drink is got, and this has happened
six or eight times in a month, sometimes not
more than once or twice ; when this is repeated,
the patient is expelled. Fully 50 per cent, are
cured.

1391, Cltaiiraan.'] It is 75 per cent, in the
Return ?—That is the statement made to me

;

but, as you Avill see further on, I had reason to

make certain deductions in order to be upon the
right side. Fully 50 per cent, are cured, and no
cure is registered as such unless the after history

confirms the cure. Some have come back two,

three, and four times, but it has usually been
becattse they Avould go before they were in a fit

state. Dr. Dodge reports that the cures A'i ould
be more numerous and more permanent If there

were power to keep a patient as loug as was
needful, and he hopes some day to get it. The
cases that do best are the young ones, in which
drink has not got so strong a hold, and of these

80 or 90 per cent, get Avell. He also repeats the

opinion that those Avho relapse time after time
are not proper subjects for a reformatory at all,

but for permanent detention somewhere and
somehow. The rtiles of the house are strict, but
several patients told me that they looked on them
as reasonable discipline, and that they scouted

and disowned those who wilfully disobeyed them
;

that they were trusted honoitrably, and that it

wotild be a disgrace and dishonour to violate that

trust. This is the jirinciplc ttpon which Dr. Day
worked Binghampton when he managed it, and
on which he now manages GreenAvood, near

Boston. His opponents say he failed signally,

while he maintains the contrary. Dr. Day
is supjoorted to a considerable degree by Mr.
Lawrence, of the Washingtonian Home, near

Boston ; bnt all the other evidence is against

him. Dr. Dodge, like all the other super-

intendents I have seen, but one, uses liquor

remedially, but the disease once mastered it is

dropped, and he deems total abstinence the only

preservative against relapse ; he also, like all the

others, looks on the habitual abuse of drink as a

disease in which reason and volition are destroyed,

and that though induced by vicious indulgence it

constitutes a disease. My next visit was to the

Washingtonian Home at Boston, an establishment
differing in many ways from the last ; it is

situated in a long busy street of a busy city, it is

occupied principally by i:)atients from the higher
artisan and middle tradesmen class, though there

are not wanting persons of higher grade, social and
intellectual. The system is mainly one of trtisting

to the moral influence of the place. There are at

this time 24 inmates ; the superintendent, Mr.
Lawrence, has been there nearly five years, was
himself for many years a confirmed drunkard, and
is an evidence of wliat can be done by such insti-

tutions
;
though no detention is used, not more

than 3 per cent, have broken rules as to getting to

0.V3.

drink while inmates, but many have relapsed when Mr.
they have returned to tlie world and its usages, ^alrymplef

In no case has a cure been quoted that has not stood
the test of time and subsequent temptation ; he }6^^ii
thinks that in a few more instances he should have
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eflected a cure if he had had the power of the key

;

he would not refuse it if offered, tliough it would
be seldom i-eally used, but he would take no com-
mitted patient without such a power; many come
in for a short time only and go out again, and
then reappear either here or at some similar
]>lace. Mr. Lawrence lays more stress on moral
than on any other influence, and does not estimate
his real permanent cures at more than 30 per
cent. ; he there draws a distinction between
those who go out nominally cured, and those
whom he has been able to trace and keej) his eye
upon a long time. I visited the institution again
on one eveniuo-, and met between 60 and 70
people, most of v.-hom either were or had been
inmates ; some had their wives and children
with them. After a short religious service there
were several statements made of personal ex-
perience ; one man stated that for 20 years
he had never been sober more than five

months togetlier, that after being a jiatient

in the Home he had by treatment been able to

give up drink, and liad not touched it for four
years. Another, who is now an assistant in the
Home, stated that he had ruined himself and
family by drink, had given it up and recovered
his position only to destroy it again and again,
but that now for more than five years, after a
long residence in an inebriate asylum, he had
given it up entirely. Many other statements,

more or less highly coloured, were made ; but the
burden of them was that cures, after long use of
alcohol and frequent relapses, were rare ; that

cures are in proportion to the earliness of the

treatment and its sufficient duration, backed by a

resolution to resist temptation rarely found in old

topers. I went next to Greenwood, eight miles

from Boston, which is a jn'ivate establishment

kept by Dr. Albert Day, who was formerly
superintendent at the Washingtonian Home,
which I have just described, and subsequently at

Binghampton. Dr. Day has had more than 2,400
cases under his care; 900 while at Binghamjjton.

In the various institutions his plan has been to

use no restraint or discipline, except where actual

mania exists; his patients are bound by parole

only. He admits that this is very hard to work
on a large scale, but that when the numbers are

few, and individual influence over each can be

brought to bear, that it does Avell. He admits

the great controversy and debatable points, but

maintains his view so far as all voluntary patients

are concerned. He would not, however, object

to be iurnished with power to detain those who
have come in reluctantly, and more by the solici-

tation of friends than by their own will. He is

very decided in his reprobation of placing inebri-

ates in lunatic asylums, and dwells strongly on

selecting quiet healthy localities for inebriate in-

stitutions. He says he has been 15 years engaged

in this practice ; that at times he has been tempted

to despair of his work, but that, on the whole, the

result has been satisfactory, and the number of

permanent cures large. Dr. Day does not

appear to be a favourite with the profession

to which he belongs, and tliere is a con-

siderable jealousy of him ; he is a very sanguine

man, and though his results have been called

in question, he appears to have good grounds for

L 2 his
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Mr, his statements. I mention that, because it to a

Dalrymple, certain extent accounts for the way in which
^^•P- Dr. Day's statements have been picked to pieces.

My last visit was to an institution at Shore
^

\
Sound, Fort Hamilton, Long Island, belonging

'

to King's County, and under the care of the

Kev. My. Willet, an Englishman, of the Metho-

dist connection. The patients, male, and female,

are chiefly those who have been committed to

the penitentiary for repeated drunkenness or for

crimes committed when drunk, and have been

sent to this place for six months or longer ; or

they are selected by Mr. Willet from those com-

mitted, whom he thinks will pi'ofit most by the

treatment. There are also boarders or voluntary

patients. Over all there has been power of de-

tention by charter. He states the cures to which

he can vouch by subsequent inquiry to be at

least 30 per cent. ; that many more would be

cured on a longer probation, or if they were sent

earlier ; that many never come till they have

been drinking 20 or more years, and that these

cases are hopeless. The committed patients more
than pay their cost ; there is a profit on their

labour; and so well does it vv^ork, that the State

has purchased an extensive tract of land for a new
asylum, on a large scale, which is in course of

erection. The boarders do not differ from the

ordinary class of patients ; but that, having the

power of ihe key he is able to keep them at home
when he thinks it dangerous for them to go into

temptation. He is very careful never to place a

case among the cures till he has followed it up
after the patient has again entered into society

;

and he pufs the cures at one-third or perhaps 40
per cent. In addition to those, there are many
who, not having given up drink, take it in mode-
ration. He also has patients who go to their

avocation in the morning and come back at night;

he places no reliance on a drunkard's promise till

he lias fully tested him, and would not Avork an
institution without the power of detention. The
last evidence I shall quote is that of Dr. Willard
Parker, one of the most eminent physicians

in New York. He regards irresistible drunken-
ness as a disease produced by bad habits,

or very commonly inherited from free living or

intemperate parents, or as the otitconie of cere-

bral disease. He would treat it as such, and
expect at least as good a result as that obtained
by early scientific treatment of other cases of

insanity. He regards a power of detention as

indispensable, so as to continue the treatment
until the constitution is changed, and fresh blood
free from alcoholic taint is made. This sum-
mary, which I have the honour to lay before the
Committee, I hope to prove by the viva voce tes-

timony of Dr. Parrish and Dr. Dodge ; I trust
the Committee will use it as a means for cross-

examining and testing them. It is very probable
that I may liave, in some instances, failed to in-

terpret their views, or even to state the facts
witli perfect accuracy, but I have done so as far
as was possible in condensing so large a mass of
evidence as was presented to me.

1392. Chairman.] Have you any other docu-
ments that you wish to lay before the Com-
mittee ?—Yes ; I have here the last Report for
1870-71 of the New York State Inebriate
Asylum at Binghampton, and upon that I wish
to call your attention to chapter 266 of the Laws
of the State of New York; it was passed 31st
March 1865, and is entitled " An Act for the
Better Regulation and Discipline of the New

Yoilv State Inebriate Asylum," and which pro-

vides as follows :
" Any justice of the supreme

court, or the county judge of the county
in which any inebriate may reside, shall have
power to commit such inebriate to the New York
State Inebriate Asylum, upon the production
and filing of an affidavit or affidavits by two
respectable practising physicians, and two re-

spectable citizens freeholders of such county, to

the effect that such inebriate is lost to self-con-

trol, unable from such inebriation to attend to

business, or is thereby dangerous to remain at

large ; but such commitment shall be only until

the examination now provided by law shall have
been held, and in no case for a longer period than
one year."

1393. Mr. Downing.'] It would appear from
that, that a magistrate holding an ordinary com-
mission of the peace could not do it ?—No, this

is a restriction upon anything like immediate
action ; this is the charter of the bye-laws of the

institution at large that is quoted in the report

;

I have also here a report of the Washingtonian
Home at Boston, but I particularly wish to call

the attention of the Committee to a report of the
Commissioners on Inebriate Asylums, appointed
by the State of Massachusetts ; it is a report

made in the month of January 1871 ; this asylum
is incorporated by an Act, and amongst the pro-
visions there are these two, section 4 and sec-

tion 5, to which I wish to draw the attention of
the Committee :

" Any person addicted to the

excessive use of intoxicating liquors, opium, or
other noxious drug, or stimulants of any kind,

may, upon his own written request, be admitted
as a patient into said asylum, upon the Avritten

order of any three trustees, for a period not less

than three months, and not more than one year,

the length of time to be specified in the appli-

cant's request, and in the trustees' order for ad-

mission
;
every person so admitted, shall, during

the period for which he has been admitted into

said asylum, be liable to be retained therein, and
shall be there subject to such medical and cura-

tive treatment, and to such proper regulations,

discipline, and personal restraint, conducive to

his restoration to health, and to his cure from
habits of intemperance, as the bye-laws of said

institution may provide." Sections is, "Any
patient in said asylum may at any time be dis-

charged therefrom by the Avritten order of any
three of the trustees; application may be made
at any time by or on behalf of any patient in

said asylum, for a writ of habeas corpus, to any
magistrate by law authorised to issue the same

;

said writ may be returnable before any justice of

the supreme judicial court, or supei'ior court, or

before any judge of probate, who, upon hearing

the case, may in his discretion forthwith discharge

any such patient if, in his judgment, his further

detention is inexpedient, or not likely to be
beneficial to him, or necessary for the protection

of his family." This is rather too long to read

through, but it contains some very valuable facts.

{^The same was handed in.) This is a report of

the King's County Inebriate Home for the year

1869, but I shall be able when these American
gentlemen come to put in much later returns,

and, therefore, I will not hand that in now, but I

now wish particularly to call the attention of the

Committee to the Act to provide for the inter-

diction and cure of habitual drunkards, passed in

the Province of Quebec, and assented to upon
the 1st of February 1870. It first states that:

" Whereas,
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" Whereas, the drunkenness of certain heads of
families, and other persons of full age, and of

other persons fully enjoying civil rights in this

province, has heretofore on many occasions been
the cause of ruin to their families, and of griev-
ous injury, as well to their relations as to their

creditors ; and whereas, in the interests of society

it is necessary for the future to remedy such
evils," and so on ; and then it states, " On peti-

tion on oath presented to any one of the judges
of the superior court for Lower Canada, who
alone shall have power to act, by any relations

whether of blood or by affinity, or, in default of
relations, by any friend of any habitual drunkard,
setting forth that by reason of such drunkenness
such habitual drunkard either squanders his pro-
perty, or mismanages his property, or places his

family in trouble or distress, or transacts his

business prejudicially to the interests of his

family, his friends or his creditors, or that he uses
intoxicating liquors to such an extent that he
incurs the danger of ruining his health and
shortening his life thereby, such judge, for any of

such reasons established before him to his satis-

faction, may pronounce the interdiction of such
habitual drunkard, and appoint a curator to him
to manage his affairs, and control his person, as in

the case of one interdicted for insanity." There is a
stringency about that which is very remarkable

;

the mode of proceeding is, that by summoning
before a judge, a family council, as in the case

of tutorship under the ordinary Insanity Act,
under the ]^)rovisions of the civil code of the pro-

vince, and each person composing the said family

council shall take an oath to the truth of the fact

of the person, whose interdiction is proposed,

being an habitual drunkard, and as to the neces-

sity of such interdiction, but the person making
such demand in interdiction shall not form part

of that council ; so that outside of the council you
have somebody making a demand. Then the

Act says, " The interdiction of any person inter-

dicted as an habitual drunkard, shall have the

same effects as those conferred by the law in force

in this province in the case of the interdiction of

any person for insanity ; in proceeding for the

interdiction of any person for habitual drunken-
ness, it shall not be necessary that the proof of

any of the facts to be established for such jmr-

pose before the judge be taken in writing, nor
that the person whom it is sought to interdict be
interrogated before tlie judge, but it shall be
sufficient that the judge be satisfied with the

oral evidence given before Iiini by the relations,

whether by blood or by affinity, or friends com-
posing the family council assembled for the pur-

pose of such interdiction. The petition praying
for the interdiction of any habitual drunkard
shall be personally served upon him at a time
Avhen he shall be sober, or if at the time of the

said service, the person whose interdiction is de-

manded is not sober, the said petition shall be
served upon a reasonable person of his family, at

least eight days before that fixed for the appear-
ance before the judge, for the purpose of the in-

terdiction. It shall be lawful for the person
whose interdiction shall be thus demanded, to

produce before the judge witnesses to contradict

the allegations of the petition, and the evidence of

any or all of the members of the family council,

and each party may retain an advocate and
counsel to conduct the proceedings on his behalf,

and to examine the witnesses before the judge,
who may require from the person instituting the
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demand in interdiction further evidence of the facts Mr.
alleged in the said petition, in addition to that of Dafn/mple,
the family council; but as herein before'set forth, all m.p,
evidence given before the judge shall be vied voce, -

or taken in Avriting, as thejudge shall deem proper." ' ^ r^P"l
Then it says that the decision of the judge shall '^72.

be final, and that the demand for interdiction, if
registered, shall not be renewed under three
calendar montlis, and that after one year's con-
stant temperance the interdiction may be re-
moved ; the wife or the son, being of full age,
may be appointed curator; and then follows,
curiously in such an Act, a penalty for sale or
gift _ of intoxicating liquors to any person so in-
terdicted : that any person who sells, or gives or
procures for any person interdicted under this
Act intoxicating liquors shall incur for each
offence a penalty of 40 dollars. And then it goes
on, " Any person who, accordin'j to the common
report of the neighbourhood, has the reputation
of being a drunkard shall be deemed to be an
habitual drunkard according to the intent and
ineaning of this Act," and consequently persons
giving^ or selling him liquors would be liable to a
penalty of 40 dollars. All proceedings under
the Act are to be summary, and every ]:ierson

interdicted under the Act shall be inscribed upon
the roll of interdicted persons as in other cases of
interdiction. Then it says, "The Lieutenant-
Governor may, if he deem proper, grant a license

to keep an asylum for the use of drunkards to
the person or persons, or to the association of
persons who may appear to him to deserve the
same ;'' and the curator of any person Interdicted
under this Act may place the person interdicted
in such asylum, and remove him therefrom.
Then follows in the schedule the form of petition

for interdiction in the usual way. I applied to

the attorney general of the province of Quebec
to know how this Act had worked there, and he
said it was hardly ever put in force, because
giving a man notice that they intended to summon
him before the court for interdiction virtually

brouglit him to submit to treatment, and had
great influence in altering his habits. He said

tiiat just bef ire I had seen him he had a case

brouglit before him in which a person proposed
to be interdicted proved, by evidence which it

was impossible for him to resist, that he did not

come fairly under the definition of an habitual

drunkard, and he therefore dismissed him, and
he went home to his hotel and celebrated his

victory by a debauch ; he was taken up that

night by the police and sentenced to three weeks
imprisonment as being drunk and incapable. In
the State of Ohio there is another remarkably
stringent Act, but that is for the purpose of pre-

venting the sale of intoxicating liquors by any

person knowingly, to persons who are known to

be liable to intoxication, and that gives a right of

action for injuries against the person selling it if

the party became intoxicated and gets injured

during the period of intoxication ;
they are

tined, and the fines are carried to the mainten-

ance of establishments for the reformation of

drunkards ; that is the purpose to which the fines

arc put.

1394. Chairman.'] I think, from tlie interesting

account you have given us, you find that by far

the largest proportion, that is to say, 94 per cent,

of the cases of admissions were voluntary admis-

sions ?—That is so.

1395. And that two or three per cent, were

admissions through the agency of friends, and

L 3 that
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Mr. *hat 4 per cent, were admissions by committals by
Dalrymjjic, ^\Q justices ?—That is so.

M.p. 1396. I think you explained also that the fact

of there being a law empowering their detention,
lb April

produced a greater number of voluntary cases
^ than would have occurred naturally if there was

no such law of fletention to prevent the disgrace

of detention ?—That is so.

1397. Do all the voluntary cases support them-
selves ?—All, either by themselves or by means
of their friends.

1398. Are you able to tell the Committee to

what extent, there being only 4 per cent, of com-
mittals, the states, in any of the cases you have
examined, contribute to the support of those

asylums ?—Binghampton, which is a very large

and a very costly building, was built by a body
of shareholders, but the State allocate about

40,000 dollars annually for the keeping up of the

establishment and the current expenses of the

place.

1399. Mr. DoiDnhig.''\ Is that as a speculation?

—No, it was a philanthropic establishment, but
there was a certain amount of speculation in it

;

it was got up by an Englishman, who thought

that he should establish a very profitable asylum
there if he could once get it built ; he failed in

that respect, and ultimately the establishment

was taken up by the State as their own pro])erty.

1400. Chairman.'] I think you stated that all

but two were either connected or su2:)ported by
the State, or that they receive some support from
the State ?—They receive subventions from the

State.

1401. Are you able to state, in any other cases,

what is the proportion of sujiport which the State

gives to those institutions ?—No, I cannot. I

know that in Maryland, at Baltimore, 5,000
dollars only was the amount contributed by the

State.

1402. Was that to the building, or an annual
gift?—That was annually, for the current ex-

penses of the establishment ; but the building

itself was hired by the proceeds of moneys
subscribed by benevolent individuals some years
ago.

1403. Then, if I understand you rightly, the
amount contributed by the State in these cases is

insignificant, as comjiared with the amount de-
rived from the board and fees of patients ?

—

Quite insignificant.

1404. I think, taking the whole result of your
examination, you state that 34 per cent, of the

patients are stated to have been cured, 5 per cent,

to have received benefit, and that from 6 to 7

per cent, are regarded as incurable ?—Yes.
1405. I think you have given us no case in

which there are more than 50 per cent, of cured
cases rejiorted ?— No.

1406. One of those cases was, I think, in

Chicago, where there is no detention allowed ?

—

That is so.

1407. Then, does not it appear by that ex-
perience, that as large a per-centage of cures
occur where there is no law of detention, as

where there is a law of detention ?—I think not,

and for this reason : if you take the per-centage
from the unchecked statements, you would have
a much larger per-centage of cures ; but I am
aware that at Chicago they will send a case out
at the end of three weeks or a month which they
call cured; but that is only of the immediate
attack,^ and 1 have been compelled to make a
deduction from that amount, in consequence of

the collateral information I received from in-

quiries in Chicago itself. As I stated, the papers
were burnt, and the return which I have is a

viva voce return only, taken down at the moment
from the manager. There is universal testimony

from every manager of an asylum that the cures

would be very much lai'ger, if it was not that the

voluntary patients are able to discharge them-
selves when they think they have got Avel!.

1408. Are you aware whether there are any
statistics by which you could arrive at the pro-

portion of cures amongst the committed cases ?

—

No ; the superintendent of Ward's Island did not

furnish me with any return ; that and Long
Shore Sound are the only two establishments in

which committed cases are received to any extent,

and Mr. Willet stated to me that he thought that

30 per cent, was about the outside number of the

cures of committed cases, and founded his belief

of that upon the fact that they came to him after

a long period of habitual intoxication.

1409. But in the case of Washington, which
is like Chicago, chiefly a voluntary asylum, I
think the cures there were stated as .50 per cent. ?

—Yes, that is of the permanent cures ; the cures

that were followed for some considerable time

after the patients went back into general society.

1410. So that so far as the statistics appeared,

supposing that the committals cured were 30 jjer

cent., so far as we have any evidence, and that

the voluntary cures are about 30 per cent, also,

they are about the same ; but would not that be
due to the fact that the voluntary patients are a

better class than the committed patients ?—No
doubt they are a vastly better class.

1411. So that if there were only 30 per cent, of

cures in both cases it would indicate that the

committed patients are cured in a larger pro-

2:)ortion, because you would expect the voluntary

patients to be cured more easily ?—And also with
regard to the committed cases, you keep them for

12 months, whereas in other cases they go out
after perhaps a fortnight or three weeks' detention.

1412. 1 was struck with a remark that one of

the doctors made, namely, that the cases of re-

curring drinking did not occur Avhen sufficient

labour was applied to the persons detained, either

voluntarily or compulsorily
; your expression

was that the temptation came in the hour of idle-

ness and not of labour ; do they give labour to

voluntary patients also ?—No, they do not give

labour, there is amusement of every sort, libraries

and billiard rooms, bowling alleys, concerts, and
plays, and all those things for amusement; but
in the shape of labour, in the voluntary establish-

ments, there is none.

1413. Mr. 31. Henry.'] Did not your remark
then refer to the class of people who went out
into the town to pursue their labour ?—It did ; it

referred to those who went out in the morning,
and occupied themselves as book-keepers and
comjDOsitors, or whatever their trade might be,

coming back Avhen the day's work Avas over

;

they live as it might be in the asylum,

1414. I think that Avas your illustration : that

nearness to the tOAvn had its advantages as well

as its disadvantages ?—Yes, that Avas the argu-

ment used both in Chicago and at Boston for

having those establishments in streets, perhaps

next door to lager beer saloons. I can say that

at Boston the institution was next duor to a beer
house ;

although, according to the theory of the

Prohibitory Beer Bill, I believe, there is no such
thing as a beer-house in all Boston.

1415. Chairman.

\
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1415. Chairman.^ Then the advantage of oc-
cupation is found sufficient to overcome the dis-

advantages of nearness to the town ?—Very
much ; and if not to overcome it, to compensate
for it to a considerable extent.

1416. Mr. Ahroi/d.'] With reference to the de-

sirability of detention I think you referred to the

manager at Media, who lays great stress upon
the necessity of the j^ower of restraint ; i3r.

Parrish, I think ?—Yes.
1417. And the same opinion was also given by

Mr. Willet?—By Mr. VVillet, at Long Shore
Sound.

1418. From your observation, I presume that is

the opinion at which you have arrived, that you
must have the power of detention ?—I discussed

the question of the power of detention Avith a

number of the inmates, and theie was very great

difference of opinion amongst them ; some said

that it was degrading not to trust tliem as gentle-

man, and others admitted that there were periods

of paroxysmal desire to return to liquor, in Avhich

they begged that the key might be turned upon
them in their rooms, that they might not be al-

lowed to go out, just as one knows that in cases

of recurrent insanity a patient has been known
to ask to be placed under restraint on account of

his fear of a recurrence of his malady.

1419. AVith regard to the industrial occupation

of committed patients, I think you stated that

at Fort Hamilton, on Long Island, the com-
mitted patients more than paid their own ex-

pense ?—They more than pay their own expense,

and at Ward's Island also. Not only is the

work at AVard's Island for committed patients

done by the committed patients, but the whole of

the work for the boarders themselves is done by
the committed patients, gardening and every-

thing else.

1420. So that, as a rule, committed patients to

those inebriate asylums are required to earn their

own living ?—-It is unquestionably the case in all

instances of committed patients, that they more
than pay the cost of their detention.

1421. I may take it that your evidence has

chiefly gone upon the legislation in Ncav York
with regard to these inebriate asylums, but your

attention has been called to the question of deal-

ing in this country with habitual criminals in a

different way from that in which you deal with

ordinary criminals ; in your judgment, would the

same sort of dealing be desirable with habitual

drunkards as well as with the habitual criminals ?

—I think if you could folloAV up habitual drunk-

ards as you have followed up habitual criminals,

and make the harbouring of them in public-

houses and places of that sort an offence just the

same as with habitual criminals, you would
greatly diminish the number of those who are

continually re-appearing before the magistrates,

1422. Of course you would make a difference

in the treatment of such cases of habitual drunk-

enness as proceed from cerebral disease ?—The
condition of an habitual drunkard who is clearly

manifesting an entire loss of will and power, very

rapidly degenerates into a case of brain disease,

and he becomes a fit subject for detention in an

asylum. '

1423. But would you subject such cases to

ordinary prison treatment?—I think it is cruel

to submit to prison treatment a person who has

committed an offence from which he had no
power of restraining himself.

1424. Mr. lUiller.'] There is a considerable
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number of patients in America whom you report
jyjj.

as having been cured by that treatment ; have Dalrymple,
you no idea about the length of time that they m.p.

Avere under detention before that cure was .

effected?—The average length of the cure 1 6 April

throughout is about 90 days
; you might say 1872.

three months.
1425. Mr. DoicningJ^ Do I understand you to

say, if a cure was likely to be effected, it would
be effected within a period of three months ?

—

I think, if a cure is likely to be effected, it

would certainly be effected vv'ithin a period of
12 months.

1426. But you said three months was the ordi-

nary time ?—Twelve months is about tlie average
time taken for a permanent cure, but I should

not in the slightest degree despair of a case

which was not cured at the end of three months,
nor even six months.

1427. Mr. Read.'] Was your attention at all

turned to the laws in force against intemperance
in America ?—Yes.

1428. Are they similar to what we have here ?

— They are vastly more stringent.

1429. Has that greater stringency had the

effect of diminishing drunkenness?—If I may
judge from the number of drunkards, I am afraid

not,

1430. Do the drunkards in America indulge in .

beer or spirits, as a rule ?—In order to answer
that question, I vvill repeat a statement made to

me by a law officer in America, who said, " Take
care what you are about; and whatever you do,

in shutting up your public-houses, take care you do

not drive your people from beer to spirits. If we
had no crime resulting from, drunkenness to deal

with, except that which comes out of beer

drunkenness, we should have comparatively very

little to do." At the same time, the Committee
must bear in mind that the beer in that country

is a very different beer from our own ; it is, for

the most part, what is known as lager beer, which
is of a very much less intoxicating description,

and that is one reason ; but there is no question

whatsoever that it is spirit drinking, and the

drinking bad spirit in America, which produces

such hopeless forms of drunkenness,

1431. Do you think that there is any alteration

we could make in our law with regard to the

habitual topers rather than habitual drunkards, as

we term them here?—I am very strongly of

opinion that you might do iiiuch good by copying

what is done in certain parts of Yorkshire, in

Sheffield for example, namely, that of requiring

sureties from the friends of parties who are fre-

c[uently tippling, and making it their interest to

keep watch upon them, and i)revent them from

tippling; it is a question which I am not pre-

pared io answer, but which may be answered on

Friday, whether longer periods of imprisonment,

and that with labour^ which may be made remu-

nerative, may not be applicable to the earlier cases

of drunkenness instead of the short periods that

are now applied.

1432. AVhat would you propose to do in the

case of a publican Avho persists in supplying a

drunken man with drink —I should very much
desire to apply to him the clause which I have

read in the Canadian Act.

1433. Mv.Dowiiingr\ You approve of that Act?

— I do, very much,
1434. JNlr. Read^^ AVith regard to habitual

drunkards, do they ever become in that fearful

state all at once from any disease, or is it more

L 4 generally,
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Mr. crenerally, or almost universally the case, that it is

Dulrymple, produced by constant drinking ?—When it occurs,

M.p. as it sometimes does, suddenly and rapidly, it is

'

_ to be taken as a marked symptom of a rapidly

16 April developing disease, which will in a comparatively
^^72- short time prove fatal, or end in permanent in-

sanity ; it is vastly more frequently the result of

a slowly developed habit, commencing often from

circumstances of distress, physical suffering, ex-

haustion, and various other causes of that kind,

and also no doubt from ill-regulated habits, and

bad company into which persons have fallen

under the name of joviality and society.

1435. Mr. Miller.'] I gather from what you
said, with reference to 90 days being the time for

a cure, that you would not agree with one of the

witnesses, wdio stated in this room that in his

opinion it would take two years ?—I would not

agree to that.

J 436. Mr. Eirley.'] In your visit to the United

States had you the opportunity of closely ex-

amining tlie internal administration of the asy-

lums?—Yes; I slept two nights, and spent the

greater part of two days, in one of the asylums

;

I boarded and lodged there, and iived Avith the

patients, breakfasting and passing my time with

them.
1437. Were you satisfied with the general

order and system which prevailed ?—It w-as per-

fect; the thing wdiich struck me very forcibly

was the exceeding luxury of the better class of

patients, but tlien they pay 40 dollars a week,
that is to say 10/.

1438. Were they pretty well employed ?

—

Those gentlemen occupied themselves by taking

long walks in the country and fishing in the sum-
mer time, and by bowls and billiards, and reading

;

and there is a club in the asylum meeting once a

week, and they print a periodical which circulates

amongst themselves ; there is that sort of occu-
pation, but still, with all that, there is a lack of

occupation.

1439. But when they go into the country, I

suppose they are under an honourable engage-
ment not to take liquor ?—They are upon parole

not to take liquor.

1440. You have told the Committee that in

some of those asylums beer and S2:>irits are used
remedially ?—Yes.

1441. What is meant by that ; is the object of
that that they should not be suddenly deprived
of those stimulants ?— That is a cuntroverted
point, whether you may cut off a man's liquor

instantaneously without doing him any harm, or
Avhether it is necessary to taper off, as the Ame-
rican expression is ; there is a great difference of
oi^inion upon that point in the profession ; some
maintain, as Dr. Forbes Winslow maintained
here the other day, that there is not the slightest

danger whatsoever in cutting a man off altogether
from the liquor. At the Washiagtonian House,
at Boston, they reject liquor in toto, but they
occasionally supply a strong preparation of Cay-
enne pepper, as a stimulant, to be used in the
place of it. Dr. Parrish, in Media, on the con-
trary, used wine, beer, or spirit, as the case might
be, remedially. If he finds a man flagging to a
point which he thinks is dangerous, he does not
hesitate to give him one or other of them for a
time; but there is one universal testimony to the
necessity of total abstinence afterwards, if the
party wishes to retain his self-command.

1442. I remember asking that question myself;
what is your opinion upon that point ?—My own

opinion is that there is not the slightest danger
in cutting a man's liquor off' altogether and at

once, but you must supply that- either by small

doses of opium or some other source of medicinal
stimulus, rather than dietetic stimulus.

1443. Chainva?}.'] That is only for a short

time ?—Only for a short time, say, four or five

days, or a week.
1444. Colonel Bi^ise.] With reference to con-

tributions from the revenue of the State to those

inebriate establishments, I think you stated that

as much as 40,000 dollars were contributed ; did

I understand you to say that that was annually,

or only at the commencement for building ?—It

is a vote made each year, but not necessarily

always the same sum ; it depends upon the re-

quirements of the institution ; it is not a fixed sum.
1445. This is out of the revenue of the country,

to which everybody has to contribute ?— It is

made out of the State revenue ; for instance.

New York will vote its sum for the New York
Asylum, and Maryland will vote its sum for the

Maryland Asylum.
1446. I think you also stated that it was a very

insignificant siim compared to the annual expen-
diture of those institutions ; do you consider that

40,000 dollars is a very insignificant sum ; it

seems to me to be a very handsome sum to be
contributed by the State ?—I mean that the sums
paid by the inniates at these voluntary asylums
are exactly in proportion to the accommodation
which they receive ; some of them only pay about
three dollars a week, which is not sufficient to

board and lodge a person in America, except

under the most common circumstances.

1447. Chairma?!.'] Was the 40,000 dollars an
annual contribution?—It may be annual if the

State chooses to contribute it each year, but
supposing that 40,000 dollars was wanted one
year for furnishing, they might say next year
that 30,000 dollars or 20,000 dollars might suffice.

1448. Colonel B7-ise.'] Do you consider that

your evidence this morning has been favourable

as regards the establishment of such inebriate

asylums in this country ?—I think the evidence

is thoroughly satisfactory if you will take it that

one-third of their cases treated arc cured, where-
as none that we know anything of are cured
under the present circumstances ; that they
invariably go from bad to worse, and when you
consider that a very large proportion of the cases

there sent in have been tipplers and drunkards
for a very long period.

1449. Still as I understand you to say from
the evidence of the medical gentlemen, the

answer they gave you in almost every case was
that they were not very sanguine, or that the ex-

perience they had had was anything but encoura-

ging ?—I stated that particularly with regard to

the Baltimore Asylum in Maryland, that the

superintendent there, v/ho had only been at Avork

for five months, was quite disheartened about his

work ; I went on to say I was not surprised at it

when I saw the extremely drink-hardened charac-

ter of the individuals with Avhom he had to deal.

1450. You stated that in one particular estab-

lishment at Baltimore, the evidence was, that one-

half of the inmates were recovered by medicinal

efforts, and the other half by moral and religious

efforts ?—Not so. The personal experience of Dr.
Stuart was, that in 40 years he had not knoAvn

more than 40 cases of spontaneous cure, half of

which were from moral and half from physical

causes.

1451. Would
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145 J. "Would you, in the event of any esta-

blishments being made in this country b]^ the

Legislature, propose any method by which you
Avouid have any influence over the religious and
moral influence of the inmates ?—Certainly. I

hold that to be one of the most important adjuncts

of those asylums ; in all of them that I visited, I

believe there -were prayers both morning and
evening ; in Binghampton, there is a chapel, and
a chaplain who reads the service according

to the Presbyterian form of worship, I think it

is ; the choir is conducted, and the organ is

played by patients who may happen to be in the

house at the time. Religious services form part

of the management of all those establishments,

whether they are upon a small scale like that at

Media, or whether they are upon a large scale

like that at Binghampton.
1452. Would you have then here under the

Establishment, or under what system ?—I take it

that if they Avere private establishments^ they
would naturally be according to the vieAvs of the

person who managed those establishments, and
if it were a State establishment, I presume it

would be upon the same ])laii as you have the

chaplains of gaols and the chaplains of asylums.

1453. I was rather struck l)y the evidence

upon this particidar point, that the inmates of

those establishments seemed to be so very ho-

nourable, and that so very little restraint was put
over them, and that it was left to their honour in

so many cases
;
now, the evidence avc have had

before this Committee from medical men in this

country is, that men who arc addicted to those

habits generally are so very untruthful, and not
only iintruthful, but untrustworthy ; does your
English experience upon that point differ from
the experience you have given us from America?
—fn giving you my opinion on that point, I en-

tirely agree Avith the evidence Avhich Avas pre-

viously given in this room, and I have little or

no belief in the value of the honourable promise
of a druidvard till he arrives at the period Avhen

he is at least half Avay on through bis cure.

1454. Major JVaJher.'] With regard to the

Canadian Act Avhich you have quoted to us, is

that an Act of the Lower Province of Canada,
or is it an Act of the Avhole Legislature of the

whole Dominion?—It is an Act of the Lower
Province of Canada only ; it does not extend to

Canada generally.

1455. You are not aAvarc Avhetlier there is an
Act in the Upper Province or Nova Scotia of
that description ?—Yes ; there is an Act called

Dunkin's Act, which has clauses in it vAdiich

give the power of prohibiting the sale of liquor

throughout the whole of Canada, not only in

part, but in totality; that Act enables the majo-
rity, I think it is three quarters of the inha-

bitants, to interdict the sale of liquor in any
tOAvnships, and in addition to that, in tliat Act

there also certain clauses Avhich go to the effect

of prohibiting the sale of liquor to drunkards, or

to jiersons Avho are knoAvn to be so in the neigh-

Itourhood ; but there is no Act specifically inter-

dicting habitual drunkenness in Upper Canada
as there is in LoAver Canada.

1456. The Act that you have just referred to

is one recently passed, is it not?—I have not got
it here, but it shall be here when Ave next meet,
as it is a very important Act. It has not been
\mt in force, I am told, because it is so t-tringent

that they cannot Avork it.

1457. Was your stay in the LoAver Province
of Canada long enough to judge whether the
stringent Act existing there had any effect in

checking drunkenness, as compared to this

country ?—The Catholic clergymen Avith Avhom
I came in contact, the bishop of the diocese,

and several other cf the Catholic clergy en-
gaged in various missionary and other occupa-
tions, spoke of this Act as Avorking upon private
families of the middle and better classes in an
indirect manner in the best possil)le Avay, and
they feel that that Act is a restraint Avhich is of
infinite service.

1458. Chairman.'] With regard to the cases
in those asylums, of persons committed by
the justices of the peace, have the patients the
same liberty of going out of the asylum as is

accorded to the voluntary patients ?—No, they
may have leave given to them if the superinten-
dent chooses to give the leave, but if he says no,
then they cannot go out, and the key is turned.

1459. Then the only poAver Avhich the superin-
tendent has over voluntary patients is the refusal
to alloAv them to remain in the asylum ?— Yes.

1460. I presume you are quite aware that one
of the first symptoms of a confirmed ineln-iate is

his utter loss of trutiifulness ?—Yes.
1461. But even that is not found to be sufii-

cient to prevent the chances of cure by his honour
being trusted ?—It is sufficient to diminish the
chances of cure, but it is not found sufficient to

l^revent it.

1462. Chairman.'] I think the Committee
Avould like to express to you their sense of the

value of the evidence you have given them, and
of the trouble you have taken to go to America
to get it.

1463. Mr. Douming.] Take the case of a

])atient in one of those asylums avIio is there for

six, nine, or 12 months, and Avho is not cured, do
you not think that the fact of an habitual

drunkard being removed from his family for that

time, is a great boon and a great blessing to that

family ?—Yes, no doubt.

1464. Although he may not be effectually

cured ?—No doubt it is removing him from the

poAver of doing mischief, although he himself may
be doing no good.

Mr.
DiilrympJe,

M.l\

i6 April

1872.

0.73.
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Mr. Akroyd.

Mr. Birley.

Colonel Brise.

Mr. Donald Dalrymple.
Mr. Downing.
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Mr. Mitchell Henry.
Mr. Miller.

Mr. Clare Kead.
Mr. Henry Samuelson,
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DONALD DALRYMPLE, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. James Edward Davis, called in ; and Examined.

1465. Chairman.'] I BELIEVE you are Stipen-

J E Davis ^^^^y Magistrate of Sheffield?—Police Magis-
'

!_ ' trate, if there is any distinction.

19 April 1466. HoAV long have you been so ?—Not quite

1872. two years, and before that I was stipendiary

magistrate at Stoke-upon-Trent for six years.

1467. Your attention has necessarily been
drawn to the subject of drunkards generally, in-

cluding that of habitual drunkards ?—Yes, neces-

sarily so.

1468. Has your observation led you to con-

sider the law of drunkenness generally as de-

fective?—Very much so.

1469. Will you have the kindness to state in

what way you come to that conclusion ?—I may
state that for all practical purposes the law of

drunkenness is administered under, either statutes

of James 1st, or under statutes of the present
reign. The old statutes, the 4th and the 21st

of James I. impose the well-known penalty of

five shillings for the offence of drunkenness
simply ; those statutes are exceedingly difficult

to be enforced for most practical purposes. The
two statutes combined impose a penalty and
direct that it shall be levied by distress, and in

,
the event of its not being paid in a week, then
imprisonment in the stocks ; but according to

the views taken by the text Avriters, includ-

ing, I think, Mr. Oke and Mr. Stone, and
Mr. Saunders, Avho guide the magistrates gene-
rally in the country, the subsequent statutes,

including the Small Penalties Act, do not enable
magistrates to enforce the payment of the fine

of five shillings directly by imprisonment, in de-
fault of payment. The consequence is, that in

the case of a great proportion of those persons
who are charged with the offence, the magistrates
go through the form of imposing a fine without
having any power of enforcing payment; that
applies to a large class of persons wandering
through the country with no settled home, Avho
go away from the Court after having been directed
to pay the penalty ; it is mere idle words. These
persons go away and are not heard of again.

1470. Mr, Downing.] There are two statutes,
I believe, of James 1?—Yes; the first gave
power to the judges at the assizes and quarter
sessions, the mayors of boroughs, and so on ; the
second gave power to justices in petty session.

The tAvo statutes have' to be taken together.

They proA'ide for second offences by calling upon
the parties for sureties in a fixed sum ; but that

is practically inoperative, for this reason, that the

justices have no power to inquire from their clerk,

or to act upon their own knowledge of the fact of

a first conviction having taken place. The form
must be gone through of draAving up the first con-

viction, returning it to the quarter sessions, then
obtaining a certified copy, and that being brought
back to the justices, they can then take cognisance

of the fact of the first conviction, for the purpose
of imposing an additional or a substituted punish-

ment. The reason ofthat is, that magistrates courts

do not record their proceedings; they are not

what laAvyers term courts of record, and they are

not permitted to take notice of their OAvn acts.

I am not applying too strong a term when I say

that that is absurd. I keep my own note book. I

note facts in it, and I recollect the facts inde-

pendently. At all events, I have my note book
to refer to, Avith headed columns, describing the

person, the offence, and the conviction, perhaps a

fortnight before ; the clerk and the police have
minutes of the fact, and there is not the slightest

doubt about it, but I dare not take notice of my
OAvn or their knoAvledge of the fact. The matter

Avas before the Court of Queen's Bench a fcAv years

ago, and it-Avas formally decided that the magis-

trates must have the official record ofthe previous

conviction. The consequence'is, that Avhen a person

is brought in by a police officer,although thejustices

knoAv Avell that he is an old oflFender, they cannot

deal in the way of any substituted punishment for

that second offence. So much for the defects of

the original statutes of James I. Then the other

statutes under Avhich the magistrates generally

take cognisance of these offences are two. There

is a clause in the Police of ToAvns Act, 10 & 11

Vict. c. 8 9, which at first Avas only applicable Avhere

there Avas a special Act incorporating certain pro-

visions of the Police of Towns Act ; but by sub-

sequent legislation, that part of the Act, including

the provision in question relating to drunkards,

was extended to all bodies exercising the powers

of Local Government Acts : but that provision is,

I think, practically merged in a statute commonly
called " The Refreshment Houses Act," 23 Vict.,

c. 27, Avhich provides in very nearly the same
words
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words for the same offence, and that offence is

being drunk and riotous, or indecent in a street

or public thoroughfare. But the Act does not

provide for numerous cases that are brought before

nie. Although the magistrates very properly, and I

believe the superior courts also, give a latitude to

the term " riotous," not confining it strictly to a

riot, yet still there must be some misconduct

tending to disturb the peace or quiet of a neigh-

bourhood, what is generally termed a row."

But there are a great number of offences that fall

short of that, that require to be dealt with. Persons

ax'e found drunk in the street; they have been
robbed perhaps. j\ow the fact of a man getting

drunk and allowing himself to be robbed is a

very serious offence against society, encouraging

thieves. There is no mode of dealing with such

a person, except as a simple drunkard under the

old statute of James. There are various other

offences short of rioting
;
lounging about the

streets
;
refusing to go away when ordered by the

police ;
brawling iu a neighbour's house, tres-

passing or sleeping on private property ; a number
of offences of that class, which the statute relating

to drunkards and riotous persons does not meet.

1471. CItairman.] Is it not the fact that,

whilst for simple drunkenness there is a fine of

five shillings, drunkenness, plus riotous and in-

decent conduct may be subject to a fine of only

one shilling ?—There is that odd circumstance,

that apparent anomaly, that for the additional

offence there may be a less penalty ; the penalty

of James is a fixed one, five shillings, neither

more nor less ; the other is a fine not exceeding

40 s., or seven days' imprisonment.

1472. That leaves it to the option of the magis-

trate to inflict only a nominal fine of a shilling ?

—

Clearly.

1473. Then in your view, the law fur simple

drunkenness upon that point is defective, for the

reason that you have given ?—Yes, upon those

statutes. I do not know whether I should men-
tion that I have taken a somewhat wider view

than most magistrates, and have adopted another

remedy for habitual drunkards, calling upon them
for sureties.

1474. At what point do you regard simple

drunkenness as having arrived at habitual drun-

kenness ; so that you put your principle of

sureties into action ? — When there are more
than two previous offences of a kindred character.

1475. Is there not some difficulty with regard

to the power of enforcing sureties for good be-

haviour ?—There is very great difficulty in deal-

ing with cases in that way, and there is great

ditficulty iu enforcing the law.

147G. How do you proceed with regard to a

surety ? Suppose a person has been brought

before you three or four times drunk, and con-

victed for simple drunkenness or compound drun-

kenness ?—I should say to him, " Have you any-

thing to say why you should not be called upon
to find sureties for o-ood behaviour?" I should

then fix the amount ; in an ordinary case, pro-

bably one surety in five pounds.

1477. Under what Act do you proceed?—Not
so much upon any Act, as upon what I believe

to be the powers of justices under their com-
mission. The magistrates generally act with

great caution. The text writers and the Superior

Courts say that they should be exceedingly

cautious in exercising their power with regard

to sureties. Generally it is confined to threats

and fightin"-. No doubt threats are within the
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Statute Law, but good behaviour is also. It is Mr.

beyond all doubt that there is an additional power, J' Davis,

quite apart from the case of persons who are in fear
iT^ATril

from the acts or the language of another, to call upon 18-2^^

persons to find sureties for good behaviour. There '

was a case before the Court of Queen's Bench in

Lord Campbell's time, nearly 20 years ago, in

which the matter Avas very much discussed as to

the extent of the power, and it was held to apply
to a case of private libel ; a man writing on the

foot pavement some scurrilous language annoying
some person in that way more than once. The
question' was whether there was any power to call

upon a man for sureties, for an offence of that

kind. The matter was carefully considered ; the

judges took time to consider, and they held that

magistrates had that power, distinguisliing be-

tAveen sureties for the peace and sureties for good
behaviour ; at the same time recommending
magistrates to be cautious in the exercise of the

power.
1478. Mr. Doiv)dnff.'\ Are you now referring

to Lord Campbell's Act vvith regard to libel?

—

No ; I was only referring to a decision of the

Court of Queen's Bench when Lord Campbell
was Chief Justice.

1479. The Chairmon.l Do you fipply this

method of finding sureties to the exclusion of fine,

or do you fine a man and take sureties too ?—No,
I am inclined to think there is no power to adopt

both remedies. That is one of the things

probably that the attention of the Committee
would be directed to.

1480. Then one of your recommendations
'

would be to provide facilities for the proof of

previous convictions instead of having to go
through the tedious process of going to quarter

sessions which residts from the magistrates court

not being a court of record ?—Certainly. At the

same time there is great difficulty in doing it,

because it is drawing a distinction between one
particular act of the justices and another. No
doubt the true remedy would be to make courts

of petty sessions courts of record, so that they
should haA'e a knowledge of their own proceed-

ings. I may observe that that is adopted in the

corresponding courts of petty sessions in Ireland
;

and perhaps I may be permitted to draw the

attention of the Committee to the fact that county

courts, the oi'dinary pul^lic tribunal for civil cases

(justas magistrates courts are for criminal and also

for a variety of civil cases), provide a very simple

mode of proving their proceeding. There is a book
with different columns for the names of the parties,

the plaintiff, the defendant, and so on ; and that

can be produced at any time to be referred to as

a proof of the facts. Similar power, I think, is

wanted with regard to the magistrates courts,

but in the absence of a general power of that

kind it would be desirable to have a special power
for these cases.

1481. Do the existing statutes, such as the

23rd Vict, and the 10th and 11th of Vict., over-

ride the statutes of James I. ?—Clearly not.

Magistrates in the case of compotind offences

might still convict for the simple drn.nkenness,

and, of course, the statutes of James, when you
can apply them effectually, come in usefully in

reference to these cases to which I have alluded

that are short of riotous conduct, which is re-

quired to accompany the offence under the

statutes of Victoria.

1482. You alluded just now to the difficulty of

enforcing sureties : will you be so kind as to say

51 2 what
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Mr what these difficulties are?—Suppose a person.

J. E. Davis, lias found sureties for six months, and during

that time has committed another offence; in

19 April order to estreat his recognisances the conviction.

^^1^- for the second offence must be dra-n^n up, and all

the facts must be officially certified to the clerk of

the peace, who Avill obtain a declaration of forfei-

ture from the court of quarter sessions, after

notice to the surety and then proceed to levy.

There is also great difficulty in enforcing costswhen
persons are called upon to find sureties. Practi-

cally in the majority ofcases they do, without objec-

tion, pay the clerk's fees for entering into them,

but I believe there would be great difficulty in

enforcing payment directly. So also with regard

to proceedings for estreating the recognisances.^

1483. I presume that one of your objects in

enforcing sureties is to bring the moral influence

of the relatives of the individual to bear upon

him to keep him from a repetition of drunken-

ness ?—Certainly ; and my experience leads me
to think that it is extremely beneficial. It is a

mode of proceeding that acts very well indeed.

1484. Have you considered the desirability of

adopting any other method of enforcing sureties

other than tliat which at present exists ?—I think

that power should be given to the magistrates

of the same court that calls upon the parties to

find sureties, to enforce them. The court of

petty sessions should have the means of referring

to its own proceedings, and finding that the

magistrates did call upon persons for sureties,

they should be able to take cognisance of the fact,

and also that the condition has been broken, and
enforce payment.

1485. Following out that view with regard to

influence of relatives and friends upon the vicious

habits of an individual, have you considered the

propriety or the feasibility of making those rela-

tives liable for the maintenance of the drunkard
in any way ?—Of course one has no experience

under that head, there being no power to do it

;

but looking at the analogous case of the liability

of parents for the maintenance of their children

in industrial schools and reformatories, I should

say it is extremely desirable, and would tend
very much to increase the exercise of authority

of relations upon the members of their own
family, with a view to restraining them. I see

iio reason why, if an habitual drunkard is in

prison, his relatives should not be equally liable

for his maintenance as if he was a pauper.

1486. Have you considered the advisability of

placing persons who have committed re^^eated

acts of drunkenness, in a prison, or an institution

of some sort in which they can contribute to their

own maintem^nce by working at profitable labour ?

—I cannot say that I have applied my mind to

that. No doubt there are numerous cases where
persons have become drinkers, both men and
women, that might be reasonably dealt with in|a

somewhat different way from ordinary offenders.

A case came before me last week, in which a man
gave way to drink under circumstances very much
to be commiserated. Owing to domestic troubles
he had become a confirmed drunkard, and, worse
than that, he subsequently committed acts of
felony, I believe not really discerning the differ-

ence between right and Avrong ; but'he was not
so far gone as to justify medical men in certifying
that he was a fit jierson for a lunatic asylum,
although I had him examined with that view.
I may also mention a case that occurred at otoke-
uj)on-Trent, and that made a great impression

upon me ; it occurred within a week of my taking

my seat there : a woman Avas brought before me
for drunkenness and appealed to my sympathy, by
saying that she had never been before me upon
any previous occasion ; I was about to let her

go, when it turned out that she had been upwards
of 80 times before my predecessor ; she had never
been called upon for sureties, and I subsequently
called upon her for sureties, but of course she

could not find them, and she was sent from time

to time during six years to prison ; she was very
well behaved when she came before me, and she

said, " Well, Mr. Davis, all I can say is, they
W'ill be glad to see me again at Stafford ;" and so

they were, for I heard from the governor that she

was an exceedingly valuable person in doing
household work, and that she assisted them very
much.

1487. That is an illustration of a person who
might be turned to profitable account if kept in

a reformatory, or something of that kind, that is

not precisely a prison ?—Yes.
1488. Have you considered the qviestion of how

far it would be feasible for relatives, or for

sureties, more especially, to give notice to drink-

houses not to allow persons under sureties to be

supplied with drink ?—I have considered that.

When I was in Staffordshire, Lord Lichfield,

who took great interest in the subject, introduced

a Bill in the House of Lords containing a clause of

this description ; I think that provisions of that

kind might very well be enforced. Lamentable
cases sometimes come before magistrates of per-

sons who know that their wives, husbands, their

sons, or their fathers, are in the habit of excessive

drinking
;
they go in vain to the house to remon-

strate. The answer is, "We cannot make any
distinction, we are not obliged to do so, and we
shall not ; besides w^e cannot tell, amongst the

number of persons coming in.

"

1489. Supposing a form was in existence which

a surety or a relative could obtain at the police

office, to be signed by the presiding magistrate,

would that facilitate matters if such a form could

be served upon the keepers of drink-houses ?

—

Very much I think. In order to give a fair trial

to a system of that kind, there must be a form ;

there must be the assistance of public bodies, to

put it in force. One's experience shows that if

there is anything in the shape of a written form to

be dealt with by the persons themselves in that

class of life, it is inoperative. If they had some

assistance of that kind, I think it would very

much tend to put a stop to the evil. Something is

wanted that would lead to identification. I may
also say that I have been very much struck with

the w^ant of power on the part of employers of

labour to prevent drink beiug supplied to their

workmen during working hours, close to their

own doors or to the gates of their manufactories.

1490. Is there not some recommendation to

that effect in the Eeport of the Select Committee

uj)on Masters and Servants in 1866 ?—I do not

at this moment recollect ; there might have been.

I wrote a letter to Lord Elcho, who was good

enough to print it in the Appendix, recommending

sureties in the case of masters and servants, and

that recommendation was acted upon by the Legis-

lature, and I may mention, that I believe it works

very well. I have found it of the greatest possible

benefit. Most cases that come before me of

master and servant I deal Avith in that Avay,

calling upon them to perform their contracts by

sureties, instead of fine or compensation. I find

that
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that it answers remarkai)ly well. I recollect a

very striking case among many otliers, "svith

reference to men drinking in houses adjoining-

manufactories. One man on the opening of a

house, spent the whole of the savings that he had

]3ut in the savings bank, 10/., in drinking, day

after day. Tlie master and the foreman went
continually to the house to remonstrate, but with

no effect. Judging Irom that and other cases,

1 think tliat a notice given to the landlord of the

drink-house might be very useful in preventing

hiiii from giving the men drink during tlieir

working hours.

1491. I gather from your evidence that in

legislating for habitual driuikards you would em-
brace the whole law?—-I think it would be desi-

rable to embrace the whole law including the

law relating to the liability of landlords of drink-

houses.

14y2. I presume that you would pro])ose some
consolidation of all these statutes, or some sim-

plification of them repealing these ancient ones

and enacting a new one ?—I think it very desi-

rable to repeal the Statutes of James. I do not

see that there would be any necessity for any
law providing for simple drunkenness. Speak-

ing for myself I never impose a fine for drunken-

ness simpUcitcr apart from some surrounding

circumstances ; the man refusing to leave the

street, or lying about the street, offences of

a public kind, touching the public peace or com-
fort in some way or another. There would be

no necessity for providing for simple drunken-

ness.

1493. As a fact the simple drunkard after

dassing a night in the station house does not

come before you ?—He is just brought up to be

discharged if nothing is known of him before

;

that is the plan that is adopted in London. It

is considered a sufficient punishment that he has

been locked up.

1494. Then he is turned out to begin de novo,

to go on in. the very same course?—Probably. I

may also say that there is a great want of a

2^ower to make some compensation to j^ersons

whose property is injured by drunkards. At pre-

sent, there must be a wilful act on the part of a

person who is dealt with for destroying anything.

A great variety of cases come before me ; Avliere

a man breaks a window, for example, and it is

douljtful wliether he has done it spitefully, or

whether he has been drinking and lounging about.

Of course he is entitled to all the benefit of any
doubt that there may be as to whether his mind
accompanied the act. At the same time, the injury

is done to the person Avhose property it is. A
drunken man goes into a house and he is re-

quested to leave. In going out, whether spite-

fully or not, he breaks something, and there is

no power to make compensation for that. There
is power in the Police of Towns Act to make
some compensation for damage done by drunken
drivers of public carriages, cabs, and so on, but
there is no power in other cases of this kind

;

and it would be extremely desirable if there were.
One would like very much to be able to direct

a defendant, who h-as often the means of pay-
ing, to make compensation] for such injury as I

have referred to. The police, too, very often

have to engage a cab at their own expense to

bring an obstinate drunken man to court ; and
there is no power to luake him pay, ludess it is

in the shape of costs indirectly.

1495. Are you aware that in some of the states
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of America they have very strong laws upon that Mr.
poiiit of enforcing damages for mischief done J- E- Davis.

durmg a state of intoxication (either personal or
"~-

to ] n-operty), upon the parties who sell the liquor ? '

9
^P"l

— les; I know tliere is that power. I have no ^'^T^-l

experience, of course, of the working of it; nor
have I turned my attention to it.

1496. How would you define what you call
"permitting drunkenness"; it is a nice point,
where a man is so drunk as to make it an offence
to siq)i)ly him with liquor

; in certain cases of
extreme drunkenness, of course it would be easy
enouo-h ?-- There is great difffc idty there : but
I think if the law made it an offence for a land-
lord of one of those houses to supply drink to
a man who Avas already drunk, or to give him
drink to make him drunk, the matter might be
left to the magistrates. But the law is very
far short of that at i)resent, in its administration,
at all events. The language of the law makes it

an offence for the landlord of a licensed house,
against the reuor of his license, or against the
Act of Parliament, to " ])ermit drunkenness or
other disorderly conduct. ' There is no doubt
that the introduction of those terms has practi-
cally induced magistrates, and I cannot say
wrongly, to treat it as a necessary part of the
offence that there should be something more
than mere drunkenness, that there should be dis-
orderly conduct in the house, fighting, and so on.
There would, of course, be always great difficulty
in defining what drunkenness is, but I do not see
how that can well l^e avoided. It must be left

to the good sense of the magistrate and the wit-
nesses. If the landlord knew that it was an
offence, in clear terms, to give drink to a man
who had already had too much, or to make him
drunk, I do not anticipate that there would be
any very great difficulty in dealing with such
cases.

1497. Amongst other matters connected with
drunkenness, have you considered the question
of the adulteration of beer or liquors, as bearing
upon that ? —• Not beyond this ; until the last

three or four years I was sceptical on the point
of adulteration, but certainly the statements
made to me, rather than any actual experience,
subsequently led me to think otherv/ise. Persons
have said to mc, and in many cases I believe they
have been correct, " I assure you I have only
had a small quantity of drink :

" so that what
they had must have had a stupifying effect upon
them in a short time. Beyond tliat, I am not able

to give any information on wdiich the Committee
ought to rely.

1498. Mr. W. II. Gladstone.] Would your
csiperience lead you to suggest a cumulative ar-

rangement of fines for simple drunkenness ?—

I

think there should be some limit for magistrates
;

a minimum and a maximum.
1499. I mean for repeated offences ?—I think

poAver might be given to give a greater penalty

in the event of the offences being repeated, but

Avlien you come to three or four or more convic-

tions, I must say I am inclined to think that

sureties or imprisonment are preferable. Fines

Ijecome after a time useless
;
you impose a fine,

with so many days' or months' imprisonment in

default, and it is really the imprisonment that is

involved in those cases.

1500. What extension of the jiower of im-

prisonment would you recommend ?—I do not

know that I should suggest any direct imprison-

ment. In the case of drunkenness the power of

M 3 direct;
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Mr. direct imprisonment is limited to seven days.

E. Davis. There is a longer period if a fine is imposed and

default is made in payment. Then the period of

19 April imprisonment is regulated by what is termed the

Small Penalties Act, varying according to the

amount of the fine, seven days not exceeding

10 5., and up to two months not exceeding 5 /.

In the present state of the law of drunkenness

there are no such heavy fines. The fine does

not exceed 40 5. for the compound offence of

drunkenness and riotous conduct. A fine of 40,?.

and costs empowers two months' imprisonment in

default. Generally, I have dealt with cases of

repeated drunkenness by calling iLpon them for

sureties ; but my course has been somewhat
singular, I believe, in that respect. It is not

the course generally adopted.

1501. If you had the poAver of inflicting a

heavier fine, would you also require the power of

a longer term of imprisonment in default?

—

Yes ; but I do not know that 1 should be inclined

to exercise it. I think one very rarely imposes

even the full penalty of 2 /. unless there is some
gross offence in addition. Drunken persons often

commit some other offence, for which they are

dealt with under some other statute, for example,

assaulting a police officer, then tlrey can be
punished with six months' imprisonment. T he more
serious cases of drunkenness are frequently dealt

with under some other Act.

1502. Do you think that a short term of im-
prisonment has a moral effect upon the drunkard?
—I think it would only be in exceptional cases.

The man who once goes to prison for an offence

of that kind is most likely to repeat it. When a

man is brought up for the first time in his life

before a police court and discharged, the mere
fact of being brought up operates as a caution,

if not for life, for a considerable time. There
are many cases of that kind. But when once
men are convicted three or four times, I think

it is almost idle to deal with them with fines

simply. They do not pay tlie fine, but they go
to prison for a limited time. I think the system
of sureties might be introduced generally, and
ijiat it would operate very beneficially.

1503. You do not think that a conviction three

or four times within, say, six months would be
sufficient to bring a man within the scope of the
Bill which has been proposed by the Chairman
in reference to habitual drunkards ?—I think the
great desideratum is to have a direct power to

call upon persons who are habitual drunkards,
who have been convicted several times, to find

sureties, and to send them to prison for a con-
siderable period in default, limiting the power
of the magistrates to deal with persons as habi-
tual drunkards to cases where they have been
previously convicted within a given time, say, six

months.

1504. We have had one witness who has given
it as his opinion, that if a person were convicted
three or four times within the period of six months,
thatwould be a sufficient reason for the State inter-
fering, and putting him under detention for a con-
siderable period ?—In default of sureties. I think
he should have an opportunity of letting his friends
come forward and say, " We will use our influ-

ence upon him." If they refuse, then he should
be imprisoned in default. I cannot say that I
should like to see a system of direct imprisonment
without that alternative, If a man had been
called upon for sureties, and having found sureties,
had broken them, the probability is that he would

not then be able to find them again, so there

Avould practically be the same thing as a direct

and immediate power of imprisonment. Even if

he had been convicted several times, I think he
should have the opportunity of letting his friends

come forward and saying, " We Avill undertake
for him."

1505. Do you think that a fine of 5 ,9. is suffi-

cient?—I think there ought not to be that limit;

probably it should be 40 $., which is provided by
the other Acts, where there is an offence in addi-

tion to drunkenness, such as riotous conduct ; I
think that is a fair limit. The fault of the
penalty of 5 s., under the old statute of James,
I have already pointed out. The great defect is

that you cannot practically enforce it in many
cases. The ordinary law which now allows im-
prisonment to follow the non-payment of a fine

is held by text Avriters not to ajjply to the case of

a fine of 5 ^.

1506. Mr. Dotoning.'\ Have you yourself ever
acted under this statute of James ?—Yes ; the

magistrates at petty sessions act under the

21 James I., which gives them certain powers
comprised in the earlier statute. The earlier

statute Avas confined to quarter sessions, and. to

assizes, and similar ti'lbunals.

1507. The Act appears to give this power for

the first offence, to impose a fine of 5 s., and in

default of payment, six hours in the stocks ?

—

Yes.

1508. And for the second offence, you can
require a party, under the statute, to enter into

recognisances, or an obligation, in the sum of 10 1, ?

—Yes.
1509. Have you ever acted under that sta-

tute?—Calling upon the person for surety,

never, for this reason ; I never had a case where
there has been a formal proof of a first conviction.

I have mentioned already to the Committee that

I could not, without that formal proof, take

notice of a man having been convicted by me
before.

1510. You Avill observe that this statute Avas

passed nearly 300 years ago ?—Yes.

1511. Do you think that this statute is not

obsolete ?—It has been held that one section is

not, that enabling a magistrate to impose the, fine

of 5 s. ; and I think the provision with regard to

sureties is also capable of being enforced if the

requisite proof Avere forthcoming.

1512. The persons who are generally brovight

before you for this offence are tradesmen and
labourers principally, I suppose ?—Every class,

you may say.

1513. Take the case of a tradesman, \A'ho has

a wife and family
;
you fine him for drunkenness,

and he is brought before you again for a second

offence ; you then call upon him to give security

in the sum of 10/. to be of good behaviour?

—

I could do that under the statute.

1514. And you would recommend that law to

be renewed?—A similar poAver, capable of being

practically enforced.

1515. I take it for granted that a statute may
be passed, such as you recommend ; such a person

from his habits would be very poor, not able to

procure the securities ; what would you then do

Avith him ?—Any person who is called upon to

find securities, and does not, always has to go to

prison.

1516. How long Avould you keep him there,

three or six months?—If he was an habitual

drunkard.
1517. For
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1517. For the second offence?— Simply a

second offence.

1518. That is what you recommended
; you

would call upon a man for a second offence to

enter into sureties for good behaviour in the sum
of 10 1. ; and if he does not find the securities,

you would send him to gaol for three months ?

— I should not deal with him because he was a

man in a particular class differently from any
other person.

1519. Would not that be an extreme inter-

ference with the liberty of the subject?—At this

moment I am continually calling upon jiersons

for a first offence to find sureties for six months.

1520. Not for drunkenness, surely?—No; I

am not speaking of simple drunkenness. I

would not give that power in the case of drunk-
enness simpliciter, but drunkenness accompanied
by some offence against the public at large.

1521. The Committee are inquiring into the

evils of drunkenness itself, rather than into any
collateral offence, such as tliat of being noisy or

riotous ; we wish to inquire how far we can pre-

vent drunkenness itself?—If you asked whether

I recommend a power of calling upon a person

for sureties for a second offence of drunkenness

simply, I should say "No." I have already

intimated to the Committee that I should think

the statute of James might be repealed, and

that there might be no oft'ence of drunkenness

simply.

1522. Would you for a third offence require

that security ?—Not for any offence simply of

drunkenness.

1523. Then it is only wliere there is some

other offence committed besides that of drunken-

ness that you would require a surety ?—Clearly ;

I never impose a fine upon any person for simple

drunkenness. I never have persons brought

before me for simple drunkenness.

1524. You would contemplate, at all events,

sending a man to gaol for three months if he does

not give security?— Certainly.

1525. Then what becomes of his wife and

children?—They may be worse off, or they may
be better off' than when he was out.

1526. Supposing the case of a v/ife and family

dependent upon the receipts of the tradesman or

the labourer ; the man may be occasionally drunk,

say, upon the Saturday ; then he goes to work
again on the I\Ionday or u})on the Tuesday ; he

is their support at all events ; what is to become
of them Avhen he is in gaol ?—Of course they

will necessarily be deprived of his earnings, but

I never had such a case.

1527. I am putting cases that may possibly

arise ; if they are deprived of his earnings they

must, of course, apply for relief to the union ?

—

No doubt.

1528. Then they would become a bui den upon
the rates ?—No doubt.

1529. Therefore you would add very consider-

ably to the taxation of the district by having

that man incarcerated ?—That is self-evident. If

a man who has been earning money for himself

and family is deprived of the power of doing so

by being incarcerated, that is the inevitable result.

1530. Would you apjily the same law to every

grade of society ?— It is the character of the

offence of drunkenness that a person who gets

into drunken habits repeats it. There are a

number of offences that are not repeated in the

same way.
1531. Would you, if habits of drunkenness
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had^ grown upon a person in a superior position jf^
of life, treat him in the same way ?—I should y. E. Davis.
make no distinction with regard to a person's
position. Of course if he became a nuisance to 19 April
others I should say that he ought to be removed. 1872.

1532. Removed to gaol for three months ?

—

Removed out of the way of being a nuisance.
There is no other mode I know of incarcerating
such persons except sending them to prison,

1533. You appear 10 be under the impression
that you have no power to convict a person of
the simple crime of drunkenness unless it is

accompanied by some disorderly conduct ?—

I

must have been misunderstood if I am supposed
to have said that I had not the power. Clearly
there is the power, but I say that I have never
been called upon to exercise it, and certainly I

never did exercise the power to impose a penalty
for drunkenness unaccompanied by any other act.

1534. I think you said that under the muni-
cipal law applying to municii)al towns, there was
not the power to send the person to gaol, to fine

him 40 5., or give him seven days imprisonment
for simple drunkenness ?—No, not for simple
drunkenness.

1535. I tlnuk you are mistaken. I take it

that the law is the same in England as in Ire-
land, Let me call your attention to this:
" Every person drunk in any street, or guilty of
any riotous or indecent beliaviour in any street,

office, or petty sessions, or any police station

within the town, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding 40 s. for every such offence, or, in the
discretion of the justices before whom he is con-
victed, imprisonment for a period not exceeding
seven days"?—That is not the simple crime of
drunkenness.

153G. Certainly it is. Every person found
drunk in any street?—That is not simple drunk-
enness.

1537, Then what is ?—The offence of beins*

simply drunk. The statute of James has often

been complained of as a Puritan statute. That
statute Avould empower a magistrate to impose a

fine upon a person who in his own house got

drunk and Avent to bed, and did not stir out.

Such a person would still be liable to the fine of

5 5, That is a case of pure and simple drunken-
ness.

1538. Because in the statute of James the

words were omitted " in any street, police office,

or petty sessions." These words are, " every

person found drunk in any street " ;
surely you,

as a magistrate, would not tell me that that does

not bring a person within the provision of this

statute, making him liable to a fine of 40 5. or

seven days' imprisonment?—That is being drunk

in the street.

1539, Mr. C. Read.'] You say he might be

drunk in his house, and nobody would know
anything about it ?—He would be liable on proof

to the penalty, under the statute of James.
1540. Mr. Dowiiiiuj.'] I am speaking of the

statute with regard to municipal boroughs and

towns under the Improvement Act?—That is

not simple drunkenness. May 1 be permitted

to test it in this Avay. A man is brought before

me. The police officer, or some other person,

says, " This man was drunk at such a time," does

that constitute an offence under the Statutes of

Victoria ? No ; I could not convict except

under the statute of James ;
although there was

proof of drunkenness, it must, even under the

Town Improvement Act for Ireland, be more ;

M 4 drunkenness
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Mr. drunkenness in a street. I may observe that there

J, E. Davis, is a provision against drunkenness in public-

houses, and a person who induces a_ landlord to

19 April commit an offence after the landlord is convicted

1^72- may be treated as aiding in the offence.
_

1541. Do you not think that prevention, if it

can be carried out, ought to be tried to the

fullest extent before you go to those extreme

measures that have been mentioned ?—No doubt

the magistrate should be fully satisfied
_
that the

man was so incorrigible as to justify imprison-

ment in default of sureties.

1542. Do you not think that a more vigilant

, supervision over public-houses is necessary ?

—

Most clearly so.

1543. Supposing you had power to give notice

to a publican not to sell drink to a person who
was a notorious drunkard, I take it for granted

that in that case you would give the publican

notice before you made any order, that be miglit

• be heard upon the subject?—I think that would

be desirable.

1544. Suppose the publican to violate your

order, Avhat would you do with him on the first

offence ?—Impose a fine.

1545. What sum do you think would be a fit

jjunishment for a man who violates such an order ?

—I cannot say that I have considered that ; I

think a moderate fine Avould be sufficient. I

should say certainly that the best remedy for a

repeated offence by a landlord would be the

takius: awav of his license, rather than a heavv
fine.

1546. You would impose a pecuniary fine in

the first instance ?— Certainly.

1547. And if the offence were repeated, would
you give the magistrates the power of witiidraw-

ing the license from him ?—I should give that

tribunal, whatever it is, which has the ]iower of

dealing with the license, the power of dealing

with that offence, as well as any other offences

against the good conduct of the house. The
same tribunal that decided the one should decide

the other.

1548. Are you aware that if a publican is con-

victed before a mao-istrate three times in six

months, the magistrate has the power of with-

drawing his license ?—There are certain cases in

which such a power exists, but in practice this

mode of dealing with drink houses is left to the

tribunal that has tlie power of giving him his

license. At present magistrates endorse U])on

licenses the offences committed.

1549. Is there no power in the court of petty

sessions in Eno-land to withdraw the license from
a publican Avho has been convicted ?—To declare

it forfeited in certain cases.

1550. Mr. A/croijd.'] The distinction between
drunkenness in private houses, and drunkenness
in the street, I presume, arose from this cause

:

a man who is thoroughly drunk cannot go quietly

along the street ; he must roll about, and knock
against the passers by, it may be against ladies

;

it is hardly possible for him to walk in the street

without being, to a certain extent, disorderly ?

—

No doubt, practically, there is something more
than being drunk in the street that involves a

fine; and there is something much more than
the mere fact of drunkenness required to impose
a penalty of 2 L Practically speaking, it is more
than the mere walking along the street. In
almost every case of that kind that comes before
me, the policeman says, " I repeatedly asked the
defendant to go, but he refused." I am bound

to say that in my own experience the police

generally behave with very great consideration
;

even if the man is talking loudly or quarrelling,

they give him an opportunity of going away. In
the case of three or four men, three out of the
four, perhaps, will go quietly away, and the

other is obstinate and refuses. Then there are
other persons who are perfectly quiet, who are
found drunk, robbed, perhaps, in the street

;

they are stupidly drunk in the street, having
been robbed of their money, and often of their

clothing. I am generally inclined to deal with
such persons severely, but I cannot even enforce
the payment of the 5 s. penalty for drunkenness,

1551. Supposing you had information
^
that

some person had got drunk in his own house, and
did not disturb anybody, although that would be
an offence against the Act of James, you would
not ask for any surety, or send the person to

prison ?— No ; I should probably take upon
myself to dismiss such a case ; but I never had a
case of [ that kind before me in my life, of the
Act of James being applied, except for some
additional offence which the other Acts did not
meet.

1552. I think you have the credit of having
applied the Act of James so far as to insist upon
persons who have been convicted of being drunk'

finding sureties ?—I must ask the Conuuittee to

remember that I have not acted upon that Act.
I have acted in the spirit of it, but I have acted
upon what 1 believe to be the general power of

magistrates in that respect under their commis-
sion. I have already explained that I could not
exercise the power given by the Act, unless I had
formal proof of a previous conviction, which
never in practice is given. A man is brought up
in custody for an offence committed the night

before. There would be no power even to get
the proof of a previous conviction upon which I

coidd legally act. Of course I can take into

consideration the knowledge that I have from the

clerk, and from my own book, and from the
information of officers, that this person has been
up 20 or 30 times before, it may be 70 or 80,

sometimes 100 times, I know that these persons

are habitual offenders, and then I can (in my
opinion), exercise the general power of calling

upon them to find sureties for good behaviour

;

not under the statute, but acting in the spirit of

that Act.

1553. I presume that the salutary effect of
that system is, that it gives you the power of

insisting upon payment, estreating the sureties ?

— No doubt, because if persons think that they
can become surety with impunity, they will not

exercise any influence in restraining and in care-

fully watching the persons convicted. No doubt
it is desirable to estreat recognisances now and
then, so that persons may see that the law is not

to be trifled with, but it is very difficult to do it.

1554. Can you tell me how many have been
estreated in the case of persons whom you have
sentenced ?—I cannot give you any information

upon that point, it Avould be useless to make a

guess; Mr. Jackson, the chief constable, will no
doubt be able to inform the Committee upon that

point.

1555. Supposing Mr. Jackson should say that

there is great difficulty in estreating the recog-

nisances, would you be in favour of an amend-
ment of the law Avhich would facilitate that?

—

Clearly, and I know there is great difficulty.

I Avould give the court which imjooses the penalty,

and
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and calls upon the percon for sureties, the power
of inquiring into the ftjrfeiture, and enforcing
payment -witliout going to any other court.

1556. I am rather anxious to ascertain clearly

the curative effect of insisting upon sureties;

you were mentioning just now the case of a

woman Avho had been sentenced 80 times by your
jn'edecessor ; I presume you insisted upon her

finding sureties to some extent. I want to know
v. hether in the case of such an inveterate offender

you have found the system of enforcing sureties

produce any wholesome effect?— No, that case

was too far gone ; it was hopeless It is gene-

rally very difficult when a Avoman lias got into

habits of drunkenness to get her out of them,
much more difficult than in the case of men, and
therefore it is more difficult to get persons to

answer for them.

1557. So that this system would not be bene-
ficial in extreme cases ?—No.

1558. You have had some questions put to you
about the conduct of landlords of jjublic-houses

in serviuo: liquor to drunken persons ; has your
attention been called to the Habitual Criminals

Act; more especially to clause 10 on that sub-

ject? — I do not recollect tlic section at this

moment.
1559. The section imposes penalties upon beer-

sellers and others who knowingly permit the re-

sort of habitual thieves in their houses ; and
magistrates may, if they think fit, in addition

to, or in lieu of, a penalty, require the parties to

enter into recognisances, with or without sureties,

to keep the peace, or be of good behaviour, dur-

ing 12 months ; do you consider that provision of

that kind would be applicable and desirable in

such a Bill as that proposed by the Chairman?
— I think so ;

coupled with the power of enforcing

them.
1560. You would approve, in fact, of a system

of sureties for those publicans wlio are lia.ble

to have their houses frequented by habitual

drunkards?—Yes; I think it uiight be well ap-

plied there.

1561. In the same section there is a provision

that, on a second conviction, the party shall l)e

disqualified for a period of two years from re-

ceiving any such license ; and there are also

other stringent provisions with regard to licenses?

—Yes.
1562. Would you be in favour of extending

those provisions to the Habitual Drunkards
Bill ?—Yes.

1563. Perhaps you have not noticed, or had

submitted to you, a Return recently presented

to the House of Commons upon the subject of

habitual drunkenness. It is a Return dated the

17th of August 1871, and only just issued. This
Return gives statistics witli regard to Sheffield

as contrasted with Leeds. Taking Leeds first,

with a popidation of 259,201, I find that the

total convictions for being drunk and disorderly

during the 12 months ending the 1st July 1871,

Avere 1,769; and out of this 1,769, 267 were
second convictions, 114 third convictions, and no
less than 320 more than three convictions. In
Sheffield, with a population of 239,947, the con-

victions for being drunk and disorderly amount
together to 901 ( against 1,769 in Leeds). Out
of these 97 were second convictions, 42 third

convictions, and 76 more than three convictions.

It would appear from the figures in those cases

that after t]ie third conviction persons become
habitual drunkards, and almost reckless, and the

0.73.
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existing mode of meeting tlie difficulty lias no Mr.
effect whatever. From your own personal .7, E. Davis.
observation, woidd that be the conclusion to

which you would arrive, that afier the third con-
viction some other means ; an inebriate nsylum,
or something of tiiat kind, would be required to

deal with tliosc cases?—Something more than
mere fines. I think three convictions would be
a fair number to take. In the majority of cases
in which I have called upon persons for sureties,

there have been eight or ten, or twelve con-
victions.

1564. Moreover, looking at the favourable con-
trast presented by Sheffield to Leeds, do you
from your own observation and judgment believe
that one cause of the advantao-e of Sheffield in

this respect is due to your system of enforcing
sureties ?—I must not say that.

1565. Nevertheless, I presume you are satisfied

in your mind that the system is beneficial, other-
wise you would not persist in it ?—Quite so ; I

should not persist in it if I did not think it was
beneficial, because I am acting counter to what
Avas done before. I should be sorry to be de-

prived of the ]5ower, and I have said openly that

I intend to exercise it until I am restrained by the

Home Office, or some other authority.

1566. Mr. iWtcheU Henri/.'] Being a sti-

pendlaiy magistrate, I suppose you are a mem-
ber of the legal profession?— Yes ; a barrister of

the Oxford circuit.

1567. With regard to persons who are drunk,
and not noisy or troublesome in the street, I sup-

pose the practice varies In difterent towns ; I be-

lieve in London such persons are locked up, and
brought before the majristrate In the morning to

be discharged ?— Yes.
1568. Is that so in Sheffield?— Certainly,

that Avould be so fin- the first oftence, unless a

man had been robbed ; then I generally tell him,
" You iiave done a great injury to society In

allowing yourself to be robbed ;
you have. In

eftect, contributed the value of these stolen ar-

ticles to a thieves' fund, by taking so little care

of your property." These persons think they are

much to be commiserated Avhen they have lost

their jjroperty, but I generally treat the matter

the other way. Generally speaking, Avith that

exception, persons are discharged for the first

oftence, folloAvIng very much the course adopted

In London.
1569. For asecond offence you Inflict a penalty?

—I Inquire if the person has been up before.

The police have their records, and I get the

fullest information from them. If the persons have

been before me for some other oftence, I do not

take any notice of that. For instance, if a man
has been convicted of felony, I do not bring that

against him on a charge for being drunk. If he

has been up for a simlllar offence, I then

treat him as an old oftender, and impose a fine;

or. If an habitual oft'ender, call upon him for

sureties.

1570. If the police find a person in the street

Avho is unable to find his Avay home from Ijeing

intoxicated, but Avho Is not noisy or troublesome,

do they take him Into custody, or do they assist

him to his home ?—They endeavour to find out

Avhere his home Is, and if he is able to give an

account of himself, they take him home.

1571. Notlungmore?—Nothing more. 1 should

think not one person in tAventy Avho Is found

drunk, is brought to the station and locked up.

Of course It varies a srood doal Avith the temper

N " of
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of the individual policeman, but that is the ge-

n neral tenor of the coiuluct of the police.

Z."^''
'

1572. Did I understand you to say in reference

pril to workmen who are liabitual drunkards, that you

2 would serve a notice on the public houses in the

neighbourhood, that they were not to sujiply this

man during working hours ?—Yes, I would give

a notice to this effect: " A. B. is in my employ-

ment, his working hours are so-and-so, I require

you not to supply'him with drink, or to allow him

to remain in your house during those hours."

The great difficulty is to identify the person.

How IS the landlord to know that the person who

comes in is the person referred to ? I would give

power to the police to take the man, and show him

to the landlord.

1573. Would there not be another difficulty ;

if a man was refused at one house, might he not

go to another, especially in a large town?—Of
course there Avill be all those modes of evasior

;

still there is a great propensity to go to houses

near the works.

1574. Do you think that, except in some small

villages where there were one or two public-

houses, such a provision Avould work ?—T think

it would work very well indeed. The public-

houses are set up purposely just outside the

manufactories; it is kuoAvn that the men will

come to them.

1575. Is there not an enactment now. that no

public-house shall serve a person Avho is drunk ?

—

Yes, if wilfully " permitting drunkenness, or other

disorderly conduct," includes it. Reference has

been already made to the difficulty of defining

drunkenness, and to the ingredients of the land-

lord's offence. There is such a thing as sotting,

sleeping, and lying about all day long in one of

these houses, and yet the landlord at present

escapes all responsibility.

1576. Suppose a man is absent from his em-
ployment, and suppose that on Tuesday, for in-

stance, he goes in a public-house and asks for a

glass of beer, and he is not at all intoxicated

;

would you contemplate the refusal of that in-

dividual by the publican?—I think the best an-

swer would be the good sense that prevails in all

benches of magistrates
;
they would not in such

cases think of inflicting a penalty ; it is only done
in obstinate and perverse cases. Of course it is

sometimes difficult to draw a precise line, but I

think the magistrates generally exercise their

power in a liberal way to the accused persons.

1577. The difficulty is in the working of such

an enactment ; a labourer might be absent from
his employment for three or four weeks, and very
properly be subjected to such a provision. If

after a day's sleep he went and asked for a glass

of beer after his dinner, and the publican said he
had an order from his employer not to serve him,
what would you then suggest ?—I think the land-

lord ought to refuse ; no doubt the man would
grumble.

1578. Would not the result be that he would
go somewhere else ?—Very likely he would, but
I may say this, I have to deal with perhaps six

or seven cases of master and servant every day of
my life, five days in the week at all events, and
in much the largest proportion of cases I find

that the offence is that of a man absenting him-
self from service, not going aAvay altogether, but
absenting himselfduring working hours, for what
purpose ? Drinking. Often the master is in the
sanie humble position of life as the servant, and
he is dependent upon him for his own daily bread

;

I refer, for example, to what are called forgers and
strikers

;
they are men in the same class of life,,

only the one pays the other. The payment is for

piecework, and the man cannot earn his wages to

take home to his wife, because the person he relies

upon is drinking from day to day ; he goes to

him at the public-house, but there is no mode of
stopping his drinking in any way ; I feel very
strongly upon that point.

1579. Mr. Miller.'] To remedy such a case as-

that, you would send notice to the adjoining
public-houses?—Yes, anywhere where there was
reason to suppose that the man was in the habit
of resorting.

1580. You were asked a question as to- what
Avould becoiue of the families of workmen and
labourers, who might be thrown into prison
in consequence of drinking. Do you find that

people who have been committed for drink are

very careful of their families generally ?—No, it

is quite the converse. The cases I was alluding

to in which I call upon the persons for sureties,

are cases in which I am sorry to say it is the
greatest relief to their families when they are

sent away from them
;

they are probably de-

pendent on some member of the family,

1581. If an improvement could be brought
about in the habits of such people, would not that

tend largely to the reduction of the rates ?—Yes.
1582. So that though the confinement of some

of these persons would cost money, it might be
recouped by the reduction of the rates ?—Cer-
tainly.

1583. And so far as the public is concerned,

there Avould be economy in the operation ?—Yes.

Of course when I gave a former answer to

another Member of the Committee, it was upon
the supposition, included in the terms of the

question, that the person sent to prison was,

Avhen out of prison, providing for his family.

1584. I suppose you find also that people Avho

have been convicted three or four times for drink-

ing, and have been committed to prison, lose all

respect for themselves, and so become as it were
habitual drunkards?—That is so, no doubt.

1585. Then some process by which these people

could be restrained would be a benefit to the

public ?—Yes.

1586. As well as to themselves ?—Yes. If it

operates as a restraint upon them, good ; if it

removes them, good ; because the evil with

regard to a drunken man, and a drunken Avonian

especially (and I am sorry to say I have many
such cases to deal with) is that when they are

rolling about the streets, they are invariably

followed by numbers of children of both sexes,

a crowd of fifty, or sixty, or a hundred children.

It is idle to talk of schools if this be allowed to

go on ; and such scenes do go on day and night.

It is better to remove a woman of that kind at

any cost, or a man either. It is not so bad
perhaps in the case of a man, because it is more
common to see a man drunk, and he does not

gather about him such crowds ; but there is

always a kind of buffoonery that amuses people,

and in this way the most demoralising scenes

are witnessed day after day in the streets.

1587. To restrain such persons as you have
described would not only be a benefit to them-
selves, but a benefit to the public at large ?—
Undoubtedly.

1588. Therefore it would be worthy of some
expense if such a benefit could he attained ?

—

Yes, I may be permitted to say this, I might be

sujjposed
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supposed to' entertain some strong views with
reference to drink. Now my strong views are in

the direction that beer, and plenty of it, is

necessary for the working man.
1589. Mr. Clare Read.'] You think that some

other discipline rather than a prison Avould be
better for the habitual drunkard ; some sort of

reformatory?—I have not applied myself to the

exact mode of treating them. I have looked at

the matter in the perliaps coarser way of removing
them. There is no other mode provided biit a

house of correction. But I should be glad in a

number of cases, to see an intermediate jJuce for

such persons.

1590. Where they might have a longer deten-
tion, and receive greater benefit than they would
receive at prison ?—Yes.

1591. I suppose you consider that the fine of

5 s. in the time of James I. was a much more
severe fine than it is at the present day ?—No
doubt.

1592. It was a fixed sum ?—A fixed sum ; 5

neither more nor less.

1593. Then if the person did not pay, he was
liable to be put in the stocks ? —Yes, at the end
of seven days he was liable to be put in the

stocks for some hours.

1594. How long has the punishment of the

stocks been abolished ?—There is no fixed period.

It has become obsolete by the course of feeling

more than by the express operation of law.

1595. There is really no law that ha,s done
away with the stocks?—Not directly ; but statutes

have been repealed, expressly or impliedly, that

contained the provision fi^r them.

1596. You are awai-e that in country districts

we have often great difficulty In dealing with

drunkenness, it being a roundabout and expen-
sive and troublesome matter to bring a man before

the magistrates ?— Generally the man is brought

by the police. Private persons often apply to the

police. I am not aware of any great difficulty in

enforcing the law, now that the police force is

established throughout the country.

1597. Are you aAvare that in country districts

proper we have no more than one policeman to

about four villages ?— I dare say there is a diffi-

culty there.

1598. And that you never can find a policeman

when you see a drunken man ; if you take the

man before a magistrate, and he is sent to prison,

his wife and family must sufter ?—Y"es.

1599. Y^ou do not think that there is any sum-
mary or degrading punishment that might be
inflicted in such a case ?— I am afraid not. The
fact has been alluded to already, that a driuikard

loses all his self-respect ; if you impose some
punishment which adds rather to that difficultj^,

the loss of self-respect, you Increase the evil rather

than abate it, and that prol^ably has been the

tendency of the stocks, and punisluuents of that

kind. When a man has lost his self-respect, he
is gone.

1600. Here is a case that I received this

morning from a magistrate of Norfolk :
" Two

carters were summoned for being found in a most
terrible state of drunkenness. It appeared that

on their way they had stopped at more than one
public-house, and had been served, though drunk,

Avith more beer. The master came with the men,
and requested that information might be laid

against the alehouse keepers for having sold beer
to the men under the circumstances, and so

olFendlng against the terms of their licenses. On
0.73.

my suggesting that an information should be laid, Mr.
the clerk informed me that the Court of Queen's J. E. Davis.
Bench dccideil that l)eer was not an excisable
liquor; and that therefore no penalty would 19 April

attach under the circumstances "?—That does not 1872.

conform to my view, certainly.

_
1601. The Court of Queen's Bench never de-

cided so ?—Not for that purpose, clearly. I may
be pernntted to observe that that letter affords a
striking illustration of how desirable it would be
to have some such provision as has been suggested.
The master in that case, as I understand, went to
complain of his men drinking there. Any pro-
vision of that kind would be extremely useful in
this way, The difficulty has been already ad-
verted to of defining what is real drunkenness,
apart from a man being what is termed " fresh."
Now, if there were a general provision of tliat

kind, proscriljing the landlord from supplying
drink to men during woi'king hours (after notice
of the man and his hours) no such nice questions
Avould arise as to whether a man waa half drunk
or very drunk.

1602. When two or three carters are going a
long distance, passing perhaps two or three public-
houses, they begin with one pint of beer, then
they get a pint at every house they pass, and be-
fore they arrive home they are very drunk

; you
think it Avould be a good provision in such a
case, where a man was at all the worse for beer,
that the publican should be liable to be fined ?

— AYhere the man who In the course of liis employ-
ment is engaged on a journey a distance from
home, there would be great difficulty, I am afraid.

1603. Mr. Samuelsoii.l You have said that
when a man has lost his self-respect he is gone;
do you not think that imprisonment in the case of
habitual drunkards would more than counter-

balance the deterring effect of the fear of punish-

ment by their association with habitual criminals

in prison?—No doubt it is desirable to dis-

tinguish as far as possible between the persons

so sent and habitual criminals ; but in those

cases where a man actually goes to prison, I do
not anticipate his reformation so much as his

separation from the public at large, so as to pre-

vent a re]:)etition of the offence.

1604. Therefore, do you not think it would be

much better that he should be kept separate in

some institution where he would not mix with

habitual criminals ?—Yes ; but that opens a ^-ery

wide question
;
many persons are imprisoned for

what may be termed civil offences rather than

criminal ; at present there is no distinct provision

for the two classes ; but Ave are gradually getting

rid of imprionment for debt. There were diffe-

rent classes in the wards, debtors' wards and

criminals', still debtors were sent to tlie same

prison, and are now sent in great numbers, I

regret to say, by county court judges for non-

payment of "debts. There is tliat Avant of dis-

tinction so far as regards the outside public.

Whatever may be tlie distinction inside, there is

the impression that tliey are in prison, and there

is no distinction draAvn betAveen them. Tliat

is no doubt a fit subject of inquiry.

1605. In point of fact, in prison they are kept

separate ?—In point of fact, in prison there are

separate Avards.

1606. But these habitual drunkards Avho have

committed slight offences against common decency

and safety Avould not be kept separate from other

habitual offenders who may have committed similar

offences not under the influence of drink ?—I do

N 2 not
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. not know the exact classification in the prisons
;

J. E. Davis,
-f ^jjgy ggjit foj. not finding sureties there is a

"7 broad distinction.
19 April

iQO'j, But not when they are sent for repeated
^ offences ?—If they are fined and imprisoned for

non-payment of fines, there is some separation, but

I cannot say precisely the nature of the distinction;

they would not be treated as convicted felons.

1608. You think it might be desirable that

some separate institution should be found for such

cases?—Probably so; whether separate institu-

tions merely for drunkards would be necessary or

desirable, I do not know ; I have not considered

that.

160P. Colonel Biue.'] Under what Act are

most of your convictions at Sheffield ?—Under
the Police of Towns Act, or the Refreshment

Houses Act. They are practically the same,

giving the same fine, the same direct imprison-

ment, and the same alternative.

1610. Have you any convictions under the old

Acts of James I.?—Yes, for this reason, that

they are applicable to where something more has

taken place than simple drunkenness, and short

of the other offences. Although they are con-

victed and fined 5 s. repeatedly under that

statute, it is where they have been guilty of

some offence, such as having been found in the

street drunk, and having been robbed, or found

in some other place than a street, some offence

in addition to drunkenness, but short of the riot-

ous conduct which justifies conviction under the

other statutes.

1611. Most of the convictions are under the

other statutes that you speak of?—The majority

certainly. Those who are not guilty of any other

offence than being found in the street, and unable

to give an account of themselves are discharged,

and there is no conviction. Undoubtedly, the

majority of cases in which there is a conviction

are under the other statutes.

1612. YoLi heard just knoAv from an honourable

Member the statistics of drunkenness at Sheffield

as compared with Leeds ; how do you account

for the very great difference ? Is it owing to more

temperate habits among the inhabitants of Shef-

field, or to the supervision of the police, or to the

leniency of the magistrates who look upon this

crime in a more generous and lenient way?—
I should be inclined to attribute it to the excellent

supervision on the part of the police. Of course

it is difficult to give an opinion on a matter where

so many elements must be taken into considera-

tion. 1 do not know that I could offer an opinion

upon that point on which the Committee ought

to rely ; but from my own observation I should

be inclined to attribute it to the excellent arrange-

ments of the police.

1613. Do you mean that the supervision of the

police is more active at Leeds than it is at Shef-
field?— On the contrary. It is Sheffield that

conti'asts favourably with Leeds. My knowledge
is only with regard to Sheffield, but I do not like

to say more in the presence of the chief constable

of Sheffield who, I believe, is here. It is only
due to him to say that he is a most admirable
chief constable.

1614. Mr. AkroydF\ I understand you to say,

that you would recommend that masters or em-
ployers should have the power of giving notice to

keepers of public-houses to abstain from serving
any of their workpeople during Avorking hours ?—
Yes.

1615. Suppose the case reversed. I have
known cases in which an employer, who has
sprung from the working classes, has been given
to drink ; he has had a lot of sober men in his

employ, and his insobriety has inflicted as much
injury upon them as their drunkenness would
upon him. In such a case would you extend the

same provision to the employer ? — Certainly

;

there may be cases where it would be desirable.

One does not of course suggest legislation unless

it be desirable, but what is fair to one would be
fair to the other. There are many such cases,

especially in Sheffield ; for instance, the case I

mentioned of the forger and striker. The head
man is often a drunken man, and he is in the same
class of life as the other.

1616. Would you give the working people
power to give notice to the beerhouse keeper
to abstain from serving liquor to their employer?
—It would not of course be necessaiy in the case

of a person receiving fixed wages, because if the

master is not on the spot to employ him, he is

entitled to his wages ; no doubt where there is

piecework the men are only paid for the work
they do; but then the better remedy would be to

make a complaint under the Master and Ser-

vant Act, and say, " You have not found me
sufficient work;" the employer has not a remedy
against the man to the same extent; no practical

remedy beyond bringing him over and over again
before the magistrates for absenting himself. It

seems to me desirable to go to the fountain-head,

at all events in addition, and deal Avith the per-

son who supplies the man with drink.

1617. Do you not think that the same object

Avould be accomplished as effectively by applying
the provisions of the Habitual Criminals Act, in

clause 10, to which I have already referred, if

the masters or the work people Avere habitual

drunkards they Avould come under the operation

of that clause ?—I think for practical purposes

it Avonld require to be carried further.

Captain DriNCAN McNeill

Captain 1618. Cludrman.'] I BELIEVE you are Chief

McNeill. Constable of the West Riding of Yorkshire ?

—

I am.

1619. Your head-quarters are at Wakefield?

—Yes.
1620. How long have you been there?

—

Three years.

1621. Has the question of drunkenness come
under your notice in your professional position ?

—It has, very prominently.
1622. Have you any reason to believe that

called in ; and Examined.

drunkenness has of late years increased ?—As a

matter of fact it has increased very much.
1623. To what do you attribute that ?—

I

attribute it principally to the very high rate of

Avages which can be earned in all parts of the

West Riding, and the short hours that the men
Avork ; also to the improvident character of the

people.

1624. The liours of idleness are hours of

temptation?—They are, certainly, in these thickly

populated places.

1625. Have
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1625. Have you any figm-es bearing upon
that point ?—I have.

162G. Without taking jov through all the de-

tails, can you give us a summary of them ?—In
the year 1868, the number of drunk and disorderly

cases was 2,591 ; in 1869, it was 2,889 ; in 1870,

it was 3,803 ; and in 1871, it was 4,683.

1627. What is the population ? — About
980,000 ; I daresay it would prove to be a

million.

1628. Have you considered what tlic definition

of an habitual drunkard should be, in making it

an offence for a publican to supply liquor to

him?—Yes, I have ; I think that a clause might
be introduced similar to the 10th section of the

Prevention of Crime Act, and a penalty migl'.t

be inflicted upon publicans suj^plying an habitual

drunkard after a certain number of convictions,

say, three, a man might be called upon to find

sureties for good behaviour, or be imprisoned for

a certain time ; after that he should be com-
mitted without the option of a fine, and be deemed
to be an habitual drunkard.

1629. Three times within what period ?

—

Within a year.

1630. For how long would you commit an ha-

bitual drunkard, supposing he could not find

sureties?— I do not propose that he should be
called upon to find sureties as an habitual

drunkard ; I should in that case commit him
without option ; I would give liim tlie option

before being called an Jiabltual drunkard.

1631. You would first call for sureties, and
after that, when he became an habitual drunkard,
under your definition, you think he should be
committed ?—Yes ; I should not call upon him
to find sureties on the first and second convictions

;

but on a third conviction within a year, I shoidd

call upon him to do so. I sliould make the fine

a progressive one up to the tliird time.

1632. What term of commitment would meet
your views?— Perhaps three months; but I

fancy tlie question would be, what amount of

imprisonment might be likely to cure the pro-

pensity.

1633. You Avould take three months as the

minimum ?—Yes.

1634. Have you considered the maximum?—

I

cannot say that I have tho\ight of that ; It would
depend upon how long it miglit take to complete
the cure, and that Is rather a medical question.

1635. Have you considered what you wonld
do with him when you had committed him, how
you woidd employ him?— No, I have not.

1636. From your experience, do you believe

it would be difficult to put him to remunerative
or partially remunerative labour ?—No, I think

not ; and 1 think that a certain light kind of

labour might be beneficial both to mind and
body.

1637. AVithout going into the medical question,

are you of opinion that the occupation would be
beneficial to him in more senses than merely
earning money ?— I think it would.

1638. Then, if such an institution were to be
established as a reformitory in the nature of an
industrial school to which a person could be com-
mitted, and in which he might be employed at

remunerative or partially remunerative labour,

that would be better than sending him simply to

hard labour, the unproductive labour of a prison?

—I think it would certainly be preferable to

sending him to unproductive labour.

1639. I believe Wakefield Prison is one of

0.73.

those prisons in Avhich productive labour Is

largely carried on ?—It is.

1640. And it answers well?— It answers very
well.

1641. What would you do Avith the publican
Avho supplied liquor to a person already drunk,
or who had been certified to him as an" habitual
drunkard living in his district ?—I should fine

him not less than 5 /.

1642. Would you make that a cumulative pe-
nalty, and would you do anything more ?— Cer-
tainly. After three or four times the license

should be taken away.
1643. Are you aware that in one of tlic licens-

ing Bills now pending, the idea of cunudatlve
penal'ics ending In the abolition of the license Is

rather a leading point?— Yes, I am.
1644. Does it meet with your approval ?

—

Yes.
1645. You would take away the license from

the house entirely ?—First, from the individual,

and then from the house. I approve of It very
highly. T have known Instances where Uvo or

three dllferent tenants have held a public-house
or a beerhouse. They have succeeded each
other, and the house has remained licensed.

1646. Have you any opinion upon the subject
of making the seller of liquor to persons already
intoxicated liable for damage that may ensue to

the Individuals or to others, in consequence of
that supply?— jNo, I have not considered that

point.

1647. Have you considered the question of the

adulteration of liquor ?— I have ; and I think there

is no doubt that liquor is very largely aduUcrated
throughout the country. I speak now to a cer-

tain extent from hearsay, l)ut my officers tell me
that men coming out of many of these houses,

instead of staggering about, as In the case of

ordinary drinking, fall down ; that the liquor is

certainly of a different class from what it was.

We know very well that the lower class of per-

sons will go to the houses where the liquor is

strongest. They want to produce a certain effect.

1648. Is it within your knowledge that there

are certain houses In which men can get drunk
for less money than others ?—Yes.

1649. Are there any other points which you
desire to put before the Committee ?—There Is

one remark I desire to make. These statistics of

drunkenness form no indication of the real drunk-
enness In the Riding. " Driuik and riotous " cases

are dealt with in all petty sessional divisions ; but
it is the practice in some districts not to take

cognisance of simple drunkenness. If a uniformity

of practice existed In all parts of the Riding, these

niunbers might be swelled to a greater amount,
1650. Mr. JF. H. Gladstune.] You said you

attributed the increase of drunkenness partly to

the rise of wages ?—Yes, in a great measure.
1651. Would you say that a working man's

consumption of drink is In proportion to the

rate of his earnings ?—It is so amongst many of

these uneducated people. Colliers who used to

make 3 s. 6d. a day can now make 5 s. or 7 s.,

and they will work three or four days, and drink

for the rest of the Aveek, remaining perfectly Idle.

1652. You are in favour of a cumulative

system of fines for simple drunkenness ?—Cer-

tainly.

1653. What would you do on a second convic-

tion ?— I should Increase the fine. I see that

the fine as proposed in the new Licensing Bill

will be 10.?., in place of 5s., for simple drunken-
N 3 ness.

Captain
McNeill.

19 April

1872.
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Captain uess. lu that case I should make it 1 1 for the

McNeill. secoud offence, and I should call upon the person

to find sureties on the third occasion.

19 April I65i. Mr. Akroi/d.'] I think you assisted to

1872. prepare the return of cases of habitual drunkards

in the West Riding ?—I did.

1655. The figures in that return correspond

nearly with those that you have given to the

Committee ; but I notice that the number of

third convictions is 176 out of a total of 4,505 ;

then, applying your principle you would require

those 176 persons to find sureties; you would

class them as habitual drunkards ?—I should call

upon them to find sureties on a third conviction,

and, if again offending, I should class them as

habitual drunkards.

1656. In speaking of remunerative labour, you

recommended just now labour of a light character?

—It should be a class of labour likely to develop

and improve the mind of the person engaged in

it.

1657. I suppose at first, after incarceration,

an habitual drunkard would not be fit for much ;

he would not be able to turn out much work?

—

No, probably not.

1658. After he had been in prison for a certain

time he would be called upon to earn his living ?

—As the evil effects passed off probably he would

be able earn something. At first the labour

should be of a kind to improve his mind to some
extent,

1659. Do you think all habitual drunkards

might be expected pretty nearly to earn their

own living, so as not to be a cost to the Riding ?

-—That is rather a difiicult question ; their earn-

ings mia;ht reduce the cost to a considerable

extent.

1660. Mr. Miller.'] At all events I gather

from you that If the habits of those men were
improved it would have an effect upon the rates,

as it would diminish pauperism and crime ?

—

Yes.
1661. So that it might be looked upon as an

economical measure, so far as the public were
concerned?—Yes; anything that tended to re-

press drunkenness might undoubtedly be con-

sidered so.

1662. And it would be a benefit to society to

have those people taken out of sight?—Un-
doubtedly.

1663. Mr. Birley.] You have told us that

there has been an increase in the convictions in

the West Riding for drunkenness ?—There has
been a large increase in convictions for drunken-
ness.

1664. From 2,591 in 1868 to 4,683 In 1871 ?—
Yes.

1665. You attribute this to high wages and
short hours ?—In a great measure.

1666. And to what other causes ?—I think the
increased power given to the police under the
recent Acts, and perhaps the increased vigilance
of the police, may have helped to bring about
this result.

1667. The increase is enormous ?—Yes, nearly
double, and out of all proportion to the increase
of population.

1668. Do you find that throughout the West
Riding the increase is tolerably proportionate in
different places?—There is an increase every-

where, but especially In thickly populated dis-

tricts, like the neighbourhood of Dewsbury ; it is

not so great in agricultural and moorland dis-

tricts.

1669. Are you of opinion that as a district

becomes more thickly populated there is a greater

tendency to drink?—Undoubtedly, there are

more inducements for the people, and the mind
probably gets more debased.

1670. And probably the atmosphere may have
something to do with it ?—Yes.

1671. And the amusements?—Yes, dancing
saloons and amusements of that kind.

1672. Mr. Samuelson.'] Would you commit an
habitual drunkard to the common gaol, th^ same
as any other habitual criminal ?—I think it may
be a question whether it is good policy to do so,

unless suitable employment could be provided for

him. His incarceration would be with a view
to effect a cure. Probably some asylum might
be advantageous.

1673. Do you think that the increased cost

upon the rates of erecting such an asylum would
be repaid by the diminution of crime and pau-
perism, brought about by the reclamation of

habitual drunkards ?— If we could be sure of re-

claimins; thsm it mis;ht be so.

1674. Do you think that the fact of music and
dancing licenses being accompanied by drinking

licenses is one of the greatest Incentives to drun-
kenness ?—It is the very greatest evil.

1675. The people would probably frequent

these places for music and spectacles if there were
no drinking allowed ?—Yes, no doubt they
would.

1676. And of course they would not have the

same temptation ?—They would not.

1677. Colonel Brise.] Have you considered

how to get at the root of the evil you have alluded

to with reference to increase of Avages increasing

drunkenness ?—I apprehend that nothing short

of an improved state of mind, looking at the

matter in an educational point of view, is likely

to mitigate the evil. These people are of a very
low class, and as soon as they get money lu their

pocket they go to those houses where the strongest

liquor can be got at the least price.

1678. Major Walker.] With regard to adul-

teration, do you think that that is common to

beer and spirits as far as your experience goes
— I must be understood to speak of adulteration

simply as a matter of police information. I have
not analysed any of the liquors, but 1 believe that

adulteration is largely carried on.

1679. Both beer and spirits ?—T am talking of

beer principally.

16S0. Mr. Ahroyd.] You have shown a great

increase in the number of convictions for drunk-
enness in the West Riding during the last three

or four years ; do you think that that increase

is partly attributable to the greater facilities

possessed by the police under the Wine and
Beer Acts of 1869 and 1870, for entering public-

houses and summoning the landlord?— I think

the increase is partly due to the increased powers
given to the police.

1681. Chairman.] Have you any knowledge
of what becomes of the wife and family of the

habitual drunkai'd who gets committed for a long
term of imprisonment ?—I have not.
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Mr. 'John Jackson, called lu; aud examined.

1682. Chairman.'] You are tlie Chief Consta-
ble of Sheffield, I believe ?— I am.

1683. How long have you occupied that
position?—A little over 13 years.

1684. Previous to that time, had you filled any
similar position ?—I ^vas chief constable of Old-

I ham 10 years.

1685. Confining you to Sheffield, how have
you found the existing Acts of Parliament work
with regard to the Cjuestion of drunkenness ; I
meau drunkenness together with riotous conduct,
and so on ?—I find that they are inadequate, in-

asmuch as they give no direct power to the police

to apprehend without a Avariant in simple cases

of drunkenness. If the police take a person into

custody for simple drunkenness, it must be
because they find him so incapable that it is

necessary for his own safety ; in which case they

release him as soon as he recovers consciousness

and is able to take care of himself. In other

cases they cannot apprehend unless drunkenness

is accompanied by some breach of the peace.

I think the police ought to have a direct power to

apprehend in such cases.

1686. In the event of persons refusing to leave

a licensed house, I think under the Refreshment
Houses Act, there is a clause to that effect?

—

They may turn a man out.

1687. in the Police of Towns Act (10 & 11

Vic), I believe there is a similar power?—There
is no power to apprehend without a Avarrant.

1688. You can remove them from premises,

but you cannot take them into custody ?—Yes
;

if they refuse to go away, and become very
riotous and create a breach of the peace, the con-

stable is justified in apprehending them for the

breach of the peace.

1689. Y^'ou would strengthen the hands of the

police by giving them power to take them at

once into custody without a warrant?—I would
give them that power certainly, because there

are cases where it is desirable that it should be

exercised. I do not believe that It would be
frequently exercised. From my knowledge of

the working of the police, I believe if persons

would go aAvay they would not be apprehended.

1690. Practically, when a person is taken Into

custody who is drunk and incapable, he Is locked

up, and then in the morning when he Is solder he

is taken before a magistrate, and discharged with

a caution not to do so again ?—Yes.

1691. What would you do with people of that

description ; the penalty now stands at 5s. ?—

I

think it inadequate, and would Increase It.

1692. What would you do with them?—

I

would leave It to the discretion of the magistrates,

as in the Police of Towns Act and the Refresh-

ment Houses Act, giving them power to impose
a fine not exceeding 40s.

;
letting the magistrates

be the judges, after hearing the evidence, and
considei'Ing the facts.

1693. Do you share the opinion of jNIr. Davis
as to the utility of calling vipou parties for sure-

ties ?—Most assuredly.

1694. For a second or third offlsnce?—Y^es.

1695. Practically, have you known persons
reclaimed by being obliged to find sureties ?

—

I have known many restrained for a considerable

j)eriod. I believe as a corrective it is much more
efficient tliau the im2)osition of a fine.

0.73.

1696. A fine and a short imprisonment is prac-
tically of no use ?—Very little.

1697. Are you in favour of repealing all the
existing measures, and substituting some new
code ?—Yes.

1698. You prefer that to utilisino- the existlno-
law?—I think there should be "^one uniform
measure applicable to all parts of the country.

1699. Some measiu-e treating drunkenness and
its co-ordinate offences as a separate Statute ?

Yes.

1700. Have you any expeilence personally of
the difficulty of estreating sureties ?— Yes.

1701. Tell us what that difficulty is ?— It is
this.

_

In order to procure the estre'ating of re-
cognisances It Is necessary that application sliould
be made to the quarter sessions. The court of
quarter sessions can only hear counsel ; there-
fore, in order to estreat a recognisance of 5 it
would be necessary to instruct counsel (the
quarter sessions are only held at Sheffield once a
year, the otiier three sessions being in other
parts of the riding) to take witnesses to prove
that the recognisance was duly entered Into, and
other witnesses to prove that the ]ierson was
subsequently convicted of a breach of the peace.
The cost, in^some instances, would be more than
the amount of the recognisance. So difficult Is

it that I never knew of but one instance, in my
experience of 23 years, In which a recognisance
was estreated, and that was at the last Doncaster
quarter sessions, where I had to do what I have
already mentioned.

1702. You think It desirable that there should
be some simpler method of enforcing rccoo-ni-

sances?—Yes; I think the magistrates at petty
sessions, before whom the recognisances were
entered into, should have the power of estreating
them,*;on being satisfied that they were forfeited

by reason of a man's subsequent misconduct and
conviction.

1703. I do not know whether you heard what
Mr. Davis said about constituting magistrates'
courts, courts of record ?—Yes.

1704. Do you agree with his views upon that
subject ?—Certainly.

1705. If you take a man into custody for

drunkenness at night, you can bail him foi- the
night, but you cannot bail him for the day ?

—

That is one of the peculiarities of the Municipal
Corporations Act. The officer on duty at the
station has power at night to take Ixill for per-
sons who are brought In for petty misdemeanour,
but the same officer, if on duty during the day,

has no power to take bail in the same class of
offence, or, in fact, for any class of offences.

1706. Then there is an anomaly which it would
be desirable, esjjecially in cases of i)etty misde-
meanour like drunkenness, to remove, and power
to bail sliould be given to the officer on duty in

either case?—Yes. Thoa^h the magistrates in

Sheffield meet every day, they do not sit till 11

o'clock, and the business Is often over at two, or

soon after; and it frequently happens that per-

sons are taken into custody in the after part of
the day, who have to remain till they can be
brought before the magistrates at 11 o'clock the

next morning, whereas If they were taken into

custody after nine o'clock at night they could be
bailed out immediately.

N 4 1707. I

Mr.
J. Jackson.

19 April

1872.
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j^,,, 1707. I believe at present there is a clause in

J.Jackson, certain Acts with reference to publicans know-
iugly permitting drunkenness to take place ?

—

19 April Yes, it is an oftence against their license.

1872. 1708. Do you think that adequate, or would
you strengthen that jjower ?—I would strengthen

it in this way, by imposing a penalty upon the

publican for supplying drink to persons when
drunk.

1709. You think that if a publican allows a man
to get drunk on his premises, he has no right

simply to turn him out and then let him take his

chance ; you would pi'event that?—Yes.
1710. Pi'tictically, a good many assaults upon

police officers take place in the act of removing
drunken people from premises ?—Very many,
I regret to say,

1711. I suppose it often happens that when a

man is ejected from one place he goes to another,

and then has to be ejected again?—That fre-

quently happens.

1712. Therefore the better plan would be to

take a man into custody and shut him up at

once ?—Yes, in many cases it would.

1713. Evidence has been given with regard to

persons previously convicted of drunkenness
;

have you any views of your own in regard to

such cases ?—My views are, that after repeated
convictions for drunkenness jiei'sons should be
called upon for sureties to keep the peace, as I

have already stated.

1714. But Avith regard to giving notice to par-

ties not to sell to an habitual drunkard, in what
way do you think that should be managed

; you
have heard already that it is j^roposed to have
printed notices in the hands of the police ; is

there any other method that you think could be
adopted ?— I do not know of any other.

1715. Have you any figures with regard to the

number of persons apprehended for drunkenness
in proportion to those apprehended for general

offences ?—Yes.

1716. Will you give them?—In Sheffield,

diu-ing the year ending 31st December last, 2,732
persons were ajiprehended for offences of all

kinds.

1717. Have you divided them into men and
women ?— Yes. There were S,134 men and 598
women; of these 1,164 were apprehended for

drunkenness, 877 of whom were men and 287
women.

171S. How were the drunkards dealt with?

—

They were dealt with thus, 154, or 13*2 per cent,

were discharged ; 889, or 76'4 were fined various

sums
; 29, or 2*5 per cent, were committed with-

out fines
; 92, or 7 "9 per cent, were called upon

for sureties to keep the peace, and be of good
behaviour.

1719. Have you any knowledge ofthe difficulty

that the 92 had in finding sureties ?—I have
;

one half precisely found sureties, and the other

half went to gaol.

1720. Are these people belonging to your espe-

cial district, or are you a great deal troubled with
tramj^s and vagrants ?—We have a good many
tramps and vagrants ; of the total number of

persons apprehended for drunkenness, 196, or
16*8 per cent., were strangers, and mostly tramps.

1721. Of these who were taken into custody,
how many of them were known to the police as

for the first, or second, or third time ?—I am still

confining myself to drunkenness : 612, or 52*9

per cent., were, so far as known to the police, in

custody for the first time ; 143, or 12-2 per cent..

for the second time
; 69, or 5'9 per cent., for the

third
; 32, or 2'7 per cent, for the fourth

; 21, or
1.8, for the fiffli

; 17, or 1-4 jjer cent., for the
sixth; 14, or 1*2 per cent., for the seventh; 11,
or 0"9 per cent., for the eighth ; and 4*2 per
cent, had been in custody more than eight times.
W^ith your permission I will give you the parti-

culars of those that I have now clubbed toge-
ther as being more than eight. Five were in

custody for the ninth time ; five for the 10th, six

for the 11th, four for the 12th, four for the 13th,

three for tlie 14th, three for the 15th, one for the
16th, one for the ISth, one for the 19th, one for

the 20th, one for the 21st, one for the 22nd, two
for the 23rd, one for the 24th, one for the 25th,
one for the 30tli, one for the 31st, one for the
32nd, one for the 33rd, one for the 34th, one for

the 39th, one for the 40th, one for the 41st, and
one for the 42nd time.

1722. After such a catalogue as that, it is

clear if you struck the line at about the third

offence, that would be the point at which you
might deal with a person as commencing an in-

corrigible career ?—Yes.
1723. It would not be striking the line too

soon ?—I think not, having regard to some limit as

to time
;

say, within two years, or it might be
extended over a longer period.

1724. As far as your knowledge goes, these
people who have arrived at that condition have
probably had considerable training in drink be-
fore they have arrived at that point ?—Yes.

1725. Of those j^ersons who were apprehended
for drunkenness, were there any others who were
drunk, although brought up on other charges ?

—

Yes. The persons who were drunk when appre-
hended formed 54 per cent, of the whole number,
although oiily 42 "6 per cent, were charged with
drunlcenuess ; the others were charged with
other offences, but they were drunk at the time

;

they were apprehended.
1726. Then, 12 per cent, of the persons actu-

ally drunk who were arrested, are not included
in that list ?—That is so.

1727. Have you any reason to believe that

persons are in the habit of vending adulterated
liquor, beer or spirits ?—To a certain extent ; but
I am not satisfied that it is done to a great ex-
tent, I have often heard persons Avhen taken into

custody say that they have become drunk after

taking only a small amount of liquor ; but on
inquiry, I have often found that they have had
more drink than they at first admitted, or that

they were in ill health, or in a very exhausted
condition of body. It seems to be a fallacy

amongst working men who think they ought to

be able to stand the greatest amount of drink

after a hard day's work.

1728. Then you think the suggestion is liable

to the inference of an excuse rather than being a

fact ?—Yes. I have frecjuently heard it urged
that the beer must have been bad because the

men had been hard at Avork all the day, and had
only drank so many pints.

1729. M.Si]o\' Walker.'] You heard the statement

of the last witness Avith regard to the increase of

intoxication in his district ?—Yes,

1730. Does your experience confirm that ?— •

Not nearly to the same extent. Drunkenness has

increased latterly, no doubt ; but not to so great

an extent as it appears to have done in the West
Riding.

1731. Do you concur in Avhat the last Avitness

said as to the principal causes of the increase,

high
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high wages, and short hours ? —High wages, no

doubt, have something to do with it, and labour

is in such excessive demand in Sheffiekl now that

the most drunken man, if he will work at all, can

get employment ; and the chances are, if he gets

it, he will spend the money he earns in di-ink.

When trade is less brisk, that man might not be

able to get work at all, and would not have much
money to spend.

1732. Do you attribute any part of the increase

to the increased vigilance of the police, as the last

witness said ?— I do not know.
1733. Or to the additional powers given under

a recent Act ?—The police in Sheffield have pos-

sessed the same poAvers they now possess for many
years.

1734. Mr. Ahroyd.'] Do you refer to the Wine
and Beer xicts in 1869 and 1870?—I refer to the

10 & 11 Victoria.

1735. Islw Miller .'] Under what circumstances

vrould you give power to the police to apprehend

a drunkard without a warrant ?— If he was so far

misconducting himself as to make himself a

nuisance to people round about, I would give the

police power to apprehend him, and remove him

out of the street. A manor woman drunk in the

street with a crowd of people round about, is a

demoralising spectacle.

1736. You mean Avhen a person is a nuisance

to the police?—When he is a nuisance to any-

body.
1737. From what you said the system of

drunkards getting sureties is not very much in use.

You say that the expense of getting the bond

forfeited comes to more than it is worth ?—Yes,

the cost of estreating recognisances nt present is

considerable. But I must not be understood to

say that I think the system of recognisances of no

avail. I think it of very great avail ; and that

persons \A\o become- sureties in many instances

do their best to keep the person for A^•hom they

are bound, sober and well conducted until the

end of the tei'm.

1738. They do not know the difficulty of bring-

ing them to book ?—No.

1739. Mr. Akroij(l.~\ I want to clear up one

point on which you seem rather at issue with Mr.

Davis, that is as regards the increasing number
of convictions for drunkenness in Sheffield and

the West Riding. Under the Wine and Beer

Acts of 1869 and 1870 you are aware that the

police have greater power of entering public

houses than previously ?-—Yes.

1740. Considering the increased po\vers that

the police have now, and assuming that the police

of Sheffield exercise those powers as in other

borouglis, do you think that one cause of the

increased number of convictions is due to those

Acts?— It may be one case, but not the principal

one,

1741. Supposing the inmates of a public house

or beerhouse, or other house, -were drunk and

disorderly, the police could not formerly so

readily enter the houses and take the people into

custody ?—They had alwa3's power to enter into

licensed houses.

1742. .lias your attention been called to the

operation of the Habitual Criminals Act?—Yes.

1743. Do you believe that that Act has been

efficient to some extent in dealing Avith habitual

criminals ?—1 think it has been very efficient

indeed.

1744. You think that special legislation deal-

ing with habitual drunkards in a similar manner
0.73.

would diminish the crime of drunkenness?

—

I ^^0.
_ ^ . J. Jackson.

174.5. You were kind enough to send me some
returns showing "the per-centage of those dis- ly April

charged, fined, committed Avithout fine, held to 1872.

bail, &c., &c., in the undermentioned towns
during the year ending 29th September 1870 ;

"

and in an accompanying letter you say, " It Is

noteworthy that in Portsmouth, where the largest
nu liber of persons are committed Avithout fines,

and in Shefiield, Avhere the most are called u])on
for sureties to keep the peace, the offences are
lowest ill proportion to the inhabitants." The
conclu.sion you Avould draAV is, that you do
not believe In the efficacy of mere fines in

diminishing the amount of drunkenness ?—No ;

I think the other system is much more efficient.

174G. The system of sureties ?—Yes.
1747. Mr. D(nc?iing.] Do I understand you to

say that the police have no power to arrest a
person fov being drunk In the streets ?—There is

no direct power ; none of the Acts of Parliament,
dealing Avith drunkenness, give poAver to the
police to apprehend Avithout a warrant, nor do
an}' other acts.

1748. Sup])ose the police had poAvcr to arrest

a person for being drunk in the street, and to

take him forthwith before a magistrate to be dealt

Avith, and the magistrate had the power to fine

him any sum not exceeding 40 s., and in default

to commit him to gaol for 48 hours or seven days,

Avould that meet Avith your approval ? — Yes ;

except that I Avould imprison for a longer period
for a 40 s. penalty.

1749. If he was drunk?— I do not mean to say
that if the police had the poAver they would ap-

prehend every drunken man they found in the

streets.

1750. If they had the power of taking a

drunken man Avho Avas unable to take care of

himself, or Avas creating some annoyance, before

the magistrate to be dealt Avith, Avould not that

supply very much Avhat you Avant ?—It is i)re-

cisely Avhat I Avant ; but if the person had been
frequently convicted I Avould say that the magis-
trate, instead of fining him, should call upon him
for sureties to keep the peace.

1751. Are you aAvare that that is the law in

Ireland?—I haA^e been told so, but I do not

know.
1752. That the police have power to arrest any

man in the street for being drunk and to take him
forthwith before the magistrate, who has the power
of dealing with him as you say you would deal

in the court of petty sessions ?—Yes.

1753. You think tlnit would be a great improve-
ment?—Yes.

1754. Did I understand you to say that 187

persons w ere fined who were brought before the

coTU't for a first offence of drunkenness?—For
being drunk and riotous,

1755. Do not mao-istrates often inflict a fine

for mere drunkenness luiaccompanied by some-

thing else ?—Very rarely ; never unless drunken-

ness is accompanied by something else Avhich

mioht or mifrht or mlrrlit not be what Avould be

required by tlie other Act to meet the words "and
riotous."

1756. You said that 46 out of 92 persons Avho

were called upon to give security for g. od be-

haviour w ere unable to procure sureties ; what

became of those parties ?—They were sent to

gaol,

1757. For what time?—Three months.

O 1758. In
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. 1758. In each case ?—Yes.

'.Jackson. 1759. Had they been habitual drunkards?—

19 April 1760. Do I understand you to say that you

1872. vvould declare a person convicted three times of

drunkenness within a given period to be an

habitual drunkard by Act of Parliament ?—Yes,

if it was within, say, a couple of years, and he

ought then to find sureties to keep the peace.

1761. And if he did not you would send him

to gaol for three months ?—Yes.

1762. Suppose a man to be committed for a

fourth offence for three months as an habitual

drunkard, then if he came out and got drunk

ao-ain you would send him for three months more?

—Yes.
1763. And so on during the rest of his life ?

—

If he continued the drunkenness.

1764. You would incarcerate him for life ?—

I

should say he would incarcerate himself.

1765. Do you think that the Legislature would

give you that pov/er ?—I do not know suflScient

of the Legislature, but I almost think they would.

1766. Would it not be better to provide

asylums for such persons where they could be
sent for 6 or 12 months without the power of

leaving ?—I think so.

1767. And that they should be engaged in

some industrial pursuits by which they might
earn as much as would support themselves in the

asylum ; that would be much better than sending
them to gaol ?—I think it would, if there were
any such establishments.

1768. Do you think they ought to be estab-

lished to meet the case of habitual drunkards ?

—

I do, certainly ; I have a very strong opinion
upon the subject; but I think an habitual

drunkard is better in gaol than in the public

streets of a large town.
1769. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] You have re-

commended a discretionary fine up to 40 s,

"Would that apply to the first offence?—I would
give the magistrates power

;
though I do not

think they would exercise it and enforce the full

penalty, unless the circumstances were very
aggravated.

1770. What term of imprisonment would there

be in default ?—A month.
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Tuesday, 23rd April 1872.

MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. W. H. Gladstone.

Lord Claud J. Hamilton.
Mr. Henry Mitchell.

Sir H. Johnstone.

Mr. Miller.

Mr. Clare Kead.
Mr, H. Samuelsou.

Major Walker.

DONALD DALRYMPLE, Esq., in the Chair.

Dr. William Macgill, called in ; and Examined.

1771. Chairmau.'] I believe you are surgeon
to the police force of the city of Glasgow?—
Yes.

1772. How long have you been so ?— Sixteen
years.

1773. In that capacity you have witnessed the

great extent of the evil of drunkenness ?—Yes, I

have.

1774. Be so good as to give, in your own
words, the result of that experience ?—I may
first refer to the published reports of Captain
McCall, the Chief Constable of the city of Glas-
gow. He has given his figures under two heads :

" assaults, simple," and " drunk and incapable,"

numbering 22,438 cases taken into the police

ofiice. In addition to these there have been
taken in, in the coifrse of twelvemonths, 24,258
cases. I may state that my observation extends
to about half of the numbers that I have given.

1775. Mr. Miller.'] What population is that

out of?—Out of a population of 490,000.
1776. Chavnuoi.] You are speaking now of

Glasgow proper ?—The whole of Glasgow.
1777. This Return gives figui-es under the head

of Lanark, then Glasgow, and so on ?—I refer to

Glasgow proper. In the central district of Glas-
gow, of which I have the charge, about one-half
of the numbers that I have given are brought to

the office, and at least three-fourths of the per-
sons so brought are in a state of intoxication,

from that of excitement to a state of narcotism.
1778. Of course you have noticed the effects

of the evil upon them ; will you be so good as
to tell us what those evils are that you have
noticed?—When I state that they have come
under my own observation, I sliould rather say,
that I have visited for the last 16 years the police
office almost daily, more particularly on Saturday
nights, Avhen the numbers are very greatly in-

creased ; and about 1,000 persons annually of
the number I have stated have been brought
under my special notice suffering from wounds
and bruises, fractures of the skull, and various
other injuries, due, in at least three-fourths of
the cases, to intoxication.

1779. You are now speaking of the physical
effects ?—I am speaking of the physical evils.

1780. How about their condition mentally;
their power of self-conti-ol, and of resisting
temptation ?—The whole of those persons have
not, of course, lost all habit of self-control, but a

0.73.

very great number of them have, and also all sense Dr.

of shame and self-respect. IF. Macgill.

1781. Have you recognised amongst those Avho

have made their appearance, persons who have "2 ^^pril

been before you over and over again, in a similar 1872,

condition ?—A great many of those in the second

list that I gave you s])end their time in the police

office, in prison, or in the poorhouse ; some of

them are 100 times in the police office in the

course of the year.

1782. Of course in all those cases it is clear

that the power of restraining them from drink is

a power that has been lost?—Quite lost.

1783. Would you concur in the statement

which we have had repeatedly made of the dis-

astrous effects upon the families of these people?

—Most disastrous. I can speak from personal

observation to thousands of wretched homes these

drunkards inhabit, homes without an article of

furniture, their wives and families in a state of

starvation or semi-starvation and destitute of

clothing, and the drunkard is subject to various

physical diseases, i. <?., diseases of the brain, the

liver, the kidneys, and premature death.

1784. All tending to one point, the diminution

of the value of life, and the increase of crime and

poverty?—Yes.

1785. You agree in that conclusion ?—Yes,

most decidedly.

1786. Will you carry your agreement still

farther, that the effect upon the commuuity is to

increase the police, and prison and poor rates ?

—

Very largely.

1787. Considering the number of years that

you have held office, you have seen Glasgow^ in

various conditions of prosperity, and of deiiression

of trade ?—I have.

1788. Have you noticed any connection be-

tween that prosperity and the increase ofdrunken-

ness ?— Not among that class. With regard to

the second list that I gave in, if those persons

can get money at all, they purchase drink with it.

That is the first piu-chase they make out of their

earnings. Of course if their means are limited,

they cannot purchase to the same extent ; but

they will buy whisky before they will buy food

for their families.

1789. Then in your opinion prosperity of trade

to this class of people would moan the spending

more money in drink ?—It would.

1790. Have you noticed the frequency of

0 2 insanity
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Di' insanity or nervous diseases, resulting from those

W, Macgill.
j^abits of inebriety ?—Yes, I pay state in refer-

"T"" ence to insanity that during sixteen years I have
23 April

^^^^ ^^^^^^ pjjggg p£ insanity among that class.

1791. Have you calculated the per-centage of

your cases?—I have had an average of from

30 to 40 cases annually out of about 12,000

brought before me.
1792. Of course this is a state of things which

you, as Avell as me, desire to cause to cease. Will

you be so good as to tell the Committee what
remedies have suggested themselves to you?—In

reference to the drunkard himself, I think he

is not dealt with severely enough. The persons

in the second list I gave you are aliuost all dis-

charged by the officer on duty, without being-

brought before the magistrate. I would have

every drunkard brought before the magistrate

and severely fined or imjorisoned.

1793. We have received the Eeturn from
Glasgow, giving a certain number of convictions

for summary offences. The drunkards that

appear in the police cell do not figiu-e at all in

these returns of cases brought before the magis-
trates ?— Not the'second list.

1794. In addition to this number of convic-

tions that we have had given us, there are thou-
sands of drunken cases which never come before

the magistrates at all ?—Yes ;
perhaps about

20,000 that do not come before the magis-
trates.

1795. Sir Harcourt Johnstone.'] In Glasgow
alone ?—Yes.

1796. Mr. Miller.'] That number, I suppose,

would include the same persons taken up several

times ?—Yes.

1797. Chairman.'] Not 20,000 persons ?~lSo.
1798. Then you would impose stricter penalties

upon them in the shape of fine, or, as these per-

sons are mostly impecunious, you would send
them for long terms of imprisonment ?—I would

;

and, speaking from a very minute knowledge of
these people, I would like to have the law step
in and take possession of their wages, appro-
priating them to their own use, and that of their

wives and families, that is, where the habits are
so decided that a man cannot keep his Avages in
his pocket. When he gets them, he goes directly

to the public house.

1799. Are you aware of a very remarkable case
in Glasgow of a woman named Mitchell ?

—

Yes.

1800. You recollect that she was convicted and
imprisoned about 80 or 100 times, and spent
the best part of 15 or 18 years in undergoing
sentences for drunkenness ?—Yes, I know her
well, and her husband too.

1801. That kind of punishment is clearly use-
less upon such patients as those ?—I do not think
that imprisonment will cure that class of people

;

it is more as a punishment to deter others. I think
that that class of persons should be confined in
reformatories.

1802. In dealing with that class of cases on
which the prison, repeatedly applied, has no
effect, have you any suggestion as to Avhat is the
best thing to be done with them ?—I think
they ought to be confined in reformatories or
asylums.

1803. Have you at all considered the length
of tnne that you would confine a person in a
reformatory ?—I know dozens of persons in
Glasgow who Avould require to be confined all
theu' lives.

1804. That would hardly be a reformatory
then, but a place of detention, would it not ?

—

Yes, I am afraid that as soon as they got out
again they would do tlie same thing.

1805. Do you believe that there is a certain
class of cases .that are quite hopeless and incurable,
and that it is a question for the Legislature to
determine what should be done in those cases ?

—

Yes.
1806. Putting those on one side, and going to

the case of persons who, although frequently
getting drunk, have not arrived at such a state of
loss of control as that woman Mitchell, for in-
stance, Avhat would you do with them ; is it to
that class that you would apply the reformatories ?—Yes ; but even they, I think, ought to bd con-
fined lor a lengthened period. My observation
leads me to the conclusion that there is an intense
craving with some of them, only manifested per-
haps every two or three months ; in some cases,

every two or three Vv^eeks. They will go about
their business with the greatest care and attention,

and save money, and at the end of two or three
months or weeks everything is dissipated, and
their goods are pawned.

1807. Then you would detain them, unless
other circumstauces intervened to alter your
judgment, long enough for the development of
these recurrent attacks of craving for drink ?

—

Yes.

1808. Then a period of from three to twelve
months would not in your judgment be too long?
—I do not think it would with most of that class

of cases.

1809. From your connection with the criminals

and with police matters, have you at all considered

the possibility of making those reformatories more
or less self-supporting ?— I do not think that

among the class I meet with in the police office

they could be made self-supporting. A great

many of them are worn-out individuals. I do
not think they could earn sufficient to keep them-
selves ; but perhaps taking the average, they
might be made self-supporting, taking the bad
with the good. Of course In the case of the

better class, cases that I have met with in private

practice, they coidd be made self-supporting.

1810. Your practice, I presume, has not been
snnply confined to police matters ; you have often

had to attend persons for drink and the effects of

drink, as a private professional man ?—Yes.

1811. And have you seen very much mischief

of that sort in your practice ?— Yes ; I have seen

men of large means whom I have been called

upon again and again by their friends to see if I

could certify them as Insane, dissipating their

means in the most frivolous way, purchasing

goods that they had no use for, of no value,

spending large sums of money In that way.

1812. For those persons you could do little or

nothing but give advice, could you ?—Nothing

;

I have been sorry again and again that I could

not certify them as fit for the asylum. I had no

doubt that they were morally insane, but the

absence of delusions prevented me from granting

a certificate of lunacy.

1813. If such establishments as that you have

spoken to were established, to which a person

could be sent without the formalities of a lunacy

certificate, do you think you might save some at

least from ultimate destruction ?—I think so ; I

think there are a number that could be saved.

1814. Do you think their families or themselves

Avould be willing to pay for the maintenance of

those
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those persons Avliilst there?—Yes, I am sure of
that.

1815. And you believe it wouJd be an
economical proceeding ?—Yes.

1816. In considering that question have you at
all thought out in what way they should be con-
trolled ?—I think they should be incarcerated
much in the same way as we do with the violently-

insane people just now. Tliey are brought before
the sheriff; evidence medical and non-medical is

laid before the sheriff, and if he is satisfied he
commits them to the asylum on his warrant ; I

think that a plan something of lhat sort might be
carried out to prevent any evil being inflicted

even upon those inebriates ; and the controlling
power, I presume, would be much the same as in

an asylum, for a great many of these arc really
insane.

1817. Have you any knowledge of the effects

of hard drinking u2)on the offspring of these
people ?—I cannot speak so much on that poijit,

at least I cannot give statistics, except that I

know their children are d^varfed and puny, and
a great many of them are cut off in early life

;

they are taken into the public-houses, infants
in arms, and treated by their mothers to whisky

;

I have had several cases brought under my
notice where the children died from the mother
administering whisky to them.

1818. Do you know that the drink which is

sold is often largely and perniciously adulterated ?

—Perhaps not in the public-houses with any-
thing deleterious ; but it is adulterated to a very
large extent (perhaps beneficially) with water.
Shortly after the introduction of the Forbes
Mackenzie Act into Glasgow, the druggists'

shops were largely frequented by the intemperate;
they were in the habit of drinking naphtha, and
methylated spirits, methylated sjiirit mixed with
shellac, tinctures made with spirits ; that con-
tinued for a considerable time till there were one
or two convictions against druggists, not veiy
respectable ones; that has now ceased, and I have
little doubt that the shebeen whiskey tliat is or

was sold in Glasgow till within a year or two to

a very large extent, was of a very deleterious

character, and was the cause of so many people
being brought under my notice on a Saturday
night, even to the number of 20, in a state of com-
plete narcotism, dead dritnk, quite unconscious.

1819. That is not only your opinion as a pro-
fessional man, but you have had that opinion
backed by the police attthorities from their jioint

of view 'i—Yes, both from their and my own
observation.

1820. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] You have si)oken

of cases of craving for drink ; I should like to

ask whether this state is arrived at by slow de-
grees, beginning with a small amount of drink?
—I tliink that in the most cases the hahit grows

;

indeed, I am not aware of any man that rushes
into it at once. The habit is so very prevalent in

Glasgow, there are so many who indulge in it,

that out of the large number, a considerable num-
ber develop into confirmed drunkards.

1821. In taking the class Avho support them-
selves and their families by weekly earnings, do
you think that such persons addicted to drink
could be advantageously placed in reformatories?

—I think it would be necessary, although their

families should suffer, that they should be taken
care of for their own sakes and for the sake of

society ; but my view was, that the law should

take charge of their earnings, and use them for
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the benefit of their families (there may be a diffi- Dr.
culty m it), acting as tutor or guardian to those Macr/ilL
men who cannot disburse their own wao-es

•

properly, ° 23 Aiiiil

1822. Do you think they could earn enouo-h to
'^72-

support their families ?— There are somewhat
could not; their systems are completely destroyed
with alcohol. I have several just now who cannot
do any work

; nothing but drink, drink.
1823. It is not so easy to find remunerative

labour, is it, in such an institution?—At the
present time there need not be a single man idle
in Glasgow, work is so plentiful.

_1S24. Mr. 3Iille,-r] You talk of shebeens as
being at one time in Glasgow ; do they not exist
noAV?—No, they ars scarcely known since the
present chief constable came into power. They
had a difficulty formerly in convicting. It was
su])posed unless they could prove a sale that they
cpuld not convict, but now they convict upon
circumstantial evidence.

1825. There has been an alteration of the law?—It is not an alteration, but it is an application
that the chief constable did not think woidd be
made.

1826. Now they put that circumstance into
operation ?—Yes ; if a place can be proved to be
frequented by a number of people, and they have
drinking glasses and any other circumstances
that would lead them to suppose that whisky is

sold, they convict, even although they cannot
prove a sale.

1827. Then the shebeens, I gather from you,
have been put down by the activity of the police?—Almost entirely

;
they scarcely exist at the

present time in Glasgow.
1828. Sir Harcourt Joluntone.'\ Shebeens are

out of sight, in cellars and all sorts of out-of-the
way places?— Some of them were very large
places ; I have been in some of them where there
were 30 or 40 people assembled. Now they are
confined to single apartments, and the shebeening
is done, though to a very small extent, by having
a bottle with them and selling it on the stairs,

and in the streets. I think it is almost completly
abolished now.

1829. Since the Forbes Mackenzie Act, has
there been much illicit drinking ?—There was
an enormous quantity immediately after the

passing of the Forbes Mackenzie Act.

1830. What has put a stop to it ?—The activity

of the police.

1831. You think that has been thoroughly

successful ?—Yes.

1832. What do the Glasgow pcojjle do on the

Sabbath day ; do not they manage their drinking

somehow or other?—Glasgow I think on the

Sabbath day is about one of the quietest places

that I know.
1833. Before the Forbes Mackenzie Act was

it so ?—Before the Act drinking Avas carried on to

a very great extent.

1834^ I suppose they nov/ drink on Saturday

afternoon and Monday instead ?—The poorer class

that I speak of generally finish their money on

Saturday night; but if they have any left on

Monday they continue it, and do not go to their

work.
1835. That is a great day for drinking for the

working classes in Glasgow, as in otlier places, is

it not ? There is abstinence from working, and

indulgence in drink?—On Saturdays and holi-

days, and on the occasion of trips down the

water, drinking is carried on to a very great

O 3 extent
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D extent among the more respectable artisans ;
tliey

W. mlloiU. do not however often come under our notice m
*

? the police office.

23 April 1836. Mr. Clare Read.^ There are trips down

1872. the water on Sunday in Glasgow ?—Yes ;
there

are two or three boats that go down ; I cannot

speak with regard to them; I speak of cases

where men have a holiday, and go out with their

wives and families and sweethearts ; it is quite

notorious that in many instances, those excursions,

instead of being beneficial, become a curse, from

the quantities of whisky consumed, and the acts

of violence that follow.

1837. Do the people that cannot get drink in

Glasgow on Sundays go out anywhere else to

obtain it ?—Yes ; but they cannot very well get

it unless they state that they are bond fide tra-

vellers ;
they do not readily get it now; they

used to get it by going two or three miles out of

town, but I think the authorities in the suburbs

punish the publican so severely that there is not

much of that done ; but in the hotels in GlasgOAV

drinking is carried on to a very great extent.

1838. Do you think that drunkenness is on the

increase in Glasgow ?—It is not on the decrease
;

I do not know that it is on the increase.

1839. Is it confined to any particular class ?

—It prevails, I think, among such persons as

lumpers, quay labourers, labourers in iron

yards (of which we have a very large number),

cabmen, shoemakers, and tailors, who are very

drunken as a class ; but with the better class of

artizans, engineers, joiners, masons, drunkenness

is less common, as a class I cannot say that they

are drunken.

1840. What is the nature of the drink prin-

cipally consumed in Glasgow, is it beer or spirits ?

—Whisky.
1841. You have not much drunkenness from

beer ?—Not much.
1842. Major TFaZ/ier.] You stated that the

authorities in Glasgow have been successful in

almost entirely repressing the shebeens ?—Yes.
1843. And yet you do not trace as a result of

that any diminution whatever in the amount of

traffic, as far as I understood you to say ?—Well,
on the Sabbath days there is a diminution now

;

it is very qtiiet on Sabbath days.

1844. You do not think that the diminution is

more than made up for by additional drinking on
the Monday

; you think it is a clear gain that

there is one sober day in the week now ?— Yes.
1845. That is clear gain?—Y^es.

1846. Though the shebeens have been done
away with there is still an immense number of
public houses and hotels in Glasgow?—A very
large number; there are 1,819, or one to every
274 of the population, or 55 families.

1847. Mr. Miller.'] Does that include hotels?
—That includes hotels.

1848. Major IValher.'] If I were to ask you
what you thought was the first and great thing
to do to grapple with this evil of drunkenness in
Glasgow, would your answer be, as far as possible
to diminish the number of public houses ; should
you consider that the first step to take ?—Y^es

;

I would reduce them very lai'gely. There are
some places in Glasgow where there are six public
houses within about 30 yards.

1849. The effect produced by that probably
would be mucJi greater upon the general drinking
habits of the population of Glasgow than any
merely curative process that you'could attempt
by means of reformatories ?—That is one of the

remedies that strikes me as being desirable. In
the central district of the city there is a public
house for about every 165 of the iDopulation, or
every 35 families.

1850. That does not allow for numbers of
people who lodge in the suburbs and go into the
central parts

;
you must make some allowance for

them ?—Yes.

1851. You would probably recommend, in ad-
dition to the reduction of the number of drinking
places, much more strict regulations as to the
hours at which they are to be kept open, and
probably regulations as to punishing them in case
of their allowing peojile to get drunk on the pre-
mises ; would you recommend a stricter police

supervision over the establishments allowed to

exist?—Yes; I think much benefit would be
gained by a stricter supervision in that way.

1852. Coupled with deprivation of licenses for
breach of such regulations ?—Yes, I think also the
hours should be reduced

;
they are now from

8 in the morning till 1 1 at night ; I think we
could, with much benefit, reduce them from
8 till 9 or 10, closing not later than 10.

1853. There are some exceptional trades that
would require them perhaps to be opened earlier,

for men who have to work all night ; it is so

stated in London ?—I think those exceptions
would be so very rare that it would not injure
any particular individual.

1854. At what hour do yoti suggest an altera-

tion in the time of closing?—Not later than 10
o'clock

;
every working man should be in his bed

by that time. There was another remedy that
struck me, if it could be carried out, namely, to

insist upon publicans selling refreshments, food

;

I would like to see whisky altogether done
away with, except as a medicine, or at all events
that it should only be sold in very small quanti-
ties, for I think it is the whisky in Scotland that

has such an injurious efi^ect. At any rate, I think
it Avould be well to insist that all common
public-houses should sell refreshments, food and
other things. I have no doubt that a great many
of otir tradesmen, when they go home from their

Avork, having no food in their stomach, a very
little whisky upsets them ; it acts speedily upon
the nervotis system.

1855. Ckairman.'] Yoti were asked whether
people in reformatories could earn sufficient to

support them or to contribute to the support of
their families ; what is the condition of the fami-
lies of those who are habitual drunkards now; is

it good or bad ?—Where it is the male that is

the drunkard the families are most wretched ; in

some cases it is the female, as in Mrs. Mitchell's

case ; her husband is a respectable tradesman.
Generally it is the male that is the drunkard, and
the families are then in a Avretched condition.

1856. Then if a man were sentenced to a period

of detention in a reformatory instead of detention

in a jail, the condition of the family left behind
would not be much worse in the one case than
the other ?—I think not ; indeed it is a very
frequent statement by the families in these cases,

that they would be better Avithout the husband.

1857. Yoti spoke of a class of people in Avhom
drunkenness is most frequent, lumpers, and so

forth ; is there no hard drinking or drunkenness
amongst the upper classes in Glasgow ?—I do not

think so ; I think wines are more commonly used
by them ; there is certainly a great deal of drink-

ing during the day, in Avhat we call restau-

rants, but it is a glass of beer, or half-a-glass of

brandy
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Lraiidy and sandwiches
; they take food with it,

and then they go home for dinner at six o'clock
;

I do not think there is so much drinking ofwhisky
or brandy, or of strong alcoholic drink, among
the middle and upper classes.

1858. Is Glasgow punch abandoned as an in-

stitution in that part of the world ?—You rarely
see Glasgow punch.

1859. You spoke of the Sabbath being very
much better kept in the way of sobriety than it

used to be ?—Yes.

1860. Is there much home drinking going on
on the Sabbath ; do persons take the liquor home
with them and drink it at home on the Sabbath-
day ?—There is, to some extent, and I believe it

would be to a greater extent if they had the
means ; but they are not provident enough to

save anything to take home a bottle ; it is a
very common thing in emptying the pockets of
people brouglit into the olhce, to find a bottle of
whisky.

1861. Mr. Miller.'] In reference to the steam-

boats on the Clyde, do you know whether intoxl-
j)^.

eating liquor is sold on those boats on Sunday ?— 17 MucGill
I believe they do sell intoxicating drinks. ' —

1862. People evade the Mackenzie Act by 23 April
going on_ board?— I do not know whether they 1872.

obtain a license or not. Those who go on board
are ho)id fidt travellers, and are entitled to
refreshments.

1863. You know that they do sell ?—Yes, I
have been told so ; but I ncA er was on board
one of them.

1864. Sir Harcourt Johnstone.'] Do you know
some places in Glasgow that are not only shebeens,
but coffee-rooms and brothels at the same time ?—Yes ; there are a number of these places.

1865. Have the police cleared any of these
out ?—Yes, they have

;
they punish "them very

severely.

1866. They still exist ? -Yes, they still exist;
but the fine is very heavy, so the people act with
great caution.

Dr. Thomas Beath Christie called in ; and Examined.

1867. Chairman.] I believe you are asuperin-

tendent of insane officers and soldiers connected
with the Indian Army at Ealing ?—I am.

1868. How long have you held that position ?

—About eighteen months in that position. Pre-
viously I was engaged as the superintendent

Avhen the officers and soldiers were jdaced out in

a private establishment. I had charge of it for

about 16 or 17 years, so that I believe I have
been connected with them, with the exception of

an interval of 4i years (during which time I was
superintendent of the North P.iding of Yorkshire

Lunatic Asylum), something like 20 years.

1869. Were you ever at Yarmouth in charge

of an insane asylum there ?—No, they are se-

parate. The Imj^erial Army and the Indian Army
are kept quite separate.

1870. Will you have the kindness to give us
the independent results of your own observation

upon intemperance as an exciting cause of

insanity ?—I have taken the returns in the

cases sent home from India for about twenty-
four years, and I find they average 19 to 21 per
cent. ; but I am inclined to think that is really

and truly under the average. A large per-centage

are given as " cause unknown." As regards a
soldier, he is never looked upon as intemperate
so long as he keeps from the defaulter's book

;

that really means that so long as he can go to

bed without making a row he is not reported.

The result is, that in the medical returns as sent

home, a man is put down as a temperate man,
whereas he really and truly might have been a

most intemperate one, only he manages to be
quiet instead of noisy. I believe it is quite the

rule. I do not think there is an exception ; that
if a man goes to bed quiet, he is not to be con-
sidered drunk. I am quite satisfied in a number
of th ese cases which are given as " cause un-
known," from the character of the case that
there has been intemperance.

1871. You think that tlie friends of the parties

where the investigation takes place, try to conceal
the fact of intemperance having been at the
bottom of it?—Yes, in all grades of society that

is the case.

1872. Is the form of intemperance peculiar in

0.73

these men from India; is there any particuar

article with which they intoxicate themselves?

—

In India I believe it is arrack ; it is a raw spirit

procurable by the soldiers.

1873. Is that a bad spirit?—A very common
sjiirit, and very unwholesome.

1874. Are there many soldiers who, without
getting into the defaulter's book, are nevertheless

constantly in a state more or less of drink, never
quite sober?— I do not think there is a doubt
about it.

1875. Not drunk?—Not drunk.

1876. Of course amongst the causes of insanity

which have come to your notice, cerebral conges-

tion or coup de soldi is not an infrequent one ?

—

Very frequent.

1877. Do you think that is connected also with

habits of drinking ?•—I am inclined to think in

many cases that are put down as coup de soleil or

heat-apoplexy, drinking has been the exciting-

cause of the coup de soldi. They have been par-

tially intoxicated, and tlien have not taken that

care which a man would naturally take of himself

not to be exposed too much to the sun.

1878. Would that act by causing a man to

expose himself to the rays of the sun in a manner

wdnch he would not do if he vv'cre quite sober ?

—

Yes; it would make him less careful of being

exposed.

1879. Liquor, I believe, is very cheap in India?

— Very.
1880. Have post-mortem examinations of men

coming from India exhibited the eflfects of heavy

drinking to any extent?— Certainly, the liver^ as

a rule exhibits that ; it produces what we medical

men understand by a nutmeg appearance.

1881. Is that Indian liver augmented by drink,

or is it the result of the climate purely ?—It is

certainly augmented by drink. A man that is

careful in India, as far as my experience goes,

keeps his health and lives as well as in any other

climate.

1882. Have you been in India yourself?—

I

have not.

1883. Have a fair proportion of the cases of

insanity which have come under your notice,

recovered ?—Not those coming from India, for by

O 4 the

Dr. T. B.
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Dr. T. B. the time they reach England the disease has

Christie, frequently become confirmed.

. 1884. The cases which come under your charge
03 April much more for detention than cure?

—

1872. -p,
' ilixactiy.

1885. Having been brought m contact with

this subject for so long a time have you_ turned

your thoughts to any method of diminishing this

great evil ?—Yes, I have. In the year 1868 I

embodied a small paragraph in my Report, calling

attention to the fact that my experience at York

was, that among the males of that area, and I

went carefully into the cases, no less than 48 per

cent, were returned to me as having become

Insane through drink, and five per cent, only of

females in a total admission of about 150 cases.

From observation I was led to conclude that it

was utterly useless to fine a drunken man and

send him adrift again, but I felt convinced that

hospitals for their cure might be established.

1886. Is it not the fact that of late years fines

and stoppages for drunkenness have become much
more frequent in the army, as a method of check-

ing drunkenness ?—Yes, it has ; but a soldier

does not mind much about them.

1887. Supposing these establishments such as

you speak of were adopted, in what way wouid
you propose to admit persons ?—I propose that a

proper inquiry should take place before any per-

son was sent to one of these institutions, in the

same way as is done in the Court of Chancery
when an insane person has property ; so that no
one might be improperly sent. I would have
evidence called, and have it established beyond
doubt that the person was an habitual drunkard

;

then I would make his detention compulsory and
for a certain period.

1888. Are you acquainted with the action of

interdiction in Canada; do you know the working
of it?— I do not, personally.

1889. But you Avould have the procedure
public ?— Certainly.

1890. And independent of the parties seeking
to place a person under detention ?— Quite inde-

pendent of them.

1891. From 3-our knowledge of insane people,

and their position, do you believe that a class of

these reformatories might be established that

would be self-supporting; take, for instance, the

class of officers and their connections, do you
think they would pay sufficiently to support an
establi»hment of this sort?—I do not see why
they should not be made self-supporting so far

as regards the paying class exactly as a lunatic

asylum is made so now.
1892. Asylums established for inebriates would

pay in the same way as private asylums for insane
people pay nov,- ?—Exactly.

1893. You would have those asylums insisected
from time to time ?— Constantly inspected in the
same way that a lunatic asylum or a jail is in-

spected now.
1894. Do you think that inspcclion would be

effectually carried out by a committee formed in

the neighbourhood, or would you have inspection
by a Government ins])ector?—I would have a
Government inspector.

1895. You Avould certainly admit of compulsory
detention when once. a party had entered one of
these establishments ?—Certainly, I should not
admit a voluntary detention at all ; but have it

compulsory under all circumstances.
1S9G. Yv^'ould you allow of a voluntary admis-

sion at the same time that a power of detention

was conferred ?—I should have no objection to

voluntary admission, provided there was a com-
pulsory detention afterwards.

1897. But j'ou believe that if voluntary dis-

charge and voluntary admission were combined it

would utterly fail?—It lias failed hitherto where-
ever tried.

1898. Then it would be necessary in order to

make this legal, to define habitual drunkenness?
—Exactly.

1899. Have you considered how to do that?

—

There are two classes, in my opinion, that might
come under the class of habitual drunkard ; the

one who is never exactly drunk, but always upon
the verge of it, and gradually diminishing his

property, and bringing his children to the poor-
house ; and the other avIio is never sober.

1900. Allow me to call your attention to a de-

finition from the Habitual Drunkards' Act of the

province of Quebec :
" Persons Avho have here-

tofore, on many occasions, been the cause of ruin

to their families, of grievous injury as well to

their relatives as to their creditors." Then follows

this :
" That such habitual drunkard either squan-

ders his property, mismanages his property, places

his family in trouble or distress, or transacts his

business prejudicially to the interests of his family

or his creditors, or that he uses intoxicating liquors

to such an extent as to increase the danger of

ruining his health, and shortening his life there-

by" ?— I quite approve of that.

1901. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.] You have men-
tioned two classes of drunkards ; do you think

that such legislation would be applicable to the

second of those two classes?—The second class

are those that are habitually drunk. The one
class I spoke of are never what is ordinarily

meant by drunk, at the same time you could not

call them exactly sober
;
they are constantly

drinking, always on the verge of delirium tremens.

I have had cases under my observation that

have gone to that extent. One case that made
a very great impression on my mind was that

of a gentleman I was sent for to see ; he was
never known to be drunk, but in three days he

died of delirium tremens. He was always taking-

small drops from the very first thing in the morning

till the last thing at night
;
yet he went to busi-

ness, and was not known to be drunk. That
is one of those cases that I think would fairly

come under the term of an " habitual drunkard,"

because he Avas gradually bringing himself and

his family to ruin.

1902. You think that both classes might be

liable to detention ?—Certainly, although those

that are never drunk have more hope of success

in treatment than, perhaps, those that are con-

tinually drunk.

1903. Should you place a drunkard in a re-

formatory for the sake of checking the habit as

a vice simply, or rather with the object of avert-

ing the possible result of downright lunacy ?

—

I should look to an ultimate cure of the patient,

and also to the saving him from going on, as I

have expressed before, either to the gaol or to

the poorhouse ; and I am inclined to think that

it would be an act of economy on the part of the

State, in many of those cases, to take care of

them, because I look upon drunkenness most

assuredly as an hereditary disease. A drunken

father will certainly beget a drunken son.

1904. Do you think that such legislation would

be widely applicable to the working classes, or

more to the well-to-do classes ?---I think it might
be
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be applicable to both. I am inclined to think
that the man who now drinks, amono; the workino:

classes, brmgs his family and himself to the poor-
house ; in many instances you would avert that,

and it would be an act of economy to the State.

I am now putting out of view altogether whether
his labour would be worth anything.

1905. Have you considered how you could

define the line at which a man would render
himself liable to detention ?—In all these cases

that are constantly being brought before the

magistrates and fined, I would lay it down that

if the man was brought before the magistrate

more than a certain number of times he should be
deemed an habitual drunkard.

1906. Sir H. Johnstone.'] With regard to the
methods you would adopt, amongst others, no
doubt you would advocate that system of field

work practised so successfully at York ?—Yes

;

as much outdoor employment as could be got.

1907. You find work both for mind and body?
—Yes : I would keep them employed as much
as possible ; that I would use as a curative agent.

1908. You are aware that at Castle Howard
Reformatory that has been practised with adult

criminals with very great success ?—Yes.

1909. And has almost paid for its maintenance,
with the exception of a few voluntary contribu-

tions?—That depends upon how you calculate

maintenance ; if you add interest upon capital for

fii'st expenditure upon buildings, I doubt very
much whether it does pay.

1910. In that case the State or the county or

the local body would have to provide the build-

ings?— I think tlie actual cost of food would be
covered by the work.

1911. Would there be any margin for support-

ing the Avife and family besides. Suppose you
were in the neighbourhood of a large town, where
you could supply milk or vegetables at town
rates, and you could go into field-work profitably,

do you think it would be possible to make field

labour pay not only for the maintenance of the

habitual drunkard himself, but also for the sup-

port of his wife and family. Have you thought
of that ?— I have thought that over ; but the

question that occurs to me there, is Avhether the

expense of looking after the man and preventing

his escape would not cost as much as he would
earn. In lunatic asylums the labour of the lunatic

is worth very little, from the fact that it costs so

much to look after the labour.

1912. Constant supervision being required ?

—

Constant supervision ; but then it is a great cura-

tive agent, so that indirectly it pays for itself.

1913. Can you form any idea of what number
of months it would be desirable to detain these

men who are habitually drunk ; would you give

them less than three months to bring them into

a better state of mind ?—I may startle the Com-
mittee, but I am inclined to think that unless you
confined a man three years, it would be very little

use ; that is my experience, and I have had a

great many under my care.

1914. Have you had many of that type re-

quiring three years' treatment?—I have never

yet really cured any one, from the fact that I

could never keep them without drink for that

time. I have kept patients for twelve months,

and they have gone on very well ; then their

friends have thought that they might do very well

by themselves, and they have broken out again.

1915. Have you had them come back to you

again very often ?—Yes, I have known them come Dr. T. B.
under treatment again constantly. Cases of in- Christie.

sanity produced by drink will occur over and
over again. 23 April

1916. Would it not be desirable for the law to 1^72.

step in and say that people suffering under that
particular form should be confined until they were
cured ?—Certainly.

1917. What method do you adopt with patients
who come back from India suffering as habitual
drunkards. Plave you been successful in effect-

ing any cures ?—Some of them have left, and I
have not been able to trace them so as to know
whether they have remained permanently well

;

but many have been discharged cured.

1918. In the course ot your treatment, do you
subject the jjatients to total abstinence, or do you
let them down by degrees ?—That depends upon
the state of physical health. In some cases you
must continue a certain amount of stimulants for

a time, but in other cases there is no necessity for

that. You make up for it by an increased amount
of food.

1919. Animal food?—Animal food.

1920. Mr. Clare lieud.'] You do not l)elicve

in the statement that has been made to the Com-
mittee that it is possible to cure an habitual

drunkard in three months ?—I have never known
of such a case, and I should very much question

whether such a case could occur. I do not think
the desire for drink would have died out in that

time. I believe that after a lengthened abstinence

there is a nausea for drink created ; a feeling of

abhorrence towards it; but after a short time I do
not think so. I think there is a craving for a

certain period.

1921. Mr. Mitchell Henry.'] You have made
many post-mortem examinations of the insane ?

—

Yes.

1922. Are you aware that it has been stated in

this Committee that the fluid in the ventricles of

the In-ain can be lighted or set on fire in the case

of habitual drunkards?— I have never tried it.

1923. Do you believe it?—I should be very
chary of believing that ; but I could not con-

tradict it ; I confess I should question it.

1924. Chairman.] There is a certain class of

cases endin^j,- in cerebral disease and permanent
insanity ?—Yes.

1925. There is no objection, I presume, in your

opinion, to such persons becoming inmates of an

asylum, like any other insane persons ?— Certainly

not.

1926. But your objection would be to place

those persons who are merely under the influence

of drinlv under the same rules as insane persons ?

— I should object to mix them ; I think it would

have a deteriorating effect upon those who were

not insane.

1927. Would it produce an evil effect upon

both parties ?—I doubt if it would have any evil

effect upon the insane ;
perhaps the contrary.

1928. Is it not the fact that habitual drunk-

ards are mischievous, ingenious, intriguing, and

very apt to make bad blood ?— It is often a very

difficult thing to say whether a person is insane

or not
1929. Is it not true that many forms of insanity

require a highly stimulating diet which would be

decidedly injurious to men habitually given to

drink ?—Certainly.

1930. And upon as Ioav a ground as that you

would separate them ?—Yes.

0.73. P
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Mr. Henry Dixon, called in ; find Examined.

Mr.

H. Dixon,

23 April

1872.

1931. Chairman.'} I believe you are a Sur-

geon, residing at Watlington, in Oxfordshire— ?

I am.
1932. You are also coroner for the district of

South Oxfordshire ?—Yes.

1933. I believe you have been engaged for a

series of years in taking charge of inebriates ?•—

I

have.

1934. For how long?— Ten years.

1935. Have you had charge of them in a pri-

vate asylum ?—Mine has been simply a home for

them, where they have lived as members of our

own family.

1936. Is it a public or a private establish-

ment ?—A private home.

1937. These persons come there simply of their

own accord, or by the persuasion or entreaties of

their friends?—They must be willing of their

own part to come, so far as I can judge.

1938. They come without any certificates, or

any legal formality ?—Yes, but it is required

that they should be desirous to come and reform.

1939. Without intruding upon your affairs, I

believe the social position of these persons is such

as to enable them to pay for coming ?—Yes, to

pay well.

1940. And you receive only those who do

pay ?—That is so.

1941. Do you classify them ?—I have had but
one class, that is the class of what may be called

paroxysmal or periodic drinkers.

1942. How many have you had under your
care at one time ?— I have never received more
than three at one time in my house.

1943. Have you had any difficulty with them
in keeping them under your care ?—None, with
two exceptions. They have been very tractable

indeed, and observant of the rules of the house.

1944. Have they been content to stay with
you as long as you thought it was needful for them
to stay ?—More content sometimes than I was to

keep them.

1945. You never had occasion to turn the key
upon them, and to say, " If you go out you will

get drunk, therefore you shall not go" ?—-Well,

r have exercised just that authority, taking their

hat and shoes away, for instance.

1946. And you have found that sufficient to

keep them in ?—Quite so ; there has been no
difficulty whatever.

1947. Supposing you had charge of an estab-
lishment, containing, instead of three, say, thirty

persons ; do you think you could wield authority
over them unles« you had the power to say,
" You are not fit to go out, therefore you shall

not go" ?—No ; there should be such establish-

ments to fall back upon ; still I should like to be
engaged as I am.

1948. In the event of there being a large
number more than would be suitable to an or-

dinary family, should you consider it necessary to

classify the patients ?—Not at all.

1949. Do you in any way classify drunkards?—I have no scientific classification ; but as an
ordinary observer I should speak of them as the
habitual continuous drunkard, and the habitual
periodic drunkard

;
they are very distinct classes,

and they admit of subdivisions.
1950. Have any of those whom you have had

under your care become absolutely insane?

—

No ; just for the time being there appeared to be

in one case a peculiar irritation of the brain, and in
that case it was on account of the patient going
out and getting drink to a great extent ; where
I have had them thoroughly under my control,
and they have taken no drink from the moment
of coming into the house, although they have
been habitual drinkers for 30 years, they have
entirely given it up.

1951. In your treatment have you prohibited
all drinking ?—Entirely ; from the moment of
their coming in, and I have never seen reason to
regret it.

1952. You have seen no ill effect from the
sudden stoppage ?—On the contrary, the greatest
benefit ; of course there is a great deal of trouble
with them for the first three or four days ; I
could get out of that trouble by giving them
drink, but I persist in refusing it, and then they
calm down, and Ave have no further trouble with
them.

1953. Have you formed an opinion, or have
you tabulated in any way the causes of excessive
drinking ?—It is an induced condition of things

;

we differ in constitution very remarkably, and a
drug that will affect one person very peculiarly
will not affect another ; it is so with alcohol ; I

take it that many men who habitually take in-

toxicating drink, but are moderate men, are not
so from any higher degree of morality than the
man who takes drink in excess ; it is a peculiarity

in the constitution thoroughly induced by the
alcohol itself.

1954. The cases that have been under your
care have not been all cured ?—No, indeed.

1955. Would you tell us to what you attribute

the want of success in those cases that have not
been cured ?— In the first instance, they have been
too long habituated to it before they come under
treatment ; then they do not remain sufficiently

long ; and when they leave, instead of being sub-

ject to the same kind of advice, their friends are

apt to say that moderation is the best ; " if you
take a little it will do you no harm," judging from
their own experience, and not knowing anything

of the experience of these poor creatures.

1956. You are aware that we are considering

not what may be done within the limits of a

private family, but how far the treatment of in-

ebriates upon a large scale may be extended to

society ; will you favour the Committee with

any views that you may have formed as to the

course that legislation should take?— I think

there would be a greater chance of the system

now adopted being successful, if there was some-

thing to fall back upon in the way of legislative

action ; that is, if there were places where such

persons could be compelled to go and be subject

to a very severe discipline. I believe that would
give support to the institutions now in action. In
the great majority of cases (I speak from a con-

stant communication with persons of this very

class) there is an absence of will on their part.

What is wanted is something to bring out a higher

will than the appetite, and that that can be done

we are quite sure. Anything that would back
up the present system of things, would be a great

help to us. I would rather continue the system

that I adopt now ; but I should feel a great sup-

port in knowing that if the patients did not con-

duct themselves well, they would have to be

handed over to the authorities. I would ask

further
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further that there should be some ready way in

which a man who is confirmed in habits of this

kind may be got rid of. The anxious inquiries

that are made and the way in which one is con-

stantly asked to receive such persons into one's

house, show that there is a want of some place of

refuge for them. In some cases, if they could

have a guardian or attendant, they might go
through their work very well. They want a

master mind with them, and then they could go
through with a professional life or a business life

successfully.

1957. Then you believe in the utility of finding

this class of persons, no matter wliat their station

in life may be, some occupatioa that is congenial

and abundant ?—Yes ; there is where I feel at a
loss in a private house

;
my patients go about

with me ; I travel over a large district and 1

always have them with me, and endeavour to

occupy them in any way I can
;
they will often

go, messages for me ; indeed they are the kindest

and best disposed persons I have to deal with in

that way.
1958. Does your experience lead you to believe

that many of the most intellectual and clever are

those who have been given to drink?—I have had
some of the most intellectual men under my care

that it has been my good fortune to meet
;
very

excellent men.
1959. You have only spoken of the ti'eatraent

of those who can afford to pay for themselves, or

who have friends to pay for them ; have you con-

sidered what can be done for those who are not

in that fortunate condition of life ?—I cannot say

that I see that so readily.

1960. Have you, in your ^^osition as coi'oner

come in contact with cases of death and injury

resulting from drink ?—Very frequently ; out of

200 inqnests 1 find there have been 72 deaths by
accident, and of these 72, I think, 34 have been
directly connected with drink

;
burning, falling

into the water, or some accident of that kind.

1961. Supposing that establishments like yours,

only upon a larger scale, were to exist through-

out the country, would you have them inspected?

—Decidedly.

1962. By whom?—That is a matter I do not

feel quite competent to give an opinion about.

A Government inspector, as has been suggested

by Dr. Christie, would perhaps be desirable.

1963. Would you prefer a Government in-

spector appointed from some central locality, or a

local body composed of independent persons,

magistrates and others, to form an inspecting

committee ?—I have scarcely an oj^iiiion to offer

upon that. I do not know that my opinion would

be at all valuable ; I have not considered it

sufficiently.

1964. Have you had more applications than

you knew how to meet ?—Very many more. If

I had a house as big as the town I live in I

could have filled it.

1965. You have no doubt that if the law en-

abled such places to be established upon a larger

scale, that they could be made to pay their way
as a mere financial speculation ?—Yes : they are

only wanted to be established.

1966. Mr. W.H.Gladstone.'] How would you
work out your view of checking the vice of

drunkenness by detention ; at what stage would

you step in ?—As early as possible. I would say,

first of ail let them be sent to an establishment

like my own, or a larger one would perhaps be

still better. I thought that a home such as mine,

0.73.

where they would mix with one's family and Mr.
bear nothing of the impress of the drunkard H. Dixon.
about them, Avould be useful, and so it is. It is

eminently successful for the time being, but as I ^3 April

have said they are not detained long enough. 1872.

The great thing is to remove them from the
existing cause ; I look upon the drink as the ex-
citing cause, I do not go deeper than that. Take
them away from the exciting cause and they are
well, but how long they should be taken I am
not competent, perhaps, to say. The only
thoroughly successful case that I had was a lady,
who was with me three years.

1967. You say as early as possible
; you would

not take a man who had been convicted once ?

—

I am not speaking about such cases. My advice
is that they should be taken as early as possible,

because when they get habituated to the drink
the cure is much more difficult, and a longer de-
tention is rendered necessaiy.

1968. You
.
have spoken of cases where there

is something in the constitution ?—I believe it is

a ]ieculiarity of constitution which causes the

difference in the effect of drink in different per-

sons. There are many w^ho pass as sober men
who di'ink mucli more than some of those who
are periodical drinkers.

1969. You have been speaking of the well-to-

do classes ?—Yes ; a very large class of persons.

1970. It is with reference to them that you
think such institutions could be made self-sup-

porting ?—Decidedly.

1971. But you do not think that legislation

could deal so successfully with the vice ofdrunken-
ness as we see it in the working classes, by per-

sonal detention?— I believe the same cause must
operate upon all, seeing that the exciting cause is

the same. Take away the stimulants, and thatfor

some length of time, put upon them some penalty,

that is, that they should not be allowed to go
away from those institutions without finding

sureties for good conduct, and a very beneficial

effect would be produced.

1972. 'Mr. M. Henry.'] I understood you to say

that you have had experience for ten years?

—Yes.
1973. And you have never had more than three

patients at a time ?—No.
1974. Have you any objection to state how

many persons you have had altogether ? —
Twenty.

1975. Partly males and partly females?—Yes.

1976. From all parts of the country?—Yes; I

may say mostly from the metropolis.

1977. Have you any rules on their entering

your house as to the length of time they sliall be

compelled to remain?—None whatever. I en-

courage them to get out of it as quickly as they

can, and return to their homes and families.

1978. What is the shortest time that has been

satisfactory to yourself?—The worst case I ever

had came voluntarily to me. He was a gentle-

man of independent means, living in a fashionable

part of London; he had been a drinker ever

since he was 20, and he was then 53. He had

been in the habit of drinking a bottle of brandy

daily, with other liquors. It Avas his wish to

come. Plis physician in London, knowing that I

took such cases, asked if I would undertake the

charge. He said, " You had better come and

see him ; it is an awful case, and I do not think

you will undertake it." I came to London,

I saw him, and I took him into the country with

me. He could not walk from the carriage to the

P 2 bed.
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Mr feed, and when he was j)laced in bed he covild not

H. Dixon, lie there from the tetanic spasms which threw
"

.
" him off; for three or four days I had great trouble

23 April with him. In three Aveeks time he left my house,

1^/2. and the man who could not walk upstairs when

he came, in three weeks came downstairs carrying

a heavy portmanteau. He did it to show me
what a different man he was ; that was a most re-

markable case. The patient Avas not induced by

any other feeling than his own ; he wished to

get rid of this habit, but he was afraid unless he

was constantly under the eye of a medical man.

1979. You say he only remained three weeks?

—Yes.
1980. Was he cured afterwards?—I only know

his history for three months ; he was then drink-

ing what he drank Avhen he left me, soda water

and milk.

1981. That was sometime ago?—Two years

ago ; I know nothing of him since.

1982. Although the case was so remarkable,

you have not felt sufficient interest to trace the

history ?—I heard that he had been going out

and taking a little wine, but I have not heard

anything since as to whether he had gone to any

excesses.

1983. Was he a person of independent means?
—He was a A-ery rich man.

1984. Of no profession ?—Of no profession.

1985. That is the shortest time that anybody
has been Avith you?—That is the shortest time.

1986. You mentioned a lady who Avas with you
three years. I think I understood you to say

that that was the only satisfactory case of cure

that you could mention?—Yes. Some I have

lost sight of, and they may or may not be satis-

factorily cured. The only case I can speak of

Avith positive knowledge is that of this lady.

1987. With regard to your eighteen other

patients, can you tell us what has been the

average time they have remained with you?—The
average time Avould be six months ; some have
stayed three months, some longer; none longer

than a year, except the one I have spoken of,

1988. I understood you to say that they stayed

sometimes, or wished to stay, longer than you
desired to keep them ?—Yes ; as I was reaping a

benefit from their staying Avith me, and their

family Avas Avishing to have them back, my wish
has been for them to return, but they have come
back to me once or twice. One patient returned
to my house last night, who comes back for the

third time of his own accord.

1989. How many of these patients do you
knoAv the history of after leaving your house ?—

I

know the history of most of them, and I knoAV
that they have reHpsed.

1990. They do relapse?-—Decidedly; there is

not enough to bring out that Avill which is want-
ing to counteract the strong desire. There is a
strong desire, and a very Aveak moral Avill.

1991. Is the lady Avhom you mentioned as

having been Avith you three years still Avith you ?

—No, she is living away. We communicate Avith

her, and hear from her constantly.

1992. She is cured?—Thoi'oughly. In fact

she is a great advocate for the system being
adopted by others that she adopted for herself

1993. Is your opinion the same as that of the
last Avitness, who said that he did not believe that
less than three years' detention would prove
effectual?— IVly experience is not sufficiently ex-
tensive to enable me to speak very authoritatively.
I Avill give you such experience as I have ; that

would certainly tend to shoAv that three years
Avas better than three months.

1994. What is your opinion as to the poAver of
detaining for three months persons in the loAver
classes of life, habitual drunkards ; I mean as
regards the curative effect ?—I think if there Avas
a legal pressure put upon them, if they kncAv that
they Avould be sent back to these establishments,
Avhere they Avould be subjected to a rigid dis-
cipline, it would have a very good effect. We
do not knoAV Avhatthe results Avould be, foT it has
never beeu tried, but I have a strong belief that
if such institutions Avere established, they would
exert a power over their Avill which is now
Avasted. That is my impression

; knoAving the
l^enalties to which they would be liable, a shorter
time Avould be required than in cases Avhere they
knoAV it is optional whether they go or stay.

1995. Have any of your patients left you
against your will, when you thought that their
doing so Avas not for their own benefit ?—Yes.

1996. Suppose you had received them under
the authority of some commissioner or board, and
had had the power on receiving them of detaining
them, although they came voluntarily, do you
think that thatAvouldbe a useful power?—I should
then have detained them with greater hope of
success, certainly.

1997. Have the Commissioners of Lunacy ever
interfered in any Avav Avith your establishment ?

-No. -
^

1998. Have they made any inquiries?—They
have made no inquiries, nor Avould they have any
authority to interfere.

1999. Are you aware of any other institutions

of the same kind as your OAvn ?—No, not Avhere
persons are taken into the fiimily, where all that
has happened is taken no notice of, and they are
treated as ladies and gentlemen.

2000. You have said that they would go
errands for you, and so on. Do you allow them
to go alone ?—Yes.

2001. They giving an honourable pledge ?

—

Yes, and Avith two exceptions, it has been most
faithfully kept.

2002. Mr. Miller.'] I understand that your ex-
perience in one case has led you to believe that
three years Avould effect a cure ?—I can scarcely
say that I should base any opinion ujDon that; I
merely state it as a fact. We have not had the
advantage of trying the effect of the power of
compulsion ; that has yet to be tried ; I should
try it Avith a reasonable hope of success ; I think
it Avould be a great backing up to estalolishments

like my own, if it Avere knoAvn that if they
lapsed again they Avould not be received back
into a house like mine, but go to such an estab-

lishment as I have indicated.

2003. And be put under restraint?—Yes.
2004. What is the age of the lady of whom^

you spoke ?—Ladies are rather reluctant to tell

their age, but I should guess about 45.

2005. Had she long been given to the habit of
drinking ?—Yes, and under medical prescription,,

unfortunately, before she came to me.
2006. Mr. Clare Read.'] I suppose habitual

drinking is not confined either to sex or age?—
Not at all.

2007. Nor yet to any class ?—Nor to any class»

2008. I think you said you had had some ex-

perience with the educated classes. Have you
any university men ?—I have had graduates of

universities living Avith me.
2009. Any distinguished scholars ?—Very dis-

tinguished
;
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tinguished ; one was a great matliematlcian ; I

understand that that is uncommon ; that mathe-
maticians do not drink to excess ;

they calculate

better without it, but in this case he did not cal-

culate so well. He was a great classic as well

;

perhaps that neutralised the mathematics. I

have a gentleman with me now who took honours
at the Dublin University.

2010. I think you roughly classed these

habitual drinkers into periodic and constant?—
Yes, continuous, always sipping, but never drunk,

2011. Which is the most difficult to cure?

—

The periodic drinkers
;
many of the others are in-

duced to join tempei'ance societies; but werai-ely

get one of these periodic drinkers to join them.
2012. These men who have periodic fits of

lipling are the most troublesome to cure?—Cer-
tainly, and yet they are most desirous of being
cured, strange to say. The others do not see the

evil ; these do, and strive against it very man-
fully in many cases, but the drink Avhich they are

induced to take, under the idea that they may
now take it in moderation, always proves too

much for them ; it is not the quantity, but they
are so easily affected.

2013. Do these men go wrong all at once, or is

the habit a gradual one ?—I think it is the alcohol

acting on peculiar constitutions that produces the

class of persons I am speaking of.

2014. Is it in any way inherited, do you think?

—I should be slow to sjieak as to that ; I have

not made it out clearly ; I have known some of

the most sober persons from most drunken
parents.

2015. I think you said it Avould be a very good
thing if a man living in a home like yours were
bound to find sureties for good behaviour ?—Yes,

sureties who should have the povi'er to replace him
Avhere he came from, on his breaking out.

2016. Those sureties would be his intimate

friends ?—He would not find any others to stand

for him.

2017. You think that would have a deterrent

elfect ?—It would bring friends to his aid, at all

events, and that is what is wanted : help and
counsel. As long as such persons are with you,

and have that help and counsel, they do well,

2018. You think that these men are better

treated as members of a family than being sent

into the best regulated asylum, in the first

instance ?—That is my impression ; I do not

know whether it is a correct one or not. I have

seen a statement that aggregation of cases is

beneficial, that they help one another.

2019. Help one another to reform ?—Yes ; and
certainly I have found that to be the case with

those whom I have had with me. Even two will

get together and form a friendship, talk the matter

over with one another, and come to an agree-

ment.
2020. Do you live in quite a rural part of the

country ?—Quite so.

2021. Has your attention been turned to the

subject of drunkenness in rural districts ; do you
think it is on the increase at all ?—Not with us.

We have the usual Saturday night revelling

;

that is about all, I remember the place 23 years.

When I first went there there was nothing but

fighting and drunken scenes in the streets, a rare

thing to see now : but there are plenty of ptiblic

houses.

2022. Do you think that the law, as it at pre-

sent stands, with regard to the punishment of

drunkards, particularly in rural districts, is satis-

0,73.

factory ?— I think fining is a bad mode of punish- Mr.
ment, simply because it inflicts additional injury II. Dixon.
upon the family that is suffering already from the
drunken husband and father. \ tliink the better 23 April
way would be to shame them. If they know there ' ^72.

was some shameful process they had to go throuo-h,
the will would be exerted which is°wanted''in
these cases, the will to resist. For that purpose,
I would have them put into an iron cao-c. or ex-
posed in some i)ublic place in the stocks^ o"r some-
tliing of that kind. I think it would liave more
effect upon them.

2023.
_

You really think that some summary and
ignominious punishment would shame and "deter
the man better than the system of fines now
adopted ?—It would bring the jeers of his own
class upon hira, and that is what these men
cannot stand ; it tries them more than anytliiu"-
else.

^

2024. Lord C. J. Hamilton.'] You stated
that from the moment of a patient entering the
portals of your house he was deprived of all stimu-
lants ?—Entirely.

2025. Do you administer stimidants ia any
other form ?—No. I have sometimes had recourse
to a narcotic for a time as a medicine. Now,
I use with great success for a few nights, chloral.

2026. Do jou not find it prejudicial to the
health of patients Vvdio have been accustomed to
drink?—Quite the contrary. They begin then
to enjoy life.

2027. You can deprive them witliout any
craving on their part at first ; do they not give
way to riotous conduct ?—Yes, they are very
clamorous, and send telegrams to their friends to
bring them brandy ; but that is all managed.

2028. In such a case do you lock them up?

—

No. ^
^

2029. You adopt simply kind treatment and
reasoning ?—-Yes. They see that tliey are not in

an establishment, Init in a family, and it has a
good effect upon them.

2030. You think that it is safe to deprive
patients of that kind of stimulants the moment
they enter one of these homes

;
you are aware

that there is a difference of opinion upon the

subject?— So far as my experience goes, it is the

only hope, because otherwise you would be con-

tinuing the very drug that is the cause of all the

mischief. The system must learn to do without
it. I am giving the experience of those who
have come to me. I give you their testimony,

more than my own. There is nothing but to give

it up entirely. That is their own opinion. I am
not stating it upon any scientific grounds, but
merely as the common observation of an ordinary

man.
2031. Mr. Samiiehon.'] You think that alcohol

in any form is not a necessity of life ?—Not
at all.

2032. Major Wallier.] You made a statement

which I am sorry to say is very exceptional in the

evidence before us, that there has been a diminu-

tion of drinking habits within your own personal

experience. To v*diat do you attribute that dimi-

nution?— [ am speaking of a very rural district,

where we have nothing like the drunkenness that

we had, I do not offer any opinion about the

country generally. I believe that is as bad as

ever.

2033. To what do you attribute the improve-

ment in your own locality, to the vigilance of the

police ?—Not at all. There has been an example

brought to bear upon the lower orders. The
p 3 patronage
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Mr. patronage given to them by those higher than

H. Dixon, themselves in giving up drink, has induced many
to do the same, and it has had a salutary effect

i!3 April even upon those who have not given it up en-
^872.

tirely.

2034. This has been the result of example from

the classes above acting upon those below ?

—

We have had the good fortune of getting some
persons in a better position in life to set the

example and encourage these men, and it has

been attended with very good results.

2035. Chair-man.'] Before people come under
your cognisance they have gone through a pretty

considerable gradation in drink ?—They have run
the gauntlet of all establishments in existence

before they come to me.

2036. If you were asked for an abridgment of

your treatment, it would be to take them early

and keep them sufficiently long ^—Yes, and keep
them entirely without alcohol.

2037. You stated that there were a certain

number of your patients of whom you had lost

sight; you do ndt know what has become of them?
—No.

2038. You have no reason to suppose that they
were all failures?—I would take their case as

unproven. I -ho^e that one or two are very
steadfast.

2039. Do you believe that any of the inmates
of your house got drink surreptitiously whilst

they were under your care ?—No. In the cases

I spoke of there was no mistake about their

having had it. The others I do not believe ever
had it. They were honourable men. They would
rather leave me. They had to associate with
ladies, members of my own family, and that was
very deterrent in itself.

2040. One portion of the evidence given here
the other day was the evidence of Dr. Albert
Day of America, which was to the effect that the
parole system is only workable in an institution

of moderate size ; would you agree in that opinion,

or do you think you could work a large institu-

tion upon the parole system only ?—I think you
would find a number of honourable men among
them Avho would keep the others straight.

2041. Of course the chance of their being all

honourable men would diminish with the increase
in their number ?— Yes. I have seen great in-

fluence exerted over a person of weaker will by
one of a stronger will, although both were suf-

fering from the same constitution.

2042. Have you large confidence in the truth-
fulness and honour of an habitual drunkard ?

—

No, far from it,

2043. Mr. Miller.'] When you speak of the
diminution of drinking in your neighbourhood, of
what class are yoa speaking?—The labouring
class.

2044. What kind of labour ?—Agricultural.
2045. Do you know what wages they have ?

—

Twelve shillings a week, and 3 /. at Michaelmas.
The masters would willingly give them more if it

was not for the fact that they know that so much
of it goes on Saturday night to the public-house-
It is then that they spend their money.

2046. Do you suppose that the smallness of the
wages is the cause of the decrease in drunkenness?—We do not consider the wages small ; 12 5. a
week, 3 /. at Michaelmas, with a cottage at 1 s. a
week, and a good garden, and perhaps two or
three of the family bringing in money. They
can (lo nicely so long as they keep from the
pubhc-house; and I know that many of the

masters would increase their wages if they thought
it would lead to incrensed comfort in their

homes.
2047. Not believing that, they do not give any

increase ?—If they could have a security on that

point they would be too glad to give it, for the

result would be to their advantage.

2048. Then, supposing all workmen in the

country to be treated in the same way, do you
think it would decrease the drinking everywhere ?

—If they had an increased amount ofmoney with
their present appetite, it would only increase the
amount of drinking.

2049. Sir H. Johnstone.] Is your's a large vil-

lage ?—It is a village containing 2,000 inhabi-

tants.

2050. How many public-houses are there ?

—

One to every hundred in the population.

2051. Is that enough?—Yes; in the opinion

of some, too many
;
although I would prefer that

they should never go into the public-house, I

do not think that in a certain area the number
multiplies the drinking ; I think it is rather an
advantage, as it breaks up the knots of men ; if

you had one or two instead of 20, it would be
more pregnant with evil ; the men would be more
dangerous in getting together.

2052. They are not a revolutionary class of

people ?—Not at all, but when you get people

into small knots you only excite contention upon
questions on which they have all got their own
ideas. Agriculturists can rule the State as well

as men of higher degree, at least so they them-
selves think.

2053. And the more facilities for drink, the

less drunkenness there would be?—Within agiven

area; I would not plant a public-house ;^where
there was not one in some outlying place so as to

make it more convenient to go to, but in a town
where it little matters whether you go up this

street or down that street to get it, it is a matter

of no moment whether there are two or three

public-houses in the street or only one. By the

very fact of there being so many places you do
not get a number of men congregated together,

which in itself is a great evil and a great incite-

ment to drink.

2054. Suppose there were only one, do you
think that it would be better to have 20 public

houses than one ?—Probably if there were only

one, the man would be very independent, and
would not make things so comfortable. But if

there were two, there would be a great contention

which should get the greatest number. They
would make everything convenient, have music
and dancing, and so on, to get as many as pos-

sible.

2055. Mr. Samuelson.] Do they not make it

very convenient when there are so many ?—

I

think not.

2056. Lord C. J. Hamiltoa.] When you have
only two or three in a town, have you not a greater

guarantee for the respectability of those two or

three ?—I know that I am expressing an opinion

contrary to that generally received, but that is the

impression I have. I feel quite sure that if beer

was sold so that the people could take it home,
and not be allowed to squat down in the public-

houses, there would not be half the amount of

drinking there is. The evil is in congregating

together, having houses where they can sit hour
after hour. It would be better if the peojole were
obliged to take the beer at a window, and carry it

home with them.
2057. Do
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2057. Do you not tliink that a large number of

public-houses in a community like that in which
you live, is a premium on adulteration which we
are trying to guard against by legislation ?—That
is naturally suggested, but I do not think it is so.

The adulteration such as I read of the other day

in a statement in the House of Lords was not

adulteration which would alarm anybody, seeing

that it was merely an addition of water, sugar,

and finings.

2058. I thought there was some complaint

made with regard to old fish ?—That was merely

the finings, the albumen ofthe fish to fine the beer.

2059. Mr. Mitchell Henry.'] That is analogeus

to the isinglass used in clearing wine ?—Yes, or

to the bit of fish-skin to clarify coffee.

2060. Mr. Samuelso7i.] You think that drunken-

ness would be decreased by the prohibition of

drinking upon the premises?—Yes; the backbone

of drunkenness is drinking in the public-house.

" To be drunk on the premises " is literally the

fact. If they were obliged to take the beer away
there would not be half the drunkenness there is.

2061. Mr, Clare Read.'] In reply to the Honour-

able Member for Edinburgh, you said that you

did not consider that wages had at all decreased.

Do you not think that within the last 10 years

they have increased ?—Decidedly. The comforts

of the labouring class in our neighbourhood are

greater than they were, and there is every dis- Mr.
position to make them still greater. If the H. Dixon.

masters could only have a guarantee that the "

increased wages would contribute to their comfort ^3 April

they would give that increase. 1872.

20G2. Ten years ago, with the present price of
provisions, they would be receiving 10 s., instead
of 12 s. ?—-Yes, or even 9 s

2063. Sir Harcourt Johnstone.] Is the three
pounds at Michaelmas a bonus ?—That is part of
the agreement they enter into in the hiring of a
servant.

2064. At what time are the rents paid ; at

Michaelmas and Lady Day ?—Yes.
2065. Mr. dure Read.] You think the multi-

plicity of public-houses does not tend to improve
the quality of the drink by competition ?—I think

not. The only way they make it answer their

purj)ose is by making more of it. I do not
believe they adulterate it. It is done no doubt
in larger towns, but I am speaking of our rural

districts. No doubt the salt accounts for a very
great deal in the beer, inducing more to be
drunk. Alcohol induces an appetite for drink

quite fast enough, without adding salt to it.

Many of our men in the harvest field will drink

beer till they are thirsty, and then drink water,

saying, that they can drink no more, for they

are so thirsty.

0.73.
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Friday, 26th Ajml 1872.

MEMBERS PRESENT

:

Mr. Birley.

Colonel Brise.

Mr. Mitchell Henry.

Mr. Miller.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Mr. Clare Read.

DONALD DALRYMPLE, Esq., in the Chair.

Major Greig, C.B., called in ; and Examined.

Major 2066. Chairman.'] I BELIEVE you are the

Greig, c.b. Head Constable of Liverpool ?—Yes.

2067. How long have you been in that office ?

26 April —Upwards of 20 years.
1872, 2068. In the course of that time your atten-

tion has been vei-y closely directed to this large

subject of drunkenness?—Constantly.

2069. Not only because you are the head con-

stable of a very large and important seaport,

but also because drunkenness has been greatly

discussed in Liverpool ?—Very much so. I have
given evidence before a Committee of this House
u])on the subject.

2070. And various experiments with regard to

licensing and other matters have been at Liver-

pool, I believe ?—Yes.

207 1 . Though you have had rather short notice

of what was required of you, have you furnished

yourself with any figures and particulars which
you can lay before the Committee ?—I have here
the annual rej^ort, which I am bound to lay be-
fore the Watch Committee, and Avhich is drawn
up by order of the Home Secretary ; and I have
a table showing the amount of drunkenness
during the last 10 years.

2072. Will you give us the results?— The
drunken cases in 1862 were 12,076 ; in 1863,
13,914; in 1864, 14,002; in 1865, 13,922; in

1866, 12,332 ; in 1867, 11,932 ; in 1868, 14,451

;

in 1869, 18,303; in 1870, 21,113; in 1871,
19,559.

2073. Can you give any explanation of the re-

markable variation; you begin with 12,000 or

13,000, then you rise to 14,000, 18,000, and
21,000; can you explain that?—With all the
consideration and thought that I have given to

the subject I cannot give you any sound reason
for the change.

2074. In what year did what I may call free
trade in public-houses in Liverpool begin ?—The
magistrates decided that they would adopt, to a
certain degree, the system of free trade in

licenses. In 1862 they granted 124 licenses ; in

1863, 30; in 1864, 147 ; in 1865, 126; in 1866,
22 ; and in 1867, nine.

2075. You are aware that in some cities and
boroughs every person who is taken up for being
drunk appears before the magistrates, whereas
in other places they are allowed to get sober and
are discharged by the police without ever ap-
pearing before the magistrates; what is the

practice at Liverpool ? — The practice is that

every person who is brought to bridewell is

booked, and is brought before the magistrates

the next day, with this exception ; there is what
is called a refused charge book, kept by the

bridewell keeper or men in charge of the stations

;

if a man is known to be a respectable person, or

if his friends follow him and say, " we will take

care of him," and he does not live far off, he is

entered in that book, and is not locked up; but
every person who is locked up is discharged by
no other person than one or two justices.

2076. From the mass of cases which you have
laid before us, have you deduced any particular

results ; have you tabulated anything ?—There
is a table showing even the occupations of those

who get drunk.

2077. I believe the system of imposing heavy
fines has lately been adopted in Liverpool ?

—

Yes.

2078. Have you any comparison statement

showing the result of the treatment by heavy
fines?—Two justices thought that they might
reduce the number of cases of drunkenness by
severe penalties ; those two justices sit every

Monday morning, when there are more prisoners

than usual, consequent upon there being no
sitting on the Sunday ; I have here a table show-
ing the cases brought before them in January,

February, March, and April this year, and the

number of persons who were locked up in the

corresponding months of 1871.

2079. One table showing those who were, and

the other those who were not, heavily fined ?

—

Yes.

2080. Will you give us the result?—In 1871

the number of prisoners booked drunk from

Saturday, when the court closed, till the Monday
morning was 2,311, and the total number of

prisoners upon all charges was 3,223.

2081. Do you mean that the drunken cases

were two-thirds of all the booked cases ?—Yes.

The total number fined was 2,002 ; out of that

2,002 there were 1,008 who paid, and 994 who
did not pay, but were imprisoned.

2082. What was the ordinary amount of the

fines ?—The amount paid for those four months
was 356 /. 13 s. 9 d. ; the amount not paid,

588 /.13 s.; the total amount imposed, 945 Z. 6 s. 9 d.

2083. Among 2,002 cases?— Yes. Then
during the four months of 1872 the number

booked
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booked drunk in tlie same period was 1,761, the
total number of cases on the books being 2,792.
The total number fined was 1,639 ; the number
thatpaid was 766, and the number that did not pay,
873. The amount paid was 403 /. 14 s. 5 d., and
the amount not paid, 784 1. 0 s. 6 d. • total amount
of fines 1,187/. Us. U d. For "drunk and
incapable cases," you are aware, the highest
penalty is 5 s. and costs.

2084. Do you think that penalty is of any
use ?—No, it is quite inoperative.

2085. '5 hat is the j^enalty nnder James I. ?—

I

believe so. The fine for " drunk and incapable"

cases cannot be altered ; but persons who are
" drunk and riotous," shoutino- and beino- tumul-
tuous in the streets, may nnder a local Act of
1842, section 139, be fined 10 and in default
be imprisoned not exceeding 14 days. Under
the Small Penalties Act, 28 & 29 Vict. c. 127,
a defaulter can be imprisoned up to two months.
The two justices I have referred to, convict under
the former Act, and imprison under the latter.

2086. So that you combine the two Acts, the

local Act and the general Act, in inflicting punish-
ment ?— Yes.

2087. Will yon give me your opinion of the

result of the heavier fines of Avhicli you. have
spoken?—I can only give you the figures that I

have read.

2088. That is as regards the ordinar}'- drunk-
ard. Have you ever iiad occasion to put in force

the system of requiring sureties of persons who
are Ijrought up frequently for drunkenness to

find bail for their good behaviour?—No.
2089. With regard to this mass of drunken-

ness with which you have had to deal, have you
looked at all to the nationality of the people ?

—

Yes, a good deal.

2090. Do you think that that throws any light

upon the subject ?—Yes. In the year ending

the 29th of September ] 871, there were 19,559

cases of drunkenness ; these consisted of 18,803

apprehensions, and 756 c;ises where the proceed-

ing was by infoi'mation. The number of convic-

tions was 18,010, or 92 per cent, of the whole.

The balances would, 2:)erhaps, be accounted for

by the summonses not being served, or the

magistrate attending having a more lenient view.

The 18,803 cases may be thus divided: Liver-

pool, 6,669; English, 3,206; Irish, 7,014; Scotch,

736
;
Welsh, 599 ; Isle of Man, 85 ;

foreigners,

chiefly sailors, 494. I may remark in -sindica-

tion of Liverpool, that there is a very large

floating population of seamen.

2091. In this list of apprehensions that you
have given the Committee, you have included all

those in°which drunkenness has borne any portion

of tlie offence ?—No ; it is drunkenness i)roper.

2092. There are no persons included in this

list who liave been apprehended, or informed

against, for any offence of which drunkenness
was a part?—No.

2093. The drunkenness is merged into the

graver offence, whatever that may be ?—Yes.

2094. Have you made any calculation of the

per-centage of drunkenness in the population of

Liverpool ?—It is about 4 per cent, of the popu-
lation.

2095. Mr. Miller.'] That includes the floating

population?—Yes; 4 per cent, applies to cases,

not to persons.

2096. Chairman.] You have told us that the

method of treating drunkenness by a fine is iu-

oj)erative ?— Yes.

0.73.

2097. What would you suggest as a means of
checking this vice ?—I would suggest either
cumulative penalties, or imprisonment with or
without hard labour.

2098. Have you, amongst all tliose witli whom
you have come in contact, had to deal with any
who are thoroughly incorrigible ; what we may-
term habitual drunkards?—Many.

2099. Can you give the Committee any illus-
trations ?—I have 'a list of 20 cases, as a mere
sample. The first 10 are males. The first of
these is 20 years of age

; during the last two
years^ he has been eight times in custody for
drinking, and the total number of times he ap-
pears in the books, as far as the history can be
traced, is 31. The iiext is 24 years of age : he
has been 11 times in custody for drink, and 32
times on the books altogether. The third is 28
years of age, a labourer; he has been 10 times
in custody within two years, and 34 times on the
books. The next is 28 years of age, a hawker;
he has been 15 times in custody within two
years, and 40 times on the books. The next is

35 years of age, a painter ; he has been eight times
in custody within two years, and 43 times on the
books. The next is 46 years of age, a labourer;
he has been eight times in custody within two
years, and 47 times on the books. The next
\vas 30 years of age, a labourer ; he has been in
custody 13 times within two years, and 50 times
on the books, The next is 34 years of age, a
tailor; he has been five times in custody within
two years, and 67 times on the books. The
ninth is 47 years of age ; he has been 20 times
in custody within two years, and 83 times on the
books. The next is a I^lind man, 52 years of
age ; he has been six times in custody within
two years, and 120 times on the books. The
next 10 are female prisoners. The first is 50,
she is a hawker ; she has been 14 times in cus-
tody Avithin two years, and 44 times on the
books. The next is 46 years of age, a prostitute

;

she has been 11 times in custody within two
years, and 60 times on the books. The next is a
prostitute, age 26 ; she has been eight times in

custody Avithin two years, and 63 times on the
books. The next is 40 years of age, a prostitute

;

she has been nine times in custody within two
years, and 65 times on the books. I'he next is 40
years of age, a prostitute; she has been 10 times in

custody within two years, and 6 9 times on the books.

The next is 67 years of age, no occupation ; she
has been 31 times in custody within two years,

and 70 times on the books. The next is 37 years
of age, a prostitute ; she has been four times in

custody within two years, and 76 times on the

books. The next is 41 years of age, a 2:)rosti-

tute ; she has been three times in custody within

two years, and 91 times on the books. The next
is 42 years of age, a married woman ; she has

Ijeen 35 times in custody within two years, and
97 times on the books. The last is 33 years of

age, a prostitute ; she has been eight times in

custody within two years, and 108 times on the

books. Of course all this involves a great deal

of cost, and expenditure of time on the part of

the police ; and it is a great evil.

2100. In dealing with such cases as those,

have you formed any opinion as to the best thiug

to be done with such a class of persons ; it is

clear that hard laboui', fines, and so on, are in-

operative ?—Quite so.

2101. Have you formed any opinion as to

what you would do with them ?—1 have read a

Major
Greiy, c.b.

26 April

1872.
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Mujor suo-o-estion that such incorrigible drunkards should

G)-eig, cb. heTaken care of by the State, or that those who

can pay should be placed in certain institutions
526 April

^ijej.g they would be made to pay.

2102. Supposing such State institutions were

established, do you think that they might be

made in part self-supporting by the labour of the

inmates ?—Yes, in part.

2103. Of course the amount that they would

earn would depend upon the capacity of the in-

dividual ?—Quite so, and the training.

2104. Those who had been 50 or 60 times

drunk would not be likely to do much good ?

—

I think any separation would have the effect of

giving them a chance of getting away from their

bad associates, and putting them under some self-

control.

2105. Do you think that moral or religious

influences could be better brought to bear upon

this class of persons if they were so secluded ?—
I think so ; those classes of persons who have

gone through a long career of vice are very often

open to moral and i-eligious instruction.

2106. Amongst the causes producing this state

of things in Liverpool, have you had occasion

to refer to the illicit trading in beer or liquor ?

—Yes,
2107. Has that been extensively camned on in

Liverpool?—There was a great reduction in the

number of beerhouses ;
they went down from a

very large figure to the comparatively small

number of 300. The power of licensing was

vested in the justices, instead of in the Excise,

and they cut down the number very greatly in-

deed. I was then apprehensive" that that might
produce illicit trading ; but there was an Act
passed called The Amended Wine and Beerhouse
Act of 1869, to which I paid a great deal of at-

tention, because there were all manner of contri-

vances planned to carry on the illicit trade ; that

Act gave power to the police to apply for a war-
rant to the magistrates, showing reasonable

ground for so doing ; and a great quantity of

beer and spirits, in casks, jugs, and bottles, was
seized on the Sunday during the prohibited

hours.

2108. I believe that under that Act you can
seize the liquor, but cannot seize the vessel in

which it is held ; is that so ?—I have always re-

gretted that we had not that power.
2109. You think if you had that power, very

often the barrel would be more valuable than its

contents ?— Quite so.

2110. And that you Avould hit the wholesale
seller as well as the retailer in that way ?

—

Yes.

2111. If I understand you rightly, at this

moment in Liveipool there are 432 beerhouses?
—Yes.

2112. And previous to 1869 there were, I be-
lieve, 845 ?—Yes, and they were very badly con-
ducted,' except in the cases of those who, by
good behaviour, thought they might induce the
justices to grant them a spirit license.

2113. Have you reason to believe that the
Excise has been a large offender in the way of
facilitating the opening of liquor shops ?—I do
nx)t quite understand.

2114. You are aware that the Excise would
grant a license for selling beer when the magis-
trates refused a public-house license ?—I under-
stand that beer licenses must first of all be
granted by the justices.

2115. That is as it stands under the Wine and

Beerhouse Act, but prior to that nothing was
easier than to obtain an Excise license ?— Three
guineas, I think, was the price.

2116. What is the closing time at Liverpool
at the j^resent moment ?—The shut time is from
one in the morning till four.

2117. The beerhouses are open at the same
time as the public-houses?—They close at 11
and open an hour later.

2118. Mr. C. Read.'] Did you say that there
was a decrease in drunkenness since the deci'ease

in the number of beer houses in Liverpool ?

—

No
;
my table does not show that. It begins at

a lower figure and runs up, and then it comes
down again, and then within the last three years
it runs up to a very high figure.

2119. So that, although you have done away
with half the beerhouses, you do not think there

has been any corresponding diminution in

drunkenness ?—No, I do not think so ; still I

think the figure would have been greater if

those beerhouses (where there was particularly

bad beer sold) had existed.

2120. Do you think that drunkenness has had
anything to do in recent years with the increased

wages received by the labouring neople ?—No
doubt.

2121. And the greater amount of leisure that

they have ?—The half-holiday. I do not wish to

be understood as opposing the half-holiday for

respectable persons. I think it is a great boon
to shopkeepers and their assistants, but I think
that many of the labouring classes abuse it very
much.

2122. Do the labouring popvilation drink beer
to excess, or more frequently spirits?—Beer
more frequently than spirits.

2123. You have not tried in Liverpool the

plan of insisting upon the habitual drunkard
finding sureties for his good behaviour ?—No,
never.

2124. Do you think that would be possible ?

—

It would involve his imprisonment, because I do
not think he would find sureties. The most
eminent brewers in Liverpool, being anxious to

meetthe public wish, shut their houses entirely on
Sundays for about three months. They were the

proprietors of about 100. I looked with some
anxiety to see whether this diminution of 100
houses would diminish the figures with regard to

drunkenness, and I was surprised to find that it

did no such thing. I then came to the conclusion

that when the people could not get good beer in

those houses owned by the persons to whom I have
refex'red, when they found them shut they went
to other houses and got bad drink. I think that

was the efl'ect.

2125. Do you think that diminishing the num-
ber of beerhouses has had the eftect of improving

the quality of the beer sold at the others?—

1

could not say that.

2126. Do you often find in Liverpool that pub-
licans persist in giving drink to a drunken man ?

—There is a very severe penalty if they do, but
it is very difficult to prove, because you do not

know exactly when the man is overcome.

2127. Do you ever impose those penalties upon
the publicans?—Yes, for permitting drunkenness

;

but, as I have said, that is difficult to prove.

2128. When you do prove it you visit it with

a heavy joenalty ?—The justices do.

2129. Mr. Bii'ley.'] In the case of these in-

corrigible drunkards, would you propose to give

the power to the magistrates to commit to a

reformatory
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reformatory or asylum, as in the case of youno-

criminals, if such institutions were established ?

— I believe if anyone had that power it would
be through the local authority.

2130. You would give the power after a cer-

tain numl:)er of times ?—Yes.
2131. I was surprised to hear you say that

these habitual drunkards were very susceptible

of moral and religious influence ; is that more
than a temporary influence ?—I was speaking

from my own experience. To go back a little, i

may say that every prisoner must be released by
a magistrate. There have been a very few ex-

ceptions, but these exceptions have been included

in the figures representing drunkenness, because
the persons were entered in the magistrates'

books, and Avere released by the head constable.

That Avould Iiappen in this way: wh(jn Christmas
Day, for instance, fell upon a Saturday, so that a

person who could not get bail would be kept in

all Saturday night and all Sunday, I have con
ferred with the stipendiary magistrate, and said,

" I will go down and release those men who are

booked for drunkenness simply." Still they did

not esca})e going into the magistrates' book and
being counted in every return that I have. On
those occasions I have S2)oken to the prisoners,

especially to the women, and said how sorry I

was to see them in that state, and I have seen

them very much aifected.

2132. Probably you are aware that the general

opinion is, tliat there is scarcely ever an instance

of permanent reclamation amongst them?— I do

not believe in any permanent reclamation, but
you might get a per-centage.

2133. Colonel Brise.'] I think you said, at the

commencement of your evidence, that you could

not give any reason for the increase of drunken-
ness; but in answer to the question of an Honour-
able Mendjer, you said that the increase of wages
had a good deal to do with it ?— I think so

;

Avages are very high at this moment.
2134. You also tliink that the Saturday half-

holiday has something to do with it?—Among
the working classes.

2135. I think it is the custom at Liverpool,

when a man is apprehended for drunkenness,

that be is not discharged until he is taken before

the magistrates?—Never; with the single ex-

ception I have mentioned, Avhich has happened
about six times in 20 years.

213G. We have had evidence from Sheffield,

Leeds, and other places, and it seems to be the

habit in those towns to discharge men without

authority from the magistrate, and they are not

included in the statistical returns ; is not that,

in your opinion, very wrong and very informal ?

— I should have thought that the Government
Inspector of the constabulary would not have

permitted it.

2137. Under whose authority are they dis-

charged ?—I understand that in Glasgow it is

done by the superintendent of police.

2138. Do you think that is informal ?—I do
not think the Bench of Justices in Liverpool

would allow me to do that
;
Liverpool is placed

at a great disadvantage in any comparison, as

regards drunkenness, with a town Avhere that

plan is pursued.

2139. It is the custom in the army, if a man
is apprehended for any offence, that he is not

discliarged without the order of the commanding
officer : and I suppose that is so in Liverpool ?

—

Yes.

0.73.

2140. So that the statistics of Liverpool will Jf-^}'
hardly bear any comparison Avith those of toAvns
like those of Leeds and Sheffield, wliere convic-

<yc^~^^)
tions only are returned ?—Liverpool appears to

"
igil

a very great disadvantage under these circum-
stances. Then there is a floating population of
sailors, many of Avhom are exceedingly Avell-dis-

posed men, and go to the Sailors' Home ; but a
number of them are very thoughtless, and spend
as much as 20/. in aAveek. This floatino- popvda-
tion numbers about 20,000.

2141. I think you say that the beerhouses had
decreased from S4r3 to 432 in 1869 ; and at the
same time you tell us that drunkenness had in-
creased from 14,451 in 18G8 to 19,559 in 1871,
an increase of more than 5,000 apprehensions ?

—

Yes.

2142. Then I think you told the Honourable
Member that you considered that the drunken-
ness in Liverpool Avas attributable chiefly to beer
drinking ?—Yes.

2143. Yet in spite of the decrease in the number
of b eerliouses from 800 to 400, there has been an
increase of 5,000 in the convictions for drunken-
ness, owing chiefly to the drinking of beer ?

—

Those persons Avho Avent to these beerhouses
found their way to someAvhere else

;
then, in a

small degree, illicit trading sprang up. Before
the amended Act Avas passed, no police officer

could enter a house Avithout rendering himself
liable to an action for trespass, but now, on
reasonable grounds, an application for a Avarrant
is granted ; a great deal of beer has Ijeen seized
in that way, beer of a most abominable character,

not fit to drink.

2144. The evidence Ave have had heretofore

has rather shown that drunkenness is attri-

butable to Avhisky and other spirits ?—It Avould

differ according to the country ; in Scotland, for

example, they drink spirits very much.
2145. M.V. Miller.

~]
In answer to an Honourable

Member, you spoke of labourers drinking ; Avhat

do you mean by labourers, the skilled or the un-
skilled ?— Skilled and unskilled.

214G. Every man who is Avorking for a day's

Avage ?—Yes.
2147. Which of these classes do you find most

given to di'ink ?— The unskilled, the conrmon
dock labourers ; the work in LiA-erpool is difler-

ent from that in an inland city like Manchester

;

it is out-of-door work entirely ; there are very

fcAV manufactories ; those who employ a large

number of men are very anxious that the public-

houses should not open before the men haA e had

an opportunity of going to their Avork, because if

they begin Avith drink before going to Avork, they

generally carry it on throughout the day.

2148. Are the dock labourers chiefly Irish ?

—

A large proportion of them.

2149. Dr. L. Playfair^ You have stated a

very remarkable result ; that in spite of a very

large reduction in the number of beerhouses,

there has been a considerable increase in the

num!)er of drunkards ?—Yes.

2150. Does not that throw some doubt upon,

the sufficiency of any measures for improving

the licensing of the country, Avhich depend upon

the reduction in the number of places Avhere

persons can drink ; I mean, Avould the reduction

in the number of houses be alone sufficient to

prevent the increase of drunkenness in a locality ?

—It Avould diminish the opportunities ; I do not

think it Avould be alone sufficient.

2151. But in this case, Avhere the opportuni-

Q 2 ties
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Maio' ties have been largely climiBislied, there has been

Grei^, c.B. no diminution in drunkenness ?—No ; but then I
°

repeat, a good deal of illicit trade has sj^rung up,

26 April and the labour market has been very active

1872. within the last two years.

2152. Would not the illicit trade follow the

reduction in the number of licenses ?—There is

a check upon it by the oj^portunity afforded to

the police of getting a warrant to enter.

2153. Mr. Miller.'] That is a new power?

—

Yes, since 1869-70.

2154. Dr. X. Playfair.'] Then the regulation

of houses would appear to be more effective than

the reduction in the number?— I think so.

2155. Chairman.'] You mentioned, in the

course of your evidence, the subject of adultera-

tion ; have you reason to believe that mischief

to any considerable extent has arisen from

adulteration?— I think that drunkenness is

greatly increased by it.

2156. Do you refer to both beer and spirits?

—More particularly to beer.

2157. Dr. L. Playfair.'] Is not the chief

adulteration practised in beer, by mixing salt

and water with it?— I am not in a position to

answer the question. I have read the statement
as having been made elsewhere.

2158. How does adulteration increase drunken-
ness, except, perhaps, by the salt increasing the
thirst ?—I imagine the adulteration consists of a
variety of matters, perhaps, not of a very whole-
some character ; but I have never had any con-
versation Avith an analyst upon the subject.

2159. Mr. C. Read.] Does not adulteration
sometimes help to produce stupefaction ?—Yes.

2160. 1hey put in something that acts upon a
man very quickly ?— One spirit will produce a
different effect from another. For instance, the
Chinese spirit xamshu, which is made from rice,

will make a person mad and furious.

2161. Mr. Miller.] I think you attribute a
good deal of the increased drunkenness to the
incrc;ised wages ?—A great deal.

2162. Has the increase of which you have
spoken kept ])ace with the increase of wages ?

—

1 think that the Table bears that out. Drunken-
ness depends very much upon the weather. If
it is very hot people do not stay in their houses

;

they are then induced to drink, and then to fight,

and then comes the conclusion.

Mr. Lamplugh Hird Fawcett, called in ; and Examined.

MwFaKcett. 2163. Chairman.] I BELIEVE you are the As-

sistant and Manager at a house called the Chris-

tian Homes for Inebriates, conducted by the

Eev. Mr. Nurse, of Bakewell, in Derbyshire?

—

Yes.

2164. Brook House? — That is the one I

manage.
2165. What is Mr. Nurse?—He is a Congre-

gational minister.

2166. How long has he conducted Brook
House ?—About a year and a half.

21()7. Did he conduct any similar institution

anywhere else ?•—He had one at Sheppey Court,

near Sheerness.

2168. How long did he carry it on there?

—

He commenced it in June 1869,

2169. How long have you resided at Brook
House ?—About three months and a half.

2170. Then you are now speaking pattly from

your own knowledge obtained during that three

months and a half, and partly from what has

been communicated to you by Mr. Nm'se ?

—

Yes.
2171. Can you tell me how many patients Mr.

Nurse lias had under his care ?—I should say

from 40 to 50.

2172. Are you speaking of Brook House ?

—

No, I am speaking of past and present.

2173. Have they been both ladies and gentle-

men ?—He has had both.

2174. What has been the condition in life of

tliese persons ?—Various : tradespeople and pro-

fessional men.
2175. Have they all been persons who have

come there voluntarily?— Yes, in every case.

Their friends have persuaded them.

2176. There has been no such thing as a per-

son being sent there with a certificate ?—I have
never seen any certificate or heard of such a
thing.

2177. Are you aware what has been the
average duration of the residence of these per-
sons?— T think about three months. In many
cases it has been longer.

2178. What has been the number of cases

that you have had cognisance of?—I have ac-

tually seen about 10 cases.

2179. What has been the general result of
those 10 cases ?—Very satisfactory.

2180. How many have been cured?—There
are three cases I can speak of as certainly being
cured. There are seven there now. I know of
two cases, although not in my time, where there
has been no improvement.

2181. Are you aware of any of those cases of
improvement which have gone on after the per-
sons have left the home?—'In the three cases

that I speak of, the patients have been strict tee-

totalers since they left.

2182. You have known what has happened to

them after they have gone back into society ?—

I

have seen two of them.
2183. In your opinion, is it possible to put

down the leno-th of residence for each mtient ?

—

I do not think it is. You may have a man there

three months, or you may have him 12 months,,

or you may cure him in even less than three

months.

2184. You must deal with each case upon its

own merits ?—Yes.

2185. There might be conditions in which it

would be mischievous to keep a patient?—I quite

think so. When you see that a man is cured,

and that he sees the importance of giving up all

intoxicating drinks, if he has the least desire to

go, you injure him by keeping him.

2186. (3n the other hand, it would be ob-

jectionable to yield simply to the desire of the in-

dividual to go out before you believed him to be
fit to leave ?—Certainly. We find that in these

cases of determined drunkenness the fits come on
periodically. Perhaps every three Aveeks there

is a desire for drink, or every month. The pei'iods

vary, but it is very often eveiy three weeks.
When we see it coming on with depression of

spirits, we give medicine which counteracts the

depression.

2187. At that time do you think it would be
desirable for the manager of ah institution to

have the power of preventing persons going out

and
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and having access to drink ?—I think it wouhl
be well if a power ofthat kind were given to the
manager

; say, after six o'clock in the evening,
so that he might jjrevent a man going out ; but I

think it is a power that ought never to be used
until all other means have failed.

2188. But you would desire that power to fall

back ui)on as a last resource?—I think it would
be desirable to have something of the kind to fall

back ujion. As we are now, we have not the

slightest power to prevent a man going out at

any hour.

2189. Do you know of any cases in which the
patients, after leaving, have come to a very bad
termination?— I know of one case at the present
time ; it is that of a gentleman who was in an
American institution ; he left Bakewell appa-
rently cured, but he took to drink again, and
eventually committed suicide.

2190. Under what heads would you class the
power which you would desire to have in the
management of an establishment like this?—

I

suppose it would be in the way of persuasion and
detention.

2191. Persuasion first, and detention after-

wards ?—Yes.
2192. Are you of opinion that this class of

persons are very suscejitible of moral and reli-

gious impressions ?—I think you can do a great
deal more with kindness than you can in any
other way with them.

2193. Is there any particular treatment prac-

tised at these Homes ?—We believe that drink
Invariably attacks a man's liver, and we apply
mustard plasters to the liver, made of mustard
bran ; then we try, by means of wet sheets, to

get all the liquor out of his body. We believe

that until you have got a man's body clear of it

you can do no good. Then we quite think that

you can do no good, if you keep a man Avithout

drink for a year, unless you make him see the

wrong of it.

2194. In the management of these individuals

do )'ou a])andon the use of stimulants altogether ?

—Entirely as regards diet. Sometimes a man
comes to us in a very bad state, and although
we knov/ it woidd not hurt him to leave it off at

once, he may perhaps work himself into a ner-

vous, irritable state by his craving for drink, and
make himself worse than heAvould be if he had a
little

; althouo;h a man will e;et round sooner if

he abstains totally, if the patient is m that way
it is often desirable to give him a small quantity,

what might be termed " tapering" him otF'

2195. in point of fact, you use stimulants only

medicinally ?— Only medicinally.

2196. And if you have occasion to give a man
stimulants you do not put it before him on the

table?-- No, I always administer it in my own
private room.

2197. Do you find it difficult to provide occu-

pation for the patients ?—That is a difficult point.

2198. Time is liable to hang rather heavily

on their hands?—Yes; we have a subscrijition

library, very good fishing, and a billiard table,

and the walks round about are very fine.

2199. Mr. C. Bead.] Have you a garden?

—

We have a lar2;e a'arden.

2200. C/tau-nian.'] Have you had numerous
applications for admission to the Homes?—AVe
have had a large number, and are having them
now.

2201. Of course these persons, as a rule, pay
th'^ir way ?—Every one that \vc have.

0.73.

2202. Have you had occasion to decline se- Mr. Famett.
veral because of the terms which it was neces-
sary to pay for them ?—Yes ; we have had many April

cases in which we could not take the patients '^7^'

upon the terms offered, and they could not pay
our terms.

2203. I believe that Mr. Nurse was first

prompted to this step by observing the terrible
ravages of intemperance, and by a desire to be
useful, and that he has not made a ]irofit by the
transaction?—He has lost money by it, very
considerably ; he has taken many patients for
nothing.

2204. Judging 'from the number of applica-
tions made to you, do you think that these
establishments might be made to j)ay their own
way ?—I think so. There is one thing I think
very desirable, that is not to have ladies and
gentlemen in the same establishment.

2204*. At present you have no surveillance
of any kind ; no one has any right to come whom
you do not choose to invite ?—No.

2205. But in the event of these establishments
becoming numerous, it would be necessary to in-

stitute some proper inspection ?—Yes, I think
it would.

2206. To whom would you intrust that charge
of inspection ?—I think a committee would be
best; a committee of gentlemen in the neigh-
bourhood.

2207. Persons wholly unconnected with the
patients ?—Yes.

2208. Have you had an opportunity of consi-

dering the method by which persons should be
admitted to these establishments?—! cannot say
that I have.

2209. You say that your patients come volun-
tarily ?— Yes,

2210. You have not considered whether it

would be possible to have them admitted by any
other than voluntary means ?—No ; in paid esta-

Idishments, where, you have to deal with men of

refinement, I think it would be better always to

have it done voluntarily, if it can be done.

2211. Have you had any knowledge of the

loAver orders of ineln-iates ?—Not exactly ; I had
a 2)atient a short time ago, a man of no education

at all, but a very clever mechanic, a man about

57 years of age.

2212. Mr. C. liead.^ How many patients have
you accommodation for in your Home ?—We can

accommodate about 12.

2213. Is it full now ?—No ; we have seven in

now.
2214. All males?—One female.

2215. Are you a medical man?—No.
2216. Is there a medical superintendent at

all ?—Yes ; we have Dr. Fentem, Avho visits the

house.

2217. Have you had any difficulty in retain-

ing these patients, when yuu think they ought to

be retained ?—Yes ; 1 had one case in which I

could not retain the patient, and I had to go to

Nottingham with him.

2218. You could not compel him to stay?—

I

could not ; I found he would go. When I got

him home, I said to his Avife, " Your husband has

come home ; you must try and make him go

back."' After a great deal of trouble, I did

persuade him to come back Avith me, but the

next day he Avas off again ; so I found it Avas

of no use. He Avas an elderly man. It was not

a case which I could get the man's money from

him.

Q 3 2219. You
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Fawcett. 2219. You think, if these institutions became

. o-eneral, it would be necessary to have some

^P"^ power of detention over the patients ?—I think

there should be some power, but it should not be

used except in extreme cases.

2220. Mr. Birleij.'] Have you had any previous

experience ofasylums such as these ?—I have not.

2221. What was your previous occupation ?

—

I was a banker's clerk originally.

2222. What is the scale of charges at the

Home ?—Ten guineas a calendar month.

2223. That is, of course, prohibitory to many ?

—Yes; but there are cases in which we take

persons at a lower rate ; we have taken them as

low as 305. a Aveek.

2224. Do you classify the patients ?—No, we
do not.

I

2225. They all associate together?—Yes.

2226. What outdoor occupation have they ; do

they garden?—No ; we have a very large garden,

an acre and a quarter ; we have also very good
fishing,' and the scenery round Matlock is very

fine.

2227. Mr. Miller.'] What is the greatest length

of time you have had any patient in yonr estab-

lishment ?—There is one gentleman who has been
there seven months ; he was there when I went

;

he has left now ; he is living in the village and
is perfectly cured.

2228. How long has he left ?^About two
months ; I see him almost daily.

2229. That is, he has not relapsed during the

last two months ?—No, he is perfectly blind.

2230. What is the average duration of their

stay ?—^Three months is the time we take them
for. We have one gentleman there now who is

going to stay 12 months with us; another has

been in a Scotch establishment, and his friends

wish him to remain with us two years.

2231. Do you know the history of the patients

after they leave you ?—In most cases we do. If
we do the patient any good he will be continually
writing, or coming over to see the place out of
gratitude to us.

2232. Can you give any statistics showing the
number of patients you have received ; their
ages, the length of time they have been with
you, and what has become of them subsequently ?—I will endeavour to do so.

2233. Dr. L. Playfair.'] Do you exert any
watchfulness over them during the day, when
they go out from your establishment ?—Yes ; the
plan we adopt is this ; we always go out with a
man until we think he has got the better pf his

habit ; then we trust him out with another patient
who has been there longer. At first we never
trust them out alone.

2234. Then afterwards do you trust them out
upon their parole ?—Yes.

2235. Do you find that they often break their

parole and obtain sj^irits?—There are cases in

which they do. Our plan is not to allow them
to have any jiocket money whatever. The cases

to which I refer have arisen from the circum-
stance of the patients having had money that we
have not known of.

2236. But generally, after they have received
the benefits of the discipline of the establish-

ment, they do not break through the rules r—No,
they do not.

2237. Mr. Mitchell Henry.'] Have you many
re-admissions?—We had one in the case of a

female.

2238. Did she return only once ?—Only once.

Mr. Nurse had an apjdication to take another
lady back again, but they could not pay the
terms the second time.
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Mr. Thomas P. Nelson,

2239. The Clunrman.'] I believe you are the
superintendent and manager of an establishment
for the reception of inebriates, called Queensberry
Lodge, in Edinburgh?—I am.

2240. When was that house first established ?

—It was established in August 1866.

2241. Where; in its present site?—In its pre-

sent site.

2242. In Canougate ?—South Back of Canon-
gate, adjoining Holyrood.

2243. Preyiously to that I believe Queens-
berry House was established?— Queensberry
House, or the House of Refuge as it is properly

called, was established in 1832.

2244. These establishments, I believe, have
been for the admission of ladies only ; is that

so?—QueensbeiTy Lodge has been exclusively

for ladies.

2245. Was the House of Refuge in Canongate
for both sexes ?—For 1)oth.

2246. With regard to Queensberry Lodge,
have you any returns of patients admitted there ?

—Yes, I have a return here.

2247. What is the number of patients that

have been admitted from 1866 up to the present

time ?—One hundred and forty-nine.

2248. Of that 149 how many are still in the

house ?—Seventeen.

2249. Of those that are no longer in the house,

how many do you consider you discharged cured ?

—Thirty-seven,

2250. Taking the 37 and the 17 together, that

is 54 out of 149?—There are 37 cured and 17

remaining in the house under treatmeilt.

2251. That leaves 95 to be accounted for?

—

Exactly.

2252. Of those 95 have you any re23ort, or

Avhat do you put them down as ?—Of the balance

there are bad accounts.

2253. Then you would put those 95 down as

failures ?—Yes.

2254. The 37 you put down as cured, you call

them cured because you continue to have good
accounts of them after they have left your
charge ?—Yes, to the present hour.

2255. Of those that have been cured, have you
any record of the average length of time that they

remained in the house ?—I have the exact time

each person was in the house.

0.73.

called in ; and Examined.

2256. Tell us the result ?—Five of them have Mr.

been in the house one month ; three for two Nelson.

months; five for three mouths; four for four ——
.

months ; one for five months ; one for six months ;
2° „ P*^'

two for three months; one for eight months;
'

three for 11 months; three for 12 months; two
for 13 months ; one for 17 months; one for 24

mouths ; one tor 32 months; one for 33 mouths
;

one for 36 months ; one 39 months ; one 64

months.

2257. Have you any corresponding account of

the length of time that those cases which have

turned out badly remained with you?—Yes;
there were 47 admitted for one month, and 14 of

these returned a second time ; five of them a

third time ; of those who have been admitted for

two months, there were 18 ; two of those returned

a second time, and one a third time ; we had
13 for three months, of whom four returned a

second time ; we had eight for four months, two
of whom returned a second time ; we had five for

five months, one of whom returned a second

time and a third time ; we had three for six

months, and one returned a second time and con-

tinued another six months; we had five for seven

months, none of whom returned ; two for eight

months, none of whom returned ; two for nine

months, one of whom had been in on shorter

periods before, and at the nine mouths' end came
back a fourth time ; we had two for 10 months,

none of whom returned ; two for 11 months, none

of whom returned; two for 12 months, none of

whom returned ; one for 16 months, who returned

a second time; we had one for 21 mouths, and

that one returned a second time ; we had one for

24 months, and she returned a second time ; we
had one for 29 months, who returned a second

time ; we had one for 30 months, Avho did not re-

turn ; one for 32 months who did not return
;

one for 64 months, Avho is still in the house, but

is perfectly cured ; the reason for her being there

is that her friends cannot repose confidence in

her, and would rather board her with us.

2258. Those of whom you have just given an

account, I understand, with one exception, you
consider as failures ?—No, I do not.

2259. The question I asked yon was, whether
you could give an account of the length of resi-

dence of those cases that you thought had turned

Q 4 out
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Mr. out unsuccessfully ?—Do you mean the ones who

Nelson. are not spoken of at all, or those whom I have

named.
30 April 2260. You have given me an account of 37

'^^T^' cures, and you have given an account, striking

off those that are still in the house, of 95 persons

who you considered did not turn out successfully.

Have you any record of the length of time the

unsuccessful cases remained in the house ?—Yes.

2261. Have you averaged that?—I have not.

2262. Will you strike an average and give

that in to the Committee ?—Yes.

2263. Were all these patients admitted

voluntarily —Yes.

2264. Do you mean by the word " voluntarily,"

at their own request, or the request of then-

friends?—On the urgent solicitation of their

friends.

2265. IS'one of these patients had any cer-

tificates ?— No certificates.

2266. In order to admit them, I presume you

have some form of admission ?—Yes.

2267. Is the form of admission which you
have put in my hands the one that you make
use of ?—Yes, that is the form.

2268. You put that in as the form?—Yes.

(See Appendix.^

2269. Upon these formalities you admit the

patient?— Yes.

2270. Practically have you found that persons

are willing to abide on these terms, or are they
anxious, after a certain length of time, to break
them and to go out ?—I find they very soon be-

come fretful and impatient. It is a most difficult

thing to induce them to be reconciled to the

residence at all. In fact, the greatest difficulty

I have had has been in dealing with the varied

temperaments and dispositions of the patients.

They are piit in ostensibly for a month, but the

husband or relative intends them to remain
longer. At the end of that month, when they
expect to go, they are told they must remain
another mouth. This sets them in a fever again,

and they are in a contiiaual turmoil ; we thus
work at a great disadvantage, for they are always
in a state of irritation and anxiety. That is one
of the principal things that led me to look so

favourably upon a Bill which I saw proposed to

be brought into Parliament for making the deten-
tion compulsory. I found it operated most bene-
ficially in cases where the law did not exactly
reach, but where the sheriff exercised a wise
discretion in regard to persons brought before
him, drunken women who were demoralising
their families, keeping them all in wretchedness,
pawning their clothes, keeping their husbands
from sleep, having no food ready for them, and
everything abuse! I advised these parties to

commit the wife to the police, to make the case
known to the superintendent of police, in order
that it might be laid before the magistrates the
next day. They, on hearing it, did not wish to
bring scandal upon the family by sending the
mother to prison, but they gave her the option of
going to prison or of coming to us. These per-
sons invariably chose to come to us, and when
sent by a magistrate in that way (because they
were brought to me by a constable), they were
perfectly resigned and calm for the whole time
of their incarceration, showing me that if they
had a fixed time put upon them during which
they were to be with us, we could operate much
more beneficially upon them.

2271. Do I understand you that they were

sent by a magistrate, and brought to your plac^

by a constable ?—Yes.

2272. Mr. Miller.'] Not all?—No; those are

the refractory who will not yield to a husband's
wishes ; who do not care to be reclaimed at all,

and set every one at defiance ; the husband is

driven to this extremity for the sake of his

family.

2273. The Chairmafi.'] That is rather extra-

judicial, is it not?—It is a choice given to them;
the magistrate could send them to prison.

2274. May I gather from what you have stated

that you are in favour of being strengthened in

the management of an institution like this by a
power of a reasonable detention of the parties in

the institution ?—^Most decidedly.

2275. Are you of opinion, if you had that

power, whether you would frequently have to put.
it in force or not ; that it would act as a deter-

rent?—I believe it would.

2276. In the same way as the threat of prison

leads to persons entering your establishment, so

the power of the key would prevent them going
out too soon and mischievously ?—Exactly.

2277. Have you had occasion to notice that

there have been at all frequent cases of insanity

occurring in any of your inmates ?—We had in

the Lodge one lady whom we sent to Morning-
side Asylum.

2278. Has your lodge ever been visited by the

Commissioners of Lunacy ?—Frequently.

2279. Not officially ?—No ; but tliey come
very frequently.

2280. Will you listen to this question and
answer ; it is in the evidence of Dr. Arthur
Mitchell. He is asked whether he has had occa-

sion to notice patients coming with certificates

dated from Queensberry House, and his answer
is, " Yes, I paid a visit to that asylum in conse-

quence of parties coming with certificates signed
from that place, and I visited it to ascertain

whether there were persons there who, in the

ordinary sense of the word, were lunatics, but
pei'sons of such description were not found." You
mention but one, and Dr. Mitchell says, " Yes,
I have lately observed that a number of patients

entering the asylum have been there"?— I refer

to one as connected with Queensberiy Lodge.
We have had several from the Queensberry
House.

2281. Mr. Miller.'] That is the Refuge ?—
Yes.

2282. Chairman.] Queensberry Lodge Is self-

supporting ?—It is.

2283. You receive no contribution from the

rates ?—No.
2284. Nor any subscriptions from patrons in

any way ?—Nothing whatever.

2285. I observe by your list that they pay
various sums in proportion to their being first,

second, and third class, and so forth ?—Yes.

2286. The aggregate of your expenditure and
income shows that there has been a surplus of

something like 33 or 34 per cent. ?—l^es.

2287. Mr. Miller.] Does that include interest

upon the capital expended ?—No ; it was built

by public subscription.

2288. Chairman.] Then you have not taken

into consideration ihe expense of the building or

of the furniture ?— No.
2289. At present it is a mere question of what

parties pay for board, and what it costs you to

keep and manage and direct them ?—Yes.

2290. Upon your showing, putting the first

cost
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cost upon one side, there is a 2>i'ofit of about .33

or 34 per cent. ?—Yes.
2291. Supposing these establishments to be

built and furnished, you have no doubt that they
might be made self-supporting, supposing they
were even much more general ?—-Yes.

2292. Have you numerous applications made
to enter this establishment '!—Not so frequently

as might be expected. We have many applications

that never come to maturity
;
they write to ascer-

tain whether we can take them, get a copy of the

prospectus, and then they write, saying that their

plans are not matured, that there has been a

display of repentance, and a determination to

reform, and tliey give the persons another chance.

There are numbers of that sort han!iiD!i in

the wind.

'2293. In Qucensberry Lodge I find you are,

as it were, one large family ?—Yes.
2294, And you havelialls for social intercourse

and recreation and amusement, music, and so on ?

- Yes.

2295. Have you any occupation for the in-

mates?—We do not employ them at all, but they
are mostly supplied by their friends with ma-
terials for v/ork for their families.

229G. Do you find the want of sufficient occu-

pation a difficulty ?—Distinctly. When they are

idle they are at mischief, they are getting up
quarrels among themselves, or finding fault where
there is no fault to be found. The busy ones are

the quietest ones.

2297. Now I will take you to Qucensberry
House, where things are upon a much more
moderate scale ; are the forms for admission at

all like those for Queensbury Lodge V—There is

no form of admission there.

2298. Is that house self-supporting, or is it a

place of eleemosynary refuge ?—It is self-support-

ing, to a certain extent. We have about 400 /.

public contributions, and 80 /. a year voted by the

magistrates out (_>f the police funds, and we gene-

rally have about 200/. surplus in the year, so

that we are self-supporting. The profits of the

Lodge also go to augment the funds of this in-

stitution.

2299. But in addition to that, you have 400 /.

from subscriptions, or donations, or charitable

contributions ?—Yes.

2300. Have you any return of what has been

done at Queensberry House from 1832 ?— No,

I could not detail it, I have only been seven

years there. It had existed in full operation

when I went, and there was nothing of the kind

kept. It had a three-fold purpose to serve. It

was a house of refuge for those who had no claim

upon the parish, being able-bodied ;
although they

were able-bodied, they were all drunkards ; they

were clever active women, and could work well,

but they could not retain a position as independent

servants, because whenever they had liberty, or

could command money, they got drunk
;

they

could not keep in a situation. These we em-
ploy for all the menial offices of the house

;

we have about 50 of them working in a sewing-

hall ; we do not make any profit from them.

We have to supplement what they earn con-

siderably, because, although we put them to sew-

ing, they are not expert, but we must have work
for them of some kind. We have them also at

washing, cooking, nursing, and other things. The
household work is all done by the destitute.

Then we have about 50 incurable people, aged,

paralytic, blind ; these are mostly mothers and

0.73.

fathers of men who have been supporting them, Mr.
but who could not take them to live in their home Nelson.

when they got married, and therefore they board
them with us. There is another class ('pension- 3o April

crs,) having small pensions quite inadequate for 1872.

their su])port, and men from the army are not at all

fitted for work from their long habits of indolence.

We board these men for 4 s, a week ; we have
also about 100 tradesmen's Vt ives and daughters
as inebriates, who are paid for.

2301. But these are not inebriates?— Yes,
ihese 100 that I speak of are inebriates, the whole
of them : the destitute are inebriates too.

2302. You mean these pensioners and all these

joeople?—They are all addicted to drink, all

inebriates ; we have 300 persons, and out of them
we have 250 drunkards.

2303. Of these 250 that are drunkards, have
many been in the hands of the police before for

drunkenness?—Yes, and even have fallen into

their hands while they have been with us. INIany

of them are sent to us because the husband will

not tolerate the nuisance at home. He saj^s,

" She may live with you, and you may give her

wdiat libeity you may consider pro]5cr, hnt she

is not to come home to me.'' Occasionally they

are allowed to get out just to test their strength,

and in many instances they fall into the hands
of the police after getting drunk.

2304. Yon say the husbands say, " You may
keep them, do not let them come home tons;"
but what power have you to prevent them going

home to their husbands?—We cannot prevent

them
;
only they are afraid to go home because

their husbands are coarse men who would tliink

nothinar of kicking them downstairs if thev came
to the dooi'.

2305. Notwithstanding the unpleasant recep-

tion that they are liable to meet with at h.ome

they nevertheless desire to get out very frequent-

ly ?—They desire to get out, and I let them out

occasionally. We have certain rules of the insti-

tution for those who are willing to make it a home.

If they go out and come in under the influence of

liquor, they are deprived of liberty for a month.

If they come in drunk and have got into the

hands of the police, or there is any scandalous

thing of that Ivind, I keep them in for two months.

2300. Then your deprivation of liberty is based

upon the fact that if they do not obey you, you
simply turn them out, and they wont be so com-

fortably lodged ?—Yes.

2307. That is the influence you have over them?
—That is all.

2308. But if you had the power to say not

only ' You must not go out," but " you shall not

go out and you cannot go," the management of

your establishment would be more facile to you ?

—No doubt.

2309. Even for this establishment, which is a

quasi charitable one, you would desire to be

armed Avith the power of preventing persons going-

out wdien you know they would come home again

drunk ?—Decidedly.

2310. Would it be possible to procure the

returns from this house in Canongate ; have

they kept any records ?—No, there has been no

record. They are such a changing body. You
may have a woman brought in on Saturday and

taken home by the Wednesday. We have had

them for 20 years consecutively ; 12 years, 8 years

10 years are common periods of residence.

2311. Are there any other points upon which

you are prepared to speak which I have not asked

R you
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Mr. you about ; if so, will you favour tbe Committee

Nelson. Avitli them ?—I do not know if I have anything

to add of great importance. A few things have

30 April occurred to my mind in reference to these unhappy
^872- creatures, but I fear I am travelling out of my

province in going into them ; I refer to the

history of their cases ; I have observed to a gi'eat

extent, with those whom I have found to be in-

curable drunkards, that always in the family

connection, either in the father or the mother, or

some member of the family, or other relative,

there had been insanity, epilepsy, neuralgia,

hysteria, or depressed vitality; I have found that

these nervous affections were more or less ex-

hibited in the families of these persons. Tem-
perament is a thing that I have long marked;

there is an expression of feature, I cannot ex-

plain it ; it is a lymphatic temperament, at any

rate, and when these individuals have taken to

drink I have never known them to recover from

the habit.

2312. Then you would say there was that sort

of expression which the experienced eye recog-

nises in certain forms of insanity ?— Yes, but this

I consider as an hereditary taint in the family

which may lead a person to fall into dissipation

very easily. I also find a number of provocatives

to dissipation.

2313. I think we hardly want to go into that

question of provocatives to dissipation
;
you had

better confine yourself to what you were saying

about hereditary inebriety
;
you have already

mentioned the hereditary tendency ?~I have not

much to say, if you will allow me to continue ; I

call them provocatives, because I think they arise

from extraneous causes where there is no here-

ditary taint or trace. I find these in the people

whom I have had under my charge, resulting

from the absence of the husbands from home,
such as seafaring men and also commercial
travellers, whose wives have been left to fill up
their time as best they could, with many an
anxious thought about their husbands on the sea,

and the others who are ' travelling in the

country. I have also found very many cases

arise through the negligence of husbands who
have devoted their leisure time to meeting
with their companions and enjoying themselves
freely, leaving their wives to count the hours of

the morning before tliey return. I have known
many women trace their drunkenness to that

source and that alone. Another cause is harsh-

ness on the part of the husband. An idle life

on the part of those who have no children, or

have nothing to do but simply to get their hus-
band's meals ready, is another prolific source.

And, above all, as forming confirmed habits of
intemperance, and that under the sanction of
authority, is the case of women in childbed who
are ordered stimulants by medical attendants. I

would just mention another thing in reference
to the use of sundry articles such as chlorodyne.
I have found that ladies from over-sensitiveness
or exalted irritability of the nervous system,
have resorted to the use of chlorodyne in very
moderate dose's

; they have found that it ex-
hilarated them and produced a reaction, and
made them feel quite happy. They have gone
on repeating the dose until I have known them
take an ounce at a time. One lady whom I
had, who was a chlorodyne taker, was brought
to the house by a gentleman, a relative and a
medical man, and he told me what it was, A
fortnight after she was in the house I found her

perfectly drunk. I could not fathom the cause
of it, but on opening her trunk I got about 60
chlorodyne ounce bottles that had been emptied,
and she had taken these, rinsed them in the
washhand basin and drank the water, the rinsings

of the bottles. "On another occasion I found
three persons apparently under the influence of
drink, and on searching out the matter I found
they had got possession of a box of Locock's
Pulmonic Wafers, and had divided them among
them, and they were all tipsy.

2314. These wafers I believe are known to
contain a certain quantity of morphia ?—Yes, a
great deal of morphia. I might mention that,

as a rule, we give up the use of stimulants the
moment the person enters the house. We have
found no bad consequences arise from that course.
There have been instances, a very few, where we
have had to allow a little spirits for a night or
two, because the extreme wretchedness of the
patient was such that it was given with a view to

induce sleep if possible.

2315. Given medicinally ?—Medicinally.
2316. Mr. Miller.'] Have you followed any of

the persons whom you have reported to us as

having been cured, for any length of time after

they have left you ?—I have knowledge of them
up to the present time by correspondence.

2317. How long ?—One left in February 1870,
the next left in May 1867.

2318. Will you give us the shortest and the

longest ?—About 1867.

2319. That is five years?—Yes.
2320. Have you followed that lady since the

time she left you ?—Yes, I have had either

correspondence myself, or have heard of letters

from the husband to friends in Edinburgh, and
also to persons in the house, to the matron, the
chaplain, expressing their thankfulness that she

was continuing well.

2321. So that you are satisfied there has been
a real cure ?—I cannot say that, because these

people are easily excited. Whether it be a death
or a birth, in fact, whether good news or bad, it

has a tendency to upset them. I have one woman
in my eye who 14 years ago lost a boy, and she

took to drinking from that cause ; she was sent

to us, and remained about 12 months. She went
home, and remained away 13 years, when her
husband died, and that sent her all off again.

2322. So that she relapsed ?—Yes, just from
the strong exciting cause.

2323. One out of the 37 is still with you ?—
Yes.

2324. Is that woman cured ?—Yes.

2325. Being under your superintendence ?

—

Entirely.

2326. Queensberry House is an entirely

difterent establishment from Queensberry Lodge ?

—Quite separate. It is under the same manage-
ment, but the institutions are totally distinct.

2327. A considerable number of those who are

in Queensberry House, I think you said had been
brought before the magistrates ?—Yes.

2328. For what purpose
;
simply for drink ?

—

" Drunk and incapable," as the police phrase it,

found on the streets, not able to find their way
home.

2329. Had the magistrate the power of send-

ing these people to prison ?—Yes ; he might
send them to prison for a short time. He caii

fine them 5 s., or give them 24 hours, that is

all.

2330. You said they are sometimes sent to

you
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you for a short time?—That is a dIflFerent case ;

I was alluding to husbands whose uives would
not consent by any inducement to leave their

homes and come to us. The husband cannot get

on with tlie wife at home, she kicks up riots in

the house, and he hands her over to the police

for a breach of the peace, and when she is

brought before the magistrate, he gives her an
offer of going to the House of Refuge or going to

prison, and if she elects to go to the House of

Refuge, she is sent there, and afterwards becomes
reconciled to the residence.

2331. Is she there at tlie nublic expense, or at

the expense of her husband 'i-—At the expense of

the husband.

2332. You find that to ansAvor?—Admirably.

2333. And it would be still better if you had
power to retain them longer ?—Decidedly ; all

bhat we want is authority to detain them ; I be-

lieve the cures would be tenfold.

2334. Can you give us any idea of the time

that it would take under strict restraint to cure a

habitual drunkard ?—I could not.

2335. Your own experience would not lead

you to do that?—No, it depends so entirely upon
the constitution of the mind ; I have known some
people, some of those whom I have given as

haA'ing only been a month with us, who have felt

so degraded, and their feelings so lacerated from
having been put away from their faiuilles and
locked up there, that a month has effected a cure.

In other cases we found that 12 months did not

effect it. In fact there are some cases which
would not be cured, however long they were

there ; if they could get at the drink they would
jUj.,

take it. -Nelson.

2336. Dr. Lijon Plai/fair.'] Do you find that
husbands as a rule are willing to pay regularly 30 April

the amount that you charge ?—They are thankful ^^72.

to do it.

2337. Is what you charge them a remunerative
amount to the Home ?—They are not remu-
nerative patients. It depends upon the condition
of the husband. For instance, we begin with 4 5.

;

the 4 s. board is not remunerative, it is almost a
charity for the poorest class of tradesmen ; but
those who can give more, such as 5 s. 6 d., 6 5 Gd,
up to 9 s., these are remunerative, more or less.

2338. Will 6 s. pay ?—5 s. 6 d. will do it.

2339. I think your experience has been, that

you have cured 28 per cent, of the Inmates that

have been with you, 37 out of 132 ?—Yes.
2340. And you think you might cure a larger

number if you could retain them compulsorily ?

—

I have no doubt but that tlie result would be far

more favourable.

2341. "Tenfold" was a mere expression?

—

A mere expression, but I think the result wovild

be far greater.

2342. That you are aware is a very lai-ge per-

centage of cures as compared with the experience

of a great many other institutions ?—^Vhen we
say cured, we speak of how they have gone on to

the present time. They may be breaking down
now while Ave speak ; we cannot tell ; but I say

the deterring influence has been such as to effect

that ; it has staggered them into sobriety.

2343. You have correctly ascertained their

history ?—Yes.

Mr. James Wetherell, called In ; and Examined.

2344. Cliairmaii'\ I BELIEVE you are Chief
Constable of Leeds ?— I am.

2345. How long have you filled that office ?

—

Near upon six years
;
previously to which I was

five years chief constable of Oldham, and some
13 or 14 years previously to that I was in the

Leicestershire Constabulary^.

2346. It is superfluous to ask whether during

that period you have been very lai'gely brought

into contact with drunkenness and crimes arising

therefrom?— I have, very much.
2347. Have you given your considei'atlon to

the laws as they now exist with regard to

drunkenness simple and drunkenness connected

with breaches of the peace and other oftences ?

—

I have.

2348. Have you any return from Leeds on

that point ?—I have.

2349. What is your opinion of the effect of the

existing laws in preventing drunkenness?— In

my opinion they are insufficient.

2350. Will you say why ?—I think In the first

place, there Is not sufficient poAver in the hands
of the magistrates to enable them to deal effectu-

ally with drunkards. The fine of 5 s. under the

old Act of James, Is still in existence Avith re-

gard to simple drunkenness. Of course, money
was of much greater value at that time than it is

now, and therefore the penalty is comparatively

small noAV to what it was then,

2351. Have you considered hoAv far the ^nin-

clples of the Habitual Criminals Act Avith re-

ference to thieves coidd be applied to jtubllc-

houses and beerhouses ?—I think it might be ap-

0.73.

plied ; I do not see any difficulty In the Avay. I Mr.
have applied the Habitual Criminals Act very Wetherell.

successfully in Leeds, Avhcre it has been the

means of expatriating many of our criminals.

They have left us, and I imagine If they are

dealt AvIth similarly In other j^laces, they avIU find

themselves in great difficulty, and ])erhaps be
coerced Into a more honest course of life.

2352. HoAV do you think the pi'inclple could

be applied to public-houses and beerhouses ?—

I

think you should define an habitual drunkard by a

given number of convictions, and then, after re-

gistering him as an habitual drinikard, give no-

tice to the publicans of such persons, and if

they allow them to drink in their houses to ex-

cess, they may be proceeded against as readily

as they are noAV proceeded against for harbouring

habitual thieves.

2353. You Avould first of all define yowv ha-

bitual drunkard ?—Yes.

2354. HoAv Avould you define him ?—By the

number of convictions in a year, or a given num-
ber of years.

2355. Have you at all considered, from your

knoAvledge of the repetition of offences by persons

brouirht before the magistrates, Avhat would

be a fair number of times, Avithout prcssmg

too heavily upon the liberty of the subject?

—

Almost every case difters from each other.

There are some men who get drunk so constantly

that three or four convictions in a year Avould be

a sufficient definition. Some get drunk by acci-

dent, and others from the pure Ioa c of drink
;

they will have it under any circumstances. The
R 2 latter
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Mr latter are what I slioulcl call habitual flrunkards,

WetherelL men who get drunk from habit.
_— 2356. It would be necessary, m order to work

30 April an Habitual Drunkards Act on your plan, to have

^^7"- a short and emphatic definition ?— It would be so.

2357. You say that the cases vary very much?

—They do.

2358. With regard to the man who gets drunk

on Saturday night, and yet goes to his work sober

on Monday morning, and does his work properly

and fairly, you would not call him an habitual

drunkard, or interfere with him ?—No ; it is the

sotting drinkers who are not satisfied with Satur-

day night, but would drink Monday, Tuesday,

"Wednesday and every other day in the week if

they could manage it.

2359. Would you accept this as a definition

of an habitual drunkard, " a person who either

squanders his property, or mismanages his pro-

perty, or places his family in trouble or distress,

transacts his business prejudically to the interests

of his family, his friends, or his creditors, through

the use of intoxicating drinks, and takes such

liquors to an extent that he incurs a danger of

ruining his health, and shortening his life ?

—

There'is no doubt about that.

2360. You would have no hesitation in calling

him an habitual drunkard?—Certainly not.

2361. If evidence could be produced before

a public authority that a person was that, you
would consider that he might be fairly classed

as an habitual drunkard?—Yes.

2362. You would not interfere with a man
who, coming into town 011 a market day sober

went away tipsy ?—No, there are many who do

that, and never fall into the hands of the police

at all. 1 may say that if persons under the

influence of drink go quietly away the police do

not interfere with them. If they are incapable

of getting away, or are in any danger, the police

do intei'fere with them. They arrest them for

their own safety. If they are found committing

breaches of the peace, or assaulting persons, and so

on, of course the police interfere ; but if the man
is going quietly away, the police do not apprehend
him. Indeed in Leeds, we should not have cells

enough to hold them all.

2363i Having once defined the habitual

drunkard, do you think it would facilitate matters

if printed forms were placed in the hands of the

police, so that any person applying for one might
have it, and serve it upon a publican, or upon the

drunkard himself?—Yes, it would be a very good
plan, but especially I think the publican should

have notice, because it would so simplify the

mode of dealing with him. We have a great

diflficulty with regard to the charge of " know-
ingly harbouring ;" that has been a cardinal

difficulty with the police with regard to publicans,

and with regard to many other matters
;
you

want not only the person to be known, but the
particular crime. It is necessaiy that the pub-
lican should clearly understand it, so that there

may be no difficulty in dealing with him.
2364. I believe as a rule the habitual thief

haunts certain localities ?—Yes, so does the

habitual drunkard.

2365. You do not consider him a particularly

migratory animal?—Not at all. We have no
difficulty in putting our hands upon such persons,
and we should liave no difficulty in putting our
hands upon habitual drunkards

;
they do not

wander, as a rule. They have certain houses that
they frequent, I mean those drunden sots.

2366. You say that the method of treating

habitual drunkards by light sentences is useless.

What else would you suggest to the Committee ?

—I think the magistrate might fairly be en-
trusted with discretionary power to impose a
larger fine for the first cases of simple drunken-
ness ; instead of 5 s. I would make it 40 s. or even
higher than that, giving discretionary power to

the magistrates. When a man has been convicted
once or twice, I would increase the fine, and in

default sentence the person to imprisonment for

a long period. You might have a fine of 5 /. I
am also strongly in favour of calling upon a man
to find sureties as well ; I think that would have
a very good effect.

2367. After a certain number of ordinary con-
victions, compelling a man to find sureties, and
sending him to a place of detention in default,

you think would answer the purpose ?—I think so.

I think it would make the man more careful

when he saw the consequences of his act.

2368. And it would make those who are about
him more careful, would it not ?—Yes, because
they would suffer with him to some extent.

2369. Has your attention been called to the

question of the mischief produced by adultera-

tion ?—I am sorry to say I have seen very serious

consequences arising from it in large towns,
especially in Leeds and in Oldham.

2370. With regard to both beer and spirits ?

—

Both beer and spirits. Spirits on account of their

newness and rawness have an almost instantane-

ous effect upon the man who takes them ; the

spirit is bought because it tastes fiery and strong,

and it is sold when it ought not to be.

2371. You are aware perhaps that the newer
the spirit is, the greater quantity of poisonous oil

it contains ?—Yes.

2372. It is in that respect that you allude to

the newness and rawness of spirits ?—Yes, the

quantity of fussel oil in Rhenish brandies, for in-

stance, is very pernicious.

2373. Will you tell the Committee to what
extent you have noticed the effects of this adul-

teration ?— I have seen men come out of drinking

places staring about them vacantly, and falling

down almost as suddenly as if they were shot. I

attribute that to their imbibing these new spirits,

probably upon a large quantity of beer which they

have taken beforehand. They may have gone to

the beerhouse first, got imcomfortably full, and
then have taken raw whisky, which has acted in

such a manner upon tliem on coming into the fresh

air, that they instantly fall to the ground in a

state of stupor. Then the next morning you ob-

serve a livid hue in the face. Where it has not

the instantaneous effect of producing stupidity,

it produces frenzy, and under the influence of

that they commit very serious offences ; stich as

stabbing and violent assaults.

2374. It is not merely the dementia of drlnk^

but of poisoned drink ?—Yes.

2375. Your idea of legislation necessarily leads

up to a large amount of imprisonment ?—Yes.

2376. Because you do not expect that these

persons would be able to pay large fines ?—No,
but I should render it optional. I Avould give the

magistrates discretionary power.

2377. Have you considered the feasibility of

establishing separate wards in prisons or in work-
houses for this particular class of cases ?—I have
not gone into that much.

2378. You have no knowledge whether such

places
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places could be made to pay their way, in whole
or in part ?—Xo, I have not.

2379. Are you acquainted Avith the results of
prison labour in that respect?—Yes.

2380. Would it be fair to expect from a drunk-
ard who Avas sent every three or four months to a
place of this sort, that he should be able to earn
as much as an habitual criminal ?—I should say so.
If his drhik were taken away, I think he would
soon be able to labour. But the great difficulty
would be in respect of his family wliich would
suffer to a very serious extent if the husband were
sent away.

2381. The family would not suffer because the
man was put to work, but because he was de-
tained ?—Yes.

2382.
_
What is tlie condition of the family of

the habitual drunkard now ?— Wretched.
2383. Are there not many instances in which

the drunken father or the drunken mother being
away, the family is vastly better off?—Very
likely. Many oif the children of such parents
have to ])e sent to industrial schools and reforma-
tories in consequence of the bad habits of their
parents, and the negligence with Avhich the chil-
dren are treated.

2384. You certainly do not speak of the pre-
sent system in any terms of commendation on
account of its economy ?—Not at all.

2385. Between the cost of the recurrent sen-
tences, and the pauperism of the family, the
public is pretty handsomely mulcted ?— Cer-
tainly.

238G. I believe different boroughs and different
counties vary in their method of making returns?
-—Very much.

2387. And it is therefore rather difficult to

institTite a fair comparison between different lo-

calities ?—Very difficult.

2388. Do you not think that it Avould be very
desirable that not merely these offences, but all

offences should be recorded in all places upon
one and the same system ?—I have advocated
that for a very long period. I have in all my
reports dra^vn attention to the very inaccurate
way in whicli returns of this character are gene-
rally compiled.

2389. In the evidence which was given before
lis a few days ago, a gentleman connected with
the police stated, that over and above the number
of persons appearing In the returns, at least

20,000 |)ass through the police office without
going before the magistrates at all ?--AVith regard
to the boroughs that I have had to deal with,
every offence has been duly recorded, either as a
refused charge, or a charge coming before a
magistrate. I may state, that in Leeds, the re-

fused charges are not numerous. In the case of
a refused charge my attention is drawn to it, and
I require an explanation as to why the man was
apprehended at all. I know that it has been the
custom very often to discharge prisoners who are

charged with drunkenness, without taking them
before a magistrate at all.

2390. Colonel Brise.[ It has not been so at

Leeds ?—No.
2391. Mr. Samuelson.'] If a list of habitual

drunkards were given to publicans, and they were
forbidden vmder severe penalties to supply the

persons whose names appeared on that list AvIth

drink, do you not think that as these men became
knoAvn, they Avould render the laAV inoperative by
changing the place Avhich they frequented, and
that so frequently that the landlords Avould not be

0.73.

able to recognise them ?—That might be so in a Mr.
degree

; but my exi)eiience of habitual drunkards WetherelL
has been that they are generally to be found in a
particular locality. I Avould serve the notices 30 April

upon all the publicans in the borougli, or in tlie

district Avhere there Avas any probability of the
offence being committed.

2392. The great object of the habitual drunkard
Is, of course, to get drink ?— Yes.

23 "3. And if the publicans In tlie district wlilcli
he has been in the habit of frequenting Iiave l)een
Avarned against him, and Avill render "themselves
liable to i)enaltles if tliey supply him, is it not
natural to suppose that he avIU go a long Avay to
get drink rather than not get "it at all ?—Pie
might do, so; but the district i)o]ice Avould still

find him out.

2394. The police in the other districts Avould
know him also ?—Yes.

2395. Mr. JkruijcL] You received from me a
return presented to the House of Counnons, of
habitual drunkards ?—Yes.

239G. Have you examined it, and draAvn a
comparison between the toAvus of Sheffield and
Leeds as regards the number of couvictionj ?—

I

have gone into that question.

2397. No doubt you have observed in the
report the striking difference betAvecn those tAvo

toAvns, Avhich do not differ materially in popula-
tion, as regards the number of convictions, the
numlier at Leeds being much larger than that at

Siieffield ?—There is a great difference In that
respect In the year for Avhich tlie return is com-
piled.

2398. Can you explain or glA^e any reason Avhy
there should be that great difference, not in the
nimiber of persons charged, but in tlie number
of convictions ?—There appears to be a larger

number of persons discharged In Sheffield for

drunkenness than in Leeds : that Avould make
some little difference. In Leeds very few com-
paratively are discharged, and that makes the

convictions appear higher in number than those

in Sheffield,

2399. Do you mean discharged after convic-

tion ?—Discharged Avithout conviction. Out of

the 1,940 charges in that year in Leeds, there

Aveie 1,769 convictions. In Sheffield the number
Avas 904. In the year 1871 the discharges in Leeds
out of the AA'hole number of persons jiroceeded

against for drunkenness amounted to six per cent.

Avhile the discharges in Sheffield Avere 14 per

cent. ;
consequently, the ratio of convictions at

Leeds to the Avhole number of pensons proceeded

against is higher than in Sheffield. Then, pro-

bably, there are more strangers In Leeds than in

SlietHeld. I find, from our returns of cases of

drunkenness In 1871, Ave had 284 8tra:igers.

Leeds Is also a central toAvn in the riding, and
large markets are held, and a great number of

people Avho are non-residents, although locally

connected, frequent Leeds for many purposes.

Tliere are fcAver public-houses and fcAver beer-

houses in Leeds than In Sheffield.

2400. I Avill put into your hands a letter from

the chief constable of Sheffield, giving the number
of ]iublIc-houses and beerhouses in that toAvn.

Will you state Avhat the figures are?—There are

558 public-houses, 831 beerhouses, and 159 beer

dealers.

2401. Mr. Miller.'] Do you knoAv the popula-

tion of Sheffield?—It is stated as 239,947. The
number of licensed victuallers in Leeds Is 3G9,

R 3 and
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Mr. and beerhouses of all kinds 622. The population

Wetherdl. of Leeds is 259,201.
,

~7~
., 2402. Mr. Ahroyd.'] So that in fact, although

30 April
^^^^ ^ smaller number of public-houses and

beer-shops in Leeds than in Sheffield, the con-

victions for drunkenness are greater?— Yes;

that of course depends entirely upon the action of

the police ;
they may take a different view of

matters in Sheffield from what we do in Leeds.

My instruction to constables is that any person

found drunk and incapable, or drunk and com-

mitting a breach of the peace, should be appre-

hended and taken before a magistrate ; whether

they do that in Sheffield I do not know. There

is the fact I alluded to before of the greater num-

ber of discharges in Sheffield than Leeds.

2403. A-ssuming these figures to be approxi-

mately correct, one might fairly infer from them

that the amount of drunkenness does not depend

on the number of public-houses or beerhouses ;

the number of opportunities that a man has for

taking intoxicating drinks ?—Not at all, so far as

the return is concerned. There is a variation in

the case of almost every borough ; I pointed that

out very forcibly some two or three years ago.

2404." You properly laid great stress, in answer

to a previous question, upon having some uniform

classification for offences throughout the country.

Did you observe, in reading the letter from the

chief constable of Sheffield, that he also lays

some stress on the same necessity for uniformity ?

—Certainly.

2405. You have also sp<iken forcibly and

clearly about the necessity of a simple definition

of habitual drunkards ?—Yes.

2406. And I think in your letter to myself,

you there hint that probably a third conviction

within 12 months might be a simple definition of

an habitual drunkard ; is that your opinion?—In

some cases.

2407. If that were accepted as a definition, it

would be a very simple one?—Yes.

2408. And you think, although it might not

apply in all cases, it might generally apply ?— If

you were to make the definition to depend upon

a number of convictions, I think it would be almost

a good plan to leave it discretionary with the

magistrates ; if a man had been convicted three

times for drunkenness the magistrate should have

the power to declare in his judgment that the

offender was an habitual drunkard. The cases

before the magistrates differ so in degree ; almost

every case.

2409. So that you would not lay down a hard
and fast line ?—No.

2410. If a man Avas convicted three times in

the year, he should be considered an habitual

drunkard ; of course there might be exceptional

cases ?—Yes.
2411. Therefore you would leave the interpre-

tation of the word with the magistrate ?—Yes

;

I think after the third conviction, the magistrate

might say whether or not he was to be deemed an
habitual drunkard.

2412. If he considered there were exceptional
reasons for the man having three convictions, he
might exempt the man for the time being ?

—

Exactly. You will remember probably in the
Habitual Criminals Act there was a hard and
fast line made in regard to public-houses. It was
there enacted that upon a publican being con-
victed of harbouring thieves, the consequence of
that conviction should be the forfeiture of his

license, and the justices had no discretion. Now

that might in some cases work with great hardship
against a publican ; therefore in the Crimes Pre-
vention Act that is remedied, and the magistrate,

I believe, has a power to say whether or not the
license shall be forfeited. The same law is

enacted, in fact, with the exception of leaving it

discretionary with the justice to say whether the
license should go with the conviction or not.

Hard and fast lines are rather awkward some-
times.

2413. Generally you consider them objection-
able ?—Generally.

2414. You have already said in your evidence
that you see no great difficulty, in the event of
being able to define what is an habitual drunkard,
in extendino- the Habitual Criminals Act so that
it shall api^ly to publicans who harbour habitual
drunkards ?—Yes.

2415. You are in favour of such extension —
Yes.

2416. You speak of the effect of spirits raw
and new, that sudden effect on the man who
drinks them ?—Yes.

2417. Do not you sometimes find that effect is

increased by adulteration ?—Yes, adulteration in

the beer, before the man takes the spirit ; there
is more adulteration in beer than in spirits.

2418. There is adulteration in spirit?—No
doubt, to some extent; the gi'eat mischief is in

the publican buying them too new, almost fresh

from the still, because they are very strong to the
palate, and they bear more toning down.

2419. I suppose the adulteration of spirits is

usually by a strong narcotic, that makes a man
half mad and utterly unconscious of what he does ?

—Yes, some men do not know what they have
done, they have told me so, and in very serious

cases of stabbing they have been utterly unable
to account for their position the next morning.

2420. You would urgently recommend that

very stringent precautions should be taken against

the adulteration of beer and spirits ?—Yes.

2421. Mr. Aliller.'] I think you said that the

number of committals or times which a man must
be brought before the magistrate in order to con-

stitute him an habitual drunkard, you would
leave to the magistrates themselves ?—Alter a

certain number they should have a discretionary

power.

2422. Would you give a maximum or mini-

mum?— I think after three convictions in one
year, it should be discretionary to say whether a

man is Or is not an habitual drunkard. If he was
ordered to be registered as an habitual drunkard,

notice should be given to all the publicans of the

district.

2423. Would you not find a great variety also

in the minds of magistrates as to what formed an
habitual drunkard ?—No doubt of it.

2424. So that you could not in that way arrive

at any very definite rule ?—No ;
probably that

would ojoerate in some measure against it.

2425. You get apprehended by your men all

who are on the streets incapable by drink ?—Any
person found lying in the street incapable, and
running any risk of danger to himself by the

state in which he is, would be apprehended.

2426. Is that man brought before the magistrate

the next day ?—Yes.

2427. And punished?—Yes.

2428. Invariably ?—Invariably, with us.

2429. And that constitutes the difference be-

tween your system and some other systems ?

—

Probably so.

2430. What
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2430. What puiiisliraent, as a rule, do you
give ?—Five shillings is the maximum, or three

days for simple drunkemiess, and 40 5. for drunken-
ness acconijianied with any breach of the peace, or

anything of a disorderly character.

2431. Youv idea I think is that habitual drunk-
ards should be registered, and their names made
known to the publicans in the borough?—Yes.

2432. How would you manage to make those

people known to the publicans ?— By simply

giving the publicans a written document, or

printed notice.

2433. How would the publican know ?—It is sur-

prising what a little difficulty we find in that res-

pect ; as a matter of practice it is not at all difficult.

2434. From your experience there would be
no difficulty?— I do not think there would;
with regard to habitual criminals, the constables

go into the public-houses and point out these
men once or twice, and then if the puljlican har-

bours them after having them pointed out he is

convicted ; but they generally know them with-

out the police being at the trouble of pointing
them out.

2435. You Avould give your men the same
power of entering the public-houses to see whe-
ther those habitual drunkards are furnished with
liquor or not ?—They have power now to enter

at all times under all circumstances.

2436. Making their names known to the police

they would look after them the same as with
habitual criminals ?—Quite so.

2437. Mr. Clare Bead.'] You say that British

brandy is a bad spirit ; is that on account of the

newness or the adulteration ?—It is the newness ;

I mean the Rhenish brandy ; it is a very raw
spirit, very pernicious, and full of fussel oil.

2438. What time do your beer-shops close in

Leeds ?— Eleven at night.

2439. And the public-houses ?— At one o'clock.

2440. Do you often find that people half-drunk
with beer, when shutout of the beer-shops, go to

the public-houses ?— It is the invariable rule.

2441. What is the result?—Drunkenness.
2442. You think that a glass of spirit after

bad beer produces ?—Instantaneous drun-
kenness.

2443. In any alteration of the law you would
advise that beerhouses and public-houses should

be closed at the same time?—At the same time.

This return may apply somewhat to your ques-
tions. It is a return that I made for the 12

months ending 28 February 1871, and Avhicli

gives for evei'y hour in the 24 the number of per-

sons who were apprehended for drunkenness
simply ; for drunkenness combined with disorderly

conduct ; and for drunkenness and assaults on the

police. At noon there were 15 ; from noon to

.one o'clock in the day, 24 ; from one to two, 24
;

from two to three, 48 ; from three to four, 64
;

from four to five, 69 ; from five to six, 85 ; from
six to seven, 116; from seven to eight, 139;
from eight to nine, 134 ; from nine to ten, 127 ;

from ten to eleven, 241 ; from eleven to twelve,
midnight, 352 ; from twelve to one o'clock in

the morning, when our houses close, 306 ; then
they fall oft in the next hour to 146 ; the

next, 37 ; the next, 8 ; the next, 1 ; and then
6 and 7 is blank ; to eight o'clock in the morn-
ing, 3 ; to nine o'clock in the morning, 5 ; and
to ten o'clock, 1 ; to eleven o'clock, 8. That is

for the whole year.

2444. Is that the average in one day ?—That is

for the whole year.

0.73.

2445. So that the three hours between 10 and Mr.

one are the hours when the greatest number of ^^'etherelL

persons are apprehended for these oft'ences ?—
Yes. 30 April

2446. Mr. Miller.-] That is the average of ihe '^72.

whole year ?—This is what occurred for tlie whole
year.

2447. Mr. Clare Read.] You have reason to
believe that the beer is sold very much adul-
terated in some of the beerhouses ?—In the lower
neighbourhoods, no doubt.

2448. And the spirits are sold very new ?

—

Yes.

2449. And the two together make a man very
drunk ?—Yes.

2450. Dr. Lyon Flayfair.'] Do you think that
there is much habitual drunkenness in Leeds that

does not come under the cognisance of the police

at all ?—Yes ; there would be several cases which
do not get appreheniled, where it is done quietly
at home.

2451. Only several cases or a great many
cases ?—Speaking from my knowledge of the cir-

cumstances, I do not know of many cases.

2452. You think that if your mode of defining

an habitual drun.kard, as being a drunkard who
came under a certain number of convictions, was
adopted, that would cover the whole ground
sufficiently ?—I think it would, at least it would
have a very large eft'cct.

2453. Then the definition which the Honourable
Chairman read to you would complete those cases

which would not come under the action of the

police ?—Yes.
2454. Where was it you pointed out forcibly,

as you stated, the fact that drunkenness
was independent of the number of houses

opened in a town or a district?—That was
in a letter written by me in consequence

of some observations made in the House of

Commons in May 1869. I there state: "Brad-
ford, for instance, specially alluded to by Mr.
Henley, as coming out very handsomely," shows
only 191 drunken persons proceeded against in

1867, in a population of 130,000, against 1,340

for Leeds ; and an aggregate of 1,504 for the

smaller Yorkshire boroughs of Dewsbury, Ha-
lifax, Huddersfield, York, and Middlesborough

;

the jDopidation of Leeds being about 246,000, and
that of the united boroughs about 160,000; all

these towns are much alike in character of popu-

lation and trade, but what profligate topers do

the inhabitants of the latter boroughs appear in

comparison with Bradford ? Yet I very much
doubt whether any person hereabouts would
undertake the championship of Bradford against

other towns in respect of sobriety. Can anyone
suggest a reason Avhy the number oi persons

apprehended for drunkenness in Manchester

jumps from 5,639 in 1866, to 9,742 in 1867,

while similar oft'ences for the county of Lancaster

and borough of Liverpool, exhibit no material

difterence
;
why the adjoining borough of Sal-

ford, with inhabitants of the same class, should

return the comparatively small number of 455
drunkards in a pojndatiou of about 120,000, or

equal to one-fourth of that of Manchester; or

why such oftcnces in Warrington spring in one
year from 476 to 727, and tnose for the metro-

polis recede from 20,330 to 16,608.

2455. What explanation do you give ?—The
diversity that exists in making the criminal re-

turns, in the mode of compiling them.

2456. You do not think that the mere diminu-

B 4 tion
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Mr. tion of public-houses to a very large extent res-

Wetherell. trains drunkenness?—I do; I think the fewer

~~T~ -j beerhouses there are, and the better they are
P" couducted, the less there will be of drunkenness.

' 2457. You have not had any experience which

would confirm the evidence given by the chief

constable of Liverpool, that though the number
of beerhouses had very largely decreased in his

borough, the cases of drunkenness had conside-

rably increased ?—No ; it has been slightly the

reverse with us ; as the beerhouses have de-

creased our drunkenness has slightly decreased.

2458. Can you give us the figures?—-Yes; in

the year ending in 1871 there were about 1,600

persons proceeded against for drunkenness ; in

the previous year there were nearly 2,000.

2459. And do you attribute that to the fewer
beerhouses ?—Not entirely ; because in the year

that there was the greatest reduction in the

number of beerhouses, there was the greatest

number of drunkards proceeded against. In the

year 1869-70, there was a reduction of the

beerhouses from 674 to 647 ; and in that year
occurs the largest number of proceedings against

persons for drunkenness tliat we ever had in the

borough of Leeds ; this might be somewhat
accounted for by the adulterated state of the

liquor.

2460. However, you have no very great dif-

ference there ?—No ; it is not very great.

2461. Colonel Brke.^ I think you said that

your orders to the police are, that if a man is

drunk and incapable he is to be apprehended,

and that if he is drunk and riotous he is to be
taken before the magistrates ?—In both cases they
must be apprehended.

2462. In answer to an Honourable Member,
you said that if a man was drunk and incapable

he was to be apprehended and also taken before

the maa;istrates ?—Yes.
2463. Then there is no difference in the two

cases ?—In both cases they must be taken before

a magistrate and dealt with. The police have no
power to discharge any persons apprehended for

drunkenness. They must in both cases go before

the magistrates, whether for being drunk and in-

capable, or drunk and disorderly.

2464. Then actually there is no difference ?

—

Only a difference in the mode of dealing with
them. In the one case the maximum jjenalty is

5 s., and in the other 40 s. ; that is the onl}^ dif-

ference.

2465. The evidence we had from Sheffield was
rather to the effect that the increased vigilance

of the police was the reason of there being less

drunkenness in the town ; but I understand you
to say that it is owing entirely to the men being
apj^rehended in Sheffield without being taken
before the magistrates and convicted?—I do not

know whether in Sheffield persons are liberated

without ""oino; before the mao'isti'ates. All our

cases come before the magistrates, and are recorded
in the criminal returns.

2466. You have not given us your opinion as

to the desirability of establishing houses of refuge

or reformatories for habitual drunkards. Are
you of opinion that that would be a very valuable
mode of treatment?—There is no doubt it would
operate somewhat to reclaim them.

2467. How long a period of confinement do
you think would be necessary ?—I could not form
sen. opinion upon that. I have not a very strong
faith in reclaiming drunkards.
. 2468. Mr. Samuelson.'] You say it is the in-

variable rule when a beershop is shut up, that

the drinkers adjourn to the public-house?— Yes.
2469. Then I suppose you would consider it a

good tiling- if the beerhouse and the public-house

were closed at the same time ?—There oua;ht to

be no difference, in my opmion.

2470. What eftect do you think would be pro-

duced by the prohibition of the sale of drink for

consumption on the premises during the worst
hours of the day or night?-—I believe it would
have an effect in promoting good order. There
would be less street drunkenness if the houses

were closed earlier.

2471. Do you think that any injustice would
be done to the working-classes if at certain hours
of the day they Avere not allowed to assemble in

public-houses for the purposes of drinking, but
were allowed to fetch the drink away and take it

to their own homes during those hours which by
the returns ])rove to be the worst ?—I should say

that no working man ought to be in the public-

house after 11 o'clock at night. If he is, he is

there for no good to himself or his family.

2472. Dr. L. Pluyfair.\ I suppose you mean
no man, whether a Avorking man or not '.'—I think

it Avould apply to all perscms.

2473. Mr. Samuelson.l I suppose the difficulty

in making a rule Avould be, that Ave should be told

that gentlemen have their clubs Avhere they can

get Avhat they want?—That is so.

2474. Colonel Brise.'] You think it would not

be any hardship to close the house at that hour
in Leeds ?—I cannot see any great hardship to

any one. I think it Avould conduce greatly to

peace and good order.

2475. My. Miller.'] You Avould close the houses

earlier ?—Yes. I have always thought it Avould

be desirable.

2476. What hour would you say?—I would
not have it later than 11 o'clock.

2477. Mr. Samuelson.'] I suppose there is

another reason Avhy the returns of convictions

are not in proportion to the number of public-

houses, or to the population. It may be that in

some tOAvns the occupation pursued by the poorer

classes induces habits of drinking more than in

others ?—No doubt. In all our large northern

boroughs there is more drunkenness probably

than in the southern boroughs.

2478. Is it not found that the sedentary occu-

pation produces more drunkenness than out-of-

door occupation?—I think very probably it does.

Then thei e is a great deal of money earned now,

and a great proportion of that goes to the public-

house.

2479. Do the men abstain from Avorking in

Leeds during several days in the Aveek, noAv that

they earn high Avages?—A great many do not

work on the Monday ; a great many forge men,

for instance.

2480. ' Do you think that by their habit of

drinking on certain days in the Aveek they re-

duce the total amount of the Avages they receive

to nearly the same amount that they received

before, Avhen they were not able to give up tAVO

days' work?— I can hardly ansAver that. There

is no doubt a considerable reduction in conse-

quence of the habit of drinking. They are earning

now nearly double what they Avere earning a short

time ago.

2481. Mr. CReacLI How^ long ago ?—I dare-

say they are earning from 25 to 30 per cent,

more than they earned six or eight years ago.

2482. Colonel Brise.'\ You think it would be
not
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no hardship to close the public-houses at 11

o'clock in Leeds. Do you think it would be a

havdshi}) to close them at a still earlier hour ?—

I

think if3-ou attempted to close them earlier there

would be so much opposition that the object

might be defeated ; it is better to go gradually
;

in time, perhaps, you might get to ten o'clock, if

you began at 11.

2483. Dr. Lyon Plmjfair.'] When do the thea-

tres shut in Leeds?—Any time before 12 o'clock ;

about 11.

2484. Would it not be a liardship that a work-

ing man, coming from the theatre, should not be

able to refresh himself?—I do not see why he

needs it, as he had opportunities of obtaining it

at the theatre.

2485. Colonel Brise.'\ What is the earliest

hour at which you could close the public-houses in

rural districts in your division of the county?—
Our division of the county is a very peculiar one;

it is nearly all town. I think if we tried 11

o'clock there would be more chance of succeeding

than if we tried an earlier hour. For my own
part, I think that the sooner public-houses are

closed the better it is for peace and good order.

2486. Do you think in agricultural districts it

is necessary to have a ])ublic-house open as late

as that ?— I do not think there is any necessity

for it.

2487. Mr. Sarnuelson.] Do you think it would
tend to reduce drunkenness if drink was not al-

lowed to be sold at places of entertainment,

theatres, music-halls, and so on ?—I tliink that

drink should not be sold at concert halls ; I tliink

they should be conducted without drink.

2488. Do you not think that almost as many
persons would attend them in that case ?—

I

think so.

2489. And so would be kept out of the public-

houses, as well as prevented getting drunk there ?

— Yes; I think that supplying drink in concert

halls has a very bad effect.

2490. Mr. 'W. II. Gladstone.'] You liave no
doubt that the rise of wages has had the effect

of increasing drunkenness ?—I have no doubt
of it.

2491. I do not think you have suggested any
increase in the existing penalties for repeated

cases of simple drunkenness ?—1 would have a

maximum penalty of 40 s., and a maximum of 5 I.

for repeated offences, leaving it to the discretion

of the justices.

2492. Do you projiose that for the first offence,

or the second, or the third?—If you had a maxi-
mum penalty of 5 /. for persons found drunk and
disorderly, or committing a breach of the peace,

that would enable the magistrate to meet all

classes of cases.

2493. You would have a maximum of 40 s.

for a second or a third conviction for simple

drunkenness ?—Yes.

2494. After you have ascertained your habitual

dri\nkard, in what way would you propose to deal

with him ?—You could commit him to prison or

fine him to any amount. In cases where a man
comes before the magistrates very often (one

person iri Leeds has been up before the magis-
trates nearly 100 times), in such cases as those I

should not have much difficulty in applying the

penalties of the Vagrant Act.

2495. Mr. Ackroijd.~] In the letter which you
sent me on the 22nd of April you gave a return

of the number of public-houses and beerhouses
in order to show the result of the Wine and

0.73.

Eeerhouses' Act; you say that in 1868 the num-
ber of licensed victuallers in Leeds was 372 ; in

1869, 375 ; in 1870,374; in 1871, 369 ?—Yes ;

they do not vary much.
2496. Then the number of wine and heer^

houses in 1868 was 770 ; in 1869, 674 ; in 1870,

647 ; in 1871, 622 ?—Yes.

2497. So that the number of beerhouses Avas

about 50 less in 1871 than in 1868, although the

population had increased materially?—Yes about

150.

2498. May I ask if this decrease in the licensed

public-houses and in the beerhouses at all dimi-

nishes the amount of drunkenness or the number
of convictions ?—No ; you will see that the re-

tarn of drunkenness has been about the same.

The operation of the Wine and Beerhouses Act
in Leeds has been that better order has been
maintanied in these houses, less drunkenness
has existed in them, and less harljouring

of improper characters. We deal with land-

lords of beerhouses and public-houses in Leeds
for unlawfully permitting drunkenness ; I

speak of that most strongly, because I believe

there is no worse offence committed by publicans

than permitting persons to get drunk in their

liouses; it is tiie source of all the mischief out-

side. We liave therefore dealt rather sharply

Avith that offence in Leeds. There are very few
discharges take place in these cases. But drunk-
enness, strange to say, has not materially de-

creased ; I mean the number of persons appre-

hended.

2499. In fiict, the Wine and Beerhouses Act
puts the beersellei's and licensed victuallers on
their good behaviour, making them anxious not

to commit an offence against their licenses ?

—

Yes; that Act of Parliament enabled us to do a

great deal of good.

2500. The number of beerhouses in 1868 was
770 as compared with 622 in 1871

;
yet there has

been no proportionate decrease in the number
of convictions for drunkenness ?—No.

2501. Mr. C. Read.] Perhaps you would
imagine that there might have been more drunk-

enness if they had not decreased the public-

houses?—Possibly it might be so. We have had
three years of very good trade in Leeds, and that

has increased the offence of drunkenness.

2502. Chairman.'} Amongst the other causes

has the shortening of the hours of labour had

anything to do with the increase of drunkenness?

—Yes ; a man has time now on Saturday to

get drunk twice before he goes to bed.

2503. W^ith regard to the hours to which you
would restrict the beer trade, Avould you place

any power in the hands of the magistrates to

vary them for individual houses ?—I would.

There, again, a hard-and-fast line might not be

desirable. Although you may, as a general

rule, close all 2»^iblic-houses at 1 1 o'clock, there

would be a hardship in regard to certain trades

if 11 o'clock was rigidly fixed ; and I think the

magistrates should have power to vary the hours

as circumstances required.

2504. Would it not be a hardship to prevent a

man, who started upon his journey at 2 o'clock in

the morning with a load of corn to bring to the

Leeds market, if he found he could get nothing

until half-past 7 or 8 in the morning ?—Yes

;

and that is why I would give power to the magis-

trates to vary the hours. Such a man may better

be deemed a traveller than a great many others

who are noAV so called.

S 2505. You

Mr.
Wetherell.

30 April

1872.
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Mr.
Wetherell.

30 April

1872.

2505. You stilted that eveiy case occurring

before you is recorded by the magistrates ?

—

Yes.
2506. In the estreating of sureties, one of the

great difficulties is to find a record of the first

offence, is it not?—Yes.

2507. Then you would make every magistrate's
court a court of record ?—Yes.

2508. And in that way you would get rid of
the roundabout process of having to go to
Quarter Sessions for estreating; his recoo-nisances?— les; it IS a most expensive and a most in-

operative mode of proceeding.

Mr, Thomas P. Nelson, called in ; and further Examined.

2509. Chairman.'] I believe you are now pre-

-^j ' pared to give an average of the period of resi-

dence of persons in the Queensberry Lodge ;

you have given a list of 149 inmates ; from that

number you deduct 17 who are now in the house?

—Yes.
2510. Thatwillleave 132?—Yes.
2511. And the averao;e duration of those 132 is

about three months ?—Yes.

2512. The average duration of those who have
been cured is eight months ?—Yes,

2513. If you deduct the 37 cures from the 132

cases, that leaves 95, and the average duration of

their period of residence has been a little more
than one month ?—Yes.

2514, Whereas those who have been cured
have had an average residence of 224 days ?

—

Yes,

2515, That is a residence of one month as

against eight months ?—Yes.

2516. Therefore you are of opinion that the
very short residences have been inoperative ?

—

That is my contention.

2517. And you desire to have the j^ower of
strengthening and lengthening these residences ?

—Yes.

Mr. John Hueman, called in ; and Examined.

j^j-^ 2518. Chairman.'] You are at this time, I be-

J. Hurman. lieve, engaged in trade ?—I am.

2519. At one period of your life you were a

pharmaceutical chemist ?—Many years.

2520. At another period of your life you con-

ducted a home for inebriates?—A temperance
home.

2521. In conducting that home did you keep
any books or accounts of the persons who were
your inmates ?—I have the number of the names;
I was only two years in the work,

2522. I believe you offered your evidence here

from the impression which was made upon you
of the necessity of some effort being made for

the restoration of inebriates other than the

legislative enactments that now exist?—De-
cidedly.

2523. When you were in practice as a chemist

was your attention called to the question of alco-

holic drinks ?— For many years.

2524. In what way ?—I was frequently applied

to for a remedy to destroy the craving for alco-

holic liquors by individuals themselves, and also

by the friends of individuals who were addicted

to habitual drunkenness.

2525. You mean that persons came to you for

a medicinal dram over the counter ?—Not for a
dram

;
they asked for something to take away

the desire for alcoholic stimulants.

2526. I believe you also paid considerable

attention to the work which has been done on
the other side of the Atlantic with regard to these

cases ?—My attention, some years ago, was par-

ticularly drawn to that subject from a report that

I received; and from that time I felt a desire to

make an effort, in consequence of the great

number of persons I knew in the town in which
I resided, who were' some of the best mechanics
and tradesmen, and who would willingly be de-

livered from this habit, if possible. On reading
these statements, as to the success attending the

treatment in America, I made a small effort and
opened this home as a temperance home. It was
in a very healthy district, and there were other
persons associated with the inebriates. I had

some 12 or 14 persons who sought refuge under
my roof.

2527. How long was your home opened?

—

Two years, for the treatment of cases of this

kind.

2528. Will you state the number of inmates?
—I had 1 3 altogether, especially of this class.

2529. What became of those 13?—Five are

continuing well to the present time ; two are

dead : they relapsed in consequence of the time
being too short. One was a lady of position and
education. She was with me six months. We
had no difficulty whatever with her ; she was
most industrious and kind, and quite a nurse to

the others, and for .six months was perfectly free

from any desire to drink. But directly she was
at liberty she had given way to drink again, and
had run into such an excess that she had literally

destroyed herself. She was a young woman
about 33 years of age. Some three or four cases

have relapsed, and there are two of which I have
had no tidings. The last tidings I received from
one I had from a relative ; the lady had been
home for a short time, and they considered her
in better health than she had been known to be
in before. She had been in three or four water
establishments before she came to me as a per-

fectly incurable case. That was the last tidings

I had of her from her brother, Avho was a gentle-

man in good position. They considered her better

than they had ever known her,

2530. Upon the limited scale upon Avhich you
have been acting, have you formed any idea of
what length of time would be a fair average time
for the recovery of an inebriate ?—I will certainly

say not less than 12 months; in one case a person
came under my care for three weeks, having
been for 10 years a confirmed drunkard ; I gave
him a remedy which I use in such cases, I do
not believe in shutting the patients up

; they
must be treated like any other disease, that is my
idea, and then by degrees you may overcome the
disease, and the patients may be perfectly cured.
This person, on hearing that I was summoned to

the House of Commons, wrote me this letter,

which
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•which I read as showing the gratitude of persons

of this class to those who have assisted them.

2531. You say this is a case which you cured

in a few weeks, after the person had been 10

years a connrmed drunkard ?—Yes.

2532. Wliat length of time has elapsed between
the period of cure, as you term it, and the writ-

ing of the letter ?—The patient was discharged

last August, and the letter is dated 13th March
1872. " My dear Sir. —From what you told me
to day I understand you wish me to state the

advantages I derived from my short residence,

less than three weeks, in your home ; I do not

exaggerate when I state that before placing my-
self, by the advice of Dr. , under your
control, I was completely lost as a useful member
of society, and had over a period of several years

gradually arrived at that state ; and that but for

some such restraint I firmly believe I would
never have been able to have recovered ; and that

although only three weeks under your care I was
enabled entirely to throw off the evil habits I had
contracted, and have never since then, now about

eight months, felt the slightest inclination for

stimulants. I will not attempt to describe the

great blessing your home and your care and
kindness have been to me and my family, but I

often wish there were many of such places, and
that people could be induced or even compelled

to come in, thousands might be saved. I beg-

once more to thank you and your family for your
great care and kindness, and allow me to remain."

2533. Notwithstanding that, you still think 12

months should be the maximum residence in a

reformatory ?—That would be my experience of

all other cases that came under my care wherever
relapses occurred.

2534. Was your house conducted on purely

temperance principles ?—Purely.

2535. Did you never make use of stimulants

in any shape ; even curatively ?—Not in any
shape or form as a medicine. It Avas not in my
establishment ; in any medicine or compound, or

anything of the kind, nothing of the kind was
admitted.

2536. Had you any other patients within your
walls besides inebriates?—Yes.

2537. They are not included, of course, here?
—No.

2538. Have you formed an opinion of what
kind of places are most likely to be successful ?

—

My experience is this
;
persons who have been

under my cai-e have been in a very good position

in society
;
highly educated ladies belonging to

some of the best families in the country. I have
never alluded to their past history. After they
have been with me two or three days they have
no desire for stimulants, and some are very often

exceedingly agreeable and pleasing. AVhat they
require is a home of a high moral character, the

managers coming into daily contact with them,
cheering, encouraging, and sympathising with
them, and helping them out of their difficidty.

"We find they are exceedingly sensitive, and re-

quire great judgment on the part of those who
have the management in helping them to a better

mode of life.

2539. That is your idea of the idnd of in-

fluence that should be brought to bear upon those

who are in these homes ; have you experienced
any particular difficulties in carrying out the

work ?—The difficulties would be of several kinds.

I have here letters of application from more than
100 persons ; but very often these individuals
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have become impoverished and their means cur- M'r.

tailed, so that when we have come to the question Herman.

of terms, they have been unable to pay the

requisite sum. In the case of others, application

is made by their friends, who take every step but
the last, that of getting the consent of the indi-

vidual. I resolved not to take any under my care

without giving them full liberty to leave at any
moment. If during the night they said, " We
wish to go away to-morrow ;" I said, " I will ac-

company you home." I had no bolts or bars, or

high walls. They moved about my premises and
about the district. Of course there was a kind
of supervision which I and my family vmderstood.

They were made to feel that they were at liberty,

and yet under an influence, apparently unseen,

but successful.

2540. That is a difficulty either financial or

personal ; it is not a ditHculty that the law throws
inyoiirway?—The legal difficulty is this : per-

sons cannot be retained without their full con-

sent. Many wovdd have come if the friends

could have induced them, but in consequence of

the friends not having the law to enable them to

do so, they are still remaining in a state of in-

toxication.

2541. Supposing you were now carrying on
your home, would you desire to be furnished

with any other than moral and persuasive influ-

ence in retaining those who you know on going-

out would go back, to drink ?-—Certainly, I

would.
2542. What power would you wish to be fur-

nished with ?— I do not know how it may be used,

but there should be a power of retaining those

persons Avho are a nuisance to others and who
are bringing destruction to their families, for a

period of six, or nine, or twelve months.

2543. Supposing a man to put his wife Avith

you, or a Avife to put her husband Avith you, on

account of inebriate habits, you Avould Avish to be

able to keep him, or her, from going out, and
from returning to drink, until there has been a

sufficiently long period of abstinence from intoxi-

cating drinks ?— Yes, to get the health thoroughly

re-established.

2544- Then that power must be the pOAver of

locking the door at times Avhen you think the

person is coming to mischief ?—Just so.

2545. That is the poAver of retention?—Yes.

2546. And if that power Avere placed in your

hands you think that not only you Avould get a

considerable number of inmates, but that you
Avould cure a larger proportion ?—There is no

doubt about it.

2547. Do you believe it Avould be possible to

get persons to remain 12 months under such

terms?—They Avould be obliged.

2548. What I understand is, that you receive

only voluntary cases ?—Just so.

2549. IMeaning by that those Avho come in

either at their oAvn Avish, or at the persuasion of

their friends. You, nevertheless, Avould AAdsh to

have poAver to detain those persons, if you think

then- going out Avould lead to a relapse into drink?

—Certainly.

2450. Do you think persons Avould come in, or

that their friends Avould send them to a reforma-

tory if you had power to detain them for a period

of 12 months?-—I have no doubt about it.

2551. Even taking that as a minimum ?—Yes.

I made arrangements Avith the friends of nearly

the Avhole of these for 12 months. It is no use

for me, as a rule (there are exceptions), to take

S 2 them
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Mr. them for a less period. In consequence of ex-

Ilurman. cesses, the whole of the functions of the body are

. more or less diseased, and until there has been a

30 April thorough repair of the system, in every shape and
^^T'^' form, for a very considerable period, there can

be no cure. By such a course, they become

morally, physically, mentally stronger. The

longer you retain them the more respect they get

for themselves, and the greater the hope is that

they will not return to their former habits.

2552. Supposing the friends of the parties to

comply with what was required of them, and you

had power to detain them upon an emergency,

do you think you would turn out anything like

the same proportion of cures that you have suc-

ceeded in doing?—I have not the slightest doubt

of it.

2553. Your cures are five out of 13, which is

the largest proportion we have heard of?—It is

perfectly correct.

2554. If it is not an unfair question, may I

ask, why did you give up your home ?—It Avas

in consequence of the interference of the Lunacy
Commissioners.

2555. Did they come down upon you?

—

They sent Dr. Ciouson, who visited my place.

It is known in the neighbourhood that I am an

extreme temperance man
; my home was not,

therefore, looked upon with any pleasant feeling

by the sellers of that which I was condemning,

and condemning by an institution in their midst.

Reports were sent to the Commissioners which

were quite untrue. It was said that I had used

a kind of violence, and employed bolts and bars :

but I had no bolts or bars in my house. The
inmates could leave it at any hour of the day.

2556. I suppose they visited and reported ^o\\

upon the ground that you were retaining per-

sons who were of vmsound mind, without having
a certificated house ?—There was one case that

was the cause more particularly of the investiga-

tion. Dr. Clouson's first report was satisfactory,

and before leaving expressed his sorrow that it

had fallen to his lot to visit my home, as the re-

ports respecting my home were so groundless,

and he told me his conviction was I should hear
no more about it ; but when he was pressed very
hard, and asked, " Do you consider this person of

unsound mind?" it was just one of those cases in

which he could not absolutely say that she was
not of unsound mind; and although arrangements
had been made with me for a considerable time
which would have been a profit to me, the thing-

collapsed. The relative required to sign the

necessary tlocuments would not brand this lady
as being of unsound mind ; and the fact that the
neighbourhood looked upon the establishment as

a lunatic asylum, completely upset my scheme,
and I gave it uj).

2557. You think it would be clearly desirable

that reformatories or asylums of this description

should be entirely separate from lunacy ques-
tions ?•—Perfectly.

2558. But you would have them inspected ?

—

I should have no objection at all.

2559. You would not desire that they should
be insiiected by Lunacy Commissioners, but you
think there ought to be some direct individual
form of Inspection?—In this particular case, so
desirous was the patient of remaining, that her
friends had almost to resort to force to take her
from my building.

25G0.^ I do not know whether you have read
the evidence given by a gentleman named

Mould, who stated that he had had in the last

10 years 120 cases of persons whom he had de-

tained against their will in a house which he had
carried on, and which the Lunacy Commissioners
did not interfere with. He says, " 120 patients

in the middle and wealthier classes of life during
the past 10 years, have placed themselves under
my care in a so-called voluntary manner, but In

reality more at the instigation of their friends

and the persuasion of medical men, than of their

own free will. I have had them both in the

asylum Itself and in a private house in the
neighbourhood. Legally, one is bound to let

them go, but I have been in the habit of taking
an Indemnity from the friends or relatives of the
patients, and illegally keeping them agalnst'their

will, and have done so for as long a time as 18

months do you not think that is a most unde-
sirable state of things?—Most decidedly. I

have done nothing of that sort.

2561. If places of this description are to be
established, they should be upon some broad and
Avell-defined principle, open to careful public

inspection, and free from the possibility, as far as

human means can go, of collusion or improper
seclusion ?—Most decidedly.

2562. Have you considered the question of

the necessity of selecting desirable localities In a

sanitary point of view ?—Yes ; I quite believe

that mountain air and a certain dryness in a

country district are very desirable.

2563. Have you had ladles only, or ladies and
o;entlemen ?—I had three gentlemen.

2564. Have you had any difficulty with re-

gard to fiirding these people occupation?—Yes,
especially at the beginning, when there is no
disposition for work, but it is otherwise after-

wards ; the lady to whom I alluded became most
industrious and worked almost incessantly.

2565. You hold that occupation is a necessary

and important part of the treatment in these

cases?—Yes; In my case we had carriage exer-

cise and so on, when the opportunity offered, and
the patients were encouraged to walk out as

much as possible, and there was a regular jilain

diet.

2566. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] I suppose in all

cases it was spirits that there was a craving for ?

—Not in every case. There was a craving for

both spirits and opium and also hydrochloral,

which Is a most deadly drug. In one case it was
very painful to see the effect.

2567. Mr. Akroyd.'] You mention a case In

which in three weeks the desire for ardent liquors

was removed ; was that where you gave some
medicine ?—Yes ; I take aAvay all stimulants

;

many have come to me jjerfectly insensible and
druidc, in tAvo or three instances in a state of

delirium tremens. This individual was wild for

five days and nights, and I never left him, but I

gave him this medicine, and when he came out
of the delirium tremens he was perfectly well.

There was no desire for drink, and he has had
no desire since. He continued taking the medicine
some little time after he left me.

2568. Have you had any other case of perman-
ent cure arising from the administration ofthe same
remedy?—Yes ; there is one gentleman residing at

Newcastle who was never under my roof I went
to see him, prescribed the remedy, and he was
perfectly cured. He was in a position in wliich

he was likely to lose his situation ; he has now
been well nearly 12 months.

2569. So that it is possible in certain ex

ceptional
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ceptlonal cases that patients may be cured in less

than 12 months; and if you had the power to

detain them, you might be able to give liberty

to them before the 12 months?—Yes, I put that

as a maximum. I would not undertake the re-

sponsibility of a cure in less than 12 months
(that is the Avay I put it), although many may
be cured in three or four, or six months, and
never return to it again.

2570. Supposing you had a discretionary

power to detain them for twelve months, I pre-

sume before you gave a person liberty and turned
him loose on the world, you would have a pro-

bationary period for some months, so as to ascer-

tain whether he had acquired the power of self-

control ?—I should let them go out sliopping, for

instance, and allow them to remain as long as they
pleased, to see how far they could resist tempta-
tion when they were in the midst of it. That
would be my mode of treating them before they
left my house absolutely. That would be as

good a test as you could get.

2571. Your attention has been called to"the case

of the manager of a private asylum near Manches-
ter, Mr. George Williams Mould, who stated in

his evidence that he placed some of his patients on

pai'ole during a probationary period, they giving

their word of honour tliat they would not enter

a public house. Would you recommend that ?

—

Yes, decidedly ; that was the principal on which
I acted at my establishment. I put them upon
their good behaviour. I said to them, " For your
own sake, and for my sake conduct yourselves

properly, and we will do all we can to help you
out of your difficulty. These persons must be

treated as those who are suffering from a dreadful

malady; persons who can only be restored by
kind nursing and sympathy. In that way I

believe that even a larger number of cases could

be effected.

2572. Mr. 3IUler.'\ Your establishment Avas

formed upon the principle of paying its way ?

—Yes.
2573. Did you find it answer ?— It did not.

2574. Owing to the circumstances that you
have alluded to ?—I made arrangements with

most of these persons for 12 months, and in some

cases they slipped through my fingers in two or

three months, or in six weeks.

2575. If there were a power of restraint for

12 months, do you think such establishments

could be kept afloat?—Decidedly; there is no

doubt of it.

2576. You think there would be no difficidty

in maintaining such houses for persons who Avere

able to pay for them ?—There would not.

2577. Persons of a lower class, if kept under Mr.
restraint, would be kept at the public expense ? J. Ilurman.—Yes ; and then there is another class who would
be able to pay a certain proportion. Although I 30 April

have been out of this affair since last Septen";ber, 1872.

I am receiving letters almost weekly on tlie sub-
ject. I have had two applications within the last

week. One case is of a most distressing kind. It

is that of a married Avomaii wlio is addicted to

intemperance, and is c^uite a burden to her
family. They can. only afford to pay 30 /. a year
with her. I haye another case, that of a daughter
of a AvidoAv with limited income. The friends

thought that by a subscription they mi^ht help
to send her to me. I liave case upon case of that
kind, where the persons are unable to avail them-
selves of these liomes for want of means. Mine
was a small affair. I only professed to take six

or eight at a time ; that Avas the extent of my
accommodation.

2578. Mr. Clare Rend,\ You stated, in ansAver

to the Chairman, that you Avould like to have the
poAver of detention ; do you think there ought to

be a poAver given to relatives in any Avay to force

an habitual drunkard into one of these homes ?

—

My impression is, that if they are bringing ruin

to themselves and their families, and are appa-
rently hopelessly gone, the families ought to have
a poAvcr of restraining such persons until they can

be cured, just as in the case of any other disease;

they should be treated until the disease is

cured.

2579. Almost in the same Avay as you Avould

confine a lunatic ?—On the same principle.

Drunkenness is lunacy for the time being, no

doubt.

2580. Colonel Brisel^ You say you only had
ladies in your establishment?— I had two or three

gentlemen in a separate part of the building ; I

had only one at a time, who Avas supposed to be a

companion of mine, and Avas made to feel that he

Avas a visitor more than anything else.

2581. Were the ladies elderly, middle-aged, or

young ?—From about 30 to 55.

2582. You said you Avoidd like to have the

power of retaining them until their health Avas

thoroughly established ; are they out of health,

as a rule ?— I have no doubt of it. They are

frequently out of health before they become ha-

bitual drunkards. Several of the cases under

my care arose from the indiscriminate prescribing

of stimulants by the medical profession ; Avhen

they Avere Ioav and desponding they prescribed

for themselves, and at last they prescribed too

much, and so became habitual drunkards. iVlany

cases of that kind came under my notice.

0.73.
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Dr, Joseph Pareish,

Dr. ^" 2583. I believe you are a Physician at
J. Parrish. Philadelphia ?—In the neighbourhood of Phila-

3 May 1872. ^ ^
2o84:. And you are supermtendent and mana-

ger of a sanitaiium called the Pennsylvania

Sanitarium at Media, near Philadelphia ?—Yes.

2585. How long has that been established?

—

It was established by Act of Incorporation of

the State of Pennsylvania in 1866, and was
opened for the reception of inmates in 1867.

2586. Is it a private corporation or a private

asylum supported by private enterprise ?—It is a

private asylum ; it has an Act of Incorporation

by the State to give it legal position and recog-

nition, but it is managed by a Board of Corpora-

tors purely as a private enterprise,

2587. Media, I believe, is a sort of suburb a

few miles from Philadelphia?—Yes, it is a subur-

ban town.

2588. Philadelphia itself, I believe, is reckoned

the second city in the United States ?— New
York is the first city as to population ; Philadel-

phia is the second containing about 750,000 or

800,000 inhabitants.

2589. Is it a manufacturing city, as well as a

residential city ?—Yes ; there are large manu-
factures of iron, wool, and cotton there.

2590. With many affluent and rich people re-

siding there ?—Yes, quite as many, I think, in

proportion to the general population, as any other

city.

2591. I believe it is noted both for its public

and private charities, and the amount of philan-

thropic work done there ?—Very largely so.

2592. The population is a mixed one, I believe ?

—^Yes ; we have the Celtic and the Teutonic
races largely represented and the negro as well.

There are a great many coloured people living in

the city, and they are occupied chiefly as servants

and mechanics.

2593. Have you any Irish or Scotch ?—Irish

and Scotch, and a great many Germans.
2594. What is the size and character of the

Media Sanitarium?—We occupy a little tract of

seven acres, with a mansion upon it, which at

present is able to accommodate some 20 or 25
inmates, besides the officers and employes of the

called in ; and Examined.

house. Yv-^e are very anxious to increase the

size, though we do not wish to extend the number
beyond 50 or 60.

2595. Your patients, I believe, are males?

—

Yes.
2596. Can you give me the number of inmates

since the establishment Avas opened ?—On the
11th of June last, when we printed our annual
report, there had been about 200. The total num-
ber admitted ujd to the present time would perhaps
be from 250 to 260.

2597. I see fi"om the return that you have given
me up to June last, the number of j)ersons ad-
mitted Avas 235 ?—Yes.

2598. What is the legal management of the
establishment at Media, as distinct from the do-
mestic ?—Legally, we are simply incorporated,

with power to receive, but with no power to

detain patients addicted to the use of alcoholic,

or opium intoxicants.

2599. Plave you a board of directors?—We
have a board of directors, who were originally

named, or a portion of them, under the Act of
Incorporation, with power to add to their number,
and fill their own vacancies Avithout any limit as

to number. That board of directors hold meet-
ings, not always statedly, but frequently, during
Avhich they examine into the afi^airs of the insti-

tution, and give a general oversight to its con-
duct.

2600. With regard to the domestic manage-
ment, I AA-ish the Committee to have an accurate
notion of the internal management of one of
these establishments ?—The domestic manage-
ment is simply this ; there is a physician in

charge, with an assistant physician. The phy-
sician in charge has the entire responsibility

of the conduct of the establishment, so far as
its domestic affairs are concerned. He appoints
all the subordinates, both his OAvn assistant, and
all the employes, regulates their compensation, in-

augurates the discipline, and controls the members
of the family, be they whom they may. The as-
sistant in his absence is his representative, and
has full poAver to conduct the affairs in the same
Avay, The patients as they come are received as
members of the family ; the chief officer of the

house.
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house, however, having his own private apart-
ments with his family. The assistant physician
is supposed to be the head of the family among
the patients themselves, he takes his meals witli
them in the dining hall, and gives general direc-
tions and oversight. There is also a lady matron
who has charge of the housekeeping department,
and there are daily religious services as part of
the domestic life of the home.

2801. Each person as he enters this establish-

ment is registered?—Each person is registered as

to his name, his place of residence, his age, the
length of time during which he has been indulging
in excess, his social condition, his domestic rela-
tions, his business, and all that we can consistently
and respectfully draw from him. It is the duty
of the assistant physician to keep a daily diary of
the conduct of each inmate, so that if an inmate
has been in the house for a month, or a year, by
reference to the diary we can tell what his

conduct has been, what has been his general
desire for stimulants from the time he entered

;

if he walks or rides unusually, or goes out on a
visit anyvvfliere, it is recorded. There is also

communication maintained pretty regularly with
his family by correspondence which acts very
much as a check upon him as to his conduct.

2602. Have you no written or printed code of
regulations with which the patients are made
acquainted ?—Each person as he enters the house
is furnished with a little note-book, Avhich we
call a house ordinance. It contains the regula-
tions as to the hours for meals, and for retiring,

the use of the library, the billiard-room, and the
other means of occupation and entertainment;
the general rules for the a:overnin2r of a gentle-
man under such circumstances. One of these
rules is, that under no circumstances is an in-

mate allowed to procure intoxicating liquors.

If he goes out, he is not allowed to bring back
intoxicating liquors into the house. If that is

done, the liquors are confiscated, and a deliberate

repetition of that sort of behaviour subjects the

person to the risk of dismissal.

2603. Suj^posing an inmate of the house refuses

to comjdy generally with the ordinances of the

house (independently of this particular regida-

tion), you send him away ?—We notify him that

he is not a suitable inmate for the house.

2604. And that is the only control you hfove

over him beyond the influence of persuasion, and
so forth ?—That is the only control we have over
the voluntary cases ; those gentlemen Avho come
and offer themselves as they would to an hotel at

a watering-place, or any other health-seeking

establishment. We have no legal authority

Avhatever over them, but we have a right as

householders to dismiss them from the house if

they do not comply with the rules.

2605. You say that religious services form part

of your regular arrangements ?— Yes
;

every

evening the whole family are assembled in the

parlour. We have an organ, and there is reading

of the Sci'iptures and prayer.

2606. Is there any particular medicinal treat-

ment that you adopt ?—Nothing that Ave can call

sjiecific Each patient is received as an indi-

vidual, and his case is examined, and treated ac-

cordingly. Of course, men who are young in the

habit of using intoxi'cants, and those who have
long indulged in the habit, and are broken down in

health, require a very different sort of medical

treatment. They all require very great care in

0,73.

that respect. Even young men, or men who j),.

are apparently in good'health, frequently exhibit J, Par'rish.
some degree of nervous depression, or an unusual

"

excitability of temperament, which is generally 3 May 1872
perhaps the exciting cause of their excess. 'I he
object in each case is to equalise if possible the
forces, to bring a man to himself, to retain him
long enough to have him established, so that his
im])ulsive nature will be under control. In the
older cases, there is frequently evidence of
organic disease, as liver softening, kidney and
bladder disease]; rheumatism also is^ a very common
associate of alcoholic excess.

2607. Do you make use of stimulants as part
of your treatment medicinally ?—Yes, and only
medicinally

; but that not in every case. If a
man comes to us sober, he does not need anything
of the kind. It is only in cases Avhere a man is

getting over a debauch, or is brought to us in the
midst of a debauch. We then, according to a
common saying that we have, "let him" down
easily," instead of cutting him off all at once.
We sometimes use l)eer, or wine, or Avhisky-
punch, or something of that kind, in order to pro-
mote rest and quiet, as well as to increase the
temporary satisfaction of the individual himself.
That is one means of restraint to a man who has
no judgment. When a man has not the control
of his own will, does not know where he is, and
what he needs, we give him stimulants moderately
until he can be brought to a sense of liis condition
to know Avhere he is, and what his responsibilities

are.

2608. But stimulants form no part of your
dietetic treatment ?—Never.

2G09. Will you be so good as to describe to us
what we may call the moral restraint to which
your patients are subjected ?—The moral restraint

is self-imposed. The fact of an individual

making iqi his mind independently to go to such
a place, is of itself a step tOAvards his reformation.
In addition to that, Avhen he enters, he is with-
draAvn from the associations that he has been
accustomed to, from the temptations with Avhich

he has been surrounded in society, and in, that
respect is able to come to himself.

2610. Do you alloAV him to be master of any
money at all ?—No ; one of the rules of the house
is, that when a man enters, he has to dispose of
his money ; he gives up what pocket money he may
have to the physician, A\dio places it to his credit,

and Avho allows him only to use it under circum-
stances of necessity, for his little incidental
daily Avauts, tobacco, stationary, stamps, the
laundress, and matters of that sort. There are

reasons Avhy that should be done, independently
of the danger of allowing a man to have money
himself; he is very apt to loan it to others, and
the presence of money among a croAvd of men
of that description, is a temptation Avhicli it is

better to Avithdraw from them.

2611. It is implied that the house ordinance is

accepted by the person, and you seek to imj)res3

upon him that his honour is at stake, and that as

all necessary proAusion is made for his comfort,

it is his duty to cultivate self-respect and self-

reliance ?—Yes ; the principle upon which the

institution is based is that a man must have his

self-respect sustained and cultivated. When he
comes to us he is given a good room, Avell fur-

nished and lighted Avith gas, baths, and every-

thing of that kind, and he feels himself taken

care of in a Avay that he has been accustomed
S 4 to.
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Dr to some extent. I omitted to mention in connec-

J Parrish. tion with the medical treatment what I suppose
'

luiolit come under that head ; the use twice a

3 May 1872. -vygek, Iiabitually through the year, and some-

times oftener, of the Russian batli. Every in-

mate of the house is passed through the process

of bathing by the vapour, as soon as he, is

able to bear it.

2612. Who settles with the patient the amount

of liberty that he is to have ; is that entrusted to

the physician ?—Entirely.

2613. After you become satisfied that the pa-

tient is enabled to place a certain amount of

restriction upon himself you begin to allow him

liberty —Yes ; all of them have the liberty of

th":> town. The building is located within the

limits of the borough, which is a mile square

;

there is a railroad depot with a dozen trains

o-oiug backwards and forwards in a day ; there is

the "town-hall with its library and museum, and

there are concerts and lectures, churches, re-

ligious meetings, and so on, which are open to

them, and which they use at their pleasure.

To go beyond the recognised boundaries and

the "immediate vicinity is a matter to be pre-

scribed by the physician. Very frequently the

patients ask to go to Philadelphia, a distance

of 12 or 14 miles, which they must do by train.

When a man has been sufficiently long, and has

given sufficient evidence of his desire and his

ability to do right, he is allowed to go to Phila-

delphia, perhaps to a concert or a public meeting,

or for mere change. If he returns all right and

has not violated the confidence that has been
placed in him, he is allowed to go again in the

course of time ; in that way his strength is tested

;

if he fails, consent is not given for him to go

again until a longer period of abstinence.

2614. Under these circumstances, if a man
wants to go to Philadelphia whose power of re-

straint over himself you doubt, you have no other

power of preventing him going but that of recom-

mending him not to go ?—No other power ; but we
generally compromise under such circumstances,

and send a man with him ; we send an assistant

physician or an attendant to accompany him,

which he will very often consent to rather than

not go at all.

2615. But there may occur conditions in

which you would rather not even come to that

compromise ?—Yes.

2616. And you have no power of saying,

"You shall not"?—No, not in the case of those

who are admitted voluntarily.

2617. Amongst the patients included in the
Return which you gave me, there were 122 ad-

mitted voluntarily ?—Yes.

2618. One hundred and eight were admitted
by the persuasion and at the instigation of their

friends ?—Y^es.

2619. And five were committed?—Yes.

2620 Will you tell me what the distinction

is ?—We have only one way of distinguishing
between voluntary cases and those that are com-
mitted. But the term " voluntary " ought not
to be used except in a limited sense, because a
great many gentlemen who find themselves over-
taken with excess, and whose friends recommend
them to go to such places, decline unless they are
threatened with being sent to some place that
they prefer not to go to, as, for example, a lunatic
asylum, or to be sent off into the country, in
some remote place, and be separated from

society. Eather than submit to such an alterna-

tive, they consent, but it is not really an inde-

pendent act of volition. The cases committed
there are sent under two laws. There is a
general State law entitled, " An Act relating to

Lunatics and Habitual Drunkards." That law
provides that any relative of an habitual drunkard
may present his case to a president judge of
the Common Pleas or Quarter Sessions. The
judge appoints a commissioner, generally a legal

gentleman of ability, in whom both parties

have confidence. This commissioner calls a
jury in his own office, so as to prevent any
public exi)osure of the case ; a jury, I think, of
six men. Both parties, the drunkard himself and
his friends, are notified that on a certain day the
case will be heard ; evidence is then brought for-

ward to show that the man is an habitual drunk-
ard, and incom^jeteut to attend to his own affairs.

If the evidence is satisfactory, the jury returns a
verdict to that effect, and makes a report to the

judge. The judge, under those circumstances,

appoints a committee of the man's person and
estate, or two committees, one for his person and
one for his estate, as the parties themselves may
determine to be best. The committee has full

power to take the inebriate, and 2out him where
he will, in a prison if he is refractory, or in a
lunatic asylum if there is any evidence of his

partial or his entire lunacy, or in an inebriate

asylum if he prefers it. Then he can transfer by
power of attorney to the superintendent of the

inebriate asylum the entire control of the indi-

vidual, so that he has as much authority over him
as a warder has over a convict in a penitentiary,

but such extreme power is but seldom exer-
cised.

2621. Dr. L. Playfair.l How is that jury
summoned ; is it sunnnoned from those who are

on the roll as liable to serve on juries generally ?

—No, they are selected by the Commissioner
;

he generally selects one or two physicians and
one or two men intimate with the law, or sup-

posed to be, and a civilian or two, according to

his own judgment. Then there is another law

enacted s])ecially with reference to the institution

of which I have charge, which describes the mode
of commitment.

2622. Is that what you call a special law ?

—

Y''es ; the provision is this : " Any person ad-

dicted to the intemperate use of narcotics or

stimulants, may, at the discretion of the proi^er

officers of the institution, be received for custody

or treatment, either upon voluntary presentation,

or, if a declared habitual drunkard, upon presen-

tation by such person's legally constituted com-
mittee ;

or, if having no committee, upon presen-

tion of such person's guardian, or next friend,

who produces a certificate of two physicians

setting forth that they have examined the person

so presented by his guardian or next friend, and
the result of their examination ; which certificate

must be verified by the oath or affirmation of

its signers, taken before a judicial officer having

authority to administer oaths, and have the written

attestation of such judicial officer that the physi-

cians named are practitioners in good repute, and
that the signatures professing to be theirs are

genuine." That is a law which was enacted

three years since especially to cover this insti-

tution.

2623. I think you said that there were admis-

sions at the discretion of proper officers ?— i''es
;

this law was prepared by ourselves and passed
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by the Legislature without auy opposition. The
woi'ds at the discretion of the proper officer of

the institution " were inserted so as to give us

the power of selection to prevent vagrants and
criminals and that class of drunkards who are

suitable for houses of correction being imposed

upon us. There are the words " received for

custody or treatment." We can only detain,

IS I have already stated, those that are recog-

nised as habitual drunkards and are so declared

by the authorities.

2624. "vVhat do you mean by "received for

custody " ?—The term " custody " was meant to

apply only to the class of cases that are admitted

under the law. We are " custodians " of those

who are committed to us by authority, but

we " treat " those v/ho come to us voluntarily.

That is the distinction that the law contem-

plates.

2625. The justices have no right to commit
direct to any institution of that sort?—Justices

bave no right whatever to commit to any other

institution than the gaol. The police upon the

itreet have a right to arrest a man for drunken-

ness and to put him in the lock-up. In the

morning he is brought before the magistrates,

when he pays his fine of five dollars and is re-

leased, or in default of that fine he is committed

for .30 days, or less.

2626. Mr. Downing.'\ Do you mean that the

fine must be five dollars, or that it must not ex-

ceed five dollars ?—It is five dollars, I think
;

that is the fine in the city of Philadelphia. In
the country it is smaller.

2627. Have you the Act under which the fine

is imposed ?— I have not ; it is an old law ; we
have had it In force for many years. I may say

that Ave make a distinction between drunkenness,

and drunkenness and disorderly conduct.

2628. Chairman.^ I think that law was passed

in 1854?—Perhaps so ; there are some recent laws,

which we may come to after a while, in which

the penalty is much heavier.

2629. Mr. Akroyd.'] Are these general laws

passed by a Congress, or are they only State laws?

—They are State laws ; the Congress has no right

to make laws for a State. The State is required in

its legislation to conform to the constitution of

the United States, but the Congress cannot legis-

late for a State. A law to be passed by the State

must pass through its two Houses, the Senate, and

the House of Representatives, and be approved by
the Governor.

2630. Chairman.'] When parties are committed

to the asylum, are they treated while there in any
other manner than the voluntary patients are

treated ?—No.
2631. Except that you have the power of

turning the key upon them ?—Yes.

2632. That constitutes the difference ?—Yes ;

we endeavour to conceal from the other inmates

the fact that they are committed, lest some in-

vidious differences should be made amongst
them, and Ave do not have occasion to turn the

key.

2633. We come uoav to every important part

of the question, that is, the number of cures out

of the number of persons returned
;

taking the

numbers admitted to be 235, you have returned

to me the number of 82 as having been cured ?

—

Yes, about one-third.

2634. I presume that different institutions vary

according to the views of the persons concerned,

0.73.

with some doubt as to Avhat constitutes a cure
; Dr.

IS that so ?—Yes ; I have been very careful in J. Par'rish.

my returns of cures, so much so, that the per-
centage Avhich our Institution offers is, I think, 3 May 1870.
less than some others. I suppose that, in the
treatment of auy ordinary disease, a cure is con-
sidered to be accomplished Avhen the disease for
Avhich the man is treated has been so far removed
that he can go out and attend to his business; you
may have an attack of rheumatism, and put your-
self to bed, and be under treatment for a month
and get well; jou go out again and you are cured.
You may have a recurrence of the attack, by ex-
posure to the same influences ihat produced the
first, in the course of a fcAV months, or a year or
two ; then you may go back to bed, go through
another course of treatment, and again be cured.
But in that sense the popular mind has not been
disposed to look upon this disease ; and though I
believe it Avould be perfectly legitimate to call a
man cured of drunkenness Avhen he has got over
his attack, I have thought it better to accom-
modate to some extent the popular opinion, and
not consider a man cured until Ave think him
permanently cured, though tliere is no such thing
as a permanent cure of anything. We have only
called those men cured Avho have been folloAved

up for a considerable time after their removal,
and have still maintained their sobriety and in-

tegrity ; but of course Ave cannot tell what may
happen to them in the future. I may instance the
case of a gentleman Avho came to the institution

that I represent, a feAV Aveeks ago, and Avhom I

considered thoroughly cured ; after being Avith us
he Avent aAvay, returned to his business and was
in the midst of temptation, in Philadelphia for tAvo

years. I frequently met him in the street, and I

occasionally called at his business place to see

him ; he Avas doing admirably Avell, and the last

time I met him in the street he told me that he
could not be induced to taste liquor any more than
he could to eat the dirt that Avas in the street ; but
in a very little time he was back, and he returned
under these circumstances : he had been A^ery

much pressed Avith his business, travelling about
a good deal, and Avas troubled Avith some financial

difficulties ; he felt a desire for stimulants, and
began to drink

,
first, I think some beer or Avine.

He felt that the thino; was overcomino- him, but
before yielding to his debauch, finding himself

being enslaved, he immediately returned, and I

suppose he is still there. But that man is never-

theless cured, in my judgment, because Avhen he

found that he Avas getting under Aveigli again, he

Avas enabled to stop, and retire from the Influences

AvhIch Avere likely to overcome him. In a short

time he Avill be able to go back to his business

again, and perhaps, having tried the experiment,

he will never again yield even to the taste of

liquors.

2635. Then your argument Avould be that had

he not been subjected to the peculiar circum-

stances, such as those you have mentioned, he

mio'ht have sone on without having recourse to

drink ?—Yes.

2636. Therefore you consider yourself fairly

entitled to call him cured for the period of cer-

tainly tAvo years ?—Yes ; besides he has a moral

basis upon AvhIch he can build, and some prin-

ciple in the matter, so that I suppose he avIII

have no difficulty in maintaining his integrity.

On the other hand, I may mention that a young

man some four years ago, Avithout parents, and

Avithout friends, Avas taken in, merely as a matter

X of
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Dr of charity, and kept over six months. When he

J Par'rislu left, I considered him as " Not cured." He went
*

into the western country, and within the last few

3 May 1872. months I have heard from him that he has been

thoroughly cured. During the time he was in,

I thought" he gave no evidence of that kind of

manliness of purpose which would enable him to

recover. When he was thrown out and obliged

to battle with the world for himself, without

having assistance from his friends, he summoned
what manhood he had left, and he has now be-

come a thoroughly sober man, though he was

put down on the record as not cured.

2637. Mr. Doivning.'] He has written to you

to say that he is cured ?—His brother told me ; I

did not take his word for it ; I was afraid to be-

lieve him ; his brother says that he has been

thoroughly changed. It is impossible to deter-

mine positively, when a man leaves, whether he is

cured or not ; he must be followed up. Some-

times some of the most discouraging cases will

turn out well, and some of the most hopeful cases

we are disappointed in.

2638. Chairman.'] You have exercised that

following-up principle to the best of your ability

before you have called a man cured?—-Yes, I

have ; and I feel it my duty to do so ; I prefer

not to deceive either the public or myself, by
presenting a larger number of cured cases than I

can rely upon.

2639. As compared with what we may call

the cognate condition, namely, that of insanity,

are the cures, as far as you have been able to

ascertain, in any fair proportion to the cures

which have been effected in those cases ?—Yes.

I had occasion some years ago under authority

of the Legislature of our State to visit all the

charitable institutions of the State ; the insane

asylums, reformatories of different kinds, and
penal institutions, and I took occasion to qualify

myself as thoroughly as I was able as to the re-

sults of the treatment of insanity. From my
reading of the results in this country also, I

think that the gentlemen who have charge of

insane asylums, classify their patients as recent

cases and chronic cases, and they base their

returns ujion this classification. We have,

perhaps, from 60 to 70 per cent, of the recent

cases cured, and of the chronic cases separated

from the others there are, perhaps, not more than
10 or 12 or 15 per cent, so cured : so that the

average results in regard to both classes of insane

would not be greater than the average results

of the treatment of inebriates in inebriate asy-

lums. Could we classify inebriates upon the same
basis, I think our results would be equally satis-

factory.

2640. The success in lunatic asylums is in

proportion to the early period at which the treat-

ment of the cases commences ?—Yes, it is so with
us ; I do not know what it may be here. The
custom with us is to classify recent cases on the
basis of three or six months' insanity. These cases
generally recover in a very large per-centage. A
drunken man does not find out that he really is a
drunkard for perhaps eight or ten years, and then
frequently notuntil he has wasted his property, and
run through everythinghe had; so that the average
length of time that men have been addicted to
excess before entering inebriate asylums would
be perhaps eight or ten years. They have been
long given to intemperance before coming under
treatment, and if it were so in the cases of insane

persons, the results would be much less than they
are at present in the insane asylums.

2641. Mr. Doioninr,.'] Was the New York City
Lunatic Asylum one of those you visited ?—No

;

I speak of the State of Pennsylvania.
2642. Chairman.] Have you calculated the

per-centage of cures, or do you find that it varies
with the class of inebriates with whom you have
to deal, so as to defy per-centage ?—It varies
with the class, though our averages are made
upon the cases that we have without classificar

tion.

2643. The average of cures is in proportion to
the recent or chronic character of the malady you
have to deal with ?—Yes, in jDroportion tp the
chronic or acute character of the malady. It

may not be recent, but some men, with very little

excess, are more deteriorated than others who
have gone on longer. I would not define the
terms acute and chronic to mean simply short and
long time.

2644. Is another element of success in the cure
the duration of time over which the treatment
extends ?—Very largely. There are some cases,

however, of inebriates who are addicted to what,
may be called periodical drinking. A man will

be sober for three or four months, and then go on
the spree, which will last two or three weeks, or

a month. He gets over it, and has no disj)osition

whatever to indulge in excess for several months.
For that class of case a very long term of resi-

dence in an inebriate asylum ought to be observed.
It is common with us to have persons under those

circumstances who really want to recover and
who cannot afford to be absent from their families

a sufficient length of time, and they take refuge
in an asylum whenever they feel that the attack

is coming upon them. I know some businessmen
who have this infirmity, and who when they feel

that the attack is coming on, having an uncon-
trollable desire to indulge in excess, instead of

getting on to a debauch, will run off from
their counting-house to their homes, get a satchel,

and come to Media, and stay a few weeks
until they have bridged over this period. Their
friends may think they have gone to New York
or Boston, or somewhere else on business, and
they go back again. By pursuing that course

repeatedly, they get over the habit entirely.

This is one very great advantage of institutions

for that class of persons.

2645. You have already stated that the average
of the results as regards Inebriates is more favour-

able than that of the insane ; that leads me to ask

you this question ; 1 believe that in America you
have not unfrequently put inebriates into insane

asylums ?—Yes.

2646. What is your opinion, or what is the

general opinion, with regard to such a practice as

that ?—There is a great deal of feeling now in

the countiy on the subject. A Bill was before

our Legislature in Pennsylvania last winter,

which, I believe, did not pass for the want of

time to get it through, though I think the senti-

ment of the Legislature was prepared to pass it,

making it a misdemeanor for any physician to

sign a certificate for an inebriate commitment to

a lunatic asylum, or for any physician in charge

of an asylum to receive an inebriate as a patient,

and imposing a fine upon either or both of a hun-

dred dollars, There is a strong disposition among
persons who have inebriates in their families to

send them to lunatic asylums, first, because they.

can
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can commit them there, or get them to go there

in some way apparently voluntary, and can have
them detained. I know a young gentleman now
who is in a lunatic asylum for a year by con-

sent which has been urged upon him by his

parents and friends. There has been a written

agreement signed by himself to remain one year,

because there was no power in an inebriate asylum
to retain him. He is there now under lock and
key, kept within the grounds, which are some 40
acres in extent, surrounded by a high wall. He
has plenty of room for exercise and enjoyment,

but he cannot get out.

2647. That surely is not a good method, in

a curative point of view ?— It is not, in a

curative sense. I think that the testimony of

the physicians I have come in contact with, who
have charge of lunatic asylums, is that inebriates

very seldom, if evei", recover by the treatment of

lunatic asylums. To satisfy myself on that

subject, I corresponded, about a year ago,

with the gentlemen having charge of institutions

in our State, asking the question directly, whe-
ther, in their opinion, lunatic asylums were proper

places for inebriates, and what Avas their expe-

rience in the treatment of inebriates in those

asylums, and without any reluctance they an-

swered that asylums for lunatics Avere not places

for inebriates, and that their success with them
had been very unsatisfactory. One of tliem went
so far as to say that he had never known an ine-

briate recover in a lunatic asylum.

2648. It is not only not good for the inebriate,

but not good for the lunatic, that they should be

associated together ?—Not at all; inebriates re-

gard it as humiliating and degrading, and consider

it a stain upon them for all their after life.

2649. Are you of the same opinion as has been
given by eminent mental pathologists to this

Committee, that the treatment of the insane often

involves dietetical conditions which are essentially

unfit for the inebriate ?—No doubt of it.

2650. In the Return to which I have referred

more than once, I find that a certain number of

your cases were re-admitted ?—Yes.

2G51. You had 14 cases that were admitted

twice, and four cases that were admitted thrice,

and the average period between the re-admissions

was only four months ; do you attribute that to

the fact that the persons did not remain long

enough upon their first visit?—Yes.

2652. The consequence was that they relapsed

quickly into habits of drink ?—Yes.

2653. I observe also that you give, as the ave-

rage period of residence of each patient in your
institution, abour 100 days?—Yes.

2654. Can you give the Committee the maxi-
mum and minimum?— I think I can. Some
remain a year or more. I have had a few
cases that have remained only a week. It

is not unfrequently the case that a gentleman
who is intoxicated, who comes home and injures

or interrupts the peace of the family, is put
into a carriage by them without his knowing
anything about it, and driven to the institu-

tion. He there becomes sober, finds where he
is, wakes up to a sense of what has been done
with him, gets over his immediate trouble and
returns home.

2655. Mr. Downing.'\ Do you feel justified in

keeping him?—Not contrary to his Avill. We
cannot keep him imder our law.

0.73.

2656. Chairman.'] In the same Eeturn I see Dr.
that you put down 63 cases as being incurable. Is J. Parrish.
the Committee to consider that those are jiersous
so hopelessly sunk in drink, or so hopelessly 3^371872.
diseased organically, that you saw no chance of
cure ?—J\'o ; I have only put them down as in-
curable, with the facilities that Ave have. I
believe that many of these men could be tho-
roughly cured if there Avas poAver to retain them
for a sufiScient length of time. If they knew
when they went out from the establishment that
if they returned to their habits they Avould be
sent back to the institution, it Avonld be useful to
them.

2657. Then that goes to strengthen your
statement that, Avith a longer poAver of retention,
your number of cures would be considerably
augmented ?—No doubt.

2658. I see there are tAvo persons returned as
having become insane Avldlst at your institution ?—Yes; they Avere partially insane Avhen they
came.

2659. What is your opinion about the direct
connection between insanity and drunkenness ?

—

Insanity and inebriety are tAvo very different dis-

orders, and require different modes of treatment.
I have examined that subject so far as the
reports of institutions for the insane are concerned
pretty thoruughly, and I have a reference to it by
Dr. Kirkbride, Avho is the superintendent of the
Penusylvanian Hospital for the Insane, and has
had under his care for many years past a great
many insane persons. But I Avill first read a
paragraph or two from a report that I had the
pleasure of reading before the Medical Society
of Pennsylvania on the subject, " To ansAver

this question logically and fairly, Ave must dis-

tinsruish. The Avord insane, accordino- to its

etymology, means unsound, and m this in-

determinate sense is often loosely used. If

this broad definition be accepted, cA'ery man
Avho exhibits disordered mental action, is in-

sane. Under it is embraced not merely the

drunkard, but all human beings ; to use the Avord

in this sense, therefore, Avould be manifestly un-
reasonable. Men Avho are intemperate, either

from opium or brandy, are not in the majority of

cases men of insane intellect. Medical obserA'ation

and diagnosis have, Ave think, distinctly proved
that the diseased portion of the mind in such
cases, is chiefly of the Avill not the intellect

;
they

know but are impotent to perform. An able

medical writer. Dr. John Reid, in speaking of

nervous disorders, says ;
' We often act upon the

ill-founded idea that such complaints are alto-

gether dependent upon the poAver of the Avill

;

a notion Avhich in parodoxical extravagence,

scarcely yields to the doctrine that no one need

die, if Avith sufficient energy he determined to

live. ' An intoxicated man may have hallucina-

tions, be troublesome and even violent, but such

irregularities are analogous to symptoms of

mental disturbance, that are frequently Avitnessed

in the course of acute diseases, as the delirium of

fever, and in the various forms of cerebral inflam-

mation, and Avhich passes off' in a few hours or

days. Avithout the patient being considered

insane. Hallucinations and illusions may exist

Avithout insanity : they do not necessarily

involve perversion of intellect or judgment.

Indeed, the reason may be quite clear and com-

petent to discover the existence and causes of

those sensations Avithout being able to control

them. Writers upon this subject speak of in-

T 2 sanity
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J. Pairish. verted will, that prompts to extraordinary acts

which the insane person commits with lull intent

3 May 1872. matured design, and enjoys satisfaction with

the result, however distressing or dreadful it

may be to others. Many inebriates will to ab-

stain from excess in the use of intoxicants, and

indeed determine to abstain totally until the

occasion jn^esents, which controls the will, but

does not perrert it. They act in opposition to

it ;
they are captives, and the will yields to the

insatiable demand of physical unrest and depres-

sion, or moral infirmity. When it is over they

are stung with the bitterest remorse, and sink

into the deepest penitence and sorro^^^ Such,

however, are not the fruits of insanity. If these

propositions be true, it is clear that institutions

for insane persons are not the best means for the

restoration of the class we are considering, and

we think we have the concurrent judgment of

most, if not all, experts in the department of

insanity, in support of this opinion." The report

of the Pennsylvauian Hospital for the Insane

for 1870, presents the following facts : "There

have been treated in the hospital up to the date

of the report, 5,796 cases of insanity, only 446

of which are attributed to intemperance (a small

number compared to the popular estimate of the

relation of the diseases). Among other causes,

however, so far as ascertained and enumerated in

the report, nearly all are attributed to influences,

such as are constantly urged by inebriates and

their friends, as reasons for the use of intoxicants,

namely, loss of property, intense study, domestic

difficulties, political excitement, intense applica-

tion to business, disappointed expectations, want

of employment, use of quack medicines, mental

anxiety, &c. Who of us does not immediately

recognise these as among the commonly reputed
^ causes' of the intemperance of those who seek the

shelter of the institutions under our care ? If these

records are true (and wc have no more highly accre-

dited authority in suchmattersthanDr. Kirkbride),

their importance should have due weight in these

investigations. It may be furlher remarked that

as delerium tremens is not mentioned in the report,

it is fair to suppose that many of the 446 cases,

attributed to intemperance, Avere victims of this

disease, and not of insanity in the ordinary accep-

tation of the term ; and it is to be regretted that

the distinction between the temporary or acute

mania from drink and insanity proper is not made
in the report. The propriety of committing
persons with delerium tremens to the custody of

hospitals for the insane is not questioned : but

we cannot avoid the fact that delerium from
drink, occurring during a debauch, is analagous
to delerium from fever occurring during an
illness, and the necessity for restraint is but
temporary, the patient recovering without any
permanent leison of cerebral function or struc-

ture."

2660. Does your opinion coincide with the

deductions from that return ?—Yes.

2661. Then you do not attribute insanity

largely to excessive drinking ?—No.

2662. Would you be surprised to learn that
in this country about 20 per cent, of the cases ad-
mitted into our asylums are put down directly to
drink?—I know it is very common with us to
do so ; but I fear that there is not sufficient care
in the definition of terms. Drunkenness is often
the existing cause of insanity, but not so often

the real cause. I had a gentleman under my care
who was committed 14 times to a lunatic asylum
for drunkenness, registered 14 times on the list

of insane, and discharged 14 times as cured of
insanity. It was mania from drink ; it was
intoxication, and not an insanity of intellect, for
he is a smart lawyer, and is now engaged in a
great deal of literary business.

2663. Then you look to the exciting causes
which lead to insanity, as being also exciting
causes to excessive drink ?—Yes ; I think there
is a predisposition in many men to insanity, and
in many other men to intoxication from the same
causes, just as you and I might be exposed to
cold and wet and fatigue, and you may get
rheumatism, and I may get pleurisy.

2664. Mr. Downing.'] You think that there is

an hereditary taint ?—Yes.

2665. Chairman.] Still you regard it as a
disease ?— Certainly.

2666. And you would treat it as a disease ?

—

Yes.

2667. Is that opinion obtaining largely in

your country ?—Yes, very largely ; we have an
association in our country entitled " The Ameri-
can Association for the cure of inebriates." It

is composed of gentlemen v/ho are interested

directly or indirectly in institutions of this kind,

as managers, superintendents, directors, or
trustees, as they may be severally called ; and at

their meeting in November 1870, held in New
York, they issued the following declaration of
principles, which it may be well to read i

"1. Intemperance is a disease. 2. It is curable
in the same sense that other diseases are. 3. Its

primary cause is a constitutional susceptibility to

the alcoholic impression. 4. This constitutional

tendency may be inherited or acquired. 5. Al-
cohol has its true place in the arts and sciences.

It is valuable as a remedy, and like other

remedies may be abused. In excessive quantity

it is a poison, and always acts as such when it pro-

duces inebriety."

2668. Is that opinion endorsed very largely by
those who have considered the subject in your
country ?—Very largely.

2669. It is not absolutely ncAv amongst you ?

—No; I will read a paragraph from another

article written by Dr. George Burr, of Bingham-
ton, one of the trustees of the New York State

Inebriate Asylum. He says, " Nearly 60 years ago

Dr. Rush referred drunkenness to a morbid state
.

of the will. To effectively treat the subjects of

this disease, he recommended ' the establish-

ment of a hospital in every city and toAvn in the

United States, for the exclusive reception of

hard drinkers.' ' They are,' he remarks ' as much
objects of public humanity and charity as mad
people. Esquirol distinctly recognises the ex-

istence of a disordered condition of the system,

which leads certain individuals to the abuse of

fermented drinks. ' There are cases,' he con-

tinues, ' in which drunkenness is the effect of

accidental disturbances of the physical and moral

sensibility, which no longer leaves to men liberty

of action.' Dr. Jamieson, of Aberdeen, and

speaks of the propensity to drunkenness 'as a

morbid impulse, forming a variety of moral in-

sanity, referred to under the name of dypso-

mania.' In 1853, Dr. Woodward, of Worcester,

Massachusetts Insane Hospital, in a series of

essays, maintained that intemperance was a disease,

and declared, from his own experience in the man-
agement
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agenient ofmany hundreds of intemperate persons,
who had committed crime, which rendered con-
finement necessary, or who were insane in

consequence of this habit, that this disease was
amenable to treatment, and that ' a large propor-
tion of the intemperate, in a well-conducted
institution, would be radically cured, and would
again go into society with health re-established,

diseased appetites removed, with principles of

temperance well grounded and thoroughly under-
stood, so that they would be afterwards safe and
sober men.'

"

2670. Chairman.'] Is that 0[)lnion which is

held by the educated classes, and those who have
studied this question, the same as that which is

commonly and popularly held, or is there a ma-
terial difference ?—There is, of course, a very
great difference of opinion. Among medical men
there can be said to be but one opinion ; but in

the community at large, the popular teaching
upon the subject, and the punitive legisla-

tion that we have been in the habit of car-

rying out in America, have done a good deal to

settle the minds of many men who are called

reformers in an opposite opinion
;
they are dis-

posed to look upon drunkenness as a crime, to

classify it with theft, arson, and murder, and be-

lieve that it ought to be punished. Among men
who have given themselves to social science and
professional pursuits, I think there can be said to

be but one opinion.

2G71. Then that would lead up to the idea of

treating drunkenness in a fashion not at all in

accordance with the principle of fining and im-
prisoning the man, and treating him as a crimi -

nal ?—^Wc regard that as cruel.

2672. You are speaking, of course, of cases of

repeated and frequent druiikcnness ?—Yes.

2673. You have no doubt that much of the

initial drunkenness is the mere result of bad
habit, the excitement of company, or matters

totally unconnected with disease ?—Yes ;
my

attention was called to the subject in a conversa-

tion with the chaplain of our state penitentiary.

I asked him how many convicts with whom he is

in daily intercourse in their cells, were there

as the result of iutemperence, and his reply

startled me very much when he said that there

was not an inebriate in the penitentiary. He ex-

plained his remark in this way : he said that cri-

minal inebriety, in his judgment, was where a

man made up his mind to commit an offence

against the law, and then charged himself with

spirits to enable him to do it. Of that class of

men they had numbers ; he regarded intem-

perance in those cases as merely an expedient

;

they used brandy as they used a chisel or any-

thing else. The inebriate proper, who was so

because of his social surroundings, or from here-

ditary taint, and without any criminal inten-

tions, was not very frequently found in such

places.

2674. Mr. DoiLming.'] Would your experience

lead you to agree with him in that ?—I cannot

say ; I have had very little experience on that

point.

2675. Chairman.'] Have you turned your at-

tention to the connection between frequent in-

ebriety and hereditary affections?— Yes, some-

what.

2676. What is your opinion upon the question

of the transmission of tendencies to drink?—

I

differ a little from the commonly-received opinion.

0.73.

If you will allow me, I will quote a few words n,.
from an article that I prepared for the Asso- J Par'rish
ciation on that subject: "The existence of a

'

predisposition to diseases is as familiar to the 3 May 1872.
people at large as any other fact in the natural
history of the race. It is a part of every family
record, and is recognised as a common belief, and
why it should not be admitted in connection with
this form of disease it is difhcult to conceive. The
idea that intemperace is sometimes hereditary
should not, however, be taken to mean that the
mere taste for alcoholic liquors is transmitted
from generation to generation. By no means.
It should rather be taken to mean, that some
persons are born with temperaments and tenden-
cies which predispose them to seek such exalta-
tion or relief^ as is obtained from alcoholic
stimulants. Such predisposition is often ex-
hibited by a sense of unrest and nervous depres-
sion. The patient is uneasy, with a deep long-
ing for ease. He is unable to settle himself,
and concentrate his powers upon his accustomed
employment because he is nervous, irritable,
distressed, exhausted, discouraged, or, what he
calls, ' unstrung.' He is suffering from the effects
of an organisation that he did not create, and from
infirmities which he did not knowingly promote.
He belongs to that class who are described by
Maudsley in the following Avords : 'Multitudes
of human beings come into the world weiijhted
with a destiny against which they have neither
the will nor the power to contend

; they are step-
children of nature, and groan under the worst of
tyrannies, the tyranny of a bad organisation.'"

2677. In the treatment and management of
inebriates, have you found it convenient to divide
them into classes ?—Yes.

2678. HoAv would you, or how do you classify
them ?—I have introduced a classification Avhich,
I think, is becoming rather popular among those
gentlemen who have given their attention to this
subject. I have divided the cases into what we
call

^

confirmed inebriates, preferring the word
confirmed to habitual, and emotional and acci-
dental inebriates.

2679. By the confirmed drunkard you mean
the man who is hopelessly given over to drink
without much prospect of making any impression
upon him?— Yes; we are in the habit of calling
such persons professional debauchees, whose pur^
poses in life seem to be limited to the gratlHcatlon
of their appetites and [)assIons.

2680. Persons of depraved morals, as well as

of depraved habits ?—Yes, they constitute a very
considerable class.

2681. The moral condition of a person of that

sort is not far different from that of a person who
is given over to debauchery of other descriptions?

—Not at all ; their intemperance is a mere inci-

dent in connection with a general life of de-

pravity.

2682. Will you describe what you mean by an

emotional drunkard ?—I call emotional drunkards
those who Avithout any bad Intentions or acute

convictions of duty and responsibility, or esta-

blished principles of right, give themselves to

the promj^tings of impulse simply.

2683. And the accidental drunkards ?—They
form the third class of inebriates. " Such are

men of good principles and character, who
know and acknowledge their infirmity, and en-

deavour to overcome it. Students, authors, and
overworked business men furnish a considerable

T 3 per-centage
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Dr. per-centage of this class. Salesmen, also, of

J. Parrish. laro-e mercantile houses, in the busy rivalry of

trade and hospitable attentions to customers, are
3Mayi87i2.

ig^^ jnto the practice of drinking without being

conscious of their weakness, till they discover

that they are enticed into inebriety, and know not

how to escape. They are overcome
_

by clrink,

as men are often overcome by eating immo-

derately."

2684. Those being the divisions into which

your experience has led you to divide these classes

of persons. I now come to the question of how

you propose to treat and manage them. And
first, I will ask you as to the habitual or con-

firmed drunkard"?—If you will allow me, I will

read a few words about that class. " How to

care for this class, more than any other, is the

problem that the civilised is now endeavouring

to solve, and in which every household is imme-

diately or remotely concerned. Confirmed in-

ebriates constitute a considerable class of the

community ;
they are, as a rule, largely unpro-

ductive, and a necessary drain upon the resources

of the i>eo]:>le. What can be done for, or with

them ? The first thought in this connection in-

volves the idea of custody and restraint, and this

is always offensive to the intuitive love of free-

dom, which in this country especially is the

fountain impulse in every American breast. All

our actions are influenced by this impulse, which

is as native to our intellectual being as the capa-

city of breath is to our physical nature.
_
Yet

the safety of the victim's family, the security of

his estate, the peace of society, and his own wel-

fare, demand that his downward career must be

arrested. How far his personal liberty may be

restrained to accomplish this end, is a delicate

question ; but perhaps there is no maxim more

pertinent to the case than that of Mr. John
Stuart Mill, who, when discussing the liberty of

the subject, says, " As soon as the liberty of the

subject interferes with the general interest of

the community, the liberty of the subject must
be forfeited."

2685. Then do you believe that under those

circumstances, it vvould be State economy to take

care of those people, and if possible to make
them earn their own living, or their own cost ?—

^

Yes, if I had the libertv I should detain them in

asylums, with approprial e work, for a long period

of time, say for one or two years, at the expii'a-

tion of which time I would give them a pro-

bationary trial; I would let them go out, and
try them for a short time, and if it did not
answer, I would bring them back again ; if they
were found to be untrustworthy, it would be
economy in the State to keep them.

2686. Do you think it would be desirable to

commit these patients to a reformatory or an in-

stitution for the purpose of detention, converting
them as far as possible to a profitable use ; to

commit them for a term to be shortened or

lengthened according to the necessity of each
case, as it might arise ?— I should think that
would be well.

2687. Would that meet your view ?—Yes.

2688. I believe in America profitable labour
of persons whose liberty is abridged for the
time being is the rule, is it not ?—It is in some
places.

2689. So far as you know, do you believe that
that labour may be made profitable to the extent
of paying the cost of it?— After a certain time.

A confirmed inebriate is poisoned morally and
physically, and he must have some time to be
renovated, after his system is so far recovered as

to enable him to work.
2690. You are aware if you commit a drunk-

ard to hard labour in the house ofcorrection he is

unable, during the early part of his incarceration,

to perform that labour ?—Yes.

2691. In fact he would fall off the wheel, if

he were put on there ?—Yes ; this remark of
course is intended to apply only to the confirmed
class recognised as incurable.

2692. With regard to the emotional drunkard,
Avould you place him also in a reformatory ?

—

Yes.
2693. There the discipline would j^erhaps be

rather more moral than the physical, would it

not ?—I think that class of persons, who are

without any settled convictions or pi inclples, with
no habits of industry, should be subjected, no
matter what their age may be, to a system of

instruction ; and that it should be a protracted
system, not merely listening to didactic discourses,

but entering upon a course of study as to the
responsibilities and duties of life, the rules of
hygiene, and whatever would' constitute the
proper regulation for their habits

;
they should

be engaged in that way for a long time, and then
I think they might be made useful. That class

chiefly consists ofyoung men, so far as my obser-

vation goes. I would say, in reference to that

class, that they should be subjected to a sort of
university of social discipline.

2694. Do you lay stress upon the occupation

of this class of persons, as well as upon 'their in-

struction ?—Yes.

2695. Is it a very difficult matter to find occu-

pation for them ?—That is the most diflScult

matter in connection with the whole subject that

Ave have to deal with in America. Our people

are industrious if they are sober and have oppor-

tunity, but the drinking class that we have to

deal with chiefly are, many of them, among the

affluent people, who seek rather such establish-

ments, and who expect to receive there the

personal attentions to which they are accustomed,

and which their impulses demand. It is exceed-

ingly difficult, except by their consent, to have
them employed. The way in which we occupy
them is, to furnish them with a good library, a

reading room, a billiard room, which of course

they use as much as they ought; and then there

is a literary association, at the meetings of

which they read essays and enter into discus-

sions. But it must all be voluntary or spon-

taneous
;
you cannot require that a man shall

read so many pages a day, or study, or enter into

any particular pursuits. It is a mere matter of

individual taste, and of purpose, which a great

many men, unfortunately, do not possess.

2696. The taste for out-door and vigorous

exercises is, I believe, not so common among the

affluent classes of Americans as it is with us ?

—

No ; it is considered by some men a little out of

sorts for them to work, unfortunately.

2697. Independently of the question of the

restoration of curables and the detention of in-

curables, what other advantages do you attribute

to the establishment of these reformatories ?—

I

think that the advantage of institutions of this

kind is much wider and greater than in the mere
restoration of individuals who are committed, or

who go voluntarily to them. My own impression
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is that^ if tliey were very numerous and not very
large, scattered all through the country, the de-
terrent influence upon inebriates who are outside

would be very strong. I happen to know of a

few instances of young men who have been run-
ning wild with intoxication, and whose parents
have threatened to send them to institutions of

this class, and lest the threat should be put into

execution, they are endeavouring to keep sober,

and some ofthem succeed pretty well. I think that

institutions of this class, ]n-operly conducted, with
suitable men at the head of them, Avould be cen-

tres of a great deal of information and light. That
•would go very much to the formation of a proper
public sentiment, and modify the estimate which
people have of drunkards themselves. As we
now are, a driuikard has more to contend Avith in

his efforts to recover than any other class of men.
He is ostracised by society, he is an oflFence in

his own domestic circle, and to the better social

circles he is not admitted. The Church ignores

him, the temperance society keeps him only so

long as he keeps sober, and he has the entire

weight of public odium from all quarters to resist

him in his efforts to recover. Institutions that

have to deal with these men personally, and to

learn their interior life, with all their struggles

and temptations, have an opportunity of awaken-
ing an interest in the popular mind that will lead

to a better sense and a higher and truer apin-ecia-

tion of the condition of the drunkard, and what
he needs.

2698. Those beino; the advantages of these

institutions, do you contemplate their being
numerous ?—Yes. I have euch a hope.

2699. And national ?—I do not know whether
you mean by national, those that are incorporated

by the national Legislature, and sustained at the

expense of the nation.

2700. Would you have it fostered by the

State ? — Yes ; I think it desirable not to

have institutions strictly under the control

of the State. Our institutions, many of them,

are what we call private corporations, and

originate spontaneously with the people. A few
benevolent men get together, and agree to

organise an establishment for some parilcular

and dependent class
;
they are visited by a State

board of charities, and are recommended to the

Legislature for encouragement ; the Legislature

fosters them by appropriations, but without any

direct control, so as to keep them out of the range

of political influence.

2701. Apropos of that, are the existing insti-

tutions with which you are acquainted supple-

mented by State aid ?—Yes ; some of them.

2702. Is that of Media ?—No.
2703. While contemplating those municipal or

State institutions, do you do that to the exclusion

of those erected by private enterprise ?—Not
at all.

2704. You would let those go on side by side

with municipal institutions ?—Certainly ; some
of us who are interested in this matter are now
contemplating a movement In the city of Phil-

adelphia something like this, which we suppose

will save a very considerable amount to the city

in its municipal management, and relieve a large

class of persons. Our city Is divided, I think,

into 18 police districts. Each district has its

police station, and each station has its chief officer

of police, called a lieutenant, and his staft', and he

has under his control the entire police force of

the district. They make their returns by tele-

0.73.

graph to the central oflice frequently through Dr.
the day, and their official returns every morning. J. Pun ish.

In connection with each of these police stations
^

is a magistrate. The people who are taken up
3Mayi«72

in the streets are put into the lockup, and in the
morning they appear before a magistrate, and
then pay a fine or are sent " below,"' as we call

it, to gaol. Now we propose to recommend that
for the class of street drunkards, who are not
disorderly, Avho have committed no offence against
the law, instead of having these police stations
or any addition to the police stations, there should
be in each police district an ordinary dwelling-
house, that wovdd be a home for inebriates, so
that they might not be thrown into a cell with
the common felon or burglar. We propose that
this house shoidd be put in charge of a good man
and his wife, with a sufficient number of servants,
and that when an inebriate Is taken, he shall not
be locked up and put In a filthy cell, but retired

to a decent room with a comfortable bed, that he
should be washed, and the next morning, instead
of being turned out without anything to eat (as I
believe Is the case at the police staflon) he should
have his coffee and his nourishment, whatever
might be necessary, and Instead of paying five

dollars to the police magistrate, should pay that

amount to the house for its support. We be-

lieve that in that way his self-respect would be
preserved. The magistrate, of course, would be
likely to oppose it, but the advantage to the

drinking man himself would be such, that he
would not feel, when he went out, that he was
degraded. We have some hope that that state

of things, after a while, will be brought about.

2705. Mr. M. Henri/.'\ Are your magistrates

paid partly from the fines ?—They may be paid

partly from the fines. I do not know positively.

2706. So that It is the interest of the magis-

trate to convict a man?— Certainly, if this be

the case.

2707. Mr. Birlej/.'] What proportion of the

fees does the magistrate receive ?—-I cannot tell

you.

2708. Dr L. Plaj/fair.'] Is It the fees or the

fines he is interested In?—I cannot speak posi-

tively.

2709. Mr. C. Rend.] Has the magistrate the

power of Inflicting a larger or a smaller fine?

—

I think the fine Is limited ; there Is a maxi-

mum.
2710. How much Is that for drunkenness?---

Five dollars I think.

2711. Chair/nan.] You appear to think It as

wise to detain a man In an institution such as you

describe, and to try to cure him, as it Is to Imprison

and punish him ?—I think It is a great deal

wiser.

2712. You think for tlic benefit of the in-

dividual and the good of the State, tliat it is the

preferable course '!—Certainly.

27 13. In your comprehensh e view of the whole

subject, you are prepared to recommend that?

—

Entirely so.

2714. Have you not a new house of correction

built, or about to be built in Philadelphia ?

—

Yes; it Is now being erected.

2715. Has any arrangement been made, or is

any about to be made, for the reception of

inebriates there?— Yes: a Bill has been brought

before our Legislature, and has been passed ;
the

original Bill contemplated a house of correction

for all vagrants and inebriates ;
persons who

X 4 might
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Dv might be sent there by the courts. The friends

J.Par'rish. of "these measures which we are now discussing,

appeared before the Legislature, and were enabled

3 May 1872. procure a provision in the Bill to erect upon

the o-rounds of the house of correction what

they 'call a hospital, built for inebriates, so that

all inebriates who are taken up instead of going

into tlie general house of correction and being-

put to labour immediately, are sent to the hospital

department and treated for inebriety until they

are sufficiently recovered for the warden or the

person in charge to determine their status. If

they are common vagrants who are likely to go

back into habits of idleness and intemperance,

they can be transferred to the working house and

be detained there for a length of time, and the

others can be discharged. We consider that as

so much gained towards the idea of intemperance

being a disease, and we have been enabled to pro-

cure the recognition of the fact in tlie title of the

department as a hospital department;

2716. Mr. W. H. Gladstone^] I am not sure if

you have told us how you would treat the acci-

dental class ?—They simply need retirement and

repose, and an opportunity to understand them-

selves, with such mitigation as each condition may
require.

2717. But you would giA C them some such term

as the other two classes ?—Yes : I think there is

a popular impression abroad ; I do not know how
it may be here, but there is with us an idea that

there is a sort of s^^ecific treatment for drunken-

ness ; some radical cure. No such thing within

my knowledge exists : in fact we ought to admit

in the first place that a very considerable propor-

tion of drunkards are beyond the reach of re-

covery if left to themselves or outside of an

institution ; that in a place of detention they can

be kept and made to some extent profitable, or

at any rate self sustaining ; and that in so far as

their detention is concerned it is a relief to their

families.

2718. For the most part, in these institutions,

the patients are from the afSuent classes, I think

you say ?—Not all of them ; I speak now of that

in which I am particularly interested.

2719. Where that is not the case, the expense
of maintenance must fall upon the state legisla-

ture ?—Upon the state, or the municipal au-
thority.

2720. Can you say if large amounts have been
granted in that way ?—Yes ; in the New York
State (Dr. Dodge will be able to tell you de-
finitely about it) the appropriations have been
quite large. They have received, from what
they call their excise law, a certain per centage,
I think 10 per cent., of the revenue from
licenses, which has been appropriated to these
institutions.

2721. Can you tell how the original expense
of the building was defrayed?—Largely by
private contributions. There was an English-
man, I think. Dr. Turner, a very enthusiastic
man, Avho travelled over the entire state, re-
ceiving small contributions ; he did not take
large sums of money, except in a few in-
stances ; he took small contributions of 10
dollars, and every contributor of that sum became
a shareholder, and was entitled to vote for the
directors and trustees. He procured a large
amount of money in that way, and as these
persons Avere very Avidely scattered, he Avas
enabled, froni his personal knoAvledge of them
and constant intercourse, to procure their proxies,

and Influence their votes. In that way they
got into a great deal of trouble ; then afterwards
came this excise law, by Avhich they received
a large amount of money, which was not, I be-
lieve, very judiciously employed. I cannot speak
Avith any authority Avith reference to that insti-

tution.

2722. Has the state legislature in any cases
undert aken the cost of the erection of buildings ?

—YeSj in Massachusetts; they have procured
some ground in the City of Boston, at a short
distance, and the state has made an appropriation
towards the building

; they are also building at
Brooklyn, I think, from the excise fund.

^ 2723. Chairman.'] By Brooklyn, do you m'ean
King's County?—Yes.

2724. Mr. Dow)tmg.'\ Your establishment Avas

only called into operation in 1867 ?—That is so ;

they are all of them new in our country.

2725. I do not exactly knoAv Avhen you con-
sider a patient cured ?—I never mark a man as

"cured" when he leaves, or very seldom. I let

him go and watch him. A great deal depends
upon the moral character of the man, and his

surroundings, his social position, his business,

and so on. A man Avho is depraved in his other
habits, a profane, vulgar, loAV-lived man, is very
seldom marked as recovered; he is not expected
to recovei'.

2726. Have you any persons of that kind in

your establishment?— Occasionally they find

their way there ; I do not mean by loAv-lived

persons simjjly poor men AA^ho are unable to meet
their expenses ; I mean men of Ioav moral per-
ception.

2727. Did I understand you to say that the
aA'erage period during Avhich patients remain at

your establishment Avas 100 days ?—Yes.
2728. Do you think that is a period during

Avhich a cure may be effected by a person Avho is

considered an habitual drunkard ?—No, that is

not long enouoh.

2729. Then yow cannot speak from experience
Avhich you have derived in your OAvn establish-

ment Avith any very great certainty, because
none of the patients have remained for a sufficient

time ?—That is the average, but some have re-

mained two years in the establishment.

2730. Have you known any patient who was
in your establishment who became perfectly cured
and did not afterwards fall ?—Certainly, I knoAV
many Avho have not fallen up to the present time

;

I cannot tell Avhat they Avill be this time next
year ; I can point to 70 or 80 persons who
are actively engaged in the duties of life, in

business, and are faithful in all their domestic
and social relations, so far as I knoAV.

2731. Have these persons been Avhat you
would call habitual drunkards ?—I do not know
quite AA'hat you call an habitual drunkard ; I think

the average length of time during which they
have drunk to excess before comino- to us has

been eight or nme years.

2732. When do you consider a man becomes
an habitual drunkard?—As I have said, we do
not use the Avord " habitual." A man may be in

the habit of drinking once in six months, or he
may be in the habit of getting drunk Avhen he
goes to a dinner party or to an election, and at

no other times.

2733. Would you consider a man a confirmed
drunkard after he had been brought three times

within two months before a magistrate, and fined

for
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for drimkenuess ?—I think I should, if he had had
opportunities sufficient to enable him to ovei'come

his habit.

2734. You said there were three classes of

cases which would require treatment ?—Yes.

2735. I take it for granted you would not have
these three classes mixed together in the same
asylum ?—I should not like to have them together

in the same house ; I see no reason why they

should not be together, under the same control,

in different buildings.

2736. You think there is a class which may be

considered so degraded that there is very little

hope of their recovery ?—Yes.

2737. And there is another class that you think

by proper treatment and by being confined for a

certain time may be recovered from their habits?

—Yes, entirely so.

2738. Do you approve of the power to send

parties to asylums Avhere the friends apply to a

judge for the order?—I think it is quite legiti-

mate that that should be done in some cases.

2739. The system which you have described

to the Committee is exactly that which takes

place when the friends of a person who is insane

apply for a committee of his person, to take care

of him?—Yes.

2740. And you think that such a person is

better off in an asylum than if he were allowed

to go abroad from week to week, lose his reason,

and perhaps destroy his moral character, by habits

of drunkenness ?—No doubt of it.

2741. Would you not think that the State

would be justified in spending a portion of the

public money in establishing asylums of the kind ?

— I think the State would find it exceedingly

economical to do so.

2742. Do you think that the system which you

have carried out in your asylum is the best?

—No, we need much improvement.

2743. You do not think that the voluntary

plan is successful ?—I think it is, with a certain

class of cases.

2744. That is with persons of education, who

have some control over themselves, and a desire

to regain their position in society ?—If I could

form an accurate estimate of persons before

receiving them into the asylum, I should re-

ject everybody that did not come of his own
volition, and who had not a purpose in coming to

recover.

2745. Are you acquainted with Dr. Fisher,

the resident physician of the establishment at

Ward's Island ?—I am not personally acquainted

with him.

2746. Have you been to that asylum?—No,

it is a very inaccessible place.

2747. Is it not very well calculated to restrain

and prevent persons from escaping ?—Yes, it is

on a small island.

2748. Have you read the report of Dr. Fisher

upon that asylum ?—I have.

2749. You are aware that he condemns alto-

gether the voluntary system ?—Yes.

2750. And that he "is entirely an advocate for

restraint ?—Yes, and I think he is right, if he

selects his class.

2751. You also agree with him that there is a

certain class of men of whom it is hopeless to

expect that they will be reclaimed ?— Yes.

2752. You are aware that persons are sent to

Ward's Island from the gaols who have been

committed for intoxication and disorderly con-

duct?—Yes.
0.73.

2753. There are what are called free persons Dr.
in that asylum who are put to Avork —Yes, I J. Parrish.
believe so.

2754. Do you agree with Dr. Fisher in this ;
3 May 1872-

" The regular habits and forced abstinence from
drink which tliis class undergo in the asylums are
of undoubted benefit to those people, but beyond
this temporary check to a life of dissolute poverty,
it is doubtful if any good is accomplished"?—No
doubt it is true of that class; at the same time I
think it is equally true that another class would
be damaged l)y restraint. I tliirk if any gentle-
man of this Committee should find himself a con-
dition to seek a refuge under peculiarly oppressing
circumstances, and then find himself shut up and
restrained, when he was entirely himself, it would
be a disadvantage to him ; it would be to me.

2755. But as regards that class to which I have
referred, you consider it would be a great benefit

to the parties themselves and to society at large,

if that power which you say does exist was applied

in this country so that they could be confined for

12 or 18 months, and, at the discretion of the re-

sident ])hysician, sent into the world again, and if

they fell into the same habits, might be again com-
mitted. Y"ou would rather incarcerate them for

life, than have them upon the public streets, a

disgrace to society and themselves ?—Certainly
;

I have said the same thing substantially in my
paper on classification, &c. ;

" Detention in

asylums or sanitariums, with appropriate work
for body and mind, under prescription of me-
dical officers, and a limited probationary trial

before being finally discharged, would be the sal-

vation of thousands of inebriates, and a source

of economy to the State. In many cases the

detention might be permanent, and it could be

made more or less productive by the labouring-

classes.'"

275G. Mr, W. H. Gladstone.'] Could you give

a definition of the classes you think it would be

well to take power to detain ?—I think the classes

that come under the general term " incurable.

After you have determined that a man is incapa-

ble of taking care of himself and being productive

to society, it is to the advantage of society to

take care of him, if for no other reason, to keep

him out of mischief.

2757. Mr. Downing.'] Mr. Fisher also says, " A
third class has been established for the benefit of

inebriates in reduced circumstances who are un-

able to avail themselves of the advantages of the

institute, and by the payment of a small sum, are

relieved from the humiliating necessity of appeal-

ing to public charity," you would also approve

of that ?—Y^es.

2758. Where the party had not the means of

paying the full amount he might, by the payment

of a certain sum, be admitted into the asylum ?

—

Yes, that principle is observed in institutions

without any public aid, where the payments arc

sufficiently large from those who pay to allow a

margin to take care of those who cannot, or who

can only pay partially.

2759. Mr. Ahroyd.] Y'ou laid stress upon the

necessity of having a probationary term for each

patient after the period of detention had expired?

Yes.
2760. Are you of opinion that m a small place

like Ward's Island there would be more difficulty

in adopting that probationary period than \i\ a

larger establishment ?—I would let such a man

leave the island.

U 2761. The
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Dr 2761. The probationary period is for the pur-

J. Pm^'ish. pose of enabling the inmate to resist temptation

and acquire self-control P—Tes, he should go

3 May 1872. ^ijere temptation is.

2762. He is more likely to acqun-e the power

of control when thrown in the way of temptation

than by being removed from it and shvit up in a

small island ?—Yes.

2763. You told us that in receiving inmates

into your asylum you invariably took away their

money ?—That is our rule.

2764. I presume, during the probationary

period, you allow the inmate to have a certain

amount of money, so as to enable him to resist

the temptation of spending it in drink?—Cer-

tainly, that is very common.

2765. Your object in taking the money is to

place it beyond his power of ruslung into tempta-

tion ?—Yes, until he shows some ability to resist

temptation.

2766. You say that in your curative treatment

you occasionally use the Russian bath ; is that

similar to what we call the Turkish bath ?—No,
the Turkish bath is a dry heat, the Russian is a

vapour bath.

2767. The object in both cases being to induce

perspiration ?— Yes, the Russian bath is more

easily borne by this class of cases ; the degree of

heat is not so oppressive.

2768. I think in the state of Pennsylvania you

passed a law prohibiting the sale of intoxicating

liquors?— Yes, not exactly prohibiting. We
have a law that is very commonly discussed at

this time in the several states, somewhat similar,

I suppose, to your Permissive Bill ; it is called

the Local Option Law. I have a copy of it with

me ; and I have also the laws of a number of our

states. Before coming here I wrote to the

governors of the different states and territories,

asking them for the laws regulating the sale of

intoxicating liquors, and telling them the reason

•why I desired it. I have the laws of Iowa, Texas,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and other states.

The laws of the State of Massachusetts are posi-

tively prohibitory. The Local Option Law of

Pennsylvaniaprovides that, in each county and city

on the day of the municipal election in March, the

voter shall have a right to vote whether licenses

shall be granted or not. One ticket is marked
License," and the other " No License." And

in voting for city or county you drop in the

paper to the box. The papers are counted
by the judges of election ; and if the people in

the city or county vote, determining that there

shall be no licenses granted for the sale of intoxi-

cating liquors, the courts do not grant them. If
they vote the other way, the courts do grant
them.

2769. Mr. Miller.'] Is it a bare majority that
decides ?—A bare majority. The matter has not
been tested before the Supreme Court. In several
instances the law has been passed for a particular
locality ; for instance, before the general law was
passed in March, one of the wards in our State, the
22nd, applied to the Legislature for a law for
that ward alone

; and, of course, as the people
asked for it, the Legislature granted it, as the
people are supposed to be the rulers. A gentle-
man residing in the ward applied to the Court
for a license, and on the 18th of last month, the
day after I left home, the matter was to come
before the court to be decided ; what the result
lias been I do not know. The decision of the

Supreme Courts, some years ago, upon the same
principle, I believe, declared such legislation to be
unconstitutional ;

and, I suppose, that would be
the result of this law, from the concurrent senti-

ment of the press on the subject, and the general
opinion we hear expressed. Supposing the law
not to be unconstitutional but to be legitimate in

all respects, it is the opinion of seine of us that

it would work injudiciously, for this reason, that

in counties or cities where the temperance senti-

ment prevails, and where you have a sober and
industrious people, you would sim25ly get the

voice of the people in favour of continuing their

temperance and their industry. But in the lo-

calities where the temperance sentiment doe^ not
prevail, and where you want the effect of the
law most, you would not get it; so that it would
not seem to be wise legislation. We have also a
law called the Ohio Law, passed sometime since

in the State of Ohio, and also in the State of
Indiana, which is in the nature of a restrictive

law. It provides that licenses shall be granted,

but under rigid restrictions. A woman having
a drunken husband has a right to go to the
keeper of a public-house, and give him notice

not to sell her husband liquor. If he does sell

him liquor, he becomes responsible for what we
may term here " consequential damages." If the
husband goes home and burns a neighbour's house
or barn, the man who sold him the liquor is

obliged to pay for it.

2770. Mr. C, Bead.] Suppose he knocked ano-
ther man down?—He has to pay the damages that

the court may impose,

2771. Mr. Ahroyd.] Has it been within your
power to observe the effect of the prohibitory

law when enforced ?—I do not know that it has
been enforced anywhere. There is a law that

was passed 21 years ago, in Maine, called the Maine
Liquor Law, and the same thing has been done,
to a large extent in Massachussets. Our people
are restless, as you know, and somewhat credulous,

and we pass laws under the imj^ression that they
will execute themselves, but we are beginning to

find out that they will not ; that it requires a

complaint, a suit, and a trial. A prohibitory laAV,

in order to be effective, must find persons who
complain of its violation, and there are very few
persons who like to put themselves in that posi-

tion. I will read you a letter that I received the

other day from a gentleman who occupies a very
prominent position in Boston. He was a distin-

guished temperance man to whom I wrote asking
the question, " What do you know about
prohibitory laws, and the punishment of
drunkards ?"

2772. Chairman ] Have you any objection to

mention his name ?—Not at all ; it is Mr. Otis

Clapp. He is Assessor of the United States,

Fourth District of Massachussets, and one of

the vice-presidents of the American Association

for Cure of Inebriates ; he is a man of very well

known reputation, both for integrity and ability

in every way. I was anxious to know what his

views were as a moderate and sensible man. He
writes thus :

" You wish to learn about pro-

hibitory laws and the punishment of drunkards,

and their effect upon the habits of the people in

Massachussetts and other places. It is no easy

matter to do this, because the whole question is

in a sort of muddle. The prohibitory law was
on the statute books many years ; but as it was
left to city officials to enforce them they were

7lOt
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not enforced. Ardent s^ilrits were freely sold in

Boston up to Avithin a few years. This gave
dissatisfaction to the country, and they tried to

give Boston a metropolitan or State police. This
Governor Andrew vetoed, or threatened to do so;

and a friend, at his sug-o-estion, offered in the
L/egislature a Bill for a State police. This the
temperance men caught at, and helped to establish.

They prosecuted the hotel bars and rich liquor

sellers. The consequence was they formed a
secret order (P. L. L ) all over the State, who
entered into the election, and thus gained votes

enough to repeal the law. After a year or two
it was re-enacted, and then again altered. So we
go, within a day or two, after a loug and earnest
debate, they come within one or two votes of
another change. I mention this to show that we
have nothing to settle on this matter of prohibi-

tion but what is unsettled. The law now is

against the selling of distilled spirits, but towns
may. vote to authorise the sale of ale or lager.

Cider is freed. Some towns and cities vote to

authorise the sale of these and otliers against.

The consequence is that regular drinkers can
purchase what they want. In the rural districts

at a distance from the cities, or large towns, it is

generally difficult for drinkers to procure intoxica-

ting liquors. But in the cities we have hundreds
of poor men and Avomen who keep no bars, but
who retail spirits by the glass to customers whom
they know, and never have on hand, at one time,

more than one quart or gallon of spirits. They
purchase as they need. Indeed it is peddled
from waggons like milk. In siiort, ])rohibition

may have its advantages, but it is not here more
than a pai'tial success. I wish I could present

you a more j^leasing picture, but 1 cannot. The
rum interest can raise untold thousands in men
or money to form regiments of drinkers and ine-

briates to battle in aid of their own destruction.

I have consulted some persons as to what would
best serve your purpose. I, therefore, send some
reports of the ' Massachuasetts Temperance Alli-

ance,' which strongly represent the prohiljition

principle and the law." The measures resorted

to for evading the law are very curious and very

numerous, and it has always been a question

with me whether the demoralisation of society in

creating a sense of disrespect for the law, and all

sorts of manoeuvres to evade it, is not almost as

great an evil as the drinking of liquor.

2773. Mr. Akroyd.'] Is it your opinion from

the information you have received, that even if

the prohibitory law is passed, it is rather hurtful

than useful to the cause of intemjDerance ?—

I

think it is.

2774. And even the prohibitors themselves

never presume to interfere with private drinking.

Any gentleman may have at his own private

house any quantity of beer or wine that he thinks

proper ?—The general law (which in our States

we have no right to touch), allows the importation

in the original package of wines and brandies, and
even in the States where prohibitory laws are

enacted and nominally enforced, nobody can in-

terfere with the trade in imported liquors, if they

are sold in the original package. A judge who
goes to a wine merchant and gets a basket or a

package of wine, and drinks at his own table,

and then sits upon the bench to try a man for

drinking intoxicating liquors bought by retail, of

course feels a degree of inconsistency in atterajDt-

iug to deal with him under such circumstances.

The prohibitorv law itself admits of the sale of

0.73.

malt liquors and cider. Tlien again, the law in Dr
Massachussets is that no liquor shall be sold over J. Parrish.
a bar. You on that side of the bar cannot sell it
to me on this side, but you can go into another 3 May 1872.
room and put it upon a table, and I may sit down
and drink it, and no law can touch me. Or you
can go into a town and register your name on
the hotel books, and if you Avant to get a drink,
and cannot see any bar, the proprietor comes and
sees Avhat you want, and says, « While you are
here in town you can become a member of the
Commercial Club by paying a dollar, and tliat
will entitle you to a certain number of tickets,
and each ticket will entitle you to a drink, which
you can get in a private room."

_
2775. Mr. 3nUer.'] Tliat is where the prohi-

bitory laws are in existence ?—Yes.

2776. Isiv.Akrot/d.'] Is it the fact that narcotics
such as oi)ium and chlorodyue are used to any
extent ?—Yes.

2777. We had evidence the other day from a
witness, who stated that he found a lady in a
state of intoxication from excessive doses of chlo-
rodyue

; she had been drinking the wasliings out
of a number of clilorodyne bottles. Do you find
any abuse of these things prevailing in the United
States ?—Yes. The use of opium in its various
combinations is getting to be very common.
I have had in the institution that I represent
here quite a number of such cases. They have
generally been, so far as my experience has gone,
amongst professional men. A physician very
well known in his locality as a respectable man,
who had suffered very much from neuralgia, was
advised by his medical friends to use morphia by
the hypodermic method

;
putting it under the

skin with a little instrument. He found great
relief from that. He was of a nervous and irri-

table constitution, and he continued to use the
morphia lest he should have a recurrence of the
attack of neuralgia. The habit g-vew to such an
extent that for a number of years, he was in the
habit of injecting morphia under the skin three
times a day, and when he came to me, he had
been doing it for two or three years three times
a day. He entirely recovered in the course of a
few months, and is now actively engaged again.

I have also seen it administered in another form,

which is a little more dis^ustino- than that. That
was also in the case of a physician who regularly

used it per anum ; in the sha2:)e of suppository

for a number of years. The use of it by the

mouth in the form of solution, either as morphia
or laudanum is not uncommon. I have seen a

gentleman take as many as 60 grains of morphia
at one dose.

2778. Dr. L. Playfair.'] Is it common amongst
the working classes of America ?—It is common
to some extent amongst some classes, but not

much amoncfst the workina; classes: it costs too

mucli ; it is more expensive than whisky.

2779. Chairman.'] Do you consider your Ame-
rican morphia to be of equivalent strength to

that of the English Pharmacopoeia?— I believe

it is ; a quarter of a grain to a dose.

2780. Mr. Akroyd.'] If it were possible to

prohibit the use of intoxicating drinks by
legislation, is there not some danger that per-

sons accustomed to these stimulants might have

recourse to still more dangerous stimulants

in the shape of these other ingredients to

which you refer?—There is no doubt about it,

I think.

U 2 2781. You
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Dr 2781. You have alluded to the advantage of

J Far'nsh. having these inebriate asylums not too large. I

presume you desire them to be somewhat ot the

3 May 1872. character of our reformatories. May I ask if you

have in the United States any reformatory schools

analogous to those that we have in this country

for reclaiming juvenile criminals ?—Yes.

2782. The discipline and mode of management

then Avould be in some respects similar to the

management of these reformatory schools ?—Un-

fortunately with us, those schools are large, con-

taining 400 or 500 inmates.

2783. Mr. Baker, who introduced these schools

into my county, laid great stress on the fact that

they should not be large county institutions, but

in the shape of small reformatories containing

not more than 25 or 30 inmates, and that out-door

labour, such as gardening, should be found for

them ; do you think that a similar arrangement

would be desirable for these inebriate asylums?

—Yes.
2784. It is easier to carry on a system of

reformation in a family grouping than Avith a

large number ?—Yes ; inebriates are men who
generally abandon their family, and they want

family arrangements, and to cultivate family

amenities.

2786. These reformatories are often managed

by county magistrates, the Government making

certain grants, and a certain portion of the income

being derived by voluntary subscriptions. Do
you think that would be desirable in the case of

these inebriate asylums; that they might be

managed in a somewhat similar manner by re-

ceiving grants from the central government, and

yet having voluntary managers, gentlemen of

position in the various localities ?—I thir.k so.

2786. Mr.il/. Henry.'] I think you said that the

punishment of drunkenness in Pennsylvania was
a minimum fine of five dollars, or equivalent im-

prisonment ?—It is a maximum fine of five

dollars, and I think the imprisonment in default

is 30 days. The fine may be anything below
five dollars, but I do not think the magistrates

take less if they can get that.

2787. I understand that the magistrate has the

power if he likes, instead of sending a person to

prison who cannot pay a fine to send lilm to your
house ?—A^o. No magistrate has a right to send
anybody to us ; he can send them to a place of
confinement.

2788. They are only sent to your house com-
pulsorily after an investigation by a jury ?—
Yes.

2789. Do you happen to know what is the

penalty for drunkards in the other States of the

Union?— I do not. It varies very mucli, but I
can give you the laws on the subject.

2790. Would you tell the Committee the pay-
ments that patients make in coming voluntarily

to your establishment ?—The highest price we
receive is 25 dollars a week, and tlie lowest would
be 8 or 10 dollars. We also receive a few patients

gratuitousljr.

2791. They all live in common as one family,
no distinction being made?—None. They have
a dining-room about as long as this room, but
not quite so wide, at which there are small tables
on Ihe restaurant principle, four persons sitting

at each table. In that way they make their
affinities, and form their own associations, so-
cially.

2792.
^
Did I gather, as the general resulL of

your evidence, as regards your own institution,

that, provided you had a power of compulsory de-

tention in cases in which persons are sent, after

investigation by a jury, that would be all that you
would require in addition to your present appli-

ances ?—Yes, I think that power is necessary.

I cannot say but what we might like to have some
other privileges, an appropriation of money for

example.
2793. That is all the legal power you require?

—Yes, the power to hold a certain class until

they are fit to be at large.

2794. Mr. Miller^ You have given us some
information as to the prohibitory laws ofAmerica
for the sale of intoxicating liquors. Is it the fact,

that lately, in your State of Pennsylvania, there

was an option law passed to come into operation

in March next ?—Yes.

2795. What is the nature of that law ?—We
have 69 counties in Pennsylvania, and they have
governments of their own. They manage their

own local affairs by a board of county commis-
sioners, which is, in fact, a Legislature for the

county. We have in the cities the select and
the common covmcil, as we call them, which
correspond to the Senate and the House of Re*
joresentatives in the State, or the House of

Lords and the House of Commons here. One
cannot ^jass a Bill without the approval of the

other.

2796. What could induce the State of Penn-
sylvania to have such a law if they were of opinion

that it could not be enforced ?—The Legislature

is not the arbiter on that subject. The Supreme
Court of the State determines the constitutionality

of the legislation. I was present at our State

Capitol during most of the time last winter, when
this matter was discussed, and I think it was
granted in answer to the very large appeal from
petitions from churches and societies of all kinds,

and men and women sent in cartloads of peti-

tions to have this local option law. The Legis-

lature passed it, and the Senate passed it by a

majority of only tAvo.

2797. Out of how many ?—I think 30. It was
quite understood by one party in the Legislature

that it would be a good thing to pass the law for

certain political reasons, and to leave the ques-

tion of its constitutionality to the Supreme
Court.

2798. I gather from you that you have no great

hopes of its being acted upon ?—Not much.
2799. The evidence you have given on this

matter is very much derived from your own ex-

perience ?—Yes.

2800. Sir H. Johnstone.'] You referred, in the

early part of your evidence, to the question of

personal supervision ; I suppose you attach great

importance to it ?—Very great.

2801. It is impossible to exei'cise it Avith good

effect over more than a certain number of inmates?

—I think so.

2802. You spoke of withdra\\ ing these people

from temptation, I suppose, on the same ground

that it would be desirable to diminish the temp-

tation out-of-doors to these people ?—Certainly.

2803. What has been done in your State in

that respect ; had you free trade in liquor before

these recent laws ?—In the original charter insti-

tuting our town, Avhich is a new toAvn of only 15

or 20 years' standing, there is a prohibitory

clause ; no man under the charter has a right to

sell intoxicating liquors in the borough, that is,

within one mile square. Outside in the county
which.
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which is under the direction of the court in those
matters, the law is, that if a man wants a license

to oi^en a tavern, or a place where he can sell

liquors, he must get the petition signed by twelve
freeholders, who certify to his respectability and
his fitness for the position. That goes to the

court, which sits once in three months; the judge
receives the petition, and hears evidence in favour
of the applicant, and grants him a license for which
he pays a consideration ; I believe 20 dollars.

In the larger cities there is a Board of License
Commissioners.

2804. By whom appointed ?—I think by the

judges ; I do not recollect how many there are.

When a man wants a license the commissioners
receive his application and get his money

2805. What becomes of the money?—It goes
into the State Fund. I think the amount received
for licenses is about 300,000 dollars a year. The
licenses are graded in the cities according to

the amount sold, or supposed to be sold, every
year ; the amount charged is from 50 to 500
dollars.

2806. According to the quality of the house ?

—According to the quality of the house; but I

took the trouble a few years ago to procure

from the Treasurer of Philadelphia the names
and numbers of the license holders, and the

amount paid. All of them, I think, except three,

paid 50 dollars ; in the case of those three hotels

they paid more.

2807. Those houses were of all classes?—()f

all classes
;
showing that they evaded the law,

and did not pay in proportion to tlic sales, be-

cause some of them sold more than the larger

hotels would sell. This exhibits the looseness of

the way in which the thing is done.

2808. I understood you to say the license was
estimated in proportion to what they had sold in

a previous year, and what they Avere likely to

sell in the future year?—Yes.

2809. You mean it has not been rigidly car-

ried out ?—No.
2810. In the judici d process, before the com-

mitment of a person for what we call habitual

drunkenness, who are the commissioners ap-

pointed by the judge ; are they taken at random ?

—One commissioner is ap])ointcd by the judge,

who calls a jury, selecting them from the citizens

at large, without reference to their having been
on the jury list.

2811. After the verdict has been reported to

the judge, he appoints a committee?—Y^es.

2812. How is that committee selected ?—He
is generally nominated by the friends of the in-

ebriate, I believe.

2813. Chairman-'] Do you mean the committee

of the person, or of the property, or both?—The
same individual may be the committee of the

person and the property, or there may be two
persons.

2814. Sir H. Johnsloiie.'] Is a record kept

of every case of drunkenness coming under the

notice of the police?—Y^es; the police return

every morning by nine o'clock to the mayor's

office, or the chief of the police office in the same
building, the names of the persons committed to

the lock-up during the night, and the oftence for

which they were committed,

2815. The police have no authority to discharge

at their own discretion any whom they find guilty

of drunkenness ?—Not after he has been com-
mitted.

0.73.

2816. They must be apprehended ?— I do not Dr.
mean that tliey are committed by a magistrate's J- Panish,
I-rocess. The jiolice may take up a man who is
drunk, and put him in the lock-up without any 3 May 1872.
process.

2817. There is a record kept ?—Yes ; in the
morning the person is brought before the magis-
strates and discharged or committed.

2818. After how many convictions do you
think it is desirable that these persons should be
sent to inebriate asylums?—After the first, if
you want to cure the man. This is, however,
not to be considered as an answer bearinc; on the
legal aspect of the subject, but it is evidence of
the man's necessity for care and treatment.

2819. Before the Maine Liquor Law was in-
troduced into your State, had you any popular
control or supervision over your liquor traffic in
the sense of the voice of the people expressing
itself directly on the question of licenses ?—No,
Aye have been for many years under the old
liquor l;iw. There is a strict prohibitory pro-
vision which still stands, allowing the friends and
relatives of an inebriate to give notice in Avriting
to a liquor seller not to sell ; and if he sells con-
trary to their written re<[uest, he may be pro-
secuted for violating the laAV. It is a prohibitory
provision applying to drunkards only.

2820. Ihere was no direct control of the people
over the issuing of licenses ?—No.

2821. How are the county commissioners ap-
pointed ?—They are elected by the people.

2822. And they regulate the issuing of licenses

now?—No, the judges.

2823. By Avhom are the judges appointed?

—

They are elected by the people.

2824. Mr, C. Bead.] Is there any State in

America where there is a public prosecutor,
an officer whose duty it is to put the law in force?
—I think in Massachussetts the State constabu-
lary is invested Avith such authority.

2825. To prosecute all offences againt the pro-
hibitory laAV ?—Yes, the State constabulary is

appointed for the purpose.

2826. Did I understand you that this prohibi-
tory laAv does not interfere with beer or cider,

but only Avith spirits ?—Some prohibitory laws
make an exception in favour of beer or cider.

2827. So it is the general opinion of the Aiiieri-

can people that drunkenness is produced more
from spirits than from the consumptiini of beer
and cider?—No doubt.

2028. So that if drunkenness was confined to

the effects of drinking beer or cider it Avoidd not

be so bad as it is ?—Of course not.

2829. The effects of the prohibitors laAv must
1)0 much more severally felt by the poor man than

it is by the man avIio can buy things Avholesale

and drink in his OAvn house ?—Yes.

2830. Have you seen any increase in the con-

sumption of opium since tlie prohibitory laAvs

have been in force ?—It is generally believed

that there is an increase ; I have no knowledge

of it personally outside of my own range of ob-

servation in my particular specialty; there I have

seen a considerable increase.

2831. Do you attribute that in any Avay to the

effect of the prohibitory laws?—Not altogether. It

maynotbesomuch theeffectof the prohibitory laAvs

as perhaps the effect of public sentiment against

drunkenness; people want something, and they do

not Avisli to go to a tavern to get drink, so they

Avill go to a druggist and buy opium, and take it

home. I am now pursuing some iuA'cstigations as

u 3
" the
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Appendix, No. 5.
The following Table will show a few individuals who, from their many repeated!

imprisonnaents, and a long career of intemperance, have been almost the constant inmates
of this Prison:

—

Date of
Prisoner's First

Imprisonment.

Date of

Last

Imprisonment.

Number of
Times in

Prison.

Kemakks.

*Margaret McCormick -

(This woman's crim6s

were almost invariably

window-smashing, all

acts of violence,)

1844 1865 137 Drowned herself

vVIlcil llilUJuii/alcU*

•Jean Nairn - - - J o-l 1 J O V / JL/CClU.*

±<J\J\f
Dead.

Tanpt Mitp'lipll 187

1

80

1 Pi) n IXlfSiTiA _ _ _U KjOiH XI <ll I IC — — • 1 842 1852 22 Dead.

A O * i 1872 102

1850 1868 62

1 S41 1871 59

Ann r^iitVihpi'f _ • 1843 1862 49 Dead.

n IT7CI T^m/^O _ _ _Xliil^Oi JJI UL c • • • 1849 1871 56

1871 44

May Cameron 1848 1862 40

Ann Speed - - - 1845 1862 40

Catherine Roy 1845 1862 32

Eliza Carmichael - 1862 1871 22

Agnes Wood, or Drew - 1852 1871 36

Mary Ann McNiel 1857 1862 29

tDavid Todd 1844 1862 21

iWilliam Thomson 1353 1871 29

* Margaret McCormick was a young woman, a very skilled needlewoman, who could earn large wages.

She never was convicted for theft, but for breaches of peace and window-breaking when drunk,

j- David Todd was well educated as a surgeon. Never steals, but, when under the influence of hquor,

commits breaches of the peace.

+ William Thomson was at one time a respectable tradesman, but, when under the influence of liquor,

commits assaults promiscuously on any person with whom he comes in contact.

TABLE showing the Number of Persons, Males and Females, who were Apprehended

or Cited by the Police of the City of Perth, from 1st August 1861 to 1st August 1871,

and the Numoer who were in a State of Intoxication at the time the Offence was

Committed :

—

Number Apprehended or Cited.
Number in a state of Intoxication when the

Ofifence was Committed.

Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. Total.

6,079 3,040 9,119 2,864 1,368 4,232
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Appendix, No. 6.

PAPERS handed in by Captain McNeill

EAST RIDING PRISON, BEVERLEY.
Appendix, No. 6*

Number of Prisoners Committed and Received here (for the following years) for being

Drunk and Disorderly :

—

16 February 1872.

1861 - - 42 1867 - - 57
1862 - - 43 1868 - - 39
1863 - - 33 1869 - - 32
1864 - - 66 1870 - - 39
1865 - - 64 1871 - - 49
1866 - - 36

Alfred Shepherd, Governo r.A

BOROUGH GAOL, LEEDS.

Number of Committals under the Leeds Improvement Act, and the Wine Licenses

Act, which are chiefly for Drunkenness; also the Number of Assaidts, as many of

these arise out of the same vice of Drunkenness :

—

186 1. 187 1.

Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. Total.

Assault 242 5] 293 325 64 389

Leeds Improvement Act 449 174 623 699 351 1,050

Wine Licenses Act 59 57 116 20 20

739 1,070

16 February 1872. C. A. Keene, Governor.

WEST RIDING PRISON, WAKEFIELD.

Before 1865 no Record was kept of Commitments for Drunkenness, as that Offence

was included under the Head of " Local Police Offences." The Committals for

Drunkenness during the Seven years the Record has been kept, were :

1865
1866
1867
1868

1,133

1,140

1,186

1,436

1869
1870
1871

1,403

1,411

1,584

16 February 1872. G. Armytage, Governor.

0.73. B b 2
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Dr. condition of life. They have been committed

J. Par'rlsh. because they were not in a condition of mind

to judae what wad best for them ; but still it is

7 May 1872. desirable to maintain, to a considerable^ extent at

least, the self-respect and social standing of the

men with reference to their immediate surround-

ings and their habits of life.

2851. Major Walker.'] You described to us,

with some detail, at the last meeting of the Com-
mittee, the legal process adopted in your State

by which inebriates can be confined contrary to

their will, through the agency of a commissioner,

who calls a jury; can you say, not judging

simply from your own establishment, but speak-

ing of the State generally, to what extent that

law has been made use of in the State ?—It has

not been made use of in our State as much, I

think, as in some others, but the same principle

is now, or is becoming, more popular, and in-

corporated in the State laws of other sections of

the country. Last night I made short extracts

from a few of our laws, indicating the peculiari-

ties of legislation with reference to drunkards,

and the extent of the sale of liquors, which I

can present to the Committee if you desire it.

2852. Has the law long been in operation in

your State ?—Yes, it is an old law.

2853. On the whole, it is not in very active

operation ?—No.
2854. Still 1 suppose you are inclined to think

that it is valuable as a deterrent ?—Certainly.

2855. I think you said the other day that the

justices in your State receive a certain portion

of the fines on the convictions of drunkards?—

I

am not quite clear about that.

2856. Dr L. Playfair.'] What is the average

time that the committed cases have stayed in

your establishment ?— I think about six months.

2857. And the average time non-committed
cases ?—Not so long.

2858. Has there been a greater proportion of

cures amongst the committed cases or the volun-

tary cases ?—The voluntary cases.

2859. Do you attribute that to the fact of

tbeir not being so far advanced in drunkenness,
or to other causes ?—I think chiefly to their not
being so far advanced in drunkenness, and partly

because the exercise of their own will and judg-
ment in the case has been salutary.

2860. Do you think the six months' detention
sufficient for a committed case ?—No.

2861. Have you no power to detain them
longer ?—No.

2862. They are committed for a definite

period ?—They may be committed for a definite

period, but that is a nominal commitment.
The physician who signs the commitment may
say, "I recommend A. B. to be committed
for one year." Then the parties go before
the committing magistrate, and have the sig-

nature attested. They may also go before the
judge of the court and have the commitment
signed by him. But when the man comes to him-
self, though he is committed for one year, or any
given period, more or less, if there is good reason
to suppose that he will try to do differently, and
if his course for a few months has been
satisfactory in the house, I doubt very much
if the law would sustain us in compelling him to
remain.

2863. There is, in fact, an unwillingness to
consider him an insane person, and to restrain
him entirely from his liberty?— Yes, a very
great unwillingness.

2864. If the popular opinion would not sup-
port further detention, and if you think the law
would not assist enlightened opinion in the
matter, how do you propose to get additional
powers for the detention of such cases ?—I am
not a legislator, and I cannot say exactly, but I
suppose it would be within the power of the
State to make a supplement to the Act which
would require a man to remain, if his presence
in community is an anno} ance.

2865. But is it not the case, that the law in
America, as here in a lesser degree, is very
much in its administration under the influence of

popular opinion?—Yes, popular opinion is prac-
tically law with us.

_
2866. Anddoyouthink that the period ofabove

six months, a period, say, of 12 months, could
practically be got into operation in such estab-
lishments ?—I do not think we are ready for it

now, but my impression is that the time will

come when a man Avho is unproductive to society,

and whose presence in a community is a positive

damage, judging from his past life for years, will

be aclyudged unfit to be at large, just as an
insane person is, and be required to submit him-
self to a certain amount of treatment for a given
j)ei'iod of time.

2867. I think you said you were making some
inquiry amongst the druggists of your State as

to the increased use of opiates amongst private
persons ?—Yes.

2868. Has that gone sufficiently far to enable
you to give the result of your experience ?—It
has not. I have not a sufficient number of
returns to enable me to form any judgment.

2869. Let me quote this case, as occurring in

a particular street in Manchester, where three
druggists supply between them 600 families of
the poorer classes weekly with opiates; are you
likely to have any such cases in Philadelphia ?

—

Not to that extent, I think.

2870. Then the action, smaller or greater, of
the permissive law, such as it has been, or the

optional law, in your State, does not yet seem to

have produced any great increase in the use of

opiates amongst the population ?—It only be-
came law in our State in March last. In other

States of the Union, where there have been pro-

hibitory or semi-prohibitory laws for a number
of years, I am not able to speak from personal
knowledge, but it is an opinion commonly
received amongst physicians in those sections of

the country, that there is an increased use of

opium.
2871. I observe that I have conveyed a wrong

impression by my question; the case in Man-
chester was a case of selling oi^iates for all

purposes, and the chief devotion of it is to the

children of the woi'king classes, when their

parents are at work ; I thought you might have
a similar use of it .in Philadelphia ?—There is no
doubt that it is done to some extent. There are

druggists who keep the ordinary laudanum, what
is called officinal laudanum, of a given

strength, for medical purposes purely, and who
make at the same time a diluted, or more in-

efficient laudanum, for the purposes of drink. I

know of cases where persons are in the habit of

purchasing a milder form of laudanum by the pint

or quart, and vising it instead of alcoholic liquors.

2872. Still inebriation by opiates does not

seem to be amongst adults very extensive in

America ?—It is not known to the iieople as

alcoholic excess is.

2873 Mr.
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2873. Mr. Akrond.^ In your pi-evious evi-

dence you told tlie Committee in what manner
the prohibitory laws were evaded, where they were
attempted to be enforced; may I ask if you
have noticed in such cases the formation of clubs

where working men can do as the middle classes

do in London, and be entirely independent of

these proliibitory laws ?—I have never been in

such club rooms, but I know gentlemen who are

members of such clubs from whom I have had
information concerning them.

2874. Is it likely that the working classes

would form these clubs amongst themselves, as

the middle classes do in London, in order to evade
the prohibitory law ?—You have lieard what Mr.
Otis Clapp said in the letter that was read last

Tuesday that labouring people whocovild not afford

to buy more than a quart or gallon of spirits at a

timC; would procure that and deal it out to their

friends and neighbours in their own houses as

long as it lasted, and would then get another

quart, making a little profit on every drink.

That would be a sort of initial club in the lower

ranks of society.

2874.^ According to the law of your State,

would it be permissible for a body of working men
to form a clid3 Avhere they would escape the con-

sequences of this prohibition ?—Certainly.

2875. But you are not aware whether any
such mode has been attempted ?—I do not think

it has among the working people.

2876. A previous witness laid some stress

upon the importance of rendering physiology

and the laws of health a matter of education

;

may I ask is that point looked to in the United
States ?— It is to some extent

;
very elementary

physiology is taught in our common schools, and
in our higher academies it is quite largely taught,

even in young ladies' seminaries.

2877. Do you think that that branch of edu-
cation has much effect in restraining persons

from indulging in these excesses ?—I do not

know that it has, because I supjiose there is very
little stress laid upon that particular kind of in-

struction which refers to alcoholic excess. The
general outlines, of course, of physiology, anato-

mical structure, and the laws of health are laid

down ; but children are not apt to take them in

very earnestly.

2878. I suppose the temptations to self-in-

dulgence in after life would overcome the recol-

lection of this acquired knowledge ?— Quite
likely.

2879. Mr. M. Henri/.'] In case a person is

committed by the physician and the justices to a

reformatory of that kind for habitual drunkards,

is there any aj^peal to a permanent court, a cir-

cuit court, or supreme court of the State?

—

Yes.

2880. Are you cognizant of cases in which
that appeal has been resorted to ?—Yes ; I know
one case very well, in which a man was declared

an habitual drunkard, and about a year after the

declaration was made he appealed to the court

and had the declaration revoked.
2881. Had he been committed for an indefinite

time, and how long ?—He Avas noL committed
anywhere, but was simply declared an habitual

drunkard, and allowed to be at large, on con-

dition that while at large he would keep sober.

2882. Is there any record of that case in the

books ?—Yes.
2883. Can you refer us to printed reports of

any trials of that kind ?—I do not think there is

0.73.

any printed report of the case to which I have Dr. Parrisli.

referred
; but I know the gentleman well, and I

have no doubt he would be glad to communicate 7 May 1872.

the facts, taking the records from the court.
The facts are on record, but they are not in
print.

2884. I should like to see a record of actual
cases and the evidence that has been considered
sufficient to justify physicians and committing
magistrates in sending persons to such an asvlum,
and also cases in which the individual himself, or
his friends, have disputed the commitment, to
show the working of the law upon the subject ?—
I only know of that individual case ; that there
are others, I have no doubt. I have myself served
as a committee for two habitual drunkards. I
Avas appointed by the court.

2885. Can you give us the particulars of that
case?— It was the case of a young gentleman of
fortune and education. He was the only son of
a venerable citizen of Phlladel])hla. He was a
great nuisance to his father, and had been for
many years. His father sent him to me ; he was
restive and would not remain. His father de-
sired me to call upon him, and I advised that he
should put this Act in force. He did so. He
applied to a judge, and the judge appointed a

commissioner who was a lawyer. The com-
missioner called a jury at his office. I was pre-
sent during a part of the examination. The
young man was there himself, and was taking
notes of the evidence on both sides during the
whole of the investigation. He made no defence
whatever. He felt that he was notable to do so,

I suppose, and he was declared an habitual drunk-
ard, after which he came to me voluntarily, his

father being his committee. He spent a few days
with me and talked the whole question over. I

advised him to go to the city, pursue his business,

and keep sober if he could, with the sense all the
time that this legal rod was over him, and that if

he gave way he would in all probability be taken
away by his committee and be deposited some-
where and dejOTved of his liberty. Twice during
the year he came to me for relief while drinking.

He was intoxicated, I think, at least three times
during the year but he gave his father no trouble.

He did not stav at home ; he had lodo-lntrs else-

where and 25iirsued his literary labours at his

lodgings. After passing through a year of this

sort of trial, finding that he could get along much
better than before (for previously he was drunk
every few Aveeks), he asked his father to with-

draw the ban from him ; that being declined, he

appealed to tlie court. The evidence of his Avhole

life for one year was brought before the court,

and they removed the declaration of habitual

drunkenness from him and alloAved him to go at

large.

2886. That was in Philadelphia ?—Yes.

2887. Since this gentleman has been at large,

has he come under your notice ?—I only met him

once. I met him in the street, and walked afcAv

squares wltli him. He Avas quite sober at that

time, and told me he was doing better than ever

he had done. I have no other evidence than his

own statement.

2888. Chairman.'] When you gave your evi-

dence here the other day, you did not mention

hoAV far, in your opinion, idlotcy Avas affected by
habits of drink ; you spoke of insanity, but did

not advert to idlotcy ; have you any knoAA-ledge

upon that subject?—I have some knoAvledge

upon the subject. I Avas for a number of years

X in
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Dr. Parrish. in charge of an institution in our State for

idiots, When I retired from it, we had

7 May 1872. u^jer our charge from 100 or 150 idiots, and we
announced in our report that nearly half the

bases of idiotcy, as we thought, could be traced to

cabits of intemperance in their parents' ancestors.

But it is very difficult in such cases to get at the

interior life of the people. One does not like very

well to ask, and the people do not like to

answer, whether the father or mother of an idiot

child has been a drunkard. JVI any of these idiots

were from very respectable, some of them from

affluent families. The question could only be

put in a general way, and the answers were very

often imperfect, but I have no doubt from the

testimony of those connected with such insti-

tutions, that a very large proportion, nearly 50

per cent, are attribvitable to drunkenness.

2889. You were asked a question with regard

to the arrangement of the separate classes of

cases in separate buildings or separate establish-

ments ;
supposing a large asylum to be built,

would there be any difficulty in placing those

different classes in different wards, and yet

having one management and superintendence ?

—

I suppose there would be no very considerable

difficulty, except that in a large asylum where
all the patients are under one roof, you cannot

adopt to the same extent the family system,

which to me would be an important consideration

in the conduct of such establishments. It might
possibly be cheaper to conduct a large institution

in one building, though that is a question about

which there is a very great difference of opinion
;

I believe that I could build an institution for

500 persons of any class, in 10 buildings, a great

deal cheaper than I could establish an institution

for them in one building. The walls have not

to be so thick, the timber is not so heavy, and
there is no necessity (as there is in our large

establishments) for forced ventilation
;

possibly

the discipline and management afterward might
be more expensive ; one manager might be
required for each house.

2890. With regard to the power of detaining

a patient, are there not some cases of patients

admitted voluntarily whom you would desire to

have the power of the key upon?— Yes, there

are such cases ; a great many voluntary cases

ought to remain much longer with us than they
are willing to remain. I do not know how far

the genius of our Government would permit any
restraint.

2891. I am asking about the effect upon the

case ?—The effect upon the case would be
greater.

2892. If you had the power of the key, you
might not be called upon to use it ; but the

knowledge that it existed would have a deterrent

effect in preventing a voluntary patient going
out when you thought he ought to stay?—Cer-
tainly, I think it would.

2893. When you were giving another part of
your evidence, you spoke generally of alcoholic

liquors
; you mean by that expression beer,

cider, and whatever contains alcohol in a greater
or less quantity ?—Yes.

2894. Is there any prohibition upon the manu-
facture of those articles in any State in America ?

—No, not upon the domestic manufacture ; I do
not think anybody could be prevented in our
country from raising on his own farm, or in his

garden, his own fruits, manufacturing them into

wine, and using them in his own family, or giving
them to his neighbours.

2895. You have already mentioned that there
is no law preventing a person from importing
wine or liquor, or anything else in its original

packages, even in a State where the prohibitory
law is enforced ?—That is a law of the general
Grovernment.

2896. A universal law ?—A universal law
which is recognised in some of the prohibitory
laws.

2897. I believe you have been what is known
in America as a temperance man, an advocate
of the temperance cause all through your life ?

—

Yes.

2898. Nevertheless you are not one of those

who believe that total abstinence is possible for

every person ?—I do not think it is ; I do not
see how total abstinence can be enforced upon
the community at large ; I think it ought to be
enforced upon inebriates.

2899. Have you formulated your views upon
the question of temperance and of prohibition ; if

prohibition were demanded by a large majority of

a district, and capable of being maintained, not
as a mere ephemeral opinion, in your view
should that prohibition be granted ?—I think
where the popular sentiment will sustain it,

it would be effectual in closing saloons ; if

a very large part of any particular district

decides that prohibition is necessary for that

district, which they would not do unless the

great majority of them were sober people, it would
be simply to prevent drinking people, who drink

to excess in their vicinity, getting the liquor.

2900. Before you came here for the purpose of

giving evidence, had you heard any opinion ex-

pressed as to the service that this Committee
might be likely to render to the cause, not only
of treating inebriates, but of temperance gene-
rally ?—I think there is an impression among
gentlemen who have been informed of the action

of this Committee, that something will grow out

of this investigation that may tend to harmonise
the disturbing elements on both sides of the

Atlantic. The advocates of temperance are

arrayed against each other on account of dif-

ferences of opinion as to the best method of
accomplishing their objects, and what we need
is some authoritative opinion that shall come in

between these antagonistic forces, and upon
some basis of social science or physiological re-

search shall establish a legislation that will be
recognised as wise, and that will be useful.

2901. Is there any other statement you desire

to make to the Committee ?—I have here a short

abstract of the different laAvs in various States,

which will give the Committee an idea of the

legislation on this subject. In the State of

Texas the fine for adulteration of liquors is from
50 dollars to 500 dollars. In that State there is,

an occupation tax of 150 dollars upon any person

or firm selling spirituous, vinous, or other in-

toxicating liquors in quantities not less than one
quart ; that is 150 dollars a year paid to the

State. In cases of declared habitual drunkai'ds,
" the court so finding him may issue an order for

the support of his family and the education of

his children."

2902. Dr. Li/(m Flayfair.'] An order upon the

publican ?—An order upon the public funds. I

believe m the State of Iowa the law re-

cognises specifically imported liquors, and
allows liquors [to be sold for mechanical
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and medicinal purposes, as well as beer,
cider, &c. Permission is granted to any citizen

by the court to buy and sell " for me-
chanical, medical, culinary, and sacramental pur-
poses." The fine for the first ofi^ence of selling

liquors contrary to the law, is 100 dollars and
30 days' imprisonment ; for the second offence,

200 dollars and 60 days' imprisonment ; for

the third offence, 200 dollars and 90 days'

imprisonment. They have a peculiar sec-

tion with regard to mixing liquors. One
of the witnesses here a few days since

spoke about persons taking beer, aud then
stronger alcoholic liquors afterwards. In the
State of Iowa they Irave a law prohibiting the
seller from mixing " any intoxicating liquor

with beer, wine, or cider by him sold," which
seems to allow that wine, beer, and cider are not
intoxicating. But the law does not j^revent the
buyer from mixing. They have a punishment
for drunkards who may be arrested without
warrant, taken into custody till a complaint be
made to a magistrate, and if found guilty, a fine

is imposed of 10 dollars and costs, and imprison-

ment for 30 days. This penalty may be partly

remitted by the magistrate, if the inebriate

informs, under oath, from whom he obtained

the liquor. Another provision of their law is

this, that common carriers, as railroad conductors,

express agents and depot masters, or any em-
ployes as teamsters, and stage drivers, or any
person whatsoever who shall convey into this

State intoxicating liquors, shall be guilty of mis-
demeanor, and shall pay a fine of 30 dollars, and
be imprisoned for 30 days for the first offence,

and for subsequent offences 50 dollars and 90
days. Giving or selling intoxicating drink to an
Indian in Iowa, or to any intoxicated person,
may be punished by fine not exceeding 200
dollars, or imprisonment for one year, or both.

Persons convicted of keeping a nuisance are

liable to a fine not exceeding 1,000 dollars, and
the business mav be abated and the building de-
stroyed. A drinkiug-house is declared a nuisance
where there is disorderly conduct. Drunkards
are classed in that State as vagrants, and may be
required to give security for one year, or their

services may be contracted for with any suitable

person for not more than one year, or they may
be kept in gaol for one year, and one-half the

proceeds of their labour during such service or

confinement may be paid to them on their dis-

charge. The Legislature of Virginia has this year
incorporated an institution for the restraint and
cure of inebriates, but tlieir law has nothing par-

ticular in it. In the State of Illinois the licensed

holder is to give a bond of 3,000 dollars, with
two freehold sureties agreeing to pay all damage
which may accrue to person or property, or

means of support, to any person, as a conse-

quence of the sale of liquor, and to pay to any
person who may take charge of a drunkard
coming out of his place reasonable compensation
for services, and two dollars in addition for every
day such person may be under his care. An
evasion of the law by any shift or device is deemed
unlawful selling, and punished accordingly.

Fines and damages are a lien upon the real estate

of the persons selling. In New Hampshire they
have a restrictive law. I have a note here from
the governor of New Hampshire on this subject.

He says, I regret to say that in many places,

especially in the cities and large towns, the law
0.73.

IS almost totally disregarded, liquors of all kinds Dr. Parrish.
being sold as freely as if there were no laws in '„

existence relating to the same." So in Connec- ^ Mayil<72.

ticut, the punishment of drunkards is a fine of
7 dollars and costs. I have a note from the
governor of that State with reference to the pro-
hibition. He says, " Wherever enforced it does
dimmish drunkenness, but public opinion is so
loose that in many places, especially in the cities
and larger towns, spirituous liquors are sold as
freely as if there was no Statute making it a
crime." With regard to Boston, I will read an
extract from the police report :

" In looking over
the comparative table of crime, one fact ])resents
itself to the mind with peculiar force, and that is
the alarming increase in the number of arrests
for drunkenness. Of the 400,000 arrests during
the last 17 years, 225,000 were for drunkenness"
besides some 28,000 helped home for drunken-
ness, to say nothing of the 23,000 assaults. But
the most startling feature is the steady increase
of intemperance compared with the increase of
the population."

2903. Chairman.'] There is one law to which
you referred, that seemed to me to clash con-
siderably with what I may call an organic law, the
right of importation ?—Yes, the law relating to
common carriers.

2904. Is it not the fact that your supreme
court of legislature is found to quash or over-
ride some of the laws of your State leo-iskture ?

—Yes.
2905. It is one of the features of your system

of jurisprudence ?—Yes. Our legislatures in
the States are a sort of outlet for the overflow
of excitable public sentiment, and laws are
often passed under pressure, aud the supreme
court either of the State or of the United States
comes down with its law and testimony, and
we are brouo-ht to order.

2906. Sir H. Johnstone.'] The supreme court
of the United States may over-rule any decision
of the supreme legislature of your own State ?

—

I think it can, but the complaint must come
regularly ; it cannot unless the Supreme Court
of the State is appealed from to the Supreme
Court of the United States.

2907. Chairman.] I think, except in the State
of Massachusetts, your judges are all elected?

—

Yes, so far as I knoAV.

2908. Mr. Ahroi/d.] You stated that in New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Connecticut,
where these laws were rather stringent, they
vi^ere totally disregarded

; you have mentioned
the laws in the State of Iowa, which seem ex-

ceedingly stringent ; I wish to ask you whether
those stringent laws are as laxly enforced (or not
enforced at all) in Iowa as they are in Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, and other States ?—

I

think not. I have a note from the Governor of

Iowa, in which he speaks of the law in some of

the rural districts of that State being well ob-

served, but in the counties which border on the

adjoining States, the law is not only not observed

but it is defied. But the general impression

throughout the State among the friends of tem-
perance is that the law does good, not so much
good, however, as they would desire to see. Then
you must take into account that the people of

Iowa, which is a large western prairie State, are

farmers living in some cases at great distances,

apart. The population is not such as are found
in cities.

X 2 2909. So
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Dr. ParrLsh. 2909. So that generally speaking these laws

are inoperative, except in certain localities,

-7 May 1872. where public opinion, I presume, is in favour of

a strict observation of temperance laws ?—Yes.

We have a law in all our States imposing a fine

upon every man for profane swearing
; yet pro-

fane swearing is a national vice. The people

who are not profane do not obstain from the vice,,

because of the Statute of the Legislature.

Dr. Daniel G. Dodge,

Dr. Dodge. 2910. Chairman.'] I BELIEVE you are a Phy-

sician, having charge of an institution called the

New York State Inebriate Asylum at Bingham-

ton.^—Yes.
2911. Where is that asylum?—It is about two

and a half miles from the city of Binghamton, a

small city of some 15,000 inhabitants, in the

county of Broome, in the State of New York,

and it is about 200 miles west of the City of New
York.

2912. What is the constitution of the institu-

ticm ?—It is a chartered institution ; I have the

bye-laws here.

2913. Dr. Pariish gave us a short sketch of

its formation ; I believe it Avas originally formed

by private coniribution and subscription ? —
Yes.

2914. And ultimately adopted by the State of

New York ?—Yes.

2915. What is its management ?—It is under

the control and management of a board of trus-

tees, 15 in number, composed of gentlemen of

high standing and ability, and well knov/n in the

State. They receive their appointment from the

Governor of the State. The board is divided

into three committees, with five members each.

A committee on management and discipline, who
meet monthly, and who have charge of all the

internal affairs of the asylum ; an executive com-
mittee, who meet as often as required, or as is

necessary, and who have charge of construction

and repairs, and all outside matters not appertain-

ing to the two former committees are under the

control of a finance committee.

2916. What is the size of the establishment?
—The length of the front is 365 feet ; width of

transept, 72 feet; width of wings, 51 feet; the

building is four storeys high. When completed
it will be capable of holding 200 patients, giving

a room for each patient. It is now cajiable of

providing lor about 80 patients, giving each per-

son a room to himself.

2917. What is the date of the establishment ?

—It was opened for the recejjtion of patients

about nine years ago ; I think in 1863.
2918. What is the sex of the inmates?

—

Males.

2919. Exclusively ?—Exclusively.
2920. What is the present number ?—Eighty.

During the past winter the number exceeded
100, which crowded us very much.

2921. Then I gather that there is a certain
portion of the establishment that has not yet
been opened for the reception of patients ?—One
wing is not completed.

2922. How is this establishment supported?-

—

During the past year it has been wholly sup-
ported by the receipts of the paying patients.

2923. Does it receive no subvention from the
State ?—It has not for the past two years.

2924. Prior to that, did it not receive sums of
money from the State ?—Prior to that, it received

called in ; and Examined.

for several years in succession from 100,000
dollars to 125,000 dollars a year.

2925. Then, when I stated in my evidence
that a sum of about 40,000 dollars had been
given to this establishment, I was considerably
below the mark?— I think the State has appro-
priated in all about 600,000 dollars to the insti-

tution.

2926. Why was this subvention not continued ?

—It was cut oif on account of a new excise law
being passed by the Legislature two years ago.

2927. Then you now get nothing but the sup-

port obtained from the surplus of paying pa-
tients ?—That is all.

2928. How much of the sum of money that

was allocated annually by the State, was for the
keeping up of the establishment and current ex-

penses, and how much of it went for building

purposes?—It was all expected to go for com-
pleting the buildings.

2929. Did it all goto that purpose?—It did

not, because we had not enough to meet the

current expenses of the establishment, and this

appropriation helped to make up the deficiency

every year, for several years.

2930. Have you any return by which you can
tell the number of admissions from the com-
mencement of the institution ?—The whole num-
ber admitted from the commencement is about

1,100.

2931. Can you divide these in any way as to

their character ?—Yes ; I wish to make a cor-

rection of a report that I made to you some time

ago ; I based that report in a great measure on
my own judgment, I had not the precise facts to

rely upon ; since then I have studied the matter

more, and I can give you a better estimate.

2932. Will you give us the benefit of your
later experience ?—The total number admitted

from the commencement is about 1,100; volim-

tary patients about eleven-twelfths, making
1,009 ;

committed, about one-twelfth, making
91. In my report I estimated the voluntary pa-

tients at 902 and the committed at 154
;
making

my estimate now from the number I have re-

ceived myself, I am satisfied that I put the

number of committed patients too high ; I had
no facts to go upon but the number I had re-

ceived, and I took it for granted that that would
hold good throughout the whole. I now make
the committed patients one-twelfth of the whole

number instead of one-fifteenth.

2933. What is the social condition of your
patients ?—They are mainly from the upper and
middle classes of society, mostly men of intelli-

gence, culture, and education ; cheerful, pleasant,

and social gentlemen.

2934. Have you a return showing the average

duration of the residence of the patients who
have been in your establishment ? — Yes ; and
here I wish to make another correction. The
average residence of the patients under my
charge, I judge to be about four months ; some

remain
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remain only a few weeks, a large proportion re-

main three months, a goodly number continue
six months, and a few remain one year, and even
a longer period. In my report to you I gave
as the average residence of the patients in the

asylum, 100 days ; on more careful examination
1 state the average time to be four months.

2935. Have you taken into your considei-ation

the number of cures since the commencement ?

—

Yes ; and I desire to make a still further correc-

tion on this subject ; I am unable to give any
facts or figures as to the whole number of cures

since the asylum Avas first opened for patients,

but with regard to tlie past two years, during
which I have had charge of the institution, I am
of opinion that 40 per cent, of the whole number
have been cured. I made tliat estimate about
three weeks ago, previously to my being called

before a committee of our State Legislature. The
proportion of cures to the length of residence in

the asylum is largely in favour of those who re-

main six months ; the per-centage of cures in

that class is largely in excess of the per-centage

in the case of those who remain a shorter period

of time. In my report I stated the cures to be
50 per cent, of the whole number ; that was my
opinion at the time, but in making an estimate

of the number of cures out of the whole number
admitted by me, I am convinced that they do
not exceed 40 per cent. It is the duty of the

secretary to learn the condition of the patients

who have been discharged from time to time,

more especially before making up our annual
report, by any and all means in his power; that

is the way that we get at the effects, but the in-

formation is often imperfect and unreliable.

2936. Then you are contented to put a man
down as cured, merely because he leaves your
care in a state of sobriety and reasonable health ?

—No.
2937. Y(m follow him up afterwards and get

the best information you can as to his state when
he is once more exposed to the risks and tempta-

tions of society ?—Yes ; I may state that it is

customary for a goodly number of these patients

whom we claim to be cured, to write to us at

stated times, without our Avi'iting to them, re-

specting their condition ; with regard to those

that Ave do not hear from, Ave Avrite either direct

to them or to their friends.

2938. Have you a Eeturn of the number of

those who have been admitted more than once ?

—Only the Return that I made to you some
time ago.

2939. Do you abide by that report?—I do.

2940. That report states that the number ad-

mitted once, is 828 ?—Yes.

2941. The number admitted twice is 73, and
the number admitted three times is 26 ?— Yes.

2942. When I asked you hoAv the institution

was sup})orted, and referred to the assistance of

the State, I did not quite understand hoAv the

alteration of the laAV upon this subject affects

you, do you get any contribution from the

licensing money of your State tOAvards j'our asy-

lum ?—No. I may be permitted to go into a

little exjdanation in regard to the appiopriation

that has been made to us, the source it came
from, and the object to Avhich it Avas applied.

After the founder of the institution had expended

40,000 dollars or thereabouts, Avhich he collected

by private subscription, he commenced building ;

as a matter of course that Avas soon exhausted in

U.7.3.

an establishment of this size ; then he Avent to Dr Dodqe.
our State Legislature, and made a proposition
that he Avonld give them a deed of the property 7 May 1872.
in trust if they Avould make appropriations from
year to year to complete the buildings, Avhich they
consented to do ; and they passed a hnv giving
10 per cent, of all the excise moneys in the State
for that purpose, Avhicli amounted to from 100,000
dollars to 125,000 dollars a year for some five

years. Two years ago this organisation surren-
dered all its rights and title to the property, and
passed it over to the State, Avho took charge of
it ; and by an Act of the Legislature power was
given to the governor to appoint the board of
trustees; that has made it exclusively a State
institution, but no appropriations have been made
since then to complete the buildings, or for the
support of the patients. It is noAv classed like
other charitable institutions in the State, and is

under the same control and management as the
otiier charitable institutions are.

2943. I believe you have been a member of

the State Legislature yourself?—Yes, I was, one
session.

2944. At the time you Avere a member of that

Legislature Avas this appropriation question dis-

cussed ?—It Avas not.

2945. What poAver of detention, if any, did

you possess?—To ansAver that question I Avill

call the attention of the Committee to page 44
of mylieport: "Chapter 266 of the Laws of

this State, passed 31 March 1865, entitled ' An
Act for the Better Regulation and Discipline of

the New York State Inebriate Asylum,' provides

as foUoAVS :
' Any justice of the supreme court,

or the county judge of the county in which any
inebriate may reside, shall have poAver to commit
such inebriate to the NeAV York State Inebriate

Asyliun, upon the production and filing of an
affidavit or affidavits, by tAvo respectable prac-

tising physicians, and tAvo respectable citizens,

freeholders of such county, to the effect that such
inebriate is lost to self-control, unable from such
inebriation to attend to business, or is thereby

dangerous to remain at large. But such com-
mitment shall be only imtil the examination noAv

provided by law shall have been held, and in no
case for a longer period than one year.'

"

2946. The courts have decided that in order

to make such commitment legal, tlie party ])ro-

ceeded against must have notice of application

for the Avarrant of commitment?—Yes. I may
also mention that there is something preliminary

to that laAV. Sections 8-9 of an Act entitled,

" An Act to incorporate the United States

Inebriate Asylum, for the Reformation of the

Poor and Destitute Inebriate," are as folloAvs

:

" Said institution shall have power to receive

and retain all inebriates Avho enter said asylum

either voluntarily, or by the order of the Com-
mittee of any habitual drimkard. All poor and

destitute inebriates Avho are received into said

asylum shall be employed in some useful occu-

pation in or about the said asylum ; said inebriates

shall have all moneys accruing from their labour,

after the expenses of their support in said asylum

shall have been paid, Avhich shall be sent to their

families, monthly ; if said inebriates have no

families, it shall "be paid to him or her at their

discharge from said institution." (Section 9,

chapter 184, 1857). Section 9. " The Committee

of the person of any habitual drunkard, duly

appointed under existing laAVS may, in his or their

X 3 discretion
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Dr. Dodge, discretion, commit such habitual drunkard to the

custody of the trustees or other proper officers of

7 May 1872. said asylum, there to remain until he shall be

discharged therefrom by such committee."
_

2947r That applies solely to committed patients ?

—Solely to committed patients.

2948. You have no power of retaining^ a

voluntary patient if he desires to go out in spite^

of your advice ?—None, with the exception of

what we assume.

2949. If you found a man wanting to go into

town who you knew from your experience would

come back drunk, you would have no power to

stop him ?—No power except manual force.

2950. I am speaking of a voluntary patient ?

—So am I. I have often locked up such a man
who showed any disposition or determination to

go aM"ay.

2951. Then you have the power?—I have

taken the responsibility of doing it.

2952. But legally ?—I have no power.

2953. If you exercise that poAver without

having legal authority it is almost superfluous to

ask whether you would desire to have the power
granted legally ?—I should much prefer to

have it.

2954. And in the event of your having that

power so as to prevent persons from going away
too soon, you believe it would have a good prac-

tical result on the persons under your care ?

—

Yes.
2955. You have no other inspection of your

asylum than that which belongs to the board of

directors or to the stated committees ?—No.
2956. The State do not visit your asylum for

the purpose of supervision, except through the

medium of this committee ?—It is the duty of

the examiners of public charities to visit these in-

stitutions from time to time.

2957. They visit from time to time every

charity and public institution of your State?

—

Yes.
2958. Therefore to that extent your institution

is equally open to their inspection ?—Yes.
2959. And supposing they found anything

wrong going on, to whom have they the power
of reporting ?—I suppose to the Legislature of

the State.

.2960. The management of an establishment
with 80 drunkards in it cannot be a very easy
affair ; what are the main difficulties with which
you have to contend in the management?—One
of the greatest difficulties is that we have not
the power to detain these patients a sufficient

length of time to give hopes of cure or perma-
nent reformation ; another is that Ave have not
sufficient authority to enforce proper restraint

;

in other words, we have not an absolute power
to enforce a strict obedience to the rules ; it is

imperative that these should be comi^lied with as

affording one of the principal remedies or mea-
sures in the treatment of these cases. It can all

be summed up in one thing, the power to detain
these men a sufficient time, because when we
have power to detain them we have power to

enforce the rules.

2961. Have you had any difficulty with regard
to liquor being surreptitiously introduced into
your establishment ?— Yes ; that is one of
the^ greatest difficulties we have to contend
against.

2962. Patients when they go out will bring
liquor in with them ?—Yes.

2963. Do the servants of your establishment
create a traffic in drink ?—I never had that
trouble with the servants ; the principal difficulty

arises when you give the patients perrnission to
visit town or to leave the grounds. If they
become intoxicated they may get a bottle of
something and bring it in with them ; we seldom
have any trouble with regard to smuggling li-

quors into the asylum in their sober moments,
when they have not been drinking.

2964. Do you give these people the command
of money?—No, v,'e do not, unless they have
been a sufficient length of time to obtain our
confidence.

2965. How do they manage to get drink?

—

They manage to get drink by disregarding the
rules, leaving the grounds and going into the
town without permission.

2966. But if they have no money ?—After
they have been there a sufficient length of time,
eight successive weeks, and have been obedient
to all the rules, and shoAvn an evident desire and
disposition to change their course of life, that is

one of the privileges we give them. If a patient
of that kind comes to me and asks permission to
go into town, and if he wants a little money to

make some purchases Avith, I give it him.
2967. Please state your views, as a medical

practitioner, on the subject of habitual drunken-
ness, pathologically considered, and hoAV far

those views are believed by you to be enter-
tained by the medical profession of the United
States ?—My OAvn view, and I think the medical
practitioners of the United States are almost a
unit in the same belief, is that drunkenness is a
disease often remediable by medical and hygienic
appliances. To obtain a correct understanding
of our theory, which has been tested by several
years of practical experiment, notably for eight
years in the asylum at Binghampton, in the State
of New York, it will be necessary to go some-
what into detail. We have to consider, in the
first place, the nature of alcohol, and its effects

upon the human system, 'f hese may be briefly

stated as follows : Alcohol is a narcotico-irritant

poison. It is the opposite of food, and there is

nothing in the human system to which it corre-

sponds, no natural want it can supply. Like
other poisons, there may be cases in Avhich it can
be introduced to retard the ravages of disease,

but it cannot in any sense be considered food.

One of the ablest writers in America, Dr.
"Willard Parker, president of the Binghampton
Asylum, in whose views on this subject I most
fully concur, makes the following statement Avith

respect to alcohol :
" Its results are, first, to

induce a diseased condition of the nerves, which
is manifest by the general symptom, depraved
appetite. In the second place, entering the

circulation unchanged, it impairs the vitality of

the blood. Thirdly, after alcohol has produced
disease of the stomach and a depraved appetite,

it next expends its force upon the neighbouring
organs, inducing disease of the liver and dropsy,

or Bright's disease, both of which are fatal to

health, if not to life. The brain, also, although
further from the stomach, is often diseased in

function and, at a late period, in structure."

These diseases, or some of them, form a con-

stitutional taint, to 'become the sad inheritance

of unborn generations as surely and widely as

insanity, scrofula, or consumption. The inherited

demand or appetite for alcoholic stimulants will

also
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also be found to exhibit the erratic jieculiarities

of other diseases of inheritance ; sometimes being-

handed down from parent to children in regular

succession, sometimes overlooking individual

members of the family, and sometimes lying

dormant for one or two generations. Again, the

development of the inherited disease will vary in

form through all the degrees of idiocy to habitual

and periodical drunkenness. In the institution

for the treatment of idiots, near Boston, in the

State of Massachusetts, Dr. Howe reports, that

of the 300 under his care, 143 are the children of

drunken parents. These views have been ac-

cepted by the medical profession in the United
States for many years, as for instance, by Dr.
J. W. Francis, who asserted the doctrine of the

curability of inebriation in an essay, entitled
" Bacchus," published some 30 years ago. Dr.
Woodward, of the Worcester (Massachusetts)

Insane Hospital, maintained the same theory in a

series of essays, published in 1833 ; and, previous

to either of these, 60 years ago, Dr. Rush, of

Philadelphia, accounted for the phenomena of

drunkenness as being the result of a morbid
state of the will. Perhaps, however, the most
convineinir argument in favour of this view is to

be found iu the fact that, in 1857, before any
practical results had been achieved by the suc-

cess of inebriate asylums, 1,500 of the leading-

physicians in America sent an address to the

Legislature of the State of New York, in which
they stated their luianimous belief that "with
this (an inebriate) institution we can save hun-
dreds who are now crowding our insane asylums,

flooding our courts, dying in our prisons, and
perishing in our streets." It is important to

keep in view that drunkenness is as often in-

voluntary as voluntary ; that the person afflicted

with the tendency to it obeys " a law of his

members " more potent than his will. The
authority from whom I have already quoted,

pertinently says upon this point, that there are

appetites implanted in the system, and when
wisely managed they help to keep the system in

a healthful condition. They express themselves

in hunger and thirst, Avhile the craving of the

system for alcohol, opium, hashish, &c., is the

result of disease in the organism, more or less

marked, depending upon the gravity of the

lesion of nerve and tissue. The condition of the

inebriate is abnormal ; he is in a state of unrest

throughout the whole system, and the urgency
for relief is so great that the will has not the

power to resist. What is denominated appetite,

therefore, is a state of suffering dependent upon
disease, as in colic or pleurisy, and the craving

and demand for relief are beyond the power of

the will. This view of the hereditary taint of

inebriety is so important that a correct diagnosis

of the disease is greatly aided by a knowledge of

the family history of the patient. Peculiarities

of mental endowment, of temperament, and of

social surroundings, will, of course, have marked
effects upon individuals, but for practical pur-

poses inebriates may be classified as I. Here-

ditary inebriates ; II. Periodical or confirmed

drunkards from causes not hereditary ; III. In-

curables.

2968. Please define this classification?—He-
reditary inebriates ought properly to be sub-

divided into two classes: first, periodical or inter-

mittent inebriates ;
and, second, confirmed

drunkards from inherited tendency. The former
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comprises those who have inherited the tendency,
predisposition, or craving for drink manifested by
drunkenness, sometimes at fixed periods, and in
other cases by irregular and intermittent
paroxysms. The statistics of the Binghampton
Asylum show that a large per-centage of the
patients received iu that institution have had in-
temperate parents or ancestors. I find by re-
ferring to the record that out of 379, the whole
number admitted during 20 months, 189 inherited
the disease from intemperate parents or ancestors,
and these men are nearly all periodical drinkers.
This is the least hopeful class of our patients, but
still a cure is possible, as I have often witnessed.
Theii- paroxysms return again and again, but the
force of them may be gradually diminished until,
as the result of patience on the part of those
under whose care they place themselves, and
patience with themselves, the disease is at last
extirpated

; tlie body resumes its healthful
functions, and the will exerts its normal activity.
But still it must be remembered that it is a well-
estaldished fact, that of those who inherit the
predisposition to alcoholism by far the largest
proportion had a miserable existence, and few
escape being afflicted with disease or physical
deformity, and frequently both combined in one.
The other class of hereditary inebriates, the
habitual drunkards, I have found more susceptible
of cure, but they require a long retirement from
temptation. The second class embraces all who
have become periodical or habitual drunkards by
their own fault or weakness (I may truthfully
add unconsciously), whose guilt, if it is more
disastrous to themselves and to others, is still of
the same kind as that of a glutton who reaps his

punishment in the pains of indigestion or dys-
pepsia ; the licentious man who endures nameless
torments, and tlie ambitious or mercenary who,
for fame or money, over task the delicate tissue

of the brain or starve themselves into physical
exhaustion and premature old age. This class

also includes all who, from a variety of causes not
hereditary, create in themselves that propensity
or craving for drink which, from being the
minister of their pleasures, becomes a bitter

taskmaster. It would include young men
who, from the delusive idea tliat " life " is

only to be seen in beer saloons, gambling
houses, and brothels, enter upon a course of

stimulation, which not only destroys their keen
and moral perceptions, but plants in their physi-

cal systems the seeds of diseased appetites with
the same deadly certainty tliat contagion propa-

gates yellow fever or small-pox. Numerous
additions to the multitude of sporadic drunkards,

of habitual and periodical drunkards, Avho be-

come such voluntarily, are furnished by men of

lively temperaments, strong social tendencies,

the "good fellows" so called, who pass by a

rapid gradation from pi'osperity to i^ovei'ty, and
every year by tliousands are swept into the vor-

tex of habitual drunkenness, pitied, but never

aided beyond the compassionate utterance of the

common remark, " Poor fellow ! he is nobody's

enemy but his own." The stern facts of the

moral census on l)oth sides the Atlantic show
with an overwhelmingly sad conclusiveness that

the difterence of sex does not form a boundary
line between the victims of this form of inebria-

tion ; that the excessive strain of fashionable

life, the tendency to look upon the maternal re-

lation as a misfortune, on the one hand, and the

X 4 established

Dr. Dodge.

7 May 1872.
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Dr. Dodge, established belief that alcohol is a necessary ad-
'

' junct to the wash-tub In another grade of society,

7 May 1872. is spreading habitual drunkenness as a disease at

a fearful and dangerous rate among women.

There are also, as causes fcr the prevalence of

this class of inebriates, conditions of tempera-

ment that vary with individuals to an extent to

embarrass a general classification; as, for in-

stance, misfortune in business, domestic unhappi-

ness, over exertion of the mental and physical

powers (especially the former), even a sudden

and unexpected prosperity
;
any one of these

causes may sweep the victim from an apparent

place of safety into the lowest depths of drunken-

ness. Strange as it may seem, facts and experi-

ence show that the proportion of cures effected

is larger in this class than in those of the here-

ditary inebriate. " A large proportion of this

class can be cured at an asylum, and the length

of time necessary to effect the cure will depend

uj)on the duration of the disease, and the amount
of functional derangement, or organic lesion

which exists. I have mentioned as the third

general classification of inebriates those upon
whom the disease is so fastened that all that can

be done for them is to mitigate its evil effects

upon themselves and upon society, by perma-
nently removing them entirely from all tempta-

tion. I mean that there will always be found

cases for which permanent restraint will be ne-

cessary. Generally this class is composed of

young persons who are depraved in all their in-

stincts, who possess low, brutish natures, made
worse by willing persistent adherence to vice,

and who do not desire either reformation or Im-

})rovement. This class are not proper subjects

tor the ordinary asylum, but in my opinion

should be 2:)rovided with a place of security that

will protect the community against their lawless-

ness and irresponsibility, and at the same time
relieve the State of the burden of their support,

in whole, or in part. Sometimes patients of this

class are of another description, and of a finer

constitutional and Intellectual texture, in which
the power of the will has become almost para-

lysed, but retains a small spark of vitality. The
correspondence between this class, as regards

habitual drunkenness and those of feeble mind,
as relates to idiocy, is so marked, that while such
almost miraculous results have been attained by
judicious training of the former, although the
latter are classed with the incurables, they can-
not be said to be absolutely so.

2969. What have been the characteristics of
the inebriates who have come under your own
observation, and what have been the results of
the treatment they have received?— Probably
the best answer to this inquiry will be found in

the last annual report of the New York Estate
Inebriate Asylum, a copy of which I present to

the Committee. By the report of the secretary,
Mr. Carroll Hyde, it appears during 1871 that
there were 315 patients under tieatment, of
which number 244 were admitted during the
year. Of patients discharged there were 230,
out of which number 184 left with great hopes
of permanent reformation or improvement, and
only 46 showed no evidence of improvement.
Some of these latter, it may be observed, were
under treatment a short time. No more striking
evidence could be furnished of the fact that the
disease of inebriation is most to be dreaded by
the intelligent classes than is contained In the

statement that there was not a single illiterate

person in the 244; their educational acquire-
ments being thus classified : received common
school education, 105; academical, 90; and col-

legiate, 48. The temperaments seem to be pretty
evenly balanced, as there were nervous, 81

;

sanguine, 77; bilious, 86. As to habits, 172
were in the habit of drinking before meals ; 125
had intemperate ancestors; 81 ascribed their in-
temperate habits to serious affliction or misfortune
in business. The constant or habitual drinkers
numbered 147, and 97 were afflicted with perio-
dical attacks.

2970. Are you in possession of any statistics

showing an approximate proportion of hereditary
inebriates to the class of habitual drunkards from
causes originating with themselves ?—Out of 360
patients admitted into the Binghampton Asylum,
I find that 42 stated that they were the offspring

of intemperate parents, representing one in eight;

36 had intemperate fathers, being one in 10 ; six

had intemperate mothers, or one in 60 ; nine had
intemperate brothers or sisters, or one in ^0; 66
had Intemperate ancestors, exclusive of parents

;

and of these 36 were on the paternal side, or one
in 10 ; while 30 were on the maternal side, or
one in 12. From this exhibit it appears that out
of a total of 360 j^atients, the hereditary taint,

immediate or remote, existed in 159 cases, being
nearly 50 per cent.

20^ \. At what period of life do your patients

appear to present the largest average of improve-
ment or cure ?—Between the ages of 30 and 45
years. Very young persons do not seem to be
so deeply impressed with the necessity for re-

formation, and hence one of the prime elements
of cure, the co-operation of the desire of the

patient, is generally lacking. They have not the

conviction either that their whole future must be
decided by the use they make of a few years of

life, which often adds its impressiveness to the

reflections of a man in middle life. Then again,

after 45 years of age, an inebriate has generally

so far exhausted his vita] powers that while the

desire for a cure may remain with him, the phy-
sical results of his previous course of life have
destroyed the recuperative powers, so that while

a cure is not impossible, it is more reasonable to

hope only for an amelioration of his condition.

2972. What do you call very young " for an
inebriate ?—From 18 to 25 ; I have received

them as young as 18. I refer to that class from
18 to 25, or 28, or possibly up to 30.

2973. What are the methods of treatment

pursued in the asylum of which you are superin-

tendent and physician?—Nearly all patients on
their admission require medical treatment

;

stimulant, sedative, and narcotic remedies are

usually administered at the outset, followed by
alterative medicines to improve and correct the

secretions, after which tonics, both vegetable

and mineral, are given, calculated to add tone

and strength to the system. When we have or-

ganic diseases, appropriate remedies adapted to

each particular case are administered to relieve

and assist nature in removing the same. Outside

of these functional and organic difficulties very
little medical treatment is demanded or required.

Our main reliance is upon sanitary messures, re-

medial rather than medicinal, and essential to

improve and invigorate the physical organisation,

and, as a result, adding strength in the same
ratio to the mental faculties, thus enabling the

patient
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patient in fntnre to assert and maintain his self-

respect and self-control. As soon as our patient
is

,

convalescent, but little, if any, medicine is

given, and our main reliance is placed u])on the
following sanitary and hygienic measures : re-

straint from business and the busy scenes of
every-day life

;
quiet, reading, writing, pure air,

well-ventilated rooms, good nourishing diet,

regular hours for meals, rising, and retiring,

proper physical exercise, such as out-door games,
walking, and such mechanical empli)yment as

taste and inclination may dictate and opportunity
afford. These measures are strongly recom-
mended and urged upon all as conducive to a
healthful condition of mind and body, assisting

materially in breaking up former habits and
associations, driving from the mind those old

companions of an intemperate life, forming new
thoughts, new ideas, and new and better habits,

necessitating a new life in every respect ; a
radical change, and finally convincing all reason-

able men who have been addicted to the excessive

use of strong drinks that stimulants are not only
useless but absolutely injurious. We have no
specific with which to destroy the craving appetite

for alcoholic stimulants, whether acquired by
the voluntary act of the subject or handed down
as an hereditary disease and curse ; remedial
agents and medicinal remedies alone are power-
less to eradicate a habit that has by practice and
education become a part of one's very existence

and organisation. There is one remedy, and
one only, that will remove the habit and make a
recovery as complete and permanent as it is pos-
sible for science or ingenuity to devise. It is a
phy siological fact thatwhen a habit has beenformed
or contracted, an absolute removal of the agent
that produced the habit is necessary in order
that a new state of things may become possible.

Place before a patient a liberal supply of tempting
and nutritious food, and ask him to starve him-
self to death ; nature is stronger than the will

;

it is an impossibility. Place alcohol before him,

and ask an inebriate to cure himself gradually
;

it is equally an impossibility. The fact that the

excessive and long-continued use of alcoholic

drinks has caused a complete change, a different

organisation physically and mentally is the

strongest evidence that its entire absence is

absolutely necessary in order to allow the new
and morbid state gradually to disappear, and
finally effect a return to the old or former normal
condition ; and we endeavour to teach these men
by argument, precept, and example, that total

abstinence is the only safe and sure road to man-
hood, honour, and usefulness, health, prosj^erity,

and happiness, and make the men themselves

living examples of our theory and practice, a

living all-convincing proof that they can gain by
total abstinence, and by that only, not the power
to drink moderately with the least safety, but
the power never to indulge at all ; and this self-

restraint is a remedial agent from the moment
the patient enters the institution, growing
stronger and more effective day by day, until

finally he finds total abstinence not only possible

but permanently successful in the future ; these

same truths apply equally to the treatment of

the opium habit ; this has been made a specialty

at the asylum with the most marked and grati-

fying results. This (the opium habit) is even

more deplorable in its consequences than the ex-

cessive use of alcoholic stimulants. The only
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real restraints we now have upon patients (ex- Dr. Dodye.
cept those who are actually committed by order
of the courts) is their word of honour and written 7 May 1872.
bond ov agreement to remain a specified time,
adhering to certain written rules, unless for good
cause the same is revoked by relations or friends :

and in the case of committed patients the same
must be revoked by a written release, signed by
the judge who may have issued the order of
commitment.

2974. Then those who set forth that they are
in possession of a specific remedy for the cure of
drunkenness are, to term them shortly, quacks ?—Quacks, in my opinion.

2975. What are the rules governing patients?
—On entering the institution the patient is in-
formed that all persons, on becoming inmates, are
understood to bind themselves to observe and obey
the bye-lau s and rulesgoverniug the internal aftairs
of the asylum. Any deliberate violation of them
is considered good cause for removal from the
institution. I may remark here that only those
who are connected with institutions of this kind
can know how degrading it is to an inebriate to
be expelled ; it seems to them beyond anything
else that could happen. I am sure Dr. Parrisli
would bear me out in this. If an inebriate is

dismissed from the asylum, it seems as if there
were no place on earth for him. That is one of
the best kind of restraints that we have over this

class of men. No patient is received for a less

period than three months, nor, in the first instance,
for a longer term than one year. In order that
the benefit to the patient may be permanent, the
superintendent and 2:>hysician, upon a full ex-
amination of each case, determines the length of
time for which the patient will be received. Any
inebriate having a permanent home within the
State, whose circumstances render it necessary,
may be admitted to a free bed at tlie discretion

of the committee on management and discipline.

If a free bed is applied for, the applicant or his

friends must give satisfactory proof of the in-

ability of the applicant or his family to remunerate
the institution lor his support during his stay
therein. And, in addition to such proof, the ap-
plicant must furnish the certificate of the county
judge of the county Avherein he resides; and, if a
resident of the city of Ncav York, of the mayor
of that city, that he is a proper person to be re-

ceived into the said institution as a free patient.

That is simply that we may not be imjiosed upon;
all other persons are charged according to rooms,
attendance, and accommodation furnished them,
taking into consideration their ability to pay.

For the internal government of the institution

the following rules are prescribed by the board
of trustees : Rule 1, All persons entering the

institution are ex2:)ected to remain at least three

months, and are required to pay (the highest price

is 20 dollars per week) for their board, medical at-

tendance, and other accommodations. These re-

quirements can be modified only by the special

action of the committee on management and
discipline. 2. Patients are expected to be prompt
in their attendance at meals and upon the re-

ligious exercises of the institution
;
they are

required also to retire to their rooms by 10 o'clock

in the evening, and their lights must be ex-

tinguished by half-past 10, 3, No patient is

allowed to use spirituous or fermented liquors,

and the use of tobacco is decidedly disapproved.

Smoking within the building is allowed only in

Y rooms
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Dr Dodge, rooms designated by the superintendent. 4. All

y '

the patients are expected to be at daily prayers

7MnT 1872. in the chapel, and to attend the religious services

of the Sabbath conducted by the chaplain of the

asylum. 5. Patients are not permitted to go off

the asylum grounds except by leave of the

superintendent, nor at any time without such

attendance as the superintendent shall appoint.

6. Every patient is expected to aid in promoting

the purpose for which the asylum is established,

and to aid his fellow patients, in the work of

reform. 7. Every patient on admission to the

institution is required to sign the following

pledge :
" I promise faithfully to conform my-

self to the above rules so long as I am an inmate

of this asylum." The following supplementary

rules have been adopted by order of the superin-

tendent. They were adopted about a year and

a half ago, and are found to work admirably.

1. By permission of the superintendent, only

patients who have observed all the rules of the

asylum for eight successive weeks can visit the

City of Binghamton (two and a half miles dis-

tant) twice a week without an attendant. 2.

Any disobedience of the rules, <«r any abuse of

this privilege, places the offender on the same

footing with newly-admitted patients. 3. All

other patients may make application for per-

mission to visit town with an attendant in the

carriage from the asylum on Tuesday and Satur-

day afternoons. 4. Disobedience of the fore-

going rules renders the patient liable to ex-

pulsion. 5. A patient who is known to indulge

in intoxicating liquors will be expelled from the

institution, 6. Bringing alcholic drinks into the

asylum is considered the greatest crime known
to our rules, and will be dealt with accordingly.

7. It is the duty of the secretary to inform the

friends of all patients who visit the the town of

Binghamton without permission, or disregard

any other important rule of the institution.

A proper regard for all the rules will entitle a

patient to privileges and considerations which are

not accorded to those who act in opposition to

the welfare of themselves and their fellow pa-

tients, and to the best interests of the institution.

When a patient has been with us three or four

months, has been obedient to all the rules, and is

what we call an excellent model patient, I grant

him other privileges, and do not restrict him to

going out twice a week.
2976. What is the expense to paying patients

of treatment ; what proportion are free patients,

and what relation does the total expenditure
bear to the income derived from paying patients ?

—I must again refer to the repoi-t of the Bing-
hamton Asylum, by which it will be seen (on
page 27) that the total expenditure for 1871,
amounted to 38,929-83 dollars, while the income
from paying patients was 40,968-85 dollars,

leaving a surplus of receipts over expenditure of
2,039-42 dollars. The following shows the dif-

ferent classes as to pecuniary resources of patients
under treatment in the asylum during the last

year : 30 per cent, at the rate of 20 dollars per
week ; 25 per cent, at the rate of 15 dollars per
week; 25 per cent, at the rate of 5 to 10 dollars
per week ; 20 per cent, free; or, on the basis of
the standing rate, 20 dollars per week, would
give 59 per cent, paying patients ; 41 per cent,
free.

2977. Have you carefully examined the pro-
posed Act of Parliament entitled the Habitual

Drunkards Act ; if so, will you please give
your opinion upon its provisions, or any of them
that your experience may suggest as defective ?—I have given a careful examination to the pro-
posed Bill, and have been greatly impressed
with the carefulness and practicability of its pro-
visions. For a class of society unhappily large
in all countries, the lower classes, I consider the
provisions contained in the sections from the 12th
to the 16th inclusive, as embodying much needed
legislation, and as offering the only hopeful
solution of a difficulty which is the fruitful source
of poverty, crime, and hence necessarily burden-
some taxation. The cost of restraining and fur-
nishing employment for this class of drunkards
will, I am confident, be more than compensated
for by the reduction of the expenses caused by
their arrest and confinement under the present
mode, and above all by the poor-rate, which is so
largely increased by the maintenance of those
who are made paupers through the intoxication
of husbands and parents. If the Committee will

permit, I should like to make a suggestion in
reference to the practical working of section 3 of
the proposed Bill : I think it will be found in
practice that small sanitariums or reformatories
controlled and managed by individuals, will not
prove as successful or useful as larger institutions

under national or county auspices. I am not
only willing but anxious to concede that all

establishments of this character, both public and
private, are beneficial in their jDurpose, and are
generally successful in their management; but
from my experience, and all I have been able to

see and learn of public and private inebriate

asylums, I am decidedly in favour of the former.
2978. In that respect you differ from your

colleague who was rather in favour of the home
system ?—I am sorry to say that & differ some-
what in that respect.

2979. Have you formed any opinion as to the
best method of establishing reformatories for

inebriates, in addition to what you have stated

to the Committee ?—My experience has led me
to favour the establishment of large asylums,
either founded, endowed, and controlled by the

State, or if founded, endowed, and supported by
voluntary contributions, still so far controlled by
the State as to give them permanency and
national or State prestige. The reasons in favour

of large institutions may be briefly stated as

growing out of greater economy of management
in rent, fuel, and expenses of all kinds ; the ad-

vantage of numbers in favour of cure ; the sym-
pathy and co-operation of patients ; the larger

facilities and adjuncts in the matter of libraries,

reading-rooms, baths, gymnasiums, literary clubs

and religious services, &c. &c. Looking upon
the progress that has been made by public sen-

timent in this matter during the last 10 or 15

years, I am led to hope that the day is not far

distant when, both in England and the United
States, institutions will be established and main-

tained at the public cost (or rather the public

saving), which will be grouped and graded in

something like the following order. First,

asylums for those whose means enable them to

pay liberally with provisions for the reception of

patients of intelligence and culture at reduced or

merely nominal rates. I refer to the following

provisions in the Binghamton Asylum Rules.

At a meeting of the trustees of the New York
State Inebriate Asylum held in the city of Bing-

hamton,
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hamton, 26tli October 1888, the following reso-
lution was passed :

" Resolved, hereafter the price

of admission to the asylum shall be 20 dollars

per week, with payment of three months in

advance, which will include all charges for or-

dinary care and attendance, but the committee
on management and discipline may reduce the
price U2)on a presentation of the facts upon which
a moderation is requested." Second, asylums
for the poorer and less intelligent the mechanical
and labouring classes where work will be pro-

vided, the proceeds of which will pay expenses
and leave a surplus. Third, asylums for in-

curables, where they may be kept from the con-
tagion (if I maybe permitted to use the term) of
drunkenness, and also become productive mem-
bers of society, instead of being burdens on the
tax payers. Fourth, separate institution of each
class for the sexes. 1 believe, too, that the views
of society, guided by the convictions of medical
science, will be enlarged to a conception of the

truth that a voluntary application of an inebriate

for admission into one of those institutions,

instead of being a cause of mortification on the

part of himself and his friends, will be regarded
as the one eminently respectable actio7i of his

life ; that in view of the nndeniable existence of

the fact of a tendency, hereditary or otherwise,

to inebria,tion, there is no more social disgrace in

seeking a cure for this malady than there is in

being cari'ied to a hospital as a I'esult of a limb
being broken by an accident in the street.

2980. Among the subjects upon which you
have touched, you referred to alcohol as a
poison ; do you mean in its excessive use, or in

its absolute constitution ?—I mean in its exces-

sive use.

2981. Do you use alcohol in some shape or

another as a medicine in the treatment of your
cases when they first come in ?—Occasionally.

2982. But never in a dietetic form?— No,
never.

2983. You used an expression which I did not

quite understand, " drinking before meals ;" I do
not know whether that is especially an American
custom ?—I think it is esiiecially American from
what I have been able to learn. The drinking

class of Americans are very much in the habit of

taking what they call their drink, or cocktail, or

bitters, before meals.

2984. Before eveiy meal? — Before every

meal.

2985.- Does a man take a cocktail before

breakfast?—Yes. Many inebriates take 10 or

15 of them before they can eat any breakfast.

Many men that come to us are in the habit of

taking four or five before, as they say they can

make one "stick;" and then they will take

half a dozen or more before they can think of

eating anything.

2986. Would you give us the daily programme
of one of those men ?—Take the case of one of

this class, who has been drinking for eight or 10

or 12 years ; perhaps for the last five or six

years he has been an excessive drinker ; that

man will get i;p in the morning, and want his

bitters before he can think of eating anything.

In the first instance these men will throw up
three or four before one will stay, owing to the

irritable condition of the stomach, but then when
one drink stays they are all right, and they will

go on drinking a number, and after a proper

length of time will eat a hearty breakfast ; then
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they will go on drinking all the day, not so often
jy^.

until late at night, so that when they turn into ''J
bed they feel as they term it " full," completely - Ma
saturated

;
they sleep tolerably well, being com- ^ '

'

pletely narcotised with alcohol; then he gets up
in the morning and pursues the same round.

2987. Tben 20 or 25 drinks a day is not an
Impossible quantity for one of these persons to
swallow ?—You may say 10 or 20 drinks.

_
2988. Mr. Miller.] What would be the quan-

tity each time ?—Probably about three ounces,
I would say that the quantity is from half a pint
to two quarts a day.

2989. Of spirits ?—Yes.

2990. Chairman.] How much at each drink?—From one glass to a gill.

2991. A gill is four ounces ?—Yes, half a pint
of spirits on one man avIII ])erhaps produce as
great an effect as a gallon would upon another.
I have known many instances where they drunk
a gallon a day.

2992. Have you had any acquaintance with
the lower orders of inebriates ?—Nothing more
than I have seen in the practice of my profession
previously.

2993. You never had them in charge as super-
intendent of an asylum?—No; we seldom have
subjects of that kind admitted to our asylum.

2994. Are you able to form any opinion as to

the possibility of putting them to work, and
making their Avork partially remunerative ?—

I

think it would be very difficult Avith the class

of patients that I have under my charge.
2995. I believe your immediate predecessor

was Dr. Day ?—Yes.

2996. In what way did his method of manag-
ing his patients differ from yours ?— I do not
know that it differed materially. I think that

his discipline was not quite as strict as it has
been since. I do not like to say so, because
it seems a little boastful.

2997. Did he not give leave to his patients to

go out more freely than you have done ?—Yes
;

and I have been told that it was a common occur-
rence for them to be intoxicated. I would not
say Dr. Day's method of treatment was not quite

as successful as my own. Am of opinion ii was
with the better class of patients. Keeping a

more strlct watch over the careless and iudltferent

class has a great tendency to prevent in-

toxication.

2998. The system of eight weeks' trial was of

your adoption ?—Yes.

2999. The charge brought against Dr. Day's

treatment was that a great many of his patients

went out and came back the worse for liquor,

owing to the facilities that were given for their

going out before they had had a trial ?—It would

appear so. I only judge from what I have

heard.

3000. Have you had many of Dr. Day's

patients come back to you at BInghamton?

—

Yes, a considerable number.

3001. From what you learn from them is it

your impression that they were allowed their

liberty too early, before they were fairly tried ?

—That has been their report.

3002. I learn from your statement that In the

ultimate event you have no resource but that of

expulsion for your voluntary patients ?—That is

all.

3003. Have you ever expelled a patient and

T 2 had
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Br.Vodge. had him back again ?—Yes, I have had two or

three instances of that kind.

7 May 187-2. 3004. In your classification you have men-

tioned incurables. From your knowledge of the

incurable inebriate, the state of his family, and

his own habits, do you believe that it would pay

for the State to take charge of him for good and

all, instead of leaving him to be a prey upon

society, and a detriment to his own family ?—

I

do ; I do not knoAV that I would make that a

permanent thing for a series of years,,
^

3005. Have you paid any attention to the

question of the treatment of inebriety as an

offence now adopted in the United States ; I

mean by the five-dollar fine and imprisonment

;

do you think it has had any effect in diminishing

drunkenness ?—I think it has not.

3006. You know of persons coming up before

the magistrates again and again to be fined and

convicted ?—Yes.

3007. Are you acquainted with the working

of the asylum at Ward's Island ?—I only know
of it by report.

3008. The patients committed there are the

old gaol birds that have appeared before the

magistrates again and again for drunkenness ?

—

I expect that is the class of men principally.

3009. You do not, in America, commit a per-

son to an inebriate asylum early in the course of

his career ?—No.
3010. And that will account, to a consider-

able extent, for the fact that voluntary patients

furnish a larger proportion of cures than com-

mitted patients ?—Yes.

3011. Mr. Wharton.'] In the case of a com-

mitted patient, do you attempt to make him pay

for the cost of his maintenance by any manual
labour ? — Nothing of the kind, unless he

happens to be a labouring man, and desires to

work.

3012. Supposing you had a shoemaker, would
you allow him to work at his trade, so as to earn

a portion of the cost of his maintenance ?—We
should allow him to work at his trade. Any-
thing he may earn is placed to his credit, for his

personal use.

3013. And partly for his maintenance?—Not
if he is a free patient.

3014. It is given to him when he goes out of

the asylum ?—Yes.

3015. Do you know whether they have re-

munerative labour in the asylum at Ward's
Island ?—I think they do not.

3016. What is your opinion with reference to

it ; do you think it would be an improvement ?

—I think it would.
3017. Would you recommend that in such

institutions as that patients should be employed
in remunerative labour rather than kept in con-
finement without such employment?—I would
for that class of people who are accustomed to

work, and who are accounted incurables.

3018. The inmates of the asylum at Ward's
Island are chiefly from the working classes ?

—

They are of all classes
;

soldiers, sailors, and
gentlemen. Most of them, I think, go there for

a few days to get over a debauch, or a " spree,"
as we term it. Some remain a longer period.
The inmates are classified ; those who are in the
higher walks of life are separated from those in
the lower. They do not eat in the same room,
or at the same table. They have gradation
tables from the higher to the lower. But they

cannot walk about the island, or about the build-

ings, without coming into contact with one
another, which makes it very disagreeable and
unpleasant.

3019. Mr. Akroyd.l I observe, that in your
annual report, p. 44, you quote chapter 266 of
the Laws of the State, which states in section 4,
" Any justice of the supreme court, or county
judge of the county in which any inebriate may
reside, shall have power to commit such inebriate
to the New York State Inebriate Asylum upon
the production and filing of an affidavit, or
affidavits by two respectable practising physi-
cians, and two respectable citizens, to the effect

that such inebriate is lost to self-control." Y,ovt

have given us a list of your patients, but it does
not include any committed patients ?—They are
not reported.

3020. How many committed patients have
you out of the total number?—About l-12th of
the whole number, but that does not appear in
the report.

3021. Then you do not distinguish them?

—

No ; we do not have it appear in the report that
there are any committed patients.

3022. But there are a certain number all the
time ?—Yes.

3023. In 1871 how many had you?—Three or
four ; five or six at different times. We are
seldom without them.

3024. Is Ward's Island in the State of New
York ?—Yes, but the asylum is a city affair

wholly.

3025. It is for the same class as yours, but it

is for the city only ?—Yes.
3026. It would appear that the great bulk of

your inmates are persons who pay about 20
dollars a week for their maintenance ?—Yes,
about 30 per cent.

3027. There appears to be but slight attention

paid to what we should call in this country indus-
trial employment?—Very little indeed.

3028. I observe that you have a large farm
and garden in connection with your institution,,

from which you derive farm and garden produce ?

—Yes.

3029. Suppose it were desirable for sanitary

reasons that your inmates should engage in out-

door labour, you would have great advantagej in

being able to give them farm and garden work ?

—Yes.
3030. I observe in your classification no less

than 45 merchants, and 29 clerks ?—Yes.

3031. Then I presume the bulk of your in-

mates are from the middle class, and very few
from the industrial class ?—Very few.

3032. And that accounts for the fact that you
have so little industrial employment in connec-
tion with your institution ?—Yes.

3033. I suppose something depends upon the

habits of the people ; in this country gentlemen
are accustomed to out-door occupation of various

kinds, but that is not the case in the United
States ?—It is not.

3034. Your opinion rather differed from that

of Dr. Parrish
; you are in favour of large

county asylums, something like that at Bing-
hamton, I suppose ?—Yes,

3035. Has your attention ever been called to

the reformatory schools in Europe, as well as

those which you have in the United States ?

—

Very little. I have not paid attention to that

subject.

3036, You
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3036. You are not aware that there is a large

reformatory at Mettray, sub-divided into family

groups
; separate hamlets forming one village?

—

I am aware that there is such an institution.

3037. If some such arrangement as that could

be applied to these inebriate asylums, it would
have the double advantage of one management
and family grouping ?—It would certainly ; that

is for the lower or labouring classes.

3038. Sir H. Johnstone.~\ Have you never had
an action brought in those cases of detention

where you have been obliged to use a little gen-
tle violence to keep the patients from going
away ?—No.

3039. Has an action never been threatened ?

—

It has been threatened sometimes.
3040. But never brought ?—Never brought.
3041. I suppose when patients are restored

and brought into a healthy condition, they
require a great deal of animal food?—Very
great indeed

;
they are large eaters.

3042. Do you find that the case during the

whole time they are there, or does the desire for

animal food diminish ?—It diminishes after they
become restored physically and mentally.

3043. It is a craving, I sup[)ose, when they

are in a low physical condition ?—Yes, they are

very emaciated and feeble, most of them.
3044. Is there every facility for getting drink

in your country ; innumerable bars, hotels and
public houses?—Yes.

3045. Can anybody open a bar?—It is con-

trolled by the excise law to a certain extent.

3046. There is no limitation ?— No : unless it

is prohibited absolutely.

3047. Can you tell the Committee from your
own experience whether prohibition has been
found etfectual ?—I think every excise law that

I ever saw in operation has been very defective

indeed in that respect.

3048. It is constantly evaded ? — Constantly

evaded.

3049. Is it a common opinion in the States

that the permissive prohibitory law has become
a farce ?—It fails to be effectual, not a farce.

3050. You mix at times a great deal with tem-

perance reformers ?—Yes.

3051. Is that the view you entertain after

hearing what they liave to say?—That is mj-

view of the case, and always has been.

3052. Is it corroborated by that of your

friends ?—Yes.

3053. "With regard to these free patients,

what makes them free ?—Their inability to pay,

and the fact of the asylum being a State institu-

tion.

3054. Who ascertains their inability to pay
;

is it taken on their own statement, or the voucher

of somebody who knows their circumstances ?

—

It has to be taken on the statement of other per-

sons. If a free bed is applied for the applicant

must give satisfactory proof that he is a suitable

person to become a free patient.

3055. Does the cost of maintenance come out

of the receipts derived from other patients ?

—

Yes, necessarily, now that we have no receipts

from any other quarter.

3056. You have no tax to supply any defici-

ency ? — No ; the State formerly appropriated

part of the State funds to that ])urpose.

3057. Have you any reasonable hope of getting

that renewed ?—Yes.

3058. Mr. Birley.'] You have given an in-

0.73.

teresting and startling account of these inebriates -pv

.

before they are admitted into the asylum; can
'

yoii tell us if they are in all cases drinkers of 7 M
spirits, or have you cases in which they have
been accustomed to drink beer ?--! do not think
I have seen three cases during the last two years
in which the patients have come to us in conse-
quence of the habit of drinking ale or beer.

3059. They seldom come under the class of
" inebriates"?— Seldom.

3060. Can you tell me Avhether these men
follow their ;iccustomed occupation whilst they
are drinking at this rate ?—They can do nothing
without it.

3061. You mean, they require stimulants?

—

They reqire stimulants to keep them up.
3062. With stimulants they are able to keep

in society and pursue their worldly affairs ?

—

II es, to a certain extent.

3063. How do you treat them in regard to
diet ?—It is possible that we may be obliged to

give such a man from one to two ounces of
spirits twice or three times a day ; if possible,

we give him less, or none at all ; if we can give
medicines that will answer the purpose as well,

we do so.

3064. Sometimes it is necessary to administer
a large quantity, I suppose ?—Sometimes ; we
seldom exceed six or eight ounces in the 24
hours.

3065. Do these inebriates in the Asylum live

in harmony with one another, or are they liable

to outbreaks of violence or quarrels among them ?

—We never have any outbreaks of violence or

quarrels.

3066. They are generally subdued ?—Yes ;

they are companionable, social, friendly, sympa-
thising with one another.

3067. Colonel Briser\ Are they ill-tempered

sometimes 2—Occasionally.

3068. But that is the exception rather than

the rule ?—Yes.

3069. Mr. Birley.'\ In your opinion drunken-
ness should rather be treated as a disease than

as a crime ?—Yes.

3070. Is that view predominant among the

medical faculty in the United States ?—Yes, that

is my opinion.

3t)71. It is a prevalent opinion? — Yes; I

mean in regard to the class of persons that resort

to these asylums for reformation and cure. We
do not class an ordinary drinking man with this

class of men.
3072. An ordinary drinking man you look

upon as vicious ?—To a certain extent we do.

We make a great distinction between the two

classes. One man, when he has taken one drink,

loses the power to control himself in that direc-

tion ; another man can take several, and be able

to stop. But we cannot for the life of us tell

why it is that because a man has taken one drink

he must go on until he is saturated with it, with-

out any power to stop. We look upon that man
as actually diseased with alcohol, and only that

class.

3073. Colonel Brise?\ When the State gave

assistance to your establishment, what control, if

any, did it exercise over the management?—Not

any.

3074. It did not interfere in any way ?—No ;

it simply appropriated the money, and allowed

this incorporated body to control everything, to

Y 3 expend
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Dr. Dodge, expend the money, and manage all the affairs of

the institution.

7 May 1872. 3075. You told us that you have had from the

commencement 1,100 patients, of whom 91 have

been committed ; can you give us the per-centage

of cures among the committed patients ?—I can-

not.

3076. Your experience has been gathered, I

understand, from the upper and middle classes

;

you have had very little experience of drunken-

ness in the lower classes of society ?—Very little

indeed.

3077. I think you said that the prime elements

of cure are the co-operation and sympathy of pa-

tients with each other ?—Yes.

3078. In the case of committed drunkards

there would be a total absence, would there not,

of that sympathy and co-operation which you
speak so highly of in your establishment ?—Not
necessarily. Our committed patients are as

likely to be intelligent educated men as the other
class ; it is only through their drinking that they
are opposed to going to a place of this kind, and
desire to persist in their course ; when they
come to the asylum, they find themselves with
gentlemen

; they get tolerably free from alco-

holic influence
;
they seem to accept the situation,

and become gentlemen with the others. I have
often seen these men go away with as great a
hope of improvement and cure as the better class

of voluntary patients.
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Major Walker.

DONALD DALRO'IPLE, Esq., in the Chair.

Dr. Daniel G. Dodge, further Examined.

knowledge that it is

3079. Chairman.'] You mentioned that at the

asylum in Ward's Island the labour was not
remunerative ?—I have no
remunerative.

3080. You are not aware, perhaps, that all the

labour of the establishment is done by the com-
mitted patients ?—No, I have no knowledge of

that.

3081. In your institution, do you find that the

society of the committed patients is unpalatable

to the voluntary patients ?—I do not.

3082. You have never heard any complaint

that the paying patients are taxed for the support

of the non-paying patients ?—I have heard that

complaint.

3083. But you do not consider that the asso-

ciation of the committed with the paying patients

produces any ill eflTect in the management of the

institution ?—Not in the slightest. When patients

are conunitted, the fact is kept from the know-
ledge of the other patients. All our financial

matters, the sums that the patients pay jier week,
are kept secret with the oflScers of the institution.

3084. You have said in your evidence that

these habitual drinkers will take from ten to

twenty drinks in a day. Do you mean that that

is about the average quantity they take ?—

I

would take those as the extremes. The numxberis

seldom less than ten, and seldom more than twenty.

3085. Ml-. Miller.] Have you any Idea of the

average ?—-I should say very nearly, if not quite,

a quart a day.

3086. Of spirits ?—Yes, or probably three half

pints would be nearer the truth.

3087. Your quart is the same as ours ?—Yes, I

suppose so.

3088. Chairman.] You spoke also of the con-

sumption of beer. It is lager beer that is

generally consumed, is it not?—No, generally

common ale.

3089. Which is stronger than lager ?— I think

it is. There are very few Americans, I think,

that drink lager beer.

3090. I suppose it is consumed by German
emigrants ; by the non-native population ?—

I

think so.

3091. What, in your opinion, should be the

end and object of inebriate asylums?—In my
opinion the sole end and object of the establish-

ment of inebriate asylums is the perfect and pei'-

manent cure of inebriety, or, at the least, the

present, with the expectation of a perpetual re-

moval of the cause of inebriety.

0.73.

3092. What is the commonly received opinion
in your country in regard to inebriety ?—The
commonly received oj^inlon among the people is

that inebriety is merely an acquired habit, the
reformation of Avhich only depends upon its dis-

continuance by the voluntary act of the unfor-
tunate subject himself.

3093. Is that your vIcav of the subject ?—It is

not.

3094. What is your view?—Undoubtedly this

vIcAv of the matter is true in regard to a few ex-
ceptional cases, but as a general rule inebriates,

as a class, are afldicted with what is now recog-
nised as a positive disease, which they, unaided,
are powerless to remove. I am confident every
member of this Committee would be of the same
opinion if he had been unfortunate enough to

have a relative or friend who was a confirmed in-

ebriate ; in other words, could he know from
actual observation the true condition of these men,
I am positive. In my own mind, you all would be
strong advocates for inebriate asylums in this

country, and all others where the inebriate is

found.

3095. Passing from the moral to the physical

part of the subject, what is your opinion with re-

gard to functional derangement in the case of an
inebriate, and why Is he so powerless to effect his

own cure and reformation ?—With the excessive

use of alcohol, functional disorder will invariably

appear, and no organ will be more seriously af-

fected, and possibly impaired, than the brain.

This is shown in the Inebriate by a weakened In-

tellect, a general debility of the mental faculties,

a partial or a total loss of self-respect, and a de-

parture of the power of self-command, all of

which, acting together, place the victim at the

mercy of a depraved and morbid appetite, and
make him utterly powerless, by his own unaided

efforts, to secure his recovery from the disease

which is destroying him.

3096. Are you of opinion that there Is any

similarity or connection between Inebriety and

insanity ?—I am of opinion that there is a great

similarity between inebriety and insanity. I am
decidedly of opinion the former has taken its place

in the family of diseases as prominently as its

twin-brother Insanity ; and in my opinion, the

day is not far distant when the pathology of the

former will be as fully understood and as success-

fully treated as that of the latter, and even more
successfully, since it is more within the reach and

boiuids of human control, which, wisely exer-

Y 4 deed

Dr.
D. G.Dodge.

10 May
1872.
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l^i"- cised and scientifically administered, may prevent

D.G.Dodge, curable inebriety from verging into possibly in-

curable insanity. The two diseases are indeed
10 May josely connected, both in their manifestations

and results, and to a certain extent in the means

to be used for their removal and cure, I look

upon inebriety as temporary insanity. In addi-

tion, I am informed by reliable and trustworthy

authority in all that pertains to the New York

State Charitable Institution, that of the whole

number of patients treated in her insane asylums,

the proportion of completely cured is only from

35 to 40 per cent. That includes the acute and

chronic cases. With such facts, considering the

limited time during whicli inebriety has been

considered and treated as a mental and physical

disease, together with the brief experience of

professional men in the management and treat-

ment of the same, I think I am warranted in

claiming for inebriate asylums in our country

a favourable comparison with our sister asylums

that have made the treatment of insanity a speci-

alty. When the public or people come to fully

understand and appreciate the true condition of

the inebriate, that he has not the ability or power

to rid himself of a deplorable habit, that he is

lost to self-respect and self-control, that when
he takes one glass it is impossible for him to stop

;

when the people see all that, I cannot imagine or

think they will hesitate about coming to his relief,

by providing suitable asylums where he may ob-

tain a cure and reformation.

3097. Do you desire to add anything to the

evidence which you gave to the Committee at its

last meeting?—There are one or two corrections

that I desire to make. I referred, on the last

occasion, to chapter 266 of the laws of the State

of New York, intituled, " An Act for the better

Regulation and Discipline of the New York State

Inebriate Asylum," and also to sections 8 and 9

of an Act, intituled, " An Act to incorporate the

United States Asylum for the Reformation of

Poor and Destitute Inebriates." Section 8 states

" The said institution shall have power to receive

and retain all inebriates who enter the said asylum

either voluntarily or by the order of the com-

mittee of any habitual drunkard." We have

known that to be the law, but it has been a

question with us whether we could, under this

section, retain those who came voluntarily to us.

There has been a great question about the con-

stitutionality of such a law giving power to retain

a man who came to us voluntarily, and for that

reason the law has been, to a great extent, a dead
letter. I wish to make that addition to my evi-

dence.

3098. You appear to have the law as far as the

letter goes, but in point of fact you do not act

upon it ?—We do not act upon it. I refer you
to another Act, which declares, " The Board of

Trustees of the New York State Inebriate Asy-
lum are hereby authorised to appoint two or more
of the attendants and employes of said asylum as

policemen, whose duty it shall be, under the
order of the superintendent or assistant superin-
tendents, to arrest and return to the asylum such
inebriates who have been sent to the asylum by
order of the Court, and who have escaped from the
asylum, or to arrest any patient who shall violate
any law of the asylum." I know that that was
attempted in some instances before I went there,
but I have never had occasion to do anything of
the kind, to arrest a patient by a new process of
law.

3099. Are you aware of the Habeas Corpus
ever having been sued out?— I think there was
an instance of that kind several years ago, under
Dr. Turner, the founder of the institution. That
would seem to do away with the constitutionality

of the law.

3100. You appear to doubt the constitutionality

of the law ; how is it that you do not appear to

have tested it by any legal process ?— I am
unable to say.

3101. Is there any other statement you desire

to make ?—I wish to make a correction with re-

gard to the amount paid for maintenance, I was
asked if the bulk of the inmates were persons
who paid ^ 20 a-week for maintenance, 'and I
replied " yes." It will appear from the rejiort

that 30 per cent, pay $ 20 a-week, 25 per cent.

$ 15 per week, 25 per cent, from |5 to | 10, and
20 per cent, are free. 1 was also asked whether
it was a common opinion in the United States

that the permissive prohibitory law has become
a farce, and I answered in the affirmative. I

did not quite understand the question ; I thought

I was asked whether it was a failure. If that

were the question, I should say the law fails to be
effectual.

3102. Mr. Miller. \ You do not adopt the word
" farce " ?—No ; Avhat I mean is, that it does not

effect what the law proposes to do.

3103. Has it the effect of moving onwards to-

wards that point?—I think it has a tendency to

lessen by one-half the dissipation and the drink-

ing among the people in the country. I cannot

speak from any experience with regard to the cities.

3104. Is it progressing in that direction?—

I

cannot say. I do not know that under the present

law it would ever be any better. So far as my
experience goes, it does not pi-event that class

from indulging in intoxicating drinks who have

the means to procure them ; but it lessens very

much the intoxication of those who can ill afford

to buy them
;
they cannot have that access to

them that they had under the former laws.

3105. That would lead one to suppose that the

suppression of drink-houses would be beneficial

to that class?—Decidedly, I think.

3106. But it would not materially, if at all,

reduce the drinking of those who can afford to

have these intoxicating liquors in their own
houses ?—It would not lessen it at all in that

direction. The great secret of all our troubles-

lies, at least, mainly in the drinking of that class

of people that can ill afford it and have not the

means to spare. Those who have the means can

procure it as well under the present law as be-

fore.

3107. What do you mean by those who cannot

afford it; the working, classes ?—The working

classes and people of moderate means.

3108. Persons who live by skilled and by un-

skilled labour ?—Yes ; we have a labouring class

of young men in our country, farming men, rail-

road men, men in all classes, who simply live from

hand to mouth ;
they use up all their substance

as they go along. A good deal necessarily goes

for drinks. In my opinion if they could not get

those drinks readily they would be much better

off.

3109. Then for that class the suppression of

drinking-houses would be beneficial ?—Yes.

3110. Mr. Ah'oyd.'] You were asked last

Tuesday whether you could tell the Committee

from your own experience, that prohibition had

been found effectual, and you said you thought
that
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tliat every excise law that liad come into opera-
tion had beau defective in that respect, and" tliat

the law was constantly evaded ?—Yes.
3111. Then, if these laws are constantly evaded,

I do not see how they can be beneficial
; perhaps

you will explain ?—Where a house is licensed for

the sale of intoxicating liquors it is all open, and
free of access, but where the law has to be evaded
it is done secretly in back rooms, and other places

of that kind The class of people ofwhom I spoke,

to whom drinking was so detrimental are mostly
shut out from those drinking places. Of course
they are admitted at times, but as a rule they
cannot obtain spirits there so readily. The man
that dispenses the spirits cannot trust them so

well, because they might inform against them,
not perhaps in so many words, but by their actions

from the very fact of being intoxicated. I may
mention that it was stated by a wholesale liquor

dealer, two or three years ago, that where there

Avas this prohibitive law in one section of the

State, his sales after the law came into operation

were not one-third of tlie previous amount; it

nearly ruined his business in that section of the

State.

3112. What state was it?—New York.
3113. In what part?—In the northern part,

near the Canadian frontier ; it seriously interfered

with his business there while the prohibitive law
was in existence ; he had a good trade previously,

but it was almost entirely ruined.

3114. Does that apply to that particular sec-

tion of the State, or generally throughout the

State of New Yoi-k ?—He gave me to understand
that that was the action of the law in regard to

his business wherever it was adopted in the

State.

3115. I suppose you have no statistical returns

on the subject, and that what you have stated is

a matter of opinion ?—It is more a matter of

opinion than anything else.

3116. Was the person to whom you alluded

a brewer, or a dealer in foreign spiiits ?—He was
a dealer in foreign spirits, and domestic too ; all

kinds of spirits.

3117. Your remarks apply to spirit drinking?
—Yes, not to the drinking of ale or malt liquors.

3118. In your State the consumption of ale is

not prohibited, but only the consumptioii of ardent

liquors ?—That is all ; in some States they have
to get a license to sell ale just as they have to

sell spirits.

3119. HoAV is it now in the State of New York?
—I do not exactly know

;
they have recently

passed a Bill, a prohibitory or optional Bill, or

something of that kind ; I heard a reference to it

in the House of Parliament. They had the Bill

under consideration when I left home.
3120. Cltairman.'] Is that a matter within your

own knowledge ?—No, I have no personal kno^\'-

ledge of it.

3121. Mr. Miller.'] Have you any means of

knowing the amount of spirits brouglit into the

State of New York and the quantity consumed
there, so as to be able to ascertain whether the

drinking of ardent spirits is on tlie increase or

otherwise ?—I cannot give you an}' facts in regard

to that ; I have no statistics.

3122. There is, I suppose, a duty on si)irits

imported ?—Yes.
3123. Then it could be ascertained from the

Government returns ?—Yes, it could be readily

ascertained.

3124. Have you anything in the State of New
0.73.

York at all like what we call the Permissive Pro-
hibitory Liquor Bill, putting it into the power of ^udgc.

a parish or borough or town to prohibit^the sale rTT
of liquor by a majority of two-thirds ?—That was ' ,4/^'
the sum and substance of the licensing law passed
two or three years ago by the State of New
York.

3125. Did it require a bare majority, or what ?—A bare majority of the people.
3126. Supposi.jg the required majority to be

two-thirds, ^vould that materially affect the ques-
tion?—I think it would be very seldom that you
would find any locality adopting the la^v if the
majority of two-thirds were required.

3127. Then a bare majority of one individual
can bring about, a prohibition : that is if there
were 50 on one side and 51 on the other?—Yes.

3128. But suppose that instead of that there
were 66 on one side and 33 on the other?—

I

think it would be very seldom that the law would
be passed in any town or county ; with us every-
thing of that kind goes by majority.

3129. It would approach nearer to public opi-
nion if you had 66 instead of 50 ?—Yes, it would
be more decisive, and probably more effectuah

3130. Mr. yi/im/f/.] Can the majority with you
increase the number of licensed houses ?— That
would be left with the Excise Board; if the people
in a given town vote that they would grant
licenses, it would be left to what we call a super-
visor and the justices of the peace to determine
the number of licenses that would be granted

;

it would be optional with them whether they
granted one or more.

3131. Have they any rule to go upon in appor-
tioning the number of public-houses to the lo-

cality?—It is generally understood that they
are arranged to suit tlie convenience of the
people.

3132. Who determines the number? — The
board determines the number of licenses, and they
grant them to whom they think fit.

3133. Then, although the jjeople may say whe-
tlier there shull be licenses or not, it is for the

board to determine the precise number ?—Yes.
3134. It does not go by a majority of votes,

but is left oi^tional with the board ?—Yes.

3135. How was the board appointed, and of

whom does it consist?—The board is elected by
the people in the first instance ; the justices of

the peace, and the supervisor, the head officer of

the town, are elected by the people ; it is left to

the people to say by a direct vote wliether they

will have license or no license ; then tlie board

will direct who shall have a license and who shall

not.

3136. To whom does the income derived from

these licenses accrue ; does it go to the State

fund?— It goes to the State fund, or what is

commonly called the Poor Fund ; in the State of

New York it is sup]iosed to go to the fund for

the support of indigent and poor people.

3137. Have the" licensing board any interest

in this poor fund ; their object, I presume, would

be to make the I'undas large as possible?—They
have not a cent's worth of interest in it; they

are paid so luuch a day for their services, and

the fee goes direct into the Treasury.

3138. I suppose they take a warm interest in

the condition of the poor, and they may desire to

increase the fund, while at the same time they

might not desire to increase the amount of drunk-

enness ?— It is optional with them.

3139. I suppose they endeavour to make a fair

Z compromise ?
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Dr. compromise ?—The law provides that the amount

JD. G.Dodge, to be paid for the license shall not exeed a cer-
• tain sum, and shall not be less than a certain

10 May
g^^j^ . ^j^g board can go anywhere between those

^ two amounts.

3140. Mr. PV. H. Gladstone.'] Can you tell us

what the expense of maintenance that falls upon

the State fund is ?—There has been no expense

in our institution falling upon the State for the

past two years.

3141. Originally there was some expense in-

curred, was there not, in founding the institution ?

—Yes.
3142. Was that large ?—There were appropria-

tions from the State for some five years amount-

ing to from $. 120,000 to $. 125,000 a year. That
amount was appropriated for the express purpose

of building and putting the grounds in a proper

condition, but the receipts from the patients did

not meet the current expenses of the institution,

and they took some of this fund to make up the

deficiency. Whether they had a right to do so

I do not know. It was immaterial I suppose so

long as they got it.

3143. The report of the Commissioners of

Public Charities for 1869, which I lately had the

opportunity of reading, seems to be of anything

but an encouraging character as regards the

results in your asylum. I should like to ask if

the subsequent reports have been more encourag-

ing ?—Very much more ; so much so that the

Commissioners of Public Charities are favourable

to the institution being continued as such in the

present condition of things.

3144. They have been of a different tone?

—

Quite a different tone. At that time it was not

a State institution, it was an organisation or

corporation, but a year ago last spring the whole
of the property passed into the hands of the

State, and now it is a State institution like the

other charitable institutions.

3145. To what do you attribute the change ?

— I attribute the change to the fact that the

current receipts of the institution met the ex-

penses instead of there being a deficiency,

3146. Their objection appeared to arise from
the small effect that the institution seemed to

have had in the way of reformation. Has there

been any improvement in that respect ?—I don't

care to say much about that. I am confident

they are of quite another opinion to-day.

3147. Major Walker.'] I think you said that

in the State of New York, a dealer in liquor told

you that the result of the repressive law had been
to reduce his business to a third of what it had
been before. Should you be inclined to attribute

that to a universal reduction in the amount of"

drink consumed in the town, or rather to the fact
that the law having made secrecy and evasion
necessary, the trade had passed to a considerable
extent into the hands of small dealers who carried
it on surreptitiously, that it had been transferred
from the large open liquor stores to small private
and secret establishments ?—It is quite possible
that there is a great deal of that done ; I know-
something of its being done.

3148. At all events, you do not believe that
the entire consumption of spirits in the State has
been reduced to one-third of what it was before
the operation of the law?—No, it is only in
particular localities where the law is in effept.

3149. In the locality to which you refer, do you
imagine that the entire consumption of spirits

has been reduced to one-third of what it was
before ?—I shouldjudge to one-half ; that is simply
a matter of opinion,

3150. Mr, Miller.] Was the person to whom
you have referred a wholesale man, or a retail ?

—

Wholesale,

3151. Then would he be likely to supply the
small dealers ?^—He might, or might not. The
probability is that he would not supply the small
dealers.

3152. Then what would his trade be ? Whom
would he supply ?— I do not know, unless it

would be some parties outside the locality whom
he would supply largely. The small concerns
would smuggle in small quantities at a time.

3153. Would they not be likely to supply the
wholesale men nearest to them?—Most likely

they would.

3154. This man was in the immediate neigh-
boui'hood ?—Yes.

3155. Yet you think they did not apply to

him ?—I know that he conveyed the idea to me,
that where the law was in operation it materially

interfered with his business, cutting off one-half

or two-thirds of the amount he had formerly been
in the habit of supplying to that section.

3156. You said that the price paid for the

license ranged from a minimum to a maximum
sum. Can you tell us the amounts ?—In country
towns the price is from |^ 15 to ^ 50.

3157. You say that the sums derived from the

licenses go into the Poor Fund ?—Yes.

3158. Are the poor supported by rates?—By
rates.

3159. Then the sum, if large, would go to re-

lieve the rates?—Yes.
3160. Would not that lead the people to desire

that the sum should be as large as possible, so as

to reduce the rates ?—I rather think not.

Dr. Joseph Parrish, further Examined.

Dr. 3161. Chairman.] Have you had the opportu-
J. Parrish. of reading the evidence which I gave before

the Committee on the 16th of April?—Yes.
3162. So far as it relates to what is within

your knowledge, is it a fair representation of

facts ?—I think it is.

3163. I believe I have fallen into one error.

I have called the asylum in Philadelphia, over

which Dr. Kirkbridc presides, a State asylum.
1 believe it is a private corporation, built and
maintained by private contributions ?—Yes

; you
would be likely to fall into that error from the
name of the establishment ; it is called the P-^.nn-

sylvania Hospital for the Insane, but it is not
strictly a State institution.

3164. I wish to ask you what are specifically

the difficulties in the management of a reforma-

tory for inebriates which you have experienced?

—I think the chief difficulty arises from a class

of incorrigible, unmanageable inmates. We
always find in such institutions a few men, such

as those that I described on a former occasion as

confirmed men, who are restless, who make a

business, more or less, of going from institution

to institution, staying a term at one, and then a

term at another ; men who by nature, or cer-

tainly by habit, are vicious and criminal men.

They make a point of complaining of everything

about them
;

they have been complainers at

home, and complainers in society, and they are

grumblers
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grumblers in the institutions. If they are dis-

missed, they make it a point of course to be
vindictive in their references to the institutions.

If they serve out their time and go away tacitly

and by ai-rangement, they are generally the same
class of uncertain and selfish men. From that class

of men we very often get rumours, that some-

times find their way into the papers, that intoxi-

cating liquors are freely used in such institutions.

If they have been used, they are the men that

use them invariably. There is a very small per-

centage of that class of men, and they are always

giving us discomfort. They ought to be locked

up, and put out of the way.

3165. Have you met with any difficulty from

unappreciative friends of patients ?—Yes. I think

the friends of patients very often expect a great

deal more of our institutions than they can ac-

complish. They want to get rid of their burdens,

and send their troublesome inmates to such insti-

tutions, and because they are not turned out in a

very short time reformed or changed men, they

are dissatisfied ; but they form a very small per-

centage.

3166. Have you had amongst your patients

any considerable number of those who first of all

tried the eifect of total abstinence, and becoming

members of temperance societies ?—Yes. I can-

not say that there is a majority, but a very large

number of the inmates of the institution over

which 1 jireside have made efforts outside of

various kinds. Quite a number of them have

been attached to temperance organisations, and

taken the pledge, and for a while have apparently

been consistent ; but failing to stand firm con-

tinually, they have lost their standing in such

societies, and been thrown back again upon the

world.

3167. You have no doubt that, up to a certain

point, these societies have been very useful in

diminishing the evil of inebriety ?— I think so.

Of course the great advantage of these societies

is their influence upon the young who are grow-
ing up. By uniting themselves with these societies

they are kept out of associations which would
lead them into intemperance. As to their effect

in reforming inebriates, so far as my observation

is concerned, it has been very small.

3168. It has been the educational extension of

the knowledge of the evils of drunkenness that

has done the good that has been effected by these

societies ?— Yes.

3169. Mr. Akroyd.l You have heard the evi-

dence of Dr. Dodge with regard to the effect of

prohibition in a section of the State of New
York, that effect being to diminish to the extent

of one-half or more consumption of liquor ; does

your observation of the State of Pennsylvania

lead you to confirm the remarks of Dr. Dodge
in that respect ?—We have no prohibitory law in

Pennsylvania that has been in operation. We
have a law, as I stated before, that has been
passed by our Legislature, leaving it to the people

in different localities, in March next, to vote

whether they will have licenses or not. The law

has not yet been jjut in force. It contemplates,

however, the utter demolition of all classes of

manufacturers and sellers, brewers, distillers, and

everybody else, whether wholesale or retail.

3170. if a law of that kind were put in force,

consumers even in private houses would be de-

pendent on foreign supply ?—Yes ; if the law

should become effective.

3171. Is it likely that such a law would be

0.73.

efl'ective ?—I think it is very doubtful in our Dr.

State. J- Parrish.

3172. May I ask whether your opinion con-
firms that of Dr. Dodge with regard to the ad-

May

vantages of inebriate asylums. He says ;
" The

^

advantage of these asylums is that they secure
a permanent and perfect cure and reformation
which the inebriates were powerless to effect at
home, surrounded on all sides by temptations,
and by associates, if possible, worse than them-
selves." Do you agree with that opinion ?—Yes.

3173. You think that a cure is almost im-
possible wdien these persons are surrounded by
temptations of all kinds?— Yes.

3174. And the only means of curing them is

to give them an opportunity of being detained in

these asylums?—The will of such men in the
midst of associations to which they have been
accustomed, and the temptations with which they
are surroimded, is very often powerless.

3175. Do you not believe that the most jierfect

cure, after all, is the acqtiirement of the power
of self-control, that that is far better than any
prohibitory laws ?—Certainly ; that is one great

advantage of these associations, that they give

men the opportunity of getting possession of

themselves and seeing where they are.

3176. So that they may form new habits of

life, and acquire the power of withstanding temp-
tation ?—Yes.

3177. Mr. Doioning.l Did I understand you
to say that one objection to these reformatories

arose from these incorrigible people, who
give you great annoyance ?—I do not con-

sider it an objection, properly speaking, to the

institutions, but it is a difficulty in the way of

their comfort and success.

3178. A difficulty which is of course to be

found in all establishments, gaols, workhouses,

and so on ?—Yes.

3179. You do not go further than that?—No.

3180. ^Iy. Miller.'] I understand from you that

j(m regard temperance societies as preventive

rather than curative ?—That has been my own
observation and experience.

3181. Do you find that temperance societies

are really effective in their operation upon the

yotmg ?— I should think so.

3182. With regard to the law that is about to

come into operation, is it a permissive laAv, or how

is it to operate ?—I have read your permissive

law, and in the main the features of it correspond

with our law.

3183. That is to say each locality, can have

drinking houses, or not, as it may decide by vote ?

—Yes ; what we mean by each locality in our

State is each city and county. The original law

that the friends of temperance endeavoured to get

passed, contemplated the vote bein^ taken in

wards, in cities, and in boroughs and similar sec-

tions, what we call townships in the country -. but

the Legislature did not pass that law, it modified

it so as to include the larger regions, taking the

whole of a State, and the whole of a county, a

the ordinary municipal elections.

318-4. Is it a bare majority that is required?—

A bare majority. In that respect It differs from

your law, which I see contemplates two-thirds.

3185. Do you think that would be an improve-

ment in the working of it, or other^yIse?— I have

no doubt it would be more satisfactory to the

people in any locality to have the thing deter-

mined by a two-thirds majority than a bare raa-

z 2 jority
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jority of one or two, but in that case a prohibition
J.Parrish. ^^^^i^ less likely.

^ . 3186. You said, the other day, that such laws

18-0 ' could not be carried out if they were against
^"

popular sentiment ?—Yes.

3187. A majority of two-thirds Avould approach

nearer to the public sentiment than a bare ma-

joi'ity ?—Yes.

3188. And to that extent it would be an im-

provement?—Yes.

3189. And more likely to be operative?

—

Yes. The great objection we have to the law

(by " we" I mean the people who understand the

law in our courts) is, that it delegates to the people

the power to make laws which properly belongs to

the Legislature. Upon that point there is a con-

siderable difference of opinion among lawyers and

judges, I mean as to whether the law is constitu-
tional on that account.

3190. Is your licensing system in the State of
Pennsylvania similar to what it is in New York,
as it has been described by Dr. Dodge ?—:Yes.

3191. The licensing board is appointed by the
people ?—Yes, in the cities.

3192. Not in the country?—In the country
the_ judges of the courts grant licenses upon a
petition signed by responsible freeholders.

3193. How many are required to sign such a
requisition ?—'I think 12.

3194. In the locality, of course ?—Yes, and
they must certify in their petition that the person
making an application for a license is a respectable
and responsible person, and that they believe the
house to be desirable.

Dr. Robert Druitt, called in ; and Examined.

Dr. 3195. Chairman.'] I believe you are a phy-

R. Druift. sician in practice in London ?—Yes.
• 3196. And you have given considerable at-

tention to the subject of habitual drinking ?

—

Yes ; I have been forced to it.

3197. Especially in persons of the upper classes?

—Yes.
3198. I believe you have also contributed to

the public information upon the subject of the

desirability of bringing pui'er and less intoxicating

drinks into general use ill this country ?— Yes.

3199. Have you in your own mind drawn any
distinction between the different classes of

drinkers ; habitual and frequent drinkers ?

—

Yes ; I have been compelled to classify them,

because I think they belong to two entirely dif-

ferent categories ; the people who drink openly

at public-houses are subjects for the police and
the schoolmaster ; the class that I appeal for are

chiefly women of the upper classes, or men, who
are led to secret drinking for the relief of misery,

bedily or mental.

3200. Do you mean that the secret drinkers are

largely women?—Yes.

3201. It is especially on account of the secret

drinking among the upper classes that you put in

your plea ?—Yes.
3202. How do you account for this seci'et

drinking, especially amongst women ? — First,

from bad information, or rather a vicious 0])inion

of the effects of alcoholic beverages on many
complaints, and from what I cannot help calling

the almost reckless use of the stronger forms of

it when weaker ones would suffice
;
sheriy, for

instance, instead of Bordeaux wine
;
then, in the

next place, they come to be resorted to for the

cure of bodily maladies that the physician ought
to see to, but does not, or for the cure of private

miseries and grievances which the sufferer takes
that means of relieving instead of better ones.

3203. Then you would say shortly that they
are victims of bodily and mental ill-health ?

—

Yes.

3204. That they fly to stimulants for remedies
without asking their physicians whether they are
proper remedies or not ?—Quite so.

3205. Are you of opinion that members of
your own profession have not unfrequently pre-
scribed the alcoholic remedy when it would have
been better for them to have prescribed the me-
dicinal one ?— Ido not think that they do soasoffcen
as is suspected

; occasionally a practitioner may
be rash in. recommending port wine or brandy for

the cure of debility ; but in general the people
who take it take it of their own accord ( Chair-
man), and lay the blame on the doctor afterwards?
—I have known that repeatedly.

3206. Is this habit of secret drinking amenable
to moral and religious influences, or does it defy
them?— It defies them; I have known many
instances of Avomen, amiable, respectable, and
pre-eminently religious, who nevertheless were
the victims of this habit from physical or moral
causes.

3207. Then you would apply some more
direct and strong means than the lectures and
entreaties of the friends of inebriates ?—Yes ; I
would ask that we should have power to treat

these people medically.

3208. Without entering into any discussion of

the question of insanity, do you think that ine-

briety, inasmuch as it is dependent upon defective

mental qualities, may be I'egarded, at all events,

as an impaired mental function ?—Certainly.

3209. Have you noticed, with regard to some
of these persons who have taken to drink, that

their mental powers are feeble, and that they are

feeble physically ?—I have noticed that in some
families there is a nervous system of bad con-

struction : that the members of those families are

marked by enormous consumption of both food

and drink, and, at the same time, by an enormous
oxydation and waste, which is indicated to sci-

entific men by the immense quantity of urea

that they pass
;
they are constantly in a state of

chronic hunger and exhaustion.

3210. Then, without associating inebriety with

Insanity necessarily, is it your opinion that much
drinking accelerates the process of falling into

insane conditions ?—Yes, without doubt ; but I

would observe that it is the people who are a

little cracked that furnish the most obstinate and
incurable cases of habitual inebriety in private life.

3211. Have you reason to believe that those

have frequently inherited a very feeble or a very

excitable nervous system ?—Yes.

3212. And, consequently, any excitement,

either of woe or happiness, which would fall

harmlessly upon a tolerably sound brain, leads in

their case to the habit of drinking ?—Yes ; I be-

lieve that prosperity or unusual success will lead

to it. For instance, if a man has got an office

which has made him independent, as he thinks,

or ifhe inherits a title and a fortune ; I have known
such a man give way to drink.

3213. How would you proceed to get rid of

this
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this habit of drinking?— First, one must get,

either with the patient's consent or without it,

the means of treating him as one would treat

any other physical case. One must inquire what
are tlie symptoms that precede drinking, and tliat

is a more fruitful inquiry than many people
imagine. It is found that many people drink pe-
riodically ; instead of having afitofgout or insanity,

they have some morbid sensation which leads to a

bout ofdrinking. Those sometimes laiay be gothold
ofand relieved, and the craving for drink may be
met by substitutes of a medicinal order. If

patients will not consent to these things voluntarilv,

we want the power to make them.
3214. If the patient will not abandon his

habit, he should be protected against himself by
some law, which may be put in force either by
his relatives or some other power ?—Yes.

3215. And you are of opinion that such a
power, properly guarded, would be very useful

in the restoration of these persons to health to a

sound condition of mind and body ?— Yes, "with-

out doubt ; besides preventing an infinity of

scandal and misery.

3216. If you had had such a power as this

during your 30 years' practice, do you think that

you would have been the means of saving a con-

siderable number of persons ?—Yes, I feel certain

of It.

3217. You think that if a power existed of

treating these persons, even within their own
houses, many of these deplorable events of do-

mestic life might be prevented ?—Yes ; I believe

so.

3218. Mr. W. H. Gladstone.'] How would you
define an inebriate who is to be placed in an
asylum ; how would you ascertain his condition ?

—It seldom comes upon one all at once. I have in

more than one instance called at a house and found
a patient utterly tipsy, lying on a sofa. I have
two instances in my own mind, in which I was
the jjerson who informed the husband of it. He
had been hardly aware of it before. In other

cases the evidence is obtained from the servants.

Lastly, it comes from overt acts, and from bills

coming in for spirituous liquors, and from the

ornaments in the drawing-room, for instance,

being pledged. I have known such things as

that.

3219. It appears that in New York there must
be the affidavits of two physicians and two free-

holders to the effect that an inebriate has lost his

control, that he is unable from such inebriation

to attend to business, or is dangerous to remain
at large ; do you think that would meet the case ?

—Some modification of it. It would be easy to

construct a kind of family council which should
decide on the necessity for preliminary measures.

3220. Mr. Akroyd.~\ Your evidence has chiefly

referred to the excessive use of alcoholic drinks

in private ?—Yes.
3221. Then any general measure for prohibit-

ing the sale of intoxicating liquors would hardly

affect that class of patients, inasmuch as they
would always have a good supply at their own
houses ?—It would not atfect them much ; it

would in some degree, no doubt.
3222. I understand from your evidence that

many of these persons sufter originally from

disease, from a peculiar state of the nervous sys-

tem, or from some insatiable thirst for these

drinks ?—Yes.

3223. Therefore you recommend, upon the
whole, a medical treatment?—Yes.

3224. You look upon them with a compassionate
leehng, as persons who are suffering rather from
mental disease than from a vicious habit?—
llixactly

; more as unfortunates than as criminals.
3225. For that class of persons private asylums,

1 presume, where there is the power of detention
tcr a proper period, would be the best mode and
the most acceptable mode to adopt ?—I think so.

3226. You think that private inebriate asylums
would be desirable for that class of patients ?—
J- '^ey would be the salvation of many.
3227. Mr. Downin(f.\ Did I understand you

to say that m many cases the vice of drunkenness
was hereditary ?—Yes, or rather that the condi-
tion which gives rise to it is hereditary.

3228. That is, that a drunken father and
mother would be likely to have drunken children?

Yes, or a half insane or eccentric father and
mother.

3229. Setting aside insanity, do you say that
where the parents have acquired drunken habits
for a number of years, and have had children
born during that period, those children inherit
the passion for drink which you have described ?—I have known that in one "or two cases, but my
observation^ chiefly went to this, that when per-
sons have imperfect brains, when they are ec-
centric, and slightly subject to disease, that state
IS hereditary, and it will lead to drink.

3230. Would you say from your experience
that you have known drunken parents to have
children of very sober habits?— I have known
that.

3231. And, on the contrary, parents who are
very sober may have drunken children ?—Yes.

3232. Are you opposed altogether to the use
of wine ?—No.

3233. Do you approve of sherry?—No, I
approve rather of the Bordeaux light wines. I
have written a book in order to urge my medical
brethren to prescribe claret, and discourage port
and sherry.

3234. If you were dealing with an inebriate,
would you not rather cut him off altogether than
give him Bordeaux light wines"?—Yes, in
case of an inebriate, I would plunge into the
water at once, unless there was danger to life.

3235. You think that this is really the only
cure that can be applied ?—It is the best. We
can make up by medicine and diet all that he
could get out of alcohol for life and comfort,
unless the man is likely to sink. Some persons
have been so long in the habit of drinking, or
of using o]jium, that it cannot be left off at

once with safety.

3236. Have you known persons addicted to the

vice of drinking to come voluntarily and place
themselves within the walls of a reformatory, or

some place where they could be received, so as to

guard against the passion?—I have never known
that done, but I have known some similar tilings

done.

3237. Do you think it likely that it would be
done ?—I think many persons would avail them-
selves of such a protection,

3238. And that is an additional reason why
you think there ought to be reformatories of that

kind ?—Certainly.

3239. You think they are almost as much re-

quired as lunatic asylums ?—Quite so.

Dr.
R. Druitt.

lo Mav
1872."
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Appendix, No. 1.

PAPERS handed in by Captain McNeill.

WEST EIDING CONSTABULARY.

* 70 absorbed by extension of Iluddersfielil borough, and 2 whose licenses were refused,

t 64 absorbed by extension of Huddersfield borough, and 7 whose licenses were refused.

Duncan McNeill, Chief Constable.

Appendix, No. I.

PUBLIC HOUSES
doing Business on 11th October

in eacli of the following Years.

BEERHOUSES
doing Business on 11th October

in each of the following Years.

1868. 1869. 1870. 1871, 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871.

Lower Agbrigg . . . - 132 134 134 136 91 103 94 93
Staincross - 233 239 217 246 202 182 174 170

Rotherham - - - - - 162 164 163 162 148 156 146 149
Low. Str. and Tickhill - 91 89 89 88 51 43 41 38

Upper Osgoldcross ... 88 84 83 83 60 36 43 42
Lower Osgoldcross ... 71 72 73 73 24 30 30 30
Barkstonash - - - - - 108 108 109 i09 21 19 16 16

Sheffield 113 112 112 110 55 46 51 51

Ainsties and Wetherby - . - 124 123 120 120 17 25 22 21

Claro 218 219 221 221 34 39 36 35

Otley 74 73 77 79 49 50 50 46

Skyrack . . . - . 57 56 56 55 36 27 26 26
East Stainclitfe - 117 117 117 116 14 14 11 11

West Staincliife . - . - 48 48 48 49 6 6 4 3

Ewcross . - - . - 37 37 44 50 12 12 14 11

Keighley _ - - - - 77 78 79 80 73 53 61 49

East Morley . - - - - 139 145 150 150 201 249 247 245

West Morley ... - 200 202 202 202 267 292 272 262

Saddleworth - - - - - 50 50 52 52 28 24 22 20

Upper Agbrigg - . . .

Dewsbury ----- 224 154* 153 152 179 llof 114 108

147 147 147 147 170 197 208 192

Totals -

Habitual Drunkards, Government "j

Returns for year ending 29th

September. J

2,510 2,451 2,476 2,480 1,728 1,718 1,672 1,618

991 738 794 990

RETURN of Public and Bekr Houses, &c., for Years 1868, 1869, 1870, and 1871.

Public Houses Beerhouses
Number of Persons proceeded

against for
Number

of Habitual
Population.

YEARS. doing Business doing Business Drunliards

proceeded

against.

f

11 October. 11 October. Drunkenness.
Drunlc

and Disorderly.

1861 :

1868 - 2,510 1,728 1,020 1,571 991 871,081

1869 - 2,451 1,718 931 1,958 738 833,000

1870 - - - 2,476 1,672 1,353 2,450 794

1871 :

Probable.

1871 - 2,480 1,618 2,154 2,529 990 982,000

In 1869, Huddersfield extension of borough absorbed 70 public-houses and 64 beerhouses.

Duncan M'lXeill, Chief Constable,

Chief Constable's Office, Wakefield,i20 April 1872.
'^^^^^ ^"'-S Constabulary.

0.73. Z4
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Appendix, No. 2.

Appendix, No. 2. PAPERS put in by Mr. Nelson, 30 April 1872.

RETURN showing the Number of Ladies Boarded in the Institution, Queens
BERRY Lodge, Holyrood, Edinburgh, from 1866 to 1872.

Number of Times they returned.

Months Resided.
First Second Tliird Fourth

Total.Admission. Admission. Admission. Admission.

1 month - 47 14 5 66

2 months - - - 18 1 21

3 „ - 13 4 17

A4 „ - 8 1 U

5 - crO I 1

6 „ - 1 3

7 „ - 5 5

8 „ - Q

9 „ - 2 1
r>

10 „ - - - 2 2

11 - 2 2

o ... 2 2

16 „ = - - 1 1 2

21 „ - - - 1

24 „ - 1

29 „ . - - 1

30 ... 1

32 ,,
- 1

64 „ - 1

111 30 7 1 149

From August 1866 to April 1872.

Ladies Admitted

:

The First time -

J,
Second time -

„ Third time -------
„ Fourth time

Total

111

30
7

1

149
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Forms or Application for Admission.

1.

—

Form to he .signed by ApjiVtcant before Admission.

I,_
^

^ , residini; at
, hereby make

apiDlication of my own free Avill to be admitted as a Boarder into the Institution over
which you preside, and I hereby promise to conform to the "Rules of the Institution, and
to give a month's notice previous to leaving it. But should I leave the Institution with-
out such notice being given, I agree to foi'feit the month's board. In witness whereof I
have subscribed this at the day of
18 .

To the Governor,
Queensberry Lodge, Edinburgh.

185

Appendix, No. 2.

2.

—

Form of Application to be made by the Husband, where A]ij)licaut is 7narried,or

other near Relative, loith Form of Approval to be afterwards signed by her.

Ij
, residing at

, hereby make
application for the admission of

,
my , as a Boarder into

the Institution over which you preside, and I hereby consent and agree that she shall

conform to the Kules, and that a month's notice shall be given previous to her leaving.

Should she leave within the month, a month's board shall be forfeited to the Institution.

I also hereby bind myself to free the Institution from all responsibihty that may arise in

any way in connection with her residence there. In witness whereof I have subscribetl

this at the day of 18 .

To the Governor,
Queensberry Lodge, Edinburgh.

I hereby ajjprove of the above, and ])vomise and engage to conform to the Rules of the

Institution.

0.73. Aa
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Appendix No 3 PAPER handed in by Dr. Alexander Peddie.

SUGGESTIONS for Legislation in Scotland for Habitual Drunkards, referred

to in Evidence on 19t,li March 1872.

When control

becomes necessary

:

of person;

of affairs.

Institutions, kind

of, for control of

the person.

Sanatoriums, for

•whom intended.

Workshops in.

Wages to be earned.

How to be applied.

Government aid

to model institu-

tions.

Where at first to

be erected.

The institutions

ultimately expected
to become self-

supporting.

Boards of directors.

Section I.

—

The Habitual Drunkard ought to be viewed in law and treated as a person

of unsdund mind, when the habit of intempt-rance is such as to render liim, notwithstanding

the plainest considerations of interest and duty, unable to control himself, and incapable of

manauing his own affairs, or such as to render him in any way dans^erous to himself or

others; and thus viewing him, the law should \n-o\\i\e, l^l, {ov control over his person, so

long as may be deemed necessary for protection, reibrmaiion, and cure; and 2nd, for the

interim management of his affairs, under trust, for behoof of all concerned.

II. To undeitake the personal control and treatment of habitual drunkards, in the

different grades of society, p2<5/zc and jo?7i;a?f? institutions are necessary; the pM&/«c institu-

tions being ot two kinds, namely, sanatoriums and reformatories, founded and supported to

some extent, al first, by Government grants, or local taxati'ons, although ultimately made
as far as possible, self-supporting; and the private institutions, namely, re^rea^s, licensed

and supervised by Government, but upheld by individual enterprise, or that of companies
or associations formed for the purpose.

III. The Sanatoriums are designed specially for the treatment of inebriates of the trades

and working classes, or others of the community whose means, or those of their friends,

may be inadequate to pay much or anythinii for board. But workshops of different

kinds should be connected with these institutions, and other ficilities afforded for occupation,

that inmates might have an oppnrtunity of earning wages, out of which a deduction should,

in the firsi instance, be made for their own maintenance, then for the support of their

families, if such there be, and the remainder go to secure additional comforts while in the

institution, and to form a reserve fund for their own use after a trial of liberty is made.

For the establishment of such sanatoriums in Scotland, I consider it would be wise

policy in Govenmient to grant a sum of at least 2,000/. or 3,000/., towards the founding

of each of lour tentative model institutions, plain but substantial and comftjrtable buildings,

in the neighbourhood of four chief cities or towns, say, Edinburgh, Glasiiow, Dumfries, and
Aberdeen, on the understanding that by local taxation or voluntary subscription, an equal

or larger sum would be raised for the purpose; and that Goveaiment, for a short term at

least, should also endow each institution with 300/. or 400/. annually, until it was seen

how far the self-supporting principle could be developed to cover expenditure.* It is

believed ihat the self-supporting powtr, ihrough boards paid wnd work executed by inmates,

if properly managed, would ere lung render annual Government grants unnecessary; nay,

that ;i surplus would be realised towards an extension and iniprovemt nt of the institutions,

and thus enable them to overtake the care, not merely of the worst cases of habitual

drunkards, as is at first only cor.templated, but of a larger number of individuals, and many
cases of a more piomising character for cure. By suitable occupation also the inmates of

these establishments are themselves likely to derive lasting benefit, seeini; that the habit of
idleness, which, in their case, is a very great obstacle to improvement, might be overcome.

It may be considered desirable when these sanatoriums are subsidised by Government
as public institutions, that in addition to the necessary staffs of medical officers, superin-

tendents, &c., there should be boards of directors to visit from time to time, to consult with

the other officials in circumstances of importance, and to report, at stated periods, on their

condition, progress, &c. This might be done by the Crown nominating from the several

locjilities, boards composed of five directors, say a magistrate, a clergyman, a physician, a

lawyer,

* Many may consider that Government should endow each of these model institutions, in such populous
places as Edinburgh and Glasgow, with at least 10,000 Z,, so that at first not less than 100 boarders could be
accommodated, although Dumfries and Aberdeen only received grants for institutions on a smaller scale

;

and it would not be unreasonable or inequitable to expect that Government should view ttiis specific ex-
penditure as an additional ground for increasing somewhat the duties on the distilling, liquor, and publicans'

trades. Spread over such a vast area of interests, the tax could nowhere press heavily ; and this seems
small compensation indeed for the most serious of these terminal evils which spring out of that traffic.
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lawyer and a inerchant, all of whom should receive a small sum to compensate, somevvI>af, Appendix No 3tor the loss of time, althougli tlie duties may be considered of a benevolent character Reo
' *

lations for the duties of these boards, for the daily routine of the establishment* - the arrange- oment for dif?erent occupations
;

for phvsical, ,nental, moral, and rdig.ou. >mproven>e;^
; ^SS:Z!i^,tfor strict oruer and disciphne

;
for probuioinry trial beyon,l the precncts of the institu- of the.e uhI'u!-

tions, blc, &c., need not oe specihe.l. Of course a c. rtain amount of reformatory treatment tions.

must be carried out m these mstitutions, iuferiiug punitive measures
; but these may con-

sist of such plans as cu. tailing certain comforts in livin- exacting fines Iroin the "ains of
work, and defening the peiiods of probational freedom.

^

IV. Refbrmawries uvedes\oned solely for those who, owino- to habits of intemi,erance, R.fonnatoricshave sunk in the social stale to absolute pauperism and degradation, and have become
objects of parochial care

; and for the crimin.d class of drunkards who are almost consfmtly
resident in pri ons. The 7.«^.;,er class of diunkards should be taken care of in separate For muoerswards of a poorhouse, or in a sanatorium, or a refuge, on the same distinct footino, drunkards,
even w a county lunatic asylum, provided they can be emin ly separate irom the other
insane. The criminal drunkard class, on the' other hand, should be accommodated in Vov criminal
wards or separate houses connected with our chief prisons, but kept entiiely separate from drunkards,

other prisoners. By these arrangements, pnorhouses and |)iisons would be relieved of a
most demoralised, discontented, mendacious, mischiefmaking, and intri-uino- class of m-
mates; while the unhappy individuals themselves would have more chanee o? benefit Irom
a distinct and more attractive system of treatment. The most in-.portant feature of reform- The all importance
atones for these two classes of inebriates, but especially of those under sentence for breach of occupation for

.of the peace, theft, and other crimes, would consist in ample provision by space, material, this class of in-

and apparatus for useful and remunerative labour of various kinds. No better counteractive
to the tendency to intempeiance can be employed, none better fitted to generate feelmos of
self-esteem, and gradually strengthen the power of sel.f-control, than occupation and t he
steady cultivation of industrial habits, especially with the stimulus of obtainino- some imme-
diate as well as ultimate advantages from the same. Now this power, it is believed, uii^ht
be Ui.ide of great use in inebriate reformatory treatment, if the machinery f)r the piir|.osel)e

well devised, and firmly worked. It may not always be possible to have tiie kind of work to
which persons have been accustomed, but an occupation of some kind might, in a short
time, be learned. Of course in the case of the criminal class, the jjunitive element must inmitive element
necessarily be acted on to a considerable extent. With them work mi_;hi require, in the in treatment must

first instance, to be compulsory, but it could, as was described in Section Hi., iie m;ide, to som&exent be

even to them, both agreeable and profitable, by a system of rewards and benefits immedi-
"'^'^'^''^^''y-

ately derivable from mdustrv and Liood behaviour, and the prospect, after deducting a fair

allowance for daily keep during confinement, and for the support of a family, if there was
one, of something consideralde remaining for use when liberty is obtained. It is too well

known that prisons have no; a name for the reform of criminals; but inebriate reformatories

—

partly punitive, partly curative—should stand on a different footing, and uive some prosp^'ct

of aood results from combined industry and sobriety. The lessons there learned, and the

means employed, and the gains secured, might enable some at least to do well on return to

society, instead of plunging at once, as is generally the case at present, into former evil

cour-es, and soon returning again to jjiison life. On the other hand, considering the de-

based and perverse character of most of the individuals under treatment, there may at first

be foutid no small unwillino ness to perform the woik imposed, or to submit to the discipline

prescribed. But this could be met in various ways, without exercising gaol-like severity of IIow to be carried

treatment, and prove efficacious in tiie n.ajority of cases. Thus, besides liiniti:)g particular out.

creature comforts, and wilhholding certain pleasures, and imposing fines fr. m the gain

of woik done, there may be the more serious check exerted, through application to a

matii-trate, in extending by weeks or months the period of ref trmatory control and treat-

ment.

The existence of reformatories would enable magistrates throughout the country to make Magistrates may
in certain cases, direct commitments into them of those found repeatedly drunk and ois- commit to reform-

orderly, or committing Oiher crimes under the influence of drink, without passing such
atones,

wretched, and perhaps scarcely responsible, beings thiou^h prisons, and thus probably

creating them gaol-birds for life.

The proposal to institute remunerative labour in these reformatories, besides making them General benefit

self-supporting, would, it is believed, gieatly lessen the general taxation for prisons and to the country,

poorhouses, and thus save the State a large sum, indirectly as well a. directly, by a

redu(;tion of personal and family pauperism and crime.

V. For the treatment in retreats of habitual drunkards belonging to the upjjer and middle i2c??Ya^s for upper

classes, it is presumed no Government aid need be sought. As a certain result of le jal and middle classes

facdities being given to control the person and manage the affairs of those affected with an

irresistible |)ropensity for intoxicating liquors, it is considered that private institutions of

this kind will spring up in various parts of the country, either through individual enterprise, may safely be left

or a combination of eftbrt f )r the purpose. It is desirable that these establishments should *°.P^'''^^^

be veritable retreats, situated not in populous places, but in rural districts, remote from P"^*^"

thorouohfares and public-houses ; and presenting the att: actions of scenery for walks and
^^^^.f 3},^^?/,^/

drives, and inducements for sport in the way of fishing and shooting. There are old man-

sion houses in the country, uhich, with little alteraaon, might answer well for retreats.

Externally, some surrounding space for gardening, exercise, and pastimes, would be neces-

sary ; and internallv, well furnished, airy, and conifortable apartments, with varied arrange-

0.73.
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Licenses.

To be obtained

through the Lunacy
Board.

Main conditions on

which they may be

srranted.

Arrangements not

desirable as part of

a Lunacy Act.

Supervision.

By Commissioners

of Lunacy.

Objects of inspec-

tion.

Applications for

control of the

person.

Voluntary admis-

sions, requirements

and advantages of.

Notices of, by the

physician or super-

intendent of institu-

tions to the Board
of Lunacy.

Obligations of

voluntary entrants

as to term of resi-

dence, CiC.

Compulsory control.

Applications, how
to be made.

Medical certifica-

tion, &c.

Circumstances
which warrant
enforced control.

merits for occupation and amusement during bad weather and long evenings, would be

most important; and not the least so would be perfection in the culinary department. AH
these aiTiUigements should be made, so as to provide such new and relishable enjoyments

as miohi counteract or take the place of craving for alcolohic stimulants, and go far to prevent

discontentment under restraint, I need not go further in indicating the other agencies

—

medical, moral, intellectual, and spiritual—which should be brought to bear on the inmates

of such inslitution-, with a view to the restoration to health of a diseased and enfeebled

brain and shattered nervous system ; to make the wretched and restless happy and con-

tented, and, in time, create new desires, inspire more self-esteem, and develope and

strengthen the power of self-control.

VI. Every sanatorium, reformatory, and retreat must have license for the reception of

habitual drunkards, in the same way as a lunatic asylum has a license for the insane of

other kinds ; and tliis should be obtained through the same channel, namely, the Com-
missioners of Lunacy.

Before granting this license, or permitting one to be retained, the Lunacy Board should

be satisfied in every case that the particular house is well adapted for the care and cure of

that grade of society for which it is designed ; that it is to have or has appropriate arrange-

ments for medical treatment, protection, and comfort; that there are ample resources for

in and out-door occu|jation and recreation : that all are conducted on the strictest ab-

stinence principles, even as regards the use of alcoholic medicines; and that the rules to

be observed by inmales are in other respects juclicious. The form of application f^r a
license, the amount to be paid for one, the term for its renewal, (fee, are matters that could

afterwards be easily adjusted. While these and other arrangements are proposed in connec-

tion with the Board of Lunacy, it is not desirable or necessary that legislation for habitual

drimkards should form any part of a Lunacy Act.

VIL As it is proposed that the sanatoriums and I'eformutories should derive more or less

aid from Government, and as they and retreats alike are to be used for the control of personal

liberty, and are to be licensed for that purpose, it is fitting that they should be open to State

supervision ; and as the habitual drunkard is viewed as a person of unsound mind, at least

practically so, it seems manifestly proper that that inspection should be conducted by a

Commissioner of Lunacy, or by some skilled deputy for whom he should be responsible;

and that it be the duty of the one or the other to visit the institutions, whether private or

public, at least once in three months, and report at stated times to Government on their

condition and success, and inquire mto complaints and appeals submitted to them by those

under contrid.

Vin. Applicalions for control of a habitual drunkard in a sanatorium or retreat may be

voluntary, or by others for compnlsori/ powers.

1st. A voluntary/ application should be made to the physician or superintendent of a

licensed house by the person himself, and the necessity of the case attested by at least one
qualified medical practitioner and another individual, either a relative or friend, who may
be cognisant of the facts of the case. By the simplicity, inexpensiveness, and privacy of

this proceo'ure, and also by the knowledge that the law has provided for compul>ory powers,

it is thought that persons may be induced the more readily to place themselves under
control. In order, however, that no undue advantage be taken of any one entering an insti-

tution thus, it should be the duty of the physician or superintendent of it to give notice

within three days thereafter to the Lunacy Board, in a schedule furnished for the purpose,

stating the date of the reception, the name, residence, age, occupation, &c. of the person,

and the apparent requirements of tiie case.

It should be understood that the applicant, on entering an institution, agrees to do so for

a period of not less than six months, to be without pocket money during that time, and to

conform to the other rules of the house; and the superintendent or physician should not

permit the person to leave the institution, nor should his friends be permitted to remove
him, ai an earlier period tlian that agreed on at admission, unless under appeal to, and
with the sanction of, a Commissioner of Lunacv, on due inquiry being made, into the

circumstances of the case.

2n(l. Compulsory contiol in a sanatorium or retreat should be enforced by order of a

sheriff, or other stipendiary magistrate in any case, on an application being presented to him
by a relative or friend or a liabitual (hunkard. or a procurator fiscal acting for the public

interest (supposing that there is no relative or party willing to do so); and when the neces-

sity for per>onal control is certified by at least one qualified medical practitioner, and a

housi holder, not a relative, who is cognisant of the facts of the case. The circumstances

which should warrant this interference with personal liberty will of course vary in different

cases, and must be judged of according to their own peculiarities. But whether a person
during a course of intemperance be distinguished by extreme perversity of temper and
disposition; by indecent, blasphemous, or violent language and behaviour; by mischievous
disregard of, and reckless indifference to, the rights and feelings of others

; by wasteful-

ness, extravagance, or negligence in the management of his own affairs, or those of his

family, or employers ; or by being dangerous to his own life, or the lives of others, the pre-

sence of one or more of these conditions may be considered sufficient reason for legal

control, more especially if the propensity to alcoholic excess has been of long continuance,
or often recurrent, in spite of all ordinary means having been employed to bring about refor-

mation and cure {vide also Section L). Indeed in each case of certification, the facts ob-

served.
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served, and ihe facts made known to the certifier, should be stated in the same way as in
other cases of insanity, and the case judged of on its own merits ; and as no time is stated
in the usual lunacy warrants, so none ishould for detention in any dipsomaniac case, but left

to the judgment of the physician or superintendent of a sanatorium or retreat, with the
assent oi u Commissioner of Lunacy, if his opinion is requested.

That class oi' cases of acute Lrain disease, known by tlie names of delirium tremens and
delirium ebriosum, being of short duration, and attended most frequently with more or less
danger to the persons affected, and others, should at once be leceived into a sanaioriuui
or retreat, without any other certification than tliat of qmdified medical men as to their
nature and urgency; but of course notice must be given, a> in c;ises of voluntary admission,
within three days, to the Lunacy Board. And it; should be the dutv of tlie physician or
supeiintendents of the institution in each case, to liberate the person so s^on as he is restoied
to sanity and strength

; and to give notice of the dismission to the Lunacy uoard, unless
action be taken in the case by friends or otiiers in the usual v\ay, for prolonged compulsory
detention, and tlie case registered accordmniy.

Admissions of habitual drunkards to refoi niatories should rest with parochial authorities
in the management of their pauper inebriates, and with magistrates and judges in commit-
ments for breaches of the peace, and other crimes perpetrated under the influence of drink;
and of course it would remain with the parochial boards to decide when any cne under their

care mii^ht with greater benefit be transferred from the workhouse to a sanatorium, for

special treatment; and with criminal authorities to decide what pait of time their drunkards
should rather spend in prison.

IX. Detention. The length of detenllons should depend on the greater or less aggravated
nature of the case. In toiunturij entrances to a sanatorium or retreat, detention sliould

never be shorter than the period agreed on (Sec'. VIII. Clause 1), unless the friends of the

person under control desire it, ant! the physician or superintendents of the institution, and a
Commissioner of Lunacy sanction the step. On the other hand, it shoukl never be pro-

longed, unless with the person's consent, or unle-s all the forms prescribed in Section VIII.

,

Clause 2, are sone through.

In compulsory control, as abeady stated (Sect. VIII.), no period is fixed for treatment,

and therefore it may be undei stood that detention should be continued from six months to

two or three or more years, according as the medical adviser ;ind friends of the person

restrained, and the physician or supermtendent of the institutinn of which he is an inmate,

consider necessary, to effect such decided change in the condition of the brain and nervous

system as may endow him with sufficient power of self-control as to fit him for a return to

the duties of society. If the person, after ihe lapse of a short time becomes restless under

control, and agitates for liberation, or should friends be importunate for this in opposition

lo the judgment and advice of the physician or superintendent, tiie case should be submitted

to a Commissioner of Lunacy for his decision ; or leave of absence from the institution may
be granted on probation for hours, days, or weeks, while the warrant for control is not with-

drav?:. Probation should in every case be tried by the superintendent of a sanatorium or

retreat, as a means of te-ting the strengtii of self-contrul ; and should be continued for a

considerable period of time, from a lew weeks even to a year, before a final discharge is

given.

In the case of criminal drunkards, they should not merely con:»plete the term of magis-

terial commitment in a reformatory, but be subjected to exiensious of control imposed as

punishment for bad conduct while under treatment, or to any additional detentions which

may be thought likely by the superintendents to conduce to complete reformation and cure.

This, however, should not be done without reference to and an order from a magistrate,

with or without the recommendation of a Commissioner of Lunacy. Probationary leave of

absence may also be used as a power iii the treatment of this class of drunkards.

The cases of acute brain disease referred to m Section VII!., Clause 2, should not be

detained longer than is requisite for the restoration of sanity and strength, unless action be

instituted in the usual way for compulsory control.

X. Complaints against the board of a sanatorium or the superintendent or phy.siciau of it,

or of any retreat or reformatory, whethe r in regaid to treatment or detention, may be made,

in the first instance, to a Commissioner of Lunacy
;

or, if that does not satisfy, to the Lord

Advocate of the time being, who may order, if lie thinks fit, an independent inqmry to be

made regarding the circumstances of the case, and decern ucctirdmgly.

XI. Although a habitual drunkard is declared by law to be in a condition of mental

unsoundness, and incapable of managing his own affairs, yet it generally happens, when

alcoholic supplies are suspended under control, that he soon recovers intelligence and judg-

ment, in so far at least as to be able to understand ordinary matters of busmess. It there-

fore appears reasonable ;md just, when in this state (which, is somet;hing more_ than the

lucid interval of the insane), although he could not yet resist the impulse to nnmeoiate

excess in intoxicating liquors if he had freedom, that he should not altogether be deprived

of his civil rights and privileoes. If Ids mind is not seriously unhinged or enfeebled
;

,f he

is capable of distinguishino^'between right and wrong ; if he comprehends the matter of

business he is to be concerned in ; if he is not apparently actuated by malice touaras those

who consented to, or uere the n^eans of, placinc him under control—should the particular

matter of business concern sucli,—he should not be deemed unfit, under satisfactory attes-

tation, to execute any testamentary deed, or to avail himself, under surveillance ot course,

0.73. A A 3 of
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Curators and
'Jnistees.

Who and by whom
appointed.

In voluntary cases.

Trustees for wages
earned in sanatoriums

and reformatories.

Control of a person

in own divelling

during fits of

periodical drinking.

Control over the

management of a

drunkard's affairs

although not an
inmate of an
institution.

For a limited time

under a trustee.

For a lengthened

period under a tutor

of the opportunity to perform any external civil privilege, such, for instance, as voting at an

election.

XII. Curators and Trustees should be formally appointed, or be understood to exist in

one form or other in any case where personal control is extrcisi^d. When there is pro-

perty, or a business, or funds to manage, the sheriff or stipendiary mayistrate who grants the

order for control, should at the same time, or as soon thereafter as possible, nominate a

curator. This curator should be that member of the family best qualified in respect of age,

and ability for the duty; or several members, or the whole of the family, if capable of

attending to business, may be formed into a family council or trust. Failing any such near

relative, the sheriff or magistrate should appoint any known individual to undertake the

duty, but in that case, if possible, give effect in the matter to the wishes of the person to be

controlled. Then in the case of voluntary submission to control, the person himself, or her-

self, shall be entitled to make the selection of a curator. As regards persims controlled in

sanatoriums and leformaiories, the superintendents of such institutions, or treasurers ap-

pointed by them, should act as ti ustees (or their behoof in reoatd to w;iges earned from
work while inmatts. it should be the duty of such trustees to keep carefully registered, in

a book for the purpose, the gains of each individual from work executed, and the amount
accumulated, after deductions for maintenance, for support of family, and for payment of

fines for misconduct while in tiie institut on ; and the trustees should account for the same
to each person when detention under probation, or otherwise, is at an end.

XIII. In early cases of excessive drinking^ in which the habit of intemperance is not so

decidedly formed as to require coistrol and treatment in a sanatorium or retreat, and in

short j9ero(/zcaZ or paroxysmal fits of excessive drinking, which may occur at long intervals

of time, it should be declared lawful to take the ccmtrol of the peisoii when so drinking in

his or her oun dwelling. This should be done by the authority of any qualified medical

practitioner, with the consent of the nearest relative with whom there is communication, or

under the cognisance of any friend or party acquainted with the circumstances of the case
;

and he should be at liberty to place an attendant ove«" his patient, so as to prevent con-

tinued supplies of liquor, and kep[) him or her under safe custody until sanity is regained,

and the alcohol craving or impulse have parsed away. It is believed that many cases of
death from absolute intoxication might thus be averted, and also suicide and murders be

prevented.

XIV. As an extension of these suggestions, interference with a drunkard's liberty in

the management o\ his affairs should be declared lawful even when he may not be
under personal control in a public or private instution. Two good proposals have been
made by Professor Gairdner, in " Su;^gestions for Legislation, with a View to the Supptession

of Drunkenness," pp. 10, Gla--.gow, ]8()9. The first of these is, that "the habitual offence

might be met by the si questi ation y"or a limited time of his weekly wages or (jther emoluments
or profits of business, applying them under trust to the support of the f.miily, and to the

maintenance of the drunkard himself, and so leaving him pro tempore free to earn, but not

free to spend. Witli a view to the utmost simplicity of the legal machinery, and therefore

expense, the tiustee might be nominated by the drunkard himself, and by the wife and
nearest relative, vvith the consent of the magistrate, and authorised to receive the whole of
ihe wages, and administer them in the interest of the i'amily, and deposit in a savings bank
any surplus during the duration of the trusts." Tlie next step in severity, if the offences

become more inveterate, would be, to place " the property and earnings of the drunkard for

a lengthened -period under the charge of a tutor, as in cases of insanity, and make a formal

allowance to him, on condition of his living out of the way of temptation; or otherwise, the

income might be used for the benefit of the family, as in the former class of cases.''

The minor anangements connected with such legislation as I have above suggested

could easily be designed and adjusted when the chief points are agreed on ; but in all

legal arrangements facility, inexpt nsiveness, and privacy of operation should be considered

as much as possible with due regard to security against improper interference with personal

freedom.

March 1872.

A. Peddie,

15, Rutland-street, Edinburgh.
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PAPER handed in by the Chairman.
Appendix, No. 4.

LIST of Convictions, &c., against Mrs. Margaret Mitchell, from 29th March 1843

to 26th February 1872.

29 March - 1843

15 October 1844

17 September 1845

12 May - 1847

19 October 1849

14 February 1850

19 May - 1852

2 September 1852

19 December 1853

4 July - 1854

19 October 1854

22 June - 1855

11 September 1855

29 April - 1856

June - 1856

2 October 1856

7 November 1856

17 January 1857

29 May - 1857

15 August 1857

28 November 1857

8 September 1858

6 August 1859

,
20 January 1860

26 March - 1860

0.73.

Sent to the House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained till

2nd iVl ay. Governor reports her as a person of extraordinary in-
temperate habits, and violent and outrageous conduct and lan-
guage (5 weeks).

Sent to GLasgow Prison for 30 days for drunkenness, disorderly and
indecent conduct.

Sent to Lunatic Asylum, GLasgow ; dismissed 8th November.
Sent to the House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained till

30th September. See Governor's report (4 months).

Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness and annoying
her husband at his j^lace of business.

Sent again to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness and
annoying her husband on the street.

Fell down a stair when drunk and cut her head, and sent to the

Glasgow Royal Lifirmary, where she remained for 14 days.

Sent to Lunatic Asylum, Glasgow ; dismissed 2nd Se2)tember 1853

(1 year).

Sent again to Lunatic Asylum, Glasgow ; dismissed 28th March
1854.

Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness and outrageous

conduct, and annoying her husband at his place of business.

Boarded in the Island of Arran, from which place she returned after

being there 24 days.

Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness, disorderly and

indecent conduct.

Sent to the House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained to

16th January 1856 (4 months).

Sent again to the House of Refuge. Edinburgh, where she remained

to 23rd June (2 months).

Sent to board with a friend in the country, where she remained for

24 days.

Sent to a female boarding house in Glasgow, where she remained for

four weeks.

Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness and annoying

her husband on the street.

Sent to a female boarding house in Glasgow, where she remained

for 14 days.

Sent to House of Shelter, Glasgow, where she remained to 7th August.

See Matron's Report.

Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness, disorderly and

indecent conduct.

Sent again to House of Shelter, Glasgow, where she remained to

28th December.
Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness, indecent con-

duct, and annoying her husband at his place of business.

Sent again to Glasg'ow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness, disorderly

and indecent conduct.

Sent again to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness, disorderly

conduct, and annoying her liusband on the street.

Sent to board in the Island of Arran, where she remained for 20

days.

A A 4
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Appendix, No. 4. 23 May - I860

16 September 1861

23 July - 1862

1 October 1863

16 April - 1864

23 November 1864

15 July - 1865

13 December 1865

17 January 1866

25 April - 1867

12 August - 1867

10 June - 1868

8 August - 1870

August - 1871

21 September 1871

26 February 1872

Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness, disorderly

and indecent conduct.

Sent again to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness and an-

noying her husband at his place of business.

Sent' to House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained to 1st

September (5 weeks 5 days).

Sent again to House of Eefuge, Edinburgh, where she remained to

12 October (11 days).

Sent aaain to House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained till

1st July (2i months).

Sent to House of Shelter, Glasgow, where she remained six months.

Sent to House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained to 11th

December (5 months).

Sent to Glasgow Pritson for 14 days for drunkenness, disorderly con-

duct, and annoying her husband on the street.

Sent to House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained to 8th

February, 1867. See Governor's Report.

Sent again to House of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained till

10th May (15 days).

Sent to board with a friend in Larbert, where she remained four

weeks.

Sent again to board in Larbert, where she remained two months.

Sent to ELouse of Refuge, Edinburgh, where she remained to 2ist

March 1871 (7 months).

Sent to board again in Larbert, where she remained 25 days.

Sent to Glasgow Prison for 60 days for drunkenness and disorderly

conduct.

Sent again to Glasgow Prison for 14 days for drunkenness and dis-

orderly conduct.

Average Nubiber of Times of Mrs. Margaret Mitchell having been taken to Police

Station and Discharged in the Mornings from 29th March 1843 to 26th February 1872.

£. s. d.

200 nights at 8 d. per night 6134
Confined in Glasgow Prison from 29th March 1843 to

26th February 1872: 778 days, at 11 rf. - - - 35 13 2

£. 42 6 6
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Appendix, No. 5.

PAPERS handed in by Dr. Alexander Peddie. Appendix, No. 5.

RETURN showing the Number of Prisoners who have been Committed to the

County Prison of Perth for Crimes which they have Committed, owing to Intemperate

Habits, for the last Four Years, ending the 31st December 1871, with previous

Committals to the said Prison for the same Offence :

—

For the Year
ending

31st December 18G8.

For the Year
ending

31st December 1869.

For the Year
ending

31st December 1870.
|

1

For the Year
ending

31st December 1871.

•

Females.

Total. Males.

Females.

Iotal. Males.

Females.

Total.
Males.

Females. <
H
O

Committed for the first time 55 36 91 67 25 92 54 20 74 47 28 75

Committed once before 19 15 34 29 14 43 21 11 32 16 13 29

Committed twice before 10 6 16 13 13 26 14 4 18 15 '3 20

Committed three times before 10 5 15 5 3 8 9 6 15 5 1 6

Committed four times before 5 4 9 8 •> 10 3 7 10 3 1 4

Committed five times before - 3 1 4 2 5 3 5 6 3 9

Committed six times before,

and under 10 times - 14 5 19 16 1 17 6 4 10 6 9 15

Committed 10 times before,

and under 20 times - 5 30 35 7 15 15 3 18 11 1 ,s

Commiited 20 times before,

and under 50 times - 7 10 17 1 4 5 10 12 3 7 10

Committed 50 times before,

and under 100 times 12 12 8 8 8 8 3 3

Committed 100 times before,

and above ... 1 I

* Total - - - 128 124 252 149 80 229 127 75 202 112 72 184

The Governor, in looking over the Criminal Registers of this prison, finds that many
of the male and female prisoners in the above Return have, throngli tlieir repeated

imprisonments, spent a good many years of their life in j^rison, and all of which are

traceable to a life of dissipation on tlie part of these poor unfortunate creatures.

0.73.
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ppen IX,
. . rpjj^

following Table will show a few individuals who, from their many repeated
imprisonments, and a long career of intemperance, have been almost the constant inmates
of this Prison :

—

Date of
Prisoner's First

Imprisonment.

Date of

Last

Imprisonment.

Number of
Times in

Prison.

Remarks.

*Margaret McCormick -

(This woman's crimes

were almost invariably

window-smashing, all

acts of violence.)

1844 1865 137 Drowned herseli

when intoxicated.

Jean Nairn - - - 1841 1857 51 Dead.

Nelly Dockertza Rox - 1842 1860 83
jjeau.

Janet Mitchell 1850 1871 80

Jean Narrie - 1842 1852 22 Dead.

Catherine McDonald 1844 1872 102

Margaret Bell 1850 1868 62

Agnes Stewart 1841 1871 59

Ann Cuthbert 1843 1862 49 Dead.

Eliza Bruce - 1849 1871 56

Augusta Dempsey - 1858 1871 44

May Cameron 1848 1862 40

Ann Speed - - - 1845 1862 40

Catherine Roy 1845 1862
'

32

Eliza Carmichael - 1862 1871 22

Agnes Wood, or Drew - 1852 1871 36

Mary Ann McNiel 1857 1862 29

iDavid Todd 1844 1862 21

jWilliam Thomson 1353 1871 29

* Margaret McCormick was a young woman, a very skilled needlewoman, who could earn large wages.

She never was convicted for theft, but for breaches of peace and window-breaking when drunk.

•j- David Todd was well educated as a surgeon. Never steals, but, when under the influence of liquor,

commits breaches of the peace.

I William Thomson was at one time a respectable tradesman, but, when under the influence of liquor,

commits assaults promiscuously on any person with whom he comes in contact.

TABLE showing the Number of Persons, Males and Females, who were Apprehended

or Cited by the Police of the City of Perth, from 1st August 1861 to 1st August 1871,

and the Numoer who were in a State of Intoxication at the time the Oiience was

Committed :
—

Number Apprehended or Cited.
Number in a state of Intoxication when the

Offence was Committed,

Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. Total.

6,079 3,040 9,119 2,864 1,368 4,232
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Appendix, No. 6.

PAPERS handed in by Captain McNeill

EAST RIDING PRISON, BEVERLEY. Appendix, No. 6.

Number of Prisoners Committed and Received here (for the following years) for being
Drunk and Disorderly :

—

1861 - - 42 1867 - - 57
1862 - - 43 1868 - - 39
1863 - - 33 1869 - - 32
1864 - - 66 1870 - - 39
1865 - - 64 1871 - - 49
1866 - - 36

16 February 1872. Alfred Shepherd, Governo r.A

BOROUGH GAOL, LEEDS.

Number of Committals under the Leeds Improvement Act, and the Wine Licenses

Act, Avhich are chiefly for Drunkenness; also the Number of Assaults, as many of

these arise out of the same vice of Drunkenness :

—

1861. 187 1.

Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. Total.

Assault 242 5] 293 325 64 389

Leeds Improvement Act 449 174 623 699 351 1,050

Wine Licenses Act 59 57 116 20 20

739 1,070

16 February 1872. C. A. Keene, Governor.

WEST RIDING PRISON, WAKEFIELD.

Before 1865 no Record was kept of Commitments for Drunkenness, as that Offence

was included under the Head of " Local Police Offences." The Committals for

Drunkenness during the Seven years the Record has been kept, Avere :

1865
1866
1867
1868

1,133

1,140

1,186

1,436

1869
1870
1871

16 February 1872.

- 1.403

- 1,411

- 1,584

G. Armytage, Governor.

0.73. B b 2
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Appendix, No. 6. BOROUGH GAOL AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION, SCARBOROUGH.

In 1861 there were 136 Committals; of these, 13 Males and Seven Females were for

Drunkenness. In 1871, the Committals were 269 ; of which 55 Males and 21

Females were for Drunkenness.

The above are the Numbers for the year proper, not the Criminal year.

21 February 1872. John Flockton, Governor.

HOUSE OF CORRECTION, NORTHALLERTON.

Number of Committals for Drunkenness for the Years 1861 and 1871-

Years.

Number
of

Commitments
for

Drunkenness.

Total
Number Received

during

the Years.

1861 50 680

]871 220 1,164

17 Fd)ruarv 1872. George Gardner, Governor.
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PAPER handed in by Mr. Smith. Appendix No.

LETTER from the Governor of the House of Correction, Ripon, to the
Chairman of the Committee.

Ripon Liberty. House of Correction,
Sir, 19 March 1872.

Since giving my evidence before the Select Committee in the House of Commons, on
Friday, 8th instant, respecting the best method of treating the habitual drunkards, I beg to

offer for your information further suggestions, i'lhich I think will be the best method, and
the lowest cost to the country. With respect to establishing places for their employment,
which would be at a large cost, I should suggest in the first place for a trial that some
large central gaol or gaols, in which accommodation can be made by setting apart some
portion of the gaol for the purpose of the habitual drunkards to be committed to ; and
as the Home Secretary has already power to remove prisoners, under the Gaol Act of 1865,
from gaol to gaol, accommodation could easily be made for that purpose. With respect to

the periods which such persons should be confined to enable them to be reformed, I

think it would be advisable to teach them some useful trade, to enable them to earn an
honest livelihood when discharged. I may also observe that, with respect to the hard labour

now in goals, at present, it is crank, tread-wheel, shot-drill, capstan, and stone breaking.

The hard-labour prisoner will ask you when he is discharged, " Well, what am I to

do ? " he is told he must go and work ; then he will answer, " What am I to work at ; I have

been in this gaol for two years with hard labour, and I knew as much wlieu I came here

as I do now. I was never taught any trade in my lifetime; my father was a drunkard, or

through other misfortunes in my childhood I was taught to do nothing but begging,

hawking small wares, and so on ; I can get no labouring work, and I am bound to go on

the old road again
;
they must catch me if they can (meaning police), and bring me back

to prison again. " This is soon done, and at the cost of the rate])ayers again, with no better

prospect. After the second imprisonment is over, this prisoner is turned out again without

any trade. Now if this prisoner or prisoners had been taught a trade during his con-

finement, in the first instance, he could have gone manfully to work, when he was first

discharged, to the trade he had been taught, and worked at in the gaol.

As regards habitual drunkards, two things should be in view at one time ; one Is the

reforming of the drunkards' habits, and the other in teaching them some useful trade, to

enable them to lead a moral course of life. I must also add that a very large majority of

the criminal class are without any trade, or at any rate Avithout having a properly grounded

one. Many will say they learnt such a trade, but when you come to try them you will

find them very deficient, and this is one cause why there are so many tramps. When
masters find they are not good workmen they discharge them ;

therefore they must go on

the road again ; this is no doubt one of the greatest causes of the re-committals

to gaol : at this period a trade to a man is very valuable.

I beg further to suggest that some large gaol or gaols or other new establishments be

established and manned with officers of different trades, and that after a certain number of

convictions has been proved for drunkenness, drunk and disorderly, or being drunk when

committing any offence whatever, and those convictions proved before the justices ui the

petty sessions, allowing a fair number, and on those convictions being proved, the justices

should have power to send the habitual drunkard to some of the before-mentioned i^laces or

establishments, for periods not less than 18 months and not more than five years. And

that in all cases the prisoners should be taught trades during their confinement, with

relio-ious instructions ; that the discipline be similar to that in gaols ; not to allow any com-

munication whatever, without officers being present, and to work them in work-rooms, at

0 73 B B 3 their
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Appendix, No. 7. their respective trades, and not in cells in separate confinement ; it would be advisable for

— them to sleep in separate cells.

I beg to name a few trades which I think would be suitable for such establishments,

both male and female.

Males

:

Tailoring (with machine).

Blacksmith.

Shoemaker.
Cabinet making.
Weaving.
Turner.

Joiner.

Bricklayer.

Females

:

Shirt making (by machines).

Stocking knitting (by hand).

Straw plaiting and straw bonnet making.

Boot closing by sewing machines.

French polishing.

There are many other trades which might be applicable ; I have selected those which I
think might be easily learnt, and what I really think would be most likely to prove bene-
ficial to the learners. I shall be glad if anything that I have suggested meets your appro-

bation, and shall be further pleased to answer any question which may arise respecting

the habitual drunkard.
I have, &c.

(signed) W. Smith,

Donald Dalrymple Esq., Governor.
Chairman, Select Committee, Habitual Drunkards.
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Appendix, No. 8.

PAPERS handed in by Mr. fVetherelL

Leeds Constabulary.

RETURN of Proceedings before the Justices, against Licensed Victuallers, from the Brewster Sessions,

26th August 1870 to 20th April 1871.

OFFENCES.

Convicted, and Fined

10 5.,

and not
exceeding

20 s.

1 I.,

and not

exceeding

21.

2/.,

and not
exceeding

3 /.

SI.,
j

and not
[

exceeding

5

!

5^.

50 L
and

upwards

To pay

Costs.

Withdrawn where
Two

Informations have
been laid,

and Conviction

obtained

on One Offence.

Discharged. Total.

eeping open during prohibited

hours - - - - -

Knowingly harbouring persons of

notoriously bad character

Unlawfully permitting drunken-

ness - - - - -

Unlawfully permitting gaming -

Refusing to admit police

Totals - - -

12

20

Leeds Constabulary,

RETURN of Proceedings before the Justices, against Licensed Victuallers, from the Brewster Sessions,

25th August 1871 to 20th April 1872.

OFFENCES.

Convicted, and Fined

10s..

and not
exceeding

•20 s.

1 L,

and not
exceeding

21.

2 I.,

and not

exceeding

3/.

3 l, 50/.
and not

5 /.
and

exceeding upwards
51.

To pay

Costs.

Withdrawn where
Two

Informations have
been laid,

and Conviction

obtained

on One Offence.

Discharged. Total.

Keeping open during prohibited
hours - - - . .

Not maintaining good rule and
order - - - - -

Unlawfully permitting drunken-
ness - - - - -

Adulterating liquors - . -

Unlawfully permitting gaming -

Unlawfully permitting dancing -

Drunk in his own house

Totals - - -

1

1

10

10

1

2

1

1

0.73. b b 4
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Leeds Constabulary.

of Proceedings before the Justices, against Beerhouse Keepers, from the Brewster Sessions,

26th August 1871 to 20th April 1872.

Convicted, and Fined Withdrawn where
Two

offences. 10#.,

and not

exceeding
20 s.

1 I.,

and not

exceeding

2 I.

2 I.,

and not

exceeding
SI.

3/.,

and not
exceeding

51.

5/.
50 /.

and
upwardii.

To pay

Costs.

Informations have
been laid,

and Conviction

obtained

on One Offence.

Discharged. To TAL.

Keeping open dui'ing prohibited

Knowingly harbouring persons of

notoriously bad character

Unlawfully permitting drunken-

•Unlawfully permitting gaming -

Refusing to admit the police

Drunk . - - - ~

3

1

3

1

2
2
1

1

2

11

2

1 1 20

1

4
6
1

1

Totals - - - 4 9 3 13 1 2 32

Leeds Constabulary.

KETURN of Proceedings before the Justices, against Beerhouse Keepers, from the Brewster Sessions,

25th August 1871 to 20th April 1872.

offences.

Convicted, and Fined

To pay

Costs.

Withdrawn where
Two

Informations have
been laid,

and Conviction

obtained

on One Offence.

Discharged. Total.10 s.,

and not

exceeding
•20 «.

IZ.,

and not

exceeding

2 1.

-I.,

and not

exceeding

21.

3Z.,

and not

exceeding
51.

51.
50 I.

and
upwards.

Keep ing open during prohibited

1 3 1 1 1 1 8
Unlawfully pemitting drunken-

1 3 1 5
Adul terating liquors - - - 2 2
Uiila wfully permitting gaming - 5 1 I 7
Unla wfully permitting dancing - 2 2
Drunk in his own house 1 1 2

Totals - - - 1 12 6 1 2 1 1 2 26

Leeds Constabulary.

RETURN of Drunkenness, from 2nd day of July 1871 to 20th April 1872, and for the Corresponding
Period last Year.

YEAR.

Total Convictions
for Drunkenness or
for being Drunk
and Disorderly.

Number of

these which are

Second
Convictions.

Number of

these which are

Third

Convictions.

Number Discharged.

From 2nd July 1870 to 20th April 1871 1,387 217 310 63

From 1st July 1871 to 20th April 1872 1,316 177 314 34

James Weiherell,

Chief Constable of Leeds.
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Appendix, No. 0.

Handed in by the Chairman.

Answers to Queries relating to Habitual Drunkards. Ai)pendix, N

FRANCE.

ASSEMBLEE NaTIONALE.

1°. ExiSTE-t-il dans la loi Francaise quelque moyen analogue a I'interdiction legale
pour garantir la personne ou la proprlete de ceux qui, par le resultat de rivresse,°ont
perdu tout controle sur eux-memes ou sur leur propriete ; et cette interdiction (si elle

existe), resulte-t-elle de mesures ayant un caractcre public ou prive ?

Aucune mesure n'est prise ii raison de rivre?;se ou de Fivrognerie. II fliut que
I'alienation mentale soit constatee ; il peut arriver qu'elle soit la consequence de ce
vice funeste, mais I'origine importe peu.

2°. Existe-t-il en France quelque institution publique ou jn-ivee pour reformer le vice

de Fivrognerie ?

II n'existe aucune institution publique de ce genre.

Des institutions privees ont ete ctablies, mais sans succes. Les societes de tem-
perance n'ont pas reussi. Ce qui a produit encore le meilleur effet, c'est un certain

nombre de dispositions reglementaires, introduites, soit par des societes de bienfaisance

ou de prevoyance dans leurs statutes, soit par des chefs d'industrie, s'entendant les

uns avec les autres, dans leurs ateliers.

3°. Les reglemens dc police, donnent-ils au magistrat pouvoir d'infliger une peine aux
ivrognes de profession ; et quelle disjDOsition est prise a Fegard de leur famille pendant

la reclusion ?

Nulle peine ne peut etre infligee aux ivrognes d'liabitude
;

et, par consequent,

nulle disposition n'a du etre imse a Fegard des families.

4". Les ivrognes sont-ils admis et detenus dans la maison de fous ordinaire ?

A titre de fous, quand Fivrognerie a produit Falienation mentale.

5°. Les medecins verses dans la pratique des maladies mentales, regardent-ils Fhabitude

de Fivresse comme le resultat d'une maladie cerebrale, ou la maladie cerebrale comme le

resultat de Fivresse ?

lis sont a peu pres unanimes pour regarder Fhabitude de Fivresse comme en-

gendrant infailliblement les maladies ccrebrales les plus graves.

6. Considerent-ils Fhabitude de Fivresse coinme vine maladie susceptible d'un traite-

ment curatif, ou comme im crime et une offense qui doivent etre punis par la loi?

Comme une maladie susceptible d'un traitement curatif. Ce traitement n a gucrcs

ete essayc en France; c'est FAmerique ({ui en fournit les exemples.

NETHERLANDS.

In accordance with the request of his Excellency the Minister of the Netherlands, the

Chairman of the Committee of the House of Commons appointed to consider the best plan

for the control and management of Habitual Drunkards, has the honour to place on record

the points on which the Committee are desirous of obtaining information.

1st. Whether there is any system of interdiction of person or property of those who by

reason of drink have lost proper control over themselves and property ; whether the inter-

diction, if any, be by public or private proceeding.

2nd. Whether any institution, public or private, for the reformation of inebriates exists

in Holland.
()_73_ C C 3rd. \\ hether
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Aonendix No. 9. Whether police regulations place the constant drunkard at once in the hands of
^ L * ' the magistrate to be dealt with, and what provision for the family is made during the

seclusion of the parent.

4th. Whether inebriates, as such, are admissible and detainable in ordinary lunatic

asylums.

5th, Whether the doctors learned in mental medicine regard habitual drunkenness as

the outcome of cerebral disease, or the disease as the result of alcohol.

6th. Whether they incline to the treatment of habitual intoxication as a disease, or

regard it as a crime or offence to be punished by law.

The replies on these heads will be thankfully accepted by the Committee, and are to

be addressed to 7-» ? j r 7JJonala iJalrymple,
Chairman of the Committee,

House of Commons, House of Commons.
1 March 1872.

Replies.

1. None.

2. None.

3. In a few towns and some villages, drunkards are fined or imprisoned by police regu-
lation for a couple of days when fighting or disturbing public order ; but no provision for
their family is made during their seclusion.

4. No.

5. Not less than one-fifth of the patients in our lunatic asylums are reported to be
treated for cerebral disease as the result of excessive drinking.

6. Habitual intoxication is not considered a disease ; but when crimes are committed
in drunkenness the intoxication is considered an aggravation, unless the intoxication be
caused by temptation.

There is some prospect of having public intoxication punished by the new code of
penal laws as a delictum sui generis.

AUSTRIA.

Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Embassy.
The Austrian Criminal Code, in its 13th chapter of the part second, makes drunken-

ness penal, as a gross violation of public morals, and punishes it, by § 523, as a light

misdemeanour, on a person who, putting himself without a criminal design into a state of

intoxication, commits in that state an action which would be imputed to him as a crime,

if committed in a state of sobriety. Sect. 524 punishes as an offence inveterate drunken-
ness of workmen and labourers who work on scaffolds or on roofs, or have to deal with
explosive or inflammable articles, or of those servants by whose carelessness fire may
easily break out, without an otherwise criminal act being committed by any of those

persons.

The police regalations for domestic servants allow the instant dismissal of a servant

addicted to drunkenness ; while otherwise, a domestic servant is only to be dismissed after

the end of his term, or after due notice given beforehand, with a right of indemnity given
to the servant against the master dismissing him without observing these two provisions.

The provision which orders the confinement of irrepressible vagrants to the houses of

correction, meets only indirectly the case of habitual drunkards, who frequently appear
before the law in the quality of vagrants.

Public-houses must have a license, the granting of which is made dependent on the

respectability of the intending publican, and on the possibility of police supervision of the

place.

An additional police restriction, having the tendency to prevent drunkenness and night

revelling, is the enclosed decret on the closing hours of public-houses, and other similar

establishments.

Belgrave-square, 14 May 1872.
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Appendix, No. 9
~ 62. —

Verordnung der
_

Ministerien des Inneni und der Justiz und der obersten Polizeibe-
hovde vom _3 April 1855, wirksam fiir alle Krouliinder, mit Ausnahme der Militiirgranze,
\Yomit hinsichtlicli der Polizeistunde niihere Beftimmungen getrofFen wei'den.

Nachdem die bisherigen Bestimmungen iiber die Polizeistunde zu vielfaltigen Zweifeln
und zu einem ungleichartigen Verfohren Anlasz gegeben haben, so findetdas1\rinisterium
des Innern, im Einverstandnisse mit dem Justizministerium und der obersten Polizeibe-
horde, in Folge Allerhochster Entsclilieszung vom 4 Mai 1853 zu verordnen, wie folgt

:

§ 1.

Zu einer bestimmten Stunde der Nacbt miissen Gast- und Sclianklocalitiiten, sowie
KafFehhauser, gesclilossen werden, und es darf nach dieser Stunde Giisten weder der
Zutritt zu denselben, noch das langere Verwellen daselbst gestattet werden.

Dieses Verbot findet jedoch in Einkehrwirthshausern auf ankommende Reisende und
Fuhrleute keine Anwendung.
Der Landeschef hat diese Stunde (Polizeistunde), mit Rucksiclit auf die Landes- und

Ortsverhaltnisse, festzusetzen.

Es steht in dem Ermessen desselben, die Bestiramung hieriiber fiir eiuzelne Gebiets-
theile oder Orte den untergeordneten Behorden zu iiberlassen.

§ 2.

Die Bewllligung zum OfFenhalten der Gast- und Schanklocalitaten, sowie der Kaflfeb-

hauser iiber die Polizeistunde kann aus besonderen Griinden in Orten, wo sich eine

landesfiirstliche Polizeibeliorde befindet, von dieser, und in anderen Orten von dem landes-

fiirstlichen Bezirksamte (Stuhlrichteramte, Districtscommissariate), und in soferne die

politische Geschaftsfuhrung an der Stelle der landesfiirstlichen Bezirksbehorde einem
Communal-Magistrate anvertraut ist, von diesem ertheilt werden.

Eine solche Erlaubnisz ist in der Kegel blosz von Fall zu Fall fiir einzelne Nachteund
nur bei besonderen Verhaltnissen fiir gewisse bestimmte Zeitabschnitte zu ertheilen.

Fiir diese Bewilligung ist zu Handen der Gemeindecasse fiir Armenzwecke eine Taxe
zu entrichten, deren Betrag der Landeschef mittelst besonderer Vorschrift festzusetzen

hat.

"Werden Gast- und Schanklocalitaten oder KafFehhauser iiber die festgesetzte oder nach

§ 2 erweiterte Polizeistunde ofFen gehalten, oder werden sie zwar nach dieser Stunde

versperrt, wird aber dennoch Gasten der Zutritt dahin oder das langere Verweilen in

denselben gestattet, so sind die Inhaber derselben nach der kaiserlichen Verordnung vom
20 April 1854 (Nr. 96 des Peichs-Gesetz-Blattes), und beziiglich des lombardisch-vene-

tianischen Konigreiches nach der Verordnung vom 25 April 1854 (Nr. 102 des Reichs-

Gesetz-Blattes), zu behandeln.

§4.
Die Sicherheitsorgane haben bei wahrgenommenen Uebertretungen dieser Vorschrift

zuniichst den dafiir verantwortlichen Inhaber des Gast-, Schank- oder KafFchhauses an

die Erfiillung seiner Pflicht zu erinnern.

Bliebt diese Erinnerung selbst nach Verlauf einiger Zeit fruchtlos, so sind jene Giiste,

welche iiber die von den Sicherheitsorganen an sie unmittelbar gemachte Aufforderung

sich nicht entfernen, hierzu zu verhalteu, und unterliegen, in soferne nicht eine durch

das allgemeine Strafgesetz verpoute Handlung mitunterliiuft, der Behandluug und

Ahndung nach den im § 3 bezogenen Verordnungen=

§ 5.

Die Untersuchung und Bestrafung der Uebertretungen der gegenwlirtigeu \ orschr:ft

steht den im § 2 genuanten Behorden zu.

In BetrefFdes Verfahrens, des Recurses und der Verjahrung gelten die Bestimmungeu

der §§ 3 und 4 der gleichzeitig erlassenen Verordnung vom 3 April 1855, Nr. 61 des

Reichs-Gesetz-Blattes.

Freiherr von Bach, m. p.

Freiherr von Krautz, m. p.

Freiherr von Kemp en, m. p., F. m. l.

0.73. C 0 2
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Appendix, No. 9. SWEDEN.

(Translated from the Swedish).

(A.) EoTAL Department of Justice.

1. Interdiction, whereby is meant the suspension, for a longer or shorter time, or the

deprivation in perpetuity of certain civil rights, is applied in Sweden both by law and

usage in many cases to persons who are addicted to drunkenness, although any uniform

system cannot be said to be adopted.

The most ordinary cases are

—

1. That the drunkard is placed under guardians.

2. That dissolution of marriage can be ap]3lied for and obtained by a wife.

3. That the person who, through drunkenness and consequent indolence and
remissness in work, neglects to maintain his family may be forced to work, and
sometimes even, in case of contumacy, may be sent to a house of correction.

4. That, when drunkenness has brought on bodily or mental disease, or a greater

or less degree of insanity, the drunkard is placed, according to circumstances, in a

hospital or madhouse, and detained there until the malady be cured, or the danger of

a relapse is considered to be essentially removed.

0. That he who is found to be addicted to drunkenness may, and in most cases legally

ought to, be punished by suspension from his office or charge for a certain time, or

in some cases by immediate dismissal.

6. That for drunkenness there exists in the law and separate regulations enacted

certain civil punishments, among which, in general, for the first and second offences

fines, and for repeated offences imprisonment, or other more severe punishment.

7. That contracts entered into while in a state of intoxication are not legally

binding.

2. No separate institutions for the treatment of drunkards exist now, either public or

private, the one established by the late Professor Akerman on the so-called Schreiber's

system having been discontinued on the death of the professor.

3. Even the habitual drunkard becomes subject to the direct interference of the autho-

rities only if found drunk in a public roadway or place. First, after having been either

condemned to imprisonment for drunkenness or other offence against the laws, or himself

or any member of his family become chargeable on the poor rates, and by the adminis-

trators of the relief of the poor reported as idle or contumacious, does he in general become
an object for the legal treatment of the police authox'ities.

4. No person can be placed in a lunatic asylum for an occasional fit of drunkenness.

5. The physicians in Sweden consider generally habitual drunkenness and the insanity

occasioned thereby as the effect of alcoholic consumptiou.

6. They are also probably, without exception, agreed in looking upon drunkenness as a
vice and a crime which can and ought to be legally proceeded against and punished,
without, however, considering it impracticable to employ medical and dietical treatment
for its cure in some instances.

(B.) KoYAL Department of Justice.

(1.)

1. " He who by reason of insanity, habits of squandering, or other causes, is incapable

of managing his property, shall be placed under guardians." Law of Inheritance, chap.

19, paragraph 4.

Parents, next of kin, or guardians, are at liberty to demand that their children, relatives,

or these who are placed under their guardianship, may for a longer time than the one fixed

by the law for the attainment of majority, or for several years, be declared to be incapable
of managing their own affairs, and their property placed under the care and management
of curators, so long and until conclusive proofs of a prudent management have been
given ; such application to be granted unless strong reasons against the same can be
adduced ; the decision to rest with the judge. Parents and guardians ought to show this

reasonable care, and are seriously enjoined thereto ; in case they neglect their duty in

this respect, the officers of the Crown are bound to report the circumstance to the judge.
If any one is dissatisfied with the decision he can appeal against it in the usual order.

In order that no one may lend money or enter into other engagements with a person
thus incapacitated, through ignox'ance, the courts of law are ordered, in case anyone who

has
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has attained his majority is again placed under guardians, to make the fact known by an Appendix No 9announcement in the Official Gazette of the State. Royal Ordinance of 11th May 1774
'

If a nobleman who has attained his majority be placed under guardians, the court shall
communicate information thereof to the Committee of the House of Noble'; Rov-il
Letter, Cth August 1818.

^"

2. Questions respecting dissolution of marriage arc in general to be heard and decided
by a court of law

;
but in some instances such dissolution may be sought bv application

direct to the King.* To such eases belong those when cither tJie luisband or wife is
given to drunkenness, squandering, or violence of conduct, and when such an incom-
patabihty of temperament and views exist, that dnring constant occasions for quarrels, it
finally leads to abhorrence and hatred. In these cases a petition for Ilis Majesty's
gracious sanction to the dissolution may be delivered into the office for judicial revisions,
being accompanied with a certificate that the several degrees of warnings have been
undergone, in accordance with 14th chap., 1st and 2nd paragra])hs, La^Y of Marriage •

19th chap., 4th paragraph, Law of Inheritance ; and the lioyal Ordinance against drunk-
enness, of 16th Xovember 1841, whereui)on, after the other married partner has been
heard, and the chapter of the diocese, as well as the clergy of the parish, have given their
opinion, and the case has been submitted to the consideration (examination) of the Hio-h
Court of Justice, his Majesty gives his decision in the council. Royal Ordinance "of
27th April 1810.

The degrees of warning which, as above stated, are to be gone through, before an
application for dissolution of marriage may be made to the King, are the following :

(a.) First, when report is made to the clergy of the parish, or Avhen, in other ways,
it becomes known that hatred and bitterness liave v.visen 1)etwcen husband and wife,
or other lawful cause for dissolution ofmarriage exist, the married partners are to be
warned by the rector of the parish.

(b.) If they nevertheless do not agree they are again to be warned by the clergy.
(o.) If these warnings prove ineffectual, then the court shall decree a separation

from bed and board during^ one year, and shall further, if necessary, prohibit the
partners, on penalty of imprisonment, to visit each other during the time.

In separate instances His Majesty has granted dissolution of marriage, 9th June 1837,
on the ground that the husband had been placed under guardians for squandering and
drunkenness. 28th June 1837, because the husband had been deprived of his living

for drunkenness both in the exercise of his clerical office and otherwise. 22nd January
1850, on the husband proving by certificates from clergyman and physician that the wife
was incurably addicted to the vice of drunkenness. 6th November 1860, when the wife
had sought dissolution after the husband had been convicted for drunkenness, and on
several occasions treated in a hospital for the effects of an immoderate use of strong

drinks without any reformation in his mode of living ; in addition whereto His Majesty
has frequently granted the petition of a wife for dissolution of marriage when the husband
has been convicted several times for drunkenness.

3. The administration for the relief of the poor is entitled to the same authority as a

master over his servants, with respect not only to all persons in receipt of poor relief, but
also to husbands whose wife and children, under age, are in receipt of such relief, if the

same be not of a temporary nature. If anyone, through idleness or apathy, bring his

wife and children into such a state of want that poor relief has to be given them, he shall,

even if the relief be temporary, stand under the authority of the administration for the

relief of the poor, until the expense occasioned has been repaid. To the same con-

sequences he renders himself liable, who?e children are found begging and are sent back

by the poor law officers. The above authority of master the administration for the relief

of the poor can transfer to others. If an able-bodied person, who stands under such authority

and is of age, refuse to perform the work given to him, or be otherwise contumacious,

disorderly, or insolent, and do not amend after being warned, the administration may report

the case to the authorities, which will generally order the offender to be kept to forced labour

for a fixed time. Several such sentences have been confirmed by His INIajesty on appeal.

4. As no public institution for the improvement of drunkards exists at present in the

country, it is usual, when the necessity arises, to place the drunkard in the institution

for the relief of sick persons, which, with regard to his bodily or mental state, may be

considered most suitable.

5. "Suspension" is a punishment implying that the clergyman or servant of the

Government sentenced thereto, must abstain from the exercise of his ofiice «jr charge for

the time mentioned in the sentence, losing at the same time more or less of his remunera-

tion. He does not, however, cease to be a clergyman or servant of the State, is there-

fore permitted to wear his dress of ofiice or uniform, and all the civil rights appertaining

to his position as servant of the Church or of the State remain intact during the time of

suspension, as do also all the privileges depending on his office, to which his wife and

children may be entitled in the way of pension, &c.
" Deprivation

"

* Whereby is meant the Government translator's remark.

0.73. c c 3
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A endix No 9 " Deprivation " is a punishment bringing with it the loss for ever of the office or em-
L * *

ployment^ with all the advantages accruing therefrom of dignity, remuneration, and civil

rio-hts for tlie person so deprived, his wife, children, or other heirs.

By tlie law of the Church of Sweden, chap. 19, para. 23, it is enacted that the clergy-

man who abandons himself to idleness, lewdness, and drunkenness, and associates with

bad companions, swears, gambles, or commits similar acts of impropriety, shall for the

first offence be suspended from his office or benefice for a certain time, and that he who
attends to the duties during the time shall enjoy half the income ; but that if he do not

amend he shall be deprived of the living entirely. By the Royal Ordinance against

drunkenness, of 16 November 1841, sect. 2, this enactment has been made still more strin-

gent, so that clergyman who is found intoxicated Avhile in the exercise of his clerical office

shall be for ever deprived of his benefice ; but if detected so while not officiating he

shall become amenable to the afore-mentioned enactments in chapter 19, paragraph 23,

of the law of the church.

If anyone else in the performance of service of the State be found intoxicated he shall

be fined the double amount of what is prescribed in general for such an offence. For the

third offence he shall also, according to the circumstances, be suspendedfor a certain number
of years, or deprived for ever of his office.

Persons belonging to the military or naval service are subject to the articles of war.

Royal Ordinance, 16 November 1841, paragraph 2.

The penal code for the military and naval services, of the 11th June 1868, enacts, in

chapter 7, paragraph 14, section 1 :
" Anyone who, while on duty, or else in campaign, camp,

guard- room, or barrack, within a military hospital, or the wharves, workshops, or magazines

of the State, on board the vessels of the State, or on road, street, or public place in the

. locality where garrisoned or stationed, makes clamour or disturbance, or otherwise causes

scandal, or is found to be intoxicated with strong drinks, shall be subjected to disciplinary

punishments."* In the same chapter and paragraph, section 3, it is enacted as follows :
" If

a commander of a greater or smaller military force, or of a vessel, or officer or under-

officer, who is commanded on guard-outpost or similar duty, is found di'unk ; or if sentry

is fovmd drunk at his post, they shall be punished as for gross neglect of duty, in accordance

with the 10th cha))ter, that is to say, either with (a) imprisonment during a time not

exceeding six months, or (^) susj^ension ; or in case the circumstances of the case are par-

ticularly aggravating, (c) if the offender be an officer or under officer, dismissal from the

service, and • d) if a private, imprisonment for a time up to two years."

" 6. If any one imbibe strong drinks in such a quantity that it can be clearly observed

from his gestures and confused state of mind that he be intoxicated, and if he be found in

such a state on street, road, or other public place, he shall be punished for drunkenness
with fines, not exceeding 20 riksdollars." Penal' Code, 18 chap. 15 sect.

" If any one disturb public worship by oaths, clamour, or scandalous behaviour, as

coming to such worship in a.drunken state, he shall be punished with fines of not less than

25 riksdollars, or with imprisonment not exceeding six mouths." .Ibid. 11. 2, 3.

The same enactments apply to similar offences committed in the King's palace in the

capital, or elsewhere, where the King may be sojourning, in the places where the Diet or

its committees may be sitting, in a court of law, or public office, &c. Ibid. 11. 6.

Swearing, clamour, or other scandalous conduct at elections, communal, or church

meetings, or other public assembly, shall be punished with fines not exceeding 100 riks-

dollars. Ibid. 11, 9. 2.

If similar offence be committed on a public way, street, or market-place, or where a fair

or auction be held, it shall be punished with fines u]) to 100 riksdollars. Ibid. 11. 15.

" 7. He who betrothes himself while in a state of intoxication, or is induced thereto

by deceitful means, shall not be bound to keep his promise." Law of Marriage, 4. 7.

" This rule applies to every transaction of the nature of a contract, for it is not permitted

to anyone to procure to himself advantages to another man's injury, consequently neither

to avail himself of a state of mind of his fellow man in which he is not cognisant of his

actions, nor by false representations induce him to do that by which he must necessarily

suffer injury. With respect, on the other hand, to crimes, drunkenness cannot be alleged

as an excuse, because it is the duty of every one to abstain from such a vile and shame-
ful state, which in itself constitutes a serious offence, and one can never excuse one crime

with another, but must then suffer for both." Llnd. Judges' Discretion, &c.

The extension of the enactment of the law respecting betrothal" to all contracts which
may

Such are in general for officers
; 1st degree, arrest without guard, not exceeding 30 days ; 2nd degree,

arrest under guard, not exceeding 30 days ; and 3rd degree, arrest under guard, 31-60 da^^s : for uuder-
officers, 1st degree, arrest without guard, not exceeding 15 days ; 2iid degree, arrest under guard, not exceeding
ISdays; 3rd degree, arrest with bread-and-water diet, or dirk arrest, not exceeding 10 days: and for
privates, 1st degree, arrest, under guard, not exceeding 10 days ; 2nd degree, arrest with water and bread
diet, or dark arrest, not exceeding five days

;
and, 3rd degree, arrest with water and bread diet, or dark

arrest at least six, at the utmost 10, days. It is, however, permitted by the 14th chapter, that for less
serious offences or improprieties, such as, among others, addicted iiess to strong drinks, warnings maybe
administered by the commander either in private or in tiie presence of some of the superiors or comrades of
tlie offender, or leave of absence refused

; and for privates (a ) > Irill, guard duty, or extra assistances, (b) drudg-
ery-work, (c) limitation in the permission to stay out of the liarracks, barrack-room, quarter or camp, and
(d) the retention of spirit-rations, or of the allowance of tob n-co, money, &c.
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may be entered into while in a state of intoxication, laid down in the above extract from Appendix, No. 9.
the work of the celebrated jurist, is in accordance with the general principle of the inter- L
pretation of the law in Sweden.^ His latter expression, with respect to the accountability
of an intoxicated person for crime, is expressly approved by the Legislature, as appears
from the 3rd paragraph of the Royal Ordinance of the 16th November 1841, where it is

laid down, " If any one commit a crime in a state of drunkenness, wheresover it may be,"
thus not only in a public place, " hh state shall not serve as an extenuation, but he shall,

in addition to his liability of punishment for the crime of drunkenness, be subject to all

the penalties (consequences) which are enacted by law, and ordinances in each case
; yet

so that no fines may be imposed for drunkenness in the case of any one who for another
crime has been sentenced to the greatest bodily punishment."'

(2.)

The so-called Schreiber's Institution, for the reformation of drunkards, established
and managed by Dr. Akerman, on the principle of only supplying the patients with food
and drink to a certain extent mixed with spirits, was founded entirely Ijy means of private
subscriptions. The number of persons treated in this institution cannot now be ascer-
tained ; but it is known that they were not few, both of males and females, and that
several remarkable instances of perfect recovery took place. The method requires par-
ticular care and great attention to the symptoms'of disease occurring during the treatment

;

and it is stated that in the hands of unskilful and less conscientious people several cases of
death have taken place, whereby both the doctors and the public have been deterred from
the use of the cure.

(3.)

If at house where corn-brandy or other strong drinks are kept for sale, any one is

found to be in such a state of intoxication that he cannot, without evident risk to himself
and others be left without assistance, the landlord shall be bound to take care of him till

the state of intoxication is passed
;
and, in case the landlord neglects such, and injury is

thereby occasioned, he shall be fined from 10 to 50 riksdollai's
; and, on repeated negli-

gence on his part, it shall depend upon the consideration of those concerned whether the

license shall not be taken away. Koyal Ordinance against drunkenness of 16th November
1841, section 5, compared with the Royal Ordinance respecting the conditions for the sale

of corn-brandy, of the 18th December 1863, 29th and 47th paragraphs.
" Any one who is found intoxicated with strong drinks on road or street may, when he

cannot in other ways be properly taken care of, be placed into jail until he has regained the

nse of his senses. If he in such public places, or in public-houses, hotels or inns while

in a state of drunkenness, makes a clamour or disturbs or insults other persons, he shall

inevitably be put into jail
;
but, on becoming sober, he is to be liberated again unless he

have committed an oflPence, for which he is to be kept in prison according to law." Royal
Ordinance, 16 November 1841, section 7.
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